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A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EVAPORATION AND TEMPERATURE

By J. A. PRESCOTT, Waite Agricultural Research Institute

Summary

In the formulation of climatic indices several attempts have been made to develop factors in which

the effect of evaporation in controlling the efficiency of rainfall is expressed as a function of

temperature without taking atmospheric humidity into account. Such indices include those of Lang,

de Martonne, Emberger McKibbin for annual values and of Thornthwaite (1931) for monthly

values. Reference may be made to a previous paper (1934) for a discussion of these indices.
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A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EVAPORATION AND TEMPERATURE

By J. A. Prescott, Waste Agricultural Research Institute

[Read 12 November 1942]

In the formulation of climatic indices several attempts have been made to
develop factors in which the. effect of evaporation in controlling the efficiency of
rainfall is expressed as a function of temperature without taking atmospheric
humidity into account. Such indices include those of Lang, de Martonne,
Emberger, McKibbin for annual values and of Tbornthwaite (1931) for monthly
values. Reference may be made to a previous paper (1934) for a discussion of
these indices.

A more recent attempt is that of Baver (1937) who obtained a useful expres-
sion linking the ratio of rainfall to evaporation with rainfall and temperature.

It was later shown (1940) that although evaporation from a free water
surface is roughly proportional to atmospheric saturation deficit, the amount is

limited by the amount of solar energy which is available to supply the latent heat
re-quired for the evaporation and that an improved relation is obtained if both
saturation deficit and radiation are taken into account.

In view of the fact that temperature is important in controlling saturation
deficit and is in itself controlled by solar radiation, there appeared therefore to be
a reasonable probability of being able to express evaporation from a free water
surface as a function of temperature.

It has been previously noted (1942) that the relationship between mean
monthly temperatures and solar radiation is essentially one of difference in phase,
and an examination was therefore made by the methods of Fourier analysis then
outlined of the phase relationship between temperature and evaporation for a
number of Australian stations, about thirty in number, for which the mean
monthly values over a reasonable term of years were available. The amounts of
evaporation recorded appear to vary considerably from site to site, although the
records at each site are usually consistent. The evaporation data used in the
examination are given in Table 1. temperature data were taken from the Com-
monwealth Year Book (1941) and from Pamphlet Xo. 42 of the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research. In Table I arc also given the differences in
phase between temperature and evaporation. As might be expected, the evapora-
tion is intermediate in phase between -radiation and temperature. The column
giving the ratios of annual evaporation to saturation deficit gives a measure of the
variability amongst the recording stations.

The phase relationships between meteorological elements may be illustrated
from the records of tbc Waite Institute. Adelaide, which are given in Table II.

The probable radiation at the earth's surface is seen to be some eight davs
later than the solar radiation proper—tin's being due to a lag in relative sunshine
of 26 days. The difference in phase between evaporation and saturation deficit is

4 -7 days, and between evaporation and temperature it is 13*0 days.

Tr;.m. K..y. Soc. S. Atist., 67, (1), 30 July 194.1
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Table II

Lag between Meteorological Elements and Solar Radiation
at the Waite Institute-, Adelaide

Meteorological Element Days

Probable radiation at earth's surface - - S*3
Relative humidity - - - - 17-5

Evaporation - - - - - 21 *2

Relative sunshine (1 * - - - 25/6
Saturation deficit - 25 -9

Temperature - - - - - 34*2

Vapour pressure - 50*6

For each of the stations, the next step was to calculate the temperature
corresponding to a forward displacement m phase equal to the difference in phase
between the curves for evaporation and temperature. It was then found that the

relationship between mean monthly evaporation and the corresponding- phase-
displaced temperature could be represented by an equation of the form

E == a + bT + cc!T

where R is the monthly evaporation expressed in inches

T is the corresponding monthly phase-displaced temperature expressed

in degrees Fahrenheit,

aind a, b, c and d are constants.

When evaporation is plotted directly against temperature a characteristic loop

represents the relationship. The displacement of the temperature in phase by the

calculated amount gives an excellent curve in all cases examined, and three of these

are illustrated in fig. 1. It is interesting to mote that the phase-displaced tempera-

ture when evaporation is nil is very close to the dew point of the coolest month.

The methods used for calculating the constants of the equations were in the

main graphical, and it is not intended to quote them in full. These constants have
been examined, however, by statistical methods in order to secure any generalisa-

tion that might prove useful later in attempting to secure estimates for the evapora-

tion at any site in Australia, at least south of the tropic.

To simplify the handling of the data, logarithms were taken of the third

term in the equation: log cc dT := logr -{- T. d logf

so that the constants to be examined became a, b, logc and dlogc In view of the

fact that it was considered undesirable to introduce humidity factors into the

generalisations, the only other constatits permitted were distance from the ocean

and latitude.

The first generalisations attempted related to the phase relationships of the

curves of temperature and evaporation. Both the lag of the evaporation curve
behind solar radiation and the difference in phase between temperature and
evaporation show a general relationship with distance from the ocean. These
relationships vary, however, both with latitude and longitude, but the stations in

New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania appear to belong to a common group.

In this group the lag of evaporation behind solar radiation reaches a maximum
for stations about 170 miles from the ocean. For the Western Australian group
this maximum period of lag occurs at a distance of about thirty miles from the

oeeait The Queensland, stations appear to belong to yet another group. These
relationships are illustrated in fig. 2. The difference in phase between temperature
and evaporation for stations in south-eastern Australia shows a maximum of

€) Relative sunshine is the ratio of actual to possible sunshine in each month.



twenty-one days at the ocean coast and falls off rapidly to values of the order of

seven days within 150 miles of the coast. This feature is illustrated in fig, 3.

With respect to the constants a
} b, c and d, the main feature is a high correla-

tion between values for a and b (r — 0-984) and for logo and dlogc (r = 0'950).

A-O 50 60 70 4-0 50 60 70 T
Fig. 1 Illustrating the relationship between mean monthly evaporation and
temperatures at three stations. On the left the evaporations and tempera-
tures are those actually observed; on the right the temperature curves

have been displaced in phase by an amount corresponding to the differ-

ence in phase between evaporation and temperature. These differences are

:

for Coolgardie, W. Aust., 12-2 days; for Griffith, N.S.W... 8-2 days; and for

the W'aite Institute, S. Aust., 13*1 days. For example: the temperatures

corresponding to the monthly evaporations at the Waite Institute are not

those of the corresponding months but are read off from the temperature

curves 13-2 days later. The relationship between evaporation and phase-

displaced temperature can be expressed by an equation of the form

E — a -f- bT + rr-' 7 '- The arrows indicate the dew point of the coolest month.
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Fig. 2 Illustrating the relationship between the distance from the ocean and
the lag in phase between evaporation, and solar radiation at Australian stations.

Line S.E. with solid circles: stations in south-eastern Australia; line

\Y with open circles: stations in Western Australia; line Q with crosses, two
stations in Queensland.
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Fig, 3 Illustrating the relationship, for stations in south-eastern Australia,

.between the distance from the ocean and the difference in phase between
temperature and evaporation.



]n the latter case an improvement is to he observed by allowing for latitude

(R = 0*981). Corresponding regression equations are:

~a = 49-0 b — 0-86

and -logc — 1*60 + 77*1 dlogc — 0*0643 Latitude.

The constants a and b are related to the total annual evaporation. The correlation

between annual E and b for example is 0-616 with the corresponding regression

equation: annual 11 — 155 b + 31 -8.

There is a suggestion of some relationship between the values for log<: and the

difference in phase between temperature and evaporation, but the correlation

is low.
SUMMARV

The relationship between mean monthly evaporation and mean monthly tempera-

ture for a range of Australian stations can best be expressed in terms of a differ-

ence in phase which is a function of distance from the ocean. The relationship

between evaporation and phase-displaced temperature can be satisfactorily

expressed by an equation of the form

E = a + bT + cc'
rr-

This equation has been fitted to some thirty sets of records and some correlations

have been sought. The records are, however, not consistent enough to enable a

general equation to be applied for all or part of southern Australia.
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TWO INTERESTING UPPER PERMIAN HOMOPTERA
FROM NEW SOUTH WALES

By J. W. EVANS

Summary

As by far the sweater part of the available knowledge of extinct insect forms is based on the study

of wing venation, well-preserved remains of other insect parts are of extreme interest. In the present

paper two fossil insects are described in which the principal features are head structure. In one of

them wing venation is also preserved.
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TWO INTERESTING UPPER PERMIAN HOMOPTERA
FROM NEW SOUTH WALES

By J. W. Evans

[Read 8 April 1943J

Plate I

As by far the greater part of the available knowledge of extinct insect forms
is based on the study of wing venation, well-preserved remains of other insect parts

are of extreme interest. In the present paper two fossil insects are described in

which the principal features arc head structure. In one of them wing venation

is also preserved.

The fossils were found in 1942 in Upper Permian strata, near Newcastle,

New South Wales, by Mr. (). Le M. Knight. I am grateful to Mr. Knight for

the opportunity to examine and describe these fossils and for making available

the photographs which accompany the paper.

HOMOPTERA-AUCJ lEXORRxI Y X CI I

A

SCYTIXOPTEKIDAE

Permagra gen. now

The costal border of the tegmen is thickened, Sc is short and curved to

meet R. and R 2 + 3 extends in a straight line to the apex of the tegmen. M has

only two branches, and both branches of Cu arc short. An appendix is developed.

Permagra distincta sp. now (Genotype)

(PL I, fig. 1; text fig. 1)

Length of the whole insect, 7 111111.. of the tegmen, 5 mm. Head wider than

long with a distinct epicranial suture posterior to the frons. Posterior margin ot

the face of the head as in text fig, 1. Tegmen rugose, venation as in text fig. 1.

Iio!otype—Xo. ¥39866, Australian Museum, Sydney.
Horizon—Upper Permian of Belmonth, X.S.W.

The single specimen on which this genus and species are based is fairly well

preserved, and of interest because, as well as the outline of the head being visible,

the shape of the frons, or more probably the fronto-clypeus, is well indicated.

The anterior part of the head is not clear, though the impression of the labium
remains. Posterior to the head, on each side, are a pair of indistinct impressions

which arc suggestive of pronotal paranota. Much of the segmentation of the

thorax and abdomen is visible and the greater part of the venation of one tegmen;
the other is somewhat obscured by the hind wing.

The venation has characteristics in common both with Pcrmoscarta behsion-

tensis Tillyard and with present-day Cercopids, such as species in the genus
Philagra Don. It resembles P. behnontensis in the shape of the media and first

cubitus and differs in having a radial sector with two branches. It resembles

Philagra in the shape of the subcosta, radius and first cubitus, but differs in hav-

ing a two-branched media ; the media in Philagra is undivided.

Tillyard (1926), and others, have suggested that the Cercopldae are descended
from the Scytinopteridae. The discovery of Permagra distincta lends support to

this hypothesis. The possible retention by P. distincta of pronotal paranota. is

not evidence of any very close relationship with the Pcloridiidae, although this

group is the only one among present-day Homoptera in which these structures

are developed.

Tr;i«s. Roy. Hoc. S. Aust., 67, (1), 30 July 1943



IIOMOPTKRA-PALAKORRHYNCHA

Arciikscyttnidae

The insect described below is preserved in such a fashion that only the ventral

surface is visible; the wings are completely concealed by the body. Its small size

suggests it may belong to the genus Pcnnopsylla Tillyard, or to a related g^nus.

These genera have been placed by Carpenter (1939) in the Archescytinidae. The

head is" excellently preserved and, though undoubtedly Jdomopterous, is not of an

insect belonging to any of the three present-day divisions of the Homoptera. It

is therefore placed in" the division Pala^orrhyncha, which Carpenter (1932) has

suggested may well be ancestral to both the Auchenorrhyncha and the Sternor-

rhyncha. As' Eugcrcon bocckhigi Dohrn. is very doubtfully Hemipterous, the

head described below is the first well preserved Hemipterous head to be discovered

in Palaeozoic strata.

jtn**
T .y

Fig. 1

Permagra distincta g. ct. Sp. 17.

Fig. 2

Permocephalus knighti, head, g, el., sp. n,

Permocephalus gen. no v.

The head, which is nearly twice as wide as long, is divided by a transverse

ridge into a posterior convex area and a more or less flat anterior area. The arms

of the epicranial sutures join the genal sutures on each side. The genae are wide,

the clvpeus wider anteriorly than posteriorly, and the labium is short.

Permocephalus knighti sp. nov. (Genotype)

(PI. 1, iig. 2; text fig. 2)

Length, of whole insect, 5 mm. Width of head, 1*3 mm. The head is illus-

trated in text fig. 2. Parts of the thorax are visible, abdominal segmentation is

distinct, and there are faint indications of the presence of a saw-like ovipositor.

Holotypc—No. F39865, Australian Museum, Sydney.

Horizon—Upper Permian of Relmouth, N.S.W.

That part of the head which lies posterior to the transverse ridge needs little

comment, apart from noting that there is no trace of a coronal suture. The broken
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line which connects the arms of the epicranial suture in text fig. 2 represents the

epistomal suture. It is not distinct and can be seen only with careful lighting. The
antennae appear to arise close to the ends of the epistomal suture. The genae are

wide, and not connected facially with the maxillary plates. Narrow borders,

anterior to the clypeus on each side of the labrum, may represent parts of these

plates.

The clypeus is a single undivided sclcrite, somewhat raised antcro-medially.

The lateral sutures bounding it on each side, which join the epicranial sutures,

are genal and not clypeal sutures. It has been suggested earlier (Evans, 1938)

that the lora of the Auchenorrhyncha are. part of the clypeus, and that a progres-

sive development can he traced from the Peloridiidae (Coleorrhyncha) through
the Fulgoroida to the rest of the groups in the division. A comparison of the

head of P. knighii with that of the head of a nymph of Hcniiodoccus fidclis Ev.

(Peloridiidae), lends support to this view. In P. knighti no trace of clypeal

sutures occurs ; in H . fidclis incipient clypeal sutures are present which do not

reach to the hind margin of the clypeus. In the ITomoptera-Auchenorrhyncha
clypeal sutures divide the ante-clypeus into a central part and a lateral lora, and
connect with the frontal sutures on each side of the head. Snodgrass (1938)
has expressed contrary views and is of the opinion that the lora arc part of the

hypopharynx.

The labrum of P. knighii is distinct, also the three apical segments of a short

labium. The proximal segment of the. labium is not preserved, and the wide

structure underlying this segment consists presumably of the entosternal arms of

the prothorax.
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AUSTRALIAN SPECIES OF LISTROPHORIDAE CANEST (ACARINA)
WITH NOTES ON THE NEW GENERA

By H. WOMERSLEY, F.R.E.S., A.L.S., South Australian Museum

Summary

No records of this family of Acarina from Australia appear to have been published since the original

description of the following two genera and species:
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AUSTRALIAN SPECIES OF LISTROPHORIDAE CANEST (ACARINA)

WITH NOTES ON THE NEW GENERA

By FT. AVomkrslev, F.R.E.S,, A.E.S., South Australian Museum

Xo records of this family of Acarina from Australia appear to have been

published since the original description of the following two genera and species:

1 Chirodiscus ampicxans Trt. and Xeum. 1890 ("Hull. Sci. Pr. Belg.. 22, 392,.

pi. 21 ) from Podargiis strigokics (Tawny-shouldered Frog-mouth or

Mopoke) from South Australia.

2 Campxlochinis cJiclopus Trt. 1893 (OR Soc. Biol. Paris, 45, 699) from

PscudocJicirus convoluta Oken 1816 = cookH Desm. 1818 (Ringtail

Possum) from Tasmania.

Both these records are repeated in Canestrini and Kramer's monograph on

the "Dcmodicidae and Sarcoptidae" in "Das Tierreich," Pfg. 7. 27 and 28, 1899,

but the first is omitted from Rainbow's '"Synopsis of Australian Acarina (Rec.

Austr. Mus, 6, (3), 1906). Canestrini and Kramer (Joe. cif., 29) regard the

occurrence of C. ampicxans on a bird (Podargus strigoides) as accidental and

suggest that its true host was most probably a species of marsupial.

Recently C. Gimther (Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 67 (3 and 4). 109, 1942), in

erecting a new genus Ncoiabidocarpus for his species (Labidocarpus buJolocnsis

Gunther 1940 (Ibid 65, (3 and 4), 353) has subdivided the family into a number

of well-defined subfamilies and published a key to the subfamilies and genera

based upon that of Ewing (Manual of External Parasites, 1929).

Unfortunately, several errors and omissions have crept into his paper which

need to be corrected.

In the first place, in his key. in caption 3. the words "Body depressed" have

been transposed with "Body compressed" in the next line. As given by Ewing

1929, however, these respective statements are in their correct place and the error

in Gunthcr's key is probably one of transcription.

Pi this table of generic distribution and hosts, he is in error in giving the

locality of ListropJioroidcs Hirst as Orange Free State, West Africa; that given

by Hirst was Accra, Gold Coast. Xo reference is made to Eerris' record of a

species attributed to ListropJioroidcs from the Marquesas (Marquesan Insects,

(1), Bull. 98, B. P. Bishop Museum, 1932), nor does Gunther seem to have been

aware of a species, also attributed to the same genus, described by Radford 1939

(Parasitology, 31) from Cape Town. As will be shown later, however, the first

of these species does not belong to this genus.

Ewing (1929) synonymises Hirst's Chirodisco'ulcs 1917 with CauipyJochirus

Trt. 1893,' and although he is possibly correct m this, Troussart's original work

is not available to me and Hirst, unfortunately, does not describe the dorsal

surface and has only figured (in 1922) the ventral surface of the male of

CJiirodiscoidcs caviac from guinea pigs.

ListropJioroidcs actJiiopicus Hirst 1923 is, so far, only known from the male,

and here again in his original description he neither mentions nor figures the

dorsal surface, so that it is not possible without reference to the type slide to say

whether it has any dorsal scuta or not. Radford also (1939), in describing

ListropJioroidcs batJiycrgians from a male from Cape Town ignores, both by

description and figures, the dorsal surface, wdiile his figures of the ventral surface

of both sexes leave much to the imagination.

Trauii Km-. Sac. S. Aust.. 67, (1), 30 July 1943
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Ferris, however, in his paper gives some excellent detailed figures of his

species Listrophoroklcs cxpansus showing hoth dorsal and ventral aspects. Lie

was rather doubtful about the placing of his species in| the genus, and it certainly

does require a new genus, although one cannot point at present to the differences

of the dorsal surface between this and iJstrophoroidcs Hirst.

Key to the Subfamilies and Genera of Listrophouidae

1 Legs I and II modified as claspers.

Legs III and IV modified as claspers. Myocoptinac Gunth. 1942 9

Maxillae modified as claspers. Listrophormae Gunth,, 1942 10

2 Legs I and II with caruncles, not highly modified. Sometimes with accessory claspers.

Atopomclinae Gunth. 1942 3

Legs I and II without caruncles, highly modified. Without accessory claspers.

Labidocarpinac Gunth. 1942 6

3 Body compressed. Sternal region between coxae II and III with dam-like accessory

claspers. Leg of $ very large. Gen. Atopomclits Trt. 1918

1'ody depressed. Sternal region without claspers. 4

•4 All coxae widely separated mediaLy- Palpi 2-segmentcd. Three dorsal scuta.

Gen. Ma-rqucsauut now for UstropJioroides Ferris 1932 nee Hirst 1923

Coxae I and II touching medially, large, inner areas striated, ILL and IV widely

separated. 3

All coxae touching in medial line, without, striatums. Front legs not unduly flattened

and incurved or hook-like. Leg IV shorter in <j than 9 , and thicker. Dorsally

with a single anterior scutum. Palpi 2-segmented. Gen, .Ausirochirus now

5 Legs I and II strongly flattened and incurved hook-like on apical segments; tarsus IV
also incurved and hook-like. Dorsal scuta? Gen. Ciuupylochinis Trt. 1893

— (Av.rodiscoldcs Hirst 1917

Legs I and II not flattened or markedly incurved; tarsus IV normal. Coxae 1L with

stout blunt inner tooth. Dorsal scuta? Gen. Lislroplwroidcs Hirst 1923

nee Ferris 1932

Lody depressed. ?

Body compressed. 8

7 Legs I. and H broadened distally into a truncate shovel-dike shape.

Gen, Schizocarpus Trt. 1896

= Plaptosoma Kramer 1896

Legs I and J[ about same width for most of their length, 1-segmcnted. flattened,

hollowed internally, curved and pointed distally. Legs III and TV normal with

caruncle. Gen. Chirodiscus Trt. and Neuni. 1890

8 Legs 111 and IV short and stumpy, without caruncles, 3-5-scgincutcd almost vesLgial.

Oik- anterior dorsal scutum. Gen. Lctbidncarpus Trt, 1895
— Alabldocarpus Ewingl929

Legs III and IV long, slender with caruncles, 5-segmented, doubled forward beneath

abdomen. One anterior dorsal scutum. Gen. Ncolabidocarpus Gunth. 1942

9 Legs 111 and IV similar in hoth sexes and ending hi a transverse disc, with 2 stout

setae on d stal segments. Gen. Trichoccus Canestri 1899

= Trichobiits Can. 1897 pre. occ.

Legs III and IV dissimilar in two sexes, not as above. No dorsal scuta. Palpi

3-segmented, apparently. Gen. Myoroptcs Clap. 1869

10 Coxae III separated. One anterior dorsal scutum. Gen. fdstrophonts Pagenst 1861

Coxae III dilated and fused together., Gen. Eurychiroidcs n.n. for

Eitryzomts Trt. 1918 pre. occ.
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Subfamily MYOCOPTINAE Gunther 1942

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W, 67, (304), 109.

Genus Myocoptes Claparcde 1869

Z. Wiss. ZooL 18, 532.

myocoptes musculinus C. L. Koch 1844

Sarcopfes musculinus C. L. Koch 1844. CM. A., fasc. 5, fig. 13.

Mxocoptcs musculinus Can. and Kr. 1899, Das Tierreich, Lig. 7, 25.

(Fig. 1, A-H)

Numerous specimens of this European species were found on laboratory

•white mice by Mr. H. B. Carter of the MacMalster Laboratory, Sydney. The mice

were of a strain introduced from England, and the effect of the mites was to pro-

duce a type of mange for which Mr. Carte'r proposes the name of "Myocoptie

Mange."

As far as ! have been able to ascertain the adult stages only have been

described or figured. In the material sent to me for study the larval and nymphal

stages are represented, and the opportunity is taken to describe and figure the

three stages in detail.

Description—Aduh 9 (fig. L A, B). Length 320 /a, width 160/*,, Dorsally

with a pair of short setae on capital urn, on shoulders with a very long seta and

anterior of this a short seta; on dorsum with 5 rows of 2 setae, the anterior row

long and with a pair of short, fine setae inside; the other four pairs of setae

moderately long. Ventrally with one fairly long seta on coxa I and 111, a pair of

about the' same length between coxae III and IV, a short median pair between

coxae IV, and also just anterior of anus; and a very long pair of setae subapically.

The dorsal cuticle is transversly striated in the posterior fourth, anterior of which

the striations become broken and roughly scaliform. Ventrally the cuticle is trans-

versely striated but entirely lacks the line points of the nymphs and larvae.

Adult S (fig. 1, C, D). Length 210 fi, width 155 /*> rather more ovate than

in 9 . Dorsal and ventral setae much as in 9 , but the cuticle is only coarsely

marked with striations. Ventrally with the setae, also as in 9 ;
posteriorly with

a pair of anal discs and two pairs of long extra setae. Leg IV stout and thick and

differing from 111, which is similar to leg III and IV of 9 ;
penis bent and

2-pronged; no ventral striations.

Nymph, 9 (fig. 1, E, F). Length 255 /a, width 160^.. Dorsal and ventral

chaetotaxy as in adult 9 . Dorsum longitudinally striated laterally and trans-

versely so on posterior fourth, medially with broken transverse lines. Ventrally

longitudinally striated narrowly laterally, and in between with transverse lines

with numerous fine points.

Larva (lig. 1, G, II). Length 185/*, width 13Q#, broadly oval, the thirdpair

of legs modified for grasping hair. Dorsally the cuticle is longitudinally striated

for a narrow width all round, and medially with broken curved transverse lines.

Ventrally with lateral longitudinal and medial transverse lines, both with fine

points, as figured. Leg IV is indicated by a slight tubercle (cf. fig. 1. H).

Chaetotaxy simpler than in nymph.

Subfamily ATOPOMELIXAE Gunther 1942

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.SAV., 67, (3 and 4), 109.

Genus Marquesania nov.

Ferris, 1932, in describing his species Listrophoroides expemsus from the

Marquesas! was somewhat doubtful about the generic placing and had in mind
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Marquesania expaxsa (Ferris 1932)

= Listrophoroidcs cxpansus Ferris 1932, B. P. Bishop Museum, Hull. 98.

The typical form of this species is discussed under the new variety qneens-
laudica. It has heen admirahly figured and described by Ferris.

Loc. and Hosts—Three .specimens, conforming; entirely with the description
and figures, were collected from the debris of a jar containing bats in the South
Australian Museum collections, numbered M4443-53, 3576, 501 and 500. No
locality is given and even the host is doubtful. Ferris' material was from rats,

and it is quite possible that the spirit in wh;ich the bats were preserved may at some
time have been poured off specimens of rats.

var. queensilandica nov.

(Fg. 2, A-D)

Description— $ . Length 430 /a, width 170 /x, elongate, flattened dorsally,

with three lightly chitinised Unely pitted scuta (cf. fig. 2A), second and third

scuta with irregular transverse lines. Falpi 2-segmentcd, short and stout. Front
legs modified for grasping hair; leg 1 with lateral sclerotisations, the outer sclerite

on fernur somewhat as in M. cxpansa f.p., but apparently not as pronounced and
not free; leg II with the terminal segment ending in two lateral anchor-like hooks;

legs III and IV long, cylindrical aJnd fairly slender; all legs with small caruncles,

and without claws. Eyes absent. Dorsal setae small and few, as in fig, 2 A.
Yentrally the coxae are in two groups, large and finely pitted, not striated as given

for coxae I and II of expanse; a pair of small setae between coxae 1, a seta on
each of coxae II, three setae on coxae III, and a pair between coxae IV, a median
pair anterior of anus. Genitalia between coxae III.

3 . Length 345 jx, width 140 p. Generally as in 5 but legs III and IV much
stouter and the subbasal seta on tarsi II, III and IV longer and stronger and
recurved. Subapically on venter are six clavate processes from which arise fine

setae, the median one of each three being the longest. Apex of abdomen slightly

incised. Genitalia between coxae 11 and coxae IV (cf. fig. 2 C).

Loc. and Host—Many specimens of both sexes from rats, Queensland;

Cowan Cowatn, September 1938, on Rait us \onngi, (Smith) ; Cairns, 1939. on

rat (No. 6) (W. G. HeasKp).

Remarks—This form, which at the present time I am not relegating to more

than a variety of M, cxpansa Ferris from the Marquesas and ? Australia, differs

mainly in the lack ot striations on coxae 1 and II and, the apparent absence of a

pronounced tooth on the femur of leg I.

Genus Austrochirus nov.

Flongate, dorsally compressed, with only an anterior chitinised scutum.

Legs I and II curved' inwards and modified for grasping hair. Coxae in two

groups, epimera meeting in mid-line in all pairs. Leg IV of S very much stouier

than in $. Caruncles present on all tarsi. Genotype Austrochirus queens-

landicus n. sp.

n
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Austrochirus queenslandicus n. sp.

(Fig. 3, A-G)

Description— 9 . Length 515 ft, width 200 /x; elongate, slightly wider m
anterior half. Palpi 2- ( ? 3-) segmented (cf. rig. 3 G). Legs I and II fairly short,

apical segments strongly sderotised laterally to form rounded knobs for grasp-
ing hair, metatarsus (?) with long- recurved seta; legs III and IV somewhat
longer, segments cylindrical, tarsi apically rather tapering. Coxae large, touching
medially and. partially pitted, not striated. Genitalia between coxae IV. Dorsum
anteriorly with a chitinised pitted scutum occupying the whole width of animal
and extending posteriorly to end of coxae II, with two pairs of fine setae; rest of
dorsum coarsely transversely striated. Ventrally as in tig. 3 B, a pair of setae on
coxae I and III, a pair between coxae [I and 111 and between coxae IV; on the
venter the dorsal striatums become scale-like. Apex of abdomen slightly incised
and with two long setae and, a pair of small ones.

£ . As in $ but a little smaller. Length 480^, width 170 «. The transverse
dorsal striations end at about the level of coxae III, thereafter they are longi-

tudinal. Ventrally there are two pairs of setae on coxae III. Genitalia between
coxae IV. Leg IV is very much stouter than in the female (fig, 3 D). A pair of
small anal discs on each side of the anal opening.

Loc. and Hosts—A number of specimens from a possum. Brisbane,
Queensland, 1938 (Smith).

Remarks—That this species will not fit into any known genus of Listro-
phoridae and requires a new one will be evident from the key to subfamilies and
genera.

Subfamily LABIDOCARPINAE Gunther 1942

Lroe. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 67, (3 and 4), 109, 1943.

Genus Labidocarpus Trt. 1895

Bull. Soc. ent. France, 38, 1895. Type L. rollinati Trt. 1895).

— Alabhlocarpus Ewing 1929, 188. (Type L. megalonyx Trt. 1895).

Labidocarpus recurvus n. sp.

(Fig. 4, A-C)

Description— 2. Laterally compressed. Length 620/*, depth 205^. AVith

an anterior chitinised scutum. Abdomen posterior of scutum strongly transversely

striated. Legs 1 and IT short and stumpy, modified for grasping hair, segmenta-
tion indistinct, thickened and flattened; legs III and IV long, 5-segmented, tarsus

provided with a long curved claw, and two spurs on III, one spur on IV, tibia

with a long apical recurved seta. Apically on the abdomen with a pair of long and
a pair of short setae; on the shoulders between coxae II and III a long seta.

Loc. and Hosts—A single specimen from Bathurst, New South Wales,
15 March 1934 (A. S. Allman), on the hair of a bat.

Remarks—This species would come into Ewing's genus Alabido carpits as

differentiated by the presence of a pair of spurs on the tarsus of leg III, but this

separation does not seem to be justified as suggested by Gunther, 1942. It comes
nearest to L. nasicolus Lawrence 1938 from Xatal, but differs in tbat the spurs
of tarsus II are only one-fifth the length of claw instead of nearly one-half. Like
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itasicolus it is intermediate in size between mcgalonyx Trt. and minor Trt. from

the European horse-shoe bat. Gunther, in his key (1942), also separates

Ncolabidocarpus from Labidocarpus in that it has five- and not three-segmented

le^s III and IV. In both nasicolus and the above new species are these legs.

Fig. 4 Labidocarpus recurvus sp. n. : A, lateral view ui $ ;

B, tarsus TV; C. tarsus III.

although not slender and not provided with caruncles as in Ncolabidocarpus, with

hve very distinct segments. In this respect they differ from the European species

which, as figured bv earlier workers, have only 3-segmented legs III and IV.

Subfamily LTSTROPf lORIXAE Gunther 1942

[>roc. Linn. Soc. X.S.W., 67, (3 and 4). 109,, 1942.

Genus Listrophorus Pagcnstecher 1861

Z. Wiss. Zool., 11, 105., 156, 1861. (Genotype L. gibbus Pgst, 1861.)

Pistropttorus gip.p-us Pagcnstecher 1861

loc. fit., 156. pi. 17. (Fig. 5, A-D)

Description— $ . Broadly oval, length 430
f
x, width 275 p. Dorsum with one

anterior scutum (tig. 5 A), behind which il is strongly transversely striate, apex

more or less rounded, apparently devoid of setae. Gnathosoma broadly truncate.

Pegs short, not specially modified, tarsi all with caruncles. Veutrally striated as

in 5 I'. Coxae non-striate.

S . Rather narrower than in 2
f

the dorsal .scutum somewhat longer.

Posteriorly produced in a more or less parallel-sided and apically bifurcate process

(cf. fig. 5~C, D), with a pair of anal discs. Genitalia between coxae 111 and IV.

Pegs relatively longer and somewhat stouter than in 9 . All tarsi with caruncles;

tibiae il with' a long apical seta. Length 500 /x, width 205 fx,
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Kitf. 5 Listroplwrus </ibbus Pgst. : A, § dorsal: B, $ ventral; C, $ dorsal; D, £ ventral.

hoc. and Host—This species occurs in the fur of rabbits and is undoubtedly
introduced from Europe. I have specimens as follows:—Australia: on rabbits,

near Melbourne, Vict., Nov. 1941 (W. M. M.). New Zealand: on Angora rab-

bits, Ashburton, 1935 (L. M.).

Genus Eurychiiroides num. nov.

This name is proposed for Enryzonus Trt. 1918 (Bull. Soc. Zool.. Fr., 42.

155), which is preoccupied by JlnTyconus Attems, 1900 (Densksskr. Akad. YViss..

Wien. 68, 265), for a Myriapod.



SOME ASCARID NEMATODES FROM AUSTRALIAN MARINE FISH

By T. HARVEY JOHNSTON and PATRICIA M. MAWSON, University of Adelaide

Summary

LIST OF HOSTS AND PARASITES
MUSTELUS ANTARTICUS Gunth. - Port Phillip, Vict.: Capsularia marina (Linn),

larva : Acanthocheilus quadridentatus Molin.
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SOME ASCARID NEMATODES FROM AUSTRALIAN MARINE FISH

P>v T. Harvey Johnston and Patricia M. Mawsox, University of Adelaide

[ReadS April 1943]

List of Hosts and Parasites

Musteeus antarcticus Gunth.—Pert Phillljx Vict.: Capsularia marina (Linn.),

larva; Acanthochcilus quadridculatus Molin.

Tiivksites atu\ Kuphr.—Port Jackson and Clarence River, X'.S.W.; Derwent
River, Tasin. ; Apollo Pay, Vict. ; Port Willunga, S. Aust. ; Preniantle,

YV. Aust.: Capsularia marina (Linn.), larva.

Platyceph alus macrodox Ogilhy — Coast of X.S.W. : Capsularia marina
(Linn.), larva; Contracaeatiu (Thynnascaris) IcgcmU'ci Dollfus, larva.

Sciaexa Antarctica Castl.— Port Willunga, S. Aust., and coast of X.S.W. :

Capsularia )na-riua (I .inn.), larva.

Istiompax australjs Whitley— Port Phillip, Vict.: Capsularia marina (Linn.).

larva.

Xipittas estara Phillips—Cronulla, X.S.W. ; Contracaecuin (Thyiiuascaris

)

incurvum (Rud.).

Tin: xx us maccoyi Castl.—Oft Green Cape, X.SAV., and Cape Everard, Vict*:

Contracaccum (Thynnascaris) Icgcndrci Dollfus. Port Willunga, S. Aust.:

Capsularia- marina (Linn.), larva.

Coryphaexa nippuRus Linn.—Jervis Bay, X".S.W. : Capsularia marina (Linn.),

larva.

Ypexejchtiiys pokosus C. & V.— St. Vincent Gulf, S. Aust. : Coiitracac'cuui

{Thynnascaris) Icgcndrci Dollfus,. larva.

We. acknowledge gratefully the receipt of material from Professor J. H.

Cleland, l.niversitv of Adelaide; Associate Professor (). W. Ticgs. Universitv

of Melbourne ; Dr. D. Serventy, of the Fisheries Division, C.S.i.R. ; T, C.

Roughley, Fisheries .Branch, Chief Secretary's Department, Sydney; and R, Lynn,
.Melbourne

(
per Xational Museum, Melbourne ). Unless otherwise stated, the

parasites were collected by the senior author. The present investigation was
assisted through the Commonwealth Research Grant to the Uuiversitv of Adelaide.

COXTRACAECUM ( III V.N.\ASC-\KIS ) EEOEXDREl Doll fllS

(Fig, \)

One adult male and one adult female were taken., one from each of two speci-

mens of 1'iiunnus maccoyi collected by Dr. Seventy in October and Xovemher
1919 while on the C.S.hR. Fisheries Research Ship, WYarreen," in waters between
Mcrimbula and Cape Everard. Immature specimens of the same species have been

taken from the tiger flat head. Platyccphahts macrodon, from the coast of XVw
South Wales and from Upvnvlchihys porosus from St. Vincent Gulf.

The male is 26 mm. and the female 35 mm. in length. The parts of the body
agree with the description given by Dollfus (1933; 1935). with the exception of

the male tail, on which we are unable to recognise as many postanal papillae as

shown in his figure.

The voung worms from Piatyccphuhts and V pciicicht'hys have the charae-

teristic lips and ratios of parts of the alimentary canal as in the adult, but the

reproductive organs are not developed.

;. liny. S..!c. S. Aust.. 67, (1). 30 July 1943
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COXTRACAECUM (TlIYN NASCARIS) 1NCURVUM (Rud.)

(Fig. 2)

Several males and females were taken from Xiphias cstara at Cronulla, New
South Wales. They agree closely with the description of C. (T.) incurvnm given

by Dollfus. In our male specimens there appear to be a pair of adanal and four

pairs of postanal papillae. Dollfus stated that he was unable to see the exact

number in his material. The species was originally recorded (Johnston 1910 b.

310) as from Xiphias gladhts, but Whitley (1934) now regards the Australian

spearfish as X. cstara Phillips.

KIg, 1, Conh-aciU'cum (Thynnascaris ) icyendrei, male tail; fig'. 2, C, (1\) incurrum,
mult' tail

;
fig. 3. -U'anlhoclicllus tiua.fruumliUus, male tail. Fig. 4-0

—

Capsittaria
marina larvae from 'fhyrsilcs alun: fig. 4, head ;

fin-. 5, oesophageal region; fig. h,

tail. Fig. 7, Cafrsitlaria manna, oesophageal region of young wo-rm from K(H?ia
!irr7'iceps„ Fig. 1 and 4 to same scale; 2 and 6; 5 and 7.

ACAXTHOCIIKILUS OUADRIDKNTATUS Molifl

(Fi#. 3)

A male, a female, and an immature worm were taken from Alustclus
antarclwus From .Port Phillip, and were forwarded to us bv Professor Tiegs.

A description of the genus Acanthochcilus and the species, A. quadriden tat us.

has been given by YVulker (1930a: 1930b). Since the tail of his only male
specimen was damaged, we are able to emend his account in this particular. There



are apparently at least nine pairs of preanal and three pairs of postanal papillae.

Tlie spicules of our 43 mm. long male are 1*1 nun. in length, but their tips are not

distinct as they remain inside the worm.

A young specimen, obviously belonging to the same species, was coiled in a

flat spiral. It is 21 mm. long, and its oesophagus and lips are. similar to those of

the adult.

The species had previously been recorded from the southern hemisphere by

BuyISa (1929), who gave an account of a young female from Mustclus vulgaris

from South Africa.

Capsularia Zeder 1800

For reasons indicated later in this paper, we consider the following genera

to be synonyms of Capsularia ; Stomachus Goeze 1800, Filocapsularia Deslong-

champs 1824, Anisakis Duj. 1845, PcritrachcUus Dies. 1851, and Conoccphalus

Dies. 1861. The characters are those given by Yorke and Maplestone (1926) for

Anisakis, to which we may add—larvae spirally rolled and enclosed in rather flat

disc-like capsules, present chiefly in the mesentery and subperitoneal tissues of

marine fish. The subfamily term Anisakinae will require to be altered to Capsu-

lariinae.

Capsularia marina (Linn.)

(Fig. 4-7)

This widely distributed larval form has been identified by us from: (1) The

barracouta, Thyrsitcs atan, from Port Willunga, South Australia ; Fremantle West-

ern Australia (coll. Professor Cleland) ;
Apollo Bay, Victoria; Port Jackson and

Clarence River, Xew South Wales; and Derwent River, Tasmania. (2) The
tiger flathead, Platyccphalus macrodon, from New South Wales (coll. T. C.

Roughley, T. H. Johnston). (3) The mulloway, jewfish or butterfish, Sciacna

antarctica, Port VVillunga, South Australia. (4) The black marlin, Istiompax

australis, from Mentone, Port Phillip, Victoria (coll. R. Lynn). (5) The blue-

fm tunny, Thunnus maccoyi, from Port Willunga. (6) Coryphacna hippurus,

from Jervis Bay, New South Wales (Prof. Cleland). (7) The "gummy" shark,

Mustclus antarcticus, Port Phillip (Prof. Tiegs). Stead's larval Ascaris from

the viscera of Sciacua antarctica from New South Wales (1914, 20) was

C. marina.

The following account is based on material from the barracouta. The parasite

was identified by Dr. Sweet (1909, 516-522) as Ascaris marina, her species coin-

ing from the same host species from Port Phillip, Victoria. Soon afterwards it

was recorded under the same name by Johnston (1910, 711-712) who reported

that masses of these spirally-coiled larvae were to be found along the whole of the

mesentery of these fish (Sydney, Clarence River, Tasmania, Western Australia).

Linstow (1906, 1-3) had previously described as Ascaris spliyranurae young

worms from the body cavity of Sphyranura barracuda from Tasmania, sent by

Jeffrey Bell, apparently from the British Museum. There has obviously been a

mistake in the name of the host, as there is no fish genus Sphyranura but there is

a genus of heterocotylean trematodes of that name. The true barracuda, a West

Indian fish, is Sphyraena barracuda, and its ally in southern Australian waters is

the snook, Sphyraena novachollaudiac. Linstow's name is probably to be regarded

as a lapsus for sphyracnac. Baylis (1916, 369) used the term A. sphyracnac,

stating that he had" examined worms from Sphyraena sp., the parasite being

regarded as belonging to A. capsularia, a group name which, as we will indicate

later, includes the barracouta worms. As we cannot find any other references to

the specific name sphyracnac associated with a nematode, it seems probable that

Baylis examined material (? Linstow's) from Thyrsitcs.

The term barracouta applied to our fish, Thyrsitcs atuu
f

is due to confusion

with the American fish but, though there is some similarity of form, they belong
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to different families. Our barracouta occurs also in South African waters where,
according to Waite (1923, 109), it is termed snoek. Gudgfcr (1918, 81), in his

paper on the West Indian barracuda, referred to Linstow's record of Ascaris from
Sphyraniira barracuda from Tasmania, and suggested that the generic name was
probably a mis-spelling of Sphyracna.

Lord and Scott (1924) do not list the snook, Sphyracna norachollandiae, as

occurring in Tasmania. There is thus little doubt that linstow's material (which
agrees with our own) came from Thyrsitcs atun. Linstow's record was included
by Miss Young (1939, 77, 113) in her catalogue of Australian helminth parasites.

Linstow (1908, 21) also described Ascaris th\rsitjs
?
a larval form from

Thyrsitcs atun off South-west Africa. The account is not available to us but the

parasite very probably belongs to the same species as the Australian worm. Baylis

(1929, 546) grouped larval worms from T. atun from Tristan da Cunha, as well

as from other fish from the South Atlantic, under the heading %l

Porrocaccuin or
Anisakis," but he reported that they had a ventriculus (without an appendix) and
that an intestinal caecum was absent. These remarks indicate that the larvae

belonged to Anisakis, i.e., to Capsularia, as also did the larva (from Scbastcs
norvegicus) which he figured in 1916 (pi. xiv, fig. 1) as that of Porrocaecum, to

which his iig. 2 and 3 (from Sciacna) do belong. His figures (pi. xvi, tig. 1-2)

of worms from Clupca alosa resemble ours so closely that we refer them to our
species.

We recorded ( 1943 ) the parasite from the barracouta in southern New
Zealand waters and identified it as the larval stage of Anisakis simplex. The
mode of occurrence of the encapsuled worms is referred to by Sweet (1909, 517).
Each capsule is 3-5 mm. in diameter and encloses the spirally rolled worm whose
anterior end is less closely coiled than the remainder. The worms are active when
released from the capsules. In one specimen the capsules formed a compact mass
about 20 mm. in diameter and over 50 mm. lone-, surroundino- the narrowed
intestine of the fish.

Sweet's measurements of three individual larvae, 25, 27 and 30 mm. long-

respectively, indicate some degree of variability in the dimensions of the various

structures. The following are our measurements in millimetres of four

specimens :

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Length - 18 25 27 28

Breadth ~ -28 -48 -48 -44

Oesoph. (muscular) - - 1-76 2-24 2-24 1-84

Ventriculus - -6 -8 -88 -76

Oesoph.: ventriculus - 1:3 1:2-7 1:2*7 1:2-4

Head to nerve-ring - - -28 -36 -48 -44

Tail ----- -1 -12 — —
The characters of the head and tail ends are indicated in our figures. The

lips are low and broad, the larval tooth prominent, and the head end narrower
than the posterior.

Dr. Sweet has misinterpreted the ventriculus as an intestinal caecum, the
lengths given for it by her agreeing with those mentioned by us. The ventriculus

is nearly twice as wide as the muscular oesophagus and is slightly broader than
that of the succeeding portion of the intestine which it enters obliquely. The
posterior part of the ventriculus projects back further ventrallv than it does on
its dorsal side, and in side view one may get the impression of a developing intes-

tinal caecum. The difference in colour renders the ventriculus a conspicuous
organ. The rather broadly rounded tail region, bearing a short, very narrow tip,

is characteristic. ] >ins,tow\s measurements for his Ascaris sph yranurac agree

sufficiently with those given by Sweet and ourselves.
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ClelaruTs reference (1914, 131 ) to Ascaris sp. from Coryphacua hippunts

from lervis Ray, New South Wales, was based on the identification by one of

us (T* II. I.) of the parasites as immature nematodes .resembling- Ascaris marina.

Jt can now" he placed under Capsidaria manna.

On the basis of the food relationship between the barracouta and dolphins,

as well as of the similarity in appearance between the larvae from the former and

the common ascand, Ani'sakis simplex, of dolphins, we considered that the larva

was the young- stage of the latter worm and accordingly identified it ft&Vl simplex

in a recent paper (1943), at the same time placing Ascaris filholi Chatin and

A. nelsonis Chatin (both based on similar larval worms from New Zealand or

Campbell Island) under it as synonyms.

Since that paper went to press we have re-examined our cetacean nematodes

and have searched literature more extensively. The smallest worm amongst our

material from the pigmy sperm whale, Kogia brcviccps, was 28 mm. long, *64 mm.

in maximum breadth, with a tail "12 mm. long, a muscular oesophagus 2"4 mm.

and a ventriculus "8 mm. in leugt'h. The specimen agreed with the larvae from

Thyrsiies in all dimensions except breadth which had evidently increased after the

wonn had reached a suitable host. There is thus no doubt that ''Ascaris capsu-

lar ia" larvae are the young stages of the dolphin parasite.

Ravlis (1929. 546) reported lhat larvae found in various fish, including

l'h\Tsit('s alun, from the South Atlantic possessed a ventriculus, but had no

caecum and that similar larvae were found in the stomach of the dolphin. Stow
rostratus, near Cape Verde, but he did not suggest any relationship between the

larvae and Anisakis simplex. It is of interest to note that Liustow (1880, 45)

identified as A. capsularia, a larval form, 40 mm. long, with a boring tooth and

undergoing ecdysis. found in the stomach of the porpoise, PJwcacna communis.

He slated that, since the larva was shedding its cuticle, presumably because of the

presence of conditions favourable for further development, it was very probable

lhat A. capsularia was the larval stage of A. simplex, but he had no opportunity

to compare various larval measurements and characters with those of the latter.

Yamaguti ( 1935, 338 ) gave an account of a larval form occurring in

numerous species of Japanese fish and identified it as Anisakis Solaris (Gmeliu),

listing Anisakis simplex { K.ud. ) and Capsularia salaris as synonyms. His figure

of the anterior end of the larva agrees with that of our own material. Yamaguti.

as far as we are aware, is the only investigator who definitely associated the

"Capsularia" tvpe of larva with the parasite of dolphins.

.hiisakis simplex (a term which we will use for the present) is now known
to occur very widelv as a parasite of the stomach of cetaceans, especially

oclornocetes. its presence in the northern hemisphere has been referred to by

manv author- since kudolphi named it Ascaris simplex in 1804 and de-scribed it in

1809. his material coming from lAiocacua. There have been several records of

(he adult stage in the "southern hemisphere. Kreftt (1873. 212) recorded

.risearis sp. from Delphinus forsteri from Xew South Wales, and Cobbold (1879.

426; 1886. 177) suggested that the parasite was Ascaris simplex. We re-examined

Krefft's specimen and reported it to fie Anisakis simplex (1941. 433). Cobbold

( 18S6, 177) identified the species from material collected by Darwin from a

porpoise off Chiloe Island. Chili, and Monticelii (1889, 69) reported it from a

dolphin from Patagonia.

Ravlis (1929, 543) recorded A. iypica from Lcujenorhynchus off South-west

Africa/and also published an account of A. catodoniis from a sperm whale from

Saldhana Kav, South Africa. The latter specks appears to tis to differ from

A. simplex oulv in the number of papillae on the male tail, but Rayhs stated that

lie was able to obtain only a lateral view, observing a single pair of papillae. \\ e

consider it probable that A. eatodoutis is a synonym of A. simplex.
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\Yc described Anisakis kogiae from the pigmy sperm whale, Kogia brcviccps,
from Spencer Gulf, South Australia, and from Moreton Bay, Queensland (John-
ston and Mawson 1939, 263), but the detailed and emended account of A. simplex
published by Lyster (1940) permitted us to synonymise A. koglae (incorrectly
indicated by >ocoll 1941, 96, as A. kogia mis) with A. simplex which we also
recorded from Lagenorhvnehus obseurus from Cook Strait, New Zealand

( John-
ston and Mawson 1942, 183).

All records of Anisakis simplex have been based on cetacean material, with
the exception of that by Linstow (1888) who reported Asearis simplex from a
seal from Kerguelen. Baylis (1916, 365) re-examined the Challenger specimens
and identified them as belonging to Porroeaeeum deeipiens, a widely distributed
parasite of seals.^ Stossich (1896), as well as Stiles and llassall (1899), pub-
lished long host lists for the adult stage, and the latter two authors also assembled
in their Index Catalogue (1920) all the references to literature. Baylis (1932)
brought the list up to date. Baylis (1936) has omitted reference to the presence
id the parasite in Indian waters, though Dujardin (1945) recorded it as having
been taken from a dolphin near the Maklive Archipelago. Synonyms of Anisakis
simplex are Asearis dussumieri Beneden 1870; A. angidhalvis Crepliu 1851;
A. kiikenihedii Cobb 1888; Conoeephalus lypiens Dies. 1861 ; Peritraehelius typieus
f Dies.) Jagcrsk. 1894; and probably Anisakis eatodontis Baylis 1929.

Dujardin (1845, 150-1 ) subdivided Asearis (after separating off Hetenikis)
into four subgenera, Asearis, Ascaridia, Anisakis and Polydelphis. The First had,
amongst other features, two equal spicules and the oesophageal region with or
without a ventricle and "pyloric appendages"; and Dujardin showed that it was
possible to subdivide it on the basis of these diilcrences in the digestive tract.

These differences are the main characters which are now used to distinguish
genera of the Anisakinac. The subgenus Anisakis with the two species, Asearis
distans Rud. from monkeys and A. simplex from dolphins, was erected to include
species whose males had two unequal spicules (as the name implies). Dujardin
gave an account (p. 220) of A. distans based on Rudolph's description and of
A, simplex (p. 220-221) based on material collected by Dussumier west of the
Maklive Archipelago. The oesophagus of A. simples was stated to be followed
by a slender curved" ventricle., while that of A. distans, according to Rudolphi. was
succeeded by a spherical ventriculus. Though A. distans has page priority,

A, simplex was selected subsequently as the type of Anisakis. A. distans was
transferred by Railliet and Henry to Subidura.

^Dicsing
( 1851 ) did not utilise Duiardin's subgenera of Asearis but he erected

(1851. 209) Peritraehelius (type P. insiguis from the A,mazon dolphin), which is

now regarded as a synonym of Anisakis, .lie also erected Conoeephalus (1861),
with C. typieus from a dolphin as type, and this too is synonyms with Anisakis.

Tlie harracouta worms belong to the group of larval parasites to which the
term Asearis eapsularia Rud, has "been applied by various authors, more than otic

species having been included. Baylis (1916

,

: 1919, 513) beheved the true
.-/. eapsularia to be the larva of Porroeaeeum deeipiens, a widelv distributed para-
site of seals, but we have pointed out that he included hir\ c\\ Anisakis as well.

Linstow (1884, 127) suggested that A. eapsularia was the larva of Asearis
[i.e., Conlraeaeeum) ineurva. Wiilker (1939b, 14) recorded that larvae of
yluaeanthoeheilus were found coiled on the viscera and under the peritoneum of
name teleosts, especially Gadida.e, and were often referred to under the group
names, Asearis eapsularia and Filaria piseium. This larva differs from that of
Amsakis mainly in the modification of die dorsal portion of the oesophagus. Kahl
( 1938, 513) published further information regarding the larva of AnaeanthoeJiei-
las rotundatus and its encystment, the parasite occurring as thick clusters of
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spirally-rolled worms on the stomach of cod in the North Sea. The larvae of

Forrocacciau dccipiens are found especially in the musculature of fish (Kahl,

1938, 415; Wiilker 1930a; Martin 1920; Johnston and Mawson 1943). and will

be considered later in connection with Filaria piscium and other larval forms.

Encysted Contracaecuni larvae occur curved, or more or less loosely coiled, in the

subperitoneal regions of the digestive tract and coelome of marine fish. Those of

C. clavatum (Rud., 1809) have been especially studied by Wiilker 1930; KahJ

1936; and Martin 1920. Since Ascaris clavata was a renaming by Rudolphi of

Ascaris gadi Mueller 1776, the name of this parasite of Gadidae should be Con-

tracaecum gadi (Mueller). Linton referred frequently (1895, 1899, 1901, 1905)

to various ascarid larvae in North American marine fish, his figures indicating

those of Auisakis, Porrocaecitm (rarely), and especially Contracaecum, though he

usually called them Ascaris sp. and 'at times mentioned their resemblance to

A. capsularia and Agamoncma capsularia (1901).

Linnaeus in 1767 (Syst. Naturae. Ed. xii, p. 1075) gave the name Gordius

marmus to w.orms occurring in Norwegian fish, especially in the viscera ot

Clupca halccis. In 1782 Bloch described G. harengum, also from a herring;

Schrank in 1788, and Froelich in 1802, transferring it to Ascaris. Gocze (1782.

133_134j madc reference to, and figured, an encapsuled spirally-rolled worm from

the liver of a salmon and, though he regarded it as a new; species, he did not name

it. Gmelin in 1790 described Ascaris halecis, emoting Gordius harengum as a

synonym, and also named Cucullanus salaris as a variety of C. laatstris, the hose

being the salmon (Salmo salar). In 1794 Fabricius transferred Gmelin's halecis

to Cucullanus and gave an account of Ascaris chipcarum (A. Jiarcnginn Froelich).

Zeder (1800, 5-7) erected the genus Capsularia for the "capsule worms" of

Goeze (1782) and gave a diagnosis—worms aciculate, but truncate at the ends,

anterior end somewhat more slender, with a stumpy point at the tail end ; digestive

canal with a differentiated whitish stomach; worms enclosed in a special capsule.

He included Capsularia salaris (based on Goeze 1782, 133, pi. viii. fig. 9-10) and

C, halecis (based on Goeze I.e., 133; Bloch 1782; Schrank 1788).
_

The figures of

C. halecis (pi. i, fig. 1-6, especially fig. 4-5) indicate the same species as that from

the barracouta. Zeder also referred to Goeze's remarks regarding the ventriculus,

mentioning (p. 11) that Goeze had suggested the name Stomachus albus for the

worm, on account of the ''white stomach." Since Capsularia has page priority.

Stomachus must be considered as a synonym.

In 1802 Rudolphi described as new species Filaria capsularia (syns. Gordius

harengum, Ascaris halecis, Capsularia halecis) from the viscera of Clupca

harengus; and Ascaris capsitlaria (syns. Cucullanus salaris, Capsularia salaris)

from the salmon. Wc consider the two species synonymous.

In 1803 Zeder named Ascaris trinodosa from Salmo salar
} but this was a re-

naming of Capsularia salaris. In 1809 Rudolphi gave an account of Filaria cap-

sularia (p. 61), adding Gordius marinus Linn, to the synonyms mentioned above;

also of Ascaris capsularia (p. 179) whose synonymy included Capsularia trinodosa

in addition to those given above, the host being Salmo salar. He referred to

Goeze's observations concerning the whitish organ behiind the head region. He
also mentioned (p. 203 ) Ascaris chtpearum Fabricius 1794, and the account leaves

no doubt that the species is the same as A. capsularia, though Rudolphi

regarded them as distinct. His account (p. 134) of A. constricta suggests that it

may be A. capsularia, as Linstow (1880, 45) and Stossich (1896) believed.

Amongst the "species dubiae" Rudolphi described (1809, 74) Filaria piscium from

several species of Gadus as well as from .some other fish, and mentioned that

Rathke in 1799 had reported it as Filaria marina from LopJiius as well as from

Gadus spp. Rudolphi stated that the parasite occurred encysted in a folded state

in the muscular tissue as well as in the liver, and gave several synonyms :
Gordius
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marinas Linn., Houfrtuyn. Muller and Fabricius, in part; Ascaris marina Gmehn
;

Fusaria marina Zeder; and Filaria marina Rathkc. Houttuyn's reference was to
material from the liver of Gadus spp. Tie species has been listed by some authors
(Creplm, Baird,, Cobbold) as a synonym of Ascaris capsuhiria. Martin (1920),
Kahl (1938) and others have shown that the ascarid larvae from the musculature
of marine fish from northwestern European waters belong to Porrocceatm
dccipicns, and our own experience wiith "fkshworms" from various species of sub-
antarctic fish (Johnston and Mawson 1943) confirms their identificatioin.

In 1819 Rudolphi again referred to the parasites mentioned in his work of
1802—Filaria capsuhiria (p. 6) from Clupca harcngus ; F. piscium (p. 10, 218),
Ascaris capsuhiria (p. 50) and A. clupearum (p. 303). He mentioned amongst
"entozoa geneVis dubii" a number of nematodes from fish (p. 190-197, 560-56/).
listing them under the genitive of the generic and specific names of the host, but
in the host-parasite li&L he indicated them as Dubinin ncmatoidcuin, while in the
index to his work they are arranged under FJub. [i.e., Dubinin). Many of thes^
parasites probably were Confracaccum larvae-, but a number of them can be listed

under Capsularia marina, since Rudolphi stated, when brieflv describing them
(p. 190-197), that they belonged to Zeder's Capsularia-. Amongst these latter are
{Dub. nenwt.) Syngnathi pclagici; Cadi z^achniae; Zcnis fabri; Zcnis apri ;

Sparonun (p. 564), indicated also (p. 194) as Spari boopis, monuyri, mclanuri,
alccdinis; Pcrcac cirrosac; Pcrcac marinac ; and Triglac adriaticac' Many other
ascarid larvae, such as Ascaris argentinac and A. athcrinae

}
were recorded by him

as having been taken from the mesentery or peritoneum of marine fish, but further
identification is not possible without re-examining material. Most of them are
probably larvae of Confracaccum, though Stossich (1896) included many of them
under the synonymy of A. capsularia.

In 1824 Deslongchamps definitely renamed Capsularia as Filocapsularia

(p. 391), and his diagnosis (p. 398) included as a characteristic the rolled form
of the parasite, enclosed in a disc-shaped capsule. He however stated that the
worms were sometimes not rolled in a disc but were thrown into several irregular
folds within the membrane. The presence of the white spot (

-~ ventriculus)
near the anterior and was noted, lie reported that the parasite was found in a
great number of fish belonging to different orders, genera and species. Since he
failed to find any differences, except those of length, he included them all under
the same name, F. communis, quoting as synonyms Carditis marinus, C. Jiarcngum

}

Asc. marina, Asc. halccis, Asc. capsularia, Cucullanus salaris, Capsularia salaris,

C\ halccis, Filaria capsularia and F. piscium, as well as seventeen of Rudolphi's
"entozoa generis dubii, " which he indicated by Rudolphi's numbers. Of these
seventeen we have already mentioned eight which we consider to belong to

Capsularia. The remainder were probably larval Contracaecum. Krom the fore-
going remarks it is evident thru J ?ilocapsuJaria must fall as a synonym of Cap-
sularia, and /

;
, communis be accepted as a synonym (in part) of C. marina.

] Selling-ham (1844, 1/2) listed Ascaris capsularia from the peritoneum of
fifteen species of fish from the Trish coast, amongst them being Clupca harcngus
(in which it: was very commonly found) and Salmo sahir. The characteristic

ventriculus was referred to. as also was the presence of three verv small
'

'tuber-

e.ules" around the mouth. He found that the parasite was verv active and could
live in fresh water for 29 days.

Dujard'in ( 1845, 187) referred to Ascaris capsularia, quoting as synonyms,
Cucullanus salaris Goeze, Capsularia salaris Zeder and C. trinodosa Zeder. He
gave a list of the species of fish from which it had been recorded. His remarks
concerning Rellinghanfs reference to the ventriculus and those made in referring
to A. culpcaruni (p. 188) suggest that he had confused Filaria piscium (p. 205).
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at least in part, with A. capsularia. The account of Filaria fjsrhtm (p. 60), for

which a long host list was given by Dujardin, is that of an Anisakine worm, and

the statement that there was an intestinal caecum lying beside the oesophagus

indicates the larva of Porrocaccmn. Amongst the hosts mentioned for F. piscium

were various Gadidae, Salmo salar and Clitpca harcngus, and the length}

synanymv quoted included Gordius marinas Linn., G. harcngum, Capsularia

halccis and Filaria capsularia. In 1840 N'ordmann regarded C. Jialccis as a

synonym of Ascaris capsularia, and in 1846 Creplin stated that IK pisdum was a

synonym of the latter. In 1849 Blanchard mentioned Ascaris safaris from Gadus

and gave synonymy similar to that quoted by Dujardin for Ascaris capsularia.

Diesing (1851, 163 ) mentioned only a few hosts for A. capsularia, and Iris

synonymy related chiefly to C, salaris. In another part of his work (p. 116-11/ )

he dealt with Agamoncma capsularia Dies, from numerous hosts, amongst them

being CUtpca harcngus and Gadidae, his synonymy including Gordius inarmus,

G. harvngnin, Capsularia halccis, Filaria capsularis {sic) Rud., Filocapsularia

communis Deslongchamps {halccis) and Ascaris capsularia of Bellingham.

Diesing transferred Filocapsularia communis Deslg. (excluding Capsularia

halccis) to Agamoncma (p. 120), the synonymy quoted being that given In

Rudolphi (1809, 74) under Filaria piscium, together with Rudolpln's species.

The hosts mentioned are chiefly Gadidae, and the sites arc liver, muscular tissue,.

subcutaneous tissue., peritoneum and mesentery. Agamoncma commune (Deslg.)

Dies, is probably, in part, a synonym of Asc. capsularia, but as described by

Rudolphi (under F. piscium). it is quite distinct and, as we have indicated, is the

larval stage of Porrocaccmn decipiens. Asc. clupcarum Fabr. (syn. A. harcngum

Frol.) from Chipea harcngus was mentioned by Diesing (1851, 204), and a refer-

ence was made under it to Agamoncma capsularia, though he retained the species

amongst sp. inquir.

Diesing mentioned, amongst others, the various nematodes of doubtful posi-

tion {Dubinin nematoideum) of Rudolphi 1819, quoting them as Ncmatoidcum

dubium svngnathi pclagici Rud., etc. In most cases the worms were placed under

Agamoncma (pp. 118-119), sometimes with a new specific name—thus Ag. syu-

gnathi pclagici; Ag. mcrlucci vulgaris Dies, (syn, ATcmaf. dub. gadi incrluccii

Rud.); Ag. zvachniac Dies. (syn. Nemai. dub. gadi zvachniac Rud.) Ag. fabri.

Dies. (syn. Filaria zcuis (sic) fabri Rud. (1819, 11); Ncmat. dub. zcuis fabu]

Rud.) ; Ag. triglac lincatac Dies, (syn. Dubium triglac adriaticae Rud.) ; Ag. apri

Dies. (syn. Ncmat. dub. zeuis (sic) apri Rud.); Ag. sparoidum Dies (syn.

Ncmat. dub. span' boopis, mormyri, mclanuri and alccdinis Rud.) ; Ag. scorpacnac

cirrhosac Dies. (syn. Ncmat. dub, percae cirrhosac (sic) Rud. ; Ag. scrraui

cabrillac Dies. (syn. Ncmat. dub. pcrcac marinac Rud.) ; and Ag. triglac lincatac

Dies. (syn. F)ubium triglac adriaticae Rud.) Ascaris argentinac sphyracnac Rud.

{Asc, argentinac Gmelin ) was placed under Nematoidcum (p. 341).

Baird (1853, 22 ) dealt with A. capsularia and gave the synonymy published

by Rudolphi, as well as some later references. His material came mainly from

Gadidae. He placed the species in that group of Ascaris spp. possessing a simple

oesophagus, with or without a stomach (veiXriculus) , but without any pyloric

appendages. He also referred to Filaria ? marina (p. 7). giving almost the same

synonymv as that quoted by Rudolphi (1802) for F. capsularia and by Diesing

(1851, 117) for Agamoncma capsularia; adding Filaria piscium of Rudolphi.

Creplin, Siebokl and Dujardin, as well as Ag. commune Dies. (p. 106). Bainl's

material came from the liver of the cod and the peritoneum of CI upea, but his

mention of the former worms being nearly straight seems to indicate that they

belonged to some other species, perhaps Coutracaecum larvae.

Siebold (1857, 26) mentioned that in many marine fishes the liver was

covered with capsules, each containing a worm more than an inch long. Such
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parasites were placed under Ascaris capsularis (sic), FUaria piscium and
P. cystica. All were immature but they resembled strikingly certain adult ascarids

such as Asc. osculata, A. spiculigcra, etc., from seals, cormorants, gulls and pre-

daceous fish. He suggested that the encysted worms were the larvae of some
such adult ascarids.

Schneider (1862) referred to Pil. piscium (Agamoncnui piscium) as being a

very common larval nematode found in the abdominal cavity and amongst ihe

muscles of several species of marine fish. ]\c stated that haddock were not eaten

in Copenhagen during summer because of the abundance of these parasites in

them. The oesophagus was said to have a caecal prolongation posteriorlv. Pro-
bably more than one species was included under the name V'. piscium.

In 1864 Cobbold published soin^ synonymy of Asc, capsidaria (1864, 406).
He. also mentioned (1.879. 472) that sexually immature filariae were to be found
in nearly every marine fish examined, and it was a very common occurrence to

find the small FUaria- piscium spirally coiled within the tissues of edible fish such
as herrings, haddock, cod and whiting, all waiting passively to be transferred to

their ultimate hosts, usually cither fish, birds, cetaceans or seals.

Leuckart (1876) made a number of references to F. piscium (or Asc. cap-
sidaria), but he seems to have been dealing with two kinds of Ascarid larvae, vir:,.,

A. capsidaria and another form occurring sometimes in hundreds in the flesh of

marine fish. This latter is. in our opinion, the true Pil. piscium, i.e., the larva of

Porrocaccum decipiens. He regarded t lie parasite as the young form of ascarids

whose adult stage occurred in the intestine of dolphins, seals, swimming birds and
predaceous fish (p. 98), the adult stages being mentioned (p. 124) as Asc. acuta,

A. spiculigcra, A. oscidata, etc. in another place (p. 417, footnote),, when dealing

With A. spiculigcra, he stated that the young form was Pil. piscium. He also used
the latter term (p. 615) for the encapsuled ascarid larva occurring in the muscular
part of the body ("muscle flesh") of numerous marine fish. From what we now
know of larval ascarids from fish, Leuckart must have included several species

(Contracaccnm, Porrocaecum, Anisakis and perhaps others) under the term, but
chiefly Porrocaccum.

Apart from references by Leidy (1856, 1878, 1888) little of importance relat-

ing to the species under review appeared until 1896 when Stossich's monograph
on Ascaris appeared. In it A. capsidaria was dealt with and a long list of fish

hosts were added. Amongst its synonyms were given A. salaris Gnieh, A.
chipcarum Fabr., A. a-rgeniinae Ruck, A sciacuac Rud., A. ophidn-barbati Rud.,
A. ophidii-imberbis Rud., A. lyrac Rud., A. linguatulae Rud., A. labri-luci Rud..
A, gadi-uiiniiti Rud., A. constricta Rud., A. ccntrisci Rud., and A, spicrac
Dies. With reference to A. constricta it may be mentioned that Linstow (1880,

45) had already stated that this larval form from Trachiuus was indistinguish-

able externally from A. capsidaria. Raylis (1916, 369} placed under the latter

some worms from Coitus and Sciacna, previously identified as A. constricta.

Monticelli in 1889 recorded A. capsidaria from Mcrlucius from Chile, this

being probably the earliest record of the larval parasite from the southern
hemisphere. In 1916 Seurat recorded Fil. capsidaria, F. marina, F. piscium,
Filocapsularia communis and Agamoncma commune as synonyms of Asc. halccis

(1916, 353). In 1899 Stiles and Hassall linked up A. capsidaria with A. decipiens
from seals, and in 1905 designated the former (— Solaris) as type of Capsidaria
(1905, 37, 92). In 1920 was published their Index Catalogue (Nematoda),
whose references to literature have been of marked assistance in our present
inquiry. In 1932 Sprehn (p. 533) referred to Ascaris capsularis as being probablv
the larva of Porrocaccum decipiens,

Spiroptera hominis, which was described by Rudolphi (1819), was placed
in the synonymy of FUaria piscium by Schneider (1862, 275), after a re-
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examination of the original material, which was reported to consist of encapsuled

P. pisciuai, along with fish viscera, the specimens having been, apparently,

deliberately introduced into the urethra by the patient, and thus passed in the

urine. Schneider's P. pischuu was Asc. capsularia. Amongst the authors accept-

ing this synonymy for S. hominis were Cobbold (1864, 406-409), Leuekart (18/6,

151. 395/611), Beneden (1878), R. Blanchard (1889), and Stiles (1907). The

last-named (1907, 48) included as synonyms of Ag. piscium, not only Sp. hommis

but also S. ntdolphi Chiaje 1825, S. rudolphiana Chiaje 1825, and S. rudolphii

Dies. 1851. Diesing (1851, 223) had previously listed Slrongylus (/if/as pulius

and Sp. rudolphii as synonyms of Sp. hominis.

Many of the 'species" in the Dubium group of Rudolphi (1809. 561-567) and

placed fry Diesing (1851) under Agamonema and Nematoideum, sometimes with

new names, obtained from fish and generally encapsuled, probably belong to

A. capsularia, as Deslongchamps ( 1824) and Stossich believed. Brazier

( P.L.S.. N.S.W., 5, 1881, 629) exhibited specimens of a Pilaria taken in Sydney

frrsm imported salt herrings, the reference being probably to C. marina. Leuekart

(1876, 417) suggested that A. capsularia was the larva of A. (— Coniracaccum)

shculigera, while Ciurea (1921. 532) thought it was the larva of Eustrongylidcs

sp. Martin (1921, 13), as well as Baylis (1916). considered it to be the larva of

Porrocaccum decipiens, while Schwartz (1925, 6) regarded it as a groupjiame for

larval stages of Porrocaccum spp. Yorke and Maplestone (1926, 279) listed

Capsularia as ? synonym of Porrocaccum, and C. salaris as a synonym of

P. decipiens.

Mcintosh (1927) mentioned the names of many fish hosts (including Clupea

and Salmo) of A. capsularia in Scottish waters. There are various references to

the presence of A. capsularia in Mediterranean fisih—Sigalas (1923), Riiccardi

(1931), Cercignani (1938). Romboli (1939), Remotti (1933), and Guiart (1938).

Schmidt- Ries' paper (1939) relating to the parasites of Phocacna phocaena is not

at present available to us. nor is Megnin's work (1882) relating to the develop-

ment of A. simplex.

Ascaris dclphini Rud. 1819, from the dolphin of the Ganges (Plaianista

(janc/ctica) was indicated as A. dclphini gangetici Rebeck ? by Diesing (1851, 155)

and" placed as a synonym of A. simplex. Cobbold (1876, 297; 1879, 426; 1886.

177). Stossich (1896). and Stiles and Uassall (1899) accepted such synonymy,

but 'Baylis (1920. 402; 1932, 402; 1936, 87) listed it as a probable synonym of

Coniracaccum lohulatum (Schneider 1866).

Stiles and Brown (1924, 1958) gave as a character of Capsularia the presence

of an oesophagus with a distinct ventriculus. They stated that the genus seemed

to belong to the Anisakinae and might possibly supplant one of the other genera

such as Anisakis or Porrocaccum.

Our survey of the literature and our examination of material from marine

jish and various odontocetes indicate that Capsularia must replace Anisakis Duj.,

other synonyms being Slomachus Goeze and FUocapsularia Deslongchamps. The
true Ascaris capsularia is the larval stage of the dolphin parasite commonly known
as Anisakis simplex. A. capsularia, together with Capsularia salaris and C. halccis

are svnonyms of Gordius marina Linn, (in part). The correct name of the

parasite is Capsularia marina (Linn.). The name of the subfamily Anisakinae, as

emended by Baylis (1920, 260), will require to be changed to Capsulariinae, of

which we regard Acanthocheilinae Wiilker to be a synonym.

Lrom Linnaeus onwards many of the earlier names (referred to above)

included at least two, probably more, species. In regions where seals are

frequently met with Porrocaccum larvae would be included. The larvae of

Coniracaccum, AnaeantJwcJicHiis and probably AcanlhocJicilus may abo have to
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be included, since, as adults, they are parasites of fish-eating vertebrates. The
known distribution of C. marina in its larval and adult stages is now extended
very considerably. Its larva is now known to occur in a great number of marine
fish. In the case of the barracouta,, we know that the vast assemblages that occur
at times off the southern Australian coasts are preyed on by dolphins and by sharks
such as the "whaler," Carcharums bracJiyurus Gnt.hr. It is of interest to note that
the barracouta is commonly infested with species of tetrarhynch cestodes ( John-
ston, 1910, 711), whose, adult stage probably occurs in such a shark.

As Baylis (1929) and Johnston (1938, 79) have pointed out, there are three
mam types of anisakine larvae found in marine tish. One kind is slender, with-
out caecum or appendix, and contained in nearly flat lenticular capsules found
chiefly in tlie subperitoneal and mesenteric tissues (Auisukis — Capsularia) . The
larvae of Acanfhochcilus and Auacaniliocheihis belong to the same general type as
(.apsulana. The second kind is larger, has an intestinal diverticulum and is

usually folded in a larger capsule witb one axis longer than the other, the worm
being found mainly in muscular tissue (Porrocaecum) . The third kind is variable
in size and is contained in a loose capsule in which it may he merely bent or twisted
or may he loosely rolled; this kind possesses an oesophageal appendix and an
intestinal caecum. This last type {Contracaccuui) occurs particularly in the
mesentery, in the walls of the stomach and intestine and under the capsule or in
the substance of the liver.

With the suppression of Auisakis the recognised species are now transferred
to Capsitlaria—C. siiuiiis (Laird). C. tostnari (Baylis), C. dioiucdcac (Linstow).
and C. physctcris (Baylis).

The synonymy of C. maruia is now very lengthy and is quoted herewith,, but
no attempt is made to indicate all the literature relating to each synonym. We
consider it probable that many of the synonyms recorded here may also 'relate, in
part, to the larvae of Acanthodicilus and AnacanihocheHus, especially the latter,

since Wiilker (1930) reported that A. rofuudahts was the coinmouesl nematode
occuriug in German marine fish. The names marked with a query are amongst
those quoted by other authors as synonyms of A. capsuiaria or some other of 'its

many names, hut the evidence available to us suggests that most of them belong,
at least in part, to larval Coniracaecum spp.

We have added a hyphen to the compound names used bv Rudolphi and
Diesing.

XAMES J-iASKO ON THE LARVAL StAOE
Cordius uiarinus Linn. 1767 (in part) ; Bloch 1779; and others (in part).

(7. Jiarcnguiu Bloch 1782; Fabr. 1794. Ascaris marina Muiler 1780 (in part);
Gmelin 1790; Sweet 1909; Johnson 1910. Ascaris sp. ( ? marina) Johnston and'
Cleland 1914. ? A. argentinac Gmelin 1790; Rud. 1810, 1819; Duj. 1845.
?A. athcrinac Rud. 1819; Duj. 1845; Dies. 1851. A. capsuiaria Rudolphi 1802,
1809, 1819; Bellingham 1844; Creplin 1846; Diesing 1851; Raird 1853; Leidy
1856; Linstow 1880; Stossich 1896;; Stiles and Hassall 1899; Linton 1901,
R.aylis 1916 (in part). A. capsularis Siebold 1857; Sprehn 1932; ?A. ccnlrisci
Rud. 1819. A. clupearinn h'abr. 1794; Rud. 1809, 1819; Dies. 1851. A constricta
Rud. 1809, 1819; Linstow 1880. A. fjJholi Chatin 1885. ? A. gadi-minuti Rud.
1819. A. halrcis Gmelin 1790; Bloch 1782. ?A. labri-htsci Rud. 1819. ? A.
linguatulae Rud. 1819. ? A. lyrac Rud. 1819. A. nclsonis Chatin 1885. ? A.
ophidii-barbati Rud. 1819. ? A. ophidii-iuibcrbis Rud. 1819. A. salaris E. Hlan-
chard 1849. ? A. sciacnac Rud. 1819. A. sphyranurac Linstow 1906; Young
1939. A. sphyracnac Raylis 1916. ? A. spicrac Dies. 1851 (svn. A. spari-spicrc
Rud. 1819). A, thyrsitis Linstow 1908. Agamonema apri Dies' 1851. Ag. capsu-
iaria Dies. 1851. Ag. commune Dies. 1851 (in part). Ag. fabri Dies. 1851.
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Ag. mcrlitcii-vidgaris Dies 1851. Ag. pisehtm Schneider 1862. Ag. scorpacnac-

eirrhosae Dies. 1851. Ag. scrrani-cabrillae Dies. 1851. Ag. sparoidum Dies. 1851,

Ag. syngnathi-pelagici Dies. 1851. Ag. triglac-lincatae Dies. 1851. Ag. zvachniae

Dies. 1851. Anisakis Solaris Yamaguti 1935. An. simplex- Johmstom and Mawson

1943. Capsularia halccis Zeder 1800. C. safaris Zeder 1800. C. trinodosa Zeder

1803. Cucidlanus halccis Fabr. 1794. Cue. lacastris v. safaris Gmel. 1790. Cue.

safaris Gmel. 1790. ? Dubinin argentinae-sphyracnae Rud. 1819. I), gadi-

merlucii Rud. 1819. D. gadi-waehuiae Rud. 1819. 7). pcreae-eirrosac Rud. 1819.

L). pereac-marinac Rud. 1819. D. spari-boopis, -mormyri, -melanuri, -aleedinis

Rud. 1819. D. sparorum Rud. 1819. D. syngnathi-pelagici Rud. 1819. D. triglae-

adriaticae Rud. 1819. D. zenis-apri Rud. 1819. D. zenis-fabri Rud. 1819. Filaria

capsularia Rud. 1802, 1809, 1819; Creplin 1846. F. capsulars Dies. 1851 (for

F. capsularia). F. piscium (in part) of authors (non. Rud. 1809). F. zenis-

fabn Rud. 1819. F. zcuis-fabri Dies. 1851. Filocapsidaria communis Deslong-

ehamps 1824 (halccis). Fusaria argentinae Zeder. ? Nematoideum argentinae-

sphyracnae Dies. 1851. N. dubium gadi-mcrlucii Dies. 1851. N. d. gadi-zvachniae

Dies. 1851. N. d. pereae-eirrhosac Dies. 1851. N. d. pereac-marinac Dies. 1851.

N. d. spari-boopis, -mormyri, -melanuri, -aleedinis Dies. 1851. A\ d. syngnathi-

pelagici Dies. 1851. Ar
. d.'zeuis-apri Dies. 1851. Porrocaeeum or Anisakis larvae

Baylis 1929 (in part). Spiroptera hominis Rud, 1819. Sp. rudolphi Chiajc 1825.

$p[ rudolphiana Chiaje 1825. Sp, ntdolphii Dies. 1851. Stomachus albus Goeze

in Zeder 1800. Strongylus gigas pullus Dies. 1851 (based on Hremser 1819).

Names Based on tjie Adult Stage

Asearis simplex Rud. 1809, 1819; Dujardiu 1845; Diesing 1851; Cobbold

1886; Stossich 1896; Stiles and Hassall 1899., etc.: not Asearis simplex Linstow

1888 (from seal, Kerguelcn = Porrocaeeum decipiens). A. (Anisakis) simplex

Duj. 1845. A. angulivalvis Crepliii 1851. A. ditssumicri Beneden 1870; Stiles

and Hassall 1899. A. kukenthalii Cobb. 1888. A. sp. (from dolphin) Krefft

1873. Anisakis catodontis Baylis 1920. A. dussumieri Baylis 1920. A. kuken-

thalii Baylis 1920. A. feagifm Jobttaton and Mawson 1939. A. kogianus Nicoll

1941. A. simplex Railh and Henry 1912; Baylis 1920; Lyster 1940; Johnston

and Mawson 1941, 1942. 1943; and other authors. A. typica Baylis 1920. Cono-

cephalus typlcus Dies. 1861. Pcritrachclius typicus Jagcrsk 1894.

Pokrocaecum piscium (Rud. 1809), J. and M. 1943

Rudolphi (1809, 74) included amongst rn\s doubtful species one which he

named Filaria piscium. He gave a number of references, including Houttuyn's

Carditis marinns Linn, (which was figured) from tihe liver of Gadidae. Rudolphi

stated that the parasite occurred in tjhe musculature, abdominal cavity and liver

of various marine fish. He used the term "membranis implicita," suggesting that

the worm was rather intricately folded within the cyst. This would imply an

obvious difference from his Filaria capsularia and Asearis capsularki described

in the same work, both of thes'e being spirally rolled within tthcir cysts. Rudolphi

mentioned as hosts for F. piscium three species of Gadits, as well as representa-

tives of other genera, and stated that Rathke had recorded it as Filaria marina

from Lophius and Gadus spp. In a later work, Rudolphi (1819., 218) mentioned

that many kinds of entozoa had been confused by authors under the name of

F. piscium, and since his time the latter term has been applied very commonly to

larval ascarids from fish, as has been indicated earlier in the present paper.

Filocapsidaria communis Deslg. 1824 is in part a synonym of it, as also is

Agamoncma commune Dies. 1851. Diesing's list of synonyms is essentially the

same as that given by Rudolphi (1809) for F. pisehtm and the main hosts men-

tioned are species of Gadidae. Dujardin's account of F. piscium (1845, 60)
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indicates that, he was dealing, at least in part, with a larval Porrocaccum. Dies-
ing's (1851, 347) Dubium mcrlucii-viilgaris was stated to have been obtained from
the abdominal muscles of Merlucius vulgaris. Lcuckart (1876, 98, 615) referred
to the presence of F. piscium in the muscular tissue of numerous species of marine
fish. Stiles and Hassall (1899) and BayHs (1916) believed that Ascaris capsu-
laria was the larval stage of Porrocaccum decipiens, as we have already indicated.
Martin (1920) wrote concerning the ascarid larvae occurring in the flesh of
North Sea fish and gave an account of the larva of P. decipiens; and Wulker
(1930 a) returned to the same subject. Kahl (1938) gave an excellent account of
the larva of P. decipiens, and of the process of its encapsulation in various fish.

The musculature was stated to be the chief site for infestation, though the para-
sites were found occasionally in the walls of the viscera, such situations probably
indicating the invasion route to the body muscles.

We have investigated the "flesh worms'' of fish from subantarctic islands

(1943) and found them to be la!rvae of P. decipiens. We also regarded
Agamoncma campbelli Chatin as a synonym. Under Capsularia marina we have,
in passing, drawn attention to other references in literature relating to larval
Porrocaccum.

There is no doubt that the true Fit. piscium Rud. (1809) is the larva of
Pon'ocaccam decipiens of seals, and consequently Krabbe's specific name must be
superseded by that given by Rudolphi. The chief synonyms of P. piscium are
FiL piscium Rud. 1809; Dujardin 1845; and of many authors (in part). Dubium
mcrlucii-vulgaris Dies. 1851. Ascaris decipiens Krabbe, 1878. Porrocaccum
decipiens Raill. and Henry 1912. Ascaris capsularia JBaylis and others (in part).
Ascaris capsularis Sprehn 1932. Agamoncma campbelli Chatin. 1885.

Additional synonymy for the larva was given by Rudolphi (1809) and Diesing
1851; and for the adult by Baylis (1937) a>nd Johnston (1938).

Summary
1 Contracaecum legendrei Dollfus is recorded from Thunnus niaccoyi ( S.E.

Australia), and its larval stage from Platycephalus macrodon (N.S.W.) and
Upcneichthys porosus (S. Aust. ).

2 Contracaecum incurvunt (Rud.) is recorded from Xiphias cstara (N.S.W.).

3 Acanthocheilus quadridentatus Molin is reported from Mustelus antarcticus

(Vict.).

4 Capsularia Zeder 1800 is rcllia.bilita.ted,, with Stomachus Goeze 1800, Filo-

capsularia Deslongchamps 1824, Anisakis Dttj. 1845, Peritrachclius Dies.

1851, and Conoccplxalus Dies. 1861, as synonyms, and with C. marina
(Linn.), in part, as type.

5 Capsulariinae noni. nov. replaces Anisakinae; and Acatilhocheilinae Wulker
is a synonym.

6 Capsularia marina (I,.) Johnston and Mawson is the larval stags of Anisakis
simplex, a parasite of odontocetes, and occurs in a closely rolled condition in

a flat capsule, especially in the subperitoneal tissue of the body wall and
digestive tract of coastal and pelagic fish. It is now recorded from Austra-
lian fish:—Thyrsitcs atun (N.S.W., Vict., Tasm., S. Aust., W. Aust.) ; Platy-

cephalus macrodon (N.S.W.); Sciacna antarcHca (N.S.W., S. Aust.);
Istiompax australis (Vict.) ; Thunnus maccoyi (S. Aust.

) ; Coryphaena
Jiippurus (N.S.W.); and Mustelus antarcticus (Vict.).

7 Extensive synonymy of Caps, marina is listed, more recent synonyms being
Ascaris sphyracnac Linst., A. thyrsi f is Linst., Anisakis simplex (Rud.). and
An. catodontis Baylis.
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8 New combinations are Capsuhiria simHis (Baird), C". rosmari { Iiaylis )

.

C. diomedeae ( I Just.) , and C. physctcris (Baylis) for valid species pre-

viously assigned to Anisakis.

9 'i'he correct name for Porrocoecitiu decipiens ( Krahhe ) appears to be

I\ pisc'utui (Rud. 1809), Filaria pischtm Rn'd. being the larval stage occurring

as "flesh worms," rather loosely folded in cysts in the body musculature of

marine hsh.
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ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA NO 41

ByJ.M. BLACK, A.L.S.

Summary

GRAMINEAE
Stipa pubescens R. Br. nov var. maritima. Nonnulla folia caulina plana et 8-10 mm. lata; panicula

densa; arista 5V2 cm. longa, columna 2-7}12 cm. longa. - Marino.
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ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
No. 41

By J. M. Black, A.L.S.

[Read 13 May 1943]

Gramineae

Stipa puhcsfcm R. Br. nov van maritima. Wmnulla folia caulina plana et

8-10 ram. lata; panicula densa; arista 5J cm. loiiga, columna 2-24 cm. longa.

—

Marino.

SHpa semibarbata R. Br. nov. var. gracilis. Caulis gracilis; panicula circa

14 cm. longa. interdum laxula; arista 6-7 cm. longa, -Mount Lofty Range; Kan-

garoo Island.
Proteaceae

Crcvillea bitcrnata Meisn. Extreme western end of the Gaw'.er Ranges, Eyre

Peninsula, 1941, C. IV. Johns. "Shrub up to 1 m. high, growing in dense com-

munities and propagating itself by suckers.''—Collector's note. This is the first

record for South Australia, and the first species of the section Manglesia to be

found here. Phis section is distinguished by the small straight glabrous flower,

with a globulajr limb, the erect obtuse stigmatic cone, which is supported on a

short style narrowed at both ends and swollen in the middle, so as to resemble an

ovary; the real ovary is globular, glabrous., situated just below the style, and raised

on a'gynophore about as long as the .style and stigmatic cone. In bitcrnata the

young branches and leaves are pubescent with small appressed basilixed hairs,

the leaves bisect or trisect, usually more than once, ending in two or three necdlc-

like segments. The peduncles of the short simple raceme are also pubescent with

similar hairs. This species, like the others of the section, has hitherto been known

only from Western Australia.

Crucikerae

Hymenolobus alatus, nov sp. Plantula annua, spursissime apprcsso-pilosula;

caules ascendentes, 2-8 cm. alti ; folia ohovata, circa 1 cm. longa, in petiolum

Hymenolobus alatus

.1, septum and one sepal; B. pod; t\ seed exuding mjucus, which appears

like a wing in the illustration; /), embryo; E, horizontal section of seed.

Tran^. Kuy. S^e. S. Aust., 67, (1), 30 July 1943
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angustata, pleraque basilaria, Integra vel apice obtuse lobulata ; racemi fructiferi

3-5 cm. longi, pedicellis patentibus siliculas subaequantibus ; sepala cymbiformia,
patentia, 1 mm. longa, obtusa; petala nulla; stamina 4, filiamentis basin versus

dilatatis; silicula fere orbicularis, glabra, circa 4 mm. longa et lata, manifeste alata

et emarginata, parte semmifera turgida, ala ]-)-*> mm. lata, totam carinam val-

vularum marginante; septum oblonguin, circa 3 mm. longum, 2 mm. latum; stylus

nullus ; semina ovoidea, brunnea, 1 mm. longa, in statu macerato valde mucosa,
4-5 in utroquc loculo ; cotyledones incurnbentes.

In shady spots, near Wudinna, Eyre Peninsula, 1941, C. IV. Johns.

This little plant has the habit of H. procianbens (L.) Nutt, but differs in the

absence of petals, in the pedicels shorter in relation to the pods, which are larger

almost orbicular, distinctly winged and have fewer seeds. However, as winged
and wingless pods are admitted in Lcpidium and Thlasji, it seems to me preferable

to place the new species in Hymenolobus, rather than attempt to create a new and
probably monotypic genus.

Leguminosae

Acacia gonophylla Beuth. var. crassifolia, Benin. Finniss River, October
1929, J. B. CI eland. Agrees with specimens from Eyre Peninsula, except that

the thick phyllodes are rather narrower (about 2 mm. broad). In all our
specimens the peduncles are solitary in the axils, not twin. Until pods have been
found the determinations are somewbat doubtful.

A. iteaphylla F. v. M. Western end of the Gawler Ranges, 1941, C. IV.

Johns. First record for Eyre Peininsula.

*Sittherlandia fruteseens R. Br. Heath country at Venus Bay, Eyre Penin-

sula, 1941, C. W . Johns. This handsome South African shrub {Bladder Senna)
has hitherto been found wild only in the Blinders Range.

Stercultaceae

Rulingia crauroph\lla E. v. M. Poldinna railway siding, 5 miles north of

Minnipa, Eyre Peninsula, 1941, C. IV. Johns. First record for South Australia.

Discovered by Alexander Forrest in 1871 near the present site of Southern Cross;

in 1891 it was collected in the Victoria Desert and the Fraser Range by R. Helms.
A silky-villous shrub about 1 m. high ; leaves broad-linear, rigid and brittle,

2-4 cm. long by 2-4 mm. broad, obtuse, sessile, faintly crenate and puckered above

by the numerous short impressed lateral nervqs spreading almost at right angles

to the midnerve; outer bracts of each cyme longer than flowers, ovate, stipitate

;

stamens and stamiuodes in two rows, the stauiinodes forming the inner row, all

free or almost so.

Goodeniaceae

Velleia cycnopolaniica E. v. M. Near Wudinua, Eyre Peninsula, 1941,

C. IV. Johns. First record for South Australia—-Western Australia.

The capsule is orbicular, white when ripe, rather thin in texture, faintly

reticulate, 2-valved and not splitting into four valves as in our other two species

( paradoxa and connafa), and always longer than the sepals. The basal leaves arc

mostly obovate and sharply toothed, but a few are lyrate, with small spreading

acute lobes decreasing in size downwards and a winged rhachis. hi the capsules

examined, 1 found only two orbicular seeds filling the cavity.

Myrtaceae

Melaleuca eleutherostachya E. v.. M. Along the road between Wudinna and
Kimba. 1928. C. IV. Johns; 30 miles north-east of Cowell, Eyre Peninsula,

November 1936, /. B. CIeland. A tall shrub, with small decussate leaves and
flowers and fruits in short oblong sessile lateral spikes, hitherto found only in

Western Australia.



A NEW OCCURRENCE OF MONAZITE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By ALLAN R WILSON
(Communicated by Sir D. Mawson)

Summary

Early in 1942 when examining the area of hornfels and crystalline schists in the neighbouhood of

Strathalbyn, monazite was discovered as occasional tiny crystals in irregular pegmatitic veins.

Much more common in these veins is rutile, which is often in large and perfect crystals.
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A NEW OCCURRENCE OF MONAZITE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By Allax F, AYilson

(Communicated bv Sir J). Mawson

)

[Read 13 May 1943]

Early in 1942 when examining the area of hornfels and crystalline schists in

the neighbouhood of Strathalbyn, monazite was discovered as occasional tiny

crystals in irregular pegmatitic veins. Much more common in these veins is

rutile, which is often in large and perfect crystals.

Rutile, in such formations, has been met with from place to place over a

length of several miles in the belt of country extending between Section 1887

Kondoparinga and Section 2863

Macclesfield. Brilliant honey yellow

crystals of monazite associated with

the rutile were collected both m the

neighbourhood of Section 2740, and

on Section 2863 ( Hundred of Maccles-

field), which localities are distant

some two miles apart.

One of the monazite crystals

from the former locality measures

12 mm. across on the cleavage face,

it was found difficult to secure com-
plete crystals owing to the facile

cleavage of the mineral : thus when
breaking open the rock matrix the

fracture planes often traversed the

monazite. Several crystals from this

area exhibit twinning.

At the second locality black

tourmaline makes its appearance and

the enclosing hornfels has suffered

considerable bleaching in the vicinity

of these mineralised stringers as a

result of pneumatrolysis proceeding

from the latter.

Crystals of rutile and monazite

often make their appearance at the

contact of the vein material with

ingested country rock, hi some cases the latter fragments are observed to have

been in process of alteration to felspar and sericite.

The near-by water-courses yielded, on panning, both monazite and rutile, the

latter mineral being much the more abundant.

The identity of the monazite has been established by qualitative chemical

tests and a limited optical examination. Owing to lack of material, no quantita-

tive analysis has been made. The radio-activity of the monazite was established

by its action on photographic plates ; in these tests the Strathalbyn monazite

appears to have about the same radio-activity as the monazite from Xorth

Carolina.

Trans-. "Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (1), 30 July 19-13



NOTES ON FOSSILIFEROUS ROCKS FROM TERTIARY OUTCROPS
TO THE SOUTH - WEST OF COONALPYN, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By FREDK. CHAPMAN, A.L.S., F.G.S.

Summary

These notes arc based on three specimens (1)
of limestones collected by Professor Sir Douglas

Mawson. He kindly submitted them to me for detailed examination, as of particular interest on

account of the absence of information concerning the nature of the Tertiary rocks in that particular

district and the paucity of their outcrops. These fossiliferous limestones overlie, unconformably.

massive granite.
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TO THE SOUTH-WEST OF COONALPYN, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By Frkdk. Chapman, A.L.S., P.G.S.

[Read 15 May 1943)

'1 Pe^e notes are based on three specimens ( ' } of limestones collected by

Professor Sir Douglas Mawson. lie kindly submitted them to me for detailed

examination, as of particular interest on account of the absence of information

concerning the nature of the Tertiary rocks in that particular district and the

paucity of their outcrops. These fossiliferous limestones overlie, unconformably,

massive granite.

One of the specimens is a dense red limestone of an unusual character; the

others being more or less typical polyzoal rocks.

Specimen No. 5158

Locality-—From a shadow well in limestone overlying granite at Cold & Wet
Homestead, distant six miles due west-south-west by south from Coona'pyn.

Description—A soft, spongy, polyzoal limestone, of a yellowish to pink colour.

Crushed material shows the component particles to have been re-crystallised

on the surfaces, whilst the organisms themselves were largely corroded before

consolidation.

bluest washings contain numerous minure elongated rhombs of aragonite

or calcite. averaging 12 ^ in length,, together with abundant rods and plates of a

calcareous nature, some iron-stained.

Foramii\'ifi-:ra—Dcntalina ? obliqua d'( )rb. ; Eponidcs rcpandus ( P. and M.) ;

li. sctfbnculiis Chapm. ; Cibicidcs lobatuhis (\Y. and J.); t\ ungcrianus

(d'Orb.) ; C. haidingcrii (d'Orb.) ; E'iphidiiun verriatlatum ( Brady) ; Tcxlu-

(aria sagithda Defr.

Polyzoa -ef. Amphihlcsfnan sp. ; Smiftina tatci ( T. Woods); Porimt gracilis

(M. Edw.)
; cf. Rctcpora sp.

C'kinojoka—Antcdon sp. (arm ossicle).

Horizon and Age—A typical Po'yzoan Limestone. Comparable in its faunal

aspect with the bulk of the Mallee Borings below the Kalimnan (Chapman,. 1916.

Cainozoic Geology of the Malice and other Bores. Rec. (ieol. Sixty. Vict., 3, (4) ).

Jt may also correspond with Tate's Middle Murravian Series—Calcifcrous sand-

stone with polyzoa (late, 1885, Xoles on the Physical and Geological Features of

the Basin of the Power Murray River, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 7, 24-46). This

horizon is referred to by Singleton (The Tertiary Geology of Australia, Proc. Roy.

Soc. Vict, 53, (1 ), N.S., 1941 ) in his "Tentative Correlation Table' as the upper

part of the Middle Miocene, in which he includes Balcombian with Triilhm (at

Muddy Creek), and incidentally the upper part of the Barwonian.

Spkcimkx No. 5159

Locality—A thin formation on the west-facing slopes of the granite ridge- at

about j mile north of CrotPe's Knob. The latter is some 9 miles due. west-south-

west by south of Coonalpyn.

<•') The specimen numbers refer to tlie rock collection, University of Adelaide.

Trans.. Roy- Sot'. S. Aust., 67, (1). SO July 1943
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Description-—Very hard, pinkish, line-grained, gritty and sandy limestone,

with organic remains. These include fragments of calcareous algae (chiefly

Eithothainnion) ;
forammiferal tests; echinold spines and test fragments; polyzoa

indet. ; also fragments of molluscan shells (gasteropods and bivalves). The
foraminifera arc wtll rolled and embedded in a calcitic paste.

The component particles of the rock are often coated with a dense concentric

growth, suggesting algal (eyanophyaceous) structure, but not so well preserved

as to be identified. This appearance might almost introduce an asolian or littoral

element into the question of conditions of accumulation of the deposit.

The foraminifera are abundant. The species, as far as they can be deter-

mined, in the various slices (numbers 1 to 8) examined, are as follows:

Marginidina glabra d'Orb. ( 1 ) ; Guttulina sp. (2) ; cf. Signioidclla sp. (4, 6) ;

Bolivinopsis sp. (2) ; Patellinclla anncctens Parr and Collins (5) ; Discorbis sp.

a (6); Discorbis sp. b (2); Eponidcs rcpandus ( E. & M.) (1. 2, 7); Natalia

rcrriculaia Parr (1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7); Anouialina sp. (2); Cibicidcs lobatidus

(W. and J.) (3); Accrvidina sp. (2); Cypsiua globulus (_Rss.) (6); Carpen-

tcria sp. (3, 4, 8); Amphistegina sp. (2, 6, 8); Globorotalia truueatuhnoides

(d'Orb.) (4); ElpJiidium chapmani Cushman (3. 4, 6, 7); Elphidmm vcrricu-

latum (Hrady) (4, 6, 7, 8,) ;
Quinqueloculina. sp. (1) ;

Signw'iiina sp. (4) ; Spiro-

locul-ina sp. (1) ; Miliola {Pcntcllina) sp. (5) ;
Triloculina tricarinata d'Orb.

(1. 3) ; Tcxtularia sp. (7) ; Dorothia sp. (4).

Horizon and Age—This fades, as well as the characters of the rock itself, is

strikingly like that of the Batesford Limestone, where, at the type locality, it

appears as a shore-line detritus. At Batesford. in the neighbourhood of the Dog
Rocks, the detrital material has been derived from granite. Mere it is more of a

line quartzitic nature.

The shallow marine conditions under which this rock (5159) was deposited

is partly responsible for the sub-tropical aspect of its associated foraminifera, as

distinguished by the deeper water and cooler aspect of the typical polyzoal

deposits of the associated rocks in this locality—Coonalpyn.

The redundant and thickened tests of ElphWitin and Roialia seen in these

rock sections remind one of similar forms found in the shallow water gatherings

on the Great Barrier Reef, Queensland, at the present day, although of different

species.

In slide \~o. 5 there occurs a very nice section of Patellinclla, cut through the

vertical axis. It has a thicker and lower test than the Recent and Post-Tertiary

species, P. inconspicua (Brady). There is little doubt that this example from

Coonalpyn can be identified with the Lower Miocene form described some years

ago bv Parr and Collins from Muddv Creek, Victoria (Proc. Roy. Soc. Vict.,

43. (I), 1930, 91, pi. Iv, lig. 6).

The living Patcltiuella inconspiciat ( Brady). Rep. Chalk, 1884, 9, 357, pi. xlii,

fig. 6 a-c (as Tcxtularia), has a wide distribution at the present day. It includes

E. Moncoeur Island, Bass Strait; Nares Harbour, Admiralty Island; south of

iapan; Malay Archipelago; off New Zealand; and off Portuguese East Africa.

The Post-Tertiary example was found by \Y . J. Parr in a boring near Boneo,

Victoria, at 177-184 feet.

So far as examined in thin slices, the specimen 5159, Coonalpyn, has yielded

no evidence of Lcpidocycl'uiac nor Cyclodypeus, which are characteristic of the

Batesfordian at the Dog Rocks, near Geelong. The association of Rotalia rcrri-

culaia Parr in abundance, with (rypsina globulus (Reuss) and probably EtpJiidiian

clwpmani Cushman, whose type locality is Xeumereila, East Gippsland', with, marls

and limestones containing a general fades is in many respects comparable with the

Batesfordian, though not entirely similar lithologically.
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Specimen No. 5160

Locality—From a shallow well about 1 mile east of Bmnie's Water, which
is about 11 miles due west of Coonalpyn.

Description—A somewhat coarse-textured polyzoal and shelly limestone.

AVhite weathering to grey. Numerous fronds of sea-mats and pecten shells

visible on the surface.

The finest washings contain fragments of shells and crystals of calcitc or

aragonite, with an average diameter of 24 /a.

The crushed material yields fragmentary organisms, generally corroded.

Polyzoa fairly abundant. Foraminifera scarce and small.

Foraminifera—Discorbis pileolus (d'Orb.); Eponidcs scabricidus Chapin. ; cf.

Cihicidcs ungerianits (d'Orb.) ; Globigcrinoidcs cf. conglobatus (Brady)
;

Quinqiteloculina scminulitm (L. ) ; Tcxtnlaria sagittula Defr. var. fistitlosa

Rrady.

Polyzoa—Cellar ia sp. ; Amphiblcstvum sp. ; Membranipora, marginala Mc(i.

;

Crisia scalaris McG. ; Crista gracilis McG. ; Homera sp. ; Idmonca semispiralis

McG.

pELECYPonA—-cf. AustroUma bassi (T. Woods) ; ArotocJilaj)iys cf. consobrina

(Tate) ; Caltanaitis cainocoica (T. Woods).

Horizon and Age—This shelly polyzoal rock indicates a typical Gambierian

facies. Both the polyzoa (restricted spp.), and some of the foraminifera, would
relegate it to an horizon not older than the top of the Power Miocene (Bates-

iordian) and the lowest par: of the Middle Miocene (cf. Balcombian).



CRITICAL NOTES ON THE GRAMINEAE AND CYPERACEAE
OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES

By S. T. BLAKE, M.Sc, Department of Biology, University of Queensland

(Communicated by J. M. BLACK)

Summary

Since the publication of Black's Flora of South Australia during the years to 1922-1929, a large

amount of intensive work on the flora of Australia has been carried out, both in Australia and

overseas. This has resulted in the discovery of a number of new species and in the recognition of

many other species as undescribed which had previously been misidentified with more or less well-

known species. Bibliographical research into the validity of names has been responsible for many
name-changes. This is particularly the case in the Cyperaceae and Gramineae, two families which

have especially engaged my attention for some years past, and for the study of which Mr. Black has

kindly loaned me very many specimens from his Herbarium.
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J

Since the publication of Black's Mora of South Australia during- the years
1922-1929, a large amount of intensive work on the flora of Australia has been
carried out, both in. Australia and overseas. This has resulted in the discovery of

a number of new species and in the recognition of many other species as mi-
described which had previously been misidentified with more or less well-known
species. Bibliographical research into the validity of names has been responsible

for many name-changes. This is particularly the case in the Cyperaceae and
Gramineae, two families which have especially engaged my attention for some
years past, and for the study of which Mr. Black has kindly loaned me vei v many
specimens from his Herbarium.

\\ hen, towards the end of 1940, Air. Black asked me to assist him in the
revision of the Gramineae and Cyperaceae for the Second Edition of the Flora,
1 willingly undertook what proved to be quite a lengthy task. This paper is offered

as an explanation of the many changes found necessary, most of which could not
be adequately discussed within the limits of the Flora.

To avoid overloading the text with lengthy citations, a Bibliography of the
more frequently cited papers is given at the end of the paper, and this is referred

to as is commonly done in non-taxonomic papers.

Thanks to the courtesy of the Directors of the National Herbaria of Victoria

and New South Wales, 1 have been able to examine the types or duplicate-types

of many species, some of which were specially loaned for this work. The follow-
ing abbreviations have been used to indicate herbaria, those in small capitals being
in accordance with the international svstem proposed by Lanjouw in Chronica
Botanica, 5, 142-150

f 1939) :

Tate Herbarium, University of Adelaide r ~ ad
Black H erbarium - - - - - H]

CI eland Herbarium ----- CI
National Herbarium of Victoria, Melbourne - - M%u
National Herbarium of New South Wales, Sydney - xsw
Queensland Herbarium, Brisbane - i:ki

Gramixeae

The genera of the subfamily Panicoideae have been the subject of intensive

study during recent years, and the tendency has been to recognise numerous small

more homogeneous genera instead of the larire unwieldy heterogeneous atrere^a-
. _ .

- " OCT o
lions of species frequently included in such genera as Androptxjon and Panic um.
These smaller genera are not always sharply definable, though, as a rule, they are
at least as sharply marked as Audropoijou and Panicuui in the broad sense.

The South Australian species of the Andropogoneae were re-arranged under
the smaller genera by Black (1936). but further study has necessitated more
changes. Hcmarthria ujicuiata R. Br. replaces Rotfbocllia comprcssa L.f. of the

First Edition. The genus Rottbocllia, as now understood, is restricted to tropical

Trans. Roy. Sue. S. Aust., 67, (1), 30 July 1943
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species with fragile cylindrical racemes (so-called "spikes") and the spikelets of

each pair dissimilar. Ilcuuirthria has tough, decidedly compressed racemes with
the spikelets of each pair similar or nearly so; all the Australian specimens appear
to helong to the one species.

The South Australian species referred to as Andropogon in the First Edition

are now distrihuted hetween the genera Diehanthium, Bo thrive hloa. Sorghum,
Cymhopogon, and Chrysopogon, Species of these and other genera are being

fullv discussed elsewhere (Blake, 1943). Three species of BolhriocJiJoa are known
from South Australia, but unfortunately some confusion has arisen as the result

of a misidentification in Brack's paper cited above. The description there given

of B. inundata ( F. JVluell.) J. M. Black refers to B. Ezvartictna (Domin.) C E.

Jluhhard, a species widely spread in the drier parts ot the continent. The basis

of the combination, however, Andropogon inundatus F. IVluell., was founded on a

small specimen of what is now known as B. intermedia [R. Br.) A. Camus, col-

lected bv Mueller at Crystal Brook in October 1851. and is the only known record

of B. intermedia for South Australia. The South Australian specimens referred

to /->'. deeipiens (Hack.) C. F. Hubbard belong to the closelv allied B. ambiqua
S. T. J Hake.

The plant commonly passing as A ndropogon bombycinus R, Br. or Cymbo-
pogon bombyeinus ( R. Br. ) Domiu diters from ihe plant originally described by
.Brown from the eastern coast of Queensland in the reflcxed racemes and more
numerous nerves on the lower glume of the sessile spikelet, and has to receive a

new name, C. obtectus S. T. Blaki\ It is widely spread over the Australian main-

land. Likewise, the Australian specimens generally referred to Andropogon
Grxllus L. or Chrysopogon GryUus (L.) Trin. have been found to represent an

hitherto undescrihed species, C. fullax S. T. Blake.

The specie's of iseilema have been discussed elsewhere by Black ( 1933, 1938).

Isachue austrah's R. Br. The Am-.tralian species o\ Iseieiine require further

studv, and until this has been carried out the above name should be used for the

South Australian form. Henrard (1940, p. 464 j seems to imply that /. australis

is eonspecihe with /. globosa (Thunb.) O. K. which was originally described from
|apan, but the specimens so far seen from the southern half of Australia do not

agree with the characters given by J lenrard as being distinctive of /. giobosa.

Eriochloa pseudoacrotricha [S'tapf ex 1'hetl.) C. E. Hubbard in herb. Bris-

bane, comb. uov. E. ramosa var. pseudoaerotrieha Stapf ex Thell. in Viertelj.

Xaturforsch. Gesellsch., Zurich. 64, 697 ( 1919). 11. ramosa var. aerotrielia Stapf

ex Thell. I.e. /:. annulafa { Flnegge ) Kunth var. aerotrieha Benth. Fl. Austral, 7,

463 (1879) as to the description and specimens cited, not Helopus aerofriehus

Steud.

Thellung, when publishing- j£ t
ramosa var. pseudoaerotrieha Stapf, gave no

description, merely referring to "/:. ajinuhda var. aerotrielia Bentham FL Austral.

(excl. svn.)." This appears to constitute valid publication, in spite ot the fact that

Bentham's combination, based on a misidentifkation. is a synonym of ilelopus

aerofriehus Steud., another species. The reason advanced is that Thellung has

definitely excluded Bentham's synonymy when publishing Stapf 's combination,

thus leaving the description and the specimens on which it was based. In

herbarium Melbourne are representatives of the collections of Woolls and Mrs.

Calvert cited by Bentham ; these are certainly eonspecihe, and one must therefore

be part of the type-collection. Leichhardt's specimens may be excluded, as they

arc mentioned as if it were an after-thought -"also in LeieJiJiardt's collection."

The sheet in herbarium Brisbane determined by Hubbard as Erioeiiloa pseudo-

aerotrieha (Stapf) C. E. H. is a duplicate of a collection sent to Kew and evidently

matched by Hubbard with Stapfs type there.
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The species, which occurs in parts of Queensland, New South Wales and
South Australia, is characterised chiefly by the lanceolate spikelets 4" 75-5* 5 mm.
long being broadest at about one-third from the base, thence acuminate upwards,
tapering into a rather long bristle-like point. An amplified description, based

chiefly on Blake 10447 from Yelarbon, Darling Downs District, Queensland, which
is a particularly good match for the Melbourne material, is as follows:

Grcnuen perenne, caespitosum, viride, plerumque 50-100 cm. altum ; innova-

tiones intravaginales. Culmi erecti, basi leviter geniculati vel stricti, 2-5-nodes,

ramosi, niolles, striati saepe etiam plus minusve sulcati, laeves, glabri vel prope
nodos pubescentes. Vaginae folwrum striatae, laeves, praecipue ad nodos
pubescentes vel omnino glabrae, arctae vel solutae, inhmae internodiis sacpe

longiores, ceterae breviores ; collum pubescens ; iigula ad seriem ciliorum circa

0'7 mm. longorum redacta ; laminae auguste lineares sensim acutissimae,

plus minusve involutae raro planae, prope ligulam pubescentes, ceterum glabrae

vel subtus breviter pubescentes,, usque ad 30 cm. longae, usque ad 4 mm.
latae, nervis 11 primariis percursae. Inflorescentia angusta, 10-18 cm.
longa, e racemis 3-7 constructa; axis communis compresso-triquetra, circiter

(>5 mm. lata, glabra vel nodis pubescens vel parce pilosa, scaberula, striata.

Racemi breviter pedunculati, erecti vel suberecti, 2-6 cm. longi, axis communis
internodiis saepissime longiores, densi ; rhachis scaberula, axillis pubescens vel

etiam pilosa, ceterum glabra; pedicclli 0'5-2'S mm. longi, clavato-filiformes,

scaberuli et praecipue prope apicem longe pilosi (pilis usque ad 3 mm. longis).

Spiculae 4*75-5*5 mm. longae, circiter 1*4 mm. latae, dilute virides vel purpureo-
variegatae, lanceolatae, a tertia parte inferiorc longiuscule setaceo-acummatae,

parte majore longiuscule pilosae. Ghana inferior minute denticulata, saepe pur-

purea vel atro-violacea, 0*3-0'45 mm. longa. Ghana superior spiculae formam
congruens et ejus apicem attingens, explanata ovato-lanceolata, acuta, aristulata

(aristula 0*5-0*8 mm. longa), £-f inferiore pilis longis plus minusve appressis

dense pilosa. Lemma injerum gluma superiorc paullo brevius, explanatum ellip-

ticum, acutum, mucronatum, marginibus auguste hyalinis prope apicem ciliolatum,

dorso parte majore pilofium
;
palea 0. Anthoeciuni superum ellipticum, 2*5 mm.

longum, 1-1-1*2 mm. latum, acutum vel subacutum et mucrone circiter 0*7 mm.
longa terminatum, stramineum, minute punctulatum. Antherac 1

' 1 -1 " 5 mm.
longae. Garyopsis oblongo-elliptica., utrinque obtusa, dilute olivacea, circiter 2 mm.
longa, circiter 1 mm. lata.

4

E. australiensis Stapf ex Thelh, I.e., was published with an extremely scanty

description, but which is nevertheless sufficient to differentiate the species, which
is characterised by the crisped margins of the rather short and relatively broad
leaves as compared with the former species, the more numerous shorter racemes,

the narrow long-acuminate spikelets 6-8 mm. long, and the relatively short fertile

floret. The third South Australian species, E. lonyiflora S. T. Blake (1941 b,

p. 18), has still larger spikelets, 9-3-11 mm. long, and short broad leaves.

Several smaller genera have now been segregated from the older concept of

Panicum. These were used on pp. 665-667 of the First Ed. and later discussed bv
Black (1935, 1939). The genera Paspalidium and Digifaria are badly in need of

a thorough revision ; the latter genus was being studied by Henrard when war
broke out. Uroehloa is now to be omitted from the Flora, the indigenous Aus-
tralian species assigned to it by Miss Hughes (1923) now being placed under
Brachiaria. Brachiaria is distinguished from Uroehloa by the adaxial position of

the spikelets, so that the lower glume is turned to the axis of the raceme, not away
from the axis as more commonly the cass. In species with divided racemes, such

as B. praetervisa (Domin) C. E. FTubbard, this orientation is often difficult to

observe, but it has been shown by Gardner and Hubbard (1938) that if the tips of

the branches be examined, the orientation is readily seen ; further, that the orienta-

tion can also be determined from the lower spikelets on the lateral branchlets.
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The genus Spinifcx has now been divided into two. The genus Zygochloa

S. T. Blake with one species,, Z. paradoxa (R. Br.) S. T. Blake (1941 c, p." 7) has

been erected for Spinifcx paradoxus (R. Br.) Benth. The inflorescences of the

two genera are very complicated in structure, but the chief differences between

the genera are that the male spiklets of Zygochloa are paniculate in the head, not

spicate as in Spinifcx, the female heads are not spiny but provided with prominent

winged "bracteoles" under the spikelets, while the upper lemma of the latter is dis-

tinctly hardened with firm more or less involute margins. Spinifcx hirsutus

Labifl. remains the correct name for the coastal species, though Black (1933,

p. 143), following Domin (1915, p. 333), has used the combination S. iuenne

Banks & Sob ex Hook. f. for this plant. The latter combination is based on

Ixahun inenne Forst., but both Mr. C. E. Hubbard and Dr. H. H. Allan have

informed me that the latter is a norncn nudum.

Tragus austral iau us S. T. Blake (1941b. p. 12) replaces T, raccnwsus All.

The latter is a native of Europe introduced into many countries though not yet

into Australia; it differs in that the spikelets are borne in little clusters of three

or more along the main axis, not in pairs as in our plant.

The species of Aristida were fairly recently discussed by Black (1933,

pp_ 144_147) on the basis of Henrard's monumental work. Further study of the

Australian forms with the aid of a greater range of material has compelled yet

another an-angement of the South Australian forms.

Though he does not definitely say so, Black implies that he would prefer to

regard A. Muclleri Henr. as synonymous with A. Browniana Henr., and I have

been forced to the same conclusion. As in most species of the genus, the dimen-

sions of the spikelet-parts vary considerably, and in the A. Bro^niana—A.

Muclleri complex there is undoubtedly a complete intergrade between the dimen-

sions as given by Henrard for the two species. The variation in one character is

frequently independent of the variation in another or of differences in habit or

fades. Henrard's suggestion that A. Browniana may be the result of hybridism

between A. Muclleri and A, arcnaria Gaud, cannot be accepted on field evidence.

A. Broivniana is not uncommon along the cast coast of Queensland and on the

adjacent islands, a very long way from the known eastern limit of A. arcnaria or

of any forms referred by Henrard to A. Muclleri. It may be noted that the type

locality of A. Broivniana is decidedly coastal, in the North. A. Muclleri appears

to be an extreme form of A. Broivniana, and there are comparable forms of

A. arcnaria with spikelet-parts larger than usual. It is not suggested that hybridism

does not occur between A. Brownianai (as understood here) and A. arcnaria.

A. latifolia Domin. var. minor J. M. Black has been sunk under the type,

since its dimensions come well within the usual variation of the species.

Aristida cchinata Henr. and A. muricata Henr. are confined to a relatively

small area in South Queensland and Western New South Wales, about midway
between the South Australian border and the east coast. The .South Australian

specimens referred to these belong to a group of closely allied forms, hitherto

quite inadequately understood, one of which, strangely enough, was placed by Hen-

rard under A. eahcina R. Br. as var. strigosa Henr., in spite of the fact that it has a

tubular lemma, not furrowed as in A. calycina. This form is described below as

a new species, as is also the South Australian material referred to A. cchinata and

A. cchinata var. nitidula. The Mount Goolwa specimen referred by Black to the

last is a duplicate type of A. cap UU'folia Henr.

Aristida strigosa (Hivir.) S. T. Blake, species nova. A. calycina R. Br. var.

strigosa Henr. in Meded. Herb. Eeid., No. 58 A, 297 (1932) (descr. ang.) ;

No. 54 C, 708 (1933) (descr. lat. ). — Affinis A. echinatae Henr., sed culmis.

plurinodibus, foliis longis persistentibus, lemmatibus parce strigosis vel. glabrescen-

tibus baud spinosis differt. Descriptio hie emendata et ampliata.
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Gram.cn perenne. caespitosum, subglaucum, ca. 60-100 cm. altum. Culmi

subrobusti, erecti vcl infcrne geniculatim adscendontes, 5-8-nodes, simplices vol

raro e nodis superioribus parce ramosi, teretes, leviler striatuli, ctiam vel punctu-

]ati vel scaberuli vel lacves. omnino glabri. Folia pro genere bene evoluta, per-

sistentia; vaginae internodiis breviorcs vel intimae longiores, teretes, arctae vel

infnnae plus minusve hiantes, erebre striaiae, minute asperulo-punclatac vel pins

niinusve scabcrulae, glabrae; ligulae brevissimae dense ciliatae ; auriculae prominu-

lae, incrassatae, plus niinusve barbatae ; collum linea angusta plus minusve

incrassata notatum, pubescent
;
laminae din persisttaites. slrictae vel curvukie,

loaigae, usque ad 20 cm. longae et ussjue ad 3 *5 mm. latae, plus minusve iuvolutae

vel prope basem saepe subplanae, ajv.ee setaceo-attenuatae. nervis pluribus crebre

percursae quorum 5-7 ])rimariis aliis admodum validioribus, supra scabrae, subtus

et marginibus (prope apicem exeeptisf kieves, vel subtus scaberulae. Panieula

exse.rta, plerumque 15-25 cm. longa et (aristis inclusis ) 2-3 cm. lata, densiuscula

sed interrupla; rhacbis plerumque visihilis. glabra, striatula, inferne subteres plus

minusve laevis, sursum plus minusve angulata scabra vel scaberula; rami singuli

vel subbini. rhacheos internodiis plerumciue breviorcs. a basi divisi, cum ramulis

erecti, appressi. fere hliformes, scaberuli ; ramuli breves, a basi spicubgcri, saepe

unispeculati ; pedicello anguste clavati, trigoni, scaberuli, laterales 0*9-2 mm. longi,

terminales usque ad 6 mm. longi. Spieulae pallidae vel atroviolaceo-sullusae.

Ghtuiae lanceolatae, subaeutae. nrme membranaeeae, subhyalinae, 1-nerves. rectae,

cuspidatae, glabrae. 6-8'5 mm. longae, subae(.[uales sed superior 0*7-1 '5 mm.
longior ;

inferior acuminata, carina omnino parce scabra, lateribus laevis; superior

hand acuminata, altius biloba, inter lobos lanceolatos acutos aristulata. carina

prope apicem et aristula scaberula, ccterum laevis. Lemma fusco-macukitum,

glumis subbrevius, lauceolato-lineare. tubulosmm superne leviter eannaium, a

lateribus leviter compressum, minutissime punciulatum, carina plus minusve

scabrum et lateribus supe.noribus pilis albidis tenuibus appressis e tuberculis

minntis ortis parce strigosum, cum callo angusto obtusiusculo 1-1-25 mm. longo

breviuscule barbato 7-11 mm. longum. 05-06 mm. latum. Columna nulla.

Aristae subsimiles, obli([ue patufac. scabrae. tenues, basem versus conspicue

applanatae, 12-5-15 mm. longae.

Queensland—Gregory North District: Tulmur, 22° 30' S., 142° 25' K.. on

stonv'creek bank amidst Triodia sp.. ca. 680 feet, 11 May 1936, Blake 11451 { inu ).

Gregory South District: Monni Margaret Station, near Eromanga, on stony creek

hank and bed. ca. 780 feet, 3 July 1036, Blake 11906 ( ijri .).

Central Australia — J lermaunsburg. 16 August 1929. Cleland K. 21

( CI. i;ri) ; Horseshoe Bend, iunke River, 23 August 1931, [sing 2355 ijll)
;
Mary-

vale, 8 January 1927. Cleland H.503 (CI, i;rj ) ;
Pinta Spring, 7 August 1932.

Cleland'L. 13 (CI, ml)*
South Australia—Far Xortb: Swallow's Creek/ lJ 5 May 1942. Tate

(ad) ; Arkaringa Creek, 15 May 1892, Helms (An. mel. uri, HI; Type; duplicate

types of A. calyeina var. stric/osa) ; Aldinga, in sandy soil, 15 May 1937, Clarke

(HI) ;
Corclillo Downs in watercourse, May 1924, Clelaud (Ch Bl).

Aristida nitidula {Henr.) S. T. Blake, species nova. A, eehinata Ilenr. var.

nitidulu Henr. in Meded. Herb. Leid. Xo. 58 A, 285 (1932) (descr. angk) ;

Xo. 54 C, 714 (1933) (descr. lat.). — Afhnis A. platyehaeiae S. T. Blake, sed

culmis plurinodibus, internodiis a vagiuis obtectis, foliis plus numerosis longiori-

bus rigidioribns vaginarum ore densius barbatis, lemmatum callo aristisc|ite

brevioribus differ! ; ab A, eehinatae Henr. culmis minus ramosis, foliorum laminis

longioribus persistentibus eorum vaginis arctis internodiis longionbus, spiculis

brevioribus, glumis laevibus nitidulisque, aristis brevioribus latioribus differt.

V) So reads the label; according to J. M. Black (1933, 146) the locality is probably

Swallow's Waterhole, 10 miles north of Oodnadatta.
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Gramen perenne, eaespitosum, foliosum, subglaucum, 20-40 cm. altum.
Culmi erecti, stricti, graciles, glabri laevesque, simplices vel ramosi, 3-6-nodes,
internodiis brevibus summo longo exccpto. Folio plura, longa, subsetacea, sub-
glaucesccntia ; vaginae arctae vel basales tandem palentes, internodiis (summo
excepto) longiores, obscure pauci-stria:ae, asperulae, ore barbatae ceterum glabrae;
anriculae obscurac, glabrae; collum glabrum

;
laminae flexuosae, sctaceo-involutae

vel -convolutae raro basi plauac, 9-13 cm. longae (summa vix abbreviala) et
0*5-0 'S mm. latae ( explanatae usque ad 2 mm. latae), supra hirtcllac subtus
scabridae vel sublaeves. Panicuhi tandem longe exserta, linearis, 13-25 cm, longa,
circiter 1*5 cm. lata (aristis inclusis), sparsiflora; rhachis infcrne angulata laevis,

sursum plus minusve applanata et scaberula. omnino glabra slriatula visibilis ; rami
bini erecti, rhacheos internodiis brcviores et ad ea appressi, sparse divisi vel

simplices, angulato-hliformes, scaberub, a basi fere spiculigeri
;
pedicelli filiformes,

scaberuli, apice vix incrassati, terminales usque ad 9 mm. longi, laterales brevissimi
vel subnulli. Spicidae erecti, pallidae vel plus minusve atroviolaceae. Glumae
tenuiter membranaceae, 1 -nerves, nitidae, subaequales, normales vel interdum
inversae; inferior lanceolato-linearis, acuta, cuspidata, carina nonnunquam scabra
ceterum laevis, 7* 1-10*3 mm. longa; superior linearis, anguste obtusa, saepe emar-
ginata, mucronulata, laeves, 7 9- 1 1 mm. longa, inferiore usque ad 0"8 mm. longa
vel ad 0*2 mm. brevior. Lemma anguste lineare sursum vix vel hand angustatum,
tubulosum marginibus convolutum. dorso prominule carinatum, atro-maculatum,
basem versus punctulatum, ceterum pills crassis eouicis byalinis albidis saepe
creberrimis antrorsim spinulosum, basi in callo abruptius angustato, cum callo
6*5-9-4 mm. longum, glumis brevius

;
callos angustits baud pungens (basi late

rotundus) 0'9-El mm. iongus, pilis brevibus usque ad El mm. longis harbatus.
Columna nulla. Aristae similes, subaequales obliquae, rigidae, rectae scd saepe
leviter tortae, tenues sed latae, planae vel leviter concavae, scabrae et scaberulae,
supra basem versus fere hirtulae, 11-18 mm. longae, medialis lateralibus usque ad
1 mm. longi or.

Western Australia—Eastern Division : Victoria Desert, on sandstone,

4 September 1891. Helms (ad, bri, mel, nsw). Central Division or Eucla
Division : Eraser's Range, on gneissic formation, 23 October 1891. Helms
(ad, mel).

Central Australia—Dander's Creek near Mount Tbomas, 10 August 1931,
Clelaud H.342 (CI, Bl) ; Alice Springs, 7 August 1929, Clelaud K.22 (CI), julv
1922, Allen 566 (xsw, uri), Heavitree Gap, 29 Mav 1935, Clelaud (CI); lier-

mannsburg, 11 August 1929. Clelaud 11.103 (CI) ; Haast's Bluff, 20 August 1932,
Geland L.12 (CI, isri ; type) ; John's Creek (ad).

South Australia—Ear Xorth-wcst: Ernabella, iVlusgrave Range, 16 August
1933, Clelaud (CI, Bl, bri); rock-hole 10 miles north of Ernabella, 16 August
1933, Clelaud (Bl)

;
near Mount Goolwa, south of Musgrave Ranges, on diorite

rock, 18 June 1891. Helms (ad). Ear Xorth: Einmss Springs, 21 December
1926, Warren (Bl)

; 7 miles south-west of Marce, 26 August 1934, CIeland (Bl,

imi ) ;
Mount Parry Cap, April 1883, Tate (ad) ; Aroona Range, stony hill slopes

(ad); Moolooloo,' October 1915. S. A. White (Bl); Mount Chambers Gorge,
30 May 1937. Clelaud (CI)

;
north of Baretta, 3 December 1930, Clelaud H.8 (CI,

uri).

QuEEN'SLANn^Burke District : Selwyn, on stony ground, ea. 1,250 feet.

25 June 1934, Blake 6405 (rriJ. Gregory North District: Elderslie, west of

Winton, on upper part of Mount Hooka Booka, among quartzitic rocks, ca.

750 feet, 29 October 1935. Blake 10050 (bkj ).

While 1 have not seen a representative of the type collection of idenrard's
variety, there arc several specimens in the Clelaud Elerbarium determined by Hub-
bard and apparently compared with the duplicate-type; one of these, from near

n
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the original locality, has been chosen for the type of the species. The spikelets

are very similar to those of A. cchinata Henr., except that the glumes are shining,

smooth or nearly so, and the lemmas are shorter with shorter and broader awns.

In vegetative characters, however, the species is very distinct in being less

branched, more leafy, and with the leaf-sheaths longer than the internodes.

The three species. A. capillifolia, Uenr., A. nitidula (Henr.) S. T. Blake,

and A. strigosa (Henr.) S. T. Blake, are closely allied and sometimes resemble one

another to some extent. A. capillifolia is distinguished particularly by the

extremely slender culms, leaves., lemmas, and awns ; the culms are usually

fastigiately branched from the lower nodes ; the lemma is scabrous on the keel

and sometimes also on the sides with small slender hairs; the callus, only § mm.
long, is the shortest of all South Australian species and is also only shortly

bearded. A. strigosa is the tallest and stoutest species; in spikelet-characters it

resembles the former, but the lemma is stouter, bearing appressed tubercle-based

hairs which are sometimes reduced to the tubercles, and the considerably longer

callus (1-H mm - long). A. uitulula is especially distinguished by the usually

simple or nearly simple culms densely covered with leaf-sheaths, the sheaths and

blades more or less scabrous and sometimes strongly so, in the stout, very spiny

lemmas not perceptibly narrowed in the upper part, and by the extraordinarily

broad and flat awns; elongated specimens sometimes approach A. capillifolia in

appearance.

Most of the Australian species of Sporobolits have been discussed elsewhere

(Blake 1941b. p. 3-12 and p. 22). .V. MitchclUi (Trim) C. E, Hubbard (1941,

p. 26) replaces 5", rirginicus var. pallidas Benth... being a species quite distinct

from S. virginicus (h.) Kunth in habit, foliage, and detailed structure of in-

florescence and spikelet. 5*
a capensis Kunth replaces .S\ indicus ( L. ) R. Br., which

name is properly applied to a species not known to occur in Australia. S, Caroli

Mez has to replace Jv Lindlcyi (Steud.) Benth. ; the latter is based on Vilfa

Lindlcyi Steud.. a name-change for Sporobolits pallidas Lindh. which was

described from a specimen of Eragrostis japonica (Thumb.) Trim

The Australian species previously referred to Pcppophonau are now placed

under Enncapogon (see Black, 1938. p. 352) and have recently been revised in

an excellent paper by Burbidge (1941). I am indebted to Miss Burbidge for a

type-written copy of her key and notes and other assistance while engaged in

working up the South Australian forms before her paper was published. Nine-

teen species are now recognised as occurring in Australia, of which seven occur

in this State, though none arc restricted thereto.

Plcctrachnc Hehnsii C. E. I lubbard (1941, p. 29) replaces Triraphis

bronwides F. Muelk, which is Plcctrachnc bromoidcs (F. Muelk) C. K. Hubbard.

Plcctrachnc differs from Triraphis in the 7>zWw-like habit and hrmer, several-

nerved, 3-awned lemmas; it is close to Triodia, but the lobes of the lemma are

elongated and awn-like, while the upper lemmas are sterile and reduced to a bunch

of awns as in Triraphis.

The genus Eriachnc includes a large number of species, chiefly restricted to

Australia; it was being studied by Mr. \Y. IJartly. of the C.S.I. R., Canberra, who
has kindly given permission to use his manuscript name A. Bcntluunii for the form

previously placed as a variety of /:. oraia Xees.

fl_, sclcranthoidcs R Muelk has been omitted from the Second Edition, as an

examination of the type in herbarium Melbourne has convinced me that this

species has not been collected since its original discovery at Mount Olga, Central

Australia, by Giles in 1875. The specimens generally referred to E. sclcranthoidcs

represent reduced or stunted states of E. mucronata R. Br. with short, closely-

branched culms densely covered by leaf-sheaths and with inflorescences of few
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spikeleis. This state is very different from typical E. mucronata which has longer
less-branched culms with exserted nodes, but the two are connected by a complete
series of intermediate, forms. A. scleranthoides var. clongata flenth.. of which 1

have seen duplicate-types, is also a form of E. mucronata. The true E. sclera n~

thoides is a very distinct species of different habit with villous intricately-branched

culms, tiny leaves more or less flat in their lower part, and smaller spikelets with
the lemmas acute. not acuminate in profile. B* Hchnsii Domin is a species allied

to E. mucronata, but differs therefrom in that the base of the plant is pro-

minently woolly as are usually also th^ lower internodes, the leaves are flatter, the

spikelets are larger on shorter pedicels, and the lemmas are longer than (not sub-

equal to) the glumes, acute and not abruptly acuminate in profile. The type was
collected by Helms on sandstone in the Victoria Desert, camp 40, Western Aus-
tralia, on 4 September 1891, and is represented in the Tate Herbarium. The
same form was also described by Domin (1915, p. 359) as E. mucronata var.

idlliculmis Domin, and on p. 361 as E. mucronata var. Hchnsii Domin. E. o-vata

var. pediceUata J. M. Black (1922, p. 565) is also based on a specimen of

E. Helmsii; the other South Australian specimens were included under
Ji. mucronata in the First Edition.

The shape of the lemma in profile and its length relative to the glumes are

very useful characters for distinguishing species in the genus.

Eragrostis Clelandii S. T. Blake; species nova, affinis E. lauipedi C. K.

Hubbard, sed culmis 4-8-nodibus, vaginis internodiis plerumque longioribus,

laminis augustioribus, lemmatibus brevioribus differt.

(iranien perenne, caespitosum. viride, erectum, 20-30 cm. altum, basi bulbosa-

incrassatum lanatum. Citluii teretes, simplices, graciles, stricti vel inferne leviter

geniculati, plerumque 4-8-nodes. tenuiter striati, glabri, laeves vel admodum
asperuli, basi squamis pallidis multis dense breviterque lanatis obtecti. Eoliorum
7'aginac arctae, slriatae, scaberulae vel fere laeves, ore pubeseentes nonnunquam
etiam sparse barbatae, margiuibus plerumque ciliolatae, ceterum glabra, internodiis

longiores vel interdum eis breviores, inferiores in squamis basalibus mutatis

;

laminae oblique patentes, curvulae, breves sed interdum usque ad 10 cm. longae,

inferiores hrevissimae, plerumque arete setaeeo-involutae, explanatae 1-1*5 mm.
latae, supra hirtellae, subtus seaberulae. Panicula tertiam partem plantae

occupans, oblonga vel anguste pyramidalis, laxa ; rhachis inferne teres sursum
complanala vel augulata. glabra, ma j ore parte lac vis ; rami solitarii distantes,

patentes vel dellexi, rigidi, admodum nexuosi, sursum scaberuli, inferiores usque

ad 3 cm. longi, a basi divisi ; raniuli pauci. brevissimi. Spkulae sessiles, patulae,

purpureae, singuli vel 2-4-ui glomerati, late oblongae, obtusac, compressae, vix

sulcatae, 3-5 mm. longae. 2-3 mm. latae, 7-12-florac; rliachilla fere recta, robusta,

baud articulata, internodiis ca. 0"5 mm. longis. (Huiuac subaequales. ca. 1 *25 mm.
longae, obtusissimae, 1 -nerves, ciliolatae, superior mucronata. Lemmata arete

imbricatae admodum patulae, 1 *75-2 mrn. longae, a latere visae fere semi-

orbiculares, explanatae suhorbiculares obtusissimae, mucronatae. lateribus laeves,

margiuibus inferioribus longitiscule ciliatae, nervis subtenuibus sed prominulis,

carina sursum scaberula, nervis lateralibus inter carina marginibusque aequi-

distantibus admodum curvulis. Falea obovata fere truncata, | lemmatis aequi-

longa, cariuis et margins superiore pilis tenuibus mollibus longiusculis densiusculis

ciliata. Stamina 3; authcrae 1 mm. longae. Caryopsis ignota.

South Australia—"Far North-west: Ookha Soak, 17 August 1939, /. B.

Clcland. (URI, CI).

This species, dedicated to its discoverer, is easily distinguished by the short

broad spikelets scattered or in distant small clusters, and the very broad mucronate

Innmas bearded along the margins in the lower part. There is,, unfortunately, no
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ripe grain in the line series of specimens collected by Prof. Cleland. Amongst
South Australian species, it seems closest to E. criopoda Benth. and E. laniflora

IxTith.. differing from both in the shape of spikelet and lemma and the less densely

woolly base of the plant, and from the former also in the densely bearded lemmas.

Twenty-one species of Eragrostis are now known to occur in South Australia,

some of which have been discussed by Black in various papers (1924. p. 253 ; 1931,

p. 136-7; 1933, p, 147-148; 1935, p^252). The species are very difficult to dis-

criminate and circumscribe, and the usual arrangement based on the shape of the

spikelets proved impracticable. The degree to which the lemmas spread varies

considerably in some species, sometimes even on the same specimen, and this

results in a corresponding variation in the tereteness or flattening and often in the

presence or absence of furrowing of the spikelet. The lemma itself provided very

useful characters, and the shape of this organ, cither flattened or in profile, taken

in conjunction with the nervature. served to distinguish two difficult groups. As
a general rule lemmas which were broadest at or about the middle were very obtuse

and had the lateral nerves midway between ihe midnerve and the margins, whereas

[hose broadest distinctly below the middle are much narrowed towards the more or

less acute tip and have the lateral nerves close to the margins. Doubtful cases were
eliminated earlier in the key. The shape of the grain is, on the whole, very

constant, but as it is rarely seen in E. sctifolia and allied species and is unknown
in E. Clelandii and E. infccnnda, it cannot be used as a leading character. The
length of the anthers is usually a very constant character for each species, though

for obvious reasons it has not been used in the key. But for reference purposes

it might be interesting to mention that small anthers, 0'25 mm. long or less, are

characteristic of E. japonica (Thunb. ) Trim, E. confertifiora J. M. Black,

E. Kenncdyac Turner, E. leptocarpa Benth., E. pan/:flora (R. Br.) Trim,

/;. Basedoioii Jedwabnik, E. clougata (Willd.) Jacq., E. lacunaria F. Muell. ex

Benth., and E. Barrclicri Daveau ; medium-sized anthers, 0'4-O6 mm. long, are

confined to E. falcata Gaud., E. Diclsll Pilger, and E. ciliancnsis (All.) Link ex

Lutati ; large anthers, mostly 0*75 mm. long or more and up to 1"5 mm. long are

found only in E. Clelandii S. T. Blake, E. lanifl,ora Benth. E. eriopoda Benth.,

/:, sctifolia Necs, E. xcropJiila Domin, E. infccunda J. M. Black and E. austraE-

cnsis (Steud.) C. E. Hubbard. E. spcciosa (R. & S.) Steud. has anthers 025-
t>4 mm. long, intermediate between the first and scond groups.

.In the Second Edition. E. par-ciflora ( R. Br. ) Trim replaces E. pilosa (E.) Beauv.

with which it was united in the Flora Australiensis, but E. pilosa differs in having

hairs in the axils of the lower panicle branches, longer pedicels, more prominently

nerved and more acute lemmas and more compressed grain. It is a native of the

Mediterranean region, whence it has bren introduced to many countries but not

vet to South Australia. E. clongafa (Willd.) jacq. and E. Brozvnii (Kunth)

Necs arc often difficult to distinguish. Unfortunately Domin (1915, p. 399) mis-

identified E. clongafa with E. Brownii and accordingly sunk the latter under the

former, at the same time keeping as distinct E. diaadra (R. Br.) Steud. This

treatment was followed by Black (1933. p. 147). Mr. C. E. Hubbard has recently

studied the types of these species, and he has informed me that E. diandra is

eonspecific with E. clongata and must therefore be regarded as a synonym of the

latter, while E. Bro'icnii is a distinct species. The latter, as at present understood,

is quite a variable species, but the description in the Second Edition is based on

South Australian specimens.

The group of species including /:. tricliophyUa Benth.. E. falcata Gaud,,

E, lacunaria F. Muell. ex Benth., E. Rankingii F. M. Bail, and E. Diclsii Pilger

seems frequently to have caused considerable difficulty. In the Flora Australiensis.

E. falcata embraced the form described many years later by Pilger (1904) as

E. Piclsii. Domin (1915, p. 392) placed FL lacunaria and /:. Rankingii as
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synonyms of E. falcata. Miss Victory had become convinced that li. falcata and
E. lacunaria were distinct species with distinct areas of distribution, and kindlv
placed at my disposal her notes and the specimens in the Sydney Herbarium.
There seems no doubt thai Miss Yickery is correct, and that these species are

quite distinct. H. falcata is especially characterised bv the obliquely spreading
spikelets with subtruncate lemmas broadest about the middle with the nerves
equally distributed, anthers 0*5-0-65 mm. long, and dorso-ventrallv compressed
grain; it is confined to \Yes:ern. Central, and South Australia. E. lacunaria, on
the other hand, has the spikelets nearly divaricately spreading with the lemmas
broadest distinctly below the middle and distinctly narrowed upwards with the

lateral nerves approaching the margin, anthers about 0"25 mm. long, and pro-

minently laterally compressed grain; it occurs along the K-iver iMurray, but is

otherwise restricted to the Eastern States. Both species may be glabrous or with
hairy culms and leaves. E. trichofhylla was described from specimens collected

north of howler's Hay by Giles in 1875, and to judge from a piece of the type in

herbarium Sydney and a duplicate type in herbarium Melbourne, it is a hairv

form of E. falcata, and is here formalP reduced to a synonym of the latter species.

$% Rankiiujii , described from Queensland specimen.?, is conspecific with

E, lacunaria. E. Diclsli is closely allied to /:. falcata, but has more nearly sessile

and often coarser spikelets, rather larger, much thinner eoncayo-convex grain, a

different appearance, and is usually an annual. The lemmas are commonly tightly

imbricate and the spikelet is then terete, but frequently they become looser with
the spikelet then somewhat compressed or even furrowed. Small specimens with

such spikelets constitute E. Diclsli var. Pritzclii Pilger, he, to judge from dupli-

cate types in herbarium Sydney, hut individual specimens may show such a range
of variation in this respect that it seems impracticable to uphold the variety.

The name E. major Host has been shown by Sprague and C. P. Hubbard
(1933) to be illegitimate. There are two other rival names fen" the species,

/:. lucgcistachya Link, Hort. Beroh i. 1.87 (1827), and E. cilianensis (All.) Link
ex Lutati in Malpighia, 18, 386 (1904), based on Poa cilianensis All. PL Pedem.
2, 246, t. 91, f. 2 (1785). According to authors who have seen Allioni's wiork,

this species was published with a poor description and a worse figure. Plenrard

(1940, }i. 420-422) argues, but not very convincingly, that they refer to a true

Poa, and suggests that the type specimen has been lost and that the name should
be rejected as a nomen. ctiubiguttm. Putt according to P, T. Hubbard (1913).
Lutati saw the specimen in the Herbarium of Balbis who acquired Allioni's her-

barium after the latter's death. LTnder these circumstances, and following the

advice oi C. K. Hubbard, the name C. cllicncnsls (All.) Link ex Lutati lias been

taken up for the Plora.

Clyccna ranugcra P. Muell. ex Penth. has been transferred to Eragrostis as

1L aastraiasica Steud. Syn. Glum. 1, 286 (1854). Poa ramigcra P. Much, in

Trans. Viet. Inst.. 45 (1855) is another synonym, its shrubby habit gives this

grass a peculiar appearance, hut it agrees with Eragrosfls in the 3-nerved lemmas,
in the structure of the grain, and in the anatomy of the leaf. Air. Hubbard tells

me that in habit it resembles some African species.

(llyccna Eordcana P'. Muell. has been referred to Poa as P. Eorcicana
P. Muell. because the free lodicules, the grain adnate to the palea, and the indu-
mentum of the lemma appear to accord better with this genus. The Australian
species of Poa are badly in need of a revision, hut the lack of time and inaccessi-

bility of many types has prevented this being accomplished for the Plora. There
seem to be several species in South Australia. True P. cacsfltoca Porst. is pro-
bably confined to New Zealand.

\
r

o revisional work on Stipa or Danthonia was done by me. Pcycuxia and
Agrostis have been recently revised In Yickery (1940, 1941)

.
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Cypkraceae

So many changes in this family were found to he necessary, that the whole

account has been re-written. The order of the genera in the First Edition has

been retained, though it (lifters from that usually accepted at the present day.

The genus Cypirrm lias recently been monographed by Kukenthal (1935),

and in this work the genus Kyllinga has been united witlh Cyperus. This seems a

logical act, for although characteristic species of Kylliuga, such as those found

in Australia, are very well marked off from those of characteristic Cypcrus, there

is a large proportion of intermediate species. The single South Australian species

affected is C. brcz'ifoliits ( Rottb. ) Suringar, based on K. brcrifolia Rotlb.

A', intermedia R. Br. is sometimes regarded as distinct and has been kept up as

a variety by Kukenthal as C. brct'-ifoHus var slelhtlatus Suringar, but the alleged

differences between the two are so inconstant and occur in so many combinations.

that, it seems quite impracticable to distinguish the two forms.

C. exaltatus Retz. var. minor j. M. Black was based on a starved specimen

and lias been sunk under the typical form of the species.

C. rotund us L. and its allies have been the subject of a recent paper (Blake,

1942), in which it has been shown, that this name has been used for many different

species in Australia. C, rotundas is purely a weed of agricultural areas, but two

distinct inland species occur in this State, namely, C. rictoriensis C. R. Clarke

and C\ bulbosKs Retz. The last is noteworthy on account of the irregularly

corymbose inflorescence; the record of C. sitbulatus R. Br. in the First Edition,

taken from the Flora Australien.sis. refers to this species.

C. 7'iujinatits R. Br. and C\ aymnocaulos Stead, have frequently been con-

sidered to be conspecihe (as in the .hirst Edition) or else the latter has been

considered to be a subspecies (C. t'aginatits R. Br. subsp. (jymnocaitlos (Steud.,

Riikenth. ) ) or variety {€. vaginatus var. deusifloriis Benth.) of the former. In

general, the two species are readily distinguishable as the following table indicates:

C . •i'l-igiuatits C. (/xfuaocaulos

Steins Cylindrical, only faintly s trio-

late.

Numerous, mostly 5-8, firm

but not particularly rigid, not
pungent-, flat, 2-6 mm. wide, up
to 15 cm. long, always more
than 5 cm. long.

More or less trigonous, at least

at top, rather distinctly striate.

3-4, usually less than 5 cm.

long, very rigid and pungent
with incurved margins.

1 n florescence Umbel-like with elongated rays

] j earing digitate clusters of

spikelets.

Capitate or umbel-like with

1-4 short rays bearing globose
heads of spikelets.

SjUkWet Linear or oblong-linear, 8-

18 mm. long, 2-2 :

l mm. wide
Ovate to lanceolate - ovate,

3-0 j mm. long, 2]-3 mm. wide.

( dumes About 2 linn, long, rigid. 2-2:1 mm. long, thinner and less

rigid.

1 mm. long. 1-1 [ mm. long.

However, particularly from South Australia, several specimens seen are

intermediate in appearance; the species may hybridise to some extent, but definite
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field evidence is lacking and the specimens seen arc mostly too immature or other-

wise imperfect for critical study. Kukenthal (1935, p. 190) has described a

C. vaginatus var. pseudotcxt'dis Kukenth. but the specimens I have seen from the

collections cited agree exactly with R. Brown's description.

C. flabclliformis Botfb., a native, of Africa but cultivated in many parts of

the world, has been found naturalised at Waterfall Gullv bv j. J|, Cleland on

9 April 1942.

C. congesfus Yahl, a native of South Africa but introduced to Western Aus-
tralia and New South Wales, has been found in South Australia as a garden weed
at Burnside by J. B. Cleland, February 1940. It has sometimes been mistaken for

C. rotundas, but no tubers are produced and the stems are usually tui'ted.

C. clants S. T. Blake (1940a, p. 44) lias been added on the evidence of an
imperfect, specimen in a very young flower collected by Miss Staer at Oodnadatta
in June 1914. The specimen is too poor for certain determination and comes
from a locality far distant from any ovher known for the species, but looks more
like this than any other.

C. rurilans C B. Clarke replaces the record of C. aUerniflorus R. Br. The
latter species is known ouly from a very few specimens from widely separated

localities in Western Australia. Western New South Wales, and Queensland, and
is a much coarser, densely tufted plant with differently shaped spikelets. glumes,

and nuts.

C. rigldclhts { Benth. ) j . M. Black has been discussed elsewhere ( Blake,

1940a, p. 43} ; it includes the specimens referred in the First Edition to C. encn'-is

M, Br. and C\ encrris var. lax its B. Br. What may be a duplicate-type is in the

Tate J lerbarium.

The name C. laevigatas L. has now been used to cover all Australian forms
which have been referred to this species and to C. distacli\nts All. After studying

authentic specimens of these species from the Mediterranean region, 1 can hud
little difference between iheni and the .Australian specimens seem to be inter-

mediate.

The Australian plant frequently known as C. Eragroslis Vahl (1806) not of

Bam. (1791) has now to be called C. sauguhwlcntus Vahl. Like so many annual
species of Cypvfus this species varies greatly in stoutness and degree of develop-

ment according to the amount of available water. In wet places the plants are

often above SO cm. high with rather stout stems and well developed umbel ; in

places which dry out rapidly the plants are often quite tiny with very slender

stems and inflorescences reduced 1o a single cluster of very few spikelets. It was
on such plants as these that C. Eragroslis var. paupcraia- J. M. Black was based;

the variety is not upheld in the Second Edition.

The genus Sclioemis has also recently been revised by Kukenthal ( 1938 )

,

but several species were scarcely known to him. Some species have still more
recently been discussed by Black (1939, 1940) and Blake (1940a).

Specimens of two species hitherto unrecorded for South Australia were found
in the Tate Herbarium. One of these, S. huniilis Benth., is without, label, but is

presumably from South Australia ; otherwise the species is restricted to Western
Australia. The second specks is S. nanus (Xees) Benth., collected at Golden
Grove in June 1878, presumably by Tate; this species ranges from Western. Aus-
tralia to Victoria.

S. Carsci Cheesem. was originally described from New Zealand specimens in

Man. X. Zeal. Bl. 781 (1906), and its discovery in South Australia is only one
of the many interesting finds of Professor 1- B. Cleland. Cleland's specimens
were first described by Black (1928, p. 225) as S, mmmmrfns J. M. Black ; he
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later ( 1929, p. 261 ) transferred the species to Ciadiuni, and as such it appeared

in the First Edition, p. 678, and still later (1934, p. 168) transferred it to Tctraria.

The rhaehilla of llie spikelet is elongated and curved over the fertile flower but

not conspicuously so. and the other characters are also those of ScJwcnus. Kiiken-

thal. I.e.. p. 69, treated the South Australian form as S, Carsci var. mouocarpus*

(J. M. Black) Kukenth., but I can find no difference, between the specimens from

South Australia and those from New Zealand.

Without having seen the specimens Kiikenthal (1938, p. 8^) suggested that

the South Australian record of 5*, scuiptus Boeck. might really refer to the closely

allied J. latclamiiwtus Kukenth. from Victoria and New South Wales, but my
examination of the specimens lias convinced me that Black is correct in referring

them to the western X. scuiptus.

X. Tcppcri ¥. Muell. is regarded by Kukenth. as a var. of X. brc-zdcithuis

Benth. i have seen no specimen of the latter, but the description suggests that it

is distinct.

The curious and distinctive liitA X. discifee Tate had not been collected

since the original discovery on Dudley Peninsula, Kangaroo Island, in Xovcmber

.1883. until Prof. Cleland found it at Mount Compass on 26 October 1940.

On the grounds of prioriiy. X. subapJiyUns Kukenth. (1938, p. 179) replaces

A. aphyllas Boeck. (1874) noil Vabl (1806).

Tctraria capillaris (¥\ Aluell.) J. M. Black (1934, p. 169) replaces Cladium

capillacciun
v
Benth.) (A B. Clarke. The glumes distichous or nearly so, the lower

flower alone barren when the spikelets are more than 1 -flowered, and the occasional

presence of minute hypogynous bristles are characters at variance with Cladiuru.

and together with the prominent style-base persistent on the ripe nut agree better

with Tctraria than with anv other genus, though the. habit does not. The species

extends at least from Tasmania to the high mountains of Xorth Oueenslaud
;

ii

occurs apparently also in Western Australia and Xew Zealand, but the specimens

so far seen from these places are often stouter than the others.

In the genus Scirpus six additional species now appear, while one, .V. supinus

L.. has been omitted since there is still no record of this species or its poorly

understood immediate allies from the State. The genus has been the subject of

recent work by A. A. Beetle (1941, 1942) and myself (1937, 1940b). BeetleX

work has been of the greatest importance in fixing the identity of the larger Aus-

tralian species and their relationships with the American forms, It is now evident

that the Australian plant commonly known as X. Jaatsfns F,, or S. lacuslcr L. is

really X. vtiii&tts Vabl. The former species is restricted to Europe with a variety

extending into Asia, while the latter is restricted to the countries bordering on the

Pacific; Ocean. X. 7'alidus differs from typical X. lacustris m the smooth, not

scabrous outer iuvolueral bracts, non-reddish glumes, and constantly 2- fid styles;

and from X. lacustris var. tabcrnacjiwutani (Gmeh) Doll. (— X. tabcrnacmoutani

Omel. to which Kukenthal refers the Australian plant in Engl. Bot. Jahrb., 59, 51.

1924) in the stouter stems, usually more numerous spikelets with less viscid glumes

and distinctly scabrous rays. Further, the plants referred to X. luaritiutus E. are

recognised as belonging to two distinct species, namely. X. mar it nuns L and

X. iluviatUis (Torr. ) A. Grav. The description of X. iiiaritliiius in the hirst

Edition refers to the latter species. True X. marifimus is a smaller and more

slender plant with narrower leaves, fewer spikelets, 2-branched style and larger

stronglv compressed mil with, oidv two hypogynous bristles. It is more character-

istic of saline ground than in X. jiuviatihs.

My papers cited above deal with the section Isolcpis as understood by

Bentham (1878. p. 323). which is represented in Australia and New Zealand by

a bewildering series of closely allied species, most of which are very small and
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sonic of which are not vet satisfactorily understood. The eleven South Australian

species are (relatively) fairly easily distinguishable, provided ripe fruit and a good

lens are both available, but the determination of flowering specimens requires

particularly careful observation and some considerable experience in the group.

S. nodosus Rottb. stands out from the others by reason of its stout ligid habit.

.V. productits C. B. Clarke has been admitted as distinct from $, fniitans E.
;

and

with ripe fruit the species are readily distinguishable, the former having a distinctly

thickened cxlgt to the nut while that of ,V. fliuians thins from the middle to the

edge. Well-prepared specimens of S. proditctus are strongly^ coloured with

purple, particularly on the leaf sheaths and glumes, while in .V. fhtilans these parts

are green or pallid, but it seems that the differences in colour are not qiute con-

stant. Terrestrial, forms of V. fhtilans occur ( = S. flaitans var. terrestris E. Mcy )

which differ greatly from the floating form,-, in being tufted with short stans and

frequently the lower-most glume bract-like and longer than the spikelet. .S\ lenti-

ciilaris (E. lit.) Pair, is probably this form. Some of Prof. Cleland's specimens

show the variation from the terrestrial to the aquatic forms. No special terrestrial

form of .S\ productits has been observed.

S. ccdocarpns S. T. Blake is the Australian representative of the European

N. selaceus E. S. platycarpus S. T. Blake is very similar in appearance and has

often been found mixed in collections with .V. calocarpus, but the markings on the

nuts are quite different. S. coin/runs (Xees) S. T. Blake and .V. australiensis

(Maid. & Betche} S. T. lEake have verv delicate glumes and characteristically

shaped nuts but have been confused with .V. emmas \ ahl.

One verv interesting introduced species k S. haniulosus ( M. Bieb. )
Steven,

here recorded from Australia for the first time. The specimens seen are from the

Far North (Ross's Waterhole. /. B. Ciclond, 2 January 1927) and Central Aus-

tralia {Horn Expedition). It is indigenous to Southern Russia and Southern

Siberia, to Turkestan and Afghanistan, and has probably been introduced with

camels. Kukenthal (1935. p. 502} places it under Cxpents (C hanntlosits M.

Bieb. ) next to C. aristatus Rottb., to which it bears a close superficial resemblance

and of which it has the characteristic curry-like scent. But the glumes are cer-

tainly spirally arranged and the stem frequently bears a leaf above the base,

characters quite at variance with tho.se of Cyperus.

Verv few of the numerous Australian species of Bimbristytis appear to occur

in South Australia, and of those previously recorded. /•'. Neilsonii V. Much, has

been omitted from the Second Edition. No specimens have been seen from tins

State, nor indeed from anywhere near its boundaries. No specimen of B. ferni-

qinca has yet been collected in South Australia, but as the species is known from

the Finke River just within Central Australia, it has been retained in the Second

Edition. /-. diphylla (Eetz.) Yahl. as usually understood, is a very polymorphic

species, and in this sense it should be known as /
;

. dicholoma ( E. ) \ ahl. But in a

preliminarv paper on the genus ( Blake. 1940 c} I have suggested that several

distinct entities are involved, and until these are thoroughly worked out it seems

best to use the commonly accepted name /
;

. d-iphylla as the collective name for the

Australian forms. The South Australia,!! specimens so far collected have all been

too immature to permit of a satisfactory comparison with other Australian forms.

The generic name Bidbostylis Kunth has now been conserved against Steno-

ph\'!Ius "Rat. (see Kew Bull.. EHO. p. 91). Accordingly Bidbostylis barbala

(Rottb/) C. B. Clarke replaces FimbrisixUs barbata (Roltb.) Eenth. and Steno-

phxllus barbalus (Rottb.) Cooke of the hirst Edition (p. 92 and 677). B. turbinata

S/T. Blake (1941a. p. 56^ replaces S. capillaris ( E. )
Britton ; the South Aus-

tralian specimens differ from the typical Queensland and Central Australian speci-

mens in having slightly larger nuts and glumes, but the specimens are too old for

critical examination. B. capillaris (E.) C. B. Clarke differs in having prominently
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bearded leaf-sheaths, glabrous stems, muticous glumes and an asymmetric brown
nut. and has a wide range within the tropics.

The original spelling Elcocharis has lo be used instead of Helcocharis (see

Kevv Bull., 1940, p. 81). The Australian species were recently revised { lilake,

1939). E. nigrcsccns (Nees) Steud. is included in the Second Edition on the

authority of a single collection in the Melbourne Herbarium labelled as being
collected fay F. von Mueller at cataracts on Mount Lofty, December 1850. The
species undoubtedly occurs in Xorth Australia and North Queensland, but other-

wise is known chiefly from Tropical America and Tropical Africa, E. pusilhi

R. fir, replaces E. acicitiaris ( E. ) R. ik S. (cited as //. ciricitlaris ( E. ) R. Br. on

p. 92). hi. pusilla is restricted to Extra-tropical Australia and New Zealand.

while /:. acicularis has a wide range in Europe, Asia, and America, differing from
the Australian plant in a number of minor points, such as the more slender

rhizome, unthiekened base of the stem, less obtuse glumes, and narrower, less

prominently ribbed nut. The Australian and. Xew Zealand /:. (jracilis E. Rr. is

also considered to differ from the European /:. iiiitlticaulis Sm. in the well-

developed creeping rhizome, the more slender harder stems, the more rigid orifice

to the leaf-sheath, and in details of the nut and bristles. Ilclcociiaris haliuatnrina

1, AT Rlaek is not a species of Elcocharis ; the type-specimens are very young, but

possibly are small specimens of T'clrarla cahillaris with the inflorescence reduced
to a single spikelet.

The species of Ecpidospcraia are very difficult to define, and the genus is

badly in need of a thorough revision. L'p lo the present it has been possible only

to siud\- the South Australian species and those nu>st closely allied thereto. in

many species a good series of fruiting specimens lias not been available.

/.. conca^'uni R. Br. has been omitted from the Second Edition, as no speci-

men oi this species lias been seen from anywhere near South Australia. Specimens
of several species have been rel erred to this species, which is characterised chiefly

by the flat or slightly concave very thin stems and dense, more or less pyramidal,

panicle. The South Australian specimens referred to here were found to belong

to either C. congcstuni R. Br. or E. laicralc R. Br.

E. cxaltatuin R. Rr. (1810) lias been united under E. lonqifudinalc Eahill.

(1804), as it was found impossible to distinguish two species from among the

large number of specimens examined, which ranged from Western Australia to

(Jueensland. including Tasmania.

E. latcralc R. Br., as at present understood, varies widely in the Eastern
States, but the South Australian specimens so iar seen have not been sufficient- to

allow of a critical comparison,

/.. I'iscidiiui fv. Rr. appears also to vary greatly; var. anguslicaidc J. M. Black

h of uncertain status, for though it ditTers widely from >oiiic specimens left under
the species, it appears to be connected with these bv various intermediates. As in

nearly all species, series of good complete fruiting specimens are required before
anything approaching a final decision can be reached.

E. torUiositm E. Muell. is admitted to the Flora on the evidence of a \t'\v

immature specimens collected by J. B. Cleland at Breakneck River, Kangaroo
Island, on 26 January 1940. These appeared to be conspecific with specimens
from Xew South Wales which were later matched with the type. /.. liucarc var.

? deftutpcralum Benth. (1878, p. 395) is a synonym.

E. scmi/crcs E. Muell, ex Roeck., /,. caucsccus Boeck. and E. filifonac l.abill.

cou>tilute a series of closely allied species. As the lectotype of /.. scinifcrcs I have
chosen specimens in the Melbourne Herbarium collected by F. Mueller "in arenosis

sterilissimis versus Eaeum Alexandrinae'' on 28 April 1848, because the label

bears the name "Lepidosperma snuiteres Eerd. Muell.'' in Mueller's writing, and
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agrees best with the description published by Boeckeler, particularly in that the

leaves are short; in most specimens the leaves are rather Jong, though shorter than

the stems. The species is best distinguished by the slender leaves and stems, with

the latter not much compressed and the former nearly flat. L. cancsccns was

described by Bo'Cckeler from specimens communicated by F. Mueller; a duplicate

type is in the Melbourne Herbarium. The specimens were collected at SoncF

bug ( ?), apparently by Behr, and were originally labelled by Mueller as Sclioenus

macropli\llii$ Ferd. Muell., a manuscript name cited by Boeckeler but never other-

wise published. L. jilifornie appears to be restricted to Tasmania and the eastern

half of Victoria; it differs from /.. can.escens in the more slender stems with very

slender leaves and bracts hooked at the tip and the constantly reduced unbranched

inflorseence.

L. carphoidrs F. Muell. ex Beuth. is very distinctive on account of the short

dense blackish inflorescence. Of the three collections in the Melbourne Her-

barium so labelled by Mueller, a sheet of two specimens collected by Mueller at

Fake Alexaudrina has been chosen as the lectotype, as the specimens agree best

with the published descriptions.

Cladium procerum S. 1\ Blake ; species nova, afhnis (.'. Marisco ( F. } R. Br.,

sed cuhnis robustioribus ramos gerentibus. spiculis minoribus. nuce apice obtusa

hand rostra.ta dillert.

Ilerba dura maxima, caespites densissimos magnos virides efformans, 2-3*5 m.

alta; rhizjma squamosum, semper at videtur breve. Caluii rohusti usque ad

i cm. crassi, duri, hstulosi, interne subteretes, sursum obtuse trigoni, striolati,

laeves, glabri, multinodcs, e nodis superiorihus vel geminas vel ramos fohosos

breves gcrentes. Folia multa, louga, glabra, viridia; laminae planae, linearcs, in

apicem setaeeum triquetrum longe aHenuatae, tumiter multmerves, sttbtus anguste

carinatae, carina marginibusque sursum dense serrulato-scabrae, usque ad 2*5 m.

longae, longiores 5-15 mm. latae. Bracteae Loliis breviores angustorcsque,

inferiores paniculis partialibus longiores. Panicula linearis vel oblomga, 15-55 cm.

longa, 3- 5-9 cm. lata, e eorymbis paucis vel pluribus constructa ; rami primarii

(corvrnborum peduncttli ) solitarii. compressi ; corymbi eompositi vel decompositi,

densi vel densiusculi, plerumque 3-7 cm. la"..a ; ramuli ultimi hlifonues trigoni. alte

striati. laeves, usque ad circiter 6 mrn. longi. Spiculac rubro-brunneae vel ftilvo-

brunneae, sessiFs, 3-10ni (plerumque 5-8ni ) in capitulis conglomeratae, supra

glttmis 2 vacuis parvis (vel prophyllis ) deciduae, ovoideae. sub anthesi acutae sub

f ructtt plus minusve hiantes 3\5-4'25 mm. longae, 2-llorae ; fiores bisexuales, superior

plerumque sterilis. (ilitniae ovatae vel suborbiculares, obtussissimae, concavae,

1 -nerves, membranaceae, 5-6 persistent.es, summa vacua majuseula, penultima

maxima, inferiores 2-3 gradatim breviores vacuae. Stamina plerumque 2 ( raro 3}«

Si\lns brevis ;
stigmata 3 louga. Nu.v subdrupaeea, ovoidea, basi rotundata, apice

obtusa vel fere obtusa plus m'nusve rotunda nee rostrata nee acuminata, 2-2'.u
> mm.

longa, 1 '5-2 mm. lata, tandem fuscobrunnea, nitens, laevis ;
stylo-basis cum

exocarpio spongioso f ttsa ; endocarpium durum,

Wilstlkx Australia—Xorth-W est Division : Xickol Bay district. Mchtac

(MEL.).

Oukkxslaxi)— Mitchell District : Bowcn Downs, in 1874, Birch. < ml:.. }.

]

>ort Curtis District: Xear Mount Wheeler, on banks of creeks amongst Ban-

danas, Thozet 815 (mkl.). Wide Bay District : Fraser island, dominant in middle

of swamp, 15 October 1930, Ilnbbard 4495 (.bri.). Moreton District: Buderim,

in 1907, Wedd (v>\u.)\ Peel Island, December 1904. Sonttcr (brt.); Moreton

Island, in 1924, WJiite (but.) ; Stradbroke Island, in open fresh-water swamps,

12 December 1934. Blake 7137 (isrt.)
;
Stradbroke Island, near Myora in fresh-

water swamps, ca. ft., 5 December 1940, Blake 14306 (type in rrl). Darling

Downs District: Wvberba, at edr/e of creek, 23 tanuarv 1933, Blake 4634 (bri..).
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New Soutti Walks—Xorth Coast: Richmond River, in 1874. llodgkinson
(mel.); Raymond Terrace, January 1883, Bctchc 26 (mei,). Central Districts:

Duck Creek, Clyde, March 1909,"//. A. Hamilton (ijri. ) ; Parramatta, Woolls
(MEL.)-

Victoria—Gippsland : Orbost, January 1904. Grove in herb- Pescott (mei..).

Central District: Bank of River Yarra, near mouth, rare. January 1853. Mueller
(mel.). "Western District: Near Cape Olway, March \877

t Walter (aiel.);

Tower Hill near Warrnambool, January 1873, Sullivan (aiel.). and April 1875,
Mueller (mel.)

; Lower Glenelg River, in 1891. Eekerl (mee.).

South Australia—Southern Districts: Mount Do fry Range, on streamlets.

December 1847. Mueller (mel.) ; Clarendon, December 1881 (ad.) ; Brid^ewater.
January 1904. Blaek (HI); Blackwood, in bed of creek. 10 April 1910, Black
(Bl.); Encounter Bav, in 1895, Hussev 354 (aiel.). South-Fast: Mosquito
Creek. 25 November 1882, Tate ? (ad.)"

New Caledonia—Rio des Pirogues, in swamps. 31 October 1923. While
2279 (Bin.-) ; Prony, on banks of streams, in 1913. franc (hrl).

This is the plant commonly referred to C. Mariscus ( E. ) R. Br., a species

which has been generally considered to be almost cosmopolitan in distribution. A
recent study by V. M. Conway, in Jmirn. Fcol., 30, No. 1. 211-216 (1942).
suggests that true C. Mariscus is more or less confined to Europe, East Asia, and
parts oi Africa, with a possible extension to South Africa, while the Otter forms
included in it are distinct. Consequent] v. a more detailed study of all material

available was undertaken, with the result that the Australian and New Caledonian
plant is described above as a new species. It seems distinguishable from all mem-
bers of the group by the branched stem and obtuse (neither beaked nor acuminate)
nut. The culm, at least in its upper part, produces at the nodes vegetative buds
which break through the base of the surrounding leaf-sheath and ultimately grow
out into short leafy branches. So far as observed it has onlv a very short rhizome,
very distinct from the. long creeping one described for C. Mariscus (seen in a

few specimens!) and other species.

Specimens from Hawaii have not. been seen. To judge from the description

in Hillebrand El. Hawaii 478 (1888). the Hawaiian plant, C. leptostachxum Xees
and Meyen. differs from all other species in the group in that the stigmatic

branches are 4-6 in number, due to division.

The following key will serve to show the relationships of the Australian plant :

Stigmatic branches 4-6; sp^kelets rather pale-coloured. ('. IcfiiostacJiyum N'ees & Meyen
Stigmatic branches 2-3

; spike'ets brown to rusty- or dark brown.

Xnt smooth, shining ; partial panicles delist.

Nut acuminate or beaked; culms not branched; rhizome long -creeping.
'

C. Marfscas (L.) R. Br.

Nut obtusely rounded at tip; culms with leafy branches hi upper part; rhizome
short (always?). C. proa-rum S. T. Blake

Nut rather prominently tessei'ately rugose; partial panicles often loose.

Nut acuminate ; common rhachis of panicle deeply canaliculate with scabrous
margins; a rather slender plant from China and Japan. ('. cliiucusr Nees

Nut acute but scarcely acuminate- ; common axis not channelled, smooth; a stout
Ameriean plant. (\ jnmaiceuse (..'rant/.

PoKK.iWy other species occur in America allied to C. jaiuuiceitsc, but the
specimens seen have been insufficient to determine this.

Cladiuiu f/loiueratuiii M. Iir. (1810, p .237') is the correct name for the species
so called in the First Edition, p. 95. On p. 678, following Domin (1915, p. 476).
the combination C. rubiginosum (Forst.) Domin is used, which is based on
Sclioeuus rubifjinosus Soland. ex Forst. Prodr. 89 (1786). Dr. H. H, Allan, of
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Wellington, Xew Zealand, who great" y assisted me in the study of species alleged

to be common to Australia and New Zealand, has kindly sent mc a copy of the

relevant passage in Funster's Prodromus, a work unavailable to me. I agree with
bun that Schoenus rubiginosus is a nomen nudum, and therefore the combination

C. rubigiiiositni is invalid. Domin cites in synonym v Fidrcna rubiginosa Spreng.
Fl. Hal. Main., 1, 29 (1807), of which I have been unable to obtain a copy, and
so cannot determine whether this has any bearing on the question. H. Pfeiffer

f 1927. p. 349) has further complicated the position by making a new combination
G. glomeratum (Gaud.) H. Pfeiff. based on Baumca glomerata Gaud, in Freycin,

Voy. 46, t. 29 (1826), a plant of the Moluccas, but this is illegitimate because of

Erown's earlier name for the distinct plant, and the Moluccan plant is properly

known as C. globiccps C .B. Clarke in Kew Bull, Add. Sen, 8, 46 (1908).

Pfeiffer has also ( 1927, p. 350 ; 1929, p. 261 ) made the combination

C. punctatuiu for the plant known as C. Gunnii Hook. f. In 1927 the combina-
tion was based on Schoenus punctatus R. Br., but, as he recognised in 1929, this

is a true Schoenus with nothing in common with C. Gunnii. In correcting his

former treatment in 1929, Pfeiffer based the combination on "Schoenus punctatus

Kth. Enum. 2, 336 (1837), nee. R. Br. (Descriptio iuxta Siebcr Agrosth. 19:)."

Now this is wrong for three reasons : firstly, Kunth evidently misidentified

Sieber's plant with Brown's species, and although his description is drawn from
Sieber's plant, this does not give his description the status of that of a new species

(cf. International Rules, Art. 54) ; secondly, even if it could be accepted that

Kunth's description is. that of a new species, the name is illegitimate on account of

the earlier homonym of Brown, and must not be taken into account in matters of

priority when a legitimate name is available (International Rules, Art. 67) ; and
thirdly, the combination G. punctatum (Kunth) II. Pfeiff. (1929) (if legitimate)

woud be antedated bv the earlier homonym C. pitnctatuni (R.. Br.) 11. Pfeiff.

(1927).

Other synonymy cited by Pfeiffer is as follows:

Lcuupocarya teuax Hook. £., Fl. N. Zel., 1, 277 (1855) ; Schoenus mahts
Steud. Syn. Glum., 2, 165 (1855); Cladium Gunnii and C. laxiflorum Hook f.,

Fl. Tasm., 2, 95 (1856) ; C". nudum Boeck. in Linnaea, 38, 236 (1874) ; Gahnia
sulcata F. Muell. First Gen. Rep., 20, (1879) ; C. lenax Drucc in Rep. Bot. Exch.

CI. Brit. Isles, 1916, p. 615 (1917).

Lampocarya tenax Hook, f . was founded on New Zealand material ; the

specimens which I have seen from Nev> r Zealand do not match the Australian

material, so this and the combination C. lenax (Hook, f.) Druce based on it can

he eliminated from the discussion. Gahnia sulcata F. Muell. appears in a list only,

is a uonien nudum, and can also be eliminated. Gladium nudum, to judge from

a duplicate tvpc in the Melbourne Herbarium and from Boeckeler's description,

with which it agrees, is a distinct though closely allied species from the extreme

south-east part of Queensland and North-east New South Wales. C. Gunnii

Mook. f. and C. laxiflorum Hook. f. certainly appear to be conspecific, and were

published simultaneously. Since these two species were first united by Bcntham
( 1878, p. 408), his choice of name, G. Gunnii is the correct name for the southern

Australian species generally known by this name.

Pfeiffer has also (1929, p. 259) treated as a new combination G. tetragonum

I 1. Pfeiff. based on Lepidosperma tetragona FahilL, but this combination was made
^cvm vears earlier bv Black ; the correct citation for the species is C. tetraqonnui

(Labill.) J. M. Black, Fl. S. Aust., 1, 95 (1922).

G. Huttonii T. Kirk is an addition to the Flora. The species was originally

described from New Zealand, and it was Dr. Kiikenthal who first drew my atten-

tion to the identity of some Queensland specimens with this species. The South
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Australian specimens match those I have seen from New Zealand very closely,

but the Queensland ones differ in a few very minor points. The species probably

occurs in Victoria and New South Wales, but I have not yet seen specimens from

these States.

C. gracilc J. M. Black appears to be conspecihc with C. laxitm (_Necs) Benth.

and must be reduced to synonymy under the latter. It was described (Black, 1929,

p. 261) from small, poorly developed specimens collected at Breakneck River,

Kangaroo Island, by J. B. Clelaud, 5 March 1929. but larger well-developed speci-

mens collected more recently are indistinguishable from specimens of the type-

collection of C. laxum in the Melbourne Herbarium, originally described as

ChapcUicra la.va Nces in PI. Preiss., 2, 76 (1846-1847). The spikelets in speci-

mens from both Western Australia and South Australia appear to be either 1- or

2-flowered, whereas those of C. laxum was originally described as being 2-3-

flowered, and those of C. (jracile as 1-flowercd.

Gahnia hystrix J. M. Black is a very curious little species from Kangaroo
Island and has the shortest stems and smallest inflorescence of the genus. The
spikelets are sometimes 2-flowered, though given as only 1-flowered in the original

description. The large flowering glume is peculiar for Gahnia, but the other

spikelet-characters are those of this genus.

In Carex I have had very great assistance from Mr. E. Nelmes. of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kewr
, who has been making a special study of the Australian

species of this large and difficult genus. C. chlorantha R. Br. has been omitted

from the Second Edition, and C. fascicularis Boott is admitted as distinct from

C. pscudocypcrus L. of the Northern Hemisphere. C". Bichcnoviana Boott is

treated as being distinct from C. pnmila Thunb., differing chiefly in the usually

taller stems, the more numerous male spikes, the shorter, differently-shaped

utricles, and the usually differently-coloured glumes ; no specimen with mature

nuts has yet been seen. The- South Australian .specimens of C. pnmila differ from

the prevailing form of this species in the elongated stems, and approach

C. BicJicnoviana in appearance. The group of forms allied to C. -mversa R. Br.

is still not satisfactorily understood, but C. invcrsa and var. major Boott are

recorded for the State. A form allied to C. invcrsa but with nearly nerveless

utricles has been collected by Cleland in the National Park, 30 December 1939, and

perhaps represents another species, but the specimens are incomplete, and until

the group is better understood the collection has been included with C. invcrsa.

In accordance with modern practice, the term "spike" is used instead of

"spikelet"; the partial inflorescence in this genus is now considered to consist of

spikes of 1-flowered spikelets.
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THE HYDROLOGY OF THE HUNDRED OF BELALIE, COUNTY
VICTORIA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN SOIL

CONSERVATION AND FLOOD CONTROL

By C. G. STEPHENS, M.Sc, A.A.C.I.

Summary

During 1941 a survey of the soils, erosion position and land-use in the eastern half of County

Victoria was carried out by members of the Soils Division of the Council for Scientific and

Industrial Research. Aerial photographs with a scale of 1" == 20 chains were used as working plans

in the field and on these were marked the data collected, including the stream pattern and the

positions of the watersheds. On the accompanying map (fig. 1) is shown the stream pattern and the

watersheds of the Hundred of Belalie.
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THE HYDROLOGY OF THE HUNDRED OF BELALIE, COUNTY VICTORIA,

SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN SOIL CONSERVATION
AND FLOOD CONTROL

By C (1 Stephens, M.Sc, A.A.C.i.

[Read 10 June 1943
|

During 1941 a survey of the soils, erosion position and land-use in the eastern

half of County Victoria was carried out by members of the Soils Division of the

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. Aerial photographs with a scale

of 1" — 20 chains were used as working plans in the field and on these were

marked the data collected, including the stream pattern and the positions of the

principal watersheds. On the accompanying map (iig. 1) is shown the stream

pattern and the watersheds of the Hundred of Belalie.

From the location of the watersheds as shown on the map and from the con-

tour map (fig.2), it is apparent that physiographieally the Hundred of Belalie is

composed of alternate ridges and valleys which are orientated approximately in a

north-south direction. The. ridges of which the Bundaleer Hills and the Brown

Hill Range are the highest are up to 1,000 feet above the valley floors, with an

average difference in elevation of about 400 feet. Jamestown and Belalie North

are respectively 1,495 and 2,024 feet above sea level. The floors of the valleys are

covered by alluvial and colluvial material derived from the adjacent ridges. This

deposited material has been transported by a series of east to west and west to

east consequent streams of intermittent flow and high gradient. These streams

either join the north to south subsequent streams of lower gradient or are absorbed

in the alluvium of the valley floors in systems of distributaries. The east and west

orientation of the consequent streams, of which Dillowie Creek is one of the

largest, and the north to south flow of the subsequent streams, namely Freshwater

Creek, Belalie Creek, Baderluo Creek and other un-named streams, is very evident

on the map. The subsequent streams are either absorbed in distributaries or are

tributaries of the Brougbton River or its tributaries.

iiowchin (1) considered that the present topography of the area is due. at

least in part, to older and larger north to south rivers which were at some eleva-

tion above the present valley bottoms. These ancient streams predate the Peter-

borough-Olary upwarp and the Lake Frome downthrow. He traced their courses

by means of. the location of beds of conglomerate and silicitied stream gravels.

( )uite a number of these beds are lo be found in the Hundred of Belalie and the.

adjoining Hundreds. However, Fenner (2) considers Howchin's conclusions to

be erroneous, and more recent work by Hangford-Smith (3) indicates that syn-

clinal folding and erosion of anticlines have been involved in the production of the

alternate ridge and valley structure. Another feature related to the topography

is the unusual direction from south to north of the headwaters of Baderloo Creek

and some of its tributaries, and another un-named stream lying to the west across

the vallev in the Bundaleer II ills. These streams,, after running north for some

distan.ee, turn around the end o|" minor watersheds (at Y and Z on the map) and

then take up a north to south direction, the same as the other subsequents.

Trans. Roy. S-c. S. Au»t., 67, (1 ) . -til July 194.>
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HYDROGRAPHIC MAP
H° of BELALIE

Ml LaOi. * L__

Areas of Di-pasitinn it flood uf January 1941.

Watersheds

Fig. 1
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The catchment areas delineated by the watersheds have been labelled A (1,2
and 3), B, C, 1% E and F on the plan. The areas of these as estimated by plani-

meter are shown in Table 1.

Table I

Areas of Catchments in the Hundred of Belalie

CATCHMENT AREA IX SQ. MILES

A (Al 2-9)

(A2 3-5) 8-0

(A3 1-6)

B 13-2

C 10-5

D 28-5

E 37-4

F 48-7

Total 146-3

The position of the watershed between catchments D and F is not easy to

discern in the held. In fact, some of the water from the creek just to the south

of the watershed crosses it in times of flood by means of an overflow watercourse

(at X on the map), and a little further south the drainage pattern of the creeks

has been easily and extensively altered and interlaced by artificial ditching. This

has been made possible in this neighbourhood by the poised position of the creeks

on the very low divide between the catchments. It is quite apparent that catch-

ments D and F were formerly a single catchment area, but that Belalie Creek,

which drains catchment D, and formerly part of Freshwater Creek, has been cap-

tured by drainage to the west. Xow, in times of flood, it overruns its distribu-

taries and discharges through Baderloo Creek in catchment E. Further south

in this valley, in the Hundred of Reynolds, Baderloo Creek in turn is captured by

Bundaleer Creek. Again in the neighbourhood of the junction of catchments

C. D and A2, part of the headwaters of Belalie Creek has been captured by the

drainage of catchment C,

This junction lies on the watershed that traverses the northern portion of the

Hundred from Belalie North to the vicinity of Mount Lock. This watershed is

important geographically as it is part of the crest of the Peterborougii-Olary up-

warp, and hence the interfiuve between the endoreic drainage towards Lake Frome
and the exoreic drainage via the Broughton River to Spencer's Gulf. The altera-

tion of the direction of the headwaters of Baderloo Creek and the other adjacent

streams mentioned above may indicate a former more southerly position of the

interfiuve now passing through Belalie Xorth.

As mentioned above, some of both the consequents and subsequents end in

distributary systems, the surface drainage of the. area being only partly integrated.

Thus the drainage pattern is partly areic in character, and as such is typical of

country lying in the transition belt between arid and humid climates. The annual

average rainfall at Jamestown is 17*63 inches, and at Bundaleer Forest, some six

miles to the south, it is 21*92 inches. On the highest part of the ranges precipita-

tion probably reaches 25 inches. As is indicated in Table 11 and in fig. 3. showing
monthly averages of the rainfall at Jamestown, the climate is divided fairly sharply

into two seasons, namely, winter rain and summer drought. What rains fall in

the summer are frequently of high intensity. The difference in intensity between

summer and winter rain is shown to some extent in Table IT by the average num-
ber of points of rain per wet day for each month. However, the difference is

greater than can be demonstrated by data based on daily observations. Much of

the summer rain falls during thunderstorms of brief duration, whereas a high
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proportion of the winter rain is clue to showery days frequently recording only a

few points.

Table II

Climatic Data for Jamestown, South Australia

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apl. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Xov. Dec. Year

Ay, rainfall finches)

A v. number of wet days ....

X umber of points of rain

per wet day

0.79 0.70 0.82 \.25 1.71 2.22 2.03 2.27 2.03 1.60 1.14 1.07 17.63

3.4 6.3 9..0 12.0 12.4 11.8 9.6 5-1 4.3

23 23 24 20 19 16 19 21 25

88.

2

20

On 24 and 25 January 1941. Jamestown recorded 338 points of rain, and in

the neighbourhood there were recordings up' to 600 points. The town was flooded

Contour Map of the Hundred of Belalie

(After T. T.angford-Sniith) Intervals of 100 feet

to a depth of two or three feet and much silt was deposited in the town. The water

rose and subsided very rapidly, the duration of the Hood being between one and

two hours. On fig. 1 is shown in the town and other localities where significant
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deposition of silt and other water-borne material occurred. These areas of deposi-
tion are located principally in catchment F where there is a fairly abrupt break of
slope between the hills of the watershed and the valley floor, and at Jamestown
and south of the town where the floodwaters of Belalie Creek join the headwaters
of Baderloo Creek. As is evident from the drainage pattern on the map, James-
town lies in a locality which, in times of normal rains and run-off, has some of
the characteristics of a place of internal drainage. Salt accumulations in the soil

occur to the south and west of the town and, although there are no actual playa
lakes the area is very like that near Whyte-Yarcowie some 20 miles to the east

and where the average rainfall is 13*44 inches per annum. In the Jamestown

2r

f 1

J FMAMJJASOND
Fig. 3

Distribution of the monthly average rainfall at Jamestown, South Australia

locality and further south along Baderloo Creek the flooding was widespread and
somewhat extensive areas of lucerne in the valley opposite the Bundaleer Hills
may have aided in causing deposition in that area.

Jamestown directly receives the run-off drainage from catchments C and D
(39 square miles), the town being situated on the distributary and absorption
system of Belalie Creek and the creek which collects the run-off from catchment
C. Furthermore, run-off from catchment P> (13"2 square miles), in times of
flood, joins the waters from C and D just south of the town. Thus Baderloo
Creek, under flood conditions, has to handle water due to the running- of the creeks
draining catchments B, C and D, as well as the run-off water from its own catch-
ment area E (37*4 square miles). Apart from that due to overflow at X, water
from catchment F does not affect the position at Jamestown, as its floodwaters
are delivered directly into the Broughton River by way of Freshwater Creek. The
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deposition of silt south of Jamestown will further aggravate the flooding by
restriction of the surface drainage to that part of Baderloo Creek which runs
south from where it receives the fioodwaters from klelalie Creek.

it is obvious that floods will recur in Jamestown every time rain comparable
with that of January 1941 falls in the summer months. Unless surface conditions,

particularly in catchments C and 1), are considerably improved so as to restrict

the present rapid run-off. iloods will in all probability be more frequent. In the
Hundred, of Pelalic some 35% of the land is used for permanent grazing, prin-
cipally on the hills where the watersheds lie. and the other 65% is almost entirely

wheat-growing land, very largely worked on the two-year wheat-fallow rotation

system. With over-grazing of the hill pastures generally, and nearly all cultivated

land lying bare or in stubble over the summer mouths, conditions favour rapid run-
off, hi short, the agriculture of the I kindred is such that it has radically upset the
delicately balanced drainage system. In this connection, it is probably typical of

large areas of wheat-growing country throughout southern Australia, An instance
of the upset to individual streams is shown by the consequent stream in the middle
of catchment D. This creek has an abnormally enlarged distributary system which
now involves several hundred acres, which it has scarred by gully and sheet
erosion. In general, most of the deeper gully erosion of the area is associated with
the areie streams which, under the more rapid run-off now prevailing, are cutting
channels across formerly smooth land in an attempt to deliver their water directly

into the subsequent streams of the valley bottoms, thus tending to make the
drainage of the area south of the main divide completely exoreic in character.

Restriction of flooding and the minimising of soil erosion can be attained in

the Hundred of Helalie and adjacent areas by controlled grazing of the water-
sheds, widening the wheat-growing rotation to include a period under pasture, by
growing more lucerne in suitable localities, and by the installation of erosion
control structures such as contour furrows and terraces on grazing and agricul-
tural land respectively.

The author is indebted to his colleagues in the Soils Division, Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research, and to Mr. R. L Uerriot, Soil Conservator of
the Department of Agriculture of South Australia, who worked with the author
in the held in the compilation of the data on which this paper is based; also to
Professor J. A, Prescott and Mr. J. K. Taylor, Chief and Principal Research
Officer respectively of the Soils Division, and to Dr. C Fenner, for assistance in

the preparation of the paper.
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Introduction

The economic importance of this group of mites lies in the fact that, as

larvae, they are external parasites of vertebrates, including man, and that in the

above regions certain species have been incriminated as the vectors of the form
of typhus, commonly known as "tsutsuganuishr" fever, from the primary hosts,

rodents and small marsupials, to man. This disease occurs throughout the area

covered in this study.

The adults, of which few species are known, are small, eight-legged, white to

cream or reddish creatures, usually elongate, with a medial constriction giving them
the shape of a figure 8. They are clothed with a dense mat of ciliated hairs, from
Avhich the popular name of "velvet mites" is derived.

Little is known of the feeding habits of the nymphs or adults, but thev are

probably vegetarian. They may be found under stones, in the soil, or under logs

amongst the herbage in damp gullies, etc.

The eggs of the genus Troinbicuhi s. str,, as far as is known, are

laid in clusters in the soil or other habitat favoured by the adult. The
genus GuutJicrana is remarkable in that the eggs are found attached to the hairs of

the host, a fact which suggests that the adult, for a time at least, lives in the fur

of the hosts. The larvae are small microscopic six-legged creatures which, in the

case of some genera at least, lurk or move amongst the herbage, until they

are able to attach themselves to a passing host. On the hosts they are frequently

to be found in colonies in the ears, in the axillae or on the genitalia.

These mites have for long been known in many parts of the world as the

cause of intense irritation to workers in the fields at harvest time, and to workers

in the scrub of tropical and subtropical parts. In Europe, America and Australia

they are popularly known as "harvest mites," and in America as "chiggers"
;
in

Surinam as "batatas" or "bete rouge"; in Mexico as "tlasahuate"
; in Japan and

Formosa as "akamushi" or "kedani" ; as "itch mites" or ''ti-tree itch" in Australia

and as "scrub itch" in Malaya and New Guinea.

The first mention in scientific literature of these mites was in 1758 when
Linnaeus described the "bete rouge" of Surinam under the name of "Icarus
batatas." Sambon, L. W., 1928, Annals, of Trop. Medicine and Parasitology, 22,

67, states that the association between mites and the disease has been known for

over 1,000 years. Palm, Th. A., 1878, described the disease in the Edinburgh
Med. Journal, 24, 128. Tn 1879 Baetz, K., and Kawakami, Archiv. fur Path.

Anat. und Physiologie. und f fir Klin. Med. ( Yirchow's Archiv., 78, 373) recog-

nised the suspected vector as a larval mite resembling Lcplus aatuinaahs but dis-

counted its importance. Tanaka, 1899. attributed the "tsutsugamusbibo" or "river

fever" of japan to a minute red mite locally called "Kedani" {hairy mite), and in

ibis connection figured three larval mites, but none of the figures correspond with

Brumpt's T. akamushi (1910). a species which occurred on field mice in Japan
and attacked man as well as domestic animals. The matter was followed up In-

other Japanese workers and it is now definitely accepted, both in japan and

* Working; in Queensland with the aid of a grrant from the National Health and Medical
Research Council.

TranS. Roy. Sue. S. Aust., 67, (1), 30 July 19-13
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Tormosa, that this mite is the vector in the transmission of the disease. In 1924
Walch and Keukenschrijver showed that another species. T. ddiensis, was
probably the vector of a "tsutsugamushi'Mike fever in Sumatra, the primary hosts

being various species of Rattus. Later,. 1928, Fletcher, Lesslar and Lewthwaite
.suggested a similar larval Trombid mite as the vector of tsutsugamushi as well as

of "tropical typhus" in the Federated Malay States, and. in 1932, Gater made a

survey of the Trombidiid larvae of the Federated Malay States and of their

primary hosts. Fletcher, 1928, showed that T. ddiensis Walch, and its Sumatran
hosts were present in the Federated Malay States. Gater also added T. akamushi
(Erumpt), 7'. hirsti Sambon and 7\ acuscutdlaris Walch as being found on
man. In the present paper the hrst of these is shown not to be the Japanese
form but a new species (T. fictchcri). In New Guinea C. Gunther,
1938-1940. has investigated the "endemic typhus" of that region and
incriminated a species of mite, which he called T. hirsti v. buloloensis,

as the probable vector. He also found T. ddiensis (=- vanderghinslei Guniher )

on. rats, but not so plentifully. Mehta (1937) records T. ddiensis as associated

with scrub typhus in the Simla llills. India.

In 1927 Sambon described from Innisfail, Queensland, a ''scrub itch mite
;>

under the name of T.. liirsii from human beings; a species which Walch thought
synonymous with T. pseudoakamusiii Hatori 1919. This has now been shown to

be the same as T. minor Eerl. Heaslip, 1939-41, in investigating the typhus-like

fevers of Queensland, has found T. ddiensis to be the probable vector of

K-typhus, He also found that T. hirsti was not present amongst some 2.500

larval mites collected from the natural animal reservoirs. The rats from whicn
the North Queensland material was collected were identified and comprised seven
species, I'irj., Rattus conatiis Thomas 1923, R. rattus (Finn. 1758), R. assimilis

(Gould. 1858). R. norvcgicits (Erxlebeu 1777). Mdomys littoralis Lonnbcrg 1916,

Ilydromys chrysogaster rcginae Thomas and Dollman 1908 and Uroiuvs caudi-

maculaiiis Krefft 1867. As each species of rat harboured many species of mite,

and no species of mite showed any definite preference for any one species of host,

the specific species of rat 1 rom which the individual species of mite were collected

have not been detailed.

While species of Eitirombiciila, Schongastia, Ncoschongastia and Lccinccn-
lioekia arc also known to bite humans, it is only with species of Tronibicnla s. str.

that we can as yet connect the occurrence of disease. Nevertheless, to completely

understand and appreciate the importance of these mites to mankind it is highly

desirable to know all we can of their ".ife-history, and also to be able to identify the

known larval forms and link them up with their respective adults when discovered.

This work should be carried out by well designed and checked breeding experi-

ments, Most such experiments so far have endeavoured to rear the nymphs and
adults from larvae. Apart from the difficulty ot satisfactorily identifying the

larvae in life (the specific identification requires high-power microscopy ) most
workers have used a number of specimens in a tube, ignoring the fact that rarely

does a colony on a host consist of a single species.

The only satisfactory procedure is to start with the gravid female and hatch

out the larvae; in this way the female is also available after oviposition for micro-

scopic examination.

Of the 19 genera of Trombiculinae recognised as valid in the present paper
only Blankaartia Oudms. and Tro-mbicuhi Herb are definitely known from the

adults or nymphs as well as larvae, all the others being larval genera onlv.

In addition to the new species described, Ncoschongastia novac-hollandiac

(Hirst) and Ncoschongastia pcrcuuelcs Worn, are now recorded for the hrst time

from North Queensland.
The most important specific characters are to be found, firstly, in the shape

and dimensions of the dorsal scutum and its attendant setae, both norma! and
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sensillary, and secondly in the number and arrangement of the dorsal setae. Other

workers have tried to rind specific differences in the number and nature of the setae

on the tarsus of the palp, and in the bi- or trifurcation of the palpal claw. These

latter characters, however, are sometimes difficult to see clearly, while it is doubt-

ful whether the arrangement of the setae is of more than generic value. On the

other hand, in well mounted specimens, the characters of the dorsal scutum and

the dorsal setae are comparatively easy to determine. The actual size of the whole

creature is of very little importance and largely depends upon whether it has fed

or not. Generally it is easier to make out the arrangement of dorsal setae from a

fully gorged specimen. On the ventral surface the setal pattern of the coxae is of

some value but the arrangement of setae behind the third pair of coxae is usually

more irregular and less important than on the dorsum.

The chaetotaxy of the legs is generally fairly uniform and offers little varia-

tion of specific value within a genus.

For critical identification high power magnification is essential, as stated

above, and to ensure this proper clearing and mounting of the specimens is neces-

sary, in the first place, only a single specimen should be mounted on a slide, even

from what appears to be a colony of the same kind, for only rarely can a single

species be found on one host. For examination and drawing, a specimen is tem-

porarily mounted straight from alcohol into a drop of glacial lactic acid on a slide

and covered with a cover glass. The mount is then gently heated over a spirit

lamp until it just bubbles. This ensures perfect clearing and details of both dorsal

and ventral surfaces can usually be readily seen and drawn or measured. For a

permanent mount, the cover glass is carefully lifted off and the specimen trans-

ferred to a drop of gum-choral (1) on another slide, covered and heated as for the

temporary mount.

The careful measuring of a standard series of data from the scutum ( - } ot

the different specie's and a comparison of the arrangements of the dorsal setae

have shown that these can be used to distinguish specifically the many species oi

larvae. The various dimensions used are indicated by abbreviations, and quoted

in microns in a definite order as follows:

AW — width between the bases of the antero-lateral scutal setae.

PW = width between the bases of the postero-lateral scutal setae. (;1,)

SB — distance between centres of scnsillae bases.

ASB — distance from anterior margin to sensiliae bases.

PSP> = distance from posterior margin to sensiliae bases.

A-P = distance between antero-lateral and postero-lateral setae.

AM (1,= length of antero-median setae.

AL (i) = length of antero-lateral setae.

PI/O — length of postero-lateral setae.

Sens. — length of sensillary setae.

DS ~ length of dorsal setae.

SD =1 depth of scutum = ASB + PSP>.

CO With the older formulae for gum-chloral, experience shows that in course of time

considerable crystallisation takes place and renders the mounts opaque. This is apparently due

to the loss of acetic acid, and. in the medium now recommended this is replaced by the less

volatile and more viscous glacial lactic acid.

(") The figures of the scuta given in this paper are all drawn to scale from standard

data and to magnification of 500 diam.

C4 ) It is to be noted that PW as used here is aways slightly less than the greatest width

as used by earlier workers.

(') In the genus Leeuzvenliockk* there are two AM of equal length ; in IV ale Ida and
Gahrlicpia AM is entirely wanting. Tn. TromlncuJoidcs AL .setae are triplicated and the most
posterior pair is regarded, as the PL, but in. Gahrlicpia the first pair behind the sensiliae bases

is the PL, any posterior of these being members of the DS embraced by the backwardly

extended scutum.
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The arrangement of dorsal setae is usually constant and easily discernible,

at least in the anterior rows. The 1 setae in each row are ([noted in order of rows

from front to back, making due allowance for curvature of the rows.

While within the larval species, as here recognised, the measurements of the

standard data appear to give sound differentiation of the species, there does, in

some, at least where a good number of specimens have been measured, appear to

be a rather wide though limited range of variation of any one character, it would

therefore be worth while, when sufficient material is available, to treat the measure-

ments statistically with a view to verifying the validity of each species.

The l.)S are normally in rows, generally transverse, and often anteriorly

curved. Usually the first, or anterior row consists of two setae, one on each side

of the scutum; it may occasionally consist of none or four setae.

The total number of species recognised in this paper is 92. together with

4 varieties, as follows :

Trombicula - - 30 and 1 variety Paraschdngaslia - 5 and 1 variety

Myotronibicuki - 1 GunUicrana 1

Trombiculoides - 1 l-Valchia - - 6

Schongastla - 7 and 1 variety Gahrliepia - - 6

Ncoschoiujastia - 34 and 1 variety Lccuzvcnhock'ui - 1

Lastlv. this paper has largely been rendered, possible and its value increased

liv the generous help of colleagues from elsewhere than Australia. To the follow-

ing we are particularly indebted and desire to express our sincere thanks. From
Prof. Dr. M. Takenouchi of the Institute of Bacteriology, Imperial University of

Tokyo, we have received authentic material of Japanese species. From Trot.

|. E. Dinger, Director, Koningin Wilhelmina Institute, Eatavia, Java, we have

received specimens of certain of Walch's species. Valuable preparations of some

of (Water's species have also been forwarded by Mr. Ilodgkin from the Institute

for Medical Research, Kuala Lumpur, through the kindness of Lieut. -Col. B. A.

k. Gater and Dr. R. Lewthwaite. In addition Mrs. Dr. Walch, of Samarang,

graciously forwarded reprints of some of her late husband's papers.

For Australian material we have had access to large numbers of specimens

from Queensland collected by Mr. D. j. W. Smith, Dr. E. Li, Derrick and one

of us (\V. G. 11 .), as well as all the material in the S.A. Museum, reported upon in

earlier papers.

To Prof. Harvey Sutton, School of Tropical Medicine and Public Health,

University of Sydney, we are indebted for the loan of the type slides of Gunther's

species and to Dr. Gunther for paratype material now in the South Australian

Museum collections.

SYSTEMAT I CS

Kr.v to the Genera of Larvae Tromiuculinae

1 With two median dorsal scuta. Eyes two oti each side, anterior larger than posterior.

Numerous small platelets behind second dorsal scutumj. Tarsi I and II with two, III

with three claws. Gen. Blankaarlia Oudms. 1911

With only one median dorsal scutum. All tarsi with three aaws. 2

2 Anterior margin of dorsal scutum with one median or two medial setae. 5

Anterior margin of dorsal scutum without median or medial setae. 3

3 Tarsi with two unequaj claws. Sensillae simple. Setae on leg's and dorsum,

simple. Gen. llcnutromhicula Ewing 1938

Tarsi with three claws. Sensillae clavate or capitate. 4

4 Dorsal scutum with only four setae, antt-ro- and postero-lateral. A-P = or > | SD.

Sensillae clavate. Gen. WalcJiia Ewing 1931
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Dorsal scutum with four or more setae, due to posterior prolongation of scutum to

take in two or more of the median setae of one or more of the dorsal rows; A-P
ahvavH <C I SD, Sensillac globose or clavate. Gen. Gahrliepia Oudms. 1912

inch SchongasticUa Hirst 1915

inch Gatcria Ewing 1938

5 With two media,! setae on anterior mjargiu of dorsal scutum. 6

With one median seta on anterior margin of dorsal scutum. 8

6 Scutum longer than wide, lateral margin produced well in front of AL, apex truncate.

Traces of crista present. Sensillac filamentous. Coxae I with two, II and III with

one seta; none between coxae I Gen. Iletcrothrumbidium Verd. 1909

Lateral margins of scutum, not produced in front of AL, Scutum wider than long. 7

7 Anterior margin of scutum with a median forwardily directed process. Coxae I with

two, II and ill with one seta; no setae between coxae I. Chcliccrae serrate. Sensillac

filamentous. Gen. J^eeuzvciihoekia Oudms. 1911

Anterior margin of scutum without above process ; otherwise similar.

Gen. Hanncmamiki Oudms. 1911

8 Mandibles and palpi modified for grasping hair. Sensillac lost, probably filamentous.

On bats. Gen. Myotrombicula nov.

Mandibles and palpi normal. 9

9 Sensillac filamentous, with more or less distinct ciliations. 10

Sensillac globose, clavate or lanceolate, nude or ciliated. 14

10 With nine scutal setae in addition to sensillac. Scutum broader than long, without

posterior angles, evenly -rounded from anterior angles. Chcliccrae with a very large

inner subapical tooth. Gen. Trombiculoides nov.

With five scutal setae in addition to sensillac. 11

11 AL or AL and AM scuta! setae stout and spine-like. Gen. Fonsccia. Radford 1942

The above setae normal. 12

12 Chcliccrae not serrate dorsally, with a single apical tooth; ventral tooth always

present. 13

Chcliccrae with three equal or subequal, dorsal teeth. Dorsal scutum well developed

or vestigial. AM seta simple or pectinate. Gen. Odoutacanis Kwing 1929

z= F.ndotramhicida Kwing 1931

13 Palpal claw trifurcate. Dorsal setae > 30. Gen. Trambkula Bernese 1905

inc. Pcntaijonclla Sig. Thor. 1936

Palpal claw bifurcate. Dorsal setae < 30. Gen. luttrombicitla Ewing 1938

14 All coxae multisctose. Scutum -roughly triangular with apex directed forwards.
Gen. Doloisia Oudms. 1910

Coxae 1 and II always unisetose, 111 sometimes multisctose. Scutum trapezoidal,

pentagonal or hexagonal. 15

15 Middle claw thickest and dis tally lanceolate. Kycs absent? All coxae unisetose.

Sensillac globose. Gen. Reidlinca Oudms. 1916

Middle claw not lanceolate. 16

16 Bodv definitely constricted medially. Dorsally with a rounded caudal plate, generally

longitudinally divided and bearing three pairs of fine setae. Gen. Gunthr:rana n.n.

for CruntJicria Worn. 1936 preocc.

Body not so. No caudal plate. 17

17 Chcliccrae serrate. Sensillac globose or clavate. Get*. Schongmiia Oudms. 1910

Chcliccrae not serrate, with only a single small subapical tooth. 18

18 Scutum with a raised transverse crest forming a wall in which the sensillae arise.

Coxae III with one, two or three setae. Sensillae globose.

Gen. Paraschongastia Worn. 1939'

Scutum without above crest. Coxae rarefy with two to> four setae. Sensillae globose,

clavate o-r lanceolate. Gen. Ncoschdngaslia Ewing 1929
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Genus Trombicula Berlese 1905

Atari Nuovi. Manipl. IV, p. 155, in Redia II, fasc. 2, 1905. Genotype T. minor

Beti. 1905, loc. at

Although this name was fits! used in 1905 for Tvombicula minor from Java,

P.erlcse does not appear to have given a generic description until the publication

in 1912 of his monograph on the Trombidiidae in Redia VIII, fasc. 1. p. S3.

The two specimens described by Berlese arc now generally considered to be

nymphs and to be the same as T. mrdiocris Berlese 1912, also described from Java

as the adult.

The larval form of this genus was unknown until 1916, when Japanese

workers, Mivajima and Okv.mara. and Nagayo and his co-workers established by

breeding that the larval species Trombidiuin akamitshi Brnmpt developed into a

Trowbu-iiia-Yike nymph and adult, very closely resembling T. minor Ecrl. hi this

paper 30 larval species of Trombicula s. str. are recognised from the Austro-

Malayan and Oriental Regions, together with a variety el one of them.

The genus can be characterised as follows:

Adult and nvmph : shaped like a figure 8. white to reddish in colour, with

clothing of close abated setae. Crista present with posterior sensory area and a

pair of long filamentous sensorv setae. Eves 1 + 1, closely adjacent to sensdlary

area, or none. Larvae: with a single anterior dorsal scutum with live normal

setae and two sensorv setae which arc long and filamentous and ciliated or not

;

chelicerae not serrate dorsally, with a single apical tooth and a ventral tooth.

Palpal claw tri furcate.

Key to the Species oe Larvae Trombicula of the.Austro-Malayax

and Oriental Regions. (r°

1 Scutum almost rectangular, with well-defined posterior angles. PL about midway

between anterior and posterior angles.

Not entirely as above. °

* Anterior and posterior margins of scutum rectilinear. Scutal setae tapering to a

point AM 48 AL 44, PL 50, AW 64. PW 50, A-P 20, SD 38, DS 212.4.10.4.8.8,4.

(After Walch.) T - kcukciischrijrcn Walch 1923

Anterior margin of scutum sinuous; posterior margin making' a very slight obtuse

medial angle." Scutal setae stout, busliv and apically blunt. AM 44, AL 40. PL 50,

AW 60 PW 66, A-P 18. SD 38, DS 2.12.14.12.10.8.6.4.2.

T. pallida Nagayo et al. 1919

3 AW greater than 45. ^

AW fc«s than 40. 4

4 Sensillac with only 'two or three cilia on each side in apical half. AW 33, PW 47,

A-P 17., DS 2.6.6.4.4.2. T. munda Gater 1932

Sensillac with numerous cilia on apical half. AW 38, PW 51, A-P 20. DS
2.6.4.4.4.4.2. T. spicra Cater 1932

5 Scutum roughly pentagonal Tarsus 111. with long sensory seta. 6

Scutum not pentagonal. *

6 AW and PW about equal. PL much longer than AM or AL. AW 75, PW 80,

A-P 27, Sens. 78, DS 2.6.6.6(4) .4(2) .2 ffl). T. acuscuicUarh Walch 1923

AW less than PW. PL not much longer than AM or AL. AW 80. PW 97, A-P 33,

Sens. 92, DS 2.8.6(8) .6(8) .4.4.6 (probably 2.8.6.6.4.4.2). T. japonlca (Tanaka 1916)

7 AW much less than PW, so that anterior angles of scutum arc widely obtuse. AW 60,

PW 87, A-P 19, SD 39, Sens, in line of PL. DS 2.8.6.6.4.2. T. quadriense n. sp.

AW not much less than PW". Anterior angles of scutum not or only slightly obtuse. 8

6
r

9 Excluding T. ccrzntlicala Ewing 1931, from India.
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8 Scutum practically rectangular and posterior ma-rgin almost rectilinear between PL.

Sens, near to posterior margin of scutum. AW 11, PW 78, A-P 38, DS,

2.8.9.12.11.0.4.4.2. (After Walch.) T. deusipiliata Walch

Scutum not rectangular. Posterior ma-rgin more or less curved. 9

9 Scutum relatively small, less than 3,000 pf ;
posterior margin extending not more than

12 [j.
behind line of PL.

'

10

Scutum relatively larger, more than 4,000 M '; posterior margin extending more than

25 M behind line of PL. 21

10 Posterior margin of scutum an even shallow curve. 11

Posterior margin of scutum not an even curve. 13

11 Scutum rugose. AW 47, PW 09, SB 14-5, SD 34, A-P 21, AM 27, AL 27, PL 43,

Sens. 51, DS 2.8.6.6.4.2. T. chiroptera n. sp.

Scutum smooth. 12

12 AW 00, PW 65. A-P 20, SD 40, DS 2.8.8.8.6.4.2. (After Hirst).

T. yUricotelic (Hirst 1915)

AW 57, PW 67, A-P 28, SD 39, DS 2.8.6.6.4.2. T. walchi sp. no.

AW 49, PW 59, A-P 22, SD 42, DS 2.6.6.6.4.2. (After Sugimoto.)

T. issikii Sugimoto 1938

13 Posterior margin of scutum shallow, extending only slightly behind line of PL, almost

straight. 14

Po^te-rior margin of scutum deeper, extending more than 10
fi.

behind PL. 17

1-4 AM longer than AL or PL. AW 5A. PW 69, A-P 30, DS 2.8.6.8 ( 10) .8.4.2.

T. akauiusJii Brumpt 1910

AM shorter than PL. 15

15 Seusillae anterior of line of PL. 10

Sensillae in line of PL. DS 2.12.8.S.4.2. AW 73, PW 82, SB 27, SD 38, A-P 28,

AM 25, AL 28. PL 47, Sens. 41. (After Gunther 1941. J T. robusta Gunther 1941

16 DS 2.8.6.6.6.4. AW 56, PW 64, A-P 27. T., bodcusis Gunther 1940

DS 2.10.8.6.4.2. AW 62, PW 75, A-P 26. T. fletcheri n. sp,

17 DS 2.8.6.6.4.2. AW 63, PW 77, A-P 28, AL 44, PL 63. T. dcliensis Walch 1924

= vandcrqlihisici Gunther 1940

DS 2.10.+ . 18

18 A-P greater than half SD. 19

A-P less than half SD. 20

19 Sens. 58, ciliated only on basal half. PW ^5, SD 37, Sens. 8 in advance of line of PL
DS 2.10.10.16.12.10.8 and 45 jX long. Eyes 1 + 1. On birds.

T. corvl Kaw. and Yam. 1921

Sens. 70, ciliated to tip, bases in line with or slightly behind line of PL AW 57,

PW 69, A-P 26, AM 51, AL 43, PL S3, SD 43, DS 2.10.10(12). 10(8) A4.
T. scutelhins Xagayo et al. 1920

20 Suivllae bases well behind line of PL. DS 2.10.10.+. AW 60. PW 66, A-P 17,

SD 37, AM 45, AL 37, PL 48. Sens. 56. T. palpalis Nngayo 1919

Sensillae bases onlv slightly behind PL. DS 2.10.8.8.6.4.2. AW 53, PW 60, A-P 18,

SD 36, AM 53, AL 41. PL 57. Sens. 65 (After Nagayo) T. intermedia Nagayo 1920

21 Sensillae well in advance of m'dline of scutum, much nearer line of AL than PL.
Scutum almost as deep as wide, 75 ^ bv 100

_u . AM 40, AL 33, PL 40, SD 74. AW 85,

PW 100, A-P 40, DS 2.4.4.4.2. (in text) 2.6.2.4.4.2. (in figure). (After Walch.)
T. vara Walch

Sensillae much nearer to line PL than AL. 22

22 Posterior margin of scutum sinuous or flattened medially. 23

Posterior ma-rgin of scutum an even curve. 27

23 AW/AP greater than 3. Scutal setae paralleLsided almost to tip, serrated rather than
ciliated. DS 2.14.16.12.+. AW 100, PW 110, A-P 31, SD 63. T. rioi Gunther

AW/AP less than 3. Scutal setae tapering and ciliated. DS 2.6.+ . 24

24 Sens, in midline of scutum, -i.e., ASB = PSB. 25

Sens, anterior to midline of scutum, i.e., ASB < PSB. 26
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25 AW 79, PW 92-5, A-P 31-5, AM 43. AL 46-5, PL SB, Sens. 63, DS 2.6.6.4.2.2.

Posterior margin of scutum medially flattened or slightly sinuate.

T. icichmmmi Oudms. 1905

AW 72, PW 85, A-P 27, AM 36, AL 36, PL 50. Sens. 55, DS 2.6.6.4.2. Posterior

T. hatorii n. sp.

— p&eudoakcinmshi Kaw. and Yam.

26 AW 75, PW 86, SB 41. ASB 24, PSB 35, A-P 35, AM 42, AL 46, PL 52.

T. minor Berlese 1904

= hirsti Sambon 1927

AW 84-5, PW99-5, SB 44-5, ASB 26-5, PSB 38-5, A-P 34-5, AM 48, AL 53, PL 58-5.

T. minor v. dclicnsis Walch 1923

= hirsti v. buloloensis Gunther 1939

27 Sensillae slightly behind PL. about 95 long. AW 71, FW 96-5, A-P 35, SD 62, DS
2.6.6.6.6.4.2. T. novac-hollandiac Hirst

Sensillae In front of PL, 65-70 long". 28

28 Sens, with only three branches. DS 2.6.6.6.4.2., AW 78-5, PW 87, A-P 30, SD 60.

T. smnhoni Worn. 1936

Sens, with many branches. DS 2.8.6, p!us a cluster of about 30. AW 76, PW 82,

A-P 30, SD 56. T. macropus Worn. 1936

Tromhicula keukenschrij VERj Walch 1923

Trans. Vth. Mien. Congr, Far East. Assoc. Trop. Med., p. 583, Singapore, 1923
(publ. 1924).

(PL A, fig. 1)

In the almost rectangular dorsal scutum with well-defined posterolateral
angles and the PL setae placed midway between the antero- and postero-laterai

angles, this and the following species T, pallida Xagayo form a well-defined group.

From T. pallida it is to be distinguished as given in the key to species of
the genus.

We have not been able to obtain any authentic material of this species. The
figure of the dorsal scutum given in pi. ii, fig. 1, is drawn to scale from our
standard data as derived from Walch's figures and details. The standard data are:

AW FW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens DS
64 70 32 24 14 20 48 44 50 — 45

The species was described from a solitary specimen found on man at Deli,
Sumatra. It is to be noted that in his tabic Walch gives the arrangement of
DS as 13.4.6.8.11.8.4, whereas from his figure the arrangement is 2.12.4.10.4.10.8.4.
In the type specimen the sensillae were missing but the species is probably
correctly placed in Trombicula s. str.

Tromhicula pallida Xagayo et al 1919
Verhdl. d. jap. pathol. Gesellsch., Tokyo, 9, 107. 1919: Amer I Hygiene 1

(5-6), 569, 1921.
* fe

(PL ii, % 2)

Allied to the preceding in the form of the dorsal scutum, but distinguished
therefrom as in the key to species.

Only the second of Nagayo's papers has been available to us, but through the
great help of Prof. Dr. Takenouchi of the University of Tokyo we have been able
to examine two microscopic preparations of this species from the Yamagata Pre-
fecture, japan.

The figure of the dorsal scutum which we give (pi. ii, fig. 2) is to scale from
Xagayo's figures and details, aided by the two specimens studied. Our standard
data for these specimens are as follows:

Loc. and Date AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens DS
Yamagata, 28/6/19 - 65 70 32 23 18 18 S3 36 48 60 32-45

18/8/19 - 63 73 32 22 17 18 50 37 47 — 32-45
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The arrangement of DS was, in the first, 2.13.12.14.+, and in the second

2.11. 12.+ .

Nagayo gives little data beyond that the sensillae measured 64-8 long and

that the first row of dorsal setae was 10-11 (13).

In his breeding experiments Nagavo, 1921, claims to have reared the larvae

to adults and to have obtained larvae from captured adults. He was unable,

however to detect any definite differences between the adults and nymphs of this

species and those of akamushi, palpalis, intermedia and scutellans.

We have also received from Prof. Dr. Takenouchi a preparation of an adult

cau-ht in the field in Yamagata Prefecture, Japan, in July 1920, which he states

in his letter is "probably Trowbicula pallida." Whether it is this species or one

of the other Japanese forms it is briefly described here as follows

:

I eno-th 775^, width of propodosoma 395^, of opisthosoma 400/.. Eyes, if

present invisible in the preparation. Crista 130, sensillary area transverse, dumb-

bell-shaped as figured for T. deUcnsis by Walch 1923 ; SB 48 apart sensillary setae

hard to see and apparently broken, only 40 long. Tarsus f ovate, 202 by 91, meta-

tarsus 130 long. Body thickly covered with long, slender, non-tapermg setae, bo to

80 in length with short outstanding ciliations along whole length.

If this specimen is correctly placed, then it will not fit into theakamushi-

palpalis group as given later in the key to the nymphs and adults of Iromb.cida.

it will instead come between deliensis Walch and tindahi \Win the torm of the

sensillarv area and the SB, and be nearer the latter in that the DS are not knobbed,

although not pointed as in tindalei. It also differs from this last species m the

longer' DS and the different proportions of the front tarsi.

Tkombicula musda Cater 1932

Parasitology, 24, 143-174, 1932.
(PI. ii, tig. 3)

This and the following species, T. spicea Cater, in the small size of die dorsal

scutum (AW < 40) constitute a second fairly distinctive group of species.

Prom tpkea it differs in the proportions of the scutum, the fewer ciliations

on the sensillae and m the arrangement of the DS, as well as in other characters

given in the kev to species.

In addition to Cater's original description and figures we have been able to

examine specimens from the original type locality and host. The specimens were

labelled a. from Rattus rati us diardi or jdorense, Kuala Lumpur, Selangor 192J.

(1-uer also rcorded it from R. midleri validus (Miller) and from R. malama Kloss.

from Sungei Buloh, Selangor.

The standard data for the two specimens measured are :

\\V PW SB ASB PSB A~P AM AL PL Sens. DS

32 \ 46 5 11-S 16 16-5 16-5 20 20 30 30 20-25

33 i 14 17-5 17-5 18 22 20 30 30 20-2,

The DS are arranged 2.6.6.4.4.2.

Coter gives the scutal width as 48. and the length as 35. SB as 13, and the

arrangement of DS as 2.6.6.2.4.4.2. It should be noted that fa« drawing of the

scutum is not entirely in agreement with ours from the above specimens
;
he shows

SB as verv much nearer to the anterior margin, whereas they are about equi-

distant between anterior and posterior margins. The AW is also shown as rather

too wide, and the lengths of the scutal setae are not to scale.
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Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 1943
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1. TrombicuJa kcnkenschrijvcri Walc'.i ; 2, T. pallida Xagavo ct a!; 3, T. muuda

Gatcr ; 4, T. spicca; 5, T. aruscutcUaris Walch ; 6, T. japonica (Tanaka)
;

7, T. aufumnalis (Shaw); 8, T. quadriense n. sp.
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Tromuicut.a spicea Gatcr 1932

Parasitology 24, 143-174, 1932.
(PL ii, fyg. 4)

This species was described from R. malaisia Kloss from Sungei Buloh.

Selangor. Federated Malay States, and Gater also recorded it from R. miiUcri

validus (Miller) from the same locality.

We have been able to examine an authentic specimen from the latter host

kindly forwarded from the Institute of Medical Research, Federated Malay

States.

It differs from the previous species as discussed thereunder and as given in

the key to species.

The figure of the dorsal scutum given here (pi. ii, fig. 4) is from the. specimen

examined, and drawn to scale. The standard data are:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
38 51-5 13 18 21-5 20 23 25 30 38 25-35

Arrangement of DS 2.6.4.4.4.4.2.

Gater gives the width of dorsal scutum as 55. and its length 41. and Sl> 15.

As with his figure for the preceding species, this is not exactly to scale, but there

seems no reason to doubt that the specimen before us is correctly determined.

Trombicula (Pentagokella) acuscutellaris Walch 1923

Kitasato Archives, 5, (3), 78, 1923; Gatcr, B. A. II., Parasitology, 24, 143-174,

1932; Sig Thor, Zool. Anz., 114, 30, 1936.

(PI. ii
;

fig. S)

In his original paper Walch only briefly described this species hut gives a

table of dimensions and detailed figures. He had originally but a single specimen

from a rat from Deli, Sumatra. Gater 1932, however, records having compared

Malavau material with specimens forwarded to him by Walch. Gater also

recorded the species from JR. rattus diardi from Sungei Buloh, Federated Malay

States, from August 1929 to January 1930; once only on the same host from

Kuala' Lumpur, August 1929, and from Raub, Pahang, in March 1930. The only

record from a human being (a woman school teacher) is by Gater from Setapak.

Selangor.

To Prof. Dr. J. K Dinger, of the Koningin Wilhelmina Institute, Batavia,

we are indebted for an authentic specimen of this species,, and we have also been

able to examine another specimen from the Institute for Medical Research,

Federated Malay States. We can therefore affirm Gatcr's identification of the

Malayan and Sumatran specimens.

The standard data for the material before us arc as follows:

Locality AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
F M S - 75 78 30 31 42 27 52 36 74 — 60-70

Batavia - 76 82 32 29 40 27-5 54 40 76 78 60-75

Dorsal setae arranged 2.6.6.6.4.2.

Walch gives the following data: scutal width 77, length 68, AL 42, sen-

sillae 77

.

The figure of the dorsal scutum given in this paper is from the above two

specimens, drawn to scale.

Sig Thor, 1936 erected the genus Poitagoiiella for this and other

specieson the pentagonal form of the dorsal scutum. As a similar form of scutum

occurs in a number of otherwise wcll-dehned genera it does not seem to be a valid

character, and we do not accept Pentagonclla as more than a subgenus at most.
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Trombicula japonjca (Tanaka 1916)

Lcptus autumnalis japonica Tanaka 1916, Igakkai Zasshi (in Jap.), 30, (22)*
1918, lkai Jiho (in Jap.), No. 1,228.

Tvombicula autumnalis japonica (Tanaka e/t al.), Zentrbl. BakL, Abt. 1, On'g,
116, 361.

(Pi. if, % o
We have been able to study only Tanaka's description and figures in the last

reference, the others not being available to us.

Because of its close similarity :n the form of the dorsal scutum, Tanaka
placed the Japanese form as a subspecies of the European Trombicula autumnalis
(Shaw). To try to elucidate the status of Tanaka's species, we give comparative
drawings to scale of the scutum of each form, that of the Japanese from the

author's data and figures, and that of the European (pi. ii, fig. 7) from that of

Hirst (Arachnida and Myriopoda injurious to Man, Brit. Mus. (X.PL), Econ.
Ser. 6. pi. ii, 1917), but as no dimensions are given by Hirst for the dorsal scutum
or arc elsewhere available it is assumed for comparison that its AW — 80, as in the

Japanese species.

From these drawings the comparative standard data are:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
japonica - 80 97 27 34 28 33 57 56 62 92 —
autumnalis - 80 94 40 34 29 36 50 50 55 80 —
The arrangements of the dorsal setae respectively are 2.8.6.6.6.4.2 and

2.6.6.6.4.4.2.

The more important differences are therefore that in japonica—sensillae

bases nearer together and slightly posterior of line of PL; sensillae longer and
with fewer longer dilations ; the sides of scutum more divergent posteriorly; the

different arrangement of dorsal setae.

Although the above differences are small they arc yet significant, and it is

obvious that Tanaka's form is not the same as autumnalis and must be raised to

specific rank. Both species are closely allied to ac uscut ellaris in the pentagonal

scutum and would come within the genus PentagoncUa of Sig Thor. All three

species have a similar long plain sensory seta on the tarsus of the third leg.

Trombicula quadriense n. sp.

(PI. ii, fig. 8; text fig. 1, A-E)

Description—Shape subrotund to subquadrate. Length to 340 fx, width to

300^. Dorsal scutum much wider than long (pi. ii, fig. 8), posterior margin

strongly crescentic, anterior angles widely obtuse. Sensillae slightly in advance
of line of PL, bases rather wide apart, setae filamentous, ciliated in distal half.

Normal scutal setae as in standard data. Eyes 2 + 2. Chelice.rae and palpi as in

text fig. 1, D, C. Dorsal setae fairly long to about 40, pointed and shortly ciliated,

arranged 2.8.6.6.4.2. All coxae with a single seta, a pair of setae between coxae II

and between coxae III, ventral setae arranged thereafter 2.6.2.4.2, to 27 long.

Legs comparatively short. I 204, TI 170, 111 220, tarsi with two claws and a longer

median claw-like pulvillus.

The standard data for three specimens are as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
62 92 24 19 23 19-5 32 26 43 — 27-38

62 87 23 19 20 19-5 29 27 40 — 29-38

56 81 22 16 20 18 25 44 — 27-38

Mean -
""60 87 2~3 18 2lT~ 19 30-5 26 42 — 27-38
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The sensillae in pi. ii. fig. 8, and text fig. 1, A, were drawn from the specimens

before permanently mounting. They afterwards became lost.

Loc. and Hosts—On rat, Cairns, Queensland, 1939 (W. G. II.) ; on Rutins

assimilis. Intake, Queensland, 1940 (W. G. il.); on Hydromys chrysogaster,

Intake, Queensland^ 1940 (W. G. H.).

Remarks—A very characteristic species in the shape of the dorsal scutum,

and the arrangement of the DS.
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Text fig. 1

Trombicula quadriense n.sp. : A, dorsal view; P>, ventral view; C, palp;

D, chelicera; K, tarsus 1.

Trombicula densjpiliata Walch 1923

Kitasato Archives, 5, (3), 79, 1923.

(PI. iii, fig. U

This species was described by Walch from a single specimen from a rat at

Deli. Sumatra. We have not seen any material of this species and for our draw-

ing of the dorsal scutum (pi. iii., iig. I ) and the standard data we have had to go

entirely by Watch's figure and details. The species does,, however, appear to be

well differentiated as given in the key. The data given by Walch is: scutal width

81, length 51, AL 51, Sens. 45, DS 'arranged 2.8.9.12.11.6.4.4.2. From these we

compute the standard data as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AT. PL Sens. DS
72 80 22 40 11 39 37 51 50 45 50

Arrangement of DS 2.8.8.12.12.6.4.4.2.

Trombicula chiroptera n. sp.

(PI. iii, fig. 2; text fig. 2, A-O
Description Shape an elongate oval, with a suture behind the scutum.

Length 350 ju, width 21GV Eyes 2 + 2, large and snbequal and placed on lateral

margins. Dorsal scutum as in pi. iii, rig. 2, wider than long, with shallowly convex
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Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 1943 Vol. 67, Plate III

1, Trombicula densipilhiia Walch ; 2. T. chiroptera n. sp ; 3. T. gUricolcns

(Hirst.) ; 4, T. walchi n. sp. ; 5, T. aknmushi (Brnnipt)
; 6. T. robusla Guntlier;

7, T. hodcusis Guntlicr
; 8, T. fletcheri n. sp.
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posterior margin and strongly rugose surface. Sensillae filamentous, ciliated on

distal half. Ordinary scutal setae pointed and shortly ciliated. AM and AL
about equal and much shorter than PL. DS fairly long and tapering and shortly

ciliated, arranged 2.8.6.6.4.2. Chclicerae as in text fig. 2, C. Palpi normal, tibial

claw apparently bifurcate. All coxae with 1 seta, a pair of setae between coxae I

and between coxae III, thereafter ventral setae arranged 4.4.4.4.2. Legs normal

L 160, II 160, III 180, tarsi with two claws and a longer claw-like pulvillus, I and

II with the usual dorsal rod-like seta.
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Text f\g. 2

Trombicula chiroptera n. sp.: A, ventral view; B, dorsal view; C. chclicera-

The standard data for two specimens are:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type (6) - 48 76 14-5 24 17-5 32 25 19+ 22+ — 20

Parat. - 48 69 14-5 16 17-5 31 27 27 43 51 19

Loc. and Hosts—Type from, residue in jar containing bats (unnamed and tin-

localised but probably South Australian), in the South Australian Museum Collec-

tions. Paratype similarly with Chalinolobus gouldi, probably South Australian.

Remarks—Can be separated from other species as in the key and by the

strongly rugose scutum.

Tromricut.a <;LiRTCOLEr\s (Hirst 1915)

Microtrombidiiim gl'iricolcns Hirst 1915, Bull. Entom. Res., 6.

(PI. Hi, fig. 3)

Hirst described this species from a single specimen taken from the ear of

Mas rattus (sic.) from Calcutta, India, March 1915.

His description is, however, rather vague and lacking in detail. The figure

of the dorsal scutum given in this paper (pi. iii, fig. 3) is re-drawn to scale from
Hirst's figure and details. The AW and PW arc nearly equal and the sides con-

(°) Crushed and scutum, damaged with broken setae.
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sequcntly almost parallel. The of DS is 2.8.8.8.6.4.2., and the

standard data calculated from Hirst's tigaire and the few details he gives are

AW
60

PW
65

SB
28

ASB
28

PSB
11

A~I:

25

AM
30

AL
30

PL
40

Sens.

55

DS

Trombicula walchi n. sp.

(PL iii, fig. 4; text fig. 3, A-C)

Description—-Shape an elongate oval. Length 320 /x, width 210 /a. Eyes
2 -f- 2, equal and about two diameters from side of scutum. Dorsal scutum wider
than long with slightly concave anterior margin and more convex posterior margin,
AM and PL longer than AL, all tapering and shortly ciliated. Sensillae fila-

mentous, ciliated on apical half, bases wide apart. Chelrcerae as in text hg. 3, C.

Palpi normal. Dorsal setae 45-50, long, pointed and ciliated and arranged
2.8.6.6.4.2. Coxae with a single long ciliated seta, a pair between coxae I and
between coxae 111, thereafter the ventral setae are arranged 6.4.4.4.2., the last two
rows as long as the dorsal setae. Legs normal I 210, II 190, III 240, tarsi with
paired claws and longer claw-like pulvillus, I and II with the usual dorsal rod-

like seta.
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Text fig. 3

Trombicula walchi n. sp. : A, dorsal view; B, ventral view; C, chelicera.

The standard data are. as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A--P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type - - 57 67 27 22 17 28 52 37 54 — 45-50
Parat. - - 57 67 27-5 22 16-5 27 51 38 53 65 45-50

Loc. and Hosts— Type, on a slide (TA, 1 C, I) from Prof. Dinger, of the
Institute for Bacteriology, Batavia. In his letter Prof. Dinger refers to this slide
as T. dchensis, but on the slide it is marked "as very close to akamushi." A study
of the figures given and the key to species will show the relationships of this

species. The paratype is on a slide from the Institute for Medical Research,
Federated Malay States, labelled T. dcliensis and stated in writing to be from
A', raitits diardi (jk) from Sardang, Selangor. 21 April 1932.
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Trombicula issikii Sugimoto 1938

J. Jap. Soc. Vet. Sci., 1938, 17, (1), 57-62, fig. 1-3.

(Text ng. 18 B)

This species was described in Japanese from Capella hardwickii (Gray), from

Formosa. From Sugimoto's figures and the few dimensions he gives, the follow-

ing standard data are interpolated

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
49 59 20 22 20 22 44 38 60 56 45-48

Dorsal setae arranged 2.6.6.6.4.2.

Trombicula akamush! (Brumpt 1910)

? Trombicula coarciatum (Xkrl. 1888), in Kitashima and Miyajima 1918, cited

Watch Tr. Vth. Bicn. Congr. Far East. Assoc. Trop. Med., 1923 (1924).

Kcdani tanakai Kishida 1909,* cited Tanaka est al., 1930, Zentralblt. Baku Abt. I.

116, Grig., 353.

Trombidium akamushi Brumpt 1910, Precis de Parasit., 2nd cd.. 506.

Microtrombidium akamushi, Hirst 1915, J. Econ. Biol., 10, 79.

Lcptothromb'ntm akamushi, Xagayo et al. 1917. J. Expcr. Med.. 25, 255.

Trombicula akamushi, Hirst 1917, Arachnida injurious to Man (B. Mus. X. II.)

Ecou. Sen, No. 6; Nagavo et al. 1921, Amcr. J. Hygiene, 1, (5-6). 569;

Walch, 1923 (1924). fr.' Vth. Bicn. Congr. Far East. Assoc. Trop. Med.;

Gater, 1932, Parasitology, 24; Brumpt 1936. Precis de Parasitologic.

Microtrombidium brumpti Hirst. 1915, J. Econ. Biol. 10; syn. Ewing. 1925. Ann.

Ent. Soc. Amer., 13, 381.

(PI. iii, tig. 5)

This species, which is one of those indicated as vectors of the Japanese river

fever or tsutsugamushi disease, was originally recorded from japan. There, at

certain seasons of the year, it occurs very plentifully upon voles.

Lender the generic name of Microlrombidium, it was fully re-described and

figured, although few dimensions were given, by Hirst 1915 (J. Econ. Biol., p. 78),

also from Japanese material.

In 1916 (lkai Jiho, No. 1,164. 1,701) (cited by Xagayo el al. 1921) Tanaka

considered that two species of mites occurred upon voles in Japan. One. which

was known to attack man. he regarded as the Kedani or Akamushi tsutsuganmslr,

;

the other he called the Yasodani or vole mite, or Pscudoakamushi.

In 1919 Xagayo et al. (Jap. J. Exper. Med., 3, 265) claimed to distinguish

three species, and in 1921 (Amer. J. Hygiene. 1, {5-6), 569) brought the number

of known Japanese species up to live, viz., akamushi (Brumpt 1910). pallida

Xagayo et al. 1919, palpalis Xagayo et al. 1919. intermedia n. sp. and scutcllaris

n. sp. In this last paper the authors considered that akamusJii (Brumpt 1910) was

the same as Tanaka's "Kedani," the same as Miyajima and ( )kamura's "ihin-

haircd type" and the same as Kawamunrs "type A"
;
that pallida Xagayo was the

same as Tanaka's 'TseudoakamushiA the same as Miyajima and Okamura's "*type

D" ; that palpalis Xagayo 1919 was the same as Kawamura's "type C" and that

scutcllaris Xagayo 1921 was the same as Kawamura's "type B."

In 1930 (Zentralblt. Bakt. Abt. I. 116, Orig.. ?>S^) Tanaka et al. reviewed

the Japanese species. The Kedani mite he again referred to akamushi Brumpt but

cited this as synonymous with Kcdania tanakal Kishida 1909.* His pscudo-

This reference seems important but is not available to us.
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akaniHshi of 1916 he separated into A and H ; the first he synonymised with

pallida Nagayo 1919, and the second with palpalis Nagayo 1919.

As the name pscudoakainiishi is therefore a complex of at least two species for

which valid names, pallida and palpalis, arc available, it should be dropped from

literature.

In addition. Tanaka in 1930 described another species under the name of

Tronibicnla autuuinalis japonica, which has already been discussed.

In 1928 Fletcher, Lcsslar and Lewthvvaite recorded specimens from the

.Federated Malay States which "resemble 1\ akauiushi even more closely than

T. dclicnsis," and in 1932 Gater recorded T. akamushi from Selangor on R. rattits

diardi, R. r. jaloreusis and Triciiys fasciadala fasdculata Shaw. The latter

author also stated that it was common on man. Some of his material was examined

by H. F. Fwing in America, who was also of the opinion that the specimens

belonged to the Japanese akawasJii. Through the kindness, however, of Dr.

Takenouchi of the University of Tokyo, and of the Director of the Institute ot

Medical Research, Federated Malay States, we have been able to compare two

slides of supposed akauiushi from the Federated Malay States with authentic

[apanese material. From this study we arc able to satisfy ourselves that the

specimens' from the Federated Malay States do not agree with the Japanese

material, nor with the figures and descriptions given by Nagayo and by Hirst.

T!iey are a new species, described in this paper as T. flctchcri n. sp. Whether

Gater's and Fletcher's original material, however, was true T. akainuslii still

remains somewhat uncertain, tint in all probability the Japanese species does not

occur other than in Japan and Formosa.

The standard data, as used in this paper for the Japanese material before its

are as follows :

AW PW Si: ASB FSB A~P AM AF PL Sens. OS
28 22 13 30 58 38 52 64 42-65

28 22 11 2S 58 37 54 60 45-65

30 22 11 28 — — — 58 45-65

27 22 13 30 58 38 48 62 45-65

Locality AW 1'W
Yamagata, 20/8/19 - 63 75

i> '»
62 70

Yamagata, 27/7/19 - 60 74

J 1 ! >
62 70

Mean - - - - 63 72 28 22 12 29 58 38 51 61 42-65

Fhe dorsal setae are arranged 2.8.6.8.6.-(--. In Hirst's figure they are shown
as 2.8.6.10.8.4.2, but it would appear that some ot the latero-ventral setae mav
have been included in the drawing as the result of too much depression of the

specimen in mounting.

Nagayo { 1921 ) claims to have reared this species through from the larvae to

the nymph and adult, and also to '.lave obtained larvae from captured adults.

Beyond a slightly redder colour in the nymph and adults of akaiuus/ii than in

pallida, he was unable to point to any very definite specific differences between
either of these species or between these and palpalis, intermedia and sculellaris.

Tromiucula j<op»usta Gunthcr 1941

(PI. iii, fig. 6)

This was described from birds, Rifta mackloli Temminck and Micvoeca sp.

from liulolo, T. N. G. The species, which is very close to the two following, can
be separated as given in the key. The drawing of the dorsal scutum (pi. iii,

fig. S) and the following standard data are derived from Gunther's original draw-
ings and descriptions.. We have not seen any specimens.

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PT, Sens. DS
73-5 82-5 27 29 8-5 28 25 28 47 41 —

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.12.8.8.4.2.
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Trombicula fletcheri n. sp.

(PL iii, fig. 8; text fig. 4, A-F)

Description—Shape almost circular. Length 283 p., width 235 p. Dorsal

scutum (pi. iii, fig. 8) pitted, wider than long, posterior margin shallowly convex

and medially extending 8 p. behind line of PL, scutal setae moderately long, and

fairly bushy; sensillae rather thick, ciliated as in text fig. 45 D. Lyes 2 + 2, not

far removed from sides of scutum. Dorsal setae fairly stout and coarsely ciliated,

arranged 2.10.8.6.4.2.2 and 32-50 long. Venter: all coxae with 1 long (40) seta,

a similar pair between coxae I and between coxae III, thereafter anterior of

anus 8.8.8, posterior of anus 6.4.4.2; those behind the anus are 40 and of similar

structure to the dorsal setae, the others are more slender and finer. Legs, palpi

and chelicerae normal. Cuticle finely, transversely, striated.
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Text fig. 4

Trombicula fletcheri n. sp.: A, dorsal view; B, ventral view; C, chelicera;

D, sensilla of scutum; E, tarsus I; F, dorsal seta.

The standard data for the type and paratype are

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM
Type - - 62 74 32 20 15 27 52

Parat. - 62 75 30 20 14 25 50

AL PL Sens. DS
35 48 65 32^50

35 48 62 32-50

Loc. and Host—Two specimens permanently mounted sent from the Institute

of Medical Research, Federated Malay States, and labelled as Trombicula

akamushi (Brumpt), from Rat tits ratius (diardi or jalorensis), Sungei Buloh,

Selangor, 14 October 1930.

Remarks—From the key to species, the figures, and descriptions it will be

seen that the above specimens do not agree with akamushi or any other known
species. We have pleasure in naming it after Dr. W. Fletcher.



Trombicula bodexsts Gunther 1940

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (5-6), 479. 1940.

(PL iit, fig. 7)

Of this species which was descrihed from specimens taken on the mouse deer,

Tragulus borncanus Miller, from the Bode River near Sandakan, British North

Borneo, we have been able to examine the type slide from the School of Public

Health, University of Sydney, as wek as three paratypes.

The standard data for these specimens are as follows:

AW PW SB ASB TSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type - 55 63 27 20 11 25 45 40 48 60 40-50

Parat. - 55 62 27 21-5 10 25 45 38 50 — 40-50

- 60 6S 27 22 10 27 44 39 49 — 40-50

fj
- 56 65 27 23 10 28 40 40 50 65 40-50

Mean - - 56-5 64 27 22 10 26 44*5 39 49-5 62-5 40-50

The posterior margin of the dorsal scutum reaches 3 /* behind the line of PL,

and the arrangement of the DS is 2.8.6.6.6.4.

There are some slight differences between certain of the above measurements

and those given by Gunther, e.g., the scutum is given by him as 75 wide and 37 "5

long, whereas allowing for the fact that PW is somewhat less than the; real

maximum width, the latter value is only about 66-67. Similarly our values for the

length of the scutum (ASH -f PSB) are nowhere greater than 33 as against 37*5

given by Gunther.

Trombicula dellensis Walch 1923

Kitasato Arch. Pxper. Med., 5, (3), 63, 1923; Tr. Vth. Bien. Congr. Far East.

Assoc. Trap, Med., Singapore, 1923 (publ. 1924).

~ vandcrgJiinstci Gunther 1940. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (3-4), 252.

(PI iv, fig. 1)

This species was originally recorded from Deli, on the east coast of Sumatra,

where Walch found it on. man and rodents and considered it to be the vector of

the pseudotyphus of that region. It was apparently confined to the lower altitudes,

up to 300 metres.

In 1940 Gunther described T. vandcrghinstei from rats at Hulolo and con-

sidered that it might possibly be only a local variant of dclicnsis. Prom the com-

parison of our figures of the' dorsal scutum of these two species and the data given

for both it will be seen that Gunther's vanderghinstci is only a synonym of the

Sumatran species.

Heaslip (Med. J. of Aust. 1941, 380) in his investigations into the "tsutsu-

gamushi" fever of North Queensland (Cairns district) has shown that

T, dclicnsis is the commonest species of larval Trombicula of that area, but he did

not find it around Brisbane. It occurred plentifully on rats and the bandicoot,

hoodon torosus, and out of 2,500 specimens from these hosts 90% were

T. dclicnsis. It is apparently the vector of "tsutsugamushi" fever in North

Queensland.

Of the material that we have examined in detail we give the following data:

Quecnslanid:
AW PW SB ASB TSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS

Cairns _ 63 81 32 21-5 13-5 27 55 46 60 62 50-55

_ 62 76 30 23 13-5 29 56 46 65 62 50-55

_ 62 76 30 23 13-5 27 54 43 60 60 50-55

_ 65 76 30 23 13*5 28 54 43 65 65 45-55

i»
_ 60 73 27 22 13-5 27 54 43 62 — 45-55



AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Cairns - 60 73 28 22 13*5 30 60 43 60 65 50-60

62 75 30 22 13-5 30 55 43 60 62 50-60

65 75 30 24 16 30 54 41 60 65 55-55

65 77 30 24 13-5 27 56 43 63 65 50-60

62 70 26 21 13-5 27 52 41 57 60 45-55

60 71 30 22 13-5 30 56 40 62 60 45 -60

60 75 30 24 13-5 28 56 43 62 60 45-60

65 81 32 23 15 30 60 46 65 -—

.

50-60

67 82 32 23 15 28 56 43 65 — 48-55

65 78 32 24 15 28 57 46 62 65 50-55

65 82 30 25 16 27 56 46 65 62 50-60

65 78 30 23 16 28 54 48 62 65 48-55

65 81 30 22 13-5 30 60 46 67 65 50-60

65 76 29 25 16 30 5,7 43 65 62 45-55

60 81 31 23 13-5 27 — 40 65 — 45-60

Mean - - 63 77 30 23 14 28 56 44 63 62 45-60

AVzc Guinea—Type and three paratypes of T, vcuidcrgliinsici;

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type 65 • 5 75 30 22 13-5 26-5 50 43 60 65 45-60

Pa rat. - 65 76 31 25 13-5 30 53 42-5 61 65 45-60

!>
— — __ — _ 27 60 42 64 65 48-60

>>
- 64 71 27 26 14 26 54 43 62 65 45-55

Mean - - 65 74 29-5 24 13-5 27 54 42-5 61 65 45-60

In all the ahove the arrangement of dorsal .setae is 2.8.6.6.4.2. as given oy
Waleh and by Gunther. The other data given by Walch are: scuta! width 74,
length 57; AL 39, Sens.. 61, and. by Gunther: "scutal width 84*4, length 50;
AM 50. AL 46. PL 56. SB 28; these latter, however, are not quite in

agreement with onr measurements of his material.

Tromp.icula couvi Kawamura and Yamaguchi 1921

Kita.sato Arehiv. Exper. Med.. 1921, 4, 169.

(Text fig. 7 A)

Hatori (1919), Ann. Trop. Farasito!., 13, 233, referred to a species of

Trombicida on fowls in 'Formosa, but while regarding it as new did not describe

or figure it.

Later, in 1921. Kawamura and Yamaguchi. having' received a slide of this

species from Hatori himself, published a number of details and referred to it as

Trombicida corvl Hatori. As we can find no reference to this specific name having
been published by Hatori, it would seem that the species should be known as

T. corvi Kawamura and Yamaguchi 1921. These authors give only a few details

as in the key, and from these the figure of the dorsal scutum has been constructed.

It must be remembered, however, that except for the values given by Kawamura
and Yamaguchi it is hypothetical.

Tkomhicula scutellaris Xagayo 1920

Yerhandl. d. jap. pathol. Gesellsch., Tokvo, 10, 471, 1920; Amer. J. Hvgiene, 1,

<5, 6), 569, 1921.
(PI. iv

f
fig. 2)

Of this species we have not seen any authentic material. It is very close to

palpalis Xagayo and may possibly be synonymous with it. The first reference

has not been available to us, but the standard data and figure of the dorsal scutum
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1, Trombicula dclicnsis Walch ; 2, T. srutcllaris Nagayo; 3, 7\ palhalis Nagayo
;

4, T. intermedia Nagayo; 5, 7\ vara Walch; 6. 7\ rim Gunlhcr.
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given here is from Xagayo's 1921 figure and data. The figure is to scale and the

data as follows

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
57 69-5 26-5 28-5 15 26-5 51 43 53 70 —

The arrangement of dorsal setae is 2.10.10(12 ). 10(8). 6.4. According to

Xagayo's figure the scutal setae are thick and strongly ciliated and the sensillae

with very short ciliations on the basal third and thereafter with long ones. It

also differs from the closely allied species palpalis and -intermedia in that A-P is

very much greater than SI).

Tuommcula palpalis Nagayo et al. 1919

Yerhandl. d. jap. pathol. Gesellsch., Tokvn, 9, 107; Amer. |. Hvgiene, 1, (5, 6),

569, 1921.

(PI. v, fig. 3)

We have only been able to refer to Nagayo's second paper, but have examined
two authentic specimens from Yamagata, Japan (coll. July 1920).

Nagayo (1921) gives the following details: scutal length 37 -

7, width 71 v,
Sens. 61 '4. Our standard data for the two specimens examined are ;

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
62 67 28 26 13 17 47 36 48 56 35-50

58 66 25 22 13 17 45 38 48 — —
Dorsal setae arranged 2. 10.10.+ .

Nagayo (1921) claims to have reared this species through from larvae to

adult, and to have obtained larvae from the adult. He was unable, however, to

point to any very definite specific differences between the nymphs and adults of

this species and those of akamuslii, pallida, intermedia and seittellaris,

Trombicula jntermiidia Nagayo 1920

Verhandl. d. jap. pathol. Gesellsch., Tokvo, 10, 471, 1920; Amer, |. Hvgiene, 1,

(5, 6), 569, 1921.

(PL iv, fig. 4)

Of this species, which is very close to the preceding two species, we have
only been able to refer to Nagayo's second paper. Our figure is from his figure

and data and drawn to scale. Our standard data, also from his details, are as

follows

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
53 60 22-5 23-5 23 18 53 41 57 65 —

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.10.8.8.6.4.2.

Nagayo states that he has reared the larvae of this species as far as the nymph,
but fails to find any definite morphological distinctions between the nymph of this

and the other Japanese forms, akamushi, pallida, palpalis and seittellaris.

Tromiucut.a rara Walch 1924

Tr. Vth. Bien. Cougr. Far East. Assoc. Trop. Med. Singapore, 1923 (publ. 1924).

(PI. iv, fig'. 5)

This species was recorded from man from Sumatra, We have not been able

to obtain any authentic material but Walch gives the following data: width of

scutum 104, length 74, AL 33, Sens. 57. DS in text 6.4.4.2, in fig. 2.6.2.4.4.2, and
34 fx long. From his figure and the above data we give the following standard

data on the basis of ASB -j~ PSB, i.e., depth or length of scutum (SD) = 74.

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
85 104 54 25 49 40 40 33 40 57 34
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From Prof. Dr. j. E. Dinger of the Koningen Wilhelmina Institute v. Bae-

tcriologie, Batavia, we have a slide. I A. I.e. II., unnamed, which on examination

proves to be this species. The standard data are

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
92 110 47 27 47 40 40 47 55 60 40

Arrangement of DS, 2.6.6.4.2.

Trombicula rioi Gunther 1939

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2), 80, 1939.

(PI. iv, hg. ())

Gunther described this species f"om Megapodius duperrcyi, the bush fowl of

Xew Guinea.

In his description he gives the following data: scuta] width 120, length 69,

AM 66, AL 68, PL 75, SD 50, Sens, 75, DS 2.14.12.4.6.8.10.8.4.

We have been able to examine the type and three paratypes, which gave the

following data

:

AW - PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type - 99 111 53 28 33 31-5 60 70 75 70 35-70

Parat. - 99 110 55 28 33 33 61 70 73 — —
- 102 110 56 30 35 32 60 67 70 70 35-65
- 100 110 54 30 35 30 60 72 72 68 35-70

M can - 100 110 54 5 29 34 31-5 00 70 72-5 69 35-70

Dorsal setae arranged, 2.14.16. 12.+.

Trombicula wiciimanni (Oudms. 1905)

Trouibldimn zvichmanni Oudms. 1905, Ent. Ben, 1, (22), 217; 1906, Nova
Guinea, 5, 106, 132, pi. iv, fig. 67-68; 1908, Tijds. Entom., 51, 25; 1909, ibid,,

52, 38.

Alloh'ombidium zvichmanni Oudms. 1906, Ent. Bet., 2, (28), 58-59.

Trombid'ntm (Hctcrotrombidwm) zvichmanni, Verdun 1909, Cr. Soc. Biol., Paris,

67, 246.

Microtronibidium zvichmanni Oudms. 1909, Ent. Per., 3, (50). 20; 1912, Zool.

Jahrb. Suppl, 14, 9.

I'rombicula wichmemni Gunther 1940, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (5, 6), 480,

4-6.

(PI. v, fig. 1)

This species was originally described from New Guinea from Goitra coronata,

and also from man from the North Celebes, Gunther records it from the mouse
deer (Tragulus borncaniis Miller 1902) from Bode River. British North Borneo,

1939.

We have been able to examine Guntrier's type as well as three other specimens,

all from the same series from British North Borneo. From these our standard

data are as follows :

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type - - 79-5 93 40 25 27 31-5 43 48 58 63 45-65

Parat. - - 76-5 91-5 38 25 26 31-5 43 46 58 63 —
- - 79-5 93 38 23 25 31-5 -- 46 58 63 —
- - 80 93 40 24 27 31-5 43 46 59

Mean - - 79 92 5 39 24 26 31-5 43 46 5 58 63 45-65

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.6.6.4.2.2.
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Trombicula hatorii sp. nov.

Trombicula pseudoakamushi Ilatori (nee. Tanaka) in Kawamura and Yainagttchi,

Kitasato Archives Exper. Med., 4, 169, 1921.

(PL v, fig. 5)

Ilatori (Ann. Trop. Med. ParasitoL, 13, 233, 1919) described a species of larval

Trombicula from Formosa under the above name, and claimed to have reared from
these larvae the nymphs and adults which were identified with T, mediocris BerL

£ r= minor BerL). Kawamura and Yamaguchi 1921 also worked on the Formosan
species and described and figured what they considered H atari's form in much
detail. They agreed with the correlation of the larvae and adult with mediocris.

The drawing of the dorsal scutum given herein is based to scale on Kawamura
and Yamaguchrs figure and data, from which the following standard data are

deduced

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
72 85 37 27 27 27 37 37 50 55 45

Dorsal setae arranged, 2.6.6.4.2.

This species is closely related to T. wiclimanni Oudm., as will be seen by a

comparison with the standard data. It differs in that the SB are only slightly in

advance of the line of PL, that the posterior margin of the scutum is not flattened

medially, and in the different lengths of the normal scutal setae.

Trombicula minor Berlese 1904

Trombicula minor Bed. 1904, Acari nuovi Manip. IV, 135, pi. xv, tig. 4;

Womerslev 1939 (July), Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 63, (2), 152; Gunther

1939 (December), Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W.. 64, (5, 6), 466.

Trombicula mediocris Berl. 1912, Redia 8„ fasc. 1, 94; Gunther 1940. Proc. Linn.

Soc. N.S.W., 65, (5-6), 477.

Trombicula hirsii Sainton 1927, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (9), 20, 157; nee Hirst

1929, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (10), 3, 564; nee Womersley 1934, Rec. S. Aust.

Mus., 5, (2), 212.
(PL v, fig. 2)

Although Berlese in his description and figure of T. minor from Java makes

no reference to the presence or absence of eyes, yet his species (specimen

imperfect) is probably, as suggested by Kilashima and Miyajima 1920, the nymph

of T. mediocris BerL 1912, also from Java, which has a very well developed

eve closelv adjacent to and on each side of the sensillary area of the crista.

Gimthers nymphs in size, dimensions of front tarsi and metatarsi, and

in the dorsal setae agree with minor, but also possess a single eye on each side of

the crista as in mediocris. An adult female from Innisfail, Queensland (1939,

\\ . G. 11".). agrees in size and all other characters with mediocris and, except in

size and presence of eyes, also with minor.

This species as the larvae is the common "itch mite" of the Queensland scrub,

at high altitudes. Heaslip (Med. T. Aust., 1941. p. 380)., in his studies of "tsulsu-

o-aiimshr' fever in North Queensland, records it from man at Lake Barrine at

L500 feet, and although he collected adults from near sea level, the larval form

was not found amongst 2.500 specimens from rats and bandicoots. The usual

hosts of the larvae appear to be birds (Wtfc Gunther 1939. C).

T, minor Berl. (larvae) occurs on rats and on the bandicoot, Isoodon torosus.
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1, Tromhicula zvichmanni Oudms. ; 2, T, minor Bcrl. f.p. ; 3, 7\ minor v. dclwnsis

Walch (from Gmither's material from N.G.) ; 4, same from Walch's material;

5, T. hatorii n. sp. ; 6, T. novac-hollanrfias Hirst; 1, T. sauilhou Worn.;

8, T, macvopus Worn.
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We give the following data from two specimens from Innisfail, and one from
Lake Rarrine.

AW PW SB ASP, PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Innisfail 73 85 40 23 35 35 43 46 53 — 50-55

- 73 85 40 24 35 35 — 45 52 — 50-55

Lake Barrinc 79 89 43 25 35 36 41-5 46-5 52 — 50-55

Mean - - 75 86 41 24 35 35-5 42 46 52 — 50-55

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.6.6.4.2.

Tromjuccla minor v. deliensis Walch 1923

Trombicula pseudoaka-vmshi v. deliensis Walch 1923.

Troiubicula hirsti Gater 1932.

'Troiubicula hirsti v. morobensis (nom. nud.) Gun ther 1938.

Trombicula hirsti v, bidohcnsis Gunther 1939.

(PI. v
s

fig. 3, 4)

This form appears to be but a variety of the larvae of Troiubicula minor

P>erl. The differences, as will be seen from the key to species and from the figures,

lie only in the size of the scutum and the longer scutal setae. Walch described it

as a variety of Hatori's Formosan species T. pscudoafcamushi (non Tanaka),
from Deli, Sumatra. Gunther records it as common in the somewhat higher

altitudes of New Guinea from many hosts, bandicoots, bush fowl, bush pig, bush
turkey, cassowary, pigeon, and as a casual on rail, swamp hen and man. It was
from this variety that he bred his nymphal T. minor Berl. It also occurs at

Selangor, Federated Malay States. We have examined the following 21 specimens

from New Guinea, and also a single specimen from Selangor, Federated Malay
States, 1929, labelled as 7\ hirsti, with the following results :

AW
F.M.S. - 85

Type slide, N'.G.

PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL DS
106 41 •5 23 35 33 43 50 56-5 41-58

.6.6.4.2.

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
S3 99-5 44 30 40 38 48 53 56-5 60 .

S3 99-5 44 26-5 40 33 53 51-5 58 60 -

—

83 98 44 28 38 33 — 50 55 60 .—
S3 96 44 26 5 36-5 35 __ 50 56-5 60 —
80 96 41-5 23+ 36-5 31 48 51-5 58 60 —
83 99-5 43 23+ 36-5 35 48 53 5S 60 ,

—

83 99-5 44 25 36-5 33 48 53 60 61-5 .

—

84 101 46-5 25 36-5 33 50 55 60 63 .

—

83 95 43 26-5 38 35 50 54 60 60 ,

84-5 103 44 26-5 38 35 50 55 60 60 _ ,

84-5 96 43 26-5 38 33 — 55 5S 60
81-5 96 41-5 25 40 35 45 49 55 58 , :

83 98 43 25 41-5 35 45 49 55 53
91 103 46 26-5 41-5 33 45 58 64 56 ,

83 96 44 25 40 33 43 48 56 50 ,

83 99 46 25 40 35 50 53 50 60 ,

83 96 45 26-5 38 33 50 53 61 60 .. „ .

83 104 46-5 25+ 40 38 50 58 62 51 .

86 103 47 28 40 38 50 58 54 , ,

91 106 45 28 3S 35 46-5 53 58 ,

91 103 45 28 38 33 47

48

53

53

58

58-5 58-5

,

84-5 99-5 44-5 26-5 38-5 34-5 50-60

Slide 2
}
K.G.

Slide 3, n!g.

Slide" 4, N.G.

Mean - - -

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.6.6A.2.

That Walch's description and figures agree with the above is apparent, when
the standard data deduced from them are compared. These data are as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens DS
82-5 93-5 36 28 33 33 46 48 56 58 44

He gives AT, = 46 and shows the other setae as almost equal.
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Trombicula novae-hollandiae Hirst 1929

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1929, 172; Womersley 1934, Rec. S. Aust. Mus, 5, (2),

213.
(PI. v, fig, 6)

Of this species we have measured 14 specimens from Kangaroo Island, South

Australia (including 9 co-types), 9 specimen^ from Tasmania and 4 specimens

from Cairns, Queensland.

The maximum, minimum and mean data of this material are as follows:

AW HVV SB ASB PSB A-P AM AT, PL Sens. DS
Maxima - 78 102 32 38 29 38 62 54 78 100 —
Minima - 62 90 27 32 24 32 49 46 57 90 —
Mean - - 71 96-5 31 35 27 35 53-5 51 68 95 50-80

The arrangement of dorsal setae is, 2.6.6.6.4.2.

Trombicula samboni Worn. 1936

(PI. v, fig. 7; text fig. 5)

Womersley 1939, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 63, (2), 153.

— Trombicula hirst i Hirst 1929, nee Sambon 1927; Womersley 1934 nee Sambon
1927.

This is the "ti-lree itch" mite of South Australia. We have measured 10

specimens from Kobe, the type locality, and 8 specimens from Port McDonnell.

The following are the standard data from all this material:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Highest - 81 91 38 26 39 32 41 44 52 72 —
Lowest - 75 84 34 23 31 27 37 38 43 65 —
Mean - 78-5 87 36 24 36 30 38 42 48 68-5 30-58

Dorsal setae, 2.6.6.6.4.2.

While this paper was in preparation two visits were made by one of us

(H. W.) to the Robe district of South Australia to ascertain the prevalence of the

larvae of this species at that time of the year (April) for certain experimental

reasons.

Inquiries showed that the larvae, locally known as ''red spider" or "ti-tree

itch" were well known to residents throughout the coastal area from Policeman's

Point on the Coorong to Port McDonnell. The mites occur mainly on open

grassy patches amongst the ti-tree scrub, frequented by campers and duck shooters.

Walking amongst the scrub or lying on the grass invariably leads to infestation of

the person, and any objects on the ground, such as one's boots, a gun or handker-

chief, soon become covered with numerous specimens of these tiny yellowish

active mites. They are more prevalent on wanner days, particularly from Sep-

tember to January but occur throughout the year, and even on the occasion of

our visits they were abundant although the weather was cold and wet.

In the Robe district at the present time they occur on the introduced rabbit,

which abounds, as small yellowish clusters in the ears and around the eyes.

Almost any rabbit seemed to carry some. Old residents stated that they could

remember the "itch" from their earliest days, 70 to 80 years ago, although rabbits

did not appear in the district until about 50 years ago. Before rabbits became

common, native, animals such as wallabies and bandicoots were abundant, but are

now extinct. It appears reasonable, therefore, to assume that the mites were

carried by such native animals, and that as these were replaced by rabbits the

mites transferred themselves to the latter.
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The mites commonly attack cattle, horses and sheep, causing severe irritation

and even bleeding, with subsequent loss of condition ; in fact, one person informed
us that he had lost cattle as a result.

On cattle and man the mites attach themselves singly and not in clusters as

on the rabbits or on the hocks of sheep. On man they do not, as believed by local

residents, burrow under the skin, but attach in the normal way by the mouth parts

only, and are probably soon detached by scratching or rubbing of the clothing.

The bites are very irritating and some people seem to suffer a slight feverish

reaction, although as far as known this particular species is not a vector of disease,

Text fig-. 5

Trombkula samboni Worn. Adult: A, dorsal outline; B, lateral outline; C, crista

and eyes; D, palp; E, chelicera; J\ dorsal seta; G, tarsus and metatarsus I.

as are some allied species from Japan, New Guinea and Queensland. The site of
attack on man is chiefly on the legs, around the waistline where clothing tits tightly

and frequently on the scrotum. During the first visit nymphs or adults were not
found, but intensive search on the second visit discovered numerous specimens
of both stages in the black soil, chiefly in the top inch, and, especially near
spots where rabbits had been scratching and stamping. While finding of adults
in the field is not absolute proof of their association with the larvae, the fact that

in this area only the one larval species is known, strongly supports the view that
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the larvae and adults arc of the samei species. Nevertheless, breeding experiments

are being made to check this conclusion.

Adult of Trombicula sambo ni Worn. — Colour in life red except the pro-

podosoma which is colourless except for deeply pigmented eyes. Shape a figure

of 8, with the posterior portion broader than the anterior portion. Length (exclud-

ing gnathosoma) 1,200; width, anterior portion 690, posterior portion 860.

Crista distinct, 170, sensillary area roughly triangular with paired sensillae, 118

long, and shortly finely ciliated on distal half, SB 47. Eyes 1 + 1, large and

closely adjacent to sensillary area, deeply red pigmented in life, but difficult to

observe after death except In freshlv mounted specimens. Legs short, except I;

I 775 long, II 520, III 600, IV 680, tarsus I conspicuous, 206 long by 86 wide,

metatarsus 137 long. Clothing of thickly placed, ciliated, pointed setae, 40 long,

with the ciliations long and outstanding, all setae uniform. Genital opening with

three pairs of discs.

Nymph - Similar to adult in all details except size and having only two pairs

of genital discs. Length 1,000, width., anterior portion, 600, posterior portion 720.

Trombicula macropus Worn. 1936

Womersley 1936, J. Linn. Soc, London, (Zool), 40, (269), 112.

(PI- v, %. 8)

The mean, maximum and minimum data for seven specimens of this species

are as follows :

DSAW FW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens.

Maxima - 80 85 35 24 3$ 30 33 38 52 65

Minima - 72 7S 30 22 30 27 30 30 46 65

Mean - 76 82 33 24 32 30 32 35 50 65 30-50

Dorsal setae arranged 2.8.6.+.

Trombicula cervultcola Ewing 1931

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1931, No. 2,908, 80, Art. 8, 13, pi. i, fig. 3.

(Text iig. 18, A <-

T
))

This species was described from specimens from the Barking Deer (Cervulus

aureus) from Muktcsar, Kumaun, India.

Ewing's descriptions give no dimensions beyond the length and width of a

"slightly engorged larva."

He regards the species as near to acitscutellarts Walch, differing in the

scutum not being so angulate posteriorly and in the fewer setules on the sensillary

setae. The dorsal setae are given as 26 in number.

From the details available it is not possible to place this species in the key.

But from Ewing's figure of the dorsal scutum and assuming AW at 56, we get

the folio-wing standard data

:

AW PVV SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
56 64 26 20 22 24 34 32 52 44 ?

On the Correlation of the Larvae with the Nymphs and
Adults of Trombicula

Although a large number of larval species of Trombiculinac are known, only

a very few of these are also known from either the nymph or adult or both stages.

Because of the importance of the larvae of these mites as vectors of disease to

man from animals, it is of the utmost importance that an intensive study of their

life histories should be made with a view to clearing up the whole question.

(
7
) To no definite magnification.
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In America, according to Ewing, nymphs and adults of the itch mite or
w
chigger" have been reared and it has been shown that the adult, T. cinna-

baris Ew, is synonymous with the larva known as Trombicida irritans (Riley),
which name has priority. In England the common "harvest mite," Trombicida
autumnalis, has also been reared by Hirst to the nymphal stage.

Within the area covered by this paper, out of 30 recognised larval species of
Trombicida s. str., at the most only four can be definitely correlated with nymphs
or adults; these are akamitshi Brumpt, deliensis Walch, minor Berlese, and
samboni Worn. In addition two other species, signata Worn, and tindalei Worn.,
arc known as nymphs from captured material but are unknown as larvae or at least

uncorrelated with any known larvae. The life-cycle of T. akamitshi seems to have
been fairly definitely established by a number of Japanese workers since 1916, the
principal of whom were Nagayo et al., Kawamura and Yamaguchi, and Miyajima
and Okumura. None of these workers, however, appear to have identified the
nymphal and adult stages with any known species.

In 1917 Ilatori studied the tsutsugamushi disease of Formosa, and besides
claiming to have reared the nymphs and adults from the larvae of akamushi,
recorded another larval species under the name of pseudoakamnshi (non Tanaka)
(= hatorii n. sp. The adults of this second form he found living free in the soil,

and considered it might be synonymous with Berlese's mediocris (= minor Berl.)
from Java.

In 1921 Kawamura and Yamaguchi also studied the Formosan species and
confirmed Ilatori's rearing of both species, also referring pseudoakamnshi to
mediocris Berl.

In 1939 Gunther, in New Guinea, reared nymphs from the larvae, then known
as T. hirsti v. buloloensis Gunther, which one. of us (H. W.) was able to identfiy
with T. minor, and in Queensland W. G. Heaslip collected an adult of this species.
The third species to be reared through is T. deliensis Walch, of which Walch him-
self reared and described the nymph and adult. This species cannot yet be referred
to any known adult species. In the present paper the nymph and adult of the "ti-

tree itch" of South Australia are also described.

In 1921 Nagayo et al. also claimed to have reared nymphs and adults from
four other species from Japan, namely palpalis, pallida, intermedia and scutcUaris.
They were unable, however, to point to any specific differences between any of
these nymphs or adults and those of akmnushi, hence the validity of these species
is uncertain at present, although the larvae seem to be well differentiated as in
the key.

The nymphal and adult stages of those species known as such from the area
under review can be separated as follows :

1 Kyes 1 + 1, clO'Scly adjacent to the sensillary area. 2

Eyes apparently absent. 5

2 Colour in life creamy white.
3

Colour in. life red.
_

Size 1-2 mm. long, width of opisthosoma 860^. DS pointed.
-10 long, uniform, with long' ciliations. Sens. 118 long, with short inconspicuous dila-
tions on distal half. SB 47. Tarsus I 206 A by 86 jU,. (Adult.) T. samboni Worn.

3 DS long, thick, pointed, with only a few adpressed ciliations or serrations Length
1-2 mm). Sens. 170, SB 37. Tarsus I 237^ by 97 ^ (Nymph.) T. sic/nata Worn.
DS finer, with fine outstanding citations. 4

4 Length 1;J0D m width 860 rt . DS 30-50 long. Sens. 160, SB 57. Tarsus I 260 » bv
105 M- (Adult.) T mln()r Bcr j.

Length 1,670 M width. DS to 70 long. Sens. 160. SB 42. Tarsus I 275^ by 67 MCA3a&0 T. clcgans Worn.
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5 Sens, area transverse and wSder than long". 6

Sens, area more or less triangular, about as long as wide. T. akamushi (Brumpt.)
T. palpalis Nagayo
T. pallida Nagayo*
T. intermedia Nagayo
T. Scutellaria Nagayo

6 Sens. Ill, with short cilia along whole length, those on basal third very small,

SB 25. Tarsus I in -ratio o£ width to length— 1:1*7. DS 21-56, apically knobbed.

(Nymph.) . T. deliems Walch.

Sens. 160, with few long- branches on distal half. SB 71. Tarsus I 132 ^ by 53^..

DS 26-40 pointed with long outstanding ciliations. (Nymph.) 1\ Hndalei Worn.

Gen. Myotrombicula nov.

Mandibles and palpi modified for grasping hair. One dorsal scutum as in

Trombicula, with five normal scutal setae and a, pair of sensillae. Claws three on

all legs, the inner claw longer and finer than the laterals. Genotype M. vesper-

tilionis n. sp.

Myotrombicula vespertilionis n. sp.

(Text fig. 6, A-E; text fig. 8, B)

Description—Shape almost rounded. Length 275 /^ width 220 ft. Legs long

and slender, I 170, II 145,, III 145. Dorsal scutum transversely rectangular (cf . text

fig. 8. B), AW 62-5. PW 65*5, SD 24, ASB 16, PSB 11, A-P 16, AM 23, AL 19,

PL 27, Sens. — , DS 23. Dorsal setae arranged 2.6(8),2 (6).8.4.8.6.4.2, pointed,

with short ciliations. Eyes absent. Mandibles (text fig. 6, D) with stout short

stipes, and short broad chelicerae with two large blunt teeth, adapted more for

Text fig. 6

Myotrombicula vespertilionis n.g. et n. sp. : A, dorsal view
C, palp; D, mandible; E, tarsus I.

B, ventral view

* See under larval form of this species.
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grasping hair. Palpi as in text fig. 6, C, strongly bent over as if to help in grasping

hair, details as in figure. Venter with setae as shown, one on each coxae, a pair

between coxae I and between coxae III, thereafter 2.4.4.6.6.4.2. Tarsus I (text

fig. 6, K) with a long stout dorsal seta.

Loc. and Hosts.—This very interesting species was found among the debris

of a jar of spirit containing bats, No. M 4443-53,, 3576^ 501 „ and 500 in the collec-

tions of the South Australian Museum, probably from South Australia.

Text fig-. 7

Trombiculoides gateri n. g. et n. sp.: A, dorsal view; B, ventral view
D, chelicera; K, tarsus I.

C, palp
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Remarks—The modifications of the palpi and chelicerae suggest the adapta-

tion for grasping hair, although the modifications are not as pronounced as in

some genera of Listrophoridae.

Genus Trombiculoides nov.

With a single dorsal scutum carrying nine normal setae and a pair of 2ong

filamentous sensillae. Eyes 2 + 2. Chelicerae large and strong with a strong

apical and strong inner subapical tooth. Genotype T. gateri n. sp.

Trombiculoides gateri n. sp.

(Text fig. 7, A-E; 8, C)

Description—Shape subrotund, Length 690 /a, width 395 /a. Legs I 310,

II 275, HE 340. Eyes, two on each side. Dorsal scutum with a slightly incurved

front margin, and then uniformly curved so that there is no- demarcation between
the lateral and posterior margins; with strongly ciliated setae, one anterior

Text fig. 8

A, dorsal scutum of Trombicula corvi K. & Y., x500; B, dorsal scutum of Myotrom-
bicula vespertilionis n. sp., x 500; C, dorsal scutum of Trombiculoides gateri,

n. pp., x500

median, one at each antero-latcral corner and one where each posterolateral corner

should be. and then two on each side between the AL and PL setae ; two long

sensillary setae, ciliated on apical half, their bases slightly in advance of the middle

of scutum. Mandibles large and strong, with large prominent apical and inner

subapical teeth. Dorsal setae long, 80, pointed and strongly ciliated in rows of

2.12.8.4.2.8.10.10.10.6.4, rows four and five from front with the setae sublateral.

Palpi normal as figured, tibial claw bifurcate. Venter ; all coxae with a single

ciliated seta, a pair of setae between coxae II and between coxae III, thereafter

11.6.11.8.6.4.2.2,, gradually lengthening posteriorly. Tarsi with three claws, the

middle one about twice as long as laterals, tarsus I as in text fig. 7, E, tarsus III

with a long outer simple seta. Standard, data as follows

:

AW AW1 AW2 PW Max. W SB ASB PSB A-P AN AL AL1 AL" PL Sens.

76 91 85 78 95 27 27 33 42 65 28 38 70 60 75
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(N.B. — AL
1
and AL., are the second and third lateral scutal setae, and

AW 1 and AW 2 the width of the scutum between these; Max. W is the greatest

width of the scutum.)

hoc. and Hosts—The type and two paratypes from R. ratius argentiventer

Chase from Selinsing-Gunong, Semanggel. Perak, 15/3/32, were sent to us for

study by the Institute for Medical Research, Federated Malay States.

Remarks—This genus, in ithe peculiar and strong chelicerae and the extra

scutal setae, is obviously distinct from its allies. In the latter character it might

show some relationship to Gahrlicpia and its associates, but from a study of the

figures it is clear that the extra scutal setae are not homologous with the extra

scutal ones in Gahrliepia; they do. not belong to the dorsal rows and are not taken

into the scutum by any posterior prolongation.

Genus Schongastia Oudemans 1910

Entom. Ber.. 3, (54), 86. Genotype Trombidium vandersandci Oudms. 1905;

ibid. 1, (22), 216.

Trombiculinae with the sensillary setae of the single anterior dorsal scutum
clavate or capitate. Dorsal scutum more or less rectangular and with live setae

besides the sensillary setae, 1 AM, 2 AL and 2 PL. Chelicerae dorsally serrated.

Only the larval stages of this genus are as yet known.

Kky to the Malayan, New Guinea and Formosan Species

of schongastia

1 Dorsal scutum roughly rectangular, posterior margin sinuous. PL much the shortest

17. AM the longest, DS 2.6.6.6.6.2. $, oudemansi Walch 1923

Dorsal scutum roughly pentagonal or hexagonal 2

2 Dorsal scutum roughlv pentagonal PL the longest, AM the shortest, DS 2.10.6.6.4.2.

S. victa Gater 1932

Dorsal scutum roughly hexagonal. 3

3 AL shorter than AM. or PL, DS 2.12.8.4.6.4.2.2, Sens. nude. S. jamesi Gunthcr 1939

AL longer than AM, or PL, or hoth. 4

4 Sens, in line of PL. 5

Sens, well behind line of PL. 6

5 AW 58, PW 72, DS 2.8.10.10.8.8.4 (after Kawamura). S. katonis n.sp.

AW 66, PW 91, SB 26, DS 2.10.8.10.8(10) .8.8. $, blcstotvci Gimther 1940

AW 59, PW 80, SB 33, DS 2.10.2.10.2.10.8.6.4.2.

S. blestoivci v. megapodius nov.

6 DS 2.10.2.10.2.14.2.10.12.8.4., Sens. 35, nude. S, taylori Gunther 1940

DS 2.10.10.10.10.8.2. Sens. 25 S. vandensandei Oudms. 1905

Schongastia oudemansi (Walch 1923)

Trombieula oudemansi Walch, Kitasato Archiv. Exper. Med.. 5, (3), 1923

;

Fletcher, Lesslar and Lewthwaite, Trans. Rov. Soc, Trap, Med. and Hvg\, 22,

161, 1928.

Schongastia oudemansi (Walch), Gater 1932, Parasitol., 24.

(PI. vi, fig. 1)

This species is apparently not known to attack man. It was described from
Deli, Sumatra, by Walch from rats, and in 1928 Fletcher et. al. record it as the

commonest mite on rats in the Federated Malay States.
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We have not seen any specimens of this species but from the data and figures

given by Walch and by Fletcher we have drawn the scutum to scale, and deduced

the following standard data. Otherwise, the key will separate this species

from others of the genus.

Walch's data are : scutal length 50, width 72. AL 27, PL 16-6 and 12 behind

sensillae. Sensillae 30x9. DS 22 long and arranged in his figure 2.6.6.6.4.4.2.

Fletcher furnishes a figure agreeing with that of Walch.

From the above the standard data are

:

AW PW SB ASE PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens.

50 68 34 26 24 40 40 27 17 39x9

Schongastia vieta Gater 1932

Parasitology 1902, 24, 143-174, fig. 5.

(PL vi, fiR. 2)

Gater described this species from the ears of f£, rattits diardi (Jentinck)

from Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, Federated Malay States, and also recorded it from

A\ r. jahrensis from the same locality and from R. mullcri validus from Raub,

Pahang.

W« have been able to examine one of the series from Raub, and the drawing

to scale of the scutum and the following standard data are from that specimen:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-F AM AL PL Sens. DS

55 78 20 21 5 30 30 25 50 58 35x13 45

Dorsal setae 2.10.6.6.4.4.2. Gater gives the scutal length as 56 and the

width 76.

Schongastia jamksi Gunthcr 1939

Schdnqasiia rotunda Gunther 1938, Med. J. Austr., 2, (6), 202 {nam. mid.) ;

jamesi Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2), 91.

(PL vl fig. 3)

Through the kindness of Prof. Harvey Sutton of the School of Public

Health and Tropical Medicine, University of Sydney, we have been able to

examine Gunther** tvpe slide which is labelled "Type specimens XI S. rotunda

(jamesi) Bulolo, T. N. G." There are two specimens on this slide, but only one

of these and that one much damaged by pressure, is S. jamesi Gunther; the other

specimen is T. hirsti v. dcliensis Walch (= buloloensis Gunther). From the type

specimen we have only been able to determine SB 35, ASB 26*5, A-P 30, AM
43+.AL40, PL 63.

Gunther gives scutal length 50, width 85. AM broken, AL 37" 5, PL 47,

SB 37, Sens. 37'5 x 12-5, apparently naked. DS 2.12.8.4.6.4.2.2. The figure of

the scutum given here is drawn to scale from the above data.

Schongastia hlestowei Gunther 1939

Schbngastia xeomansi Gunther 1938, Med. J. Austr,, 2, (6), 202 {nam. mid.) ;

blestowei Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2), 92.

(PL vi, %, 4, 5)

Gunther described this species from a number of specimens from two men

near the Suein River, Sepik District of New Guinea. He also recorded it at the

same time from the ears of bush fowl {Megapodius duperreyi) from the Bulolo

River basin, Morobc District, and from a man at Bulolo.

We have been privileged to examine the type slide from the School _ of

Medicine. Sydney University. This slide contained 10 specimens of the collect'-"ion
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from Suein River, two of which were indicated as types. Seven of these speci-

mens have been carefully measured for our standard data as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type - 65 91 26 34 31 29 37 65 52 35 x 15 35-40

j>
- 65 90 26 31-5 27 31 35 65 50 35x15 35-40

Parat. - 65 91 26 31 29 30 35 65 50 35 x 15 35-40

?}
- 65 91 26 31 29 30 40 65 50 35x15 35-40

j?
- 65 88 26 31 29 29 — 65 52 35x15 35-40

??
- 65 87 24 31 29 30 35 65 52 35x15 35-40

}>
- 65 87 26 31 29 31 35 65 50 35x15 35-40

Mean - 65 89 26 31-5 29 30 36 65 51 35x15 35^40

Dorsal setae arranged 2.10.2.8.10.10.8.8.

Gunther gives the following: scutal length 62*5, width 94, AM 37-5, AL 75,

PL 50, SB 25, Sens. 37 x 15, and DS 2.10.8.108(10). 10(8).8.8. A slide of three
paratypes from Megapodius dupcrrcyi from Bulolo, X, N. C, is in the South
Australian Museum Collection. The standard data of these specimens are as

follows

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
58 78 32 28 24 20 37 63 58 30x 15 50
60 82 35 28 24 20 — — 62 30 x 16 50

59 80 32 26 26 20 — — — — —
Mean - 49 80 33 27 25 20 37 63 60 30x15 50

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.10.2.10.2.10.8.6.4.2.

It will be seen that there are marked differences in the data of the two lots of
specimens, those from Megapodius having a smaller scutum with the SB wider
apart and placed well behind the line of PL. A-P is also shorter than in the
specimens from man, while the DS are also longer. These differences, however,
may not be more than varietal and for the present we can only regard them as
such and name the form as S. blestoivei v. megapodius nov. The drawings to

scale of the dorsal scuta are from the above series of data.

In addition, the scuta in the typical blestowei from man is 1 strongly pitted
and there is a well-developed crest from the wall of which arises the sensillae.

In the specimens from Megapodius we cannot see a crest nor any pitting. In the
presence of a crest and pitted scutum the typical form might fit ijnto Paraschbn-
gmiky but the serrate chelicerae and the absence of circular striations on the
posterior portion of the scutum exclude it.

Schongastia katonis n. sp.

(PI. vi, fig. 5)

In 1921 Kawamura, R., and Yagamuchi, M. (Kitasato Archives Exper. Med.,
IV), described a specimen received from Y. Kato in 1917, from Parao Island,
in the Carolines. Although well described and figured, they did not give a name
to the species, so that katonis is here proposed.

Kawamura and Yamaguchi give the following details, from which our
standard data and drawing of the scutum are compiled.

Front edge of scutum 58, width 72-6, length 43 '6. Sens, clavate, club 20*3
long, 17-4 broad. DS 30-40, arranged 2.8.10.10.8.8.4. Chelicerae serrate.

Standard data

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
55 68 28 22 21 -5 21 23 37 40 31 x 17 30-40
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Trans. Roy. Soc. S. A list, 1943 Vol. 67, Plate VI

1, Schongastia oudemansi (Walch) ; 2, S. ineta Gater ; 3, S, jamcsi Gunther

;

4, S. blestowei Gunther; 5, S. bksloxvei v. megapodius nov. ; 6, S. katonis n, sp.

7, S. taylori Gunther ; 8, S. vandcrsandei Oudms.
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Schongastia taylori Gunther 1940

Proc. Linn Soc. N.S.W., 1940, 65, (3-4), 257, fig. 12-14.

(PI. vi, fig. 6, 7)

Described from colonics on the scrotum and hind legs of a scrub wallaby

(Macropus (Thylogale) coxeni Gray) at Bulolo, T. N. G.

Of this species we have examined the type slide containing two paratypes in

addition to the type, and another slide of two paratypes. From these our standard

data arc as follows

:

AW PW SB ASE PSB A-P AM AT. PL. Sens. DS
Type - 61-5 79 21 35 23*5 23-5 40 73 55 35 x 15 40-50

Parat - 63 79 21 35 23-5 23-5 -- 78 — — 40-50

- 61-5 79 21 35 23-5 23-5 43 78 55 40-50
- 63 79 22 35 23-5 23-5 40 81 58 — 40-50

„ - 63 79 21 35 23*5 23-5 41 78 60 — 40-50

Mean - 62-5 79 21 35 23^5 23^5 41 78 57 35 x 15 40-50

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.10.2.12.2.14.2.10.12.8.4.

Gunther gives the following details : scutal width 87, length 57, AM 42,

AL 56, PL 63, Sens. 37*5-15, probably naked. N.B.—It seems possible that his

measurements of AT. and PL have been reversed, for they do not agree with our
measurements of the type.)

Schongastia vandersandei (Oudms. 1905)

Thrombidium van der Sandci Oudms., 1905, Ent. Berichten, 1, (22), 216; 1906,

Nova Guinea, V, ZooL, 131.

Microthrombidium vandersandei Oudms. 1909, Ent. Bericht., 3, (50), 21.

Schongastia vandersandei Oudms. 1912, Zool. Jahrbr., Suppl. 14, 45.

(PI. vi, fig. 8)

This species, which is the type of Oudemans genus Schongastia, was described

from New Guinea as attacking man. Oudemans 1906 (loc, cit.) gives many
records from travellers in this region of being attacked by these small mites. As
so many other species of Trombiculinae are now known to occur in New Guinea,

it is extremely doubtful whether all these records should be listed under this one
species as Oudemans has done; they probably include many species.

From the figure and brief details given by Oudemans we have constructed

the scale drawing of the scutum and the following approximate data:

AW PW! SB ASR PSR A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
60 85 25 35 27*5 27-5 45 60 50 25x9 40

Dorsal setae, 2.10.10.10.10.8.2.

Genus Neoschongastia Ewing 1929

Manual of External Parasites 1929, 187. Genotype Schongastia americana Hirat
1921, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (9), 7, 37.

This genus was erected for those species of Schongastia in which the cheli-

cerae are without dorsal serrations. As yet it is only known from the larvae, with
the doubtful exception of Neoschongastia schuffneri Walch, which Walch claims
to have reared through to the nymph, of which he figures the crista. From
his figure, however, it can hardly be differentiated from Trombicula, spp., and has
the same kind of long, fine, filamentous sensillae, with minute ciliations. Walch
also figured the dorsal setae and the palp of the nymph, but here again no differ-

ences from Trombicula are evident.

In this paper 34 species and 1 variety are recognised, of which 9 species and
1 variety are new.
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Key to the Malayan, Australian and Japanese Species

of Neoschongastia
1 Sensillae capitate or globose. 2

Sensillae clavate, often broadly so. 13

2 Scnsillae nude. 3

Scnsillae with obvious, though sometimes minute sctules. 5

3 AL longer than PL. PL shorter than PW, I)S 2, 6.6.6.6.4.2. N. innisfailensis n. sp.

PL much longer than AL and PW. 4

4 PL about twice the length of PW, DS 2.6.6.6.2(4) .4 (2) .2 A7

, zvomcrsleyi Gunther 1940

PL only slightly longer than PW, DS 2.6.6.6.6.2(4).2. N. melomys n. sp

5 Coxae III multisetose. *>

Coxae 111 unisetosc. '

6 Coxae III with two setae. DS 2 plus ca. 10 rows of 10 each. Scutal setae with long

ciliations. N. pctrogalc Worn. 1934

Coxae III with 3-5 setae. Scutal setae with short ciliations. DS 2,8.6.6.8.2.4.2.2.

N. mutabilis Ga.ter 1932

7 PL and most of DS foliate or lanceolate and shortly ciliated. 8

Scutal and DS normal. 9

8 PL and first four rows of DS foliate. PL much longer than PW. DS 2.6.6.6.6.4.2.

Ar
. foliata Cunther 1940

AM, PL and all DS except posterior two lanceolate. Scnsillae? Scutum rectangular.

PL much shorter than PW, DS 2.8.6.64.2. A', fmtata (Gater 1932)

9 First row of DS with four setae, i.e., DS 4.6.6.6,6.4.2. Scnsillae in front of PL.

AL longer than PL. N* quccnslandica Worn. 1939

First row of DS with two setae only. 10

10 Scutum roughly hexagonal. DS 2.14.14.10.12.8.4. N. edivardsi Gunther 1939'

Scutum not so.
1A

11 Scutum almost rectangular; posterior margin only slightly sinuous and extending very

little behind PL. DS 2.6.8.8.8.8.6.4.2. (After Hirst) or 2.4.8.10.10.8. plus about 14.

A\ antipodianum Hirst 1929

Scutum not rectangular
;
posterior margin extending well behind PL. 12

12 Posterior margin of scutum shallowly sinuous medially. Sensillae anterior of PL.

DS 2.6.6.6.6.4.2. $* coorongensis Hirst 1929

Posterior margin of scutum an even curve Sensillae behind PL. DS 2.8.6.6.6.6.4.2.

(After Walch.) A', globmlarc Watch, 1927

13 Sensillae long and narrow, almost' lanceolate rather than clavate. 14

Sensillae definitely clavate with more or less of. a basal stem. 15

14 PL longer than AL or AM. PL off scutum. Scutum small, 34 long, 50 wide.

DS 0.8.6.6.4.2. (After Gater.) N. malaycnsLs Gater 1932

PL shorter than AL or AM, definitely on the scutum. Scutum larger, 55 long, 78 wide.

DS 2.6.8.8,6.6.4.2. (After Gater). N. lacunosa Gater 1932

15 AL much longer than PL. 16"

AL shorter than PL. 18

16 PL the shortest, 13-14. DS 2.6.6.4(6) .6(4) .4.2. N. impar Gunther 1939

— bodensis Gunther 1940

PL more than 40 and longer than AM. 17

17 Posterior margin of scutum medially concave Sensillae in line of PL and in midline

of scutum DS 2.8.10.8.8.6. (After Walch.) A. sch-Uffneri Walch 1923

Posterior margin of scutum a shallow even curve. Sensillae well in advance of PL.

PL well behind midline of scutum. DS 2.8.6.6.4.2. N. pseudoschiiffncri Walch 1927
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18 AW less than 40. i_9

AW greater than 50. 22

19 First -row of DS with four setae, i.e., DS 4.6.6.6.4.2. AW 35. N. indica Hirst 1915

^ maris Walch 1923

First row of DS with only two setae 20

20 Scutum almost rectangular, and posterior margin rectilinear. Sensillae? DS
2.12.4.87.10.2.5.4 (after Gater). N. drbilis Gater 1932

Not so. 21

21 PL about :n midline of scutum. AM and PL nearly equal. Sensillae slightly in front

of midline of scutum. DS 2.6 (2,4). 4.2.4.2.16.12. N. tortus Gunther 1939

PL well behind midline of scutum, longer than AM. DS 2.6.6.4.2. N. rattus n. sp. 22

22 DS on small platelets, 2.6.2.6.8.6.4.8.6.4.2. N. heaslipi n. sp.

DS not on platelets. 23

23 Sensi'hac. posterior to. or in line of, PL. AW/A-P greater' than 2-7. 24

Sensillae anterior to line of PL. AW/A-P less than 2-7. 31

24 PL midway between anterior and posterior corners of scutum, which is roughly

trapezoidal with broadly rounded posterior corners. DS 2.12.12.12.12. p-lus about 30.

N. feramcles Worn. 1939

Not so. PL at the posterior angles of scutum. Posterior margin evenly curved or

sinuous. 25

25 A-P half SD. DS 2.8.6.6.6.4.2 26

A-P distinctly less than half SD. 27

26 AW 84. PW 101, SD 52. N. iccstralicnsis Worn. 1934

AW 63, PW 84, SD 58. A. trichosuri Worn. 1939

27 PL shorter than PW. 28

PL equal to or longer than PW. 30

28 Posterior margin of scutum an even curve. DS 2.8.6.6.6.2.2. AM 39, AL 22, PL 46.

PW 65. Ar
. dasycrrci Hirst 1929

Posterior margin sinuous. 29

29 AL longer than AM. AM 37-5, AL 45, PL 56, DS 2.8.6.6.6.4.2.

N. shichlsi Gunther 1941

AL shorter than AM AM 47, AL 27-5, PL 72, DS 2.8.6.6.6.4.2. N. hirsti n. sp.

N. similis n. sp.30 DS 2.4.4.4.2.

DS 2.6.6.6.4.2.

31 DS 2.6.6. p^us.

DS not so.

32 DS 2.12.12.12.12.10.8.4.2.

DS 2.8.8.8.8.6.4.2.

N. dcrricki Worn, 1939

N. guntheri n. sp.

N. smithi Worn. 1939

33 AW about 11 less than PW. DS 2.6.6.6.6.6.4.2. N. phascogale n. sp.

AW at least 20 less than PW. DS 2.6.6.6.6.4.2. 34

34 AW 54, PW 75. N. cairnsensis n. sp.

AW 70, PW' 97. Ar

. cainisaisis v. gafreri nov.

Neoschongastia innisfailensis n. sp.

(PI. vii, fig. 1; text fig. 9, A-B)

Description- — Shape elliptical, with rather flattened sides. Length 365 #,

width 225 ft. Legs: I 210. II 170, 111 225. Mandibles with nun-serrate chelae.

Palpi normal, with trifurcate tibial claw. Dorsal scutum as in pi. vii, fig. 1, with
the following standard data: AW 42*5, PW 65, SB 18,' ASP. 23, PSB 16. A-P 26,
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AM 32, AL 51, PL 44*5,, Sens. 31, with globose head 16 wide and with only very
indistinct dilations under high magnification, almost nude. Eyes two on each side,

closely adjacent to scutum. Dorsal setae 25 to 45 long, arranged 2.6.6.6.6.4.2,

finely ciliated and tapering. Vcntrally with shorter setae, arranged as in text fig.

9 B. Legs with normal chaetolaxy ; tarsi with two strong claws and a longer

median pulvillus somewhat claw-like.

Text fig. 9

Neoschongastia innisfailensis n. sp. : A, dorsal; B, ventral.

onnberg fromLoc. and Hosts—Fifteen specimens from Mclomys lit toralls

Innisfail, Queensland, 12 October 1938 (W. G. Keaslip).

Remarks—Of ten of the specimens measured the average standard data are as

given above, and the highest and lowest values as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL
highest - 48 78 22 25 21 27 40 56 51

^owest - 40 60 13 21 13 24 24 45 43

There are much greater variations in the standard data of individuals within
this species than is usual.

Neoschongastia womersleyi Gunther 1940

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (3-4), 254, 1940.

(PI. vii. fig. 2)

This species was described by Gunther from colonies in the ears of
Macropus (Thylogale) coxeni Gray 1866 from Bulolo, T. N. G., November 1939.

We have been able to examine the type slide containing, besides the type, seven
paratypes, of which the type and three others have been measured. In addition,

we have also examined a slide containing two paratypes of Which one was mea-
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surcd, and a slide of nine paratypes of which three have been measured. Onr

standard data for those measured are as follows

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL
Slide 1, Type & 7 Parat. -

Slide 2, 2 Parat.

Slide 3, 9 Parat.

41-5 63 15 23 16-5 27 — — 115 — 40-50

43 63 15 22 18 25 35 69 130 — 40-50

43 63 15 22 16-5 28 35 69 130 — 40-50

43 65 18 25 16 28

—

66 130 ___ 40-50

41-5 63 17 .

—

„ „ 36 66-5 130 — 40-50

45 68 16- 5 23 15 30 36 75 — — 40-50

43 61-5 15 23 IS 30 36-5 76-5 140 30 x 16 40-50

41 -5 61-5 15 23 IS 28 35 76-5 130 — 40-50

Mean 43 63-5 16 23 17 28 36 71 130 30x16 40-50

Dorsal setae arranged 2.6.6.62 {4) .4(2)2.

Gunthcr's data are as follows: AW 50, PW 75, SB 19, ASB 25, PSB 14,

A-P 32, AM 36, AL 60-70, PL 120-140, Sens. 30 x 14, DS 54.

Text fig. 10

Neoschongastia melomys n. sp.: A, dorsal, B, ventral.

Neoschongastia melomys n. sp.

(PL vii, fig. 3; text fig. 10, A-B)

Description—Shape elliptical with the sides rather flattened. Length 465 p,

width 260 p. .esrs

:

I 220. [[ 190, III 220. Mandibles with non-serrate chelae.
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Palpi normal, with tri furcate tibial claw. Dorsal scutum as in pi. vii, iig. 3, with

the following standard data: AW 51. PW 67, SB 17, ASH 21-5, FSB 16, A-P
26-5, AM 31*5 AL 63, PL 72, Sens. 30, with globose head 16 wide, and apparently

nude. Eyes 2 + 2, rather small. Dorsal setae 30-55 long, pointed and shortly

ciliated, arranged 2.6.6.6.6.2(4) .2. Ventrally with shorter setae, one on each

coxa, a pair between coxae I and between coxae III, thereafter arranged

4.6.6.6.4.4, their length gradually increasing posteriorly. Legs with normal

chaetotaxy, tarsi furnished with two daws and a median longer claw-like pulvillus,

tarsi 1 and II with a median dorsal rather short stout sensory rod, as, normally.

Loc. and Hosts—The type from the ears of Mclomys Uttoralis Lonnbg.,

Innisfail. Queensland. October 1938 (W. G. PL), and 15 other specimens from

rats at Cairns, Queensland, in 1939 and 1940 (W. G. H.)«

Remarks—Of these 16 specimens the mean standard data arc as given

above, and the highest and lowest as follows :

AW PW SB ASB PSB A P AM AL PL
Highest - 54 70 20 22 19 27 32 (i? 76

Lowest - 46 62 16 19 13 24 27 57 70

Xeosctiongastfa pktrogale Worn. 1934

Kec. S. Aust. Mus., 5, (2), 215, 1934.

(Pi. v:i, %. 4)

This species was described from specimens, taken from the scrotum of a

wallaby in the Musgravc Ranges, South Australia.

The standard data for eleven specimens are as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
85 31 24 24 32 39 48 52 31 x 17 30-48

64 86 27 24 24 32 39 46 46 — 30-48

63 84 ^0 24 24 28 38 48 48 30 x 16 30-48

61 81 23 23 23 30 39 44 48 — 30-45

61

65

65

06

63

65

66

80 23 — 25 30 ----- - 50 — 30-46

82 28 25 24 30 40 46 50 ~~ 30-50

85 24 26 23 31 39 49 46 27x17 30-46

84 27 26 24 30 — — 47 30 x 17 30-46

88 30 27 23 32 39 47 48 32 x 17 30-47

88 28 27 22 31 38 47 50 31 x 17 30-50

85 3t 29 23 30 40 48 50 30x17 30-47

Mean" 64 84 27-5 25 24 31-5 39 47 49 30x1/ 30-47

KT£OSCIIONGASTIA MUTABILIS Gater 1932

Parasitology, 24, 143-174, 1932.
(PI. vii, ft*. 5)

This species was described by Gater, but without any figure, from a cluster

of mites in the ear of Ratius sahanus vociferous (Miller), from Sungei Buloh,

Selangor, Federated Malay States.

We have been able to examine a mount of a somewhat imperfect specimen,

labelled by Gater as this species, from Tupaia glis fcrruginea Raffles from the

same locality as the type material.

Standard data for this, specimen, and from which the figure of the scutum

o-iven here is constructed, are as follows:
" AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Jen, DS

43 60 8-5 23 12-5 28 — 28 53 28x15 35-42

DS arranged 2.8.6.6.8.2.4.2.2.

H
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Gater gives the following; scutal width 72, length 45, SB 12, AL usually the
longest, DS 42. These data differ considerably from those of the specimen
examined.

Neosciiongastia foliata Gunther 1940

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (3-4), 255, 1940.

(PI. vii, fig, 6)

This species was described from colonies in the ears of Macropus (Thylo-
galc) coxeni Gray, for Bulolo, T. N. G.

We have been able to measure the standard data for five paratypes of
Gunther' s material with the following results:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
50 71 16-5 20 18 25 20 — 91 28 x 17 50-60
53 68 16-5 20 16-5 25 18 58 83 — SO-60
50 68 16-5 18-5 16-5 25 21 55 90 — SO-60
55 71 18 18 17 25 20 63 86 28 x 17 —
JB_ 70_ 18 20 18 25 24 — 83 — 50-60

Mean 53 70 17-5 19-5 17-5 25 20-5 57 86 28x17 50-60

Dorsal setae arranged 2.6.6.6.6.4.2.

Gunther's data are: scutal length 47, width 84, Sens, bases 19 apart AM
19-25, AL 50-56, PL 80-100, Sens. 28 long, with club 15x16. DS 50-62-5.
Prom his figure we derived the following standard data: AW 66, P\Y 78 SB 19
ASB 24-5, PSB 27, AM 19*5, AL 57, PL 93. These agree fairly well with our
measurements, except that the AW and PW are somewhat higher in proportion.
As Gunther states, the PL and first four rows of dorsal setae arc foliate, but In
our view not so much so as drawn by him.

Neosciiongastia oueknslaxdica Worn. 1939

Trans. Roy. Sac. S. Ausl., 63, (2), 162, 1939.

(PI. vii, fig-. 7)

This species was originally described from Rattus assimilis from Imbil,
Queensland, from R, youngi from Cowan Cowan, Queensland, and from
Mclomys ecrvenipes and R, lutrcolus from Imbil.

The following arc the standard data from 12 of the above specimens:
AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Setis DS
51 75 21 27 14 32 - — 55 27x16 32-45
51 74 24 27 14 31 35 50 54 - - 32-40
SI 73 21 27 14 32 35 48 56 30x16 36-40
51 73 21 27 14 35 32 48 56 26 x 16 30-40
51 75 26 27 14 35 35 — 54 _ 35,45
51 73 21 27 14 38 32 — — 28 x 16 30-45
54 80 25 27 14 35 35 50 56 -^ 30-4S
54 76 24 24 13 32 35 54 52 32 x 16 27-40
49 70 24 27 13 30 32 54 52 — 99J
51 75 24 27 13 32 32 50 54 — 27-43
49 70 22 24 - 30 30 54 52 32x16 27-40

J? 73 24 24 16 40_ 30 _ 56_ _J4_ 30x16 27-36

Mean 51 74 24 26 14 32-5 32-5 56 53 31x76 27-4?
Arrangement of dorsal setae, 4.6.6.6.6A.2.

Neosciiongastia kdwardsj Gunther 1939
Ncosclwngastki rioi Gunther 1938 (nam. nud.), Me;d.

J. Aust., 2, (6), 202
Neosciiongastia cdwardsi Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc NSW 64 (1-2) 86

(Pi vii, fia 8)

" "
? h

This species was described from a number of specimens from the New Guinea
bush iowl, iviegapodius duperreyi.
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Vol. 67, Plate VII

1, Neoschongastia innisfailensis n. sp. ; 2, A', •womersleyi Gunthcr ; 3, N. melomys

i% sp. ; 4, N. petrogatc Worn.; 5, A7

. mutabiHs Gater
; 6, Ar

. foliata Gunther;

7, N. queenslandica Worn. ; 8, N. cdwardsi Gunther.
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We have been able to examine the type of this species, and have measured
the data as follows

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PT, Sens. DS
60 81 33 28 23 28 - 58 35-15 40-50

The dorsal setae are arranged, 2.14.14.10.12.8.4.

Gunther gives the scutal length 56, width 87 -

5, and sensillae bases 36 apart,

AM 37-5. AL 75, PL 60, Sens. 29 x 15.

The figure on pi. vii, fig. 8, of the scutum is to scale from the above data.

Neosctioncastta axtipodiaxum (Hirst 1929)

ScJwngastia antipodianuni Hirst, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1921, (1), 175.

(PL viii, Ux- 1)

This species was" described by Hirst from the cars of Rait us yreyi- from
J¥ Estree Bay. Kangaroo Island, South Australia.

From the syntype material in the South Australian Museum we have made
the following measurements of standard data:

vw PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
60 70 24 29 22 42 36 65 62 29x19 40-55
62 67 25 32 20 42 3S 69 65 — 40-60
58 66 24 29 20 42 37 69 62 25x17 40-60
60 67 24 27 17 40 35 70 65 28x17 40-58
57 67 24 29 20 40 35 70 62 28x18 40-58

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.6.8.8.8.8.6.4.2.

Neoschongastia cooroxgensis (Hirst 1929)

ScJunif/astia coorongense Hirst, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1929, (10), 3, 564.

(PI. viii, fig. 2)

This species was described from the ears of a rat at Robe, South Australia.

Fifteen syntypes from the Hirst material in the South Australian Museum
give the following data

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
65 86 28 26 20 30 48 44 65 „ 32-56
60 84 28 — 19 28 45 40 62 32-55
65 84 32 — — — 43 43 — —

-

32-45
65 86 — — — 34 43 40 62 38 x 19 35-55
71 95 32 25 19 32 43 38 57 30x18 35-55
70 93 32 24 19 32 46 42 64 32x19 35-55
75 92 35 32 20 33 40 36 55 35x19 38-50
65 86 30 25 19 30 43 33 56 30 x 18 35-55
68 91 30 29 22 30 46 43 58 35-50
73 91 30 29 19 30 — 40 55 . . 32-55
65 85 28 24 21 30 47 40 59 30x17 32-55
63 83 30 29 20 32 45 40 62 35-55
70 105 38 32 23 34 48 41 65 „_ 35-57
66 88 32 28 20 30 48 40 57 32-52
70

68

93

90

32

31

28

27

20 29 42 41

40

58

60 32 x 18

35-50

Mean 20 31 45 32-55
Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.6.6.6.6.4.2.

Neosciiokgastia gloiutlare (Watch 1927)

Trombidiitm (Trombicula f) ghbulare W&lch 1927, Genessk. Tijd v Ned Indie
67, (6), 929. ...

'

(PI. viu, t\g. 3)

We have not been able to sec any authentic specimens of this species, and our
drawing to scale of the dorsal scutum and the standard data are deduced from
Walch's figure and description.
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Vol. 67, Plate VIII

1, Neoschongaslia antipodianum- (Hirst); 2, coorongcnsis (Hirst); 3,

N, globularc (Walch) ; 4, Ar
. hasfata Gatcr ; 5, N. malaycnsis Gatcr ; 6, I\T . lacunosa

Gater ; 7, .V. impar Gurnther ; 8, N .. schuffncri Walch.



SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
8 25 9 20 34 43 61 26 33
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The data arc

:

AW PW
43 60

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.8.6.6.6.6.4.2.

It will be seen from the above and from the key to species that A7", globulare

is well characterised from the rest.

Neoschongastja hastata (Gater 1932)

Trombiada hastata Gater 1932, Parasitology, 24.

(PL viii, %. 4)

In the absence of sensillary setae: Gater placed this species doubtfully as a

Trombicula, but in view of the discovery by Gunther of the allied Ncoschongastm
foliata in New Guinea, it seems more than likely that the sensillae of hastata. will

be clavate or globose as in Ncoschongastia.

¥or convenience of separation, therefore, we so place and key the species.

From Gater's description and figure, the standard data are as follows :

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
69 71 37 29 15 15 30 32 42 — 45-50

Arrangement of dorsal setae. 2.8.6.6.4.2.

Neoschongastja malayensis Gater 1932

Parasitology, 24, 1932. fTJi ... r t.
***

'

(PI. viii, fig;. 5)

This species was described from the ears of Rat/us mahiisia Kloss, from
Sungei Buloh, Selangor, Federated Malay States. It is rather remarkable that the

PL are definitely outside of the scutum; in this respect, as Gater points out, being

related to Hirst's Schongastia acthiopica from the Gold Coast,, Africa.

Gater gives the following details : scutal length 35, width 50, SR 22. From
these and Gater's figure, we give the accompanying figure of the scutum to scale

from which the standard data are:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
40 54 22 20 14 28 28 20 34 34 40

Dorsal setae, 0.8.8(6).4(6).4.2.

Neoschongastja lacunosa Gater 1932.

Parasitology, 24, 1932
(PI. viii, fig. 6)

Described from the ears of Rutins sabanus vocifcrans (Miller) from Sungei

Buloh, Selangor, Federated Malay States.

We have been able to examine two specimens from the type host and locality,

dated 23 July 1930. From these the standard data are as follows

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
66-5 74 36 31-5 23 43 46-5 35 25 53x6-5 42
66 5 78 38 31-5 — 43 45 35 26 53x6-5 42

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.6.8.8.6.6.4.2.

Gater gives the width of scutum as 78, length 55, and SB 37.

Neoschongastia impar Gunther 1939

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2), 85.

— N. bodensis Gunther 1940., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (5-6), 482.

(PI. viii, % 7)

There appears to be no doubt that Gunther's N . bodensis 1940 described from
the mouse deer, Bode River, British North Borneo, is the same as his N. impar
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1939 from bandicoots and rats from New Guinea. That this is so will be seen

from a comparison of the standard data derived by the examination of the type and
three paratypes of bodensis and the type and five paratypes of impar.

AM Al. PL Sens. DS

— 28

35 19 M 43x10 30
— 29

— 30

— 31

N. impar—
AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P

Type - ss — —

,

20 23 33

- 50 63 28 21 23 33

Parat. - 53 65 27 20 21 28

?j
- 52 65 28 20 25 33

)i
- S3 67 29 23 21 33

}>
- 57 68 28 22 22 30

AL PL
21-5 13

21-5 13

19 14

21 13

20 13

20 13

Mean - 53 65 28 21 23 32 35 2] 13 43 x 10 30

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.6.6.4(6 ).6(4) .4.2.

Gunther gives scutal width 66, length 48, SB 27, AM 37*5, AL 19. PL 12*5
A', bodensis—

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type - 48 60 28 20 20 33 35 21-5 14 45 x 10 20-40

- 50 60 30 20 21 33 33 23 13 40 x 10 —
- 51 58 28 20 20 35 35 23 15 — 20-40

Parat. - 50 61 32 20 20 35 35 25 15 — —
Mean - 50 60 30 20 20 34 35 23 14 42x10 20-40

Gunther gives scutal width 70, length 47, SB 34, AM 37*5, AL 25, PL 20,
Sens. 33x11, DS 2.6.6.6.4.4.2.

Neoschongastja scHUFi'NERr Walch 1923

Tronibicula schiiffncri Walch, Kitasato Arch., 5, (3), 1923; Tr. Vth. hiien. Congr.
Par East Assoc. Trap. Med., Singapore, 1923 (publ. 1924).

(PL viii, fig;. 8)

This species was descrihed from man at Deli in Sumatra.

We have not been able to see any authentic material and our figures of the

dorsal scutum to scale and the following standard data are from Walch's descrip-

tion and figures

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
57 75 22 20 26 23 42 61 44 36 x 15 30

DS arranged 2.8.10.8.8.6 or 2.8.2.8.8.8.6.

Walch, in his second paper, claims to have reared the larvae through to the

nymph, which as far as can be seen is a typical Trombicula, without eyes and with
long, slender, shortly ciliated sensillae.

Nl-.OSCHOXOASTlA PSEUDOSCTIUFFNERI Walch 1927

Trombicula pseitdoschuffncri Walch L927, Genessk. Tijds. v. Ned, Indie, 67, (6),
922.

(PL ix, fig, 1)

Described from rats from the Lampong District of Macassar.

Again we can only reconstruct the dorsal scutum to scale from Watch's
details and figures, and give the following standard data derived from the same
sources

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
53 72 19 21 27 37 22 67 44 36 40

DS 2.8.6.6.4.2.

From its near allies this species can be separated by the key.
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Neoschongastia tndtca (Hirst 1915)

Schonqastia indica Hirst 1915, Bull. Ent. Res., 6, 183; Walch 1927, Genessl:.

fijds. v. Ned. Indie, 67, (6), 924.

Trombicula mnris Walch 1922, Kitasato Arch. Exper. Med., 5, (3).

(PI. ix, fig. 2)

Originally described by Hirst from Calcutta, India, on Ncsokki (Gmwiirys)

bengalensis, it has also been described by Walch from Deli, Sumatra, from rats,

and from the Lampong district of Macassar, also from rats r and specimens are

now recorded from rats at Cairns, Queensland (1940, W. G. Ileaslip).

Besides the two specimens from Cairns wc have been able to examine a

specimen from Federated Malay States, and also a specimen, I.A.l.C.III, from
Batavia, unnamed, but definitely of thi s species. The standard data for the

specimens are :

Loc. AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Cairns - 35 54 19 11+ 16 27 23 16 21+ — 20-30

- 35 54 19 19 16 27 23 16 31 ^_ 20-35

Batavia - 39 55 23 18 20 27 23 17 29 26x10 32

F.M.S. - 31 52 21 18 16 27 23 16 31 26x10 20-35

Mean - 36-5 54 20-5 18-5 17 27 23 16 30 26 x 10 20-35

Walch, in his 1927 publication, recognised the synonymy of his maris with

that of indica Hirst. It is evidently a wide ranging species, extending from India

to Queensland.

Neoschongastia pebilis Gater 1932
Parasitology, 24, 1932.

fpi ^ % $)

Of this species which was described from Rattus crcnwrivcntcr crcmori-

venter (Miller) from Sungei Buloh, Selangor, Federated Malay States, we have

not been able to examine any material.

Our scale drawing of the scutum is from Gater's data and figure, as are the

following standard data

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
40 48 17 13 11 21 30 20 36 — —

Neoschongastia lorius Gunther 1939

Ncoschbnqastia jimungi Gunther 1938, Med. J. Austr., 2, (6), 202 (nom. uud.);

lorius Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2), 86.

(PL. ix, fig, 4)

This species was described from specimens from a parrot (Lorius roratus)

from New Guinea. We have been privileged to examine the type slide, which

besides the type contains three paratypes. Two of the latter and the type have

been carefully measured for standard data as follows :

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type - 40 58 20 16 23 21-5 30 17 31 -5 35x10 25

Parat - 40 56-5 20 16 21-5 21-5 30 „ 31-5 35x10 25

- 40 55 20 16 22 21-5 — — 33 36x10 25

DS 2.6(2.4).4.2.4.2.16.12.

Gunther gives: scutal length 47, width 62-5. SB 20, AM 36, AL 25, PL 37-5,

Sens. 30, DS 30.

Neoschongastia rattus n. sp.

(PI. ix, fig, 5; text fig". 11, A-B)

Description—Well-fed specimens 550 /a long, 390 fx wide, shape oval with

sides nattish medially. Legs relatively small and short, I 160, II 145, III 160.
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Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 1943 Vol. 67, Plate IX

1, Ncoschongastia pseudoschufjncri (Walch) ; 2, Ar
. indica, (Hirst) ; 3, N. dcbilis

Cater; 4, N. tortus Gunther; 5, N. rattus n. sp. ; 6, N. heaslipi n. sp. ; 7, IV. pcra-

melcs Worn.; 8, N. ivcstraliensis Worn.; 9, N, irichosuri Worn.; 10, N. dasycerci

(Hirst); 11, N. shicldsi Gunther.
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Mandibles with non-serrate chelicerae. Palpi normal, tibial claw bifurcate.

Dorsal scutum as in plate ix, fig. 5, with the following standard data, AW 36,

PW 58, SB 20. ASB 19, SB 20. A-P 28, AM 24, AL 14, PP 38, Sens. 35x9,
DS 20-40. Arrangement of DS 2.6.6.4.2.2.

Text fig. 11

Neoschongastia rattus n. sp.: A, dorsal; B, ventral.

The scutal and dorsal setae are shortly and finely ciliated. Sensillae clubbed

with short stem and ciliated club. Eyes 2 + 2, small and away from scutum.

Ventrally each coxa with a single seta which has 4-5 long branches; gnathal

part with a pair of similar setae, and a pair between coxae I and between coxae III,

and thereafter 4.8.8.8.6.6.2. Pegs with normal chaetotaxy and tarsi with paired

claws, and a longer median pulvillus.

hoc. and Hosts—On rats, Rattus assknUis, at Imbil, 16 February 1939

(Smith), and Brisbane, Queensland, 5 July 1938 (W. G. H.).

Remarks—Of 10 specimens examined, the highest and lowest values for

standard data are as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PP Sens. DS
Highest - 40 60 22 19 20 32 25 16 40 36x9 —
Powest - 32 56 19 19 18 24 22 11 34 32x8 —

Neoschongastia heaslipi n. sp.

(PI. ix, fig. 6; text fig. 12)

Description—Length 375/*, width 270 ix, shape somewhat rounded. Pegs:

I 240, II 225,. Ill 240. Mandibles non-serrate with a single ventral tooth. Palpi

as in text fig. 12, tibial claw tri furcate. Dorsal scutum as in pi. ix. fig-. 6, with the

following standard data: AW 62, PW 78, SB 29, ASB 27, PSB 24, A-P 36,
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AM 46, AL 33, PL 49, Sens. 39 x 13 with strong dilations. Dorsal setae 27-52

long, ciliated and arising from platelets, arranged 2.6.8.8.8.4.6.6.4.2, platelets 15

wide. Eyes 2 + 2, closely adjacent to scutum, anterior eye the larger. Venter;

coxae each with a single long (45-50), pointed and ciliated seta; a similar pair

between coxae I and between coxae III, thereafter shorter, 20-30. and arranged

12.12.12-10.8.6.4. approximately.

Text %. 12

Neoschongastia heaslipi n. sp.: A, dorsal; B, ventral; C, mouth parts and palp

from below; I), chelicera; E, tarsus I.

Loc. and Hosts—From rats at Intake, Cairns, Queensland. 1940 (\V. G. H.}.

Remarks—Remarkable for the small dorsal platelets. The standard data for

the three specimens examined are:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AT, PL
59 75 29 28 24 38 46 32 49

62 80 29 28 23 36 46 33 49

65 79 29 24 24 34 46 ^ 34 49

Mean - 62 78 29 27 24 36 46 33 49 39x13 29-52

Sens. DS
40 x 13 27-52

39 x 13 30-52

39 x 13 30-52
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Neoschongastia perameles Worn. 1939

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 63, (2), 160, 1939.

(PI. ix, fig. 7)

In addition to the original records of this species, it was collected from a
bandicoot {Isoodon torosus) at Cairns, Queensland, in 1939, by Dr. W. G.
Heaslip.

Altogether 30 specimens have been measured for standard data of which the
mean, maximum and minimum are as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Highest -65 81 29 32 29 21

Lowest - 54 70 19 23 24 16
Alean - 60 73 24 27 27 19 47 36 68 39x13 30-50

NEOSCIIOXGASTIA WESTRAL1ENSIS (WoilL 1934)

Schongastia ice sir-alien se, Rcc. S. Aust. Mus., 5, (2).

(PL ix, fig;. 8)

This species, was described from the ears of a cat at Greenbushes, West Aus-
tralia. The standard data for six specimens on the type slide arc:

AM AL PL Sens.

50 42 73 43x13
43 29 62 38x13
47 36 68 39x13

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
84 102 37 24 24 27 54 46 75 45-70
86 102 38 26 26 27 50 46 75 45-75
86 102 35 28 24 27 51 46 75 . 45-72
81 104 38 26 24 27 — 49 78 40x13 45-75
84 98 35 26 24 27 —

.

43 75 43-75
84 100 35 30 26 27 — 46 73 40x13 45-75

Arrangements of DS, 2.8.6.6.6(4) .4(6) .2.

Neoschongastia trichosuri Worn. 1939
Neoschongastia zvesiraliensc v. trichosuri Worn. 1939, Trans. Roy Soc S Aust

63, (2), 160.
(PI. ix, fig. 9)

This form, which was originally regarded as only a variety of the Western
Australian ivestraliensis Worn., must be raised to specific rank. The standard
data for the only specimen from Trichosurits vulpecula, Nanibour, Queensland,
are :

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
63 84 23 29 29 27 43 35 56 40 x 13 30-54

Arrangement of DS, 2.8.6.6.6.4.2.

Neoscttoncastia dasycerci (Hirst 1929)

Schongaslia dasycerci Hirst Proc. Zool. Soc, Loudon, 1929, (2).

(PI. ix, fig. 10)

Described from the ears of Dasyccrcus cristicauda from Ooldea, South Aus-
tralia. The standard data for seven specimens of the original material are as

follows :

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
54 65 26 24 23 14 33 21 46 — 30-40
54 65 26 24 23 15 40 23 46 43x8 30-40
54 65 24 24 20 15 38 23 43 — 30-40
54 62 24 23 21 15 40 23 48 43x8 30-40
59 67 27 25 22 15 38 21 48 — 30-45
54 — 41 23 — 43x8 30-48
57 67

65

27

26

29

24

22

22

14 — 22 46 — 30-45

Mean - 55 15 39 22 46 43x8 30-48

Arrangement of DS, 2.8.6.6.6.2.2.
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Neosctiongastja siiieldsi Gunther 1941

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 66, (3-4), 157, 1941.

(PI. ix, fig. 11)

Described from Mclomys ruber Thomas, from Bulolo, T. N. G.

The figure of the dorsal scutum is drawn to scale from the following standard
data deduced from Gunther's details and figures

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
61-5 70 24 24 16 16 37-5 45 56 — —

Neoschongastia hirsti n. sp.

(PI. x, fig. 1; text fig. 13, A-B)

Description—Length to 690 & width 500^, oval, with sides medially rather
straight. Legs: I 255,, II 225, III 290. Mandibles with non-serrate chelicerae.

Palpi normal, with bifurcate tibial claw. Dorsal scutum as in pi. x, fig. 1, with the
following standard data: AW 67, PW 81, SB 32. ASB 26. PSB 22, A-P 16,

AM 47, AL 27*5, PL 72. Sens, lacking in all specimens. DS 30-70 long, and
arranged 2.8.6.6.6.4.2. Eyes 2 + 2. Ventrally all coxae with a single long ciliated

seta; a pair of similar setae between coxae 1 and between coxae III, thereafter
about eight rows of 8-10 short ciliated setae, arranged as in text fig. 13, B.

The standard data for the six specimens are:

Caii

Imbil.

Mean

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
- 63 81 32 29 20 17 48 27 70 — 30-67
- 62 84 32 24 24 19 46 27 70 — 30-65
- 67 81 32 27 20 15 46 27 70 — 30-67
- 73 81 32 26 22 15 48 27 72 — 35-70
- 67 81 32 26 23 15 46 30 73 — 32-70
- 70 78 32 24 23 15 48 27 75 — 30-70

- 67 81 32 26 22 16 47 27*5 72 — 30-70

Iff,
I I I

Text fig. 13

Neoschongastia hiisti n. sp. : A, dorsal; B, ventral.
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Loc. and Hosts— Two specimens from rats, Cairns, Queensland, 1938

(\Y. G. EL), and four specimens from Melomys ecrvenipes, lmbil, Queensland,

August 1938 (Smith).

Remarks—The relationship of this species to the others can be seen from the

key.
Neoschongastia similis n. sp.

(PL x, fig. 2; text fig. 14, A-B)

Description—Rounded species, length to 430 p, width to 340
f*.

Legs: I 260,

11 227, IT I 290. Mandibles with non-serrate cheliccrae. Palpi normal, with

bifurcate tibial claw Dorsal scutum as in pi. x. hg. 2, with the following mean

standard data: AW 64-5, PW 84'5, SB 33, A5B 23, PSB 32, A-P 12, AM 53.

AL 23, PL 95, Sens. 50 x 11, DS 40-90, arranged 2.4.4.4.2.. occasionally 2.4.2.4.4.2.

£yes 2 + 2. Venter; all coxae with a single eiliated sola; a pair of similar setae

between coxae I and between coxae III, thereafter about 36 short setae roughly in

rows of eight. Tarsi normal with paired claws and single claw-like empodium.

V-v\ ,y-

^r4t^

/ ; - ; i \. v

Text fig. 14

Neoschongastia similis n. sp.: A, dorsal; B, ventral.

Loc. and Host—On rats from Cairns, Queensland., 1939 (W. G. H.).

Remarks—Can be distinguished as in the key to species. Eight specimen

have been measured as follows :

AW
62

67
65

65
65
65
60
65

PW
81

89
86
86
84
86
81

84

SB
32

35

32
32
32
35
32
32

ASB
24

22
24
25
22
24
23
23

PSB
32

35

36
29

29
31

32
32

A-I
12

12

13

13

11

11

13

12

AM

S3

AT.

16+
13+
16+

19+
23+
11+
19+

PL Sens.

81+ —
86+ —
97
94 —
90 —
89 —
97 —
94 —

ns
45-90
45-80
40-95
40-97
45-95
45-95
45-95
40-90

Neoscttongastia derricki Worn. 1939

Trans. Rov. Soc. S. Aust, 63, (2), 162.

(PL x, fig. 3)

The type specimen of this species was from Rattits lutreolus and two paralyp *s

from R, assimilis, all from Imbil, Queensland, August 1938 (Smith). Wc have

also six other specimens from rats at Cairns, Queensland, 1939 (W. G. II.)-
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Trans. Row Soc. S. Aust, 1943

1, Neoschongastia hirsti a. sp. ; 2, N. similis n. sp. ; 3, N. dcvricki Worn.; 4,

N. guntheri n, sp. ; 5, N. snrithi Worn. ; 6, N. phascogale n. sp. ; 7. N. cairnsensis

n, sp. 8, N. cairnsensis v. gateri nov.
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The standard data for all these are as follow:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-r AM AL PI. Sens. DS

Type, Imbil. - 67 90 35 25 23 12 45+ 18+ 81+ — 50-90

Parat. - 67 84 32 24 26 12 45+ — 86 — 50-86

- 67 86 35 26 24 12 51 16+ 83+ 38x8 50-90

Cairns - 65 84 33 26 27 11 50 27 86 50-90

- - 67 84 35 24 24 11 54 24+ 89 — 50-90

_ - 62 84 35 24 26 11-5 — 24+ 90 — 50-90

„ - 62 84 35 26 24 11 58 24+ 92 38x11 50-92

__ - 6-5 84 33 25 24 11 54 21+ 86 38x11 50-90

• t

- - 67 86 35 25 24 11 60 24+ 90 — 50-90

Mean - - 65-5 85 34 25 25

Arrangement of DS, 2.6.6.6.4.2.

57 27 89 38x11 50-90

Neoschongastia guntheri n. sp.

(PI. x, fig. 4; text fig. 15, A-B)

Description — Length 450ft, width 310ft, shape oval. Legs: I 330, II 300,

III 350. Mandibles with non-serrate ehelicerae. Palpi normal, tibial claw tri-

furcate, Dorsal scutum an in pi. x, fig. 4, with the following standard data:

AW 78, PW 97, SB 31, ASB 31, PSB 27. A-P 32, AM 57, AL 40. PL 67. Sens.

clubbed, 52 long by 11 wide. Dorsal setae 35-75 long, arranged 2.12.12.12.12.10.8.4.2.

Eyes 2 + 2. Venter; all coxae with a single long ciliated seta, a pair between

coxae I and another between coxae III, behind coxae III with numerous short

ciliated setae as in text fig. 15, B.

a- va-^

fKifr/ ] \%
// AF rf F \U

\ \

Text fig. 15

Neoschongastia guntheri n. sp.: A, dorsal; B. ventral.

Loc. and Hosts—Numerous specimens from rats at Cairns, Queensland, 1939

(W. G. H.).
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Remarks—Relationship to other

been measured as follows:

species as in key. Seventeen specimens have

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
78 95 30 28 26 32 60 40 65 54x11 40-75

76 95 30 28 26 35 60 40 67 54x11 40-75

81 97 30 28 26 32 57 41 67 52x11 40-75

76 94 32 28 26 32 60 41 65 52x11 40-75

78 97 32 30 27 32 56 38 67 52x11 40-72
7S 97 30 27 27 32 60 40 68 52x11 40-75
78 97 32 30 30 32 __ 38 67 — 40-75

75 94 32 27 27 32 60 40 68 52x11 40-70
78 97 32 32 27 32 54 41 65 52x11 35-70
78 97 31 30 27 32 57 40 70 52x11 40-70
75 97 30 31 27 32 56 40 67 52x11 40-70
78 97 32 30 27 27 56 40 67 52x11 40-70
SI 102 32 32 25 32 — 41 70 49x11 40-73
81 100 32 32 30 35 56 41 70 51x11 40-71
78 103 32 35 27 36 60 38 67 51x11 40-70
75 97 32 32 24 30' 49 38 67 51x11 40-70
75 97 32 32 32 32 54 37 65 51x11 40-70

M< 78 97 31 31 27 32 57 40 67 52x11 35-75

Neosciiongastta smithi Worn. 1939

Trans. Roy Soc. S. Aust, 63, (2), 164.

(PI. x, fig. 5)

This species was described from specimens from Nattus assimitis from Imbil
Queensland. The type and two paratypes are on the same slide and give the fol-

lowing" standard data

:

vw PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
70 81 27 30 24 32 55 38 64 43 32-67
70 81 27 30 24 27 53 32 63 35-70
70 81 27 30 24 30 51 34 62 — 35-74

The arrangement of DS is 2.8.8.8.8.6.4.2.

Neoschongastia phascogale n. sp.

(PI. x, fig. 6; text fig. 16, A-B)

Text fig. 16

Neoschongastia phascogale n. sp.: A, dorsal; B, ventral,
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Description — Shape an elongate oval, length (fed) to 500 /a, width 350 (t.

Legs: I 260, II 220, III 290. Mandibles with non-serrate chehcerae. Palpi

normal, tibial claw bifurcate. Dorsal scutum as in pi. x, fig. 6, with the follow-

ing standard data: AW 72, PW 83, SB 30, ASB 30, PSB 24. A-P 31, AM 54,

AL 38, PL 64, Sens. 43x13, DS 32-70. Arrangement of DS, 2.6.6.6.6.6.4.2.

Eyes 2 + 2. Venter : all coxae with a single ciliated seta ; a pair of similar setae

between coxae I and between coxae? Ill, thereafter numerous shorter setae as in

text fig. 16, B.

Loc. and Hosts— Type, material from Phaseagate sp. from Brisbane,

19 January 1938 (D. J. W. Smith); from Isoodon iorosus, W. Cairns 1940

(W. G. HO ; Pcramclcs nasuta Palm Woods, December 1938 (D. J. W. Smith).

Remarks—Standard data for 19 specimens:

Host AW P\V SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Im..<ci[tmh\$ ). 70 81 32 27 22 35 54 37 64 43 35-70

- 73 S3 30 32 24 32 54 40 65 43 35-70
- 70 81 30 30 24 32 54 37 62 -

—

35-70

- 70 83 32 29 24 30 54 38 67 43 35-70

oodon- - 71 84 30 29 24 29 52 3S 58 41x13 65

- 71 84 30 30 24 30 51 36 56 36x10 65

t
- 71 84 30 29 23 29 50 — (.2 39x13 62

t
- 71 84 29 30 23 27 — — 62 39 x 12 63

t
- 72 83 28 30 23 31 55 38 63 43x13 65

(

- 71 82 30 — 24 29 55 39 65 45 x 13 69

(
- 68 79 28 .__.. 24 30 S3 38 59 — 67

()
- 73 84 29 31 25 32 53 39 65 69

-i
- 75 86 30 30 23 32 55 39 62 45 x 13 65

craiitdcs - 73 83 30 30 24 31 54 38 64 43 35-75

,
- 73 86 31 30 24 32 54 40 67 43 35-70

.

- 73 86 30 30 24 30 54 40 67 43 32-65

>>
- 70 83 30 30 22 30 — 38 62 43 32-67

•1
- 73 83 30 32 24 32 54 38 62 45 35-70
- 73 86 30 30 24 30 54 40 67 48 55-67

Mean 72 83 30 30 24 31 54 38 64 43 x 1

Neoschongastia cairnsensis n. sp.

(PL x, fig. 7; text fig. 17, A~B)

\ iX
fi'i

CY A*t&, if

Text fig. 17

Neoschongastia cairnsensis n. sp. : A, dorsal; B, ventral.
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Description—Oval in shape. Length to 690 //,, width to 430 /x. Legs: I 260,
II 210, lit 260. Mandibles with non-serrate chelicerae. Palpi normal, tibial claw
tHfurcate. Dorsal scutum as in pi. x. fig. 7, with the following standard data
(mean of 55 specimens) : AW 54, PW 75. SB 27, ASB 23, PSB 20, A-P 32,

AM 38, AL 29, PL 50, Sens. 35 x 14, DS 35-50 long and arranged 2.6.6.6.6.4.2.

Eyes 2 + 2. Venter as in text fig. 17, B; a single seta on each coxa, a pair

between coxae I and between coxae III, then many irregular rows of shorter setae.

Loc. and Hosts—Rats, Cairns, (W. G, H.) ; R. lufrcolus and R. assimilis,

Imbil, 1938 (Smith) ; R. yotmgi, Cowan Cowan, 1938 (Smith) ; Isoodon torosus,

Cowan Cowan and Brisbane, 1939 (\Y. G. PL).

Remarks—Apparently a very common species in Queensland.

Fifty-live specimens have been measured for standard data, of which the

extremes are

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-JLJ AM AL PL Sens. PS
Max. - 56 85 32 27 22 35 42 36 54 40

—

Min. - SI 68 23 19 16 26-5 30 24 43 30 .—

,

v. gateri nov.

(PI. x, E-r. 8)

Description—Only differs from the above in the proportionately larger

scutum. The standard data for the six specimens are:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. PS
65 100 32 30 26 m 48 35 60 38x14 32-58

75 100 35 30 24 38 45 32 60 40x14 32-60

65 94 33 28 21 35 32 32 57 — 30-50

73 94 32 30 21 33 46 32 60 40x14 35-50

67 90 32 27 21 35 43 32 54 — 30-50

73 105 38 30 24 39 46 30 57 — 30-50

Mean - 70 97 34 34 23 37 46 32 58 40x14 30-60

Loc. and Hosts-From rats, Cairns, 1938 and 1939 (W. G. PL).

Genus Paraschongastja Worn. 1939

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 63, (2), 165.

Scutum with a well-defined crest, often in long curves, with the pseudo-

stigmata in the vertical posterior walls of the crest. Anterior part of scutum pitted

only, posterior with more or less circular striations surrounding pits. Body
striated anteriorly., pitted posteriorly. Coxae with one, two or three setae. Geno-

type1 Ncoschdngastia ycomansi Gunther 1939.

ln this genus we now place Trombicula gallinariim Kaw. and Yam. from
Formosa, such decision being placed on the details and figures given by Kawamura
and Yamaguchi 1921. Only live species are known.

Key to ttte Species of Paraschoncastia

1 Coxae III with three setae. No pitted caudal area or plate. Scutal crest indefinite

medially. DS 2.14.10.12.6.14.14.12.8.4. P. dubia (Gunther 1939)

Coxae III with one or two setae. 2

2 Coxae III with one seta. 3

Coxae III with two setae. 4

3 AM much shorter than, AL or PL. AW 58, DS 2.14.14.10.8.8,6.6.2.2. Caudal area

with pitting and weak striations. P. backhousci (Gunther 1939)

AM about equal to AL. AW 53, DS 2.12.10.8.4.2. Caudal area?

P. gallinarum (Kaw. and Yam., 1921)
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4 Pitting" over posterior fourth of dorsum. OS 100 in number, arranged 2. 16.8(10). 12(10).

10(8). 10(8). 12.6.6.6.4, last five rows arising from tubercles.

P. yeomansi (Gunther 1939)

Posterior pitted area relatively small and bounded anteriorly by a circle of tubercles

with long straight setae. DS 2.8(10). 12(10).6.8(l).8.8(6)
f
then circle of tubercles,

then 12 arising from irregular oval tubercles or platelets.

P. relrocincla (Gunther 1939)

Parasciioncastia dubia (Gunther 1939)

Ncoschongastia in certa Gunther 1938, nam nud., Med. J. Aust., 2, (6), 202.

Ncoschongastia dubia Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2), 89.

Paraschdngastia dubia Womersley 1939, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 63, (2), 165;

(PI. xi, fig. 2)

We have been able to examine the type specimen (unique) from the New
Guinea bush fowl (Mcgapodius dupcrrcyi) which, as stated by Gunther, is

imperfect in tacking sensillae and chelicerae. The standard data are as follows:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
75 98 60 25 25 38 45 80 71 — —

Arrangement of dorsal setae, 2.14.10.12.6.14.14.12.8.4.

The dimensions given by Gunther are: scntal length 62"5, width 100, AM 47,

AL 84-5, PL 75
;
SB 56. Coxae TTT with three setae.'"

Parasciioncastia hackhousei (Gunther 1939)

Ncoschongastia fournicri Gunther 1938, nom, nud., Med. J. Aust., 2, (6), 207.

Ncoschongastia hackhousei Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2), 89.

Paraschdngastia- hackhousei Womersley 1939, Trans. Rov. Soc. S. Aust., 63, (2),

165; Gunther 1940'. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (3-4), 252.

(PI. xi, fig. 3)

We have examined the type material of this species and give the following-

standard data

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens.

58 72 48 23 • 5 25 42 37 - 5 47 42 30 x 1

5

DS 30-40 long and arranged as given by Gunther. 2.14.14.10.8.8.6.6.2.2.

Gunther gives the scutal length as 47 and the width 75. Coxae III with only

one seta. By an error in the key to Womersley's 1939 paper the name of this

species was given as mcgapodius.

Pakascttoixgastta gallinarijm (Kaw. and Yam.) 1921

Troiubicula galliuarum Kawamura and Yamaguchi 1921. Kitas. Arch. Exp. Med.,

4, 169.
(PI. xi, %, 4)

Kawamura and. Yamaguchi attribute this name to Piatori for a "red mite" of

fowls from Formosa, but as far as we; have been able to ascertain Piatori did not

use a specific name, and even if he did, it would be a uoni.cn nudum, for he gave no
description. Kawamura and Yamaguchi, however, give a very full description,

so that the species is really gallinarum Kaw. and Yam. These authors {lot* cil.)

claim to have reared this species through to the nymph, and state that it also has

clavate sensillae but not so broadly so as in the larva.

Kawamura and Yamaguchi give the following details : length of scutum 42,

width 65" 1, Sens. 22-5 long, head 14*5 x 14 -

5 strongly ciliated. DS 33 long and
arranged 2.12.10.8.4.2. Goxae all with one seta.
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From the above and Kawamura and Yamaguchi's figure we compute the.

standard data:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL, Sens.

52 60 35 16-5 26-5 31 32 35 50 22-5x14-5

Fletcher et al. (1938) refer to a "red mite" of fowls from the Federated Malay

States, as this species, but give no description, only figures of the dorsum and

dorsal scutum. The arrangement of 1)S appears to be only slightly different,

2.12.8.6.10.4.2, from that shown by Kawamura and Yamaguchi. The dorsal

scutum also only differs slightly in general form, but no dimensions are given. On
the assumption' that the AW is the same in both the Formosan and Federated

Malay States specimens, the standard data for the latter from Fletcher's figure

will be

:

AW PW SB ASH PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens.

52 60 42 19 26 30 34 35 33 26

The obvious, differences in these figures are that the sensillae bases (SB) are

much wider apart, that the normal scutal setae are very slender and shortly ciliated

and that the sensillae are only sparsely and shortly sctulate. However, without

fresh material the precise status of the Federated Malay States species is some-

what doubtful.

Farasciiongastia yeomansi (Gunther 1939)

Neoschongastia jamesi Gunther 1938 {nam. mid,), Med. J. Aust., 2, (6), 202.

Neoschongastia yemnansi Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1 and 2),

81.

Paraschdngastia \comansi Worn. 1939, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 63, (2), 165;

Gunther 1940, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (3-4), 252.

(PL xi, fig. 5)

This species was described from 50 specimens from Mcgapodius^ dupcrrcyi

from New Guinea. We have been able to examine the type slide containing three

specimens, and also nine paratypes. From these the standard data are:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
78 103 61 *<

; 23 25 35 -

—

75 50 38x20 40-6

71-5 91-5 58 23 25 33 35 75 53 35x20 40-60

76 96 62 21 25 33 33
'

74 58 35x20 35-65

73 95 62 27 23 32 40 79 56 39 x 19 35-65

76 91 64 25 ___ 33 41 83 — 39x19 _~

75 94 60 26 28 34 35 75 53 39x19 35-60

72 94 65 29 25 33 40 80 55 40x19 40-67

72 101 65 27 28 33 40 84 55 39 x 19 —
73 94 62 28 23 32 39 75 52 39x19 35-6

73 97 64 26 25 32 36 75 55 39 x 19 40-60

75 104 68 29 24 32 39 78 55 — —
72 96 61 25 25 38 38 75 55 — —

Mean - 74 98 63 26 25-5 33 38 77 54 39x19 35-6

Arrangement of DS, 2.16.8(10). 12(10). 10(8). 10.8(10). 12.6.6.6.4.

Gunther gives the following: scutal length 56. width 100, AM 37*5, AL 80,

PL 60, SB 62-5.

Farascttoxgastta retrocincta (Gunther 1939)

Neoschongastia rctrocoronata Gunther 1938, noiu. mid., Med. J. Aust., 2, (6), 202.

Neoschongastia retrocincta Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2). 87.

Paraschdngastia retrocincta Worn. 1939, Trans. Rov. Soc. S. Aust., 63, (2), 165;

Gunther 1940, Proc, Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (3-4), 247.

(PI. xi, fig-, 6)
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Wei have examined the type and three paratypes of this species with the fol-

lowing results

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Type - 70 91 55 20 23 35 36 70 50 35x20 35
Parat. - 70 88 55 20 25 35 — —, — —

- 70 80 56 22 — 35 36 70 44 38x20 40
- 70 80 56 22 24 35 36 70 50 — x 20 45

Mean - 70 85 55-5 21 24 35 36 70 48 36 x 20 40

The DS are arranged, 2.8(10). 12(10).6.8(10).8(6), 17 tubercles plus 11
(13).

'

Gunther's details are: scutal length 52, width 87, AM 37*5, AL 56 PL 47,
SB 53.

Genus Guntherana nom. nov.

for Gitnthcria Worn. 1939, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 63, (2), 157.

We are indebted to Mr. G. Whitley, of the Australian Museum, for pointing
out to us that Gitnthcria Worn, is preoccupied by Gunllicria Bleeker 1862 for a
fish. "We therefore propose the name of Guntherana in its stead.

Guntherana bipygalts (Gunther 1939)

Ncoschongastia callipygca Gunther 1938, -nom. nud,, Med. J. Aust., 2, (6), 202,

Ncoschongastia kallipygos Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2) ,83.

Ncoschongastia bipygdis Gunther, ibid., 1939, 64, (5-6), 471.

Gitnthcria kallipygos Worn. 1939, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust.,, 63, (2), 157.

(PI. xi, fig. 1)

This interesting species was originally described by Gunther from New
Guinea and recorded by Womerslcy from both rats and bandicoots from South
Queensland, and subsequently (1939-1940, W. G. H.) specimens were collected

from North Queensland from rats and ISO 0(1on tor,OS us. Standard data for 19

specimens, including two of type material, are as follows :

hoc, and Host AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Btilolo, K.G.j Type 58 68 21 21 13 26 _, 65-5 80 30x15 —

„ Parat. - 58 92 23-5 — — —

.

__ — — — _
M. ccrvcnipcs, Imbil..

8/1938 (Smith) - - 63 84 21 23-5 13 29 31*5 — 91-5 34x16 —
A*, youngi, Cowan.

Cowan, 9/36 (Smith) 63 74 18-5 23-5 13 29 31-5 73-6 91-5 30 x 15 —
58 74 18-5 23-5 11 26-5 30 75 80 —
60 74 18 23-5 13 26-5 30 73-5 _...

.

—

_
.. 52-5 71 17 23-5 12 26-5 30 73-5 96 .

—

- -

58 74 18-5 23-5 13 26-5 _..._ 96 —
,, w 58 74 18-5 23-5 13 29 34 73-5 96 -—

.

—
I. torosus. Cowan

Cowan, 9/38 (Smith) 58 71 18-5 23-5 13 29 30 78 99 ,_.,_ —
• > 1

1

58 68-5 18-5 23-5 IB 27 — 73-5 94 .

—

—
5H 74 18-5 23-5 13 27 34 78 105 __ ,

—

M 05 87 23-5 26 13 29 31 71 100 _,
Rat, Brisbane, 1939

(Smith) - - - - 5H 78 21 23-5 11 27 34 78 100 _
,—

.

/. torosits, Cairns,

1939, W. G. H. - - 47 73-5 21 23 *5 13 29 __ 73 100 — L

L inrosus, Little Mul-
grave, 1939, W. G. H. 52-5 92 19 26 16 34 34 64 too 30 x 15 __

52-5 79 19 23-5 13 34 34 73 108 .

—

___

,, 55 89-5 21 21 12 31-5 31-5 17 102 —
Pats Cairns, 1939.

\V. G. H. - - - - 60 81-5 21 23-5 13 31-5 — 73 113 — —
Mean ------ 57-5 77-5 20 23-5 13 29 32 72-5 96 30x15 —
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\

1, Guntherana bipygalis (Gunther) n. comb. ; 2, Paraschougastia dubia
(Gunther)

; 3, P. huckhousci (Gunther) ; 4, P. gallinaruni (Kaw. and Yam.)
;

5, P. ycomansi (Gunthcr) ; 6\ P. retrocincta (Gunther).
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The DS range from 75 to 105 long, as follows: row 1 (scapula) 105, row 5

100, rest 75-80; arrangement, 2.6.4.6.2.

N.B.—The fig. 1, pi. xi, is drawn to scale from the data of the Bulolo speci-

mens and not from the mean of all specimens measured.

Cunther gives the following: scutal width 81, length 33, SB 21, AM 28,

AL 63, PL 83,. and the DS are 2.6(2 or 4).4.2.4.2.6.2. We read his rows 4 and

5 as one row only and ignore the six small setae on the posterior dorsal plate, as

well as his last row of two which arc strictly ventral in position. In some speci-

mens, notably those from Little Mill grave), and some from Cairns, the posterior

plate is entire and not longitudinally divided ; there appear to be no other differ-

encs and the separation into two may only be a matter of development.

Genus Wat.chia Ewing 1931

Proc, U.S. Nat. Mus.,, 80, (8), 10. Genotype Trombicula glabrum Walch.

Palpi rounded laterally; palpal claw trifurcatc; chelicerae each with a short

chela. Dorsal plate present, as long as broad; bearing only four setae, exclusive

of the pseudostigmatic organs, these setae being a pair of anterolaterals and a

pair of posterolaterals. Pseudostigmatic organs clavatc and setulate; eyes either

lacking or represented by vestiges of a single pair. Dorsal abdominal setae

moderate in size and number, less than 50 present. Legs moderate; second pair

shortest ; last pair longest.

Ewing laid stress generically on there being only four scutal setae besides

the sensillarv setae, the AM seta being wanting. Similarly in the genus Gahrliepia

discussed by Cater (1932) and Gunther (1940) the dorsal scutum lacks the AM
seta, but has a variable! number of normal setae from four upwards. The minimum
number of four is present in the species G. rioi Gunther from North Borneo, but

here the scutum in posteriorly produced as a broad tongue-like process, so that the

scutum is much longer than broad. In all the other species of Gahrliepia with

produced scuta we find extra setae which are taken in from the dorsal rows by

the posterior prolongation of the scutum.

Key to the Malayan and New Guinea Species of Walciita

1 Coxae III unisetose. 2

Coxae III multisctosc. 4

2 Dorsal scutum indistinct. AW, PW and SB equal, 25-26. W . morobensis Gunther 19.59

Dorsal scutum distinct. AW, PW and SB not all equal. 3

3 AW not much less than PW. ASB/SD about one-third, A-P/SD greater than half.

DS 2.6.8.8.6.2.4.4.2. IV.rustica (Cater 1932)

AW distinctly less thah PW. ASB/SD about one-quarter A-P/SD = half

DS 2.6.6.6.6.6.6.4.2. IV.tunnalis (Cater 1932)

4 Coxae III with six setae. AW 17. Depth of posterior angle of scutum about half AW.
Sensillae globose capitate. Dorsal setae 2.6.6.6.6.2.2. IV. lezvthivaitci Gater 13$%

Coxae III -with less than six setae. AW greater than 25. 5

5 Coxae III with four setae. AW ca. 28. Depth of posterior angle of scutum about

equal to AW. Sensillae globose capitate. DS 2.8.6.6.6.4.4.2. IV. cnodis Cater 1932

Coxae III with only three setae. AW 31. Depth of posterior angle of scutum about

two-thirds AW. Sensillae broadly claVate with prominent setulcs. DS 2.6.6.6.6.4.2.

W. glabrum. Walch 1927
~ pingue Gater 1932

Waecttia glabrum ( Walch 1927)

Trombicula glabrum Walch 1927, Gettesk. Tijdsch. v. Nccl. Indie, 67, (6). 926.

Walchia glabrum Ewing 1931, Proc. N.S. Nat. Mus., 80, (8), 10; pingue Gater

1932. Parasitology. 24.

(PL xh, fig. 1)
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Of this species, described by Walch from rats from the Lamport District of

Macassar, we have been able to identify three specimens from the Federated

Malay States taken on R. rattits argentiv'enter Chasen, at Selinsing-Gunong,

Semanggel, Peraky September 1932, and forwarded to us from the Institute: of

Medical Research, Federated Malay States. In addition., we have also examined

a specimen (LA. l.C. IV) from Batavia. All these specimens, as will be seen

from the following standard data, agree well with Walch's description and figure.

Gater s species was, unfortunately,, described without figure but its synonymy with

glabrum seems probable, the only differenceis are that Crater gives the sensillary

setae as 21 long with the head "almost globular."

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens. DS
Perak. - 31-5 48 26 21-5 33 35 25 30 28x11-5 25-32

y>
- 31-5 48 28 21 -5 35 38 23 29 28x 11-5 25-32

- 30 48 23 20 35 35 25 31 28 x 1 1 - 5 25-32

Ratavia - 30 51 25

25-

20 38

5 21 35

35

36

25

25

29

30

28x11-5

28x11-5

25-32

Mean - 31 49 25-32

DS 2.6.6.6.6.4.2. Coxae ill. with three setae. One lateral claw obsolete.

Walch gives the following details : scutal width 49, SD SO, Sens. 29,

DS 2.6.6.6.6.4.2, 34 long; and Gater's details are: scutal width 47, length 57,

Sens. 21 capitate, almost globose, DS 8.6.2.6.4.4.2. (=2.6.6.6.6.4.2). Coxae with

three setae.

Walcitia aiorobensis Gunthcr 1939

Walchia bulolocnsis Gunthcr 1938, nam, mid., Med. J. Aust., 2, (6), 202.

Walchia morobensis Gunther 1939, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 64, (1-2). 94.

(PI. xii, %. 2)

We have been able to examine the type and three paratypes of this species

and give the following s/tandard, data tor two specimens :

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens. DS
Type - - 25 25 25 \6-5 16-5 33 20 31 25 —
Parat. - - 25 26 27 17 — 34 18 30 25 —

Gunther gave: SB 25,. AL 18, PL 30, Sens. 25.

Walchia lewtiiwaitei Gater 1932

Parasitology 1932 24,
(PL xii fig. 3)

We have been able to examine a specimen from the Institute of Medical

Research, Kuala Lumpur, labelled as this species. It was from R. rattits (sub.

sp. ?) from Sungei Pmloh, Sclangor, 15 October 1940.

The standard data are:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens. DS
17 31-5 17 17 21-5 28 11-5 15

DS 2.6.6.6.6.2.2. Gater's details are: scutal length 37. SB 18. Coxae lit

with six setae.

Walchia knows Gater 1932

Parasitology 1932, 24.

(PL xii, fig, 4)

From the Institute of Medical Research. Kuala Lumpur we have received a

specimen of 'this species collected from R. mulleri validus (Miller) from Sungei

Puloh, Selangor, 8 August 1930.
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The data for this specimen are

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens. DS
28 50 23 21-5 38 35 20 26-5 — —

DS 2.8.6.6.6.4.4.2.

Gater gives length of scutum 63, width 53, SB 24, setae on coxae III 3-5.

No dimensions of sensillae are given, but they are said to be capitate with seniles.

Walchia turmalis (Gater 1932)

Cahrlicpia turmalis Gater 1932, Parasitology, 24.

(PI. xii, fig. 5)

This species should be placed in this genus rather than i'n Cahrlicpia.

We have been able to examine two paratypes from the original hosts and
locality.

Standard data

:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens. DS
40 56 35 18 58 40 25 30 — —
40 50 34 18 52 38 25 30 — —

DS 2.6.6.6.6.6.6.4.2.

Details given by Gater are: scutal length 77, width 56, SB 34. DS 40 in

number, but no arrangement or figure given.

Waloha rustica (Gater 1932

)

Cahrlicpia msiica Gater 1932, Parasitology, 24.

(PI. xii, fig. 6)

As with the preceding species, this also should be placed in Walchia.

We have examined a paratype specimen with the following data:

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens. DS
40 46-5 30 17 39 33 28 25 — —

Gatcr's data: scutal length 69, width 51, SB 30. Sen. figured but no dimen-
sions given. DS 2.6.8.8.6.4.4.2.

Genus Gahrliepia Oudemans 1912

Typhloihrombium Oudemans 1910, Em. Ber. Ned. Eat. Vet., 3, 102.

Cahrlicpia Oudemans 1912, Ent. Ber. Ned. Ent. Ver., 5, 237.

Schbnyasticlla J first 1915, Bull. Ent. Aes., 6, 183.

Catcria Ewmg 1938, J. Wash. Acad. Sci., 28, (6), 295.

The genus Typhloihrombium was founded on the single species T. nanus

Grids. 1910, but as this generic name had been used by Berlese for an adult genus,

Oudemans proposed Cahrlicpia in its stead (1912). In nanus, in addition to the

sensillae, the scutum carries four pairs of ordinary setae. Ju 1915 S. Hirst erected

the genus ScJibngasticlla for S. bcngalcnsis, a species very close to nanus but with

only three pairs of scutal setae besides the sensillae. Gater 1932 described six

species from the Federated Malay States as belonging to Cahrlicpia, two, turmalis

and rustica having only four normal scutal setae, the others, rutihi, cctrata, ciliata

and flctchcri, having 10, 8. 14 and 20 normal scutal setae, respectively. It has

been shown earlier in this paper that in the formation of the dorsal scutum the

species turmalis and rustica are more correctly placed in the genus JValcJiia. Tn

1940 Gunther described Cahrlicpia rioi from British North Borneo, also with only

two pairs of normal scutal setae. In this respect it agrees with Walchia but must
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1, Walchia glabntm (Walch)
; 2, IV. mnrobeiisis (Gunther) ; 3, W. IczvtInvalid

Gater; 4, IV.. cnodis Gater; 5, IV. tnrniaHs (Gator); 6. IV. rustica (Gater)
;

7, Cahrlicpia rioi Gunther; 8, G\ rutila Gater; 9, Lccmvcnlwckiaaustmliensis Hirst.
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be differentiated therefrom on the posterior tongue-like production of the scutum

characteristic of Gahrlicpia.

It follows, therefore, that in Gahrlicpia we have species in which the normal

scutal setae range from two pairs (which can be regarded as the normal or primi-

tive number) through 3.4.5.7 to 10 pairs. In 1938 Ewing erected the genus

Gaicria (with Gahrlicpia flctchcri Gater, as type) for those species, in which some

of the scutal setae were not marginal. In this genus would also be included rutila

and ciliata.

However, if one carefully compares the scuta of the species of Gahrlicpia

it is seen that the posterior production of the scutum tends to take im a number of

the median setae! of one or more of the normal dorsal rows. At the beginning of

this development we have G. rioi with the, characteristic tongue-like extension but

not yet embracing any extra setae; then through bcngalensis with two extra, nana

with four extra, and so on to flctchcri which takes in four extra median setae from

the second dorsal row, eight from the third row, two from the fourth and two

from the fifth row. In view of the transition the genus Gatcria becomes un-

necessary.

The setae of the dorsal rows taken In by the extension of the scutum are

indicated by square brackets.

Key to the Indian, Malayan and New Guinea Species of Gaiirlievia

1 With onlv four setae on dorsal scutum. Scutum small. SD 76. Sens. ?

G. rioi Gunthcr 1940

With more than four scutal setae. 2

2 With six scutal setae. SD 80. Sens, clavate. DS 2,4 [2] ,8.8.6.4.2.2, Lc, only the two

medial setae of second dorsal row on scutum:. G. bcngalensis (Hirst)

With eight scutal setae. SD 190. Sens, clavate. DS 2.6 [2].6 [2] .6.6.4.4.2, i.e., two

medial setae of second and1 third dorsal rows are on the scutum. G. cctrala Gatcr 1932

More setae on scutum. 3

3 Scutum with twelve setae. SD 117. Sens.? DS 2.6[2],4[2] .[2] .6.4.4.4.2., i.e.,

scutum embracing; two medial setae of rows 2, 3 and 4. G. rutila Gater 1932

Scutum with 14 setae. ,SD 189. Sens. ? DS 2[4].4[2].4]2[.4]2[.6.4.2.4.2, i.e., scutum

embracing: all of second row, and medial two setae of third, fourth and fifth rows.

G. ciliata Gater 1932

Scutum with 20 setae SD 188. Sens, clavate. DS 2[4].10[8].4[2].6[2].6.8.4.2.,

i.e., scutum embracing all second row, eight setae of third row, and two of fourth and

fifth rows. G- flctchcri Gater 1932

Gaiirliepia rioi Gunther 1940

Lroc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 65, (5-6), 1940, 481.

(PI. xii, fig. 7)

We have not seen any specimens of this species and have constructed the

figure of the dorsal scutum and compiled the standard data from Gunthcr's details.

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AT, PL Sens. DS
30 50 25 18 58 24 28 40 — —

Arrangement of DS, 2.6.6.6.4.2.

Gaiirliepia rutila Gater 1932

Parasitology 1932, 24.
(p| _ ^ fig g)

We have examined a paratype, with the following data:

AW rW SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens. DS
43 73 41-5 17 99-5 35 18 18 — —

Maximum width of scutum, 83.

Arrangement of DS, 2.6[4J.4|2].[2]6.4.4.4.2.
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1, Gahrltepta cctrata Gatcr ; 2, G. cUiata Gater
; 3, G. fictcheri Gatcr.
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Gaiirliepia cetrata Gater 1932

Parasitology 1932, 24. (pi. xhj, fig. l)

As we have not seen any specimens of this species our standard data and

figure of the dorsal scutum to scale are from Gater's details.

AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL, Sens. DS
42 90 49 35 155 65 40 55 37 -—

Arrangement of DS, 2.6[2J.6[2] .6.6.4.4.2.

Gaiirliepia ciliata Gater 1932

Parasitology 1932, 24. (pi, x iii, fig. 2)

From Gater's figure and data we get the standard data:

AW PW7 Max.W. SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens. DS
40 70 109 42 30 159 53 45 38 — —

DS 2. [4].4[2].4[2J,4| 2 1.6.4.2.4.2.

Gaiirliepia fletctikri Gater 1938

Parasitology 1932, 24.

= Gatcria fletchert, Ewing 1938. ,pj x
—

fi ^
We have been able to examine a paratype of this species, of which the standard

data are: Aw pw Max.W. SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens.

52 79 100 50 18 1 70 39 50 37 —
From Gater's figure and data we have

:

AW PW Max.W, SB ASB PSB A-P AL PL Sens.

54 73 99 50 15 173 31 50 35 30

Arrangement of DS, 0.6[4] .10[8] .4 [2] .6[2J .6.8.4.2.

Gaiirliepia uengalensis (Hirst 1915)

Schongasticlla hcngalcnsis Hirst 1915, Bull. Eutom. Res., 6, 1915.

Gatcria hcngalcnsis, Ewing, 1938, J. Wash. Acad. Sci., 28, (6), 295.

(Text fig. 18, C)

This species was originally described from the ears of Mas rattus from Cal-

cutta, India.

Text fig. 18

Dorsal scuta. A, Trombicula cervulicola Ewing', x 500 ; B, Trombicula isshikii

Sugimoto, x500; Q Gaiirliepia hcngalcnsis (Hirst), x 500.
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Unfortunately, the only dimensions given were the scutal length 80, width
56. From these and the figures given by Hirst, the following standard data have
been compiled

:

AAV PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens DS
40 80 25 22 58 36 — 30 30 30 30

DS arranged, 2.4[2].8.8.6.4.2.2., i.e., the median two setae of second row of
dorsal setae taken in by the posterior extension of the scutum.

Genus Leeuwentioekia Oudms. 1911

Entom. Per., 3, (5-8), 137. Genotype Hctcrothrombium vcrditni Oudms. 1910.
Characterised as in the key to genera.

Leeuwentioekia australik.vsis Hirst 1925
Trans. "Roy. Trop. Med., 19, 1925, 150-152.

(Pi. xii, fig. 9)

This species was originally recorded from human beings in New South
Wales. I have also recorded it from Glen Osmond, South Australia, and Gunther
records it from New Guinea, and W. G. Hcaslip has taken it plentifully at Cairns
and Brisbane, Queensland.

We give the following standard data for a number of specimens from various
localities :

Leo. AW PW SB ASB PSB A-P AM AL PL Sens. DS
Cairns, Q. - - - - 68 80 26-5 29 25 26-5 36-5 41-5 55 50 4S

- - - - 69 81-5 28 29 25 29 36-5 41-5 50' 50 45
- - - - 71 91 25 29 26-5 29 41-5 46-5 55 — 50
- - - - 76 91 26-5 33 29 33 46 46-5 55 — 46
- - - - 70 92 29 29 25 33 36-5 41-5 51 50 45
- - - - 79 91 29 33 29 31 4.3 49 66 53 42
- - - - 64 — — — — — 4 1 - s __ _ _ 48
- - - - 64 88 33 30 26-5 29 41-5 41-5 50 — 45

Glen Osmond, S.A. - 70 91 30 34 26-5 33 41-5 41-5 58 55 4S
- 75 91 28 33 29 33 38 — 55 50 45

Cairns, Q. - , - - 73 91 29 35 29 29 46 46 53 66 48
- " - - 71 85 26-5 29 25 28 41*5 50 61-5 — 4S

Brisbane, Q, -
- 74 94-5 33 33 25 33 41-5 41-5 58 H2 4^

Bulola, N.G. - - - 75 91-5 29 33 29 29 50 52 64 58 55

Mcan - - - - 72 89 29 31 27 30 42. 44
' 56~

54 45-5

1

DS 2.6.6.8.10.8.6.4.2.
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MORE AUSTRALIAN FRESHWATER SHELLS

By BERNARD C. COTTON

Summary

A paper by the present author, entitled "Australian Gastropods of the families Hydrobiidac,

Assimineidea &n&Acmeidae" was read on 13 August 1942 before this Society, and the reprint bears

the date 18 December 1942. However, Volume 66, (2), of these Transactions, in which the paper is

published, was not issued until 24 March 1943. Two new species there introduced were later

renamed by Iredale in the Australian Zoologist, 10, (2), 30 April 1943. One new genus,

Austropyrgus Cotton, was omitted by him.
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MORE AUSTRALIAN FRESHWATER SHELLS

By Bernard C. Cotton

Plates XIV-XIX

[Read 10 June 1943]

A paper by the present author, entitled "Australian Gastropoda of the

families Hydrobiidac, Assimincidac and Acmcidae" was read on 13 August 1942

before this Society, and the reprint bears the date 18 December 1942. However,
Volume 66, (2), of these Transactions, in which the paper is published, was not

issued until 24 March 1943. Two new species there introduced were later re-

named by Iredale in the Australian Zoologist, 10, (2), 30 April 1943. One new
genus, Austropyrgus Cotton, was omitted by him.

Professor T. II. Johnston has published in these Transactions numerous
papers on Trematode worm parasites, of which certain Australian freshwater

shells are named as hosts, and the scientific names of the snails quoted are those

which were to the best of our knowledge, at the time, applicable. The nomen-
clature of these freshwater snails is very difficult and involved, and it is only

recently that attempts have been made to attain to some finality in the matter. A
few of the species named as hosts are here discussed. The present author is in

complete agreement with Iredale and other writers on this subject in that he

believes that the classification and identification of Australian freshwater Gastro-

poda, especially of the families Bullinidae, Lyumaeidae and Planorbidae, are

extremely difficult owing to the great variation in the species. In order to help in

identification, accurate figures of certain species from known localities arc here

reproduced.

Burton Bradley, in the Medical Journal of Australia, 1926, p. 147-159,

describes the animal and shell of four freshwater gastropods, and the names used

must now be adjusted.

Family VIVIPARIDAE
Three genera are recognisable in this family, Notopala Cotton, Centrap aid

Cotton and Eularina Iredale, the latter being introduced because the genus name
Larina Adams is preoccupied by Larinus Germar 1824. Notopalcna Iredale was
suggested as a subgenus of Notopala, with the banded northern species essing-

tonensis Prauenfeld as genotype. I am inclined to think that barrctli Cotton
should go into Notopala with the southern non-banded types and not with Noto-
palcna as suggested by Iredale. Figured here with their opercula are the species

Ar
. hanlcyi Frauenfekl from Tailem Bend, South Australia, N. barrclii Cotton

from Innamincka, Coopers Creek, Central Australia, .V. (Notopalcna) cssing-

tonensis from Port Essington, North Australia, and Ccntrapala lirata Tate from
Innamincka, Coopers Creek, Central Australia.

Family PALUDESTRINIDAE
Thirteen genera, as follows, are placed under this family by Iredale.

It would be almost impossible for anyone without the most intimate know-
ledge of Australian Fluviatile Mollusca to separate the genera listed in this genus.

For that reason a brief key is here offered, in the hope that it may help students

to identify these difficult genera.

a. Operculum not clawed.
h. Aperture not free from the body whorl.

c. Shell elongate.
d. Operculum nucleus near the edge.

Transi. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (1), 30 July 1943
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e. Aperture at the top away from body whorl
ee. Aperture at top close to body whorl

dd. Operculum nucleus distant from the edge.

f. Sutures not margined
ff. Sutures margined

cc. Shell about as high as wide.

g Body whorl dilated towards the aperture,

h. Heavy and imperforate
hh. Lighter and perforate.

i. Spire normal.

j. Perforation very wide
jj. Perforation moderately wide

ii. Spire very short

gg. Body whorl not dilated towards the aperture

bb. Aperture free from body whorl.

k. Whorls strongly keeled ....

kk. Whorls rounded

aa. Operculum clawed:

I. Operculum with subcentral nucleus and simple claw

II. Operculum with submarginal nucleus and six digitate claw

Ausiropyrgus
Rcviscssor

Pupiphryx
Phranntcla

Pciicrdiana

Bcddomcna
Tasmaniella

Valvalasma
Jardinclla

Posticolria

Pluvidona

Angrobia
Tatea

The four species placed by Iredale under Poiamopyrgus, nigra Quoy and

Gaimard, pcttcrdianus Brazier, Jcgrandi Tenison Woods and bucclncndes Quoy
and Gaimard, belong to the genus Austropyrgus Cotton 1943, of which nigra is

the genotype. Figured here are the species Austropyrgus nigra Quoy and Gai-

mard from D'Entrecastcaux Channel, Tasmania, and Rcznsessor tasinaniciis

Martens from Lake Dulverton, Tasmania. The genus Rcviscssor Iredale seems

to be closely allied to Austropyrgus.

Bradley
T

s Potamopyrgus sp. is undoubtedly Pupiphryx cooma Iredale,

from Cooma, southern New South Wales. Bradley well describes and figures both

animal and shell of this peculiar species, the only one of the genus found in New
South Wales.

Family BITHYNIIDAE
Gabbia Tryon and Hydrococcus Thiele are the two Australian genera. The

Central Australian species, Gabbia centralia Iredale, was previously named Gabbia

iredalci Cotton and Gabbia affinis Mousson nam. nud. was renamed and figured

as Gabbia relaia Cotton. Hydrococcus grciniformis Thiele is a new name for

granum Menke preoccupied.

Family THIARIDAE
Here again there is little possibility of workers in the field recognising the

various genera in the family, distinct as they are, without the assistance of a key.

To aid in this direction a key to the genera is here offered

:

a. Shoulder of whorls with spines Thiara
aa. Shoulder of whorls without spines.

b. Whorls sculptured.

c. Spiral and axial sculpture, whorls rounded, not angled.

d. Spiral and axial ribs well developed .... .... .... .... Plotiopsis

dd. Spiral lirae on base, axial ribs above. .... .... Serniylasma

cc. Axial plications above the angle on the whorls .... .... Pscndopotamis

bb. Whorls smooth.
e. Spire elongate, acute, aperture small and oval, whorls

with a tendency to angulation at the top .... .... .... Stcnomclania

ee. Spire truncate, aperture long and oval, whorls flattened,

no angulation .... .... .... .... .... .... .... Ripalania

Plotiopsis iatel Brazier 1881 is a new name for Melania ictrica Conrad 1850,

preoccupied by Melania tctrica Gould 1847. Melania subsimilis Smith is a

synonym. A distinct species, Plotiopsis centralia sp. nov., is here described.
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Plotiopsis centralia sp. nov.

Holotypc—Length 18 mm., breadth 7 mm. Innamincka, Coopers Creek,

Central Australia. D 14133. S.A. Museum.

Shell elongate, shouldered near the tops of the whorls and having the typical

shape and features of the: genus; sculpture of about three prominent spiral ribs

on the upper whorls, the first being situated at the angle and all crossed by spaced

axial ribs becoming obsolete about the middle of the whorl, though the spiral ribs

continue farther down the body whorl towards the base; apex acute. Differs

from P. tatci in the more prominent spaced sculpture, the angled whorls and

wider shell.

Also figured here are the species Thiara amandoidea Iredale from Cardwell,

Queensland; Plotiopsis tatci Brazier from Tailem Bend, River Murray, South

Australia; Plotiopsis australis Lea from Victoria River, North Australia;

Sermylasma carbonata Reeve: from Cardwell, Queensland; Stcnomelania denison-

ensis Brat from the Burdekin River; Ripalania queenslandica Smith from Card-

well, Queensland; and Pscitdopotamis supralirata Smith from Torres Straits.

Family COXIELLIDAE
The South Australian species Coxiella conjusa Smith 1898, with its rounded

whorls, free mouth and umbilical chink, is apparently separable from the Vic-

torian C. striata Reeve = filosa Mitchell. Coxiella conjusa from the Coorong,

South Australia, and Coxiella striahda Menke from Western Australia arc here

figured.

Family LYMNAEIDAE
The four genera placed in this family ares Peplimnaea Iredale, Austropeplca

Cotton, Simlimnea Iredale and Glacilunnca Iredale. All except the first genus,

are easily separable and apparently distinct from true Lymnaea. Pcplimma
is more difficult to define, although in manuscripts I had already separated

the Australian series subgenericaliy on shell characteristics. Many subgenera are

placed under L\uinaca
}

of which the genotype is Lymnaea stagnalis Linne of

Europe, North Africa and Northern Asia. The species has been introduced into

Australia as an aquarium snail and thrives under such artificial conditions. There

is no record of it yet having been introduced into Australian ponds, rivers and

reservoirs, but it would no doubt thrive in them if given the opportunity. Both

the shell with its exceptionally long spire and the radula, which shows minor

differcnecs from our common Lymnaea lessoni, are the chief points support-

ing separation. So far, no differences of any consequence have been discovered

in any other anatomical details, rather has the similarity been noted. Lymnaea
lessoni has been placed in Amphipcplea Nilsson 1823 = Myxas Leach 1822 (geno-

type of both is Lymnaea ghiiinosa Muller of Europe), but there is considerable

anatomical difference in the Australian species. Lymnaea lessoni may be briefly

described as follows:—Foot large, elongated; no expansion of the mantle over the

outside of the shell and the limits, of the parietal lamina can be distinctly traced,

resembling Lymnaea rather than Amphipcplea; tentacles broad, acutely triangular

and flat; the whole surface of the animal, including tentacles, base of the foot and

even portion of the body within the shell is light grey and numerously spotted

with minute white dots; egg-mass reniform, 18 mm. in length, containing 30

embryos. Shell large, globose, thin, pellucid, spire short, whorls few (about

four), sculptured with numerous regular accremental striae, crossed by even finer

regular microscopic spirals, suture slightly impressed, aperture wide, outer lip

thin and simple; columella with one simple; fold; inner margin of aperture widely

spread with a dull nacreous deposit. The type locality of the species is River

Maequarie at Bathurst, New South Wales, and the specimens described and

figured are from Tailem Bend, River Murray, South Australia, where the species
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is common, especially where and when conditions favour it. The following key

will help in the generic location of the species:

a. Shell large, up to 25 mm. and globose .... ... .... .... .... Lymnaca
(— Pcpiimnca Iredale)

aa. Shell small.

b. Shell axially peculiarly wrinkled Austropeplea

bb. Shell smooth and shining.

c. Spire short, apex acute .... .... .... .... .... .... Simlimnea

cc. Spire very short, apex planate .... .... .... .... .... Glacilimnea

Austropeplea aruntalis Cotton and Godfrey from Penola, South Australia,

is figured here. The five species placed under Simlimnea Iredale and their dis-

tribution are

:

Simlimnea brazieri Smith—Coastal rivers of New South Wales.

Simlimnea znctoriac Smith—Coastal rivers of Victoria.

Simlimnea subaquatilis Tate—South Australia.

Simlimnea negleeta Petterd—Rivers of North Tasmania.

Simlimnea gunni Petted—North and Middle Tasmania.

The genus Simlimnea may be described as follows:

Shell small, spire short, acute, body whorl moderate in development but not

swollen; sculpture of microscopic incremental striae, but no spirals; suture dis-

tinctly impressed ;
aperture two-thirds or less of length of the shell ; columella

obliquely arcuate and spirally contorted with an excavate margin, refiexed in the

umbilical region and connected with the lip above by a thin whitish callosity.

Bradley's Limnaca brazieri Smith 1882, type locality, Glebe Point, Sydney,

New South Wales, is now known as Simlimnea brazieri Smith, the animal,

shell and habitat of the species being very different from the large European
Lymnaca stagnalis, the genotype of Lymnaca,

Simlimnea subaquatilis Tate from the River Torrens, Reed Beds, Adelaide,

South Australia, is figured. Simlimnea gunni Petterd differs from the typical

species of the genus in having a comparatively shorter spire and microscopic

spirals, although in every other aspect it agrees. Simlimnea gunni Petterd from
Launceston, Tasmania, is here figured.

Bradley's Bull-huts brazieri Smith 1882, type locality, Ashfield, near Sydney —
brazieri var. pallida Smith 1882, type locality, Chatsworth, New South Wales =
contortula Clessin 1886, type locality, Australia, is now named Isidorclla brazieri

Smith. Differences noted in the animal from Bidlinus and Lenamcria are the long

tentacles, situation of eye spots at the junction of the tentacles, triangular area of

the proboscis on the dorsal aspect of the connecting ridge, and long foot pointed

posteriorly. The differences in the shell are keyed in this paper.

His Bidlinus tenuistrialus Sowerby 1873, type locality, River Torrens, South
Australia, applies to a species found in South Australia and Victoria

in the River Murray. The species figured and described by Bradley, under the

above name, is probably Lenamcria gibbosa Gould 1852, type locality, Parramatta,

New South Wales. A rather variable species and the genotype of Lenamcria.

Limnaca tasmanica Tenison Wood 1875 and luiosa Petterd 1888 are regarded

as varieties of the European percgra Muller, said to have been accidentally intro-

duced into Tasmania. The cotype of luiosa before me certainly resembles what
may be regarded as a normal percgra. The facts about this amazing species are:

1 At least twenty varieties of peregr'a have been described.

2 The shape is extremely variable.

3 It is normally dextral, but a regular percentage of sinistral forms have been
noted in certain localities.
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4 In specimens from two different though close localities, and apparently of

the same variety, those from one locality may revert to type under aquarium

breeding conditions, while those from the; oither locality may not.

5 The species is very susceptible to environmental conditions and is also

subject to periodical cycles of variation.

6 It may be smooth or sculptured with strong spiral ridges.

7 The colour varies from typical horn-yellow to banded with brown and white

in the variety "picta."

8 It inhabits brackish water, maritime marshes, lakes, ponds, peat bogs,

crawls on to dry land, or in the event of water drying up buries in mud,
under stones, weeds or dehris.

9 It ranges over Europe, North Africa, Asia, Cape Verde Islands, and in

Iceland has been seen living in a spring at 40° C.

Family BULLINIDAE
The variability of the species in this, family is extraordinary, though no doubt

there is some geographical arrangement. Only names of specimens from known
localities arc here accepted, described or figured- I anticipated that the genus

Amerianna Strand might be cut up into further genera with the words, "No doubt

this will be split up by future workers/' and. "The typically carinatc shell appears

so different from the ordinary tcnuistrata type with its taller spire and rounded

whorls." This has been done by Iredale. The following genera are located in the

family: Lenamcria Iredale, Glyptamoda Iredale, Tasmadora Iredale. Amerianna,

Strand, Opplclora Iredale and Whitley, IsidoreUa Tate. The following key will

help workers to identify the genera:

a. Spire long, but usually shorter than the aperture.

b. No prominent sculpture .... .... ... .... ..i. .... Lenamcria
bb. Prominent spiral sculpture .... ... .... .... ..*, .... Glyptamoda

aa. Spire short.

c. Spire not truncate, body whorl wide.
d. Columella not truncate.

e. Columella strongly folded Tasmadora
ec. Columella not folded IsidoreUa

dd. Columella truncate Opplctora

cc. Spire truncate, body whorl normal .... .... .... .... Amerianna

The following species are figured here: Lenamcria nitida Sowerby, Great

Lake, Tasmania; Lenamcria vandiemenensis Sowerby, North Tasmania; Lena-
mcria gcorgiana Quoy and Gaimard, South-West Australia; Lenamcria pyra-

midata Sowerby, Lake Dulverton. Middle East Tasmania; Lenamcria pyramidata

Sowerby, dark-coloured variant from Tasmania; Lenamcria attcniuita Sowerby,
Lake Dulverton, Tasmania; Lenamcria mamillata Sowerby, Tasmania; Lenamcria
quecnslandica Smith, Ipswich, Queensland; Lenamcria beddomei Nelson and
Taylor, Rockhampton, Queensland; Glyptamoda aliciae Reeve, River Torrens at

Felixtowe, South Australia; Tasmadora apcrta Sowerby, First Basin, Launccston,

Tasmania; Tasmadora sorellensis sp. nov.. Lake Sorrell, Tasmania; Amerianna
carinata Adams, Boyne River, Queensland; Amerianna bonushcnricits Adams and
Angas, Arnhem Land, North Australia; Opplctora jukesi Adams, Yam Creek;
IsidoreUa nczveombi Adams and Angas, Mount Margaret, Central Australia;

IsidoreUa subinflata Sowerby, River Torrens, South Australia; IsidoreUa riibida

Cotton and Godfrey, Franklin Harbour, South Australia.

Amerianna bonushenricus shows a considerable difference from carinaia.

The columella fold is almost obsolete and there is no carination of the body whorl.

In many respects it recalls IsidoreUa except that the spire is peculiarly depressed.

It is here separated subgenerically under the name Ameriella sub. nov.
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Tasmadora sorellensis sp. nov.

Holotype—Length 10 mm., breadth 6 mm. Lake Sorell, Middle Tasmania,

D. 14132 S.A. Museum. Shell small, thin, greenish coloured, polished; columella

fold well developed; spire slightly more elongate than in the typical species of the

genus and the body whorl narrower. The shape and colouration readily separate

this species from the genotype Tasmadora aperta Sowerby, which is found in

Northern Tasmania.
Family PLANORBIDAE

Five genera are represented in this family: Scgnitila Cotton and Godfrey,

Pygmanisus Iredale, Plananisus Iredale, Glyptanisns lredale and Glacidorbis

Iredale. The following key will assist in their recognition:

a. Shell depressed, diameter three or more times the height, base

flattened.

h. Shell solid, compressed ,
Scgnitila

bh. Shell thin, rounded,

c. Whorls rounded.

d. Small, rounded mouth -. - Pygmanisus

dd. Large oblique mouth Plananisus

cc. Whorls keeled at the periphery .... .... .... .... .... Glyptanisns

aa. Shell comparatively high, diameter twice the height Glacidorbis

Figured here is Scgnitila victoriac Smith, South Australia. There are

apparently very weak internal lamellae in specimens of the species from Victoria,

but they can only be seen when the shell aperture is broken carefully away for

about one-third of the whorl The. weak development of these lamellae and the

smallness of the species, distinguish this Australian genus. The species alphena ire-

dale has no internal lamellae and closely resembles victoriac in form. Plananisus

isingi Cotton and Godfrey, Lake; Alexandrina, is found at times in countless thou-

sands amongst the "Carpet Weed" so common in billabongs on the Lower Murray.

Although found alive at Tailem Bend Swamp some ten years ago, only dead shells

have been taken during the last few years, and these are in great number. It is

no doubt still plentiful in parts of the Murray. Pygmanisus parvus sp. nov.,

River Torrens ; Glyptanisns mcridionalis Brazier, South Tasmania; Glyptanisns

atkinsoni Johnston, South Esk, Tasmania; and Glyptanisns atkinsoni Johnston,

variant from Great Lake, Tasmania, are all figured here.

Pygmanisus parvus sp. nov.

Holotype—Diameter 5 mm. Height 1*25 mm. River Torrens. South Aus-
tralia, U. 14131 S.A. Museum. Shell small, Whorls rounded, aperture rounded,

sculpture of growth lines only,, otherwise typical of the genus and resembling the

genotype, Pygmanisus scott'mnus Johnston from Launceston, Northern Tasmania.

Family ANCYLIDAE
The species figured here are Pcttancylns ausirahcus Tate, River Torrens,

Adelaide, where the species is common on smooth stones and weeds;; Problancylus

beddouici Petterd, Queensborough, Tasmania; Problancylus cremius Cotton and
Godfrey, Mount Lofty, South Australia, is apparently extremely rare and its

generic location a problem, but whether it represents a Pettancylus with a marked
growth stage or is generically distinct cannot as yet be determined, though it cer-

tainly has little to do with true Gundlachia, The specimens are probably aberrant,

as Iredale suggests.

Family ASSIMINETDAE
The estuarinc species listed by me as Assiminca tasmanica Tenison Woods is

here figured from a specimen taken at Ralph's Bay, Tasmania. The generic loca-

tion of this species is doubtful. Previously placed in this family was Paludina
granum Menke (preoccupied) = graniformis Thiele, which is now the genotype of

Hydrococcus Thiele and allotted to the family Bithyniidae.
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3, ditto operculum

;

fig. 6-7, Notopala
Fig. 1-2, Notopala haitlcyi Frauenfeld, ventral and dorsal x 1 '5, fig

Hg_ 4_5
;
Austropyrgiis nigra Quoy & Gaimard, ventral and dorsal;

barrctti Cotton, ventral and dorsal x 2, fig. 8, ditto operculum); fig. 9-10, Rcvisessor tas-

tttemiats Martens, ventral and dorsal xlO; fig. 11, 12, Notopala (NotopaJciui) essinQ-

tonensis Frauenfeld, ventral and dorsal xl-5, fig. 13, ditto operculum; fig. 14-15, Thiara

aniannloidca Iredale, ventral and dorsal x 1, fig. 16, ditto operculum; fig. 17-18, Centrapala

Iiraia Tate, ventral and dorsal x2, i\g. 19, ditto operculum 1

; fig. 20-21, Plotiopsis talci

Brazier, ventral and dorsal xl-5, fig. 2'2, ditto operculum.
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Fig. 1-2, Plotiopsis australis Lea, ventral and dorsal x2-5; fig. 3-4, Plotiopsis
centralia sp. nov., ventral and dorsal x 2-5 ; fig. 5-6, Stcnomclania denisonensis Brot,

ventral and dorsal x 1 ; fig. 7-8, Scrmykuma carhonata Reeve, ventral and dorsal x 1 ;

fig. 9-10, Ripalania quecmlandica Smith, ventral and dorsal xl-5, fig. 11 ditto operculum;
fig. 12-13, Pscudotamis supralirata Smith, ventral and dorsal x2-5; fig. 14-15, Coxiclla

confusa Smith, ventral and dorsal x ?>-S ; fig. 10-17, Coxiclla striatiila Menke, ventral

and dorsal x 2-5.
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Fig. 1-2, Lymiiaca lesson i Deshayes, ventral and dorsal x 1 -5 ; fig. 3-4, Lxmuaca
vinosa Adams and Angas, ventral and dorsal x 1-5

; fig. 5-6, Austrapcplea anoitalis

Cotton and Godfrey, ventral and dorsal 2-5; fig. 7-8, Ausiropcplea subaquatilis Tate, ventral

and dorsal x3*5; fig. 9-10, Siiulimnca gunmi Petterd, ventral and dorsal x7; fig. 11-12,

Lcmtmcria nilida Smverhy, ventral and dorsal x4; fig. 13-14, Lcnauwria I'liudicuu-iiciisis

Sowerby. ventral and dorsal xl-5; fig. 15-16, Lcnanicria georgiana Quoy and Gaimard,
ventral and dorsal x2*5.
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Fig. 1-2, Lcnamcria pyramidata Sowerby, ventral and dorsal x2; fig. 3-4, Lcnamcria

pyramidata Sowerby, variant, ventral and dorsal x3; fig. 5-6, Lcnamcria attcnitata Sowerby,

ventral and dorsal xl-5; fig. 7-8, Lauimcria mamilhita Sowerby, ventral and dorsal x2;

fig'. 9-10, Lcnamcria qnccnslandica Smith, ventral and dorsal x3; fig. 11-12, Lcnamcria

heddomci Nelson and Taylor, ventral and dorsal x2; fig; 13-14, Glyptamoda aliciac Reeve,

ventral and dorsal x2-S; fig. 15-16 Tasma-dora- abcrta Sowerby, ventral and dorsal x3*5;

fig. 17-18, Tasmadora sorellensis sp. nov., ventral and dorsal x3*5; fig. 19-20, A)ncrianna

carina ta Adams, ventral and dorsal x2-5.
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Fig. 1-2, Amcrianua (Ameriella) bonushmrkus Adams and Angas, ventral and dorsal
x4-5; fig. 3-4, Oppktora jukesi Adams, ventral and dorsal x6; fig. 5-6, Isidore!!® nac-
combi Adams and Angas. ventral and dorsal *2-5; fig. 7-8, fsidoreJla subinflata Sowerby,
ventral and dorsal x3-5; fig. 9-10, Isidorclla rubida Cotton and Godfrey, ventral and
dorsal \3-S; fig. 11-12, Pygmanisus parvus sp. nov., lateral and dorsal x8*5; fig. 13-14.
Plaiianhus isiuyi Cotton and Godfrey, lateral and dorsal x8-5; fig. 15-16, Glyptamsus
mcrldionulis Brazier, dorsal and lateral x8.
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Fig. 1-2, Glyptanisus atk'msoni Johnston, dorsal and lateral xlO; fig. 3-4, ditto

Johnston, dorsal and lateral, variant, x6-5; fig. 5-6, Scgnitila victoriae Smith, lateral and

dorsal x6-5; fig. 7-8, Pcitancylus aiistralicus Tate; lateral and dorsa-l x7; fig. 9-10,

Probhincyhis bcddomci Petterd, ventral and dorsal x9; fig. 11-12, Problancyhis cremius

Cotton and Godfrey, lateral and ventral; fig. 13-14, Notopala (Notopalciia) waterlwusci

Adams and Angas, ventral and dorsal, x 1, fig. 15, ditto operculum; fig. 16-17, Assiminca

tasmanica Tenison Woods, ventral and dorsal x 9, fig. 18, ditto operculum.



NATIVE NAMES AND USES OF PLANTS
IN THE NORTH - EASTERN CORNER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By T. HARVEY JOHNSTON and J. BURTON CLELAND, University of Adelaide

Summary

In 1934 an expedition under the direction of the Board for Anthropological Research, University of

Adelaide, visited the arid region lying to the north-east of Lake Eyre, our headquarters being

located at Pandi Pandi on the lower Diamantina (local native name, Karitjuri), adjacent to the

Queensland border near Birdsville. We also carried out investigations at Mirra Mitta, between the

lower Diamantina and the lower Cooper (native name, Kunara). One of us (J. B. C.) had previously

visited Cordillo Downs, Innamincka (on Cooper's Creek), and Strzelecki Creek and had published a

botanical survey (Cleland, Black and Reese, 1925).
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NATIVE NAMES AND USES OF PLANTS
IN THE NORTH-EASTERN CORNER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By T. Harvey Johnston and J. Burton Cleland, University of Adelaide

[Read 10 June 1943]

In 1934 an expedition under the direction, of the Board for Anthropological

Research, University of Adelaide, visited the arid region, lying to the north-east

of Lake Eyre, our headquarters being located at Pandi Pandi on, the lower

Diamantina (local native name, Karitjuri), adjacent to the Queensland border

near Birdsville. We also carried out investigations at Mirra Mitta, between the

lower Diamantina and the lower Cooper (native name, Kunara). One of us

(J, B. C.) had previously visited Cordillo Downs, Innamincka (on Cooper's

Creek), and Strzelecki Creek and had published a botanical survey (Cleland, Black

and Reese, 1925).

The region under review is that bounded on the west by Lake Eyre and the

Arunta (Simpson) Desert, on the south by the Flinders Ranges and Lake Calla-

bonna, on the east and north by the Queensland border. It is a particularly arid

zone in which the watercourses seldom flow, the rainfall is extremely scanty and

irregular, and the evaporation is high, 100 inches per year. Gregory (1906)
called it "The dead heart of Australia." The Cooper, though its bed is many
miles in width, had not run (we were informed) for sixteen years prior to our

visit. The Diamantina had received abundant water from Queensland some
months before our arrival and had overflowed its banks, to fill much of its flood

plain, several miles wide, but at the time of our visit it had greatly shrunk and was
barely flowing, and we were able to walk dry-shod across one portion of it near

our camp. The result of the overflow was that there was abundant vegetation

along the banks, and in small depressions in the flood plain, as well as in the so-

called Goyder's Lagoon (native name, Koondarichinna), in which the river loses

itself to become broken up into several small narrow watercourses [parri

(Ngameni), kurrikuru (Ngameni and Wonkanguru) ]. The drainage from this

^lagoon,
M

after flood, forms the Warburton and Kallakoopa, which may reach

Lake Eyre (native name, Katitandra, according to Howitt). The region to the

east of hake Eyre was very poorly vegetated, plant life (apart from coolebahs

marking the site of drainage channels) being restricted largely to the "gibber"

or stony country lying between the moving sandhills, and to the vicinity of the

artesian bores which have been sunk about thirty miles apart along the "Birdsville

track." The presence of these bores permits the passage, at certain seasons, of

cattle from north-easitern South Australia and western Queensland to the railway

at Marree, whence they are entrained for the Adelaide market. Our observations

would probably have been more extensive had conditions at the time been more
favourable for plant life.

The distribution of the local aboriginal tribes is indicated in a general wray

in maps by Howitt (1904, 44), Home and Aiston (1924) and Elkin (1937, 276),
and in more detail, with approximate boundaries, by Fenner (1936) and Tfndale

(1940). The establishment of cattle stations and also some Lutheran mission

stations on the lower Cooper in Dieri territory, following some good seasons,

probably disturbed the distribution. Aridity caused these latter stations, as well

as many others occupied by whites, to become abandoned so that they are now
represented only by a few ruins, while the native population which Gason in 1874
estimated to be approximately 1,030, about 230 of them belonging to the Dieri,

and about 800 included in the four tribes, Yandrawontha
|
Yandruwaiita

|
, Yarra-

Trans. Roy. Sue. S. Aust.. 67, (1), 30 July 1943
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waurka [Yauraworka], Auminie [Ngameni], and Wonkaooroo [Wonka-nguru],
has now shrunk to a few dozen full-blood aborigines. The approximate tribal

boundaries at the time of our visit are indicated in Fenner's map (1936, 47). Wt
examined for blood grouping (Cleland and Johnston, 1936) nearly all available

full-bloods (47) and Fenner (a member of our expedition) carried out anthro-

pometric work on 41. These numbers included nearly all the living aborigines of

that area, the total being estimated by Fenner to be about fifty (excluding cross-

breeds), but of the 41 measured, 20% of them were known to have died writhin

eighteen months (Fenner 1936, 49), and no doubt the number now living must
be very small since very few children were being born. It may be mentioned that

portraits of many of the natives were painted by the late L. Wilkie who accom-
panied us, and are now in the South /Australian Museum. Amongst those

examined at our camps and included in the totals given, were several natives from
other tribes bordering on our region, viz., Aranda (Arunta), Arabana (Urabunna
of authors), Andikeri-nga and Kuiyani, as well as one each from the Wadikali

to the east and the Mittaka from Queensland. There were no full-blood repre-

sentatives of the Yelyuyendi, Yauraworka and Wonkamala. Fenner mentioned
that several of the individuals examined were the last remaining members of their

respective tribes. Amongst tribes which appear to be now extinct are Tirari,

Pilatapa, Kara-nguru, Ngurawola and Wonkamala, and to these are probably to be
added Wadikali and Mittaka. Of the peoples of the region, the best known were
the Died, since information concerning them was published by Gason (1874;

1879; 1886), Siebert, and Ilowitt (1904K as well as by Home and Aiston (1924) ;

and in the works of these authors there are scattered references to the utilisation

of the vegetation by the natives. One member of our party, T. Vogelsang, was
born in the Dieri country, where his people belonged to the staff of the Lutheran
mission.

In addition to publishing our own observations, based mainly on our work
at Pandi, we have endeavoured to bring together whatever information is avail-

able in literature and wc have added [in brackets] our own comments on such

information. In nearlv all cases we have adopted ]. M. Black's nomenclature

(1922-1929).

We desire to acknowledge assistance from the Rockefeller Foundation
(through the Australian National Research Council) towards our expenses;

Messrs. L. Crabb of Pandi Pandi, and G. Aiston of Mulka; our colleagues of the

expedition; and especially Mr. F. Reese of Minnie Downs.

Information relating to the uses by aborigines of the plant life of regions in

Western Queensland due north of the area we are now" considering,, is contained
in papers by Palmer (1884) and Rotli (1897), and information of a more general

character appeared in a popular book, "Our Sandhill Country," by Mrs. A. M.
Duncan-Kemp (1933), whose experiences lay in the Queensland territory

(occupied by the Mittaka or Murunga tribe) adjacent to that visited by us. The
region to the south of the Eyre basin was dealt with by us (Cleland and Johnston

1939) in onr paper on the names and uses of plants by natives of the Northern
Flinders Ranges. The latter are inhabited by the Wailpi tribe who are also known
as the Mardala or AnyamuLna.

Palmer (1884) gave an account of 106 species of plants used by the natives

of the Flinders and Mitchell Rivers, as food or medicine or as material for the

making of implements, and in nearly all cases gavei the names by which they were
known to the natives on the Cloncurry River, which is the main tributax~y of the

Flinders. He mentioned the names of two tribes, Myappe and Mycoolan. Roth's

map (1897, pi. i) indicates that these two which he called Miubbi and Mikoolun,
occupied the region around the lower Cloncurry, as well as the country between
the latter and the Leichardt River.
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Roth's work (1897) dealt chiefly with the Mitakoodi from the upper Clon-

curry and with the tribes (Pittapitta, Kalkadoon, Woonamurra, Goa, etc.) occupy-

ing the extensive region drained by the upper portions of the Georgina and

Diamantina and their tributaries. He published a great deal of information relat-

ing to the utilisation of plants as food and as raw material for implements.

Lying just to the south of the area studied by Roth is the great zone of sand-

hills which extends into the adjacent parts of the Northern Territory and South

Australia. Mrs. Duncan-Kemp (1933) dealt with the region between the

Diamantina and Georgina near the south-western corner of Queensland, between

the South Australian border and the area covered by Roth's work. The tribes

belonged to the group to which the terms "Pitta-pitta and messmates" have been

applied by Roth. Pier references to etlmohotany will be brought together in a

later portion of our paper.

Amongst those who have given information relating to the area near the

northern border of our region are Wells (1894) and Clelaud, Black and Reese

(1925).

Wells (1894) gave a short vocabulary and an account of the habits of the

Andrawilla tribe inhabiting the region between the Diamantina. Eleanor and
Herbert {i.e., Georgina) Rivers. Pastoral map-, sheet No. 15, indicates that the

former police camp of Andrawilla was situated on the Eleanor near Clifton Hills

Station and was on our route to Pandi which was about thirty miles further

north. The tribe occupying the region when Wells was stationed there was pro-

bably the Ngameni, the Andrawilla people being one of its many small clans, the

names of others being mentioned by Wells. The utilisation of cane grass [either

the sandhills cane grass Spinifex paradoxus = Zygochloa paradoxa or Glyceria

ramigera — Eragrostis auslralasica] to line the bottom of a grave and also to cover

the corpse was referred to. The dome-shaped wurlies at a permanent camp were
made of logs, cane grass and mud, whereas at a temporary camp a breakwind of

boug'hs was sufficient. Fire was produced by twirling between the hands a piece of

hardwood in a hole in a piece of native flax [Crotalaria spp.J or rotten wood, some
sand being added to increase friction. Amongst the plant foods eaten were some
from the bean tree, Bauhinia [B. Carronii\

;
yowas, somewhat like a pea, these

being found in sandhills, and eaten green
f

? Cyperus bulbosus\\ munyeroo
"similar to an Oxalis/' "probably Clayionia butancus'is?' eaten green [perhaps a

confusion of nardoo (Marsilia Drummondii) and Clayton ia (= Cahwdrinia
balonncnsis)

]
pigweed seeds [Portulaca oleracea] ground and made into a paste

(damper := wai-mal-ya) ; "seeds" of nardoo, Marsilia quadrifolia [= M, Drum-
mondii], ground, mixed with fish-fat, and then baked in hot ashes. Pituri or

native tobacco came down from Saudringham, Queensland, the ash used in pre-

paring it for chewing being obtained from the gidyea [Acacia Cambagei]. Native
flax [Psoralen patens and Crotalaria spp. |

was employed for making large nets

for capturing fish and ducks. Amongst the native names published by him are

the following relating to plants:—bark of a tree, yetanna; cane grass
\
Eragrostis

aitstralasica or Zygochloa paradoxa~\
y
bree-ta; Eucalyptus, bulka-kulla; grass, \vm-

thee; leaves, thalpoo; siring, urip-a ; spear, wadna-quin ; stick, prit-ta [the same
word, brec-ta, given for cane grass]; shield, murra-mumma ; wood, thal-poo;

yak-koota, bag; oo-too-manerie, hat.

Cleland, Black and Reese (1925) catalogued the flora of the north-east corner

of South Australia and made some references to the use bv aborigines of certain

plants at Minnie Downs (near Pandi) :

—

Marsilia Drummondii, nardoo, seeds

pounded into an. edible meal; Panicum decomposition, seed ground into flour;

Aristida arcnaria, stalks used for "spearing" flies for amusement ; Hakca
leiicoptcra, drinking water obtained from the roots ; Saniahim lance olatimt,

fruit eaten; Enchylaena tomentosa, "currant bush" with edible berries;
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Portulaca oleracca var. grandiflora, roots eaten after cooking; Acacia lignlata,

ash from leaves is mixed with pituri ; A. tetragonophyUa, wood used for

making boomerangs and womeras ; A. stenophylla, bulgroo ; Crotalaria Ciin-

mnghainii and C. dissitiflora, kahlo, fibre used for making string; Eucalyp-

tus microtheca, coolebah, seed ground and eaten; Cynanchum flon-

bundum, weela [wirla of Stirling and Waite, 1919], edible,, plant used for making

string; Solanurn csuriale, berries eaten; Cucumis trigonus [— C. mclo L. var.

agrcstis Naud.], ulcardo melons, eaten when quite ripe; Eremophila Macdonnclhi,

wakimba.
We obtained the following information from natives at Pandi Pandi (which

is a Yaurorka name), the tribe using the particular name being indicated thus:

J) for Dieri ; K for Ngameni; W for Wonka-nguru ;
and Y for Yelyuyendi (Jet-

iujendi). The term mickeri or mickri people is commonly applied to those com-

ing from the sandhill (dako D„ wadlu A, mudloo W, daku N) region west of
"

the

Diamantiua and Warburlon and including the Simpson Desert. The term is given

because the tribesmen (now chiefly Ngameni and Wonkamala) obtain their water

supplies from soaks (mickri W, ngapa-tjilii N), commonly deep in the sand

{f\g. 38 in 1 Ionic and Alston's book). The sounds represented by p and b are

interchangeable., as also are d and t.

Marsiljaceak

Marsilia Drituinwndu A. Br., ngardoo, N. W. D. Though nardoo is the

popular name, ngardu is more correct. Gason (1874) called it ardoo, as he usually

failed to detect the "ng" sound which is so common in aboriginal words. The

sporocarps are pounded thoroughly between nardoo stones before the resulting

coarse meal, mixed with water to make a dough, is cooked and eaten. This

material, whose nutritive value is stated to be low, formed the main part of the

vegetable diet on which King, the sole survivor of the ill-fated Burkei and Wills

expedition, subsisted until rescued. He was supplied by the Yantruwunta people

of the region. The method of preparation of nardoo was described by Bancroft

(1884, 104; 1893, 215-217). Home and Aiston (1924, 54, fig. 40) have pub-

lished a hgure showing the method of crushing nardoo on a piddinie (lower mill-

stone) by using a smaller handstone (koolkie).

GUAMINACEAE

Grass. General name kalyeroo, kulgru N, wiringi W, [wirintji = fire

(Arabana tribe); dried grass is used in fire-making], kuttu.
_

Eriochloa punctata

Benth.; Paspalidiuui jubiflorum (Trim) Hughes and Panicum dccouipositum

R. Br.,' pawa, bowa (seed), pau-akuttn (seed stick). Seeds ground and made

into damper. Bancroft (1884, 105) gave an account of the mode of preparation

of the seed of the last-named grass.

Triodia, probably pungens R. Br., kurumala N; its gum is poo-yu N. Tbe

method of extracting "spinifex" gum ( Aranda name, nurbma) was described by

Schulze (1891. 228).

Cypcrus bulbosus Yabl.. yaua N, yelka W, mung-aroo Y. Bailey (1912, 591)

stated that mangaru of the Boulia natives of western Queensland was C. csculcntus

L. In our earlier papers we have called the species C. rotundus. Blake (1942)

has identified it as C. bulbosus (syn. C. Andrc-wsii; C. sitbulatus var. confertus;

C. csculcntus Bailey non L.). Mr. Reese informed us it is termed kaninda at Inna-

mineka (Yantruwunta name — Yidni minka; minka = hole, waterhole).

J>TLTACEAE

Bulbinc scmibarbata (R. Br.) Haw., pund-oko, pont-uka N; mund-oka.

munt-uka \Y. The leaves are eaten after cooking, the flowering stalks and seeds

being thrown away.
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Proteacea

Grcznllea stenobotrya F. v. M., wi-alka W. Sometimes used for providing

ash to be mixed with chewed pituri.

Grcznllea striata R. Br., palku. Its gum is kandri. palku N, kanti palku W,
kandri N. Kanti W is a general name for gum. This gum is sometimes used for

attaching the flint (tula) to the end of the wooden chisel.

Hakea Icucoptcra R. Br., kuluwa, kulua. Surface roots used as a water
supply.

Santalaceae

Santahnn lanceolatum R. Br., mundawarra, mandawarra N, munnawarra W.
Fruit eaten.

LORANTHACEAE

Loranthus Mitchdliamis Blakeley, koontarda ; flower = tiwi N, ngamaka W.
Ripe fruit eaten == kardi W, taldera N.

POLYGOKACEAE

Rumcx crystallinus Lange. murkera N. No name, W. Seeds converted into

damper after grinding.

Polygonum glabrum Will., mankula, nunkula N, W. The stems of this tall

species are pulled off and broken into pieces, then lightly cooked in the fire and
the pith eaten.

Polygonum plcbejitm R. Br., paua-tinna N, seeds crushed on stones, then

cooked and eaten as damper. Not used by Wonkanguru.

Muehlenbcckia Cunninghamii (Meisn.) F. v. M., puka miriki N, yetjelka W.

Cli ENOPODIACEAE

Che nopodium auricomum Lindl., pata-kurru N, W.
Bassia bicornis (Lindl.) R. Br., malto N, kaltru-kurru W.
Enchylaena tomentosa R. Br., koona-pirra N, koonapria W. Berries, eaten.

Amarantaceae
Trichinium obovatmn Gaudich. The downy perianth is used for ceremonial

decoration and is called wuntata N, W, the same name as for feathers.

Amaranthus Mitchellii Benth., koona-ngarda, kunu-ngarda N; talcu, dalcu W.
Seed used for damper.

Aizoaceae

Tetragona expansa Murr. Native name not known by informant. It is now
eaten, its use being made known by the white man, according to our informant.

Portulacaceae

Portulaca oleracca L., biddi-curdi (Mickeri name, N). The seed, bowa, paua,
paua biddi-kurdi W, is eaten. The name munyeroo D is also applied to the plant
(Bancroft, 1884, 106). Home and Aiston (1924) illustrated the method of grind-
ing the seed.

Portulaca intraterranea Black, kauira N, pidikurdi W. The seed = pau-a
(pawa) N. All of the plant above ground is eaten raw or cooked by both tribes

(N, W) ; the root only, when cooked.

Another pig-weed from the sandhills, probably P. oleracca var. grandiflora
Benth., darikya N, puralya W. Only the roots eaten after cooking.
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NVCTAGINACEAE

Bocrhavia diffusa L., kurri (karri) wirri (Mickeri, N, Wj- The root, six

inches or more in length, is eaten after cooking.

Cruciferae

Blcnnodia cremigcra (F. v. M.) Benth., priddiwalkatji N, priddi- warrukatji

W. Stem and flowers cooked and eaten. This and the succeeding species are

eaten by emus (warrukatji).

Lepidium Miicllcri-Fordinandi Thell., priddiwalkatji N, priddi-warrukatji

W. Cooked and eaten.

Leguminosae

Acacia Ugulata A. Cunn., nnmtera, muntara N, W. The ash derived from

burning twigs is used for mixing with pituri. The ash from this species ("pituri

willow") is most favoured for the purpose.

Acacia salicina Lindl., tjirri. Ash from twigs of this "Broughton willow" is

used for mixing with pituri.

There has been much confusion regarding this species because the name has

commonly included A. Ugulata; also, on account of this confusion, it has been

stated that A. salicina was the chief supplier of ash for mixing with chewed pituri,

and consequently the Dieri name, wirra or wirha, has become associated with it.

Howitt's hgure indicates that he was dealing with A. Ugulata, not A. salicina.

A. Ugulata (muntera, wirra) prefers a sandy habitat, whereas A. salicina (tjirri)

prefers alluvial flats or situations near water.

Acacia tctragonophylla F. v. M. Stems used for making spears.

Acacia Murrayana F. v. M., ngarra-ulla. Ash used for mixing with pituri.

Seeds roasted and eaten,

Acacia frumentacca Tate, closely resembles A. murrayana. Stirling (Anthro-

pology ; Horn Exped. Report, p. 51) stated that the large seeds were ground for

food—hence the specific name given by Tate. Black (1929, 688) examined

material from Toorawatchy, collected by H. Basedow in 1918, and stated that a

witchety grub occurred in its roots.

Acacia ancura F. v. M.. mulka, malka D, N, W. Stems used for making

spears.

Acacia stcnophylla A. Cunn., bulgeru, bulgroo, pulkeru N, \Y. Ash used

for mixing with pituri. Wood of a twig used for making spindles for the manu-

facture of string from hair (para), fur (pultjc W, nalta N) or plant fibre.

Bauhinia Carronii F. v. M., talpu N, and W. The gum oidlye N, oidlu \Y\

is eaten; the term suggests oolyie, ngulyi, of other recorders'.

Legume with two pinnae (four leaflets), not in flower or fruit, boonkoodoo,

punkudu. The specimen has been matched with the narrow-leaved variety of

Cassia crcmophila by Miss C. Eardley of the Tate Herbarium. Stirling and Waite

mentioned punkudu as a fibre. A striped edible grub (padi, D, W), lives in the

roots.

TrigoncUa smnnssima Lindl, native clover, kalumpa, kalumba N, W. All the

tipper part is eaten raw.

Psoralca patens Lindl., kado N, W. Same name applied to Crotalaria spp,,

from which native flax fibre is made. Used to make nets and bags. The largest

plants (stems and roots) are stripped, tied into a large bundle and left to dry in

the sun for three or four days ; then made into a tight bundle by twisting the stems

round each other, and then left in water overnight, when the bark loosens. The
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plants are then rubbed in the sand and the stems are pulled through the hand so

that the bark conies oil in strips and is used as fibre, the stems being rejected.

Crotalaria Cunninghamii R, Br., ka-k>, used for making string. "Flax"-
producing plants are discussed at the end of this paper.

EUPIIORBIACEAE

Euphorbia Drummondn Boiss., ngama-ngama ( Mickeri ) . Local name
Currawinya clover. Widda-pooloo N, munya-munya N. It is a reputed poison

plant. The leaves and branches (not the stems) are boiled in a billy for a day or

more. The liquid (vised also by Afghans) is drunk as a cure for gonorrhoea. As
the latter is an introduced disease and no virtue can be ascribed to this decoction,

its use must be attributed to the popular dictum
4t

similia similibus curantur," the

milky juice suggesting the gonorrhoea! discharge. Roth (1897, 163) mentioned
that in Western Queensland the natives commonly believed that any sort of grass

or shrub growing near the water's edge would relieve difficult or painful micturi-

tion, and that various species of Euphorbia were very frequently used for that

purpose.

Euphorbia cremophha A. Cunn. Same names as for E. Drummondii were
given by N and W.

wSapindaceak

Atalaya heniiglaitca F. v. M., kuringula, kuringala. N, W.

Malvaceae
Eavatcra plebeja Sims., putta-ri. The name appears to be puttera (patara),

which is sometimes used for wood or timber and hence for the long woody stalks

of this marshmallow.

Mallow (probably Sida virgata Hook), wilti N, weelalya wi-alya W.

MVRTACEAE

Eucalyptus microlhcca F. v. M.,, Coolebah
;
pattera, puttera N. W. The fol-

lowing information was obtained from a Mickeri native. The branches are broken

off and taken to a claypan, where the seed (paua wudlia, pau kurdi) becomes

liberated from the capsules in about live days' time. The seed and debris are

collected and placed in a coolamon, winnowed in a strong wind, soaked all night in

water in the coolamon, and then rubbed with the hands to clean and dry the seed.

The latter is then treated in the same way as that obtained from grasses. About
two bandsful are placed on a large lower millstone with a groove along one side,

and ground with a smaller stone till very fine. The moist mass is then collected

into a dish (pitchi) held below the edge of the lower stone. This paste (paua

bilu) may be eaten dry, but the main portion is usually cooked in. hot ashes. Ash
from burnt twigs is sometimes used for mixing with pituri. Stems of the coolebah

are laid lengthwise on graves. Some of the latter were seen near our camp.

Photographs have been published bv Waitc (1917, pi. xxii, fig. 1), Home and

Alston (1924, lig. 1), and Elkin (1937, pi. i, tig. 13).

CONVOLVULACEAE

Ipontoca hcicrophylla R. P]r., dintani N, W. Seeds crushed and eaten when
fresh (not when ripe and dry) ; long narrow roots cooked and eaten.

Ipomoca sp., mootcherie. Growing tops are eaten like a spinach. Duncan-
Kemp (1933, 259) gave mootchery as the name for yams resembling sweet pota-

toes, growing in sandhills and sandy banks of watercourses in the adjacent region

in Queensland.

Evolvidiis alsonoldes var. serlccus. Sometimes used as a substitute for pituri

(L. Reese).
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Solanaceae

No native tobacco plant is used in the Mickcri or the Pandi country, though

our informant knew the ingulba of the Aranda people of the Macdonncll Ranges.

Nicotiana sp. (probably, or closely related to, vehttina and Goodspcedii)

occurs near the watercourses, and has been listed as N. suavcolcns.

Pituri, pitjuri (Duboisia Hopivoodii) is brought from the Upper Mulligan

in Queensland. We have already referred to this narcotic in an earlier paper

(Johnston and Cleland 1933; 1934). Twigs and leaves of Acacia salicina,

A. ligulata and other plants are burnt to obtain ash (kirri), which is mixed with

pituri during preparation of the latter.

Datura Lcichhardtii F. v. M., tjultrani N.

Myoporaceae

Ercmophila bignoniflora (Benth.) F. v. M., thea-munni, tia-munni.

Ercmophila maculata (Ker.) F. v. M.,_ taia-munni N, W. The term is

perhaps a general one for species of Ercmophila.

Ercmophila Startii R. Br. Mr. Reese informed us that the ash of "turpen-

tine bush" was sometimes used for mixing with pituri. Black (1929) mentions

E. Sturtii as the only South Australian plant bearing that popular name.

Goodentackae

Goodcnia subintcgra F. v. M. and G. glauca F. v. M. No name obtainable

N, W. Eaten by emus.

Goodcnia cydoptera R. Br., kalla-loora-milkie Kf, W (~ turkey-eye; kalatoora

— wild turkey "or bustard, Eupodotis a astral is ; milki = eye), plant sometimes

used as a substitute for pituri.

Leschcnaullia divaricala F. v. M., mindri. The gum (mindri) is used

especially for attaching stone axes to their wooden hafts, and the flint (tula) to

the end of the wooden chisel. The material is obtained from the roots by heating.

The plant will burn readily while green and produces a dense black smoke.

Composjtae

Calotis sp. (C. porphyroglossa F. v. M. ; C. ancyrocarpa J. M. Black; and

C. multicaidis were all collected at Pandi). Te-te purra N, murumba W. Not

eaten. The awns on the fruits are troublesome to the natives.

Ptcrigeron adscendens Benth., ngurra ngurrawa N, ngarra ngarrawa N.

Scnccio Grcgorii F. v. M., walko walko N, W. Platen by lizards (kadni).

Gnaphalhim hiteo-album L. or G. indiciim L. (both of which occur at Pandi).

Uti uti N, koonakurtuku W. Down used for decorating natives for ceremonial

purposes.

Ccntipcda Gimninghamii (DC) A.Br, et Aschers, koona puturku N
;
W.

Similar name for Gnaphalhim. Used for bad colds by putting plants around the

head. Plants so used because of their aromatic odour. Kudna = filth or excre-

ment. Ccntipcda has an objectionable odour.

Caloccphahis mirttiflorus (Turcz.) Benth.
,
purdi-purdi N. No name W.

Other terms are:—yakuta, bag; kattu N, yenku W, breakwind; toru, turu N
T

maka W, fire; puttera, timber. Huts were made of boughs covered with smaller

vegetation (branches and grass) in much the same way as is illustrated by Home
and Alston (1924, fig. 12-17) for the wilpie and poonga of the Dieri tribe, and by

Elkin (1938, fig. 16).
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For information regarding the use of plants and their products by natives

of the Dieri region we are indebted chiefly to the work of Gason (1874), Howitt

(1904) and Home and Aiston (1924 i. There are also many references by Stirling

and Wake (1919) in their paper on "toas" of the Dieri people.

Gason gave an account of the Dieri in 1874, his work being republished in

1879 by Woods (1879, 257-307), and in 1886 by Curr. The following references

are taken from the 1879 edition. His vocabulary (pp. 296-307) contains the fol-

lowing names given to plants and their products ;—backa, husk or outer shell

;

hooka, vegetable food ( antie = animal food) [Howitt gave the term anti or nganti

for flesh |; bookaundrinie [buka-ngandri of Howitt 1904, 792] , scrub, shrubbery,

bushes (rather than trees) ; boompoo, bud; boonga, hut or wurley; dilka [djilka],

thorn, burr or prickle; kaulkoo [kalku], rushes [Cypcrus laevigatas] ; kautoo,

breakvviud; kirra, boomerang; koonyillie, debris of leaves used by swans (kooti)

in building their nests; kootcha, leaf; kuntha, grass; knnthakoola, green; kulthie,

spear; kundrie, resin; kundrie mookoo, a native weapon [mookoo = bone or hard

structure] ; kuntha, grass; mintie, net; moonarie, bark; murrawirrie, two-handed

sword [a long heavy lighting stick] ; oolyie, gum [ngulyi, kino of Eucalyptus sp.] ;

oorthie, branches
;

pathara, boxtrce [Eucalyptus viicrotheca]
;

patharacoorie,

young tree or sapling; pilla, charcoal; pillie, bag; pitta, stick or piece of wood;
pittacopara, roots of trees [copara is the same word as koppara — root, seen in

Kopparamana or Kopparamara, formerly the chief native trading- centre of the

region]
;
pooldroopooldroounkuna, meal obtained by grinding seeds, the upper

millstone being murdacooparoo [murda, mada — stone], and the lower, murdawola
[the term "pool" refers to blowing or breathing, and thus in this case to winnow-
ing of the material after grinding; unkana i= making or doing]

;
powa, fine seed;

thanyoo |tanyu of Howitt — Enchylacna tomciitosa], dried fruit; thiewT ie [tiwi]
7

flowers; thooroo [turu], fire or fireAvood ; thooroomunya, firestick; wurta, butt or

trunk of a tree; vegga, native orange [Capparis MUchctli; higga of the Wialpi]
;

yuntha, a piece of wood used in the willyaroo ceremony which is described

(pp. 270-271), this thin "yuntha" being attached to a long piece of string and
twirled ceremonially like the "bullroarer" of Central Australian tribes; wona, a

short thick stick used by women; watthiemookoo, grave [timber used as covering;

wotti = wood, muku = bone or framework]. The plants and their products,

stated to be eaten by the natives (pp. 287-288) are yowa [Cypcrus bulbosus] :

winkara, a very starchy root, about live inches long [probably Boerhavia diffusa] :

munyaroo [Portulaca oleracca], a plant much eaten, its seed (kunaurra) being

ground into meal [the latter term is similar to kuna-ngarda obtained by us for the

edible seed of Amaranthus Mitchell!, which is prepared in the same manner] ;

ardoo (often called nardoo by writers [ngardu, Marsilia Drummondii], which is

crushed or pounded and the husk winnowed, this material being the mainstay of
the natives during bad seasons but it has very little nourishment and is difficult to

digest) ; cobboboo, a gall found on the boxtree [Eucalyptus microtheca] ; wodaroo,
a long thin root, sweet and mealy and one of the best vegetables available to the

natives [Vigna lanceolata] ; coonchirrie [kuntjiri], the seed of an Acacia, ground
and made into small loaves [tjiri = A. salicina]

;
patharapowa, seed [paua] of the

boxtree [pattera = Eucalyptus microtheca]', caulyoo [kalyu], seed of the prickly

Acacia [A. Victoriae] pounded and made into loaves; wodlaooroo, very fine seed
from the silver grass \Favicum deconip ostium] which grows in creeks; wirra-
thandra, seed of an Acacia [A . Hgulata] ; nmlkathandra, seed of the mulga
[Acacia brachystachya and A. aneura], thandrana = pouring; yoongtmdie, a fine

black seed from a plant resembling clover; mootcha, native cotton bush [Cynan-
chinn floribundum] , when the leaves, sprout and become quite green they are
gathered and cooked, while at seed time, the pods are eaten; kuloomba, indigenous
clover [Trigonella sitavisshna], eaten in large quantities when cooked; willapie,
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a M-nall watery plant [probably Thysanotus if roots are being referred to]
;

,o1antie, native fig [no species of Ficus has been recorded from the region, but

i .owitt gave the name for Mesembryanthemum ; iit may be M . aequilaterale, which

has an edible fig-like fruit] ;
bookabooda, native gooseberry [Solanum eUipticum\ ;

mundawora, native blackberry [Koch gave mandaworra as, the name for Santalum

lanccolatum, which has a brown or black plum-tike edible fruit] ;
thoopara, native

pear [Marsdenia anstralis]. The two plant products used in manufacture are

mindrie [not to be confused with mindarie — peace corroborec] and mootcha, the

edible pods and leaves of the latter having been referred to above. From the

outer part oi the root of mindrie [Lcschcnaidtia divaricata], by heating, is

obtained a kind of resin |kundrie| which becomes very hard and is used for

fastening a flint to a short stick (kundriemookoo) to convert the latter into an

axe or tool for making weapons. The stems of mootcha, native cotton bush

\Cvnanchu-m floribuuditm], when dry, arc pounded into a line fibre, then teased

and spun and made into bags and nets.

Amongst personal ornaments are (p. 289) :—kultrakultra, a necklet made

from reeds strung on woven hairs; mundamunda, a string (which may be 200-300

yards long) made from the native cotton bush, this string being worn around the

waist; charpoo [also chanpoo, probably misprint], a white-painted band worn

round the forehead of men and made from [string from] stems of the cotton

bush; oonamunda (oona = arm), string about ten feet long, made from native

cotton bush and worn round the arm ; oorapathera, a bunch of leaves tied to the

feet and worn when dancing [oora — legs, pathera or jmth&r&™ Eucalyptus

microtheca; Home and Alston's hg. 35 indicates a performer wearing ^a bunch] ;

pillie, netted bag made from the stems of cotton bush and rushes, with meshes

similar to our fishing nets; pirra, a trough-like water-vessel ;
mintie, fishing net

made from rushes and usually 60 feet long by 3 feet wide; wondaroo, a closely-

netted bag made from the fibre of the cotton bush.

From the tree, cooyamurra (Acacia sp.) [according to Howitt (1904) and

Koch (1898), Kuvamara is Eremophila loiujifolia\, a piece of wood, six inches

long, was pointed at one end and used to pierce the nasal septum of children, the

ceremony being called moodlawillpa (moodla = nose, willpa — hole)
;
from the

same kind of tree two pieces of wood, each about a foot in length, were sharpened

at one end to a wedge-like shape and forced between the upper incisors which w^ere

to he evulsed from children during the chirrinchirric ceremony (pp. 266-267).

The penis of the voung man about to be subincised with a sharp flint (koolpie

ceremony) was laid on a piece of bark just before the operation began, and after

completion of the latter, a piece of bark was placed over the wound and tied so

as to prevent it from closing (p. 273). In cases of stings, leaves of bushes,

heated at a fire, were applied to the affected part. Two light rods (coonya), each

about three feet long, were beaten together by old men when questioning a corpse

to ascertain the name of the individual responsible for his death [see also Berndt

and Vogelsang, 1941, 374 1. Native cotton bush was used in the making of the

sugarloaf-shaped bags (ootamanurie) made by men of the camp (pp. 280-282) and

placed by them on the heads of the returning members of the bookatoo, i.e., the

expedition to Burratchunna [Rrachina] Creek, west of Blinman, to obtain

supplies of red ochre.

Helms (1896, 316) gave pattara and kuntha as the "Diyeri" terms for box-

tree \Eucal\ptus microtheca] and grass respectively. He also stated (p. 280)

that the gum (kundi) used for attaching the cutting stone (thula) to a piece of

hardwood to form a chisel, was obtained from the grasstrec (Xanthorrhoca) from

Cooper's Creek, whence, it was traded to the Wungarabunna (Urabunna, Arabana)

tribe. He stated that the best gum was found in the base of old trees and in the

roots ; and that it was extracted by heating these portions over a slow fire, the
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gum oozing out and then being mixed with sand. A substitute for this gum was
obtained by the Wungarabunna [Arabana] from the gidyea, Acacia homalophyUa
[A. Cambagei]. It seems to us probable that the gum referred to was mindri
from Lcschcnaultia divaricala, since Xanthorrhoca has not been recorded from the
Eyrcan region. X. quadraugulata occurs in the northern Flinders Ranges.

In the succeeding portion of this paper, the following abbreviations are used
to indicate the various tribes concerned:—A, Arabana or Urabunna; D, Dieri

;

K, Kuiyani ; Ka. Kara-nguru ; N, Ngamern ; Nj , Nguradjuri ; P, Pilatapa

;

T, Tiran; W, Wonka-nguru ; Wo, Wonkamala; Wp, Wailpi ; Y, Yelyuyendi

;

Ya, Yaurorka; and Yu, Yantruwunta.

Ho wilt (1878) published a few remarks relating to the natives of lower
Cooper's Creek. Their summer huts were merely breakwinds, made of branches of
shrubs) or stalks of marshmallow [Lavatcra- plebcia] ; and winter huts were made
of a frame of sticks covered with grass or weeds above which earth or sand was
added to make the structures waterproof. Amongst edible seeds (bowar) [bowa,
paua| which were ground into meal were those of pappar grass [Pauicuni decom-
posiium; Roth (1897, 91) stated that pap-pa was a general term for seed food in
the lioulia district of Queensland, and under it were included yaraka (Lleusinc
acgyptiaca, i.e., Dactyloctcnium radulaus), katoora {Sporobohts actinocladus),
and Sporobohts Lmdlcyi, all of which grasses occur in the area under our con-
sideration and are probably utilised by the natives]. The seeds of Portulac,
manyura, munyeroo [Portulaca oleracca] were termed manyoura bowar and were
treated similarly to those of the grasses. Nardoo served as a standby in times
of scarcity; those who subsisted largely on it were termed ngardu-etya. Green
Portulac [P. oleracca], native spinach like the New Zealand spinach [Tctragouia
cxpansa]

, native melons [Cticumis melo var. agrestis] , and native oranges
[Capparis Mitchclli\ were eaten raw. Amongst edible roots were those of
Portulac, others like radishes [Bo.erhavia diffusa], and small bulbs (yowar)
[yaua, Cypcrus bulbosits] which were roasted in ashes, Pitchery was also men-
tioned. Small axes (tomahawks, bomako) were secured to their hafts by cords
made from the bark of a shrub, these cords being then covered by a hard black
gum (pinta) from a medium-sized tree with oval dark-green leaves and rough
bark [? Alyoporum plalycarpum or Grcvillca stria! a]. Large and small fishing
nets were made from fibres obtained from rushes [Cypcrus ?vaginatus]. Logs
and bushes were placed over graves,, as described by Captain Sturt.

Koch (1898) published a list of plants collected on Mount Lyndhurst pastoral
area, especially in the vicinity of Mount Freeling and Ycralfnaf which Tindale's
map (1940) indicates as lying in the territory of the Kuiyani tribe and the
northern-most part of the Wailpi region. Koch mentioned a large number of
native names of plants and made some references to utilisation. The names are
set out as given by h\m ;—Stcnopetalum lincarc, warcoontoo, edible; Lcpidimn
papillosum, nalaka, seeds eaten; Pittosporum phillyraeoides, madroo, seeds eaten;
Tribulus hystrix, koola ; ZygopJiylhan frutkulosum, medeewurta, eaten ; Z.
glauccscens, nilday, eaten; Erodium cygnorum, yarpee, windoo, wuntooka, eaten;
Oxalis corniculata, eaten; Hctcrodcndron oleaefolium, mindra, seeds eaten; Skia
virga/a, watteeworroo [waitti, wood; want, grey, dirty], burdaddee ; AbutHon
Milchclli [from South Australia = A. Icucopetaluin], yarreedee ; Lavatcra plebcia,
wdrpa, kornma, wurnma, roots (apara

) [kappera] of young plants eaten

;

Portulaca^ oleracca^ monyeroo, leaves and seeds eaten; Clartonia balonncnsis
[Calandrinia bat.] parakilya ; Muehlnibcckia Cmininghamii, burdinga ; Alriplex
mummnlarium, nilpena; A. vesicarium, billacurroo, dandayree ; A. holocarpum
[A. spongiosum] maltoo ; A. halUnoidcs and other annual saltbushes, maltoo

;

Rhagodia spinescens, yillaroo; Enchylacna tomentosa, burlahmee; Kochia pyra-
midaia, ooncroo, koonambirra; Kochia aphylla, bulka, pootodoopoondoo ; K. ciliata,
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moodlee; Bassia quinquecuspis, yate ; B. dharicata, yalkirmy ; Salicornia arbus-

citla [Arthrocnemuni haloenemoides\, tarapoolia; S. kali, yilka [= prickly] ;

Ptilotus nob'dis, anemaheefurta ; Bocrhavia diffusa, two forms— (a) with hairy

leaves and stems, tawo, (b) with glabrous leaves and stems, padloo ;
Casuarina

(flauca [from South Australia = C. lepidophloia\, alkoo; Templetonia egena,

atara, binyee ; CUanthus dampicri, ngarabana, minyee-minyeel parry; Trigonella

suavhsima, walpurla, kanba, kadumma, columba (last name at Innamincka)

( kalumbal ; Cassia phyllodinea, bundey [bundi] „
wammalleroo ; Petalostyhs

labicheoides warreedee
;" Bauhinia Carronii, moodloo; Acacia tetragonophylla,

bararrecka; A. papyrocarpa, myall; A, scntis [A. Victoriae], kalyoo ; A. relinodes,

weerilda; A. salicina (native willow), balkoora [? confusion with A. stenophylla] ;

Acacia sp., ash of leaves used in preparation of pitchoree [probably A. ligulata],

aroo, kakooroo, wurra [wirra] ; A. Oszvaldii, whyacka [wi-akaj ; A, aneura,

mulga, seeds eaten, timber used for clubs when suitable mallee roots were not

available; Pimelea simplex, namala ; P. microccphala, willparee, berries (narree-

mahee) [ngarrimai| edible, shrub and fruits used medicinally, bark of roots boiled

and liquor drunk for throat and chest complaints, extremely tough fibrous bark of

roots twisted into thin cords and tied around abdomen, or aching head, or other

parts to remove pain; Ilakca Ednieana, yantana; H. lencoptera, kooloova [kulua]

water from roots = nappa-koparee [ngapa ~ water, kapara = root J ;
Tctragoma

expansa, paldroo, eaten as a spinach; Trianthcma crystallina, maparee; Melaleuca

gfomerata, wooda, kooda; Melaleuca sp. (black teatree), woota, koota [If.

piibesccns\ ; Eucalyptus oleosa, mallee, roots used as clubs; E. rostrata, kalpooroo,

seeds (power) [paua] eaten; Santalum lanceolatum, mand'aworra, fruits eaten;

S. acuminatum [Eusanus acuminatus] nakala, fruits eaten; Melothria maderas-

patana, willa-lillalee, fruits eaten; Loranthus linophyllus [L. Preissii] partapee,

fruits eaten; L. pcnduhi.s [L. Miquelii] weedla ; L. quandong, yappee mulgatee,

berries eaten ; Ptcrocaulon sphacelatus, yunga-yunga, "horehound" ; Scaevola

spinescens, poorntoo, berries eaten; Ipomaea heterophylla, woonooroo, roots

eaten; Convolvulus erubesceus, noongay ;
Sarcostenima australe, meeninya, parde-

bardcttee; Marsdenia Lcichhardiiana [M. aitstralis], toopara, roots, leaves, flowers

and seeds eaten; Solanum esurialc, puddadee, ripe berries eaten; S. ellipticurn,

yoomeroo, berries eaten; Lycimn australe, beeree, wadneree, fruit eaten; Erenw-

phila longifolia, kooyamurra, branches used for covering corpse; E. Freclingn,

kaltva, halya: E. oppositifolia, wecooka [wi-uka] ; B. Duttonii, kaltva, haiya;

11. alfernifolia, kaltva, halya; E. maculaia, nanyoo ; Calostemma lutcum, waddy-

wurra; Bulbhie bulbosa? boontooka; Thysanotus tuberosus, tubers eaten; Cyperus

subulatusf [from Eyrean region = bulbosus

\

, kudnamurra, ala, yower [yaua|,

tharaka. conns eaten; grass (general term), kanta; Panic urn coenicolum [Digitaria

coenicola], talghee, allee, seed (power-tandra) eaten; P. gracile [Paspalidium

gracile], talghee, seeds eaten; Erianthas cruciata [ =Dactylocienhtm radulans

R. Br., of which D. acgyptium of Australian authors is a synonym], wallamurroo

;

Poa raniigcra \Eragrostis australasica), dickcree; Marsilia quadrifolia [M. Drurn-

viondii], nardoo, sporocarps ground and eaten.

Howitt and Siebcrt (1903), in their account of two legends of the Lake Eyre

tribes, mentioned some plant names :—paua, seed of plants used for food, e.g.,

Claytonia Ya; wona-waru (—white mound; waru = white, wona or wompa
= hill or mound), fungus [Gasteromycetes, Podaxon spp.

|
found growing near

Eucalyptus trees; kalyu, an Acacia \A. Victoriae] ; kaliwaru, Eucalyptus rostrata

Cat Innamincka)
;

pattara, Eucalyptus microcarpa [error for E. microtheea] ;

wonno, woman's digging stick; malka Ya, Acacia aneura; kangua Ya, D, flax.

Howitt (1891) mentioned some Dieri totems (murdus) with which plant

names were associated:—manyura, Portulaca oleracea, whose seed was kanaura;

and pitcheri, Duboisia Patersoni [D. Hopzvoodu]. Leaves and twigs of wira
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Lush were added to the latter by Dieri and Yanitruwunta. The use of kunya rods
at inquests and of cooya mura sticks for tooth evulsion, as reported by'Gason,
was mentioned (p 80, 88). Wurdigi (= mulga tree) was stated to be a totem in
the Yandairunga tribe occupying the west shore of Lake Kyre [= Antakirinva
tribe]

.

Howitt's very important work on the native tribes of South-eastern Australia
(1904) contains many references to plants in relation, to the social organisation
and ceremonial life of the Eyrean tribes. Mention was made of the great trade
route from the Northern Flinders Ranges, whence red ochre (karku D, arkaba A,
harkaba W, Wo, kambara Ya, was collected, through the Cooper via Kopperamana
and some other centres, to the lower Diamantina and Mulligan into Queensland,
where piluri bush (Duboisia Hopzvoodii) was obtained, ochre, pituri, grinding
stones and implements being the chief objects of barter (pp. 713-716). The red-
ochre expedition was called bukatu N or pocato Yu, and the ochre mine was stated
to be near Beltana.

The names given in various parts of the book to plants and their products are
as follows:—bili or pili, bag; bili-milki, bag on which the figure of an eye (milki)
is woven; duntyi, Crotalaria sp. (fig. 58) [C dissitiflora] ; kanta D, grass, woven
by the Arabana to form a kind of apron; kadla W, rush [Cyperus vaginatus or
C. laevigatas]; kagnara N [?ka-ngara] seed of Claytonia' [Calandrinia sp.J ;

kanangara D, seed of manyura [munyeroo, Portulaca oleracea] ; kalti K, spear;
kandri D [~ koondi], round boomerang-shaped weapon with pointed ends
(%- 12

( 7 ) ) ;
kandri Dy A, K, name also given to the gum obtained from the

roots of mindri [Leschcnaultia divaricaia], the term kandri-moku D being also
used (moku — bone or other hard substance), this gum being employed for
cementing chips of stone [tulaj to the wooden handles [of chisels], and the axe to
its haft; kakura A [kakuru — Acacia ligulata], bush with edible fruit; katu K,
breakwind; kirha D, boomerang; kangu D, Ya, flax; kalyu, Acacia sp. (near
innamincka) [A. Victoriae] ; kulua A, Hakca leucopicra, used for constructing
huts; kuntyiri ]), kutyiri N, Acacia sp. [tjiri = Acacia salicina] kunya D, pointed
piece of_ wood or bone used in magic; kuyamara A, kuya-marra D, Eremophila
lougifolia, twigs used in funeral ceremonies to make a bed in the grave for the
corpse, and also worn as a sign (D) to indicate those members of the party who
had eaten ceremonially some of the fat of the deceased (p. 448-449)—two chisel-
shaped pieces of kuyamara wood were used in tooth evulsion D (p. 655-656)

;

makatira A, firestick (maka — fire A, W) ; malska D, Wo, Acacia ancura [mulga of
whites is a corruption of the native name], mulga "apples" [gallsj are eaten, root
used as material for making digging tools; manyura N, Ka, Claytonia balonnensis
[Calandrinia bal, manyura is commonly called munyeroo by white people], edible
seeds; mapara Ya, edible seed of Claytonia sp. [Calandrinia]; maru-wiri, two-
handed boomerang; moku D, probably Cucumis trigonus [~ C. mclo L. var.
agrcstisK'dud.\

;
muluru D, witchetty grub; munukudu D, Wo, plant with grass-

like foliage and bearing tubers under each other and not in. clusters, and found
growing under bushes in sandhills [ ? Thysanotus cxiliflorus Black non F. v. M. =
T. exfimbriatus] ; narrangama, narra Ya, shield ; ngampa A, stone used for pound-
ing ngardu (nardoo)

; ngarumba Ya, D, boxtree, Eucalyptus microtheca; ngulyi
A, K, kino- of a Eucalypt used for attaching the axe to its haft; ngardu, Marsilia
sp. [M. Drummondii]

;
pirha D, A, K, wooden bowd, term also used for a tree or

for a block of wood suitable for making such a bowl
;
pirha mara D, shield, (pirha— dish or bowl, mara = hand)

; piltai A, Acacia salicina, ash used in the prepara-
tion of pituri

;
pitcheri, I) and other tribes, Duboisia Hopwoodii; pundu, "nose

peg" ornament made of the wood of the kuyamara (Eremophila lougifolia) ;

padi D, edible witchetty grub [found in roots of various shrubs and trees]
;
paia-

moku A, Didiscas glaucifolkis (paia === bird, moku — bone)
;
pita-moku A, tree
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;
wirha D, Yu. Acacia

salicina [Howitt's figure is that of A. ligulata], ash used in the preparation of

pituri; pili or bili, bag; paua Ya, edible seed ground between millstones, the larger

lower, softer slab being ngurtu 1) or tayi Ya, and the smaller, harder upper one

marda-kupara D (marda, mada D, madra Y, = stone; kuparu = young or small) ;

punga-moku D, timber forming the framework (i.e., bones, moku) of a hut

(punga); tanyu D, [Enchylacna tomcntosa\; timpiwora, unknown plant; turu-

manya 1), rirestick (turu = fire) ;
turu-kuntyi, stick made from mulga root and

used for digging out small mammals from their burrows
|
the term turu suggests

that the end of the digging stick is hardened by fire, as is done by various tribes

elsewhere] ; wona, woman's implement used in sport and in fighting; wapiya Wo,
boomerang; wona-waru \Podaxou spp.|. white mould which grows near Eucalyp-

tus trees; vaiia \V, Cypcrus rotundas [= C. bulbosus], bulbs eaten; yelka A.,

grass-like plant with edible bulbs \Cyperus bulbosits]
;
yudlanti, AlescmbryantJic-

mum \? M. acquilateralc]. Yutchin is a name applied to a person who acts lor

another during the prolonged absence of the latter from his camp (Dieri); the

intending traveller places around the neck of his representative (yutchin) a string

[yootchoo, Gason, 1879, 302] made from native flax or human hair. Shields are

made of soft wood \Bauhinia Carronu\ obtained by barter from the north and

north-east, i.e., mainly from western Queensland, via Coopers Creek, the Yantru-

wunta people supplying weapons and grinding stones in exchange. The Dicri

made fire by drilling the edge of a shield with a sharp-pointed stick. Bukatyiri D
was applied to areas where trees and shrubs were more abundant than in some

other regions, such as the lower Cooper.

The Dieri and Tirari believed that the Kadimarkara were creatures which in

Murra-murra [ancestral] times climbed down from the sky to earth by means of

the huge Eucalyptus trees on which it rested and which grew on the western side

of Lake Eyre; this was the explanation given for the presence of certain fossil

remains found near Lake Eyre (p. 433). The sticks [called coonya by Gason]

used at an inquest were termed kuya by the Dieri (p. 448).

Eylmann (1908) referred to Dieri murdus. mentioning the following relating

to plants : — pitscheri, Duboisia Patersoni \D. Ilopivoodii]
;

malka [Acacia

ivicura]; manyura, Portulaca oleracca, its seed = kanaura ; kananngara, munyeru

;

julanti, edible seed [Mesembryanthcmum acquilaierale\
;
and spores of nardu,

Marsilia quadrifolia. Native flax, Psoralca patens, was used for making fibre head

bands, bags and fish-nets, and illustrations of these were published.

Stirling and Waite (1919) published a paper on "toas" or aboriginal direc-

tion signs used by the Eyreau tribes, the information having been taken from the

manuscript (now in the South Australian Museum) of the late J. G. Reuthcr,

who was for eighteen years in charge of the Lutheran Mission Station at Kalla-

paninna. These toas were generally closely associated with the legendary wander-

ings of the muramuras (ancestral spirits). Many contain plant names; an example

is No. 87 mentioned on p. 126, ngapamanaworani (the suffix ni = to, or in the

direction of), which in Dieri means i(
to the place where the manawora plant stands

in water (ngapa). This is a cucumber-like creeper, a piece of which is affixed to

the head [of the toa]. The latter represents a water-covered flat in which the

Muramura, Patjalina, found these plants growing [indicated by] (red spots)."

Mr. II. M. Hale, Director of the South Australian Museum, where these

toas are now located,, has kindly permitted us to examine those at present avail-

able in an endeavour to identify the plant material which is attached to the upper

end of many of them. We are unable to identify or to suggest probable identifica-

tions of several of the plants whose native name (without actual plant material)

is associated with the toa. The numbers quoted are those of the associated toas
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as given in Stirling and Waite's paper, and, in the case of nearly all of them, they
are similarly indicated in the coloured illustrations which accompany the paper.

_
2, 46, pingalpiri D, T, grass, also a large watcrhole on Cooper's Creek, 4,

katjara W, edible creeping plant like cucumber [Marsdcnia australis]; 10,
magamaga (1) tree W; 13, 16, winpara bush D [canegrass, Eragrostis australasica]

;

26, 308, bunuru W, cotton bush [Kochia ? pyramidala] ; 44, 195, kudnampira
bush D, Ya [Kochia pyramidal a\ ; 45, palkura [Acacia sp.] ; 45, tjiri [Acacia
salicina]

; 58, palkalara grass D [Atriplcx ? nummular i urn] ; 59, 140, 254, kalku D,
rush [Cypcrits gymnocaulus]

; 60, dikeri grass [Eragrostis australasica]
; 61, wiria

hush D (same as dantju), has edible red berries [tanyu of Howitt, 1904, 781;
Enchylarna lomcntosa]

; 72, dikulu N\ canegrass [Spinlfcx (= Zxgochloa) para-
doxa); 84, turuku D, lire-stick; 87, manawora D, cucumber-like creeper [looks
more like a mistletoe, Lorauthus sp. than a Ciicumis] ; 88, 147, 210, karla D, rush
[probably intended for kardla, kadla — rush W (Howitt, 1904, 783); specimens
are Cypcrits gymnocaulus ; ka-lo is given by other writers as the name of the
flax-producing plants [Crotalaria spp. and Psoralen] ; 90, 318, wari-wari plants
\Sida sp.]

; 108, 202, malka T, D, mulga [Acacia ancura], wood used for making
boomerangs ( kirra)

; 111, kakura bush D [kakuru = Acacia UguJata] ; 113
palkara, T (a saltbush) [Atriplcx sp.J ; 114, pulpuru bush; 70, 115, wulpu T, W,
plant yielding flax-like fibre [we suggest that the plant rnav he Cxnanchuiu flori-
bundum\; 117, mindri D [Ecschcnaultia divaricata]

; 11% 149, kuluwa bush D
\Hakca leucoptcra); 130, yadi D. spindle with two crossbars on which string is

wound; 146, 192, 221, punkutu 1), W, ilax prepared from ])unku (fiax plant)
|\vc suggest the species is Crotalarki dissiti flora] ; 148, kalyu bush Ya

\ Acacia
Vicloriac]

; 150, palpa bush T [Dodonaca altcnuata]
; 151, worala \\\ has edible

roots [probably Ecschcnaultia divaricata] ; 165, wonawa I), mushroom. [Podaxou
sp.]

;
166, kunya D, pointed stick used as a needle or awl; 180, palpara bush D

|
? same as 114, pulpuru; Home and Aiston gave palpara as the name of a small

hawk, W, which is probably the same as Stirling and Waite's balpara bird, toa
No. 36 1 ; 188, kuntjikuntji bush D [Acacia sp., very narrow leaves. Howitt gave
turu-kuntyi as the name of a digging stick made from mulga root, kanta — grass]

;

182, 190, yanda I), also called yuntha in Cooper's Creek district, wooden slab or
"bull-roarer" used in ceremonials; 194, kandri D, curved weapon with pointed cuds
[a_kind of boomerang, Howitt, fig. 12, (7) ] ; 213, yaua [Cxpcrus bulbosus\;
225. billi D, net-bag; 239, kuyamara bush 1) [Ercm'ophila louc/ifolia\ ; 240, didla
bush

\
Atriplcx sp.

| ; 241, taltranta grass [Eulalia fuk<c\ ; 244, billimunu D, net-
bag used by women for carrying various kinds of grass containing edible seeds;
245, tjurlu bush P; 247, diladila grass N, from sandhills; 250, kuramorla, porcu-
pine grass \Triodia puugcus, kuramala of our list|

; 253, warn (—white) bush
or grass D [not a grass; twigs of ? Atriplcx]

; 262, 299, wirra bush D [Acacia
lif/ulataj^, 268. wonatiri D, sharpened stakes |wona| used for supporting "risking
nets; 277, wodika bush \Y [Acacia ligulata]

; 179, palyangani D, edible sweet gum
from a tree [Myoporuiu, platycarpuui or Bauhinia Carronii]

; 298, malka kanta D,
mulga grass \Aristida arcnaria] ; 301, mudlamana bush [Acacia species

j ;

302, duntji hush \CrotaIaria sp.. according to Howitt, 1904. fig. 58 = C. dissiti-

flora\ ; 303. karauara bush [specimen consists of grass stems]
; 310, wona D, dig-

ging stick; 313 pa-u gras>s I)
|
general term for grasses with edible seeds

|
; 310.

makumuru bush D [Sida sp.] ; 322, kudukudna grass T [grass stems., species not
recognisable]

; 197, attached to kawolkalani toa Ya [kavvo-lka = crow
|

is a plant
which may be Amaranthus sp. or more probably Trianthcma sp. ; 112, 214, pankara
W, rush \Cypcrus gymnocaulos\; 121 (without name or details

) [plant material
is a grass,

,
Aristida; 276, palkurunu bush D \Hctcrodcndron olcifolium] ; 31 1,

(

(') Mr, Vogelsang- informs as that this name is a lapsus calami for Rcuther's name
majamaja (tnaya-maya). We have not been able to identify the plant, as none is indicated
on the toa.
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wirra bush D [the account indicates "roly-poly," Salsola kali and has no relation

to wirha, Acacia ligidata]. Jelka was mentioned as an edible bulk [Cypcrus

butbosiisl, and Jelkabaiubaluna was the demigod (muramura) controlling its

growth (p. 108). Toas 28, 54, 61, 11*, 129, 152, 161, 203, 220, 227, 256, 260 and

317 are concerned with that muramura; and 17, 93, 101, 103 and 211 with another

one, Ngardutjelpani, whose name suggests that he was responsible for ngardu.

The origin of various plants, due to the action of muramuras was referred to

(p. 110).

The observations of Home and Aiston (1924) were centred mainly on Mun-

geranie which lies in the Wonkanguru territory, the latter author being the police

officer there for many years, before he came to reside at Mulka which is only about

25 miles to the south.
'
In this book there are abundant scattered references to the

utilisation of plants by the natives, but only occasionally is the species indicated.

We have brought tog'ether the information and have, in places, added our own

comments.

From the root of the coolebah, Eucalyptus microthcca, water was sometimes

obtained, and a long pole-like spear,, called piranburra, Y, D, W, was made, the

latter serving also as a digging stick to be used by men when hunting dingoes. In

a woman's corroboree in which men represented spirits (moora), these men had

bunches of box-tree leaves tied to each ankle. The seeds, after being ground, were

eaten. From a bend of a branch, a wooden dish (pirrha) was fashioned. The

throwing-stick (munkerara) was usually made from this tree.

Acacias were utilised. From the bark of one kind (ycarda) an astringent

fluid was obtained and used for tanning skins to convert the latter into skin water-

bags (pp. 50-51, tig. 39) [the species may have been A. salicina, since ClelaneU

Black and Reese (1925) stated that its bark possessed some tanning material |.

"Dead finish" \ Acacia ictragonopJiylla] was used in making the koondi, a

boomerang, nearly round in section; and a sharpened stick to which emu feathers

were bound in order to make a head decoration (fig. ^5) for one of the corro-

borees. The root ot whitewood (Acacia sp. ) was used for making the short

handle, into the cleft end of which the axe head was inserted and then secured^by

binding it with hair or fur string together with mindri gum (p. 104-105. fig. 75)

[the term whitewood. as far as we know, is restricted to Alalaya hcmiglauca,

which belongs to the Sapindaceae]. The wood of the mulga (A. ancura) was also

employed for the latter purpose. Mulga seeds were ground and eaten; and a long

spear "or digging stick (piranburra) was made from its root. The flattened,

sharpened point" attached to light spears (kutchie) was usually of mulga. The

hardwood of this species was used for making such implements as the kirra

(boomerang), murrawirrie (two-handed lighting boomerang), wadna (woman's

digging stick), and wirrie (throwing stick) . The wirra, Acacia salicina

[apparently should be A. ligulaUi\, was used for obtaining the ash for mixing with

pituri, and" certain stones (murrallacardia W, kuncherawarroo D, were scattered

to increase the supply of this acacia (p. 133-134). The method of obtaining the

ash is shown on tig. 49.

The method of preparing nardoo is mentioned and an illustration (fig. 40)

is given of the crushing of the sporocarps on a piddinie (lower stone) by using a

hammer stone (koolkie). Yaua [Cypcrus bitlbosus] was an important food

supply and certain stones (yelka) were used in the corroboree to bring about the

increase of the plant (p. 134). Munyeroo [Portulaca oleracca] was eaten raw or

cooked on hot ashes; while its seeds were collected, ground on a mudda (lower

millstone) with a muddathirrie held in the hand (fig. 42, 43), the resulting meal

(bowa) being cooked as a damper.

Amongst other plants supplying food were wadroo [wodaroo of Cason], a

legume with edible roots [Vigna lanccolaia] ; bladder saltbush [Atriplcx z'csicamm\
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with edible seeds; native cucumber [Cucumis melo var. agrcstis]; wild spinach
\Tctragama- expanse]; wild cabbage; willa, a creeper whose leaves and flowers
are eaten [Marsdenia australis; weela is the name given by Cleland, Black and
Reese for a related plant, Cynanchwn floribundum] ; and mindrie [Lcschenaultia
dwancata], the outer part of whose thick root is cooked and eaten [it is possible
that there has been a confusion with Polygonum glabrum, part of whose roots is
edible; Lcschenaultia, in its habit and appearance, closely resembles "lignum," i.e.,

Muchlcnbcckia Cunninghamii, one of the Polygonaccae]. As a potential water
supply mention is made of the roots of the needlewood (trigunta, tigunta — Hakca
leucoptcra), red mallee (Eucalyptus oleosa) and box (Eucalyptus microtheca).

Fibre was obtained from rushes [Cyperus ? vag'matus, C. distachyus], and
from wadnoarie (a verbena) [error for Psoralea patens whose flowers and habit,
at first sight, suggest a verbena] . From rushes a kind of fishing net called'
pmegara was made, the method of preparation being described (p, 62-63); this
net was not durable and was usually left in the water. The much longer hbre-
string net (wooroomarroo, marroo -: white) was made from wadnoaritTand was
handled more carefully and was put away wdien not in use. The preparation of
the fibre and its conversion into string were described (p. 67, tig. 53-55). This
fibre-string was used for making one kind of head net (Aittmaj,' and formed the
basis of the closely-woven forehead band, termed charpoo, which was plastered
with gypsum (kopi) and was worn during ceremonials, and the somewhat similar
nulta which was decorated with red ochre. Fibre was also used in making the
long belt (dampera, and its attached hanging strings or wilpoo) which is wound
round the waist of men. It also entered often into the formation of the longer
waist-girdle (yiuka) worn by men. Fibre, is used for making various kinds of
net-bags. One kind of bag was stuffed with grass, fur or hair and converted into
a string ball, used in play. Fibre from a plant [Cxnanchum floribundum] grow-
ing in the sandhills was mixed with human hair and animal fur and converted
into a string from which a bag (p. 109) was made for holding delicate stone
implements called pirries (fig. 67). For fire-making a hardwood stick of mulga
was twirled in a split stick of Crotcdaria Cunninghamii (p. 66, fig. 52, 52), shredded
hark or pith being added to the spark obtained. Another method was to rub with
a koondi (boomerang) the back of a softwood shield (murrawaroo) on which
some triturated dung had been placed, the resulting spark being fed with leaves
and grass (p. 94). From lignum \Muchlcnbeckia Cunnwqhainii\ and marsh-
mallow [Lavatcra plebeja] light spears (kutchie) were made, but some kind of
hardwood, usually mulga, had to be used for the point. The narcotic pitchevi,
made from Duboisia Hopzvoodii which was traded from western Queensland, was
used extensively.

r

J here were at least three kinds of gum used in connection with the making
of weapons. Kunti was obtained from the beefwood [Grcviilca striata, the name
kunti or kanti to he distinguished from koondi — boomerang | . Poova W was
got from Triodia and was bartered from the north and was used for attaching
axe-heads to their handles (complete axe — kalara-piddina). Mindri gum was
the most valuable and was obtained from the root of a plant <p. 102,* fig. 76)
[Lcschenaultia divaricata] growing in swampy areas. It was mixed with kan-
garoo dung and was used for attaching the stone tool (luhla) to the rest of the
implement (koondi) and for forming the handle for ordinary stone knives
(yutchawunta) and fighting knives (illyawunta, fig. 72). It was also used for
covering the free extremity of the pointing bone (wirra-garoo \Y, mokoo-ellie
duckana I), which was made of bone or of wood such as needlewood [Hakca
leucoptcra}, the gum being used for the purpose of retaining the magic "poison"
which was supposed to have entered the implement at the proper time (tig. 86-87 ).

Mindrie gum was also used for attaching ornaments to the charpoo (forehead
band worn by men).
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Amongst the various implements made of wood by the Wonkonguru and not

particularly mentioned in the foregoing- information from Home and Alstons

work are "the following:—dunpara, food platform made ot four stakes; wadrni,

woman's digging stick; pirrha, dish (fig. 20, 22, 24, 25) ;
kulchera, playing stick

(fig 27) [similar to wona of the Dieri and weet-weet of Victorian natives, Howitt

1904 ho- 12 (1) |; bull-roarer, inchitcha; and message sticks (fig. 48). The

various kinds of boomerangs (kirra) and throwing sticks (wirrie, kooudi) were

illustrated (fig. 57-65). Shields (murrawarroo) were made of soft wooa,

Prxthrina vesperhlio [error for Bauhinia Carronil], and were obtained by barter

from Queensland. A grave with logs lying on its surface is shown (iig. 88).

The utilisation of plant material in constructing the various types ot huts (poonga

and wilpie) is indicated in fig. 1247.

Basedow (1925) made some reference relating to our subject. Very brief

mention was made of the use of timber and brushwood as a cover for graves

(p 206-207) by the Dieri and Yantowannta, photographs of the two kinds being

published (p 2*5 fig. 1-2). The framework of heavy curved logs utilised m the

construction of a hut near Cooper's Creek is figured in pi. xv, fig. 1 biremiakmg

bv the twirling method was adopted by the Dieri tribe (p. Ill), needlebush [Hakea

leitcoptcra] being selected for the harder twirling stick and Hack s pea, Crotalana

[C Cunninghamii] for the softer basal piece. Amongst the implements made

from eucalvpts bv the Dieri, Yantowannta, Ngameni and other Central Austra-

lian tribes were food and water carriers (coolemans), both shield-shaped and

canoe-shaped (p 92). From mulga were made straight smoothed spears (p. 190,

tier 5 h) • the long slender 'graving stick," kukerra (p. 82-83) [kulchera ot Home

and Alston I; a form of club (p. 169); and a kind of boomerang, mamwirn

h) 170). The use of the sporocarps of nardoo, called kalumha by the Dieri, as

food and the method of grinding them is described (p. 150) [confused with the

edible clover, I'viqoneUa suavissima, to which the name kalumha belongs]. An

account was given of the preparation and use of pitjuri (from Duboisia Hop-

^oodii), the necessary ash being obtained by burning twigs of Acacia saliana

and eucalvpts (p. 155-157).

In 1937 Elkin (p. 285) referred to the use by the Dieri of the kuyamara

plant {Ercmophila longifolia) and published photographs of a Vauraworka grave

and one at Innamiucka [ Yantruwunta |
. In the same year Alston published a

paper relating to pituri, stating that its preparation (1937, 372) was a close

monopoly and that any child born to the horde or tribe who belonged to the

"pitcheri" moora" [one of the subdivisions of several of the Eyrean tribes] auto-

matically succeeded to all rights and privileges in the distribution. The trade

route from the pituri country in far-western Queensland to Koparra-murra

I
kopperamanna of whites) in' Dieri territory, and thence to other regions, was

referred to. Other references to utilisation of plants in the Eastern Eyrean region

are:—wirra, Acacia salicina \A. ligulata], as the plant from whose tops, ash for

pituri was obtained; mindry bush [Lesehenaultla divaricaia] or other herbage was

added to wooden bowls in which water was being carried, to- prevent slopping;

herbage was used for trapping shrimps and hsh (p. 375) ;
fibre string made from

a verbena [Psoralen patens, Lcguminusae
|
from the swamps and from the broom

bush I? Cynanchnm fioribund'um] from the sandhills, was utilised for making

the bags used for holding pituri (375-376).

Hcrndt and Vogelsang (1939, 170) referred to the use of grass or bushes to

line Dieri graves, on top of which wood, bushes or twigs were placed. Tn a later

paper (1941) they stated that kujainara was used as a native tobacco,, and as a

poison for adding" to waterholes to catch emus, and also in mortuary ceremonials;

while the pointing bone (dukana) was wrapped in emu feathers and kujamara

plant and then left in the earth for several months. There were a few additional
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references:—bnka-bnka, trees or shrubs; patara, tree [Eucalyptus mkrotheca]
;

para-warana, a native tobacco; pilti [pilli], dilly bag; and turu-upita, firestick

[turu-pita; turu = fire, pita — stick]. These two authors also published a com-

parative vocabulary of the Dieri and Ngadjuri tribes (1941a), including some

Wailpi words (from the northern Flinders Ranges). The Ngadjuri occupied the

southern portion of the Flinders Ranges. We will use D, Nj and Wp to indicate

the tribe using each term of interest to us:—foullroarer, wetana, nmra-ngali Nj,

junta, I); bush with green berry [ ? Solatium sp.], ungina Nj ; billy button

[? Calocephalus inuliiflorus] t wilu Nj
;
green bush [Cassia spp.]„ bundi Nj, pita-

kulja-kulja J); small grey bush having medicinal qualities, judali Nj [yudli

(Wailpi tribe), Cleland and Johnston 1939, 178 = Scacvola spinesceus]; wild

carrot [? Boerhavia diffusa], kuku Nj ; clover [Trigouclla suavissima], walbula

Nj, kalumba D; club, win Nj, Wp ; creeper (Clematis), winda-murlku Nj

[probably Tecoma doratoxylon from which spears (winda) are made, muriku —:

flower] f fire-stick, gadla-widni Nj, manja D (gudla Nj, manja J), = fire) ;
fire

drill—upright twirling stick, aru-watung Nj ; basal stick, watatc-widni Nj ;
flower,

muriku Nj, tiwi D; grubs from sandalwood, bnlkara-bati Nj. padi D |bati, padi =
grub] ; mallee, gula Nj ; water-bearing mallee root, gu-nga Nj, ngapa D [ngapa —
water] ; mulga

]

Acacia aneura], mnlka Nj, malka D; native tobacco, pitjuri Nj,

pitjiri D [Duboisia Hopwoodii\ ; fishing net, minda, mindi Nj, jama D; nutgrass

[Cypcrus hulbosus] jalka Nj. jaua D; wild pear [Cynanchum florihundum or

Marsdcnia australis], ngawala Nj, its roots, ngandi Nj ; knobbed playstick, jakura

Nj; playstick fkulchera of Home and Aisdon] kukuru Nj, aya Wp, kuku-ru-

pirkina I); plain playstick, waba Nj
;
porcupine grass (Triodia), nala Nj ;

wild

potatoes \'t Ipouuica], haiku Nj ; wild peach [Eucarya acuminata], wuti Nj,

wulti Wp; quandong [Santalum lauccolatuni], guti Nj ;
reeds [Cypcrus vagina-

tus\ from waterholes, jaki-walala Nj, wirka 13, wilti D; [so-called] sandalwood

tree \M\oporuin platycarpum^ j, bulkara Nj, baru Nj, kalju-mara D, emburu

Wp; Acacia seeds, minga Nj, kuntjiri-paua D (patt — seed) [tjiri = A. salicina\
;

ground seeds, bulpa Nj, punpu D; she-oak [Casuariua lepidopjdoia], gudli Nj;
silver wattle [Acacia rivalis], vaka Nj, its seeds = vaka mai Nj ;

spear, winda Nj,

kalti I), wadlala Wp ; spear-thrower, midla Nj ; stick, widni Nj, pita ,1); stone for

grinding seeds, murku (= stone ) ,
gunja-buri Nj, marda-kuparu D, mara wadla

\Vp ; stone axe, kalara D ; string or fibre, ita Nj, nguri Nj, jinka D ; tree, kakati Nj,

patara D [term used further north mainly for Eucalyptus mkrotheca] ;
ti-tree

I

— tea tree, Melaleuca pubescens, ooda. wuta Wp], guda Nj ; water from mallee

root, gu-ngu-galwi Nj
;
yacca [Kanthorrhoea quadrangulata], wuara Nj

;
yam,

ngumpa Mj ; yam stick, kata Nj, muugu-wiri Wp.

Additional information concerning the names of plants amongst the Wailpi

tribe is contained in papers bv Hale and Tindale (1925) and by Cleland and John-

ston. (1939).

Curr (1S86) circulated amongst people who were in contact with aborigines

a request for the native names of a number of objects, amongst them being:

(1) grass, (2) war spear, (3) reed spear. (4) womerah, (5) shield, (6) toma-

(-) It will be noted that Berndt and Vogelsang mentioned bulkara and emburu for the

sandalwood tree. The latter is not the true sandalwood (Eucarya spicala) but is Mycporum
platycarpum, for which we (1939) received the name imburu trom the Wailpi. We listed

bulara and bulgar for the true sandalwood from Ooldea, and Helms (1896) published the

latter name for M. platycarpum in the south-western part oi the Great Victoria Desert.

Berndt and Vogelsang (1941a) also gave kalytimara as a name for their sandalwood. Hewitt

(1904, 805) stated that kalyumara was applied to a wide expanse of country where kalyu, an

Acacia [/I. Victoriac\, occurred, and also to a large sheet of water in Cooper's Cretk near

the Queensland border. Kalyumara may be a misprint for Kuyarnara which was mentioned

by Berndt and Vogelsang in another paper (1941), bnt we have already noted that Koch (1898)

and Hovvitt (1904) identified the plant as Ercmophila longijolia, which, like Myoporu-m
platycarpum, belongs to the Myoporaccac,
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hawk (presumably axe), (7) boomerang, (8) wood, (9) bark. Amongst the

replies received were some from the area now under our consideration. To avoid

repetition of the English names, they will he indicated 'by the appropriate numbers.

Jacobs (in Curr 1886, 14-15) gave the following terms as used by tribes on
the north shore of Lake Eyre: (1) kuttu, (2) kuju, (5) stharranamma
I ? ngarranammal, (8) pinta. Paull (pp. 18-21) gave a short vocabulary of the

Glninic [Ngameni] tribe from the Warburton River region and included:

(1) kanta, (2) kaltee, (5) pirramurra, (7) keera, (8) moolya, (9) pitchee ; also

chisel, tula; throwing sitick, preeta ; and mentioned the use of nardoo, pitcheree,

and niindree gum, as well as the utilisation of rushes for making mats. Cornish

(pp. 22-23) gave a different set of terms, also from the Warburton River, but

presumably from the territory occupied by another tribe: (1) chilpa
; (2) wonna,

(3) kutchie, (4) munkoorara, (5) mooloowarroo, (8) mucka, (9) pitchamooroo.
Salmon (pp. 24-27) from Koongi Lake, Cooper's Creek [Yauraworka tribe] :

(1) poka, (2) windra, (4) yarra, (5) narratitta, (6) mudramoodipa. (7) yarra-

koodakoodari, (8) wottee, (9) dallamurroo ; canoe; ukobichi
;

pitcheree, ash

(toorpa) obtained from leaves of gum tree; gum tree,, yallawarroo [? Eucalyptus
rostrata\; boxtree, kulparoo [E. microtheca] ; fishing net, peerlv [pi-li, bi-li

j

.

Cornish (pp. 28-29) gave the following names from the Yowerawoolka tribe

[
Yauraworkaj : (T) kuntha, (2) wTinara, (4) munkoorara, (5) narateta, (8)

mukka, (9) delamooroo. Howitt (pp. 30-31) mentioned: (6) bomaiko [kommi-
yakoo in Wells, 1894], and (8) pattara from near Innamincka. Jacobs (pp. 108-

109) reported from Kopperamana [Dieri and Wonkanguru
|

: (1) kanta,

(2) kalti, (4) kuckuru, (6) karlara, (8) pita. (9) pitji. Warren (p. 112) men-
tioned peuda as the fruit of the pigface [Mcscmhryan-themum acquilatcrale] at

Strangway Springs [Arabana tribe]. Kingsmill (120-121) gave: (1) thuthara.

(2) wardlata, (3) kidchie, (5) muala, waroo, (6) borne, yackoo | obviously mis-

print for bomee yackoo, Howitt's bomiako, Wells' kommiyakoo
| , (8), curdla,

( 9 ) coorkieleinga, from the Kooyiannie [ Kuiyani |
tribe at Beltana. Phillipson

(112-113) mentioned that at Umbertana [Umberatana; probably Wailpi tribe]

the natives ground into flour the seeds of silver watJtte [Acacia riralis] and of

bower grass [paua, bow-a, applied to any grass with edible seeds
| ; (1) yuta,

(2) winda, (5) teepara, (7) waldna, (8) nutchoo, (9) beetetee ; throwing stick,

vveeanderloo. For the Unyamootha tribe [Anyamutna = Wailpi] Gason (122-

123) gave: (1) yoothera, (2) winda, (5) thippira, (6) adgna |= stone],

(7) wanna, (8) urla, (9) pithadie. Wills (116-117) reported for the Tura or

Eura tribe. Mount Serlc [probably a clan of the Wailpi, which tribe Gason (in

Curr, p. 119) called Wipie] : (1) uta, (2) wurlata, (4) woonrara, (8) wittie,

(9) bidthati.

in a short paper Browne (1897), in writing of the natives of "the lower
north" of South Australia gave an account of their method of cooking cress.

Lcpidiiim ritdcrale, by means of steaming; and of the treatment of rushes,

Juucits sp., to obtain from them fibre to be rolled into string; and also of the

utilisation of leaves and stems of Xcrotcs effusa [Lomandra effusa>\ for suffocat-

ing kangaroo rats (bokra) in their burrows in such a way that these marsupials

could be easily reached by the natives. It seems probable that the region referred

to was near, or south of, the southern Flinders Range, and that the tribe was
the Ngadjuri. The species of rush may have been either Cypents vag'uiatns or
Juiicus sp.

Mrs. Duncan-Kemp's observations (1933) were centred on Mooraberrie,

between Farrar Creek and the Diamantina, about 120 miles north-east of Birds-

ville. Her book contains, scattered through it, many references to the use made
by local natives of the vegetation of the area. Since they are likely to escape

scientific notice and since they relate to the region adjacent to that wdiich we
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investigated, such references are now incorporated in our paper. Hie local tribes

were messmates of the Pitta Pitta arid included amongst others, the Murranudda,

Karanya,, Kooridala, Ooloopooloo and Mittaka. The last-named bordered on the

Yelyuyendi (Yalliandra in Duncan-Kemp, p. 190), whose territory included Pandi.

Some of the information is similar to that given by Roth (1897).

The method of preparation of nardoo was mentioned (p. 261). Xardoo

flour was sitored in small dilly bags until needed and was stated to be an article

bartered along the trade routes (p. 208).

References to Gramineae are as follows: munta, edible seeds obtained from

ants' nests [probably seeds of the grasses Ductyloctenium radulans and Panicum
decomposiium] (p. 117)

;
pindi, Mitchell grass [Astrcbla pectinata] (p. 61) ;

wunjee, apparently a general term for grass (p. 147)
;
patti, hard-baked slab or

cake made from grass seeds and stored under stones for future emergency (p. 56) ;

method of winnowing, cleaning and grinding seed food (p. 84) [method similar

to that described by Roth (1897, 91) for "star grass," Dactyhctcniuni aegypliuni

— I), rodulans, native name yaraka
|

; spmifex[7>/W/tt
T
probably pungens] pul-

verised on a flat hearth-stone to extract gum (kunta) (p. 79) ; katoora, seed of

barley grass traded from the north and north-east [Bailey. 1912, 624. and Roth,

1897, 91, stated that katoora was Sporobolus actinocladus]. Katoora was used

for ceremonial purposes, being ground along with a crude flour made from pul-

verised dried tish obtained from permanent watcrholes (p. 147) ; necklets made
from grass (p. 146) and worn by women at corroborees ; heeb. rope made from

grass (p. 130) ; mung'kora, dilly bag used for storing meal and made of woven
grass or reeds (p. 258, 261) ; dried grass or leaves used lor making- signal fires.

the kind of smoke differing according to the plants used (p. 198) ; fibre made
from a "brown river grass" [ ? Themeda triandra] in the same way as: from native

flax [Crotahtria spp. Palmer (1884, 109) mentioned that the grasses, Panicum
Icucopheiim and P. frachyrachis produced fibre which was used by the natives of

the Cloncurry and Mitchell Rivers, Queensland] ; a native when spying could

travel or remain for hours under water by using as an air-pipe a hollow reed

inserted into the mouth, the nostrils having been plugged (p. 206). Xutgrass

\Cyperus bulbosus; Bailey {1912, 591) gave C. csculcntus, now considered a

synonym of C. bulbosus, as the mungaru of Western Queensland] edible, was

called mungaroo (p. 29) ; talculli, sweet onion bulbs [Bulbine sp.| from sandhills,

edible (p. 69).

Among the Proleaceae, mention was made of the water-storing capacity of

the roots of needle bush, pinta-murri (p. 73) [Ilakca lcucoptcra\ ;
shields and

coolamons were obtained from corkwood [Hakca Jvoryl] (p. 218. 291). Many
uses were found for the coolebah [Eucalyptus microtheca]. native name karabadi

(p. 261) ; timber was used for firewood and fires-ticks (p. 229), for making mes-

sage sticks (p. 196) and large coolamons (koordoo) ; the seed, termed karapari

(p. 261), was crushed and converted into damper (patti I ; and the bitter kino was
also utilised. Eucalyptus leaves were used medicinally (p. 224) :—a narrow hftk

about six feet deep was excavated and lined with these leaves ; layers of very hot

stones were placed in the hole, and when the desired temperature was reached

these stones were removed; the patient, wrapped in an emu-skin blanket (mul-

tara), was taken to the hole, stripped naked, placed in the bed and covered to the

neck with warm sand and eucalyptus leaves, remaining there for 10-15 minutes;

he was then covered in the emu-skin and taken back to camp, the whole procedure
being carried out under instructions from a "medicine man" (nulunjera).

Acacias were utilised extensively. One kind (poo~ka-ti-ka) supplied the ash

used in preparing pituri (p, 221). [Roth (1897, 100) gave the same term, but

later (1901, 31) called it pukartika, identifying it as Acacia hakcoides.] The wood
of mulga. gidgee and minnareechie was used for making clubs and nulla-nullas
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(p. 213). The last-named tree is the red-barked or ringed gidgee (p. 131, 262)

\A. cyperophylla], whose timber was used for making long chunngas, boomerangs

and spears. Gidgee [A. Cambagei\ supplied a bitter gum (p. 75) ; its wood was

used for message sticks, short hunting spears, boomerangs and nulla-nullas (p. 197,

211, 212), for- forming the framework of huts (p. 244), and for firewood and

hresticks. Edible grubs were obtained from the roots of species of Acacia and

senna [Cassia spp.] (p. 256), as well as from the wild broom [Cassia spp.
|

,

grubs from the last-named being termed parootra boonti [boondi is applied else-

where to Cassia spp.]. From Bauhinia \B. Carronii\ were made large shields

(worra) ; from the stems, scored by women as the rainy season approached, a

sweet edible sap (minni) or gum was collected after rain (p. 75) ; and its blos-

soms were pounded in a coolamon and the liquid drained into another receptacle,

mixed with "honey" from the "sugarbag" or honey ant (cerumba teeta; teeta =
ant), the mixture being allowed to ferment for 8-10 days when a semi-intoxicating

liquor was obtained (p. 76). Whitewood gum [Aialaya hcmiglauca] was con-

sidered to be a poor substitute for that from Bauhinia. The succulent parakeelya

[Calandrinia\ was chewed by natives1 when short of water (p. 74). Seeds of pig-

weed [Fortnlaca oleracca], kooni, and of an allied species, curda, were eaten

(p. 69). Amongst edible fruits were the quandong [Sautaluni lane colat urn \,

which was pounded and made into a damper and baked but which was sometimes

eaten raw (p. 156) ;
jilleroo, a red fruit from the sandhills [? Enchylacna tomen-

tosa; tliis name is applied at Mount Lyndhurst to Rhagodia spincscens, a related

saltbush] ; and "wild orange," wombunye [Roth (1897, 93) identified the plant as

AtaUuitia glauca—i.e., the native cumquat of Bailey 1912]. Edible roots were

yams, mootchery (p. 259) from the sandhills \Ipoiuoea heicrophylla
J ;

witooka

[Boerharia diffusa, Roth, 1897. 92] ; and yalka, a thick parsnip-like root [possibly

Vigna lanceolata] which was roasted in the ashes (p. 69). Plants eaten raw

included parakeelya; wild spinach [Tctragonia cxpansa], bogil-a-ri (p. 29) ;

woolitcha (p. 69), mustard plant [? Stenopelahun or Lepidiuni] eaten with meat;

stalks of wild geranium or crowsfoot (p. 69) [Erodiuni cygnorum] ; and truffle,

wiididna (p. 260) [ Mymenogastraceao. Ilydnangiuui glahrclhun (Z. & l¥} 3

apparently the same kind as that referred to by Roth, 1897. 93 1. Piliiri is fre-

quently mentioned. Several plants were used for their reputed medicinal

qualities (;:) :—the leaves and pods of the "'shooting grass" or "scurvy grass"

{Coiuiiiclina ensifolia, according to Bailey, 1912, 561] are boiled and eaten like

cabbages {p, 14) ;
pennyroyal [Mentha australis

| ,
pookankudye (p. 129) [drunk

as a decoction for coughs and colds, according to Roth who also stated that

strongly scented plants were used for "sniffing at" in cases of headaches (1897,

163) ]; eucalyptus leaves for making a "sweating bath" (p. 224), referred io

previously; warmed mashed leaves of euealypts and kudges
|

? gidgee, Acacia

Ca.mbagci] placed on a pad of soft bark and then applied over a wound and tied

in place with strips of soft bark (p. 248) ;
astringent herbs and mud applied to

stop bleeding wounds, or the latter were painted with the "white milk of the caustic.

bush" [Sarcostemnta australc\: piluri was chewed by young male initiates V.\

order to deaden pain inflicted during certain ceremonies (p. 240) ; a plaster of

mud and leaves was used to support a fractured arm (p. 270) ; the syrup from

"wild strawberry vine"
|
? Mclothria niadcraspatana] was drunk in case of

dysentery; the red sap of the wild pear tree was used for gastric disorders; and a

warmed poultice of masbed vine leaves was applied to swollen parts (p. 270)

|
Roth (1879, 162) mentioned having seen pounded boxtree bark (Eucalyptus

e
-:

> Palmer (1884, 106-108) mentioned many species of plants used for medicinal pur-

poses by Queensland aborigines. Schulze (1891, 229) stated that Aranda natives drank con-

coctions ot leaves or bark or whole, plants' as medicine, those utilised including CaUitris verru-

cosa, Acacia satfis [A. Victoriae], A. strophiolata, Stcmodia, Cymmchitm floribundum, and
others.
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microthcca) soaked in hot water and then held against the affected part for a bad

headache] ; wounds were packed with leaves and thick black mud, poolka

(p. 199, 222).

From the fruit of the "emu apple" [Ozvenia acidula], as well as from the

roots and berries of various plants, colours used for carroborees were obtained

(p. 75). Wild hop \Dodonaea attcmuita] was used for decoration and for making
a frothy drink (p. 76). A musical instrument, dejeridu, was made from wood
(p. 149). Game was sometimes wrapped in leaves before cooking (p. 252). A
kind of grid or wooden cradle, poo-tee-poo-tee-ya, was used for drying meat in

the sun (p. 280). The "old man" saltbush \Atriplcx nummularium] was avoided

at seed-time by women, for fear of impregnation (p. 77). Flax (kalo) was used

for making dilly bags, fish nets and emu nets (p. 112) [the description indicates

Psoralen patens]. The leaves of an evil-smelling creeping plant [? Chenopodium
sp. or one of the Compositae, e.g., Centipeda Cunningluimii\ from the sandhills

were placed around camping places to repel ants (p. 202). There are many
references to the making of wurlies or breakwinds of boughs, and of rain huts

(koo-rou-i), winter huts Umna-kud-ye), and humpies, by using timber, grass,

bark, grass twine, leaves and sand (p. 79. 131, 228. 244). Vegetation was used

in making game traps, e.g., bough alleyways (yelka-yelka) for emus and kan-

garoos, and mokwari or pigeon traps [both kinds described by Roth, 1897,

p. 97-98J. The dead were cither placed on a platform of sticks or were wrapped
in sheets of bark, placed on the ground, and then covered with boughs and logs,

the grave covering being termed mooroo kumbo, i.e., death sticks (p. 233). The
mourning caps (mungawarra or pata-marro) made of gypsum [burnt and then

ground into a powder termed kopi, if for general use, or pata when used for

mourning" ; warm = white, mung = forehead
|
and worn by women were some-

times adorned with leaves of gidgee or Bauhinia (p. 232). Boughs and stakes

were utilised to make palisades (erulli) and lighter screens (kelpi) which were,

used during various stages in initiation ceremonies (p. 239).

Our present paper contains several native names given for "flax" and the

plants from which it is obtained. Apart from grasses, the list includes

Cyperaceae (and perhaps Juncaceac), Leguminosae and Asclepiadaceae. The
Malvaceae may also be concerned since Lavatera plebeja. common along the banks
of the Diamantina and other watercourses, was reported by us (1939) to be used

as a source of fibre in the Northern Flinders Ranges ; and Sida virgata belongs to

a genus containing fibre plants. The Cyperaceae are represented by C. vaginatus

and perhaps C, distachvus (= C. laevigatas).

We received the name ka-lo (i.e., flax) for Psoralen patens as well as for

Crolalaria spp. Stirling and Waite referred to karla as a rush, but wrc have
suggested that the word should be karla or kadla, which means a rush. From
rushes (Cyperus spp.) a coarse fibi'e was obtained but a more valuable material

(ka-lo) was made from Crotalaria and Psoralea patens. Since we obtained the

name boonkoodoo for Cassia cremophila, Stirling and Wake's punku and
punkudu may have referred to it. unless the Cassia had been mistaken for Crota-

laria dissiliflora. Roth (1897, 94) mentioned that large and small fishing nets

were made from some sort of native flax (ka-lo of the Pitta Pitta tribes) which
he thought might be Linuiu niarginale A. Cunn. He also stated (p. 103) that ka-lo

was used for making dilly bags and was obtained from a "beautiful, though
common, blue-flowered native flax," and that another kind of fibre was obtained
from a plant called munji growing to a height of about two feet, with yellow

flowers, and found in the sandhills west of Boulla. Pie gave an account of the

method of making kalo flax.. Roth (1901, 31) subsequently mentioned that native

flax was a Psoralea. Palmer (1884, 110) had already recorded that P. Archerii,
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termed wommo, was a fibre-producer in the Cloncurry River region. Roth's munji

was almost certainly a Crotalaria. Bailey (1912, 132) stated that all kinds oJ

Crotalaria yielded good fibre, and amongst many species occurring in Queensland

he mentioned C. Ciinninghamii and C. dissitiflora, to both of which we know the

term ka-lo is applied in the Diamantina area. Bailey (p. 136) did not refer to any

Queensland species of Psoralca as being used as a fibre plant, though P. patens

occurs there.

Gason gave mootcha as the name of the native cotton bush from whose dry

stems fibre was obtained. llowitt (1904) mentioned kangua as flax, and gave

duntyi as the name of Crotalaria [C. dissitiflora]. Stirling and Waite (1919)

referred to wulpu as flax and as the plant, and to punkutu as flax from the punku

plant; duntji was mentioned without comment. Home and Alston (1924), and

Aiston (1937) referred to fibre from wadnoarie, a verbena, but we have already

indicated that they were dealing with Psoralca patens whose minute coloured

flowers are. at first sight, apt to suggest a verbena. These authors (1924, 67,

fig, 53-55) gave an account of the method of preparation of the fibre from the dry

stalks. They also stated that fibre was obtained from a plant in the sandhills.

Cieland, Black, and Reese (1925) referred to Crotalaria Ciinninghamii and

C. dissitiflora (kalo), as well as Cynanchitm floribitndwm (weela) as plants from

which natives manufactured string. Gason's mootcha is Cynanchitm. floribunditm.

We suggest that Stirling and Waite's wulpu may refer to the same species, and

that their punku and punkudu may belong to Crotalaria dissitiflora.
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AUSTRALIAN SHELLS OF THE FAMILY HALIOTIDAE

By BERNARD C. COTTON, South Australian Museum

Summary

Australia and New Zealand have the bulk of the world's species of the interesting family Haliotidae,

commonly known in various parts of the world as Mutton Fish, Sea Ears, Ormers, Abalones,

Awabi, Pauas, and Venus Ears. Before attempting to classify the family generically it is necessary

to determine the genotype of the type genus Haliotis, which is a problem presenting considerable

difficulties. The original description of Haliotis Linne 1758 is followed by the specific description

of the species H. midae Linne 1758, without locality, though it is the well-known and peculiar shell

found commonly in South Africa. This is the species accepted by Thiele, Handbuck der

Systematischen Weichtierkunde, p. 29, 1929, as genotype. The next species listed by Linne is the

well known European H. tuberculata Linne 1758, which has also been regarded by certain writers

as the genotype. Montfort, Conchyliologie Systematique, 2, 119, 1810, gives H. asinina Linne 1758

as the typical species, a course which is followed by Winckworth, Journal Conchology, 19, (7), 218.

It seems that H. midac has first claim to be quoted as genotype of the genus Haliotis.
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AUSTRALIAN SHELLS OF THE FAMILY HALIOTIDAE

By Bernard C. Cotton, South Australian Museum

[Read 12 August 1943]

Plates XX to XXV

Australia and New Zealand have the bulk of the world's species of the

interesting family Haliotidae, commonly known in various parts of the world as

Mutton Fish, Sea Ears, Ormers, Abalones, Awabi, Pauas, and Venus Ears.

Before attempting to classify the family generically it is necessary to determine

the genotype of the type genus Haliotis, which is a problem presenting consider-

able difficulties. The original description of Haliotis Linne 1758 is followed by
the specific description of the species H. m.idac Linne 1758, without locality,

though it is the well-known and peculiar shell found commonly in South Africa.

This is the species accepted by Thiele, Jdandbuch der Systematischen Weichtier-
kunde, p. 29, 1929, as genotype. The next species listed by Linne is the well-

known European H. tuberculoid linne 1758, which has also been regarded by cer-

tain writers as the genotype. Montfort, Conchyliologie Systematise, 2, 119, 1810,

gives H. asinina Linne 1758 as the typical species, a course which is followed by
Winckworth, Journal Conchology, 19, (7), 218. It seems that H. midac has first

claim to be quoted as genotype of the genus Haliotis.

Haliotis australis Gmelin 1791 was recorded by Menke from Western Aus-
tralia in error,, as it is the well-known species widely distributed in New Zealand
and bears no resemblance to any Australian species. Haliotis pukJierrima Martyn
1784 was reported from King George Sound also in error. Two young shells

mounted on a tablet from the May Collection bear the locality ''Australia." Thev are

typical, but in all probability there has been a mistake in the locality, as the species

is only known from the Polynesian Region.

Key to Australian Genrka
a. Shell rounded.

b. Orifices small and not conical.

c. Shell smooth and large and medium height .... .... Schisiuotis

cc. Shell spirally lirate, small, high and circular ., Exoltaliatis

bh. Orifices large and conical.

d. Dorsal surface with corded spirals.

e. Raised and prominent dorsal rib ... .... .... Ma-rinauris
ee. No raised and prominent dorsal rib - .... .... Nolohaiiotis

dd. Dorsal surface tuberculatc ..,. .... ... .,.. Oi'inotis

aa. Shell very elongate ear-shaped .... .... .... .. . .... Tciuuiis

Schismotis Gray 1856

(PL xx)

Genotype, Haliotis excisa Gray 1856. A species based on a specimen which is a
monstrosity with the perforations connected by a slit. Locality, ?.

This species was previously named albicans Quoy and Gaimard 1834, King
George Sound, Western Australia. Haliotis laevigata Donovan 1808 is a still

earlier name which may apply to this species but it is based on a figure without
description or locality. The figure appeared in Rees' Encyclopaedia. November 1

1808, pi. vi of the Conohological series, and this was referred to by Ircdalc in
Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W.. 1924, p. 222. The Encyclopaedia is not obtainable in
South Australia but the Public Library of Melbourne has it. and a photostat of

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 67, (2), 30 November 1943
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the plate is here reproduced to provide students with the record of this species.
In South Australia the species grows bigger and heavier than any other and indeed
is the largest species in Australia, if not in the world. A specimen from Anxious
Bay, South Australia, measures 200 mm. x 155 mm. x 60 mm. Another from
Robe measures 150 mm. x 150 mm. x 75 mm., and is a particularly high specimen.
The species is found in deeper water and on open ocean beaches in. the South-
East and Southern Yorke Peninsula where, at the latter place, one farmer uses it

as a scoop for removing the sandy soil from post-holes. It is also a common
object on the native camp sites which abound in that district. It is rarer in the Gulf
St. Vincent, where it is usually of a smaller size and uniformly white, even in the
juvenile. From Yorke Peninsula westwards the young, and sometimes specimens
approaching adult size, are decorated with irregular, alternate red and white radial
flames, and the common "Bonnet Limpet," Sabia conica Schumacher 1817, is

frequently attached to the dorsal surface of the body whorl. The orifices are very
small and are connected by a weak groove and in beach rolled specimens or even
well worn living specimens this may be eroded through to form a slit, a condition
seen in the monstrosity S\ excisa Gray. It is recorded from throughout the Flin-
dersian Region.

Teinotis Adams 1854

Genotype, Haliotis asinina Linne 1758, "Indian Ocean/'

The genus was introduced for the species Haliotis asinina Linne, which has
an elongate shell with large aperture and the animal has a large foot. It is widely
distributed in the Pacific and on the Northern Australian coasts. We have it from
North West Islet (Kimber) and Murray Island, North Australia (A. M.. Lea).
As explained previously, Montfort 1810 cited this species as type of Haliotis, but
Adams pointed out in introducing his genus that asinina is the genotype of the
Haliotis of Montfort 1810 and not of the true Haliotis Linne 1758.

Exohaltotjs Cotton and Godfrey 1933

(PI. xxiv, fig. 3)

Genotype, Haliotis cyclobates Peron 1816, Kangaroo Island-

—

excavata Lamarck
1822, "Australia" {— South Australia).

This peculiar round, elevated species is confined to the eastern end of the Flin-
dersian Region and no specimen or fragment can be found in the Verco Western
Australian material. It is quite common in South Australia and is found from
Streaky Bay to the South-East. A large specimen from Venus Bay (Weeding)
measures 90 mm. x 75 mm. x 50 mm. The colour may be quite bright of a pale
greenish background crossed by radial red and white stripes, or the shell may be
unicoloured creamish-white. One specimen has the former colouration at firsthand
then, after a repaired break in the body whorl, the pattern becomes abruptly
unicoloured. The radula from a South Australian specimen shows some differ-

ences from that of Marinauris roei, the most notable being the narrower central
tooth. A specimen from Corny Point, South Australia, is figured here.

Notohaltotis Cotton and Godfrey 1938

Genotype, Haliotis ruber Leach 1814, New South Wales.

Shells of this genus are usually large and have not the raised spiral rib of
Marinanris. The species here placed under this genus are somewhat varied and
may be arranged in two groups. There is the genotype with its associates
improbula and coccoradiatum which tend to be elongate and raised dorsally.
Then there is the comcopora-znxlirata type which is rounder, has a depressed
dorsum and somewhat exert spire.
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Notohaliotis coccoradtatum Reeve 1846

Type locality, "St. Vincent and Spencer Gulfs" == Fort Jackson, New South Wales.

This is the well-known species which is found at Port Jackson, New South

Wales, and has been also recorded from Tellaburga Island, Victoria. It is not

found in South Australia or the Flindersian Region and is certainly confined to

the Peronian. It is a much smaller species than ruber,

Notohaliotis conicopora Peron 1816

(PL xxi)

Type locality, Pelican Lagoon, Kangaroo Island, South Australia.

Shell large, round, dorsal surface of body whorl depressed, spire prominent;

spirally scabrously corded and irregularly axially undulate ; oriiices prominent and

conical.

There is little doubt but that granti Pritchard and GatlifT, gigantea Menke
and cunninghanii Gray are synonyms, the species being well figured by Reeve under

the last name from what appears to be almost certainly a So nith Australian speci-

men. A specimen from Guichen. Hay, South-East South Australia, is here figured,

and the size and locality records of some other Southern Australian specimens

given, in millimetres.
Max. Diam. Min. Diam. Height

Bcachport 175 ns 43 Adult

Kangaroo Island 156 125 35 Adult

Middlcton 105 90 2:5

Guichen Bay .... 100 75 m
Guichen Bay .... 140 110 37 Specii

Kangaroo Island 95 75 23

St. Francis Island 72 55 17

Victoria 140 110 35

Victoria .. .
140 115 39

From Ar
. improbida and ruber the present species is distinguished by the

depressed dorsal surface, prominent spire and rounder shell.

Notohaliotis vixlirata sp. nov.

(PL xxii)

Ellenbrook, Western Australia. Holotype, D. 7962.

Shell large, dorsal surface depressed, spire elevated, orifices prominent and

conical ; spiral lirae very fine in the early stages of growth and obsolete in the later

and adult stages when the accremental striae become more and more valid with

age until they are strongly marked; no irregular axial ribs as in conkopora,

though in general shape and size recalling that species. Major diameter 178 mm.,

minor 140 mm., height 51 mm. This species is readily separated from conkopora

by the lack of both tbe strong scabrous spiral cords in the adult and the axial

irregular undulations. The holotype specimen bearing the above name has been

on exhibition in the South Australian Museum shell gallery since 1930. We have

specimens in various stages of growth, from Albany and Esperance.

Notohaliotis improbula Iredale 1924

(PI. xxiii)

Type locality, Port Fairy, western Victoria.

This species is undoubtedly closely allied to N. ruber. It differs in being more

elongate, less tightly coiled showing the whorling inside, and having coarser sculp-

ture as pointed out in the original description. In addition, the Flindersian specimens

attain to a larger size, a fully grown specimen from Bcachport, South Australia,

figured here, having the following measurements; maximum diameter 180 mm.,
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minimum diameter 140 mm., "height 50 mm. The species is widely distributed and
common in the Flindersian Region, living specimens being always obtainable at

such places as Marino* Rocks, South Australia, between tide marks. The animal
varies somewhat in the colouration of the foot, which on the under-surface may
be sometimes predominately cream-coloured in the median area, and at other times

predominately dark greyish-brown. It is active and will move about comparatively
quickly on the inner glass surface of a marine aquarium jar.

Notohaliotjs kuber Leach 1814

Type locality, New Holland (= Tort Jackson, New South Wales).

Haliotis nacvosa Martyn 1784 is a synonym, but invalid as Martyn's work
was not binomial. A Tasmanian shell from the May Collection bears the label

:

''Haliotis nacvosa Martyn — tubifcra Lamarck" and is undoubtedly A'
r

. ruber.

This specimen agrees in size with tubifcra Lamarck, but the meagre description

of the species could apply equally well to comcopora as that species is recognised

in this paper, but not as Iredale interprets it as of the group now called Marinauris.

In any case tubifcra will not be used in Australian lists, as it is apparently a

synonym of ruber or conicopora. Furthermore, there is no suggestion in the

original description that the species has anything to do with the genus Marinauris.

It can only apply to a species of Notohaliotis. The type locality given bv Lamarck
for tubifcra is "New Holland," but Iredale thinks Southern Tasmania may be the

locality.

Sanhaliotis Iredale 1929

Genotype, Haliotis varia Linne 1758. Locality, ? (— Philippine Islands).

Species are Sanhaliotis aiicna Iredale 1929, Queensland, which we have from
Groote Eylandt, Gulf of Carpentaria (Tindale) and North-West Islet, Capricorn
Group (Kimber) ; howcusis Iredale 1929, Lord Howe Island; hanlc\i Ancey 188L
New Caledonia; crcbrcsculpta Sowerby 1914, New Caledonia; dissona Iredale

1929, Michaelmas Quay, Queensland. In addition the following four species may
also' belong to this genus.

San haliotis squamata Reeve 1846

Type locality, North-west Coast of Australia.

This Dampierian species is closely allied to the next, futiebris Reeve, though
the author states that: "This is a larger and flatter species than the H. squamata
and the ridges (spiral) are more widely separated and less squamate." We have
a specimen from Shark Bay, Western Australia, which is probably its southern
limit.

Sanhaliotis funebris Reeve 1846

Type locality, New Holland.

This species may be found only in South Western Australia, and is de-

finitely recorded from Swan River, Western Australia, which according to Hedley
is the locality placed on the specimen in the South Kensington Museum, There
is little doubt but that dwcrsicolor Reeve 1846, New Holland, and tayloriana

Reeve 1846 Hab.? are synonyms over which funebris has page priority. Inci-

dentally, if squaiuata should prove synonymous it has priority over funcbris.

Sanhaliotis astricta Reeve 1846

Type, locality, "Hah. ?"

This species appears in Hedley's "List of Marine Mollusca of Queensland,"
and the specimens in the South Australian Museum are from Port Darwin. It is

probably a Dampierian species extending into the Banksian, but we have neither

Queensland nor Western Australian specimens.
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Saniialiotis elegans Philippi 1899

Type locality, Western Australia.

Reeve quotes Port Adelaide, New Holland, but it has never been taken in

South Australia. Our Western Australian specimens are typical and come from

Rottnest Island. Verco, in his notes., states "Shark Bay (Henri.)" but I have not

seen specimens from there. This is probably a Dampierian species ranging up to

Northern Australia. It is placed in this genus although the elongate shape and

terminal spire suggest that it should be separated under a distinct genus.

Marinaukjs Iredale 1927

(PL xxiv, fig. 1-2; pi. xxv, fig. 1-3)

Genotype Marinauris mclciilus Iredale 1927, Caloundra, Queensland = Nco-

haliotis Cotton and Godfrey 1938, genoitype Haliotis scalaris Leach 1814,

South Western Australia.

The genus may be described as follows:—Shell of medium size, flattened,

circular, spire subcentral, slightly elevated; sculpture of more or less developed

spiral cords and sometimes axial folds, and a tendency to the development of a

spiral median dorsal rib; orifice close and somewhat tubular; columellar plate

wide and flat; internal colouration silvery, all whorls exposed. Distribution: all

around the Australian and Tasmanian coastline. The radula of Marinauris rod

Gray is here figured and shows the remarkably wide central tooth which may be

typical of this genus. A specimen of the shell from Arno Bay, South Australia,

where it is common, is also figured.

The genus Padollus Montfort 1810 has for its genotype Haliotis rubienndus

Bolten 1798, which is probably the same species as parva Linne 1758 from South

Africa. Sulcuhis Adams 1854 has Haliotis incisa Reeve, "Habitat?" for geno-

type, since this is the first species listed after the description of the genus. Also

in the list is parva. The generic description furthermore leaves little doubt but

that this genus is a direct synonym of Padollus., Padollus is therefore available

for the African species which are small, depressed, and have a prominent spiral

rounded rib on the dorsum, a fact which was mentioned by Iredale when he intro-

duced Marinauris. Species belonging to this genus are: Marinauris mclciilus

Iredale 1927, Caloundra. Queensland; cthologus Iredale 1927, Caloundra, Queens-

land; hargravesi Cox 1869, New South Wales, rare; brazicri Angas 1869, New
South Wales; rod Gray 1826, South Western Australia ~ scabricostata Menke

1843, Mistaken Island, a species we have from Shark Bay (Ashby) ; scalaris

Leach 1814, South Western Australia = rubienndus Gray 1826 (preocc. rubi-

enndus Bolten 1798) — tricostalis Menke 1843, South Western Australia, figured

here is a young example from Leven's Reach, South Australia, and an adult from

Corny Point; emmac Ueeve 1846, "New Holland" (= South Australia), a closely

allied' species confined to the eastern end of the Flindersian Region, figured here

from the Gulf St. Vincent.

Ovinotis gen. nov.

Genotype Haliotis ovina Gnielin 1791, habitat?

Reeve records this species from New Holland and the Philippine Islands.

We have specimens from Torres Strait, North Australia, Murray Island and Lady-

Elliot Island (Lea).

Shell orbicularly oval, spire depressed, whorls plicately rayed with swollen

wrinkles or knobs, orifices conical. Reeve remarks of this species: "An extremely

characteristic species .... neither I.amarck or Deshayes seem to have been

acquainted with it." H. concimia Reeve 1846, from the Philippine Islands, also

belongs here.
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Ovinotis DRiNor (Reeve 1846)

Type locality, North Coast of Australia.

This species does not appear to be represented in the South Australian
Museum collection. According to Reeve's description it has the tuberculate sculp-

ture of ovina and may be that species, though Reeve's figure probably depicts a
juvenile which therefore looks different from ovina, the radial plications being
undeveloped. H. gemma Reeve 1846, Habitat ? and H. papulaia Reeve 1846,
North Coast of Australia, are apparently synonyms.

Summing up, one may list the distribution of the Australian Haliotidaa
according to the various States as follows

:

Queensland— Marinauris melculus Iredale, cthologus Ircdale ; Tcinotis
asinina Linne; Sanhaliotis alicna Iredale, dissona Iredale, squamata Reeve,
astricta Reeve? Ovinotis ovina Gmelin.

New South Wales—Marinauris hargravesi Cox, rare, brazieri Angas, more
common than the previous species ; Notohaliotis ruber Leach, coccoradiatum
Reeve.

Victoria—Marinauris emmae Reeve; Notohaliotis improbula Iredale, coc-

coradiatitm Reeve; conicopora Peron ; Sehismotis laevigata Donovan; Exohaliotis
cyclobates Peron.

Tasmania— Notohaliotis ruber Leach = tubifera Lamarck; Marinauris
emmae Reeve; Sehismotis laevigata Donovan.

South Australia—Marinauris emmae Reeve, general, scalaris Leach, and
roei Gray, both taken from Yorke Peninsula, westwards:; Notohaliotis improbula
Iredale; conicopora Peron; Sehismotis laevigata Donovan; Exohaliotis eyclobeites

Peron.

South Western Aetstraua—Marinauris scalaris Leach, roei Gray, semipli-

cata Menke; Sehismotis laevigata Donovan; Notohaliotis improbula Iredale; San-
haliotis squamata Reeve, clcgans Philippi, funcbris Reeve.

North Western and North Australia— Sanhaliotis alicna Iredale,

squamata Reeve, astricta Reeve, elegans Philippi ; Marinauris roei Gray.

The Paper Nautilus Argonauta nodosa- (Solander 1786) taken on the

eastern Gulf St. Vincent Beaches.

The first record of a specimen of Argonauta nodosa from the Adelaide side

of Gulf St. Vincent was that of a specimen taken by the late Duncan Donaldson
in 1935 at Henley Beach, and now in the South Australian Museum Collection.

After the heavy gales of middle July of this year a number of specimens were
found on this side of the Gulf, and two were presented to the Museum. The
data arc :

—

(1) Brighton, an empty shell, taken by A. R. Tilbrook.

(2) Brighton, taken by a Mr. O'Neill; the dead animal was used as bait.

(3) Port Noarlunga, taken by Mrs. Angas Johnson, with eggs, resembling

tapioca in appearance and size, were estimated at about 20,000, but a por-

tion may have been lost. Presented to the Museum.

(4) Christie's Beach, taken by S. V. Gray. The alive animal was removed and
thrown back into the sea, as it was incorrectly taken to be a common squid

occupying the shell,

(5) West Beach, taken by D. Horsburg. The shell had been damaged and
repaired in life.

Other specimens were found at Grange, Semaphore and Glenelg.

B. C. Cotton
9 Sept. 1943
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A'nloluilio/is coni'copora Peron, s0'9, from Guichen Bay, South Australia.
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N'atohaUotis vixliratn sp. now, x 0-7. from Ellenbrook. Western Australia.
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Nolohaliolis hnprobula Ircdalc, xO-7

Photo b.v Walsh
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Fig. 1 Marinauris sections Leach 1814, natural size, from Corny Point, S.A.

Fig. 2 Marinauris scaluris Leach 1814, natural size, from Levens, S.A.

Fig. 3 Exohaliofis cyclobates Pcron 1816, slightly enlarged.
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Fig. 1 Marinauris roci Gray 1826, natural size, from Arno Bay, S.A.

Fig. 2 Marinauris roci Gray, radula, x 15

Fur. 3 Marinauris cmmae Reeve 184$, natural size, from Gulf St. Vincent
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Summary

The use of media based upon a mixture of gum arabic and chloral hydrate for the mounting of

acarina and other small atrthropods has been in almost universal practice among entomologists and

acarologists for a long time.
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A MODIFICATION OF BERLESE'S MEDIUM FOR THE MICROSCOPIC

MOUNTING OF ACARINA AND OTHER SMALL ARTHROPODS

By II. Womersley, A.L.S., F.R.E.S.,

South Australian Museum

[Read 12 August 1943
]

The use of media based upon a mixture of gum arabic and chloral hydrate

for the mounting of acarina and other small arthropods has been in almost

universal practice among entomologists and acarologists for a long time.

Of these Berlesc's medium apparently based on the original DcFaure is

perhaps the most widely used in the study of mites. Although in use by Berlese

and his colleagues for many years, the formula was apparently not published until

1921 when it appeared in Bollcs Lee on information supplied by A. D. lmms.

The formula as there given was

:

Distilled Water - - 20 mils.

Chloral Hydrate - 160 gnus.

Gum Arabic - - - 15 grms.

Glucose Syrup - - - 10 grms.

Glacial Acetic Acid - 5 mils-

It has, however, been the experience of most workers with this medium, that

preparations soon show signs of crystallization, and that ultimately the slides

become entirely opaque and useless.

D. C. Swan 1936, Bull. Ent. Res., 27, (3), 389, in an endeavour to obviate

this disability, published a formula in which the chloral hydrate was reduced to

60 grms., and stated that he had found this satisfactory over a number of years.

On information supplied by myself, he also suggested that the crystallization was
possibly due to loss of acetic acid, as the preparation could be cleared by running

a drop of glacial acetic acid around the edge of the cover slip and gently warming.

In my experience I find that even 60 grms. is too high, as there is still a ten-

dency to sporadic crystallization. To overcome these troubles 1 have now for

several years been using a formula based on a smaller proportion of chloral-hydrate

and the replacement of the volatile acetic acid by the more viscous lactic acid.

Further, as a mixture of equal parts of lactic acid and phenol has long been used

for temporary mounting, J have incorporated some phenol. The use of phenol

may also have the tendency of preventing the crystallization of the chloral

hydrate, as a mixture of equal parts of these two crystalline substances pounded
together forms a liquid.

The formula as now used is as follows

:

Distilled Water - - - 100 ccs.

Gum Arabic (pulv.) - 40 grms.

Chloral Hydrate - - 50 grms.

Phenol - - - - 50 grms.

Glucose Syrup - - - 10 grms.
Glacial Lactic Acid - - 20 ccs.

Over several years this medium has not shown any sign of crystallization.

Owing to the presence of the phenol, however, the stock solution tends to become
darker on exposure to light, but this does not affect the small quantity used in

a mount.

Trans. Hoy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), 30 November 1943
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Preparation of the Medium
The best quality of powdered gum arabic is used, and mixed to a paste with

50 ccs. 96% alcohol. The 100 ccs of distilled water are then added in the cold
when the gum readily dissolves; if a little remains insoluble, it may be heated on a
water bath. Without the use of the alcohol it is a long and difficult business get-
ting the gum into solution.

The solution is then heated on a water bath and filtered while hot through
three or four layers of the finest bolting silk. It is then returned to the
bath and evaporated down to 100 ccs. or until the alcohol is driven off.

The phenol and chloral hydrate are rubbed down in a mortar until liquefied

and then added to the solution, followed by the lactic acid and glucose. The
solution is again heated on a water bath and filtered hot through a Buchner or
cintered funnel.

The resultant solution has a clear amber colour and a refractive index
of 1*448«.

Method of Mounting Acarina

For temporary mounts for identification, or drawing and measuring, specimens
stored in 96% alcohol are pipetted on to a slide and covered with a drop of 50%
or glacial lactic acid, and gently heated over a spirit lamp. This results in perfect
clearing and extension of the specimen, so that the finest details of both dorsal and
ventral surfaces can be seen. With the more delicately chitinised forms it is an
advantage to stain by using 50% lactic acid that has been let down with saturated

aqueous picric acid.

For permanent mounts the specimens are transferred to a drop of the above
medium on another slide, covered and heated gently until ebullition occurs. The
slide can then be put aside to set. The preparation hardens in a few hours, after
which it can be handled safely and labelled. If the specimens have been stained
with picric, it is advisable to add a little of this also to the medium to retard loss

of colour over a period of time.

Specimens can also be mounted straight from life, but even if it is not neces-
sary to make a temporary mount, specimens that have been preserved in alcohol
must first be passed through water or any strength of lactic acid to remove the
alcohol. The advantages of this class of media are the low refractive index, the
quickness of clearing and mounting, and the fact that, if necessary, the specimens
can he soaked off in water and remounted in the medium at any time.

<"> This figure lias been kindlv determined for me bv Prof. Kerr Grant.



REMARKS ON SOME NEMATODES FROM AUSTRALIAN REPTILES
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Summary

For assistance in connection with the material studied in the preparation of this short paper we are

indebted to the late Dr. T. L. Bancroft of Eidsvold, Queensland, and his daughter, Dr. J. M.

Mackerras; as well as to Professor J. B. Cleland. The work has been carried out in connection with

the Commonwealth research grant to the University of Adelaide.
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For assistance in connection with the material studied in the preparation

of this short paper we are indebted to the late Dr. T. I* Bancroft of Eidsvold,,

Queensland, and his daughter, Dr. J. M. Mackerras ; as well as to Professor J. B.

Qeland. The work has been carried out in connection with the Commonwealth

research grant to the University of Adelaide.

Host List

Amphir-olurus harbatus Cuvier. Strongyluris paronai (Stoss.), Eidsvold, Bris-

bane ; New England, New South Wales. Oszvaldofdaria chlamydosauri

(Breinl), Eidsvold.

Ampiiibolurus muricatus Shaw. Qszvaldofilar ia chlamydosauri (Breinl), Bur-

nett River, Queensland. Strongyluris paronai (Stoss.) and Physaloptera

gallardi Johnston and Mawson, Sydney. Physaloptera antarctica Linst,

Sydney.

Chlamydosaurus kingii Gray. Oszvaldofdaria chlamydosauri (Breinl), Eidsvold.

Strongyluris paronai (Stoss.), Burnett River.

Physignathus lesukuri Gray. Thaiiiugadia physignathi (Johnston 1912), Eids-

vold.

Geiiyra variegata D. and B. Pharyngodon kartana Johnston and Mawson 1941,

Eidsvold. Pharyngodon sp. (perhaps P. HUquac Baylis), Eidsvold.

Phyllodactylus gunttiert. Pharyngodon kartana Johnston and Mawson, Lord

Howe Island.

Intermediate host, Culex fatigans. Oszvaldofdaria chlamydosauri ( Breinl)

,

Burnett River.

OSWALDOFILARIA CTTEAM YDOSAURI (Breinl)

(Fig. 1-2)

Syn. I'ilaria chlamydosauri Breinl 1913 ; Polcyclla chlamydosauri (Breinl)

Yorke and Maplestone 1926.

From Ampiiibolurus barbatus, A. muricatus and Chlamydosaurus kingii, all

from the Burnett River, Queensland. The males are about 2-3 cm. long, the

females 6-7 cm.

Distinct papillae were not observed on the head. The simple mouth opens

directly into the oesophagus which is divided into a narrow anterior and a slightly

wider 'posterior part, these being- respectively '35 mm. and 1"3 mm. long in the

male, and 16 mm. and T9 mm. in the female. The nerve ring surrounds the base

of the anterior portion.

The male tail is 2*5 mm. long and on its extremity bears a small rugosity, more

pronounced in some specimens than in others (fig. 4), The caudal papillae arc

arranged exactly as described by Breinl. The spicules are *11 mm. and "21 mm.
long, that is, slightly smaller than for the type specimen; both are greatly enlarged

proximally, the longer ending in a spoon-shaped portion, the shorter in a round

knob. In the female, not previously described, the reproductive tubes extend

nearly to both extremities; the vagina is long and opens to the vulva just in front

of the midbody. The uteri and vagina contain larvae.

Pilaria chlamydosauri Breinl was transferred to polcyclla by Yorke and

Maplestone 1926. Since that genus is characterised by the possession of wide

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), 30 November 19<13
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caudal alae in the male, and by the oesophageal position of the vulva, the species
cannot remain there. The genera of Filanoidea so far recorded from reptiles
are Foleyclla, Saurositus, Hastospiciilum, Oswaldofdaria, Conispiculum, Mac-
donaldius, Thamugadia, and Setarospicidum. We have been unable to procure a
description of the last-named, but a key to the others has been compiled and may
be found useful by other workers. Filaria chlmnydosaitri agrees- generally with
the genus Oswaldofilaria , species of which are recorded from the caiman and an
iguana from South America, Breinl's species differs from Oswaldo filaria in the
absence of a vestibule; but since a description of Setarospicidum is not available,
we consider it inadvisable to erect a new genus.

Key to the Genera of Filariidae from Reptiles
(excluding Setarospicidum)

1 Oesophagus divided into two parts. 2
Oesophagus not divided into two parts. 5

2 Spicules subequal. Saurositus
Spicules unequal. 3

3 Cuticle on each side of mouth thickened Hastospicuhim
Cuticle on each side of mouth not thickened. ' 4

4 Vulva at about mid-body; no caudal alae in male Oszcaldofilaria
Vulva just post-oesophageal: wide caudal alae in male I;oleyclla

5 Vulva at mid-body; no caudal alae in male Conispicidum
Vulva just post-oesophageal; no caudal alae in male. ' 6

6 Chitinous ring around small vestibule; spicules unequal Macdonatdius
Mouth leading direct to oesophagus; spicules equal Thamugadia

LiFE History—Microfilaria chlamydosaiiri was described by Breinl (1913,
42) from the host from North Queensland. The presence of microfilariae in a
specimen of Amphibolurus bar'batus in the London Zoological Gardens, but
originally from Australia, was recorded by Plimmer (1912, 139). Johnston and
Bancroft (1920, 16) mentioned their presence in the latter host species in the
Upper Burnett region, Queensland, and stated that the intermediate host was Citlex
fatigans. The parasite was the species now under review, though it was not then
identified. Mackerras (1938, 108) stated that A. barbatus was almost invariably
infected with a species of Filaria in Queensland, but that the parasite had not been
observed in that lizard in Canberra.

In 1919 experimental infection of Cukx fatigans with microfilariae from
A. barbatus was carried out in Queensland by Dr. J. M. Bancroft, working in
collaboration with the senior author.. Larvae were collected from the mosquitoes
at varying periods after infection, but further studies were not undertaken at the
time. The material has now been investigated as far as its condition has permitted.

Eight days after infection the larvae were short (90/x) and relatively thick
(10 /»), and the intestine was not formed. Fifteen days after infection the length
varied between 305 and 530 /x, and the width 20-30/*. The oesophagus and
intestine were distinct, the former being 90-120//, long and surrounded at 22-50/*
from the head end by the nerve ring. The intestine ended in a large clear chamber,
the rectum, but the anal aperture was not recognised. At about the position of
the future anus was a large, apparently unpaired, papilla visible in all specimens.
No other caudal papillae were present, though a suggestive thickening of the hypo-
dermis was seen near the end of the tail in some specimens. Distant from the tail,

about one-quarter of the body length was a more deeply staining mass of cells
along the body cavity.

Seven days later (after 22 days) a considerable elongation had taken place,
the length being '55-'82 mm. At 28 days greater differentiation was observable
and the mouth and anal apertures were present; anal papillae were now absent;
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and hypodermal cells had increased so greatly in number that the body cavity was
almost obliterated. At 30 days larvae were found in the proboscis and some were
escaping from between the labella and their length had reached "9 mm. Larvae

had not increased in size even after 49 days from infection.

These facts indicate that infected mosquitoes in the Upper Burnett district

become infective in about thirty days and may remain so for about twenty (or

more) days.

OS. "1TH

Fig. 1 and 2, Oswaldofilaria chlamydosau-rl: 1, posterior end of male; 2, 15-day

larva from Cidex fatigans. Fig- 3 and 4, Thamugadia physignathi: 3, en face

view of head ; 4, male tail. Fig. 5, Strongyluris paronai, male tail, p., anal papilla,

Fig. 2 and 3 to same scale.

Thamugadia physignathi (Johnston 1912)

(Fig. 3-4)

From veins of liver and mesentery of the type host, Physignathus Icsneun,

from Eidsvold, Queensland.
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The specimens agree closely with the original description, except in regard

to the male tail. The anal papillae, of which, one preanal and two postanal pairs

were mentioned, are extremely inconspicuous, the preanal pair not being seen in

any specimen. The alae are so slight that they may be regarded for purposes of

classification as absent. The spicules are subequal, about Tl mm. long, as shown

in fig. 4.

The original description mentioned the presence of "three small papillae" on

head; this should read "three pairs of small papillae." The absence of a vestibule,

the mono-partite oesophagus, the equal spicules and the absence of alae in the

male, and the position of the vulva in the female, indicate that this species belongs

to Thamttgadia, The microfilariae were first described by Johnston and Cleland

(1911, 489), and were also mentioned bv Johnston (1911, 240) and bv Cleland

{1916,256).

Pharvncodon kartana Johnston and Mawson 1941

P. kartana was originally recorded from a gecko from Kangaroo Island, and is

now identified from another gecko, Phyllodactylus gimtheri, from Lord Howe
Island. The males in this collection show minor variations from the type. They
differ in the greater length of the cloacal prolongation, the lesser degree of

bifurcation of the second caudal papilla, and the lesser chitinisation of the spicules.

PllAKYNGODON Sp.

Some males falling into the genus Pharyngodon were taken from a gecko,

Cchyra variegata, from Eidsvold. They agree very closely with P. tiliquae Baylis

1930. but in the absence of females their definite identification as such is uncertain.

Strongyluris paroxai (Stossich)

(Fig- 5)

From Amphibolurus barbatus from Eidsvold (Queensland), and New Eng-
land; A. muricatus, Sydney; and Chlamydosanrus kingii, Burnett River. This

species was re-described by us (1942) and stated to have seven pairs of caudal

papillae in the male; in some particularly clear specimens amongst the present

material three more pairs were observed (fig. 5).

Physaloptera gallardi J ohnston and Mawson 1942

This species, originally described from Amphibolurus barbaius from Narara,

New South Wales, is now recorded from A. initricatus from Sydney.
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The material on which the following report is based was, except in one

instance, taken from elasmobranchs dissected by Zoology classes at the University.

The work has been undertaken in connection with the Commonwealth Research

Grant to the University. Types of new species have been deposited in the South

Australian Museum. Professor Tiegs, University, Melbourne, kindly forwarded

material from Mustclns.

The following is a list of the parasites examined, arranged under their hosts.

Hktkrooontus philippi ( Bloch and Schneider), Port Willunga: Echinoccphalus
spinosissimus (Linst.), Paraleptus australis n. sp., Cucullanus heterodonti
n. sp., Phlyctainophora sp.

Mustelus antarcticus Gnthr.. Victoria: Paraleptus australis n. sp.

Urolophus testaceus (Mull, and Ilenle), Sydney: Paranisakis australis n. sp.,

Echinoccphalus spinosissimus ( Pinst )

,

Tryconorrhina fasciata (Mull, and Henle), Port Willunga: Proleptus
trygonorrhinae n. sp.

Cucullanus heterodonti n. sp.,

(Fig. L-2)

The males arc 18 mm. long, the females 20-30 mm. The mouth opening is

dorso-ventrally elongate, its edge slightly serrated. There are three pairs of

cephalic papillae. The buccal mass is \3 mm. long by '33 mm. wide in the male,
4 mm. by '4 mm. in the female, with walls about SO fi thick at the widest part.

The oesophagus is I '6-1 '76 mm. long, widening towards its base. The nerve ring

is about "52 mm. from the head; the excretory pore shortly behind this.

In the male the preanal sucker is P6 mm. in front of the anus, and the tail

'4 mm. long terminating in a small spike. There are nine pairs of papillae, and
one median preanal papilla, arranged as in tig. 2. The spicules are massive and
equal, 3 '2 mm. long; the gubernaculum is about *12 mm. long.

The female tail is *44 mm. in length. The vulva is situated 8 mm. from the

posterior end in specimen 23 mm. long; the eggs are 54 fx by 80 (x.

Proleptus trygonorrhinae n. sp

(Fig. 3-4)

Prom the riddler, Trygonorrhina fasciata, from Port Willunga. The males
are up to 32 mm., the females to 35 mm., in length. The lips are small and sur-

rounded by an inflated collar. Each bears externally two small papillae, and
internally one median tooth. The oesophagus is divided into 1 an anterior muscular
and a wider posterior glandular part, - 56 mm. and '4 mm. long, respectively, in

the male. The nerve ring lies at the base of the anterior part, the small spine-like

cervical papillae at the level of the anterior border of the nerve ring, and the

excretory pore at the posterior border.

The male, tail is "8 mm. long and is frequently rolled in a spiral. The caudal

alae are unequal, but the four pairs of preanal and six pairs of postanal papillae

are more or less symmetrically arranged. The longer spicule is needle-like,

1*2 mm. long; the shorter spatulatc '24 mm. long.

In the female the rounded tail is '6 mm. long. The vulva is '1 mm. in front

of the anus, the uteri uniting a short distance in front of this point. The eggs are

45 [x by 32 p..

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), 30 November 1943
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The species differs from Proleptus robustus Baylis 1933, and P, obtnsus

Linst., in the relative positions of the nerve ring, cervical papillae, excretory pore,

and termination of the muscular part of oesophagus, as well as in the asymmetri-

cal nature of the caudal alae.

Paraleptus australis n. sp.,

(Fig. 6-8)

From Heierodontits philippi from Port Willunga, South Australia, and

Mustcllits antarcticus from Victoria.

The males are 25-30 mm. long, the females up to 45 mm. long, each carrying

two large papillae externally, and internally one stout median tooth anteriorly and

six pointed teeth, three on each side of the median tooth; dorsally and ventrally at

the junction of the interlabia is another tooth.

The postlabial cuticle is voluminous, in most cases campanulate, in some

collar-like.

The oesophagus is 4 mm. long in a young female, its anterior "8 mm. slightly

narrower than the succeeding part. The nerve ring is *5 mm. v the excretory pore

•7 mm. from the head.

The spicules are very unequal, the longer 4*2 mm. in length, needle-like, the

shorter -4 mm., and spatulate. The caudal alae are but slightly developed, and all

the caudal papillae are sessile; of these there are four pairs of preanal, three pairs

immediately postanal, one pair half-way down the tail, and one pair, with double

nerve endings, near the tip.

The posterior end of the female narrows suddenly after the anus, ending in

a rounded tip. The vulva is 19 mm. from the posterior end in a 43 mm. long

specimen, in the same specimen the vagina is 6 mm. long; there are two ovaries.

The eggs are 50 /x by 32 p.

The species differs from the only other of the genus, P. scyllii Wu, in the

absence of caudal alae. in the number of teeth on the lips, and in the inequality

of the spicules.

There seems to be some doubt as to the position of the genus Paraleptus Wu
1927, since it has been placed by Chitwood and Wehr (1933) as a synonym of

Abbreviata Travassos 1920. We certainly consider that our species is distinct

from Abbreviata on account of the position of the vulva.

ECHJNOCEPHALUS SPTNOSISSIMUS (LillSt.)

(Fig. 9)

A number of specimens of this species were collected from Hetcrodontus

philippi at Port Willunga, and a few from Urohphus testacens from New South

Wales.
The species was present in every host specimen examined; and reached a

much larger size than any previously recorded, namely, the males up to 66 mm.,

the females to 70 mm. The external surface of each lip bears two large papillae

and a small median one, the internal surface is trilobed, the middle lobe slightly

smaller, and each lobe carries two longitudinal ridges of thickened cuticle. No
teeth are present. The head bulb carries about forty rows of small spines. The
nerve ring is. just posterior to the head bulb; the cervical papillae *2 mm., and the

excretory pore '23 mm. behind the anterior end of the body (in a young female).

The oesophagus is 4*4 mm. long in a young male, 7 mm. in a large female, and the

cervical sacs are about half this length.

The spicules are equal, 1*2 mm. long in a 34 mm. long male, 2 mm. in a 66 mm.
male. The tail, '7 mm. long in a young male, tapers to a rounded tip, bearing

slight caudal alae about '25 mm. long on each side at the level of the anus. There
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Fig. 1-2, Cucullanus hetcrodonti: 1, head; 2, male tail. Fig-. 3-5, Prolcplus
trygonorrhinae: 3, head; 4, male tail; 5, female tail. Fig. 6-8, Paraleptus
australis: 6, head, lfafjcral view; 7, head, dorsal view; 8, male tail. Fig. 9,

Echinoccphalus spino sissimus'. inside of lip. Fig. 10, 11, Paranisakis australis:

10, head; 11, male tail. Fig. 1, 2, 7 and 8 to same scale; fig. 3 and 5 to same scale.
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are one pair of pre-alar papillae, four pairs in the alae, and two pairs posterior to

the alae. In the gravid female the body scarcely tapers until reaching the level of

the vulva, when it tapers suddenly to the anus (which is situated almost imme-
diately behind the vulva), and ends in a rounded-tipped cylindrical tail *8 mm.
long. The eggs are thin-shelled, 45 /x by 27 /x.

In the presence of interlocking ridges on the median lobe of the lip, the

greater size, the equal spicules and smaller number of caudal papillae in the male,

our specimens differ from those described by Baylis and Lane 1920 (and re-

described by Baylis 1939). The general characters of the head and oesophagus,

however, indicate their identity with Linstow's species.

Pttlyctaixopiiora sp.

From Hctcrodontus philippi, Port Willunga. In the course of dissection

three cysts were taken from different specimens of Hctcrodontus; in each case

they occurred in tissue in the pharyngeal region, either posteriory near the

Cuvierian duct or anteriorly near the hyoid arch. They were about 1'5 cm. long,

and about 1 cm. or less in diameter. On careful opening no form could be fol-

lowed; they appeared to be merely irregular thick-walled cysts containing a fluid,

full of larval nematodes. The latter were on the average *35 mm. long, 15/* in

diameter, the posterior end tapering to a hne point and the anterior truncated and
apparently bearing a small tooth-like structure. No internal structures, were

observed. Apart from the fact that no structure suggestive of a female worm
was observable in the cyst, the occurrence and the appearance of the larvae closely

resemble those described as P. Janinac from a shark, Lamna cornubica, by Steiner

(1921), and are placed in the same genus. We consider it likely that the latter

should he assigned to the Philometridae.

Paranisakis australis n. sp

(Fig. 10, 11)

From the stingray, UroJophus icstaccus, from Sydney. The intestines of

about twenty-five specimens dissected were singularly free from parasites, in

marked contrast with the condition in Hctcrodontus. Only about ten nematodes

were obtained,, and of these [our were specimens of an apparently new species of

Paranisakis, of which the description is as follows.

Male 4*5-5 cm., female 5-6 cm. long. Head wider than long. Lips each

bearing a row of hne denticles on inside of anterior border/ and along lateral

tlanges. Labial papillae very small. Inter'abia about half length of lips. In

female length of oesophagus 3 mm.; excluding the spherical ventriculus, *3 mm.
in diameter. Nerve ring in female *8 mm. from head; excretory pore •&& mm.

Posterior end of male twisted in spiral; tail pointed; spicules 3*5 mm. and
2-9 mm.; gubernaculum m 2S mm. long. About six pairs of large preanal papillae

and six pairs postanal, as in fig. 11.

In female 5*S mm. long, vulva with prominent lips, 2*2 mm. from head. Kggs
36 fL by 72 fi. Tail pointed.

The species agrees very closely with P. pasfinacac (Rud. 1819) as described

by Baylis 1936. but differs from it in the greater length of the spicules.
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THE PEDOLOGY OF A SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FEN

By C. G. STEPHENS, M.Sc, A.A.C.I.
(1)

Summary

In January and February 1942 a soil survey was made for the Land Board of South Australia of an

area known as Eight Mile Creek Swamp, which lies adjacent to the coastline in the lower South-

East of South Australia. It comprises Sections 468, 469, 470, 471 and 472 in the Hundred of

MacDonnell, and Sections 589, 590 and 591 in the Hundred of Caroline. The swamp is

approximately 3,500 acres in area and is the largest of a series of swamps extending to beyond Cape

Northumberland about eight miles to the west, and to the Nelson River a similar distance to the east.

In the vicinity of Port MacDonnell some of the smaller swamps have been reclaimed, and the soil

survey of Eight Mile Creek Swamp was undertaken during the initial stages of the clearing and

draining of that formation. The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the pedology of the swamp
soils and to point out that the physical and chemical characteristics of the peats are very similar to

those of the English fens.
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THE PEDOLOGY OF A SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FEN

By C. G. Stephens, M.Sc, A.A.C.I. (1)

[Read 9 September 1943]

Plate XXVI

In January and February 1942 a soil survey was made for the Land Board

of South Australia of an area known as Eight Mile Creek Swamp, which lies

adjacent to the coastline in the lower South-East of South Australia. It comprises

Sections 468, 469, 470,, 471 and 472 in the Hundred of MacDonnell, and Sections

589, 590 and 591 in the Hundred of Caroline. The swamp is approximately

3,500 acres in area and is the largest of a scries of swamps extending to beyond

Cape Northumberland about eight miles to the west, and to the Nelson River a

similar distance to the east, in the vicinity of Port MacDonncll some of the

smaller swamps have been reclaimed, and the soil survey of Eight Mile Creek

Swamp was undertaken during the initial stages of the clearing and draining of

that formation. The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the pedology of

the swamp soils and to point out that the physical and chemical characteristics of

the peats are very similar to those of the English fens.

The swamp, like the greater part of the lower South-East of South Australia,

overlies Miocene polyzoal limestone, which in the locality of the swamps appears

to have been extensively faulted; for Eight Mile Creek Swamp and the other

coastal swamps are characterised by lines of spring ponds which discharge several

hundred million gallons of water per day. The alignment of the spring ponds

along a scries of eight almost parallel north-west to south-east lines suggests the

presence of a series of stepped fault lines which have been planed off by erosion

to their present almost common level.

In Eight Mile Creek Swamp the water from the ponds is carried by several

permanent streams, of which Eight Mile Creek and Deep Creek actually discharge

water naturally into the sea. The water in these streams comes from Ewen's

Ponds and Deep Creek Pond respectively. Apart from two small ponds emptying

by way of a small creek into Ewen's Ponds, the water from the other spring ponds

is either directly absorbed by the swamp or flows a short distance as in the case

of Bone and Badcnoch Creeks before being absorbed. Water is also discharged

into the sea by seepage and "bubblers" on the beaches.

The very wet conditions necessary for swamp formation have been caused by

the partial restriction of the movement to the sea of the waters of these springs

by a coastal barrier of flints and highly calcareous sand. This barrier is composed

of wave terraces of flints shed from the Miocene limestone and aeolian sand par-

tially covering these terraces and generally assuming a low ridge and swale dune

topography. Dune formation is accentuated at the eastern end of the barrier.

According to the level plan of the area prepared by H. L. Fisk of the Lands

Department of South Australia, the swamp lies at an elevation of between four

and ten feet above extreme high water mark. In general, the western two-thirds

of the coastal barrier is up to ten feet above that datum, with a few higher ridges,

and the eastern third of the barrier rises to heights of at least thirty feet above

sea-level.

(
L
) An officer of the Division of Soils of the Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research stationed at the Waite Agricultural Research Institute.

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), 30 November 1943
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The dry land on the north side of the swamp rises gently from its edge and
is underlain by the Miocene limestone, in much of this area the flints shed from
the limestone have accumulated in large amounts in the soil profile, and also
characterise the soils of the many islands of dry land in the swamp.

Prior to the drainage of the swamp, the water table is reported to have been
generally at or near the surface with much of the area under extensive sheets of
water. The nature of the swamp water is revealed by analyses of samples from
the creeks, drains and ponds. An analysis of water from near the outlet of the
Eight Mile Creek is reported in Bulletin No. 19 of the Department of Mines of
South Australia (7) and shows a total soluble salt content of 28-72 grains per
gallon. 7*26 grains representing CI and 10 T5 CO.,. No reaction value is given
but this is probably the best water available on the swamp. Water taken from a
subsidiary eastern drain contained 83 grains of soluble salts per gallon and had a
reaction of pit 7-63. Water from Deep Creek contained 74 grains per gallon and
had a reaction of pH 8-09; water from the surface of a pond east of Bone Creek
contained 60 grains per gallon and had a reaction of pH 7*23, and water from one
of the western drains contained 82 grains per gallon and had a reaction of pli 7'74.

Jn each case approximately half the soluble salt content was in the form of chloride.

Although much the greater part of the water of the swamp is telluric in origin
and comes from the spring ponds in the swamp itself, there is, during the winter
months, an influx of water from the north and north-west, where some surface
drainage water enters and where there is also an inflow of water due to the rising
of springs just off the edge of the swamp.

Apart from some transitional soils around the edge of the swamp and an area
of highly saline brown fine fibrous peat at the eastern end of the swamp, four soil

types have been named and mapped. They are as follows :

(1) Badenoch friable peat.

(2) Orwell coarse and fine fibrous peat.

(3) Milstead coarse fibrous peat.

(4) Hitchcox limey peat.

The aggregate area occupied by the swamp soils proper and the transitional
soils is 3,514 acres. The areas of the individual types are shown in Table 1.

Table I

Areas of Soil Type; by Planimeter
^ol ^ Area in acres

Badenoch friable peat ] 798
Orwell coarse and fine fibrous peat - 644
Milstead coarse fibrous peat- - - - - - 683
Hitchcox limey peat -----__ g(}

Brown fine fibrous peat * 12
Transitional peats and peaty loams ----- 291

Total - 3,514

The distribution of these soil types and some details of the transitional and
dry land soils and of the coastal barrier are shown on the accompanying map
(fig. 1). The soil types are typified by distinct vegetation associations which, along
with the general ecology of the swamp., are described in detail by Miss C. M.
Eardlcy (1) in a contemporaneous paper in this journal.

The Badenoch friable peat is the most extensive soil of the swamp. It is a
black humified peat. The profile of this soil type, as illustrated in fig. 2, consists
of a surface soil of jet black friable and granular peat, usually with very little
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unhumified material and about 15 inches deep; beneath the surface horizon lies

black fine peat to an average depth of 42 inches. These first two horizons are

discernible in plate xxvi A. Deeper lies a more variable black and brown mixed

coarse and fine peat to an average depth of about 66 inches. This overlies lime-

stone or grey calcareous sand. Sometimes between this last horizon and the lime-

?ig. 3

The Orwell peat
0"

- . . , .
Black coarse and fine

friable and and M nbrou3 p8at
granular peat Brown

Fig. 2

The Badenoch peat
0"

Black
15"

Black

42"

Black
and

Brown

66"
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fine peat

Black

coarse and
fine peat

sometimes peaty clay rovm

or diatomaceous earth anti

calcareous sand Black

or limestone

Grey

fine peat

fine or coarse

and fine peat

calcareous sand

or limestone

Fig. 4
The Milstead peat
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20"

coarse fibrous
peat

Nearly
black

40"

coarse and fine
fibrous peat
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66"

fine peat

Grey calcareous sand
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Fig- 5
The Hitchcox peat

0"

White 2"

Black

14"

Black

60"

White
and
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coarse and fine
fibrous peat

fine peat

lime and
calcareous sand

stone there may he clayey horizons, and occasionally there is present a yellow

pulpy material which bleaches on drying. This, on microscopic examination,

proved to be diatomaceous earth. Genera recognised by the Zoology Department

of the University of Adelaide in this material included Navicula, Cymbella and

Syiiedra.
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The soil type, which has been named the Orwell coarse and fine fibrous peat,

consists of a surface soil of partly humified material about twelve inches deep.

The colour is mixed black and dark brown and has a generally fibrous appearance.

This overlies a black, fine peat with some roots to about 54 inches, and this in turn

overlies black and brown, fine or coarse and fine peat. Beneath, at an average
depth of 66 inches, lies either grey calcareous sand or limestone. The profile of

this type is illustrated in fig. 3, and the two upper horizons are visible in pi, xxvi B,

The remaining extensive soil type consists of an unhumified peat. It has been
named the Milstead coarse fibrous peat. The surface material, which is up to

20 inches in depth, consists of a coarse fibrous peat, dark brown in colour. This
overlies about the same depth of nearly black, coarse and fine fibrous peat some-
what similar to the surface horizon of the Orwell peat. Beneath, and to an average
depth of 66 inches, lies black, fine peat,, and beneath this lies either grey calcareous

sand or limestone. As with the Badenoch and Orwell peats, there are some sub-

soil variants which have peaty clay horizons on top of the limestone and occasion-

ally flint is present, more particularly in the subsoils of the shallow phases along

the northern side of the swamp. The Milstead peat is illustrated diagrammatically

in fig. 4, and the upper horizons are visible in pi. xxvi C.

In the eastern portion of the swamp there occur limited areas of an unusual
peat. This has been named the Hitchcox limey peat, and it is illustrated in tig. 5.

The surface consists of up to six inches (average two inches) of white, fine lime,

which is pulpy when wet. It appears to be largely derived from the calcareous

skeletal remains of Chara. Under the lime lies about a foot of black coarse and
fine fibrous peat, which in turn overlies black, fine peat to a depth of 60 inches.

Below this again lies an horizon of fine lime and calcareous sand, and lower still

grey calcareous sand. A deep example of the lime surface horizon is clearly

shown in pi. xxvi D.

At the eastern end of the swamp there is an area of brown, fine fibrous peat

which is both highly calcareous and saline. The surface is covered with a film of

calcareous material derived from Chara, and the subsoil is composed of black,

fine peats and peaty clays with flint gravel and resting on limestone.

All around the landward edge of the swamp there are many areas of transi-

tional soils which are variously related to each of the Badenoch, Orwr
ell and Mil-

stead peats. These transitional soils are generally shallower and less organic and
sometimes more calcareous than the principal soils of the swamp.

In general, interspersed in the peat soils are shells about three-quarters of an
inch long of the snail, Lenameria pectorosa (Conrad 1850), and these undoubtedly
contribute to the alkaline reaction of the peat arid have possibly contributed some-
thing to the lime surface of the Hitchcox peat, for occasional shells may be found
in the surface lime horizon of that soil type. However, the original organic acidity

of the peat has undoubtedly been largely neutralised by the alkaline reaction of the

waters issuing from the various spring ponds. Frequently, in the subsoils of the

peats, there are found shells about one-tenth of an inch long of Aitstropyrgus
buccinoides (Quoy and Gaimard 1834).

In Table 2 is shown the calculated composition of typical profiles of the peats,

the components being expressed as organic matter, calcium carbonate, mineral
matter (other than calcium carbonate and soluble salts), soluble salts and water
(105° C.) in the air-dry material. In addition the composition is shown in terms
of organic matter, calcium carbonate, and mineral matter as above, re-calculated to

a 100% basis. These latter data have been plotted on a triangular diagram (fig. 6)
which shows the composition of complete profiles from each of the principal soil

types, the Badenoch, Orwell, Milstead, and Hitchcox peats. The highly organic
character of these is apparent, and the minor differences such as lime and mineral
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matter content are also readily seen or estimated. Mineral matter increases steadily

with depth in all four peats. Table IV records all the physical _and_ chemical data

for the peat and other soil samples taken from the swamp and its. vicinity.

Excluding calcium carbonate, the ratio of organic matter to mineral matter

in the peats varies up to above 10 and thus closely resembles the peats of the Eng-

lish fens as described by Pearsall (3) and Tansley (5), who record values up to 4

for surface soils and fl'5 for subsoils. The apparent density ranges from 0'3

upwards, and generally increases with depth. The Badenoch peat is significantly

denser than the Orwell, Milstead and Hitchcox peats, as is to be expected from

its generally humified character. Water-holding capacity is over 600%
_

in the

Milstead peat and approximately 400% in the others. Although no determinations

of swelling and shrinkage were made, it: was apparent from the Keen-Raczkowski

boxes used in the above determinations that these properties were of the order of

100%.
Table II

Composition of Peats from Eight Mile Creek Swamp, South Australia

yoil type Badenoch friable
peat

Orwell coarse ana"

fibrous peat

fine ililstead coarse fib-
roue peet

Hltcncox llraey past

Soil number

Depth in inches

7377

0-14

7378

14-5^

737?

50-f)O

7380

0-12

7381

12-50

7382

50-66

7333

66-84

7373

0-14

737*

14-26

7375

26-63

7376

63-84

7350

C-6

7351

6-15

7352

15-60

7353

60-8C

Organic mat tor
Calcium carbonate

Mineral metter
Soluble saltu
Weter (105° C.)

71.1
0.0

10. G
1.5
17.1

%

69.?
0.0
11.4
0.4

18.3

67-0
0.0
16.0

0.7
16.3

%

75.4
0.0

?-3
0.3
15.0

H

63.7
0.0
15.1

0.3
20.9

%

60.2

0.0
23.5
0.6

15.7

%

0.6

79.0
19.6
0.1
0.7

79.7
0.0

5-7
0.3

14.3

i

73-4
5.2

6.0
0.5
14.9

56.7
1.4

25.9
0.3

15.7

$

0.6
82.2
16.8

0.0
0.4

f

6.9

86.9
4.1

0.3
1.8

62.1
8.6

13-7

0.5
15-1

$

51.1
1.0

33.8
0.5

13.6

%

5-1
89.

A

6.0
0.1
0.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 LOC.O 100.0 100.0 100. LOO.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 LOO.O

Organic m«tt«r
Calcicm carbonate

Mineral matter

%

88

12

&

86

1.4

81

1?

%

8?

11

$

81

19

%

72

28

f

1

79

20

93

7

8?
6

7

% ,

67
2

31

1
82

17

t

7
8?

4

1

74
10

16

59
1

40

i

A

6

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 lqp 1C0 100 LOO IOC 100 100 100

The peats are generally neutral to alkaline in reaction with some horizons,

particularly in the Badenoch peat, faintly acid in character. In this property the peats

of Eight Mile Creek Swamp and the alkaline waters of the ponds and creeks closely

resemble the peats and natural waters of the English fens and broads as described

by Tansley (5) for the East Anglian fens, and by Godwin and Turner (2) for

the waters of Calthorpe Broad. That such an unhumified, coarse, hbrous materia!

as the Milstead peat should not be acid in reaction can only he due to its periodical

inundation by the alkaline water from the spring ponds. As stated by Tansley (5)

for the peats" of the English fens, "The organic soil is formed by the decay of plant

debris under relatively anaerobic conditions and is therefore peat. It is irrigated

by water relatively rich in basic ions and often alkaline in reaction." In addition,

the alkaline nature of the waters of Eight Mile Creek Swamp is undoubtedly

primarily responsible for the abundance of the fresh-water shells and the Cham
mentioned previously. Fresh-water shell marl occurs under much of the Cam-

bridgeshire fen land 'as beds 5-10 cm. thick and lying 30-40 cm. below the surface.

Wilson and Staker (8) have described peat soils of New York which contain

horizons of material derived from Cham calcareous remains, but none of these are

on the surface. Teakle (6) has described soils from Herdsman's Lake in Western

Australia which contain horizons of calcareous material derived from land shell

and other sources.

The total nitrogen content of the peats is very high. Phosphoric acid and

potash were estimated by extraction with hot hydrochloric acid. The former is
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Triangular diagram showing the composition of the various horizons
of the Badcnoch (BtB,.B ;i ), Orwell (OiOsO*), Milstead (MiM sM 3 ) and

Ilitchcox (HiHsHa) peats.
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Fig. 7

Section across the eastern end of Fight Mile Creek Swamp about 20 chains east of
Bone Creek. (Partly based on levels by II. L. Fisk.)
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present in moderately large amounts, and the latter in what would appear to be

small quantities. In this connection they resemble the highly productive peat

soils of Egg Lagoon on King Island, Tasmania, as described by Stephens and

Hosking (4), which soils are also high in nitrogen and phosphate.

Organic carbon, which was determined by dry combustion, accounts for over

40% of some of the peats. It seems on the average to be a little lower in the

Badenoch peat than in the other named types. Carbon : nitrogen ratios are set

out in Table I IT, and from them it is seen that the more humified character of the

Badenoch peat is reflected in lower values than in the Milstead and Orwell peats.

Table III

Carbon : nitrogen Ratios
Soil Vallues for surface soils

Badenoch peat - - 17-5 17-5 15-0

Orwell peat - - 26-2 22-7

Milstead peat - - 28*2 26-2

Hitchcox peat - - 13*3 (lime horizon) 18-7 (upper peat horizon)

Included in Table IV are estimations of total soluble salts and chloride radicle.

At first sight some of these figures may appear somewhat high, but these estima-

tions are on air dry soils with moisture consents up to about 20%. In the field

these values will be diluted many times by the high proportion of water held in the

peat. However, the salt content of the Orwell and Milstead peats may be marginal

for some agricultural plants until decreased by the drainage system. The brown,

fine fibrous peat is definitely highly saline.

Pot experiments on the Badenoch, Orwell and Milstead peats indicate that

they may be deficient in copper, manganese, zinc and boron for optimum plant

growth. Responses to phosphate and potash were also obtained.

The peat soils described above are all due to the accumulation of organic

matter under the past and prevailing ecological conditions on the swamp. That

there has been some variation in these conditions is indicated by the occasional

presence of the horizon bearing diatomaceous material. Recent variation is

reflected in the vegetation, and thus particularly in the nature of the surface

horizon in the different soil types. The simplest illustration of the structure of

the swamp, and of the relationship of the different peats to topographical detail,

is given by a north-south section (fig. 7) through the eastern end of the swamp,

some 20 chains east of Bone Creek. From this diagram can be seen the reason

for the variation in the nature of the basal material on which the peats lie—either

highly calcareous sand or polyzoal limestone. Also, it is apparent that the

Badenoch peat has developed on the best-drained sites, with the Orwell peat inter-

mediate between it and the lower situated Milstead peat. The Hitchcox peat, with

its Chara lime surface is confined to definite depressions in the floor of the swamp.

Other sections reveal that the Badenoch peat is ncft necessarily confined to the

highest sites but also occurs on slopes. As would be expected from its humified

character, favourable drainage rather than elevation is the determining factor.

According to Tanslcy (5) : ",,-.-- the term marsh is applied to the 'soil-

vegetation' type in which the soil is water-logged, the summer water-level being

close to or conforming with the surface but not normally much above the ground

level, and in which the soil has an inorganic (mineral) basis: fen to a correspond-

ing type (whose vegetation is closely similar) in which the soil is organic (peat)

but is somewhat or decidedly alkaline, nearly neutral or somewhat but not

extremely acid. Bog .... forms peat which is extremely acid. Swamp is used

for the type in which the normal summer level is above the soil surface." Also,
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Table IV
Analytical Data on the Peats and Soils of Eight Mile Creek Swamp

Soil typo Badenocn friable peat Badenoch friable
peat

Badenoch friable
neat

Badenoch friable peat

1

Orwell coarae and fine I

fibroua peat
Soil number

Depth in inches

- 7367

0-16

7366 7369

L6-40 40-54

7370

54-62

7377

0-14

7373

14-58

7379

58-80

7384 7365

0-15 15-52

7336

52-63

73S7 733S
;
7389 7390

0-12 12-38 38-63 163-84

7363

0-10

7364

10-20

7365

20-60.

7366 )

So-32

Organic carbon
CalciTom carbonate
Hoi stare
Loas on ignition

- - -

-

40-3
CO

17.1

73-5

41.1
0.0

13.3
69.9

40.4
0.0

16.3
£7.0

34-1
0.0

24-3
60.7

~ -

32-9 i 41-9
i
42-1

0.0 i 0.0
j

o.c

23.3 ' 18.5 -16.1
58.0

1

70.3
:
70.4

16.4
0.0

9.3
28.8

39-6
?.?

15.0

73-3

-

-

-

Vater holding capacity
Volrae wei^it 0.6 0.7 0.7 1.2

417
0-5

267
0.6

a6
0.6 0.6

1.95

0.7 0-7
33?
0.6

265 : 221

0.7
;

0.6
522
0.2 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.7

Nitrogen %
% K2 0) EC1 extract

1. J5

;

- 2.30 2.30 1.5? - 2.19
0.17
C.22

2.19; 1.72
-

|
0.12

' -
|

0.09

0.3? 1.51 - -
1

:
1

Total soluble salts
"Chloride CI

'

0.42

0.1C
0.52
0.10

0.8S
0.1>

0.C9
0.01 0.31

0.41
0.09

Q.72
0.09

C.23
0.07

0.2-2

O.07
0.53
c.09

0.19
0.04

0.44
0.17 0.22

0.t7
0.11

0.90
0.35

0.&3
0.2-3

0.5?
0-2^

0.43
0.11 i

-.section p1 - 7-8 M 5-8 7-1 £4 C3 t>.2 : 7.6 7.3 6.4 7.8 6.6 0.

3

..7 7.6 7-9 7.6 6,6
j

Soil type
Orwell coarse and fine

fibrous peat MllstBad coarse fibrous peat
Mi late ad coarse fi

poet
t:roua

HI tcheOI
]

limey p»at '

j

3oil number

Depth in inches

1&G
1
7331

!

Q+t7 i
12-50

7 3 ? 2 7283

L- -L
1

5„-ob! ub-«4

735S

0-10

7359

10-18

7360

18-42

7361

42-53

7362 7373

.-14

I
7374

14-26

7375

2o-63

7376

63-34

7350
; 7351

j -6'
!
6-15

7352

15-6o

7353

60-80

Crganic carbon
Calcium carbonate
Voiature
Loss cq ignition

!

40.9 y..t

CO CO
15.0 ! 20.9
75. * \

t>.7

-.4.9 ! -

i cc 7c c
: i5-7 0.7

i57.3 0.6
1

39.3
2.7

:c3
79.2

-

-

-

_

43.2

'CO
l* . 5

4C3

537
0.4

32-

1.4

1 5w
'6.7

02.2

0.4
0.2

4.0
36.9

1.8

3.0

36.0
8.6

15-1
69.2

29.6
1.0

13.6
50.6

89.

4

0.8
3.8

Water holding capacity
Volume weight

456

0.3

2ol
C.fc

!
215 54

! 0.7 1.1 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.8 . 0.8
1=49

c.3
206

0.8
*5
1.2

154
0.6

420

C.4
212

0.7
'

77
0.9

Nit re gen jb

% K 20) KC1 extract
1.80

C.20
C.ll

1.B0 1.7c
CIS
0.15

~ 1.4-1

"

- -

*

1.05

cl2
0. 06

1.64 1.64
0.13

0.15

- C.30 1.92 1-6? -

Total soluble a alts
Chloj-ide CI'

C27
0.05

0.23
0.09

C.60
0.13

0.10
0,02

0.t>9

0.22
0.61
0.21

5.0

0.2b
0.07

0.11 iO.bb"

0.03 JG.15 .05

0.46 c.32

0.09
0.C5
C01

0.26 io.52
0.07

1
0-12

C.45
0.10

0.10
0.02

Reaction pH 6.? 6.3 1*3 I 3.5 8.2 8.6 7-7 0.4 7.5 7.5 3.8 7-9
j
7.6 7.1 8.4

' Soil type Shellcw
pbase ;,:

culcaroeua
,13'i.oai! ;tcut

Trana i t ionel
pasty soil

Bro

fib

7347

0-7

"TO, "lea,
roua peat

Grey :Blcareous flinty
loam

Fixed calcareous sand

Soil number

D^pth in inches 0-5

7395

5-2 7

7396

3 7-40

7391 7392

,-14

^393 7348

7-30

7549

30-42

7397

0-7

7393

7-16

7399

16-24

7400

24-33

7554

0-8

7355

8-50

7356

30-52

7557

52-84

Organic carbon
Calcium carbonate
L!oistiire>

loss on ignition

22.6 -

31.0 ' -

19.7 !
-

39-4 j
-

-
11.0
25.5
3.6

23.5

51.1
4.9

12.0

31.1
4.1

6.5

17.0
45.5
0,0

33.2

12.4

35.2

7-5
24.4

7.6
23.3
5.4

14.2

7.4
40.2
4.3

21.3

31.4
2.3
2.6

25.0

3.3

66.1

2.0

4.0
74.4
1.8

8.2

85.7
0.4
1.2

34,3
0.2
1.8

86.5
0.3
1.0

tfatsr holding capacity
Volume weight 0.3 !o.7 1-3 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.4 0-7 0.9 0.3 1.0 1.3 1.2

70
1.0

0.37

53

1.1
34
1.4

3?
1.3

Nitrogen %
$ K

2 0) EC1 extract
£ P

2
o
5

)

1.17

_

-
0.74 - - 1 .29 c.3o 0.32 0.47 -

~

- - -

-

-

Total soluble salts
Chloride CI'

1.26
C.44

0.53
0.17

C20
C.04

C.33
0.11

C.43
0.16

C.15
0.04

4.64
2.40

. 72

C.35
0.23
0.11

.,.10

0.02
O.OB
0.02

0.08
CO?

0.08
0.02

0.07
0.02

0.11
o.c3

0.03
0.00

0.03
COL

Reaction pTI 7-7 7.7 7.9 8.5 8.3 3.4 7.7 8.0 3.2 3.3 3.7 3.7 8.8 3.2 9-2 9.5 9.3
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A
The upper horizons of the Badenocb

friable peat.

B
The upper horizons of the Orvve

coarse and tine fibrous peat.
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The upper horizons of the Milstead

coarse fibrous peat.
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The upper horizons of the Hitchcox

limey peat.
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"In marsh, fen and swamp the water is telluric in origin, in hog it may or may
not be."

In view of the above definitions and the similarity between the waters and
soils of Eight Mile Creek Swamp and the English fens, there is no doubt that it

is a characteristic fen formation.

The author is indebted to Mr. H. Black, Resident Engineer of the South

-

Eastern Drainage Board, for maps and other facilities ; to Mr. B. C. Cotton, of the

South Australian Museum, for the identification of the fresh-water shells; and to

the Zoology Department of the University of Adelaide, for the examination of a
sample of the diatomaceous material.
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AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF
THE VEGETATION OF EIGHT MILE CREEK SWAMP

A NATURAL SOUTH AUSTRALIAN COASTAL FEN FORMATION

By CONSTANCE M. EARDLEY, B.Sc,

Systematic Botanist, Waite Agricultural Research Institute

Summary

The vegetational study of this swamp was undertaken in February, 1942,in conjunction with a soil

survey of the same area by Stephens (1943). The swamp is now being drained and cleared for

settlement, and reports on the soil and vegetation were drawn up for the South Australian Lands

Board. Stephens' paper (1943) on the soils appears in the current volume of this journal and is

indispensably linked with the present one. The writer is indebted to Stephens for the data quoted on

the physical properties of the soils and waters, also for the preliminary field work and mapping and

the free use of these maps and soil profiles. Readers are referred to his paper for further necessary

information on the soils and peats and for a map of the area.
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I INTRODUCTION
The vegetational study of this swamp was undertaken in February, 1942, in

conjunction"with a soil survey of the same area by Stephens (1943). The swamp

is now being drained and cleared for settlement, and reports on the soil and vege-

tation were drawn up for the South Australian Lands Board. Stephens' paper

(1943) on the soils appears in the current volume of this journal and is indispens-

ably linked with the present one. The writer is indebted to Stephens for the data

quoted on the physical properties of the soils and waters, also for the preliminary

field work and mapping and the free use of these maps and soil profiles. Readers

are referred to his paper for further necessary information on the soils and peats

and for a map of the area.

Plant determinations were' made by the writer, using the resources of the

Adelaide University Herbarium and Mr. J. M. Black's private herbarium; the

nomenclature of the South Australian plants is that of Black's "Flora of South

Australia/' pt. i (2nd Ed., 1943), pts. ii-iv (1924-1929) and annual '''Additions."

The synonymy of the English and American plants given is less well-known

to the writer, and many standard works of reference have had to be employed,

with sometimes conflicting results; the significance of this will appear in the section

on "The Aquatic Zone."

Trans. Rov. Soc. S. Aust, 67, (2), 30 November 1943
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The specimens collected at Eight Mile Creek are deposited iu the Herbarium
of the Waite Agricultural Research Institute. No systematic determinations of

algae were made, and the mosses present were not of much ecological importance.

II THE SWAMP AND ITS ENVIRONMENT
Eight Mile Creek Swamp is situated in the south-eastern corner of the State,

within a few miles of the Victorian border, immediately behind the littoral dunes

and sands. This 1 part of South Australia is, for the most part, fairly flat country,

and contains many swampy areas over a widespread region; it is the largest well-

watered area in the State, and this is only partly due to precipitation.

The rainfall is 1 a winter one and ranges from 25-33" in the area bounded by
Millicent, Mount Gambicr, Cape Northumberland and Eight Mile Creek. Figures

are available for Cape Northumberland, only ten miles away, which give a suffi-

ciently accurate picture of the climate of Eight Mile Creek. They are as set out

below in Table A, and were supplied by Stephens.

Table A Meteorological data. Cape Northumberland

Month Rainfall (P)

Evaporation (E)

calculated from
relative humidity IVE

in inches and mean
temperatures

January 0-87 4-4 0-20

February 0-99 4-8 0*21

March 1-12 3-9 0-29

April ... 2-05 3-0 0-68

May 3-16 2-1 1-50

June 3-93 1-6 2-46

July 3-90 1-4 2-79

August
September

3-50

2-51

1-8

2-3

1-94

1-09

October 1-92 3-2 0-60

Noveniber 1-40 3-7 0-38

December 1-28

26-63

4-4 0-29

Aver. Annual Totals 36-6 0-73

Great quantities of drainage water also reach this corner of the South-East,

underground, from Victorian sources. Such water is sure to have an enhanced

mineral content ; indeed, it largely passes through limestone country and hence is

alkaline and highly calcareous. Under these conditions it is not to be expected

that the oligotrophic vegetation characteristic of an ombrogenous bog of low

mineral content would develop.

The raised bogs or "Hochmoor" common in Europe are examples of ombro-
genous bogs. They consist usually of a dense mass of Sphagnum and have a

convex surface ; they can be formed only in areas with a high P/E ratio,

being watered by rainwater alone, which is low in soluble salts. The acid

peat, normally formed from decaying plants under damp conditions, is not

neutralised or made alkaline by ground-water draining into the bog. Drainage

water is the cause of the alkaline reaction of peats of the topogenous or

fen type.

Different plants characterise these alkaline or nearly alkaline fen peats. They
are cutrophic species with high mineral requirements, and Sphagnum is notably

absent. As soon as the peat is built up above the level of the alkaline ground water,
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unmodified acid peats are. produced, and colonisation by oligotrophy plants, like

Sphagnum, may take place, as Godwin and Turner (1933) have shown at Cal-

thorpe Broad in Norfolk.

None of the peats of Eight Mile Creek Swamp is more than slightly acid

—

most are neutral to alkaline (phi 5-8-8'8)—and they hear a fen vegetation, includ-

ing many well-known cosmopolitan, eutrophic, swamp species. No Sphagnum

was found; it is also absent from the acid bogs of the Mount Lofty Ranges. The

only record of its occurrence in South Australia is in the lower South- East area

now under consideration, in a localitv within 40 miles of Eight Mile Creek Swamp

(Crocker and Eardlev, 1939). It is interesting to note that though this. Sphagnum

occurred niainlv on open swampy depressions with some rushes and sedges, on

soil having a pi J value of 4*3 in the surface horizon, these flats were surrounded by

a dense thicket of one or both of the identical tea-tree species forming the chmax

association on Eight Mile Creek Swamp, and the Sphagnum was found even

among the dense stems of this thicket. Godwin and Turner (1933) also record

Sphagnum in a fen scrub or "carr" formation in Norfolk.

Many of the swamps in the South-East have been greatly altered by drainage,

clearing and cultivation. The swamp described here, and also one or two smaller

ones of the same type (but not yet examined) further along the coast to the east,

are among the last to remain in a virgin state.

Eight Mile Swamp extends about five miles along the coast and no more than

two miles inland. Its waters come from precipitation, surface drainage and a

series of spring ponds, scattered about the swamp, which run over into creeks, of

which Eight Mile in the centre is the largest emptying naturally into the sea.

Another creek. Deep Creek, reached the sea at the same place via a long meander

in the coastal barrier, but has now a shorter, artificial exit. None of the other

creeks reaches the sea directly, and many, like Bone Creek at the east and Badcnoch

Creek at the west end, simply flooded out over the swamp, probably giving an

abnormally high water level in their immediate neighbourhood.

Since 1937, many drains have been made leading these blind creeks to the sea

or into the two largest, and ponds have had their overflows drained in the same

way. The swamp is now becoming drier, as may be seen by comparing present

conditions with those recorded by H. E. Eisk's traverses of 1938-40 (South Aus-

tralian hands Department). The period between his first survey and the present

one three and a half years—is too short to show successional changes in the

vegetation, except by deliberate experiments, of which there were none, and few

indications of such changes were obtained. According to Eisk, the elevation of

the swamp is from four to ten feet above extreme high water mark and the coastal

barrier up to ten feet above it, except in the eastern third where there are sand

ridges at least thirty feet above sea level.

The peat has an average depth of five or six feet (1*5-1 '8 m.), and it is

formed in a trough running parallel to the coastline (see Stephens, 1943. fig. 7).

The landward wall and floor of the trough consist of Miocene polyzoal limestone,

and the seaward wall consists of fixed calcareous dune sand, changing to grey

calcareous sand under the peat, where it overlies the limestone layer.

As yet, we have little clue to the possible age of this peat deposit, and there

is no detailed knowledge of post-Pleistocene climatic changes here as there is for

western Europe, but see Crocker (1941 ). Sometimes clayey peats or diatomaceous

earths occur between the lowest peat and the Miocene limestone, which

suggest a period of uneven, shallow inundation. The species found in

the
%

diatomaceous earth were identified by the Zoology Department of the

University of Adelaide as belonging to the genera Navicula, Cymbclla and

Sxncdra (v. Mahony, 1912).
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Nothing was seen in the peat profiles to suggest that its" formation has been
discontinuous, and the depth of between five and six feet (1*5-1-8 m.) is quite

comparable with peat depths in the English fens and around the Norfolk Broads.
Godwin's numerous "Studies of the post-glacial history of British vegetation"
show that the depth of the fen peats is commonly of the order of two or three
metres; Wickeri Fen is one of the deeper peats and has 385 cm. (12£ ft.) of nearly

pure peat (Godwin and Clifford, pt. in, 1940). There are rare cases of much
deeper peats in the fens,, but they are due to special conditions {e.g., "Old Decoy/'
a former river bed, has peat 625 cms. deep, Godwin and Clifford, I.e.). There is

an intrusive layer of clay here in the seaward part of the fens, dividing the peat
into upper and lower layers' (Godwin and Clifford* pt. ii, 1939). Godwin here
describes a cross-country section, 17 miles long, showing that the upper peat and
the fen clay beneath are continuous for that distance; the depth of the upper peat
was from two lo five feet. Wicken Fen is outside the range of the fen clay and
has a single layer of peat approximately twice as deep (Godwin and Clifford,

pt. iii, 1940).

Godwin, who has correlated climatic history, forest zones and archaeological

periods from work on English peats, considers that peat formation became general

in the fens in the Atlantic climatic period, during Neolithic times—say 3,500 years
B.C. (Godwin and Clifford, pt. i and ii, 1939). And though it would be rash to

postulate similar rates of formation for the closely similar peats of Eight Mile
Creek Swamp, it is reasonable to suppose that these latter peats were formed under
climatic conditions at least as warm as those of the fens, and that therefore the

growth rate of the constituent plants would not have been any slower on account
of the. temperature factor. Water is unlikely lo be a factor limiting plant growth
on a swam])—it controls the type of community, but all are dense. The conclusion

is that our peats have probably formed at least as.
1 quickly as the English ones, and

that, therefore, the Eight Mile Creek peat is probably younger than the slightly

deeper ones of the fens, i.e., does not date back as far as 3,500 B.C.

The reed-swamp vegetation of Eight Mile Creek is so like that of the Norfolk
Broads, even to the extent of sharing important dominant species, as will presently

be shown, that one does not hesitate to compare formation rates of this type of

peat in the two places, with due regard only to the varying masses of material

likely to have been formed under the two kinds of climate. Both places also have
similar types of fen scrub ("carr" in England, "tea-tree thicket" in South Aus-
tralia), but here one must also consider the possibility of differential rates of peat

formation, on the one hand by Rhamnus spp. or an alder-willow-birch carr, and
on the other hand by the evergreen M.yrtaceous genera, Meialcuca and Lepto-

spenman, of the South Australian tea-tree thicket. This is an important point,

because tea-tree peat is the most plentiful type at Eight Mile Creek, and its rate

of formation would be the critical one in assessing the age of the swamp. No
literature has been seen dealing with relative formation rates of peats from
different vegetation types, but the necessary information for such an analysis is

accumulating.

Raised Sphagnum bogs of the ombrogenous type have usually a much deeper
layer of peat than topogenous fens. They are not so well known in England, but

Godwin et al. have studied a few profiles, viz.: (1) on the Somerset Levels by the

Severn Estuary (Godwin and Clifford, pt. vi, 1941), and (2) at Tregaron in

Wales (Godwin and Mitchell, 1938), which show about two metres of fen peat

at the base, with three to six metres ot Sphagnum peat above, giving a total depth,

of as much as 8-5 metres, (about 28 ft.) at Tregaron. Godwin considers

the latter peat older than that of the fens, but the deep Somerset peat roughly
the same age.
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Tansley (1939) reproduces two records of borings made by Osvald in raised

boo-s of the central limestone plain, at Athlone and Edendcrry,, in Ireland. In

both the upper layer of acid moss peat (Sphagnum) is about 4'5 metres thick, and

below is a further 3-25-4-25 metres of alkaline fen and reed-swamp peat, i.e.,

8-75 metres (about 29 ft.) in all, even deeper than the Tregaron peat. Probably

the depth of a fen peat is limited by the necessary condition of bemg withm reach

of ground water. With raised bogs there is not this limitation, and they grow-

higher and higher Depths for peats of both types in Tasmania and the adjacent

King Island were supplied bv Stephens. They were just oyer 40 inches, except

for a reed-swamp peat intermixed with clay, up to 65 inches deep. In South Aus-

tralia, the Mount Compass acid peats probably attain a depth of eight feet m parts.

FMit Mile Creek Swamp was probably far too wet and impenetrable in the

past for much human interference. Now that clearing has started, the almost

solid tea-tree thicket is being rolled (pi. xxix, fig. 9), and the fallen debris is to be

burnt in situ.

The vegetation was found to be an excellent guide in mapping trie boundaries

of the four important swamp-soil types. This is only logical, for they are all peats

and peats are essentially plant remains, depending for much of their individual

character on the species of plant from which they are derived.

The swamp is probably a mature one, in equilibrium with the environmental

conditions recently destroyed, and occurs in a region whose climatic climax is a

sclerophvll forest dominated by Eucalyptus spp., though the surrounding country-

is now cleared and settled. On the seaward side, the swamp abuts normal coastal

plant formations, and some mutual modifications may be detected.

J (I GFNERAL OUTLINE OF THE VEGHTATION

The vegetation of the swamp consists mainly of various tea-trees of the faimly

Myrtaceae with occasional Eucalypts, and a large selection of reeds, rushes and

sedges On the landward margin there are transition Eucalypt woodlands on

transitional soils, also a certain amount of grassland probably subject to occasional

inundation. The littoral vegetation on the seaward side has already been men-

tioned.

It will be shown that the Eight Mile Creek Swamp formation bears mam-

resemblances to the alkaline fens of East Anglia in England. The most important

environmental factors in swamp formations are: (1) the height of the water-table

and its variations, (2) the mineral content and PH ot the ground waier, (3)

climate, including rainfall.

The o-eneral trend of succession in fens is well established. First, the waters

are -radimllv blocked up by the accumulation of aquatic plants which detain silt

nmkmg a suitable medium for the growth of reeds; these, in turn, build up the soi

a littl" hio-lier and are replaced bv other plants, until imally a dry-land woodland

is established This process of "Verlandung" is usually arrested at some equili-

brium point, but examples have been studied by Godwin and Turner U^) al

Calthorpe Proad; also by Pearsall (quoted by Tansley, 1939) at Esthwaite Water

in the English Fake District, where progress along such lines was demonstrated

by observations made at an interval of 15 years.

No such comparisons are available for Eight Mile Creek; it is expected that

the -radual drainage of the area would speed up the process, I he drying of the

peat mil naturally cause shrinkage or wastage and a sinking- surface level The

drains which are' always wet do not sink in this way, and, m the English fens

pumps often have to be installed to continue drainage. I he course of natural

succession in a fen may be seen either in time or space. It may also be seen by

identifying the plant remains in the successive layers of peat.
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If the terms "marsh/' "fen," "bog," and "swamp" are accurately used
{according to Tansley's definitions, 1939), Eight Mile Creek must be. described as

sivamp and fen country. The points of importance for these designations are:

(1) water regime, (2) amount of organic matter present, and (3) pH value of

the soils.

There is strong correlation between the behaviour of the watertable at Eight
Mile Creek Swamp and the different vegetation types. Godwin and Bharucha,
pi. ii (1932), have demonstrated such a relationship very precisely in Wicken Fen,

and conclude that the maximum winter zvatcr level is the controlling factor in the

formation of fen scrub or "carr," which is only found on soil above winter water

level. There is less information available about the water level changes in Eight

Mile Creek Swamp, and /they would be complicated by the recent drainage policy

(but see Ward, 1941, for the seasonal fluctuation of the ground-water table in the

South-East)

.

The swamp soils will be discussed in detail in connection with the associated

vegetation, of which there are the following four main types:

(1) Dense Tea-tree thicket, about 14 feet high, the dominant and most wide-

spread community on the swamp.

(2) A more open and lower shrub community with low sedges between the

bushes.

(3) A sedge meadozu (Weaver and Clements. 1929) of these same low

sedges alone.

(4) Acpiatic communities of water plants, together with reed-swamps mar-

ginal to the streams and ponds.

Besides these, the communities of the adjacent areas must not be neglected,

they are

:

(5) Encalypt woodland.

(6) Grassland.

(7) Littoral plants of the more or less stabilised sands.

The first four communities form a series, and, in a normal hydrarch succes-

sion, would replace each other on decreasinglv wet soils in the following order:

—

aquatic communities (4), sedge -meadow (3), shruh-and-sedgc (2), culminating in

the tea-tree thicket (1) of the soils mainly above flood level. Here and there a

stage is skipped,, and, e.g., reed-swamp (4) and tea-tree thicket (1) grow in juxta-

position beside a pond. The shrub-and-sedge zone (2) is definitely intermediate

in character and position between the sedge meadozu (3) and the tea-tree thicket

(1), growing on an intermediate type of peat and usually fringing the tea-tree

thicket.

These four swamp communities and the three adjacent formations will now
be described in detail. In a later section, on the probable history of the swamp,

evidence is brought forward to show that succession has proceeded in the reverse

direction, in comparison with the classic type of hydrosere in which "Verlandung"

is taking place.

Human interference with the swamp has been small until recently. The
official drainage scheme began only in 1937; rolling and burning in 1941 and 1942

respectively—the burning not until after this vegetation survey. There was cer-

tainly some burning G t" the margins and probably clearing of the two main creek

channels before this. One such recently burnt patch had been monopolised by

three very similar native bushes of the family Compositae (Senccio lautus
}

S. orariusund Erechthites prenanthoides) ; Cirsium lanceolatiim (Scotch Thistle)

was an alien weed also invading here and elsewhere.
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IV THE IMPORTANT SWAMP COMMUNITIES DESCRIBED

(PI. xxvii; fig. 1, 2, 3, and 4)

(a) The Aquatic Zone. (1)

(i) Nasturtium officinale—Potamoge ton pectinatus Association.

The hydrophytes (submerged and partly submerged aquatics) of the flow-

ing streams and still ponds are mainly freshwater plants, though some have

quite a tolerance for brackish water (e.g., Ruppia, Phragnutes comnmms,

Triglochin procera, Potamogeton pectinatus). Ruppia, indeed, has been

found in an evaporating salt-lake (Wood and Baas Becking, 1937).

The waters are generally calcareous and rarely saline. Representative

samples of free water from various ponds, drains and creeks on the swamp

-ave pH values of 7-23, 7-63, 7*74 and 8*09. and the soluble salts ranged

from 28-72 grains per gallon in Eight Mile Creek itself (a good domestic-

purposes water) to values of 60. 74, 82 and 83 (still potable waters) m ponds

and smaller creeks and drains; about half these salts were m the form oi

chloride (Stephens, 1943). No saline water was actually obtained for

analysis, but an almost dry swamp at the east end had a decidedly saline soil

;

its vegetation will be considered in the next section on the sedge meadow.

The soils of the reed-swamp themselves were so close to open water that then-

profiles were not examined, no doubt they consisted mainly of reed-peat

(including Triglochin peat).

The dominant species was Water Cress (Nasturtium officinale), which

occurred in great masses, as large as a rowing boat, from deep down m the

water to the surface, often filling the stream. Local dominance was assumed

by Potamogeton pectinatus, called "Water Mat." This is one of a group of

closely related species of water plants which share a grass-like habit; they are

practically indistinguishable when not in flower. Ruppia mantima and

/IIthenia Preissii should undoubtedly be added to the group of "Water Mats,"

though rarely seen in flower in February, 1942.

The submerged aquatics were

:

Nasturtium o ffichialcS
;i) Water Cress—introduced. D. (2 >

Potamogcton"pectinatusS'S) A Water Mat—very common. Local D.

Ruppia maritimaS'^

Althcnia Preissii (now Lepilaena Preissii). Slender Water Mat.

Myriophyllum elaiinoides. "Sheoak Weed," Water Milfoil.

Hydroco'tyle vulgaris.^ Marsh Pennywort (and half submerged).

Liiaeopsisf Not seen flowering. Large specimens in deep water—probably

needs shallow water for flowering,

Characeac. "Set-net/' stoncwort (Chora or Nitella).

Eleocharis acuta (and half submerged)^

Ranunculus rkndaris? Not seen flowering.

Lemuel minorS*) Duckweed. A small surface plant in still waters.

Epihbiu-m sp. Occasionally found quite submerged, but not flowering.

Various freshwater Algae.

(')
J. M. Black, 1943, makes the following relevant names changes:

—

Phragmites com-

munis Trim becomes Ph. vulgaris (Lamk.) Crep, ; Althcnia Preissii (Lehm.) Graebn. becomes

Lcp'ilaota Preissii (Lehm.) F. v. M. ; Scirpus lacusiris L. becomes S. vaUdus Vahl.; the form

Eleocharis is adopted in place of Heleocharis ; Cladium ruhiginosum (Soland.) Domin, of the

"Additions" reverts to C. glomcratum R. Br. of the First Edition; Carex pscudo-cypenis

K. Br, not of L., becomes C. fascicularis Soland. ex Hook, f-

C2 ) D = "dominant," when placed beside a plant name.

C
:i

> = spp. found in England.
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(ii) Phragmitcs communis—Typha angustifolia Association,

Surrounding the open water of ponds or banking that of the creeks and
rapidly invading the clear channels, is the well-known reed-swamp formation

;

some of its members can grow submerged, but normally they stand well above

the water surface. The dominants of the reed-swamp are the cosmopolitan

Phragmitcs communis and Typha angustifolia. Important plants of the

formation are

:

Phragmitcs communis^ (now Ph. vulgaris). Common Reed, Bamboo Reed. T>.

Typlm amgustifoliaS'A) Bulrush or Cum'bungi (Australia), Reedmace (Eng-
land), Cat's-tail (America). D.

Triglochin procera. Local D.
Olearia ramidosa. Water Cypress. Local D.
Shim latifolium var. univiltatumS'6) Water Parsnip. Common here, but rare

in South Australia.

Gahnia psittacorum. May be dominant around ponds. Parrot Sedge, Giant

Sword Rush.
Eleocharis acuta.

Cladiimi MariscusS'^ May be dominant around ponds. Pom-Pom Rush (Saw
Sedge in England).

C. articulatum.

Scirpus americanus. Bayonet Rush.

$, lacusiris^ (S. lacuster in Black—now 6". validus). Tooley Rush.
Carex pscitdocypenis^ (now C. fascicidaris) .

Juncus caespiticius.

/. pallidas. Pale Rush.
Urtica incisa. Stinging Nettle.

Polygonum serrtdatum.

Epilobium qlabellum ) ,,,.„ TT ,

t? i Tt'j'jt i willow Herb.
E, palhdtflortim )

Cassytha glabella (occasional).

Mentha gracilis and Mimulus sp. or Mazus sp. Small ground plants,

occasional on the bank.

Many of these plants are quite at home in a drier environment than a reed-

swamp, often with an altered habit of growth. The list probably does not

account for all the Cyperaceae and Juncaceae to be found in this habitat,

which would repay more intensive study. The striking thing about reed-

swamps is the cosmopolitan nature, not only of their general appearance, but

of the constituent species, many of which are identical in widely separated

parts of the globe,, and others merely closely-related variants. This applies

also to other types of aquatic communities (Wood, and Baas Becking, 1937).

Eight Mile Creek consists of swamp and fen country, obviously compar-
able to the English fens of East Anglia, and it will be of interest to set out the

parallelism in the vegetation. Such close correspondence does not exist

between land-plant formations, or even acid bogs of Australia and Europe
(v. Wood and Baas Becking, 1937). Now refer to Table B, where some
information on North American swamps is also included.

There are good examples of rapid spread of water plants, when introduced
to new countries, which may help to explain the almost universal occurrence
of the dominants in a given climatic zone, viz.: Nasturtium officinale (Water
Cress), a European and Western Asiatic plant naturalised in America and the

British Colonies; the North American Elodca canadensis, which spread with
such spectacular rapidity in Britain in the second half of last century and is

now found in most countries, often as a pest, though not yet recorded as

spontaneous in South Australia; and Eichhornia speciosa (Water Hyacinth),
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a native of Florida and vSouth America, now a nuisance in Australia,
India, etc. We believe Phragmites and Typha, etc., to be genuine natives, but
something similar may have happened in the distant past; the possibility of

seed transport by water-fowl may have some connection with this extensive
distribution.

With species so widespread as this, one cannot avoid having doubts about
their taxonomic identity, and a world-wide field and cabinet study of the

species is needed, though the cosmopolitan nature of water plants is familiar
from text books (Warming, 1909).

Some studies of this kind have been made on Cladium Mariscus, in Britain

by Conway (1936-42). where it is common in certain localities only, e.g., East
Anglia, especially Wicken Fen; also by Hlake (1943), with particular refer-

ence to forms from the Pacific region. Cladium Mariscus sens. lat. has a
global distribution, many of the forms are now ordinarily known by other
specific names and fairly well defined geographically. Blake, an Australian
specialist on the Cyperaceae, is of the opinion that the Australian plant should
also be considered a distinct species, as it is a further geographical form, and
has published it as C. procerum S. T. Blake (1943). There is no doubt that

these forms should be distinguished in some suitable way, but: the method of

giving them distinct specific names causes the ordinary worker to lose sight

of the fact that this group of species exists and is much more closely inter-

related than most others of the genus. In this particular case, a system q$
sub-specific geographical names would probably be workable. Hitherto the

Australian form has been accepted as identical with the European one.

Scirpus laciistris L. is another example ; the Western American form has
been known as S. validus Vahl. for some time. Blake quotes the work of

Beetle (1941 and 1942), who finds that the Australian form agrees with

S. z'alidus which has a circum-Pacific distribution, A", lacustris being restricted

to Europe with a variety in Asia (Blake, 1943). Bentham and Hooker (1908)
mention varieties of this species, but accept it as cosmopolitan.

Carex pseudocyperus is not now considered to include the Southern
Hemisphere forms, and the Australian plant is to be known as C. fascicularis

Boott.

Black (1943) accepts the last two changes1

, but not that of Cladium
Mariscus. These problems of identity should be kept in mind when studying
the comparative table of species (Table B). In the past, many of these

names have been quoted as synonyms, which is not quite accurate.

Typha is also a taxonomically difficult genus, and Melvainc (1940) has pub-
lished a revision of the New South Wales material, and comes to the con-
clusion that the Australian specimens are "not definitely identical" with the

European, stressing the necessity for a good field knowledge of the habit.

The present writer was not equipped with "a good field knowledge" of Typha,
so followed Black (1st and 2nd Ed.) in naming the specimens. Black con-
siders our Shmi a variety of 5*. latifolium ; and no critical work on Phragmites
has been seen. Potamogcton pectinatus and Ritppia maritima are both known
to have variants ; these have not been studied in South Australia where water
plants are relatively unimportant. There also appears to be close relationship

between some of the aquatic species of Ranunculus.

In the other cases, the corresponding species are not quite so closely

related, and for Gahnia psittacorum it is legitimate to make a comparison, with
the great tusisock-forming sedges, Carex paniculata and C. acntiformis, com-
posing the reed-swamp in some of the Norfolk Broads. Many of the
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Cyperaceae run very much to type in different geographical areas. A further

examination of the reed-swamp at Eight Mile Creek would probably group

G. trifida, and perhaps Cladhtm filuin (which are also large tussock sedges

practically indistinguishable even when in flower) with G, psittacorum, both

in this habitat and in drier ones.

The presence of Olcaria (ranndosa?) in the reed-swamp is. interesting; it

is a bushy plant which often completely lines the sides of creeks and grows
out into the centre, soon blocking the channel with a mass of roots in the

water and leafy branches above it. This Olcaria sp. is a small-leaved Com-
posite and most unlike all the other members of the reed-swamp. Two
Olcaria spp. were found at Eight Mile Creek. Most species of this genus

are very difficult to determine or distinguish, even when in flower.

Triglochin proccra is endemic in Australia and occurs widespread in fresh

and brackish waters of all the States. Small specimens have also been seen

in an acid Sphagnum bog in South Australia. It has not a widely accepted

common name, but belongs to the "Arrowgrass" genus, and is probably the

largest and tallest of the genus, as the specific name indicates. The
specimens found growing in the deep waters of Eight Mile Creek and its

ponds are giants, with leaves long, narrow and ribbon-like, in a group grow-
ing straight up from the mud, in this case often 150-180 cm, below the surface

of the water. There is a cylindrical flower-stalk in the centre bearing a dense

spike of small flowers above water-level ; the leaves stand out of the water

and usually have their distal portions drooping over and floating on the sur-

face. The average width of the leaves, as described in various, floras, is about
1-2 cm., with a maximum of 3*2 cm. The specimens found had leaves fleshy

below and up to 7 '7 cm. broad, and flowering spikes 4 cm. in diameter. Inter-

mediate sizes of T. proccra were found, between the giants and the barely

recognisable, moribund plants on the areas with a limey surface soil and saline

peat. These apparently started to grow in a shallow, drying swamp and

literally became stranded.

Triglochin has large, tough, fibrous rhizomes which present a great

obstacle to cutting the waterways clear of vegetation. They may also form a

very thick layer of plant remains, decaying, at first, as hollow tubes 2-3 cm.

in diameter. Sods of such material had been cut out of Hitchcox Drain when
enlarging it, and were locally called "hassocks." These rhizomes contain

much starchy tissue and bear a great mass of fleshy roots; below, some with

tubers attached, and a coating of fibres from old leaf -bases on the upper side.

The genus is cosmopolitan and not very large. Of the two British species,

7\ maritima grows in salt-marshes and has a rhizome and root system very

like those of T. proccra (Tansley, 1939). Triglochin spp. do not seem to be

important in Britain or the United States, except for T. maritima, which has

been recorded as an HCN-containing poison plant of damp meadows in the

United States (Marsh et al., 1929). T. maritima is apparently a strictly

coastal salt-marsh plant in Britain, and Godwin and Clifford, pi. iv (1940),

found some "Triglochin clay" deposits among the peats of the East Anglian

Fens, containing recognisable Triglochin remains. This was taken as evidence

of the marine or tidal deposition of the clay. The Australian T. proccra is

certainly not an indicator of saline conditions.

The English "reed-grass" swamps, in which aquatic grasses like Glyceria,

Phalaris arundinacca and Molinia are dominant, in place of the sedges and

rushes, might be mentioned. Associations of this type are of doubtful

occurrence in South Australia. Apart from the important dominants dis-

cussed earlier, the reed-swamps have a certain degree of geographical indi-

viduality in species and genera.
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Pidgeon (1940) describes communities fairly similar to those at Eight
Mile Creek Swamp for the early stages of brackish-water and freshwater-
river successions in the coastal area of New South Wales.

(b) The Sedge Meadow and its Variations.

(PI. xxviii; %. 5, 6, 7 and 8)

Cladium junceuni—C. glomeratum Association.

This area is generally evenly covered with a dense growth of one par-
ticular sedge, Cladium junceum (Blue Wire-rush), about 30-70 cm. high;
sometimes with a small admixture of the almost indistinguishable C. glomera-
tum (C. rubiginosum) and, in places, the latter is the dominant constituent,

but the meadow can properly be called a Cladietum. Weaver and Clements
(1929) quote such a sedge meadow for North American, swamps, dominated
by an Eleo charts-Carex~Juneus complex; the Spike-rush here (Eleocharis
palustris R. Br.) is similar in habit to our Cladium junceum. Pidgeon (1940)
cites C. junceum as a dominant in one stage of bra'ckish-water succession in

the central coastal area of New South Wales, though she does not describe a
pure meadow society of it; and Wood and Baas Becking (1937) record it as
a peat-former in an acid bog (pH 4-0-4-5) at Mount Compass in South Aus-
tralia. Tansley treats these marsh meadows under grassland, and also under
reed-swamp, giving Juncus effusus L, as the dominant plant, with other
Juncus spp. and sometimes Eleocharis palustris R. Br., as in North America.

The sedge meadow is the characteristic vegetation of Stephens' Milstead
coarse fibrous peat soil type, the surface horizon obviously consisting mainly
of the dark-brown, undecomposed mass of sedge rhizomes and roots, giving a
springy surface. Lower down, the material is more decomposed, and the peat
reaches a depth of 66 inches. The significance of the vertical sequence of the
peat types will be discussed for all of them in the section on ''The Probable
History of the Swamp." The present vegetation differences are associated with
the distinctive surface horizons, which alone will be given for each vegetation
type (see fig. 2).

For the most part there are no other plants of importance in this very
uniform sedge meadow (pi. xxviii ; fig. 5 and 8), but there are three modifica-
tions of the main soil type to be described in due course.

The unmodified sedge meadozv probably has the soil water-logged for a
large portion of the year. The varying requirements of the alternative

dominants have not been studied, though the indications are that C. glomera-
tum favours the low-lying areas with the lime surface, but it was also found
in the G'a/tn/a-tussock sedge meadow. One or other of them is so overwhelm-
ingly important that further plants present are only incidental. The list

(including modified areas) is as follows

:

Cladium junceum ) .,

.

. . . _
r i -i < z ir- i • \ c either one ot these is D.
C. glomeratum (formerly C. rubiginosum) )

Agrostis BUlardieri, a Blown Grass.

Agrostis sp.

Chara (or Nitella). Local D.
Chenopodium ambiguum.
Epilobium sp.

;

Funaria, moss.
Gahnia trifida, Cutting "Grass"; with similar large tussock sedges not in

flower. Local D.
Eleocharis acuta.

Juncus maritimas var. aitsiralien sis.
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Lobelia anceps.

Lusula campestris.

Muehlcnbcckia adpressa, a coastal species.

Qleariu rmmdosa.
Samolus repens.

Scirpus nodosus.

Selliera radicans, a very widespread ground plant in swamp communities.

Senecio sp. or Ercchthites, closely resembling each other.

S. laiiUis.

Spiranthes australis Lindl. Swamp Orchid. (S. sinensis (Pers.) Ames in

Black, 2nd Ed.).

Triglochin proccra. Local D.
T. striata, a small plant.

Urtica incisa, Stinging Nettle.

At the east end of the swamp, where the sedge meadow meets the sand-

hills, is a small Cladium Mariscits society, whose habitat requirements are not

understood, forming a thicket about 130 cm. high, with Urtica incisa all

through it. Some Agrostis spp. and Poa spp. permeated most of the com-
munities like a light web.

The first of the modifications is associated with the Hitchcox h'mey peat

soil type (fig. 2), which is characterised by a surface layer of lime from two
to six inches thick, overlying a coarse and fine fi'brous peat. It seems very

likely that some of this surface layer has been formed from the green algal

freshwater plant, Chara, whose structure could still be detected in the snow-
white incrustation covering some bare patches in the sedge meadow (pi. xxviii,

fig. 6), or even on the ground between the sedges (pi. xxviii, fig. 5). Chara
must grow submerged in water, and it is common in the South-East, to see it

dried white and brittle in belts, like a layer of salt, around a receding pond
or shallow swamp where the growth has been dense.

Green water-plants of many kinds can cause calcium or other cations to

be deposited, usually on their surfaces, from a solution rich in bicarbonate,

as they extract CO., from the water during photosynthesis:, causing precipita-

tion of the carbonate. Still waters are more suitable for this deposition

than those of turbid streams. There are also bacteria which behave in the

same way. Chara limestones are well known (for a South Australian occur-

rence v. Howchin, 1909), but their rate of formation must be slow; it has

heen calculated as one foot in about 2,500 years in Green Lake, Wisconsin
(quoted by Twenhofel, 1932). CJiara, as a rule, is found only in hard waters.

Some of these calcareous surfaces of the Hitchcox limey peat contained the

shells of small water-animals, which must also play a part in their formation.

It would only be necessary to have frequent or constant flooding, in this

region of alkaline waters, to get the right conditions for the deposit of cal-

careous matter such as this in an open area; consequently it is concluded that

this soil type was formed under wetter conditions than those of the normal
sedge meadow. These patches were dry in February 1942—a new state of

affairs, probably due to the draining.

The second modification also occurs in this zone of wet soils with a limey

surface ; it is characterised by a spongy, brown, fine fibrous peat of a saline

type. The limey surface was in the form of still-recognisable Chara remains,

and there were a great many dwarfed dead plants of Triglochin proccra here;

the fibre-coated rhizomes of Triglochin have already been mentioned, and it

is believed that this area has been under deep water, with what Fisk, in his

survey of August, 1939, described as "a kind of water-lily or hyacinth" grow-
ing in "soupy" mud. This plant was T. proccra, and it is suggested that the
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decay of the thick growth of rhizomes and fibrous leaf-bases has produced
this fine fibrous peat. In February, 1942, at the time of the vegetation survey,
it had become just dry enough to walk on. The death of the Triglochin plants
may simply have been due to drying or also to the effect of the accompanying
rise in salt concentration. It is essentially a water plant.

The third modification is the type of sedge meadow dotted with numerous
big tussock sedges of a Cutting Crass (Gahnia trifida) 1*3-1*5 at. high
(pi. xxviii. fig. 7), and it is found on the shallower peats of the Milstead
coarse fibrous variety and other types. In appearance it resembles the shrub-
and-sedge community to be described later. Some of the non-flowering
tussocks were suspected of being the closely similar Cladium filum, but its

presence at Eight Mile Creek was never confirmed by fruiting specimens.

The Chara phase and the Triglochin phase occur (usually in the
Cladietum glome rati) at the eastern end of the swamp, which received the
floodwaters from Rone Creek before it was connected by a drain to the sea.

The Gahnia-tussock sedge meadow is on obviously drier areas, mainly on
the landward side of the swamp, and at times the low sedge gives way to grass
sward between the Gahnia trifida clumps. This community is probably not
one of the stages in the normal swamp succession. Moreover, it is within
reach of the fires known to have been put in from the edge, for many years
past, by leaseholders desiring to penetrate the swamp property and make use
of what pasture was available. Sometimes small, open, dricd-up winter
swamps were seen here with the remains of either Chara or Ruppia maritima.

(c) The Tea-tree Thicket and included "Islands. "

(PI. xxix, fig. 9)

Leptospennuni pubescens—Melaleuca squarrosa Association.

The Tea-tree thicket is the climax vegetation (under the swamp condi-
tions) and covers a greater area than the other types (v. Stephens, fig. 1).
It consists almost solely of two shrubs of practically identical habit and" verv
even in height (about 4" 5 m. or 15 ft). They form a closed community so
dense that one can hardly foixe a way between the thin, unbranched, vertical,,

woody stems; and there is little room or sufficient light for the growth of
smaller plants in the thicket, or even for leaves on the two dominants, except
at the top of the plants which have a continuous, nearly level canopy of
foliage, broken occasionally by twigs of the larger-leaved Swamp Gum
(Eucalyptus ovata)

.

The raw material of the Tea-tree thicket peat is the woody stems and
small leaves of the two dominants. Apparently they are not very fibrous and
decompose fairly quickly into a good, humified, fine black friable peat—the
Badenoch friable peat—with which the Tea-tree thicket is constantly asso-
ciated. This soil type is the best on the swamp and gives quite definite acid
reactions in some of the horizons, the range being pH 5-8-7'8; the pH value
falls regularly with increasing depth of peat. There is the suggestion of such
a tendency in the related Orwell coarse and fine fibrous peat, but in the other
types (uncomplicated by the presence of lime) there is only one pH value on
the acid side of neutrality, and that occurs in the surface horizon of the Mil-
stead coarse fibrous peat (sedge meadow). Any of these peats which have an
acid reaction are probably not much exposed to the calcareous ground-water
and, for other reasons also, it is assumed that the Tea-tree thicket grows on
thoroughly well-drained soils only (v. fig. 1). The cause of the increase in
acidity with depth of the peat may be connected with increasing humincation
(i.e., an acid-producing process).
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It is uncertain whether the stemmy habit of the Tca-trec thicket is due

to the presence of a very thick crop of plants or whether each plant stools

freely from the base. The latter Is the case in the similar Rhamnetum at

Wicken Fen near Cambridge (Godwin and Bharucha, pt. iii, 1936). In Eng-

land a fen scrub of this type is called
* (

carr" ; at Wicken this carr is almost a

pure community of two species of Rhamnus, the more important one being

the Alder Buckthorn, .Rhamnus Trangula L. (= Trangula alnus Miller). A
more usual type of carr is that dominated by deciduous trees of the Alnus

(Alder), Salix (Willow) and Be tula (Birch) type, eventually changing over

to woodland with Ouercus (Oak), etc. (as at Calthorpe Broad. Godwin and

Turner, 1933).

An analogous formation is described for hydroseres in North America by

Weaver and Clements (1929) dominated by Alnus, Salix and Popitlus

(Poplar). In our opinion, the Tea-tree thicket at Eight Mile Creek corre-

sponds more closely with the Rhamnetum at Wicken than with the Alnus-

Salix-Bchila type of fen carr. The earlier comparison between the reed-

swam]) formations in South Australia and in the Fens and Broads of East

Anglia revealed that the facies and the dominant species were practically the

same. In this case there is no identity of dominant species, but still a

similarity of facies; the two dominant species at Eight Mile Creek are ever-

greens of the family Myrtaceae, with particularly Australian affinities.

The occasional presence of Eucalyptus ovata, one of the dominants of the

surrounding sclcrophyll woodland, is clearly parallel to the occurrence of

ordinary English woodland trees in carr. and illustrates the divergence of

species between the two geographical regions the further one goes from the

aquatic vegetation.

In the Tea-tree zone there are occasional small rises, the larger ones bear

definite Eucalypt woodland (e.g., 'Timber Island"), and the smaller ones

have E. ovata (White Swamp Gum) as the dominant. The two Tea-tree

thicket species are relatively unimportant, the vegetation is more open, and

the list of accompanying species obviously belongs to the Eucalypt woodland

formation. These small patches, moreover, are associated with the fine, grey,

sandy loam and flinty loam soil types common on the margins of the swamp,

which will be dealt with later, and are no doubt relict areas as yet uninfluenced

by the normally increasing swampiness of Eight Mile Creek. The present

drainage policy (apart from clearing) would have ensured the survival of

these islands. It would also, on theoretical grounds, have favoured the

invasion by Tea-tree thicket of the shrub-and-sedge community, and finally

the sedge meadow.

At present the swamp is being cleared for cultivation ; the ordinaiy tractor-

drawn scrub-roller is being used to smash down the Tea-tree thicket and

leaves behind it an almost solid layer of prostrate, woody stems about two feet

(60 cm.) deep. It is fairly easy to walk on this, and where re-growth has

started, the normally repressed associated plants become frequent; the

dominant Tea-trees sprout again also. This formidable layer of debris is

eventually burnt. The list of associated plants is given below, together with

that for the "islands" of Eucalypt woodland. The big sedges, Gahnia (two

species) and Cladium Mariscus, are fairly common in the thicket, but cannot

often attain, their tussock or clump habit in such crowded conditions.

Tea-tree thicket

:

Lcptospcrmum pubescens. Silky Tea-tree (known earlier as L. hmigeriim), D.

Melaleuca squarrosa. Bottle-brush Tea-tree. D.

Acacia myrtifolia.
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Billardiera cymosa.
Cassytha pubescens.
Cladium Mariscus (base of stems long and scaly with leaf remains).
Corrca sp.

Cyperaceae—various

:

Eucalyptus ovata. Not dominant here.

Gahnia psj'ttacoritm. Not in the usual tussock form, constantly associated.
G, trifida. Not as a tussock.

Imperata cylindrica, Blady Grass (/. cylindrica var. major in Black, 1943.)
Leucopogon australis.

Muehlenbeckia adpressa.

Olearia glandulosa and O. ramulosa.
Phragmites communis. Ubiquitous in the swamp.
Pimelea macrostegia or P. ligustrina (not in flower).
Poa caespitosa. Hair-like grass permeating ground layer of 30 cm.
Pidtenaea stricta.

Rnbus parvifolius.

Senecio (lautits ?).

Sprengclia incarnata.

Swainsona lessertiifolia, scrambling on other plants.
Typha angustifolia. Marginal, nexlt to Cladietum.

Eucalypt "Island (c.f. Eucalypt Woodland list) :

Eucalyptus ovata, White Swamp Gum. D.
Eeptospermum scoparimn. A Tea-tree; sub-D.
L. pubescens

\ XT .

Melaleuca squarrosa {
Not dommant here.

Exocarpus cupressiformis.

Imperata cylindrica^ Blady Grass (= I. cylindrica var. major, in Black, 1943).
Helichrysuin ferrugineum.
Pimelea glauca.

Olearia glandulosa.

Pteridium aquilinum. Bracken.
Correct sp., not in flower.

(d) The Shrub-and-Sedge Community.
(Pi. xxviii, fig. 8)

Leptospernuini pubescens—Cladium jitnceum Ecotone.

This is a reasonably open shrub community 90-120 cm. (3-4 ft.) high, with
the low sedge dominants of the sedge meadow in the spaces. Its intermediate
nature between sedge meadow and Tea-tree thicket has been mentioned before,
and the soil is the partly humified, intermediate type, Orwell coarse and fine
fibrous peat, which has less of the coarse material produced by the sedges
on the surface of the sedge meadow and a proportion of the fine black Tea-
tree peat.

The dominant shrubs are dwarf Ecptospcrmum pubescens, Silky Tea-tree
(formerly known as E, lanigcrum in South Australia) and 'Melaleuca
squarrosa, Bottle-brush Tea-tree, the same two which form the Tea-tree
thicket. These two do not crowd out other shrubs here, as in the Tea-tree
thicket, and those most commonly present are further types of Tea-trees and
large tussock sedges, together with quite a variety of plants not suited to very
swampy conditions. Among these may be seen young White Swamp Gum
trees (Eucalyptus ovata), which is probably unable to establish itself on the
wetter phases. Some patches of unusually tall and dense shrub-and-sedge
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vegetation were seen, which gave the impression of Tea-tree thicket In the
course of development. The list of other plants present is given below.

Shrubs

:

Leptospermum pubescens. D.
Melaleuca squarrosa. D.
M. gibbosa.

Lencopogoii australis (probably not the almost indistinguishable coastal sp.,

L. parvifloras).
Gahnia trifida 1 r . «

G. psittacorum \
^r£e tussock sed^es -

Leptospermum scoparium. A tea-tree.

Olearia ramulosa.

Undergrowth

:

Cladium junccitm 7 r* ^ i

Poa caespitosa |
Continuous ground cover.

Leptocarpus Brownii ) T . ^ ,,

Juncus maritimus var. aitstralien sis \
In thc Cladmm stratum.

Agrostis Billardieri. Common.
Samolus rep ens,

Villarsia sp.

Other Plants which may be present are:

Acacia myrtifolia. A shrub.

Cassytha pubescens.

C. glabella.

Eucalyptus ovata. Young plants, White Swamp Gum.
Hakea nodosa. A shrub.

Loyania ovata. A shrub.

Muchlcnbeckia adpressa.

Phragmites communis. Found in many communities'.

Sprengelia incarnata. A swamp plant, rare at Eight Mile Creek.

Typha angustifolia.

The actual swamp communities have all now been described, and a plant

notably absent is the broom-like shrub, Vhninaria denudata, so constant a

member of thc swamps of the large Fleurieu Peninsula region, south of

Adelaide,, and other parts of the State, including the Souith-East. There is

clearly something unsuitable to Vhninaria in this environment, perhaps the

high soil pH value.

V ADJACENT AREAS
(e) Eucat.ypt Woodland

(PI. xxix, fig. 10 and 11)

Eucalyptus vitrca—E, ovata Association.

This woodland or scrub is found around the landward borders of the

swamp on grey loam or grey fine sandy loam soils containing more or less

flint, and also on transitional shallow peats, peaty loams and the few brown
loam soils. In the case of the peaty soils, the Eucalypt woodland is liable to

include clumps of typical Tea-tree thicket on peat.

The islands of grey, sandy loam, bearing Eucalyptus ovata and scrub, which
occur in the Tea-tree thicket, have already been described, and are, like the

clumps of Tea-tree in the woodland just mentioned, a good demonstration of

the relationship of Eucalypt woodland and Tea-tree thicket. Eucalypt wood-
land occurs on drier soil with much less organic matter than that of the Tea-
tree thicket, which, of course, is a swamp peat.
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There are only two important Eucalypts, E. ovata, the Swamp Gum, a pale-

barked, smooth-branched tree, and E. vitrca, with a dark-brown, fibrous bark

on trunk and limbs. E. ovata is also found; on the swamp, but not £. vitrca,

which is uncommon in South Australia and restricted to the South-East.

The trees are 6-12 m. (20-40 ft.) high, wiith shrubs and smaller plants

forming an undergrowth of varying density. The plants in the Eucalypt

woodland are given below—some clearly belong to the swamp communities.

Eucalyptus vitrea. D.

E. ovata. D.
Acacia melanoxylon . Blackwood, tree as tall as the Eucalypts. T.

A. pxcnanlha (a society probably due to burning). S.

Acacna Sangulsorbac. Bidgee-widgce.

Agrostis BiUardicri.

Asirolouia humifusuni and other Epacrids.

Banks'ui ornata. S.

Bursaria spinosa. S.

Gassylha pubesccns or C. glabella on tea-tree.

Casuarina stricta. 9 m. (30 ft.) high. Drooping Sheoak. T.

Cladium or Gahnia. Not in flower. S.

Dipodium pitnctatunt. Hyacinth Orchid.

Kpihbium pallidiflorum.

E.vocarpus cuprcssiforniis. Native Cherry. S or T.

Gahnia trifida. A Cutting Grass. S.

Hakca nodosa. S.

Hclichrysum ferrugincum. S.

Hydrocotylc sp.

Impcrata cyUndrica. Blady Grass.

Ecptospcrmum scoparium. Tea-tree. S.

L. pubescens. Silky Tea-tree. S.

Ecucopogon australiSj and perhaps L. parznftorus, the coastal species. S.

Eoranthiis pendulus. Mistletoe on Eucalypts and Acacia.

Mitchlcnbcckia adpressa.

Pelargonium australc.

Poa cacspitosa, A hair-like, all-pervading grass.

Pteridium aqiiilinum. Bracken, common.
Scirpus nodosus.

Sell iera rad leans.

S = shru'b, except .small prostrate ones. T = tree.

(f) Grassland (B> xxix; fiR . 10, 11)

The grasslands occur on grey sandy loams with flint similar to those carry-

ing Eucalypt woodland; the small amount of black clay soil in the swamp
also carries grass. There is undoubtedly some natural grassland—for example,

an area of grass beset with Gahnia trifida tussocks, 1-1 * 5 m. (up to 5 ft.) high
;

also the open, half-bare, grassy flats in the Eucalypt woodland; but some of

the grassland is probably due to the clearing of the scrub. The grassland is

marginal, occuring alternatively to the woodland; the reason for the presence

of grassland rather than woodland is often clearly due to the shallowness of

the soil or to occasional inundation.

The turf was composed mainly of Themcda sp. (Kangaroo Grass),

Danthonia sp. (Wallaby Grass), Agrostis sp. and SeUiera radicans (not a

grass, but a common, small, creeping swamp plant), with perhaps very low

sedges of the sedge meadow, some Acaena Sangulsorbac. (Bidgee-widgee

Burr) and the invading weed, Cirsinm lanccolatum (Scotch Thistle), which
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establishes itself wherever possible in the swamp. There would be more
annual species of grasses in spring and early summer.

(g) Littoral (PI. Mix, fig. 12)

Lcacopogon parvifloriis Association.

The coastal sands are calcareous, and, in places, flinty. At the east end

of the swamp there are high dunes of unstabilised sand, but elsewhere the

sands are fairly level, fixed, and slightly elevated above the beach. The

vegetation is of the type common to such coastal situations in South Aus-

tralia (Wood, 1937).

The most important plant is the shrub Lcucopogon parvifloriis (a plant with

small, white, edible berries), found on both fixed sands and dunes. We believe

it is generally replaced on the swamp by L. australis, but the two species are

far too alike to be very sure.

The dunes have a less varied selection of the plants found on the fixed

sands, together with a few characteristic ones, like the grey cushion-bush

(Calocopiialns Broicnii) and the pioneer sand-binding grass Spinifex hirsutus.

On the fixed sands, the sedge, Scirpiis nodosus, is an important sand-binder,

like the Sword Rush (Lcpidospcrma gladmium). The associated sward-form-

ing grasses, Distichlis spicata and Sporobolus virginicus, are also important

surface stabilisers, and there are other small shrubs and tussock grasses.

Prior to 1937, Deep Creek had a meandering exit, passing through these

coastal sands for some distance. A short, new channel to the sea has now
been cut, but the old course remains, and in it grows much vegetation related

to creeks rather than sands. Similarly there is an area with swampy swales

of tall Tea-tree alternating with sandy rises. Probably the sands tend to

invade the swamp in such places.,

The lists of plants are as follows:

Dunes :

Lcucopogon parvifloriis. D.
Caloccplialus Brownii. D.
Carpobroliis acquilatcrus (Haw.) N.E.Br. (— Mcscmbriantheniuni acqui-

latcrale Haw.), Pigface.

Lotus australis.

Qlcaria sp. (not in flower — 0. axillaris ??).

Pelargonium australc.

Piniclca scrpyllifolia.

Poa cacspilosa var. Billardieri. A maritime tussock grass with almost pungent

leaves.

Polyp ogon nionspclicnsis,

Rhagodia baccata. Coastal saltbush.

Scirpus nodosus. An important dune sedge.

Sonchus nicgalocarpus. Native coastal Sow-thistle.

Spinifex hirsutus. .Important sand stabiliser.

Szvainsona Icssertiifolia. Scrambling plant.

Tctragonia implcxicoma. Coastal climbing spinach.

Fixed Sands

:

Lcucopogon parvifloriis. D,
Scirpus nodosus. Sub-D.
Acacna Sanguisorbae.

Agrostis sp.

Anagallis cirvensis.
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Apium aitstralc. Sea Celery.

Cakilc maritima var. edentula. A strand plant.

Carpobrotus aequilaterus (— Mesembrianthemum).
Cladium junceum (sedge meadow plant).

Dichondra repens.

Distichlis spicata *)

A ,.. - » -

c», i r • • - <" Associated sward-iormmg grasses,
Sporobolas virginicus *

to fe

Hydrocotylc hirta. Probably a swamp plaint.

Lagurns ovatus. Common coastal grass.

Lepidospertna gladiaium. Sword Rush, common.
Maehlcnbcckia adprcssa.

Pelargonium australe.

Pimelea scrpyllifolia. A coastal shrub.

P. sp.,. annual.

Poa caespitosa var. Billordieri.

Polypagon maritimiis.

Salicornia (not in flower).

Samohts repens.

Scaevola microcarpa or pallida (not in flower).

Scnecio lautits. Sometimes also a strand plant.

Solatium aviculare (rare).

Sonchits megalocarpus.
Sporobolus virginicus.

Stipa tcrctifolia. A coastal grass.

Szva inso ) ia lessertiifolia.

Sward-forming grass (not in flower).

VI THE WATER TABLE AND THE PLANT ASSOCIATIONS
The Lands Department surveys in connection with drainage plans of this area

were made by Fisk in 1938-1940; there had been an earlier, not very detailed sur-

vey. Most of Fisk's water-levels were recorded in the months of June, July and
October, and the ground-water levels in the South-East are known to be generally

highest in August-September and lowest in April (Ward, 1941), so that Fisk's

levels must be near the maximum for the season. The fall in water-level due to

drainage could hardly have been very great at the time of his surveys.

Eight S.-N. contour sections were drawn across the swamp at intervals, from
end to end. using Fisk's levels and water-level data, and indicating the vegetation

types (two are reproduced in fig. 1). In none of these sections is the water level

anywhere more than 22 cm. (8-jr in) above natural surface level in the Tea-tree

thicket (October 1938), and, for the most part, so far below this that the Tea-
tree thicket soils can seldom have free water above them. All the other swamp
communities show water at inundation levels in these sections, though the shrub-

and-sedge community on the Orwell coarse and fine fibrous peat is seen to occur
both in submerged and in fairly dry places. The water-level in the swamp has

been a rising one, historically speaking, and these small parts of the Tea-tree

thicket now subject to inundation may have grown up under drier conditions and
might eventually succumb to this encroaching winter flood if at all prolonged.

The Cladietum on the Ilitchcox limey peat, with its Chora and Triglochin
patches, is submerged longer than any of the other vegetation types, except the

reed-swamp—prqbabty all the year round in most seasons. That it was seen dry-

in February, 1942, can only be due to the successful drainage. The Ilitchcox
limey peat and the brown, fine fibrous peat are soil types certainly formed under
these conditions of flooding, and can be expected to change to some degree if the

flooding stops.
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Two S.-N. Sections of the Swamp showing Topography, Vegetation
and Water Levels.

No. I is 110 chains cast of the mouth of Eight Mile Creek (v. map in Stephens',
fig. 1) and almost parallel to the new drain from Bone Creek, which is 10-15 chains to the
west. At the north end, the section passes through ponds at the source of Bone Creek;
and at the south, through a little of the most swampy part of the whole area, showing the
Hitchcox limey peat soil type carrying Chora,

The water levels were recorded by Fisk in June, 1939, and were the same in February*
1940. The arrow indicates the southern edge of a burnt patch, evidently limited by
surface water. Only the swamp vegetation types are given in detail; the reed-swamp is
always a narrow fringe and does not show on a plan of this scale.

No. II lies 30 chains east of the mouth of Eight Mile Creek and passes practically
through Danger Point. In general level it is lower than No. I (exaggerated by two feet
oil the plan), but the trough shown behind the coastal sands is far less swampy than
similar ones further east, and carries the normal Cladietum without Chara, Note the
general occurrence of the Cladietum in submerged depressions and of the Tea-tree thicket
on the slopes and higher ground. Water levels recorded July, 1940.

(Based on levels by H. L. Fisk, and soil map by C. G. Stephens.)

VII PROBABLE HISTORY OF THE SWAMP
An upper age limit of something less than 5,500 years has already been sug-

gested for the swamp, after a consideration of the known age of the English Fen
peats. Future local studies of peat pollens and climatic history will modify this
figure. In. the meantime, a tentative history of the area will be "given.

During Pleistocene or Recent geological times, the sea has gradually retreated
from the south-eastern portion of the State, leaving a succession of consolidated
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calcareous or unconsolidated sandy ridges at various distances inland, parallel to

the present coastline. These ridges represent old coastal dunes (Crocker, 1941).

At some time before or after emergence of the land, the Eight Mile Creek springs

were formed by faulting, and, as their waters accumulated on account of incom-

plete drainage, the area became first slightly swampy and then increasingly so.

From our present experience, it seems likely that the first swamp vegetation to

colonise the region and leave peat remains would have been the driest of the swamp
communities, viz., the Tea-tree, which may have replaced Eucalypt woodland or

some other type of vegetation as the soil became wetter.

On this hypothesis, the whole of the swamp has been through an initial Tea-

tree thicket stage, and one would expect to find Tea-tree peat at the bottom of all

the peat profiles. On studying the section across the swamp in Stephens' fig. 7

(1943), one obtains a picture of the underlying beds of calcareous sand or Miocene

limestone and an idea of the relationship between his four peat types and surface

level. It is clear that the Hitchcox limey peat and the Milstead coarse fibrous peat

occupy the lower levels of that section, and it is known that these areas were

regularly under water in winter,

Black
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Profiles of the Four Swamp Peat Types (after Stephens

.showing the probable sequence of vegetation.
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The vegetation is not to scale; that probably responsible for forming the peat layers

is given with a query; symbols as in Fig. 1.
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Now, on examining Stephens' fonr soil profiles (fig. 2 herewith), which were

named according to the nature of the stirface horizon in each case, it is seen that:

at the bottom of the Milstead and Hitchcox peats there is black, fine peat. Our

peats and vegetation types have not yet been correlated by the careful microscopic

examination of detritus of the various peats, which is really necessary to identify

them accurately; but this black, fine peat is almost certainly humified Tea-tree

thicket remains. In the less swampy Badenoch and Orwell soils there is a more

mixed peat at the bottom, and it is probably to be interpreted as the remains of a

former vegetation changing over to Tea-tree thicket rather more slowly than in

the case of the Milstead and Hitchcox peats, because the area was not so wet. A
microscopic analysis of this mixed peat might give a clue to the nature of the

former vegetation.

Returning to the Milstead and Hitchcox peats, above the basal black fine peat

is coarse and fine fibrous peat. This is most likely the remains of a shrub-and-

sedge community, representing the opening out of the Tea-tree thicket and more

vigorous growth of sedges wi|th increased flooding. Above this, the coarse fibrous

peat of the Milstead soil type represents the establishment of the pure Cladietum

on account of more frequent inundation; and the layer of lime typical of the

Hitchcox limey peat must be due to almost permanent flooding, as already dis-

cussed, and is probably connected with the first arrival of the flood-waters of a

"blind creek at a low-lying spot, eg,, the waters of Bone Creek.

In the same way, shrub-and-sedge has succeeded the Tea-tree thicket on the

Orwell peat, while the Badenoch peat is still dry enough to carry the Tea-tree

thicket and has a less humified surface horizon.

If this theory of the sequence of events is correct, one could probably destroy

the intractable Tea-tree thicket by impeding the natural drainage and letting the

spring waters accumulate—but it might take a long time, and, sooner or later,

would establish a new Tea-tree area on the dry land of the adjacent parts, which

have been described. Succession can take place in both directions in the plant

sequence, and here we have an example of the reverse of the more usual type of

succession in the hydrosere. If the above experiment of impeding the drainage

were performed, there would be two opposing tendencies at work—one, the

gradual rise of the water table, and the other, the natural rise of the soil level due

to peat accumulation. As we have seen, the water has had some victories in the

past, when the Hitchcox limey peat was formed ; though, in general, the rise of

soil level has prevailed.

VIII SUMMARY
A vegetation survey of a coastal swamp in the south-east corner of the State

was made, in connection with the soil survey of the same area, prior to draining,

clearing and settling it. Previous human interference has been slight, on account

of the wetness of the soil and density of the vegetation.

The environment of Eight Mile Creek Swamp is described, and compared

with that of acid, ombrogenous Sphagnum bogs and topogenous fens, with their

distinct vegetation types, in other parts of the world. Some of the largest fen-

lands are found in East Anglia in England, and it is believed that Eight Mile Creek

Swamp bears a very close relationship to these, on account of the similar alkaline

ground water,, peat types (Stephens., 1943), and especially the eutrophic vegeta-

tion types, which, in the wetter communities, involves identity of dominant species.

On this basis, some comparison is attempted between the fen peats of a given

depth and known age and the Eight Mile peats nearly as deep, 150-168 cm.

(5-5-^ ft.), and of unknown age. It is tentatively suggested that the South Aus-

tralian peats are less than 5,500 years old.

There is very close correspondence between the four main peat soil types and

their associated vegetation, which was safely used to map the soil boundaries.
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The main factor limiting the extent of each type of swamp vegetation is the level

of the water table; and the climax vegetation of the swamp is a closed Tea-tree
thicket growing on the Badenoch friable peat, the best-drained of the peat soils,

most of it being higher than winter water-level. It is also the commonest type,

covering over half the total area. The vegetation and soils of three adjacent com-
munities are also discussed. These are quite Australian in their floristic affinities

and not cosmopolitan like the aquatic plants of the swamp.

The above seven vegetational units are described ecologically and floristically,

and a detailed comparison is appended between the aquatic species at Eight Mile
Creek and in East Anglia, together with some indication of further parallels in

North America. The taxonomic implications of this are also touched upon.

As the swamp is poorly drained and supplied with water from several springs

as well as the drainage from the surrounding country, it is believed that the history

of the area is one of increasing swampiness, and the course of plant succession is

discussed from this point of view, with additional evidence supplied from the

sequence of distinctive peat types in the soil profiles. These peat types have been
correlated with certain vegetation types on the experience gained with the surface

horizons only; no attempt has yet been made to identify plant detritus in the peat.

It would seem that succession has proceeded in the reverse direction to the well-

known "Verlandung" cycle,, beginning with climax Tea-tree thicket and ending
with flooded sedge meadow and aquatic communities.

Profile sections of the swamp are discussed in relation to vegetation type and
winter water-level.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES

Plate XXVII
Fig". 1 Recdszvamp bordering- Eight Mile Creek, The boat-oar points to a large plant of

Trigloehm proccra; Typha any ustifolia (Cumbungi or Bulrush) grows densely behind it.

Fig. 2 Recdszvamp standing in water bordering Eight Mile Creek Channel; mostly Slum
latifoliwm var. (Water Parsnip) flowering and growing 3 ft. above the water-surface, with

some Olcaria ramulosa (Water Cypress) and the taller Typha ang us tifolia.

Fig. 3 Recdszvamp fringing" Deep Creek; Pond, with some Tea-tree.

Fig. 4 Recdszvamp around small spring at head of Fight Mile Creek. The white plumes are

inflorescences of Phragmitcs communis {--. P. vulgaris; Common Reed), and the clumped heads

those of Cladium Mariscits (Pom-pom Rush) ; Gahnia psittacorum is also flowering. Tea-tree

thicket surrounds the stream-side community.

Plate XXVIII
Fig. 5 Sedge meadow (Cladietum juncei) on Iliichcox limey peat soil type, also charac-

teristic of the closely related Milstead coarse fibrous peat soil type. The more shrubby

communities are visible in the background.

Fig. 6 A recently flooded flat covered with dry, brittle, snow-white Chora. The sur-

rounding sedge nieadozv looks identical with fig. 5, but is actually a Cladietum glomerati; at

east end of swamp on brown, fine, fibrous peat soil type. Just visible in the background is a
tussock-sedge society of Gahnia trifida in grassland; the soil is a shallow phase of the Orwell
coarse and fine fibrous peat txpe.

Fig. 7 Gahnia trifida (Cutting Grass) in the sedge meadow {Cladietum glomerati) on
shallow Milstead coarse fibrous peat soil type. The Gahnia tussock shrubland is common on
the shallower neat soils of various types at Ei&ht Mile Creek.

Fig. 8 Shrub-and-sedge on Orwell coarse and fine fibrous soil type, with sedge
meadow {Cladietum glomerati) in foreground on shallow Milstead coarse fibrous peat soil.

Plate XXIX
Fig. 9 Tea-tree thicket {Melaleuca squarrosa and Eeptospcnnum pubeseens) . In the

foreground is a layer of fallen debris 2 ft. thick, due to -rolling. This is the dominant and
widespread vegetation tvpe on the swamp and the associated soil is the Badenoch friable peat.

Fig. 10 Eucalypt zvoodland with the rough-barked Eucalyptus vitrea (left) and the

smooth, pale-barked branches 0$ E. oz.'ata (right). There is a winter swamp of sedge or grass
turf in the foreground. At landward margin of swamp on grey, fine, sandy 'loam soilzvilh flint.

Fig. 11 Eucalypt zvoodland, Eucalyptus zntrca only, on grey, flinty loam soil, at land-

ward margin of swamp. The sward-covered winter swamp in the foreground is on transi-

tional szvamp soil.

Fig. 12 Calcareous coastal sands, the dominant shrub Lcncopogon parznflorus forming
a dense line near the sea.
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AN EXCEPTIONAL AUSTRALIAN AXE HEAD

By H. M. COOPER, Assistant in Ethnology, South Australian Museum

Summary

It has been frequently obvious that due appreciation of the natural ability of the Australian

aboriginal has either been entirely unrecognised or grudgingly conceded. Intensive study of his

material culture, however, reveals many instances of a considerable degree of skill and originality.
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AN EXCEPTIONAL AUSTRALIAN AXE HEAD

]>y K. M. C'oupkk, Assistant in Ethnology, South Australian Museum

[Read 9 September 1943

J

Plate XXX

it lias been frequently obvious that due appreciation of the natural ability of

the Australian aboriginal has either been entirely unrecognised or grudgingly con-

ceded, intensive study of his material culture, however, reveals manv instances

of a considerable degree of skill and originabtv.

An example of a highly developed handicraft in stone-working is shown in

the implement described in the following notes, and illustrates not only a profi-

ciency in various techniques of stone-shaping but also a high appreciation of

svirmietry and balance.

The writer feels that the result achieved justifies its description arid

illustration.

The specimen is one of the collection of axe heads in the South Australian

Museum ; it is believed, according to available records, to have been, collected dur-

ing one of McKinlay's expeditions (1861-1865), but, unfortunately, there are no
data recording the locality from which it was derived.

The axe head belongs to the grooved type and is made from a hard piece of

stone, greyish in colour, possibly a sedimentary rock, although this cannot be
verified in the absence of a slide derived from the axe head itself.

The main body of the piece has been shaped and dressed by "pecking," a
process probably carried out with a hard-pointed chisel-like stone tool, worked by
hard blows or with the aid of another hammer stone. This pecking technique is

clearly shown in the groove formation; but elsewhere the peck-marks have,

partly, been obliterated by subsequent smoothing of the surfaces by a rubbing or

polishing process.

The fine strongly-backed edge formed by the meeting of the two faces has

been attained by grinding, a process which has also been applied to other parts of

the axe head, with the exception of the flat butt and two small patches, one on
each side of the basal corners. Here the natural surface of the stone has been left

untouched, obviously for economy of work. It has often been noted that the

aboriginal, being a practical worker, wasted neither time nor labour in needless

effort. 1 he flattened base shows some evidence of its use as a hammer or anvil.

For efficiency in use, it was customary for an axe head to be mounted in a
strip of green wood made long enough to form a convenient handle, the ends being
bound together and the axe head further held in place by means of gum. The
practice of sometimes grooving the stone obviously assisted in its fixation.

The dimensions of the specimen are as follows :

Greatest length - 15*5 cm.
Greatest breadth - 11 -75 cm.
Greatest thickness - - 5'75 cm.
Depth of groove - "35 cm.
Centre line of groove from base - - 4*75 cm.
AYeight - - - - 2-07 kg.

The exceptional symmetry given to the piece, with its carefully formed edges
and proportions, is well brought out in the drawings and photograph.

An examination of this specimen and others of the series of grooved axe heads
in the South Australian Museum, has suggested to Mr. H. V .V. Noone and the
writer that they really serve the dual purpose of axe and hammer.

Tr:ms. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), 30 November 194.1
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AUSTRALIAN ACANTHOCEPHALA NO. 4

By T. HARVEY JOHSTON and E. W. BEST, University, Adelaide

Summary

PROSTHORHYNCHUS MENURAE (Johnston 1912)

The material available consisted of one female and two complete and one fragmentary male, from

the lyre bird, Menura novaehollandiae, syn. M. superba, Gosford district, New South Wales

(Gallard collection, Australian Museum). We also re-examined the type specimen, a female, from

the Queensland Museum.
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AUSTRALIAN ACANTHOCEPHALA
No. 4

By T. Harvey Johston and E. \V. Best, University, Adelaide

[Presented 9 September 1943]

Prostiiorhynciius menurae (Johnston 1912)

(1% 1-8)

The material available consisted of one female and two complete and one

fragmentary male, from the lyre bird, Mcnura novaehollandiac, syn. M . superha,

Gosford district, New South Wales (Gallard collection, Australian Museum).
We also re-examined the type specimen, a female, from the Queensland Museum.

The type specimen measures 19 mm. in length and l'l mm. in breadth, and
the other female 11 mm. x 1*3 mm. Both contain mature eggs (fig'. 4, 5) which
measure up to 0*12 mm. in length and 0"035 mm. in breadth. In smaller eggs

polar prolongations are very obvious, but in the largest eggs these are less distinct

and the inner shell has a pair of lateral bulges not quite in the mid-line ; such an
egg is shown in fig. 5.

In the type specimen only a few of the basal hooks of the proboscis are

everted but two male specimens had the proboscis everted for about two-thirds of

its length, this portion measuring 1*4 mm. The fully everted proboscis would
therefore be about 2 mm. long, bearing 26 longitudinal rows each of 35-40 hooks.

The form of the latter varies gradually from the thin, almost rootless, basal hooks
to the heavier, strongly rooted hooks of the mid-region. As far as can be judged
from the inverted portion of the proboscis the anterior" hooks are longer and more
slender than the median ones. Hooks from the basal rows and the mid-region are

figured (fig. 2, 3).

The double-walled proboscis sheath is inserted at the base of the proboscis,

and measures 2*0-2*5 mm. in length and 0*3-0*37 in breadth. The ganglion lies

at its posterior end (fig. 6). The very long, slender lemnisci are coiled in the

anterior half of the worm. The lacunar system of the sub-cuticula is reticular at

the anterior end (fig. 7) and changes gradually to the condition shown in fig. 8,

where there is a pair of very distinct longitudinal vessels with regular lateral

branches. The small nuclei are arranged in circular lacunae (fig. 8). The circular

muscles of the body wall are very obvious and regularly arranged.

The male specimens were so much wrinkled as to be unsuitable for measure-
ment and it proved to be impossible to make out details of their anatomy, but the

testes appeared to be relatively large and situated at about mid-length.

The species was assigned by Meyer (1933) to Prosthorhyn chits, and the re-

examination of the material confirms that assignment.

Gordiorhynchus bancrofti n. sp.

(Fig. 9-16)

Host—Ninox strenua. Locality—Eidsvold, Burnett River, Queensland.

The description is based on four female specimens. The general body form
is long and cylindrical, the length reaching to 65 mm. and the width about 11 mm.
The proboscis is borne at an angle to the rest of the body and would be about
1*3 mm. long when completely everted. The proboscis sheath is inserted about
0*8 mm. behind the tip of the proboscis and measures 1*7 mm. by 0-3 mm.; the

Trans. Rov. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), 30 November 1943
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inner wall is inserted 0*2 mm. in advance of the outer. The anterior part of the

proboscis (the proboscis proper in the view of some authors, e.g., Yamaguti 1935)

is 0*3 mm. in width and the posterior part (neck) is slightly wider. The proboscis

hooks are deeply embedded in a transparent cuticle and are arranged in 28 longi-
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Fig. 1-8- Prosthorhyiichits vicnurac: 1, proboscis; 2, hooks from mid-region; 3, basal

hooks; 4-5 eggs; 6, anterior end of female; 7, lacunar system of anterior end; 8, lacunar
system of mid-region of body. Fig. 2-5, to same scale; 7 and 8, to same scale.

b, bursa; br, ganglion; cr, cement reservoir; gc, gland cell; gn, giant nucleus; ips, level

of inner proboscis sheath; ivs, inner vaginal sphincter; inb, markbeutel; rac, muscle
cell; ops, level of outer proboscis sheath; ovs, outer vaginal sphincter; rt, retinaculum;

vs, vesicuia seiumalis.

tudinal rows each of 27-30 hooks, of which the last 11 or 12 are posterior to the

insertion of the proboscis sheath. The anterior hooks are strongly recurved and
have massive, backwardly-dirccted roots with a marked depression at the extremity.

Just anterior to the insertion of the proboscis sheath these hooks give place to

slighter forms whose roots are anterior. A marked depression is present in these

roots also. The remaining hooks or spines have very small roots. The dimen-

sions of representative hooks are shown in fig. 10, 11.
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The paired lemnisci are solid, finger-like structures of about the same length

as the proboscis sheath. They arise behind the insertion of the proboscis sheath

at the base of the whole proboscis and extend 0*8 mm. behind it. The ganglion

is situated at the base of the proboscis sheath. Two giant muscle cells are present

in the body wall just in advance of the ganglion. The genital ligament is unusually

heavy and muscular.

Except for a small portion at both ends, the body cavity is divided into a very

large number of segments by partitions which extend from the bodv wall to the

genital ligament. A cavity in the genital ligament is continuous throughout the

length of the body. The ovarian, balls develop in variable number within the seg-

ments of the bodv cavity. The lacunar system of the sub-cuticula consists of two
main longitudinal vessels, between, which lateral vessels form a network. The
origin of these lateral vessels does not appear to be related to the underlying

"pseudosegmentation" of the body cavity.

m none of the specimens were fully mature eggs found in the cavil v of the

uterus, the uterine bell, or the body cavity. h'ggs are oval and have no polar

prolongations. The uterine complex occupies a clear space where some of the

muscles associated with the genital ligament pass to the body wall and the longi-

tudinal cavity of the ligament becomes much widened ( fig. 14). The uterine be!
1

measures 0*45 by 0*2 mm... and its two posterior cells surrounding the posterior

apertures are conspicuously granular. The uterus is short, 1"5 mm. in length, and
the first pair of vaginal gland cells extends about 0*5 mm. into its base. The
vaginal sphincter is double and the gland-cell surrounding the aperture is con-

spicuous, giving the appearance of a third sphincter muscle. The female opening
lies to one side of a small terminal projection about 0*3 turn, in length.

The species described is obviously very closely related to the type species of

the genus, C. clitoridcus Meyer 1931, even to the presence of the terminal papilla

mentioned above, but it differs from *Jiat species in the shape and armature t-tt the

proboscis, the Australian species having more numerous anterior hooks and a less

abrupt change in form between the anterior and subsequent hooks, and also in the

presence of the very thick cuticular Layer on the proboscis. The species is

dedicated to the late Dr. T. L. Bancroft, who collected it.

Gordiorhynchus falconis n. sp.

(Fig. 17-20)

A single male specimen of a species which obviously resembled the preceding

in generic characters was obtained by one of us {T. !i. j.) from i
:alco hcrujora

from I Jermannsburg. Central Australia. The pscudosegmentation which charac-

terises the females of the genus was present in this case in the male.

The: body form is cylindrical, length 18 mm., width 0*6 mm. The proboscis

is 0*9 mm. long and 0*2.3 nun. wide for the greater part of its length. Jt narrows
slightly at the level of the insertion of the proboscis sheath and the posterior

portion reaches 0*3 mm. in diameter. There are 38 rows, each of 28-29 hooks,

which are all of a more slender form than, though of the same general shape as.

those of (7. baucroffi. The inner wall of the proboscis sheath is inserted at the

level of the seventeenth hook, 0*6 mm, behind the tip of the proboscis, and the

Fig". 9-16

—

(jordiorhyiichus bancrofti ; 9, proboscis; 10. anterior hooks; 11, hooks at level

of insertion of proboscis sheath; 12, anterior end; 13, mid-region, to show pseudo-
segmentation ; 14, posterior end; 15,, lacunar system, indicating independence of under-
lying pseudosegmentation; 16, region between bursa and markbeutel showing peculiar

muscle cells.

Fig-. 17-20

—

(Jordiorhyuchus fa'con is : 17, male ; 18, proboscis ; 19. anterior hooks, 20,

hooks at level of insertion of proboscis sheath. Fig. 9, 16 and 18, to same scale

;

12-14 and 17, to same scale.
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outer wall less than 0*1 mm. behind it. The hooks are embedded in a transparent

cuticle which appears as a marked, clear area at the tip of the fully everted pro-

boscis. The form of the proboscis and its hooks is shown in fig. 18-20, which are

drawn to the same scale as the corresponding figures for 67, bancrofti for purposes

of comparison.

The lemnisci are rather slender, finger-like structures extending back-

wards to the level of the anterior testis. The proboscis sheath is 1 "4 mm.
in length and 0*2 mm. in width, and the anterior testis lies 0'7 mm.
behind it. The ganglion lies at the posterior end of the proboscis sheath. The
testes measure 1*4 by 0*3 mm. and l'O by 0*3 mm. respectively. The two long

tubular cement glands pass back from the level of the posterior testis. The mark-
beutel is unusually long and slender, measuring 3*0 mm. by 0*3 mm., and there

are a correspondingly long, narrow vesicula scminalis and cement reservoir (3*0 by
0*15 mm.). The ejaculatory duct is surrounded by six peculiar cells shown in

fig. 16, 17. The bursa is partly everted iti the type specimen but the pronounced
appendages and bursal rays, about 14 in number, are still within the body wall.

The differences between 67. fakonis and the European species arc even more
marked than those between G. bancrofti and the type species, G. clitoridcits. in

particular the very slender form of the hooks in this species results in a very

gradual change in form from the anterior hooks to those at the base which are little

more than spines.

Host List

Mexura novakiiollaxdiae Lath., ProstiiorhvncJius menurac (Johnston)
Meyer.

Ninox strkxua Gould, Gordiorhynchus bancrofti n. sp.

Falco bertgora Vig. and Plorsf., Gordiorhynchus falconis n. sp.

We acknowledge indebtedness to H. A. Longman, Director of the Queens-
land Museum, Brisbane, for permitting re-examination of the type of P. menurac ;

to Dr. A. B. Walkom, Director of the Australian Museum, Sydney; and the late

Dr. T. L. Bancroft, Kidsvoid, Queensland, for forwarding material. The work
was carried out in connection with the Commonwealth Research grant to the Uni-

versity of Adelaide. Types have been deposited in the South Australian Museum.



CONODONTS FROM WATERHOUSE RANGE, CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
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Summary

Conodonts are teeth-like structures, almost microscopic in size. The origin of these forms is still in

doubt. There are two schools of thought, one which assumes that conodonts are related to primitive

fishes, and the other that they are related to the Annelida. Extensive investigations into assemblages

of conodonts in various palaeozoic deposits in America tend to support the view that the zoological

relationship is with the Annelida. The teeth are transparent, very polished and amber-coloured. It

seems that they have been attached to some kind of skeletal material, as some such substance is

occasionally adhering to the specimens.
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CONODONTS FROM WATERHOUSE RANGE, CENTRAL AUSTRALIA

By Irene Cresptn, Commonwealth Palaeontologist

[Presented 9 September 1943]

Plate XXXI

Conodonts are teeth-like structures, almost microscopic in size. The origin

of these forms is still in doubt. There are two schools of thought, one which

assumes that conodonts are related to primitive fishes, and the other that they are

related to the Annelida. Extensive investigations into assemblages of conodonts

in various palaeozoic deposits in America tend to support the view that the zoologi-

cal relationship is with the Annelida. The teeth are transparent, very polished

and amber-coloured. It seems that they have been attached to some kind of

skeletal material, as some such substance is occasionally adhering to the specimens.

In America, conodonts are apparently restricted to certain horizons, and

StaufTer (1935) states that ''Conodonts in palaeozoic sediments assume much of

the importance of the foraminifera in later sediments. They may be used to

identify horizons where megascopic fossils are poor or wanting."

The small series of conodonts herein described was found in the crushings

of a hard brownish to yellowish calcareous shale from the South Gorge, Water-

house Range, Central Australia, 40 miles south-west of Alice Springs. The collec-

tion of fossiferous rocks was made by Dr. C T. Madigan on behalf of the Com-
monwealth Oil Refineries Ltd., and many of the specimens were sent to the writer

for micro-palaeontological examination. The rocks are Ordovician in age and

belong to the Earapintine Scries, which is represented by fossiliferous shales and

limestones containing abundant macro-fossils, including brachiopoda, pelecypocla,

cephalopoda and trilobita.

Conodonts do not seem to have been previously recorded from the Ordovician

rocks in Australia, but Harris and Thomas (1937) noted "what may be an

annelid jaw" in the Silurian beds at Heathcote, Victoria.

Twenty-three incomplete specimens were secured from the AVaterhouse Range

material. Two genera are present, Oistodus and Pallodus, both described by-

Pander in 1856. Both genera are common in conodont assemblages in Ordovician

rocks in America. Two new species are herein described

—

Oistodus lara-

pintinensis and Paltodus nwdigani. The plate has been prepared by Mr._ F.

Canavan, of the Mineral Resources Survey, Department of Supply and Shipping.,

Canberra.

All specimens are in the Commonwealth Palaeontological Collection at

Canberra.
DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES

Genus Oistodus Pander 1856

Oistodus larapintinensis sp. nov.

(PI. xxxi, fig. 1-13)

Ilolotype (Comm. Pal. Coll. No. 234) — Single cusp or blade, transparent,

polished, horny and amber-coloured. Cusp—long, straight, tapering to a fine

point, rather sharp-edged, laterally flattened, with a sharply convex keel running

along the centre. Cusp curves broadly to base, which is triangular, broad, flat and

flaring laterally. Upper surface slightly convex, under surface somewhat flattened.

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), 30 November 1943
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Paralyses (Comm. Pal. Coll. Nos. 235-246)—The twelve, figured specimens
are smaller than the type hut are similar in essential characters. The curve where
the cusp joins the hase is narrower and inclined to he annulate. A cavity can he

seen extending along the length of the cusp in fig-, 3.

Obscnvfions—The specimens described as Oistodits hiraf>in(ineusis varv in

shape and size, hut there is little doubt that they belong to the same species. This
Australian species strongly resemhles O. curvaim; I'ranson and Mehl, common in

the Decorah shales ( Ordovician ) of America, hut the straightness of the cusp and
the presence of the sharply-convex keel distinguish it from that form.

Occurrence—South (Jorge, AVaterhouse Range, Central Australia.

Age—Ordovician ( Larapintine Series )

.

Genus Paj.toihjs Pander 1856

Paltodus madigani sp. nov.

(PI. xxxi. %'. 14, 15, 16)

Ilolotxpe (Comm. Pal. Coll. Xo. 247)—Single cusp or blade, transparent,

horny, polished, amber-coloured. Cusp sharplv curved throughout length, l'ase

broad, expanded. Upper side of cusp evenlv convex with central keel. Under
surface keeled with a longitudinal groove along anterior margin near keel.

Paralyse ( Comm. Pal. Coll. \'u. 248 )—Whitish to amber-eoloured, hornv
ensp, which etnves sharply just above hase and tapers to a tine point. .Hase broad,
keel present hut other features poorlv preserved,

OhsvrvaiUrns— ( hily two specimens in the collection, are referable to the genus
PaUodus. 4 his genus is also well represented in the ( )rdovieian rocks of

America, and is usually found associated with Oisiodas, P. mmlhjtnu. can be
compared with P. conuitits Stanffer and P. arcuatus StautTer, hut can he dis-

tinguished irom them by the position of the keel and rather broader base.

{k'currence—-South Gorge. Walerhouse Range, Central Australia.

Age—( )rdovician ( 1 ,arapintine Series ).
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Oistodus larapintinensis sp. nov.

Fig. 1 Holotype—South Gorge, Waterhouse Range, Centra] Australia. Conini.
Pal. Coll., No. 234.

Fig. 2-13. Paratypes—South Gorge, Waterhouse Range, Central Australia.
Comm. Pal. Coll., Nos. 235-246.

Paltodus madigani sp. nov.

Fig. 14. Holotype-—South Gorge, Waterhouse Range, Central Australia. Lower
Surface- Comm. Pal. Coll., No. 247.

Fig. 15. Holotype—Upper Surface.
Fig. 16 Paratype—-South Gorge, Waterhouse Range, Central Australia. Comm.

Pal. Coll., No. 248.
All specimens x 30.

r\ <7.0



SOME GRANITIC ROCKS OF SOUTH - EASTERN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By D. MAWSON and L. W. PARKIN

Summary

Outcrops of granitic rocks are very numerous in the South-Eastern District of South Australia

within the region hounded by a line joining Murray bridge, Meningie, Kingston, Bordertown and

back to Murray Bridge. These granites appear to be all either older Paleozoic or pre-Cambrian in

age. Dr. Ward's map of South Australia, issued by the Mines Department in 1928, shows that region

to be peppered with a number of small outcrops of older rocks, though in the past, much of it has

been popularly regarded as semi-desert country occupied only by Tertiary to Recent limestones and

sand drifts.
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Outcrops of granitic rocks are very numerous in the South-Eastern District

of South Australia within the region hounded by a line joining Murray Bridge,

Meningie, Kingston, Bordertown and hack to Murray Bridge. These granites

appear to he all either older Paleozoic or pre-Camhrian in age. Dr. Ward's map

of South Australia, issued by the Mines Department in 1928, shows that region to

be peppered with a number of small outcrops of older rocks, though in the past.

much of it has been popularly regarded as semi-desert country occupied only by

Tertiary to Recent limestones and sand drifts.

This present contribution to the knowledge of the older rocks of that area

is the first of several investigations of the kind now being undertaken from the

Geological Department of the University of Adelaide.

1 I ere we deal with outcrops of granitic rocks situated between Coonalpyn and

Meningie. and a notable occurrence at Taratap adjacent to the Coorong highway

to the north-west of Kingston.

KL^DDISII-COLOURED J^LUOR-BKA-RlXtJ GRANITES
The plain, traversed bv the railway line at Coonalpyn. elevated 72 feet above

sea-leve!, is underlain by the same Tertiary formations which are so well exposed

in ihe face of the deep trench exeavaled by the Murray River in its lower course.

At about six miles to the south-west of Coonalpyn, the main road to Meningie

rises over low hills where surface erosion has exposed Miocene marine limestone

capped by a thick cover of kunkar travertine.

(Iraxiti-; Outcrops at Colo and Wet
Some six and a half miles from Coonalpyn, at Cold and Wet sheep station,

125 feet above sea-level, granite outcrops from beneath the Miocene formation.

The contact of the marine limestone and the granite is well ^iowii in a large

excavation made mam- years ago in an effort to provide a water supply for railway

requirements, but subsequently abandoned. The. limestone is there seen to rest on

an eroded and greatly weathered surface of the granite. It is obvious that these

granite outcrops were of the nature of islands and shoals in the Miocene sea.

That the surface of the granite bed-rock at the time of deposition of the Miocene

limestone was very uneven is illustrated by the fact that the windmill bore at

Cold and Wet homestead, distant only one or two hundred yards from outcropping

granite, met ihe granite underlying' the limestone at 92 feet below the surlace. In

that bore the underground water, which is of good potable nature, rises to XQ feet

above the granite bottom.

Granite outcrops, though not conspicuously so. for about half a mile to the

west and south-west from Cold and Wet homestead. To the north, the overlying

Miocene formation constitutes the surface rock. The granite
[
5802 )

adjacent to

the homestead is a biotite-hornblcnde variety closely similar to that of Crotty's

Knob to be described later. Intersecting it are veins
[ 5800 1 of aplitic, micro-

granite porphyry.

T'-;ir,s. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), M\ Xovcmlu-r 1 94-*
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Crotty's Kxoij Locality

At somewhat over three
miles to the south-west
from Cold and Wet home-
stead is a bold outcrop of

granite forming a low line

of hills about a mile in

length. Several outstand-
ing granite rocks have been
brought into relief along
this outcrop ; the most strik-

ing of these is known as

Crotty's Knob, the summit
of which is about 380 feet

above sea-level.

Following the margin of

the granite to the north and
west, at a distance of about
half-a-mile from Crotty's

Knob, the upper limit of

the Miocene in that locality

is observed to lap over the

granite at an elevation of

about 325 feet above sea-

level. There the limestone

is a compact granular rock

containing abundant fora-

minifera. It is of the

nature of consolidated shal-

low water, marine, cal-

careous sand in which are

quartz grains derived from
the bed-rock granite. This

and other examples of the

Miocene limestone f rom
this locality have been de-

scribed by Mr. Frederick
Chapman in this volume
(see p. 39).

The rock of Crotty's

Knob is fairly typical of the

large area of granite ot the

Cold and Wet region. The
knob itself is the most
notable of several outstand-
ing- protuberances of this

granite. It is a monolith
(pi. xxxii, fig. 2) developed
by erosion rising about
35 feet above the otherwise
almost flat surface of the

granite rise which pro-

trudes above the surround-

ing Miocene terrainc. At
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about 200 yards to the cast of this major feature arc some large tors, one of which

is characteristically hollowed out below and left resting on four points standing

on the granite pavement. The penological characters of this granite are as follows :

The Homhlcnde-Bioiitc Granite from Crotty's Knob

This [3799] is a medium-grained rock in which the quartzes, being of a dark

colour, stand out strongly. The feldspars arc, as a whole, of a lighter colour than

in the case of the granite from Binnie's Water, described later in this record.

The orthoclase is a brownish-flesh colour, and the plagioclase is a dirty white.

Both plagioclase and fcrromagnesians are more abundant than in the Binnie's

Water rock. Hornblende, as well as biotite, can be distinguished in the hand-

specimen.

The texture is bypidiomorphic granular, and the grain-size comparable with

the granite from Binnie's Water. The quartz appears quite dark-coloured when
viewed in the hand-specimen, and is obviously a smoky variety.

The feldspar as seen in thin-section is principally dusty orthoclase and clear

plagioclase; there is also some mottled dusty microperthite.

The hornblende, which has an extinction angle Z A c— 12°, is clearly dis-

tinguished by its decided green tints, whereas the biotite is plcochroic in light

yellow to dark yellow-brown practically opaque owing to extreme absorption.

There is evidence that some of the hornblende has taken the place of original

biotite by secondary magmatic changes.

There is some titaniferous magnetite and occasional minute grains of sphene,

some lozenge-shaped. Associated with the biotite arc tiny prisms of zircon,

Very minute rods of apatite are observable in some areas. Grains of fluorite,

occasionally showing a purple tint, have been observed embedded in the biotite;

fluorite is, however, less in evidence in this rock than the granite from Binnie's

Water,
Another specimen [5097J, similar in character to the above and of specific

gravity 2 -784, has been chemically analysed by E. R. Segnit with the result

detailed. From this the norm has been calculated as stated herewith. Thus the

C.T.P.W. classification of this rock is 1. 4. 2. 3. A Rosiwal modal determination

is also stated below.

Chemical Analysis Norm
(By E. R , Segnit) Quartz - - - 32-71

SiO s 74-08 f
Orthoclase - 24-96 1

TiO"s

AlsO* -

- 0-24

13*50

Feldspar \ Albite
Anorthite

32-43
\

4-11
J

- 61-50

Fe-Os - 0-60 Corundum - - 1-08

FcO
MnC)
Mg-O

-

1-64
0-03
0-16

Zircon

Hypersthenc | en
1

l
hy

0-40 \

1-97 5

0-03

- 2-37

CaO 1-09 Magnetite - - 0-93

Na,0 -

KaO
- 3-86

4-19

llmenite
Pyrite - _

0-51
- 0-07

FFOf - 0-23 Apatite „ - 0-11

H..O— - 0-06 Fluorite - - 0-30

P.O,
-

0*04
0-03
0-02

Water -

Total

0-29

BaO
ZrO-

- 99-90

S - _ 0-04 Mode
F - _ 0-16 Quartz - - - 37*0

Feldspar j

Microperthite
Plagioclase _

- 48-4

9.9.97 - 11-5

Less O for F - 0-06 Biobte _ - - 2-0

H ornblendc _ _ 0-5

Tota:!
- 99.-91 Accessories - - - 0-6

Total 100-0
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A granite-porphyry
1 5480 1 of the Crotty's Knob suite nnd a variant of the

granite just described was collected from a point k\ss than a quarter of a mile west
oi McCaskeFs homestead, which is scarce! y a half-mile north-east of Crottv's
Knob. There, a prospector's shaft lias been sunk to some depth through the
granitic rock, uuweathered blocks of which are available in the dump heap. As
seen in the hand-specimen this is a faintly-pinkish, medium-grained, granitic rock
in which larger pinkish-tiesh-coloured orthoclase and greyish-while piagioclase are
embedded in a tiner-grained aggregate of feldspar, quartz, and black fcrromagme-
sian minerals.

Examined in microscopic slide, it is found to be composed predominantly of

orthoclase and perthitie orthoclase amounting to about 50% by volume of the rock.

Creyish-white piagioclase of the composition of acid oligoclase is present to the
extent of 15%. Some 32% of the rock is quartz, occurring as well distributed

macroscopic crystals. Hornblende, pleochroic in green to brown colours, is the
next most abundant mineral, amounting to almost 2% bv volume. Rarely, tlakes

of biotite and grains of magnetite appear.

A large platform of granite located about a halt-mile or more north of
Crotty's Knob is a sphene-bearing, hornblende-biotite varietv close] v related in

[5480 1

.

Aplitic veins, sometimes distinctly granophyric. traverse the granite of
Crotty's Knob. They are mainly composed of quartz and orthoclase, the fatter

often riddled with albite veining. Piagioclase is plentiful, but very little biotite is

present and there is no hornblende,

Kanc.aroo Flat Outcrops

To the north and north-east from the granite rise of the neighbourhood of
Crotty's Knob, is lower country occupied mainly by outcrops of Tertiary limestone.
To the south-west and south the surface falls away toward the Coorong. the inter-
vening region being occupied by Tertiary to Recent marine limestones and dune
rocks. To the south-east, the elevated region around Cold and Wet and Crottv's
Knob extends towards Mount Boothby and is apparently underlain by granite' at

no great distance below the surface, though the region is almost devoid, of granite
outcrops; the surface rock is mainly calcareous and siliceous blown-sand rock and
travertinized marine Tertian- limestone.

On the way from Cold and Wet to Meuingie, at not more than two miles north
of Crotty's Knob, is a low scrubby area, 150 feet above sea-level, with occasional
outcrops of granite, known as Kangaroo Flat. In this locality, at about three-
quarters of a mile to the north-north-east from a house built onto an overhanging
wall of granite, is a small occurrence which has been mined, where pyrohisite
replaces the Miocene limestone. There the underlying granite outcrops in close
proximity to the manganese workings. The granite of this outcrop approximate.^
in character to that of the Cold and Wet locality.

Bottle .1 ion-; Outcrop
Another notable appearance of the granite is located about two and a half

miles north-uorLh-west of Crotty's Knob. This is on a tree-covered rise elevated
(230 feet above sea-level) slightly above the neighbouring region of Tertiarv lime-
stones. There is there a considerable development of tors; also a gnama hole,
with a small opening, full of water; this has earned for the localitv the name of
Battle Hole.

The granite [3798 A] of this place is closely similar to that of Minnie's Water,
described in detail below. The grain-size of the specimen collected is perhaps
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slightly less coarse and the dark-coloured quartzes are perhaps more conspicuous.

Perthhic ortboclase is still the predominant feldspar. The plagioclase is apparently

very slightlv less calcic. Fluorite is still to be observed associated with the biotiie,

which is singularly rare and usually chloritized. Hornblende is absent.

Granites xhak Tixnse's Lookout

Still further to the west the underlying granite makes a notable appearance

at Binuie's Water, wduch h 90 feci above sca-ievel. A number of outcrops were

examined within a mile to the north and norlh-north-east of this .-pot. Jt appears

likely, also, that a line of granite several miles in length underlies the high sandy

ridge rising to 325 feet above, sea-level known as Binme's Lookout Ridge.

At the foot of this ridge on the we-.t side, and about a quarter mile north of

the main road to Meningie. is a reddish, leucocratic, granophyre
|
5801 |, obviously

closely related to the more normal granite of Binnie's Water. The only ferro-

magnesian mineral is biotite, of which there is very little. The outcrop, which is

only a few yards across, is inconspicuous, being exposed in a washout. Its surface

is elevated only about 30 or 40 feet above seadevel.

A sample of the normal granite of the Rinnic's Water locality was collected

adjacent to the water hole north of and within 100 yards of the main road betv\

Coonalpyn and Meningie. "Phis tl no^bearing granite is described herewith.

een

The Biotite Granite of Binnic's Water

This is a pink granite of medium grain-size. The prevailing colour of the

rock is clue to the presence of a large proportion of coarse pink to reddish ortho-

clase. There is also some nearly white feldspar which is a plagioclase. The quartz,

which appears as compact grains, is of an unusually dark colour as seen in the

hand-specimen; it is to some extent a smoky variety of quartz. Biotite is the only

ferromagnesian mineral and is notably scarce, so that this granite may be referred

to as a leuco-variety. The accessory minerals are revealed only in the microscopic

slide. A determination of specific gravity carefully executed gave the figure as

2-63.

Examined microscopically, [3796] is seen to be hypidiomorphic, non-

crystalline and of true granitic "texture. The grain-size is fairly uniform, the average

dimension of the individuals of quartz and feldspar as seen in the slide ranging

from 2 mm. to 3 mm. In the hand specimen a not inconsiderable proportion of the

feldspar individuals are seen to reach about 1 cm. in length.

The quartz occurs in large anhedral crystals in clear relief against the feldspar,

(las and liquid inclusions are plentiful. Tiny whisps of muscovite and grains of

zircon are also to be identified.

Feldspar is present in three varieties. Firstly, the ortboclase which is usually

cxlremelv turbid, evidentlv owing to incipient kaolinization. Carlsbad twinning

is a feature. Secondly, there is a notable development of perthite. In this, linear

growtbs of albitic feldspar traverse the ortboclase. The plagioclase is distinguished

by its higher R.i. and the occasional appearance of albite twin lamellae. On
account of advanced turbidity of the feldspar the perthitic character is consider-

ably masked. Thirdly, plagioclase appears in well-defined crystals often of con-

siderable size; it is relatively free from secondary alteration. The composition

as determined by extinction angles Z A c on the zone normal to the 'a' axis and

on the zone normal to the 010 face, lies between Ab -An
:

.

;!
and Ab

T!t
An.,

; that is

to say a calcic oligoelase.

The biotite is in small amount; occasionally it exhibits a chloritic alteration

of pneumatolitic origin, not due to weathering. The fresh biotite is strongly

pleochroic: X r— light-brownish-yellow. Y — Z= dark brown to almost opaque.
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It appears to be of an iron-rich type. Pleochroic haloes and inclusions are
abundant.

Fluorite is present in notable amount, usually as tiny grains associated with
aggregations of biotite occasionally interleaved with it, but sometimes, appearing
freely in the feldspar-quartz aggregate. Individuals up to 2 mm. diameter have
been observed. It is usually colourless but occasionally it carries patches tinted

purple. The mineral is easily identified on account of its high negative relief, well-

developed cleavages and isotropic nature.

Iron ore. as very infrequent grains of what appears to be titaniferous mag-
netite, are present, usually associated with the biotite.

Sphene, in tiny grains, is occasionally seen in association with the magnetite
and with the biotite that has suffered alteration. Tiny rods of zircon and of
apatite are also present.

The chemical analysis, the norm and the mode are as stated below. In terms
of the C.I. PAY. classification the rock is I. 4. 2. 3. (Toscanose).

Chemical Analysis
(By L. K. Parkin)

Norm

SiOa 75-18

TiO, 0-14

AUh - 12-89

FesOa - 0-60

Fe() 1-07

MoO - 0-02

MgO - 0-04

CaO 1*04

Na-O - 3*59

K-O 5-06

H.O+ - 0-37

FLO .... - tr.

P.O.. - ti\

F _ 0-15

100-15

Less O for F - 0-07

Total - 100-08

Quartz - -

f Orthoclase - 30-02
Feldspar -j Albite - 30-39

[ Anorthite - 3-89

f wo - 0-35

DiopsMft -j en - 0-10

I by - - 0-26
Hypersthene ~

Magnetite -

Ilmenitc -

Fluorite -

Water

Tola

Mode
Quartz -

Orthoclase -

Plagioclase -.

Perthite -

"Biotite -

Fluorite -

Magnetite, apatite, zircon, sphene

Total

32-28

64-30

0-71

0-92
0-93
0-30
0*31
0-37

100-12

30*0
33-0
8-3

23*0
5-0

0-4

0-3

100-0

A fine-grained aplite vein [3797 A] traversing the granite at Bimiie's Water
is composed almost entirely of quartz and orthoclase. Micro-graphic intergrowths

fide. Fluorite appears to be absent.of these minerals are distributed through the s

adamellite and granodiorite
It will have been observed that the granites of the region embracing Binnie's

Lookout to Cold and Wet are evidently closely related. No further outcrop of the

reddish, rluorite-bearing granite suite, beyond the one occurrence already noted

at its base on the west side, is met with west or south of Binnie's Lookout ridge.

In that direction there is a low region elevated very little above sea-level extending
to the Coorong and Lake Albert. This area is occupied by marine, lacustrine and
aeolian formations of Pleistocene to Recent Age. The only outcrops of igneous

rocks in this broad belt are four extremely limited exposures of adamellite which
appear as iuliers from beneath the recent deposits. All of them are in the neigh-

bourhood of Meningie and are related in character and unlike the granites already

described.
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The Pklican Islets

The first two are very small whale-back islets, the Pelican Islets, rising several

feet above the waters of Lake Albert near its eastern shore, as indicated in the

map herewith. The more easterly islet (pi. xxxii, fig. 1) upon which a landing

was made, is composed of two parts ; the more southerly being oval in shape and

rising 6 feet above the lake waters; the other section is only 18 yards long but

rises 9 feet above the lake water.

These outcrops offered no opportunity for securing really fresh material for

examination. Such as has been obtained is from platy exfoliations of about

12 inches in thickness. The feldspars are therefore duller and somewhat modified

in colour from what may be expected to prevail a few feet further below the

surface. In the hand-specimen large, porphyritic, white feldspars are embedded
in a coarse granitic aggregate of colourless quartz, feldspar, and abundant bright

black biotite.

Microscopically examined the mineral suite and general nature of the rock

[3800 A] suggests affinity with the rock from Taratap to be described in detail

later. Orthoclase occurs in very large, slightly turbid, phenocrystic sections con-

taining microperthitic albite. There are occasional inclusions of twinned plagio-

clase. Plagioclase is present in amount in excess of the potash feldspar, but though
larger individuals do occur, it appears in the main in rather smaller crystals with

more even distribution. Its composition Ab00An4l)
agrees with normal andesine.

Quartz occurs in large optically continuous aggregations. The biotite is quite like

that of the Taratap rock. Inclusions of zircon as tiny rods and apatite in more
symmetrical sections are a feature of the biotite. Occasionally grains of magnetite

are associated with the biotite. More rarely minute grains of sphene, zircon and

larger prisms of apatite are met with not in immediate association with the biotite.

Waltowa Swamp Outcrops

The third and fourth occurrences of granitic rock in the Meningie area are

tiny whale-backs rising not more than 6 feet above the ground, located respec-

tively on Section 139, Hundred of Malcolm, and Section 51, Hundred of Bonney
(see sketch map herewith). They are in an area of recent lacustrine sediments

of a former extension of Lake Albert and at lake level. In both cases the rock

in the hand-specimen bears a close resemblance to that of the Pelican Islets, but

the material for study is considerably weathered. In microscope slide the rock

[3801] from Section 51 is seen to contain a somewhat smaller percentage of

orthoclase and there is greater uniformity of size among the mineral constituents.

While it conforms in other features with the Pelican Islet rock, it is distinctly

richer in apatite which occurs in prisms up to 0'3 mm. across. Sphene, zircon and

titaniferous magnetite are also present.

Outcrops North-east of Kingston

The only other area in south-eastern South Australia to the east of the

Murray River system where there are known to occur granitic rocks of the same

general appearance is in the vicinity of the Coorong road, between 10 and 25 miles

north-north-east of Kingston. There several small outcrops are located. Of
these the most important is a low rise about 150 yards in diameter situated within

a half-mile of the Coorong highway on its north side at a point 11 miles from

Kingston. At this spot the road engineers have recently opened up, for road

metal, a large excavation known as Taratap quarry. Consequently quite fresh

rock is now available for study. A feature of this outcrop is the abundance of
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xenoliths embedded in it. Examination has shown it to be a biotite-granodiorite

as described below.

In the near neighbourhood of this quarry are two other small occurrences

within half-a-mile to the east and south-east and two others exposed on the sea

beach, nearly due west of it.

Biotite-Adamellitc from Taratap Quarry

This is a coarse-grained, granitic rock, the greater part of which is cqui-

granular but studded through it are large feldspar phenocrysts as much as 5 cms.
in diameter [4415]. In some of the quarry face the phenocrysts are. less in

evidence than elsewhere. The chemical analysis quoted below was made on an
average sample [3802] and [3803] in which the phenocrysts are not extreme in

their development. The prevailing colour of the fresh rock is grey, owing to the

predominance of feldspar of a faintly bluish-grey colour. There is much colour-

less transparent quartz, and biotite is abundant in brilliant, shiny, black flakes and
aggregates. The specific gravity of a medium-porphyritic specimen of this rock
was found to be 2 "78.

In the highly weathered rock the feldspar is stained a rusty-brown and the

porphyritic feldspars stand out in relief above the general surface.

Microscopically examined it is seen to have a holocrystalline, hypidiomorphic
granular texture with, in the case of the non-porphyritic base aggregate, an average
grain-size of 4 mm. The essential minerals are quartz* very abundant feldspar

and plentiful biotite.

Quartz is present both as large clear individuals and as small interstitial

grains. Inclusions arc not abundant.

Orthoclase is less abundant than the plagioclase. It is present mainlv as

scattered phenocrysts. The larger crystals are slightly turbid and display irregular

boundaries against which the plagioclase is usually idiomorphic. The typical

grating structure of microcline is to be observed on a minute and irregular scale,

mainly along cracks and boundaries. This suggests that the effect in due to

strain. The R.I. is lower than Canada balsam and the optic sign is negative. The
phenocrysts are studded with inclusions of quartz, plagioclase, biotite and pyrite.

The plagioclase is idiomorphic and generally clear. Twinning is characteristic

and zoning well marked. Some sections cut normal to 010 give extinction angles
corresponding to the composition AbeoAn34 , but the majority are more sodic than
this, while the zoned sections demonstrate the transition. The feldspar is optically

positive, and may be generally referred to as an acid andesine.

Biotite occurs in abundant aggregates and some large plates are bent. The
colour and pleochroism are striking : X — pale straw yellow, Y < Z — dark
mahogany. Large inclusions of zircon with well-marked pleochroic haloes are very
common, the haloes ranging up to 0T mm. in diameter. Prisms and sections of
apatite and grains of pyrite are also quite usual inclusions.

Although the biotite is absolutely fresh, there are isolated cases where
secondary deuteric changes have resulted in chloritization with the development
of some granular sphene.

Apatite is notably abundant and is often grouped with the biotite. The prisms
are as much as 0*5 mm. across. Sphene in small granules is met with, especially

in biotite which has suffered secondary changes. Zircon is present in tiny prisms,
often associated with the biotite. Magnetite, probably titaniferous, appears only
in very small amount. Pyrite, in isolated granules, is rather rare. What may be
tiny octahedrons of fluorite occur in one of the micro-slides.
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From the chemical anaysis by L, W. Parkin, with some determinations of

minor elements by E. R. Segnit, appearing below. The magmatic character accord-

ing to the C.I.P.W. classification is II (1)4. 3. 3.

Chemical Analysis Norm
Quartz(Mainly by I.

SiO,
TiOs -

AlsOa -

Fe2 3 -

FeO
MnO -

MgO -

CaO
Na.O -

K.G
H 30+ -

H aO— -

P.O,
BaO
CO,
Cr2 ;! -

ZrO, -

S -

F -

W. Parkin)

- 66-08
- 1-14
- 13-41
- 0-73
- 5-08
- 0-03
- 1-22
- 3-86
- 2-46
- 4-16
- 0-38
- 0-19
- 0-56
- 0*04
- 0-10

nil

- 0-04
- 0-12
- 0-14

99-74

Less O for S&F 0-10

Total 99-64

Feldspar -j

1

f

Diopside {

{

Hypersthene

Magnetite
Ilmenite
Apatite
Pyrite

Zircon
Fluorite

Calcite

Quartz
Orthoclase
Plagioclase

Biotite

Accessories

Orthoclase
Albite
Anorthite
wo
en
hy -

S en
I hv

Water -

Mode

24-63
20-80
13-07
0-56
0-17
0-37
2-88
6-27

Total

Total

25-04

58-50

1-10

9-15

1-07

2-16
1-31

0-23

0-05
0-19
0-20
0-57

99-57

23

20
38
16

3

100

Northerly Outcrop on Reedy Creek Watercourse

About 14 miles north-north-east of the Taratap quarry and 3 miles east of
the Coorong Highway on the northern border of the Hundred of Duffield in the

area of the Reedy Creek watercourse, are some further small outcrops of a richly

biotitic, granitic rock, related to that of Taratap. The specimens obtained are too
far weathered to warrant detailed examination but they come within the range,

of adamellite or granodiorite. There are about four outcrops in linear arrange-
ment striking in a direction N. 35° W,. (true), extending for a length of over half

a mile. The highest point on these outcrops is about 20 feet above the swampy
flat, which is but little raised above sea-level.

RELATIONS AND AGES OF THESE GRANITES
It has been observed that the granites dealt with, located to> the east of the

Murray River, fall into two distinct types. The first of these, and apparently more
extensively developed, is that best illustrated by the outcrops at Crotty's Knob in

the Cold and Wet area. Those of the Binnie's Water area are very closely related

but more leucocratic in character, containing less ferromagncsian constituent and
more orthoclastic content. These rocks, in general appearance, closely resemble
the granites of the neighbourhood of Murray Bridge, 53 miles to the north-west,

and of Palmer, 20 miles further to the north-north-west. Their chemical similarity

is illustrated in the table (p. 242), where the composition of both the Crotty's

Knob rock and that of Swanport (Murray Bridge) are stated. A definite link is

that the granites from both these areas are notably fluorite bearing. Consequently,

as there is no known evidence to the contrary, it is safe to assume that the granites

outcropping to the south-east of Coonalpyn and those of the Murray Bridge area
are part of the same bathylithic intrusion.
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Table of Analyses

SiO-2 -

TiOa -

AliOa -

F**0*
FeO -

MnO -

MgO -

CaO -

Ka*0
K sO -

H 2 +
H 20—
P20, -

BaO -

ZrQ 2 -

CO, -

F
CI

S

Less O for F & S

I II III IV
74-08 74-20 66*08 69-31
0-24 0-29 1-14 0-74
13-50 14-53 13*41 14-13
0-60 1-14 0-73 0*66
1-64 0-90 5*08 3-49
0*03 0-03 0-03 0-05
0-16 0-20 1-22 1-61

1-09 1-00 3-86 2-01

3-86 3-06 2-46 2-67
4-19 3-55 4-16 4-43
0-23 0-15 0*38 0-54

0-06 0-15 0-19 0-10

0-04 0-08 0-56 0-10
0-03 nil 0-04 0-10
0-02 n.d. 0*04 0*13

n.d. 0-11 0-10 —
0-16 0-19 0-14 .

—

n.d. 0-03 n.d. —
0-04 0*10

99-71

0-12 0-14

99-97 99-74 100-21

0-08 0*10 0*09 0-04

Total - 99-89 99-61 99-65 100-17

I. Hornblcndc-Biotitc- Granite of Crotty's Knob; analyst,

E. R. Segnit, Department of Geology, University,

Adelaide.

II. Biotitc-Granite from Swanport (near Murray Bridge)

;

analyst, W. S. Chapman, with determination of fluorine,

by A. W. Kleeman (2).

III. Biotite-Granodiorite, Taratap; analyst, L. R. Parkin,

with determination of minor elements by E. R. Segnit.

IV. Adamellite Porphyry, Victor Harbour (mean of analyses
of two varieties); analyst, A. W. Kleeman, Department
of Geology, University, Adelaide (3).

The second group dealt with in this paper are grey porphyritic rocks. In

the hand-specimen they are in marked contrast with the reddish even-grained

character of the first group. They vary in nature from adamellite to granodiorite.

The outcrops of these lie to the south of the belt of red fluorite-bearing granites.

In general appearance they are very like the porphyritic adamellite of Granite

Island, Victor Harbour, which is located about 40 miles to the west of the nearest

(Pelican Islands) of these new records. The rock from Taratap, described earlier

in this paper, appears to be the most basic of all the outcrops examined and is dis-

tinctly more plagioclastic than that of Granite Island, a fact well illustrated by

comparison of the analyses set out in the table above. A microscopic study

of rocks from the various outcrops indicates that members of this group occurring

in the Meningie area bear a much closer chemical correspondence with the Granite

Island porphyritic adamellite than does the rock from Taratap. The mineralogical

and structural character of the rocks from both areas bear such similarity that it

may be assumed that the outcrops herein recorded are an eastward extension of

the Encounter Bay to Cape Willoughby (Kangaroo Island) intrusions.

As the rocks of both groups referred to in this discussion are unstressed, they

have been recognised as apparently of the youngest of our South Australian

granites.

However, until quite recently there has been such great uncertainty as to the

age of the metamorphosed rocks intruded by these granites where they impinge

on the eastern flank of the Mount Lofty Ranges that it has, in the past, seemed
unsafe to give final consideration, to the question of age of these intrusions. Now,
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Fig. 1 The two portions of the more easterly of the Pelican Islets.
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Fig. 2 Crotty's Knob, viewed from its north-west end.
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with the extension of the mapping of the Cambrian and Pre-Cambrian rocks of

the State, we are able to approach the problem with greater assurance.

In discussing the age of the Encounter Bay and Cape Willoughby intrusions,

Tilley and Browne long ago indicated their Palaeozoic age, assuming that the

rocks intruded were of Cambrian age. Recent mapping does tend to confirm the

view held at that time that the Encounter Bay granites do intrude members of the

Adelaide Series of sediments, but the age of the latter has been stepped back into

the pre-Cambrian. However, although evidence is wanting of the actual intrusion

of these granites into the undoubted (fossiliferous) Cambrian, yet there is every

indication that they were introduced into their present position amongst Protero-

zoic rocks not earlier than the orogenic period which ended the period of Cambrian

sedimentation in South Australia. Though not intruded by the granites, fossilifer-

ous formations of J -ower-Cambrian age are definitely part of the folded system

forming the rocks of the Mount Lofty Ranges. Consequently, the contention of

Tilley and Browne is probably correct, namely, that the introduction of those

granites very likely took place concomitantly with the post-Cambrian disturbances

which converted the South Australian Cambrian geosyncline into a magnificent

anticlinorium.

As to the date of the period of orogeny which put an end to the long succes-

sion of sediments that had accumulated in the South Australian geosyncline during

late Proterozoic and early Cambrian time, we have as evidence the following facts :

Firstly, whereas there is in South Australia a great development of Early to

Middle-Cambrian sediments, nowhere has there been met with any formation of

Upper-Cambrian age.

Secondly, in the western MacDonnell Ranges, Central Australia, where the

stratigraphy of the Late-Proterozoic and Cambrian sediments bears some relation-

ship to that of the corresponding period in South Australia, the Upper-Cambrian

is also missing and the Middle-Cambrian is overlain unconformably by an Ordo-

vician formation with evidence of an erosion interval between the two groups.

Thirdly, igneous activity on a considerable scale is recorded in the Upper-

Cambrian of Tasmania and Victoria.

The above facts indicate that the latter part of Cambrian time was an out-

standing period of orogeny in South Australia, and in part of Central Australia.

It has been indicated that it was in the process of this upheaval that the Encounter

Bay granites were intruded, and now it appears logical to couple with these the

adamellites of Meningie and granodiorite of Taratap.

Whether the red fluorite-bearlng granites of the Murray Bridge and

Coonalpyn areas are of the same age as those just referred to is yet uncertain.

But as they are unstressed and apparently located in the heart of the anticlinorium

of late Cambrian age they would appear, in the present state of our knowledge, to

belong to the same period of orogeny as those more southerly and distinctly

different types encountered between Kangaroo Island and Kingston. Outcrops

of the latter group are usually remarkable for the abundance of xenoliths, indicat-

ing that they are to some extent, at least, contaminated rocks.

In conclusion, we wish to express our indebtedness to Mr. L. H. Mincham,

who brought under our notice most of the granite outcrops described and whose
generous assistance in the held greatly facilitated our investigation.
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ABORIGINAL NAMES AND UTILIZATION OF THE FAUNA
IN THE EYREAN REGION

By T. HARVEY JOHNSTON, University of Adelaide

Summary

Under the auspices of the Board for Anthropological Research, University of Adelaide, expeditions

visited Pandi on the lower Diamantina, adjacent to the Queensland border, in 1934, and the northern

Flinders Ranges in 1937. Investigations regarding blood-grouping of the full-blood aborigines were

published by Cleland and Johnston in 1936 and 1938 respectively. Opportunity was taken in each

case to ascertain the uses made of the local flora by the natives, the results being recorded by the

same authors in 1943 and 1939 respectively. In company with Professor J. B. Cleland, some native

names of species of animal life were obtained on each occasion. Further investigation has revealed

that much published information is available but is widely scattered in literature. The present paper

is an attempt to bring it together under a zoological classification.
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ABORIGINAL NAMES AND UTILIZATION OF THE FAUNA
IN THE EYREAN REGION

Bv T. Harvey Johnston, University of Adelaide

[Presented 9 September 1943]

Under the auspices of the Board for Anthropological Research, University
of Adelaide, expeditions visited Pandi on the lower Diamantina, adjacent to the

Queensland border, in 1934, and the northern Flinders Ranges in 1937. Investiga-

tions regarding blood-grouping of the full-blood aborigines were published by
Cleland and Johnston in 1936 and 1938 respectively. Opportunity was taken in

each case to ascertain the uses made of the local flora by the natives, the results

being recorded by the same authors in 1943 and 1939 respectively. In company
with Professor J. B. Cleland, some native names of species of animal life were
obtained on each occasion. Further investigation has revealed that much published
information is available but is widely scattered in literature. The present paper
is an attempt to bring it together under a zoological classification.

The Eyrean drainage system occupies a very much greater expanse of terri-

tory than that at present under consideration. Very little of the water reaches
Lake Eyre now, because of the very high evaporation rate (about 100 inches per
year), the knv annual rainfall (about five inches, received very irregularly), the
slight fall of the land, and the increasing aridity. The region bordering on Lake
Eyre (Katitandra of the natives) has been described by Gregory (1906) as "the
Dead Heart of Australia." The drainage system includes the huge area drained
by the Barcoo (Cooper's Creek), Diamantina (Kuyuna of the Wonkanguru),
Georgina, Finke, and Alberga, as well as those streams in Central Australia which
trend easterly and south-easterly to become lost in the deserts and sandhills before
they can reach their original outlet. This immense region has a length of about
650 miles (from the Barclay Tableland to the northern end of the Flinders
Ranges), and a breadth of about 1,000 miles (from the Musgrave and Macdonnell
Ranges to the Great Dividing Range in Queensland). It is proposed to restrict

the paper to a consideration of the region lying between 137° and 143° E, and
between 24° and 33° S. This will exclude the region lying north of Bedourie on
the Georgina, but will include the Flinders Ranges and adjacent areas as far south
as the head of Spencer Gulf. It will include the far north-western portion of
New South Wales (west of the Darling) and the adjacent part of Queensland.
Just. beyond the eastern limit of the restricted area is the eastern limit of those
tribes which practise circumcision, while the eastern boundary of the tribes which
practise subincision almost bisects it in a north-south direction, such distribution

being indicated by Tindale (1940) in his map of Australian tribal boundaries. A
partial survey of the ecology of portion of the region has been published by
Andrewartha (Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 64, 1940).

The north-eastern corner of South Australia has been traversed by several

expeditions :—Captain Sturt, Sir Thomas Mitchell, Burke and Wills, the various
expeditions sent out to relieve the last-named two, as well as parties concerned
with surveying and with pastoral possibilities. The South Australian Museum, in

1916, sent out a small party under E. R. Waite to collect plant and animal material
in the Strzelecki region, the various reports by Waite, White, Rainbow, Zictz,

Black, MacCulloch and Lea being published in 1917. Gregory (1906) was more
particularly interested in the geography and geology of the vicinity of Lake Eyre.
A succession of good seasons following the flooding of lower Cooper's Creek led

Trans. Koy. Soc. S. Aust., 67, (2), 30 November 194,1
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to the establishment of Lutheran missions (abandoned some years later, and now
represented by ruins) in the Died country, and a few police stations were organised
there as well as to the north. It is to the missionaries and some of these police

officers that much of our knowledge of the natives of the region is due, and much
is still awaiting publication, being contained in the Reuther manuscripts which are
in the possession of the South Australian Museum. The police officers concerned
were Gason, Wells and Aiston. Strehlow, who published a monumental work on
the Aranda people, began his anthropological work at one of the Dieri mission
stations, and Siebert who collaborated with Howitt, was on its staff, as also was
Reuther. Part of the manuscript of the last-named (that relating to the toas or
direction-indicators associated with local myths concerning the wanderings of
ancestral or mura-mura beings) was worked up by Stirling and Waite and pub-
lished in 1919.

The most important anthropological work relating to the region near Lake
Eyre was that published by Gason (1874; republished in 1879 and 1886), and by
Howitt (1885; 1891; 1904). The latter was interested especially in the tribal

organisation, and some of his papers (1903) were written in collaboration with
Siebert. llorue and Aiston (1924) dealt in a more popular way with the Wonga-
nguru people whose territory adjoined that of the Dieri. Elkin (1937; 1938)
published papers relating to these regions but did not concern himself with our
present subject, whereas there are many references to native names and utilization

of animals in their tribal economic and social organisation contained in the other
works mentioned. M. Howitt (1902) and Fry (1937) published several local

legends. Gatti's Dieri-Italian vocabulary (1930) is based largely on Gason's work-
in regard to the names of animals. The mammals of the Lower Diamantina were
studied in the field by Finlayson, who published his results in a series of excellent

papers dealing with the morphology and habits of the various marsupials and
rodents. He also mentioned their native names.

Hale and Tindale spent some time in the northern Flinders Ranges (Wailpi
tribe) and published information relating to our subject (1925). Berndt and
Vogelsang (1941) gave a comparative vocabulary of many Dieri. Ngadjuri and
Wailpi terms.

The northern part of the Pangkala territory lies in the region we are consider-
ing, and Schiirmann (1844; 1846) published much information concerning that
tribe and relating to our subject.

Roth (1897; 1901) published a considerable amount of information regarding
the relation of the natives to the fauna of the area in western Queensland lying
to the north of the region which we are considering. Reference will be made to
his work only insofar as it relates to matters or to species of animals with which
we are dealing. Strehlow, as well as Spencer and Gillen (1896; 1899) studied the
Aranda (Arunta) people inhabiting the territory to the north-east of our Eyrean
region; while Taplin (1873; 1879), Wyatt (1879), Meyer (1840; 1846; 1879),
Teichelmann and Schiirmann (1840),, and Moorhouse (1846) have dealt with that
lying to the south of our selected area. The Elder Expedition obtained informa-
tion concerning the region to the west (Helms 1896).

Mrs. Duncan-Kemp published a popular book, "Our Sandhill Country" (1933),
concerning an area west of Farrar Creek in the vicinity of Bedourie in far-western
Queensland, her home at one time being at Mooraberrie, which is in the territory
of the Karuwali tribe. Her remarks were not always localized tribally, but men-
tion was made of the Pitta-pitta, Ooloopooloo, Karanya, Mittaka and others. Her
work contains many references of interest which. are now incorporated to bring
them under scientific notice. Her region lies between that visited by us and that
studied by Rotlu V ,
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Tindale (1940) published a very important paper and a map indicating the

boundaries of Australian tribes. Pressure by other tribes, due to economic stress,

new railways or settlements, or diminution of population associated with drought

or disease, has led to movements towards Lake Eyre and towards the sea coast,

so that tribal boundaries may be differently indicated on maps according to their

respective dates, Howitt (1904, 45) referred to the process in connection with

the YVonkamala, YYonkanguru and Dieri peoples. Finlayson (1932, 150) men-
tioned the invasion of the Yelyendi territory by the Wonkanguru ; and Home and
Aiston (1924, 35) referred to the displacement of the latter tribe southwards by
the Ngameni. the Dieri becoming pushed further south by the invading Wonkan-
guru. The rapid diminution of the full-blood aboriginal population in the lower

Diamantina and Cooper regions has been referred to bv Fenner (1936), Tindalc

(1941. 73, 78), and Johnston and Cleland (1943, 150)/

Curr (1886) distributed widely throughout those parts of Australia where

local information concerning aborigines could be obtained, a list of terms and

objects for which native names were desired. The names of a number of different

animals (a few mammals, several birds, and a few others) were thus brought

together. The names of the contributors (in the order in which they appear in

the book), the particular localities concerned, and the local tribe, if mentioned,

will be indicated now to avoid repetition later. Where the native tribe is not stated

or where the name given is not regarded as being tribal but merely that of

a horde or of a district, the tribal designation is that quoted by Tindale in his list

of Australian tribes (1940), or is that which I believe to be correct, after con-

sulting Tindale's tribal map (1940). my comments being enclosed in brackets:—

Le Souef and Holden, Port Lincoln and the western shore of Spencer's Gulf.

Pangkala
; Jacobs, north-west of Lake Eyre [ArabanaJ

;
Jacobs, northern shore of

Lake Eyre [probably Wonkanguru
] ; Todd, Peake Telegraph Station [Arabana] ;

Warren and Hogarth, west of Lake Eyre [Arabana] ; Paull, Warburton River,

Ominee tribe [Ngameni], the territory of that tribe meeting those of the Won-
gonooroo [Wonka-nguru], Kuranyooroo [Kara-nguruj and Yarleeyandee [Yel-

yendi ] at Cowarie on the W'arburton ; Cornish, Warburton River [probably

Ngameni]; Salmon, Cooper's Creek at Koongi Lake [Yauraworka] ; Cornish,

Cooper's Creek to the eastward of its northern branch, Yowerawolka tribe

[Yauraworka] ; Howitt, Cooper's Creek at Innamincka [Yantruwunta] ; Sullivan

and Eglinton, Cooper's Creek, near the Bulloo River [three tribes are indicated in

Tindale's map, but the lack of a more definite locality prevents a definite assign-

ment ; the vocabulary is essentially the same as that given for the Tereila tribe by

the next author] ; Foott, Nockatunga. Wilson River [the locality is stated by

Myles to belong to the Thiralla (i.e., Tereila) tribe] ; Miles, Thargominda, Bulloo

River. Wonkomarra tribe [Wonkumara of Tindale, p. 175]; Sullivan, Lower
Bulloo River [Myles called the tribe Bitharra ; Bitjara in Tindale's map] ; Gason.

from Mount Freeling to Perigundi Lake, Dieyerie [Dieri
| ;

Jacobs, Kopperamana

[ Dieri] ; Warren, Strangway Springs [Arabana] ;
Phillipson, Umbertana

[Umberatana, Wailpi tribe]; Wills, Mount Serle, Tura or Eura tribe [Wailpi];

Kingsmill, Beltana, Kooyiannie [Kujani] ; Gason, Unyamootha tribe [Unyamatna
= Wailpi] ; Green, Wr

onoka. Arkaba-tura tribe [Jadliaura, Tindale, p, 185] ;

Green, eastern shore of Lake Torrens, Kortabina tribe [Pangkala, Tindale, p. 182] ;

Sawers, Gawler Range [Pangkala] ; Beddome, Marachowrie [Pangkala] ; Valen-

tine, Mount Remarkable, Doora tribe [Nukunu. Tindale, p. 182] ; Le Brun3 forty

miles east of Port Pirie [Ngadjuri, Tindale, p. 180] ; Crozier, Evelyn Creek, Pono

tribe [Wanjiwalku, Tindale, p. 194] ; Dewhurst, Evelyn Creek, Pono tribe

[Wajiwalku| ; Morton, near the north-west corner of New South Wales, Mulya-

napa tribe [Malja-ngapa, Tindale, p. 192] ; Reid, Torrowotto, Milya-uppa tribe

[Maljangapa, Tindale, p. 192]; Anonymous, Lower Diamantina, 141° E, 25° S,
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Karawalla tribe [Karuwali, Tindale, p. 160; Mrs. Duncan-Kemp's observations

were made mainly at Mooraberrie in the territory of this tribe]
;

Heagney,

Kungarditchi tribe' [Kungadu-tji, Tindale. p. 164] ; Fraser, Whitula Creek, Birria

tribe; Curr, Birria tribe [Bidia, Biria, Tindale, p. 156] ; Heagney, Koongerri tribe

[Ku-ngkari, Tindale, p. 164] ; Dix, Boolcoomatta [Wiljakali of Tindale, p. 195;

Wilyaof Howitt 1904] ; Machattie and Little. Moorloobullo tribe, at junction of

King's Creek and the Geotgina River [Karanya tribe, Tindale, p. 160] ;
Eglinton

Bitta Bitta tribe, Hamilton River, near Boulia [Pitta Pitta of Roth 1897; Pita-

pita of Tindale, p. 170].

Wells (1894) published a short vocabulary of the Andrawilla tribe from the

Lower Diamantina. He stated that fourteen smaller clans or tribes were included

in that tribe, one of these being the Koringurra. This latter is obviously Kuri-

ngura, i.e., Kara-nguru. Andrawilla is the locality where Wells, as police officer,

was stationed, at the junction of the Eleanor and the Diamantina, about thirty

miles south of Pandi, where we were camped. The Kara-nguru tribe is now

extinct. Johnston and Cleland (1943, 141) considered that the Andrawilla

people probably belonged to the Ngameni, a neighbouring tribe.

Howitt (1891) published a rough map indicating the regions occupied by

various tribes in the vicinity of Lake Eyre, but the distribution, as shown, differs

markedlv from that of later maps, particularly in regard to the Wongkurapuna

[Arabana], Kuyani and Murdula [Mardala = Wailpi] tribes, but his later map

^1904, 44) is much more in agreement with that published by Tindale (1940).

Howitt (1891) indicated a tribe termed Yandairunga occupying the western

shores of Lake Eyre, where the Arabana dwelt. In 1904 he termed it Yenda-

karangu. Tindale" (1940, 178) reported that the former name applied to the

Antakirinya tribe [Andigcrri of some authors] which lived west of the Arabana.

We are referring in the present paper to the faunal names attributed to this tribe

by Howitt, but are not including information relating to it derived from other

sources. This tribe migrated to the Arabana territory in recent times, no doubt

attracted by the construction of the northern railway to Oodnadatta. The tribe

termed Kurnandaburi by Howitt (1940), from the vicinity of Mount Howitt,

Cooper's Creek, Queensland, is considered by Tindale (1940, 160) to be probably

the Karendala, but may be the Kungadutji whose territory was adjoining; we

have listed the references as belonging to the Karendala.

Acknowledgment is made of assistance received from the Rockfeller Founda-

tion (through the Australian National Research Council) ; Mr. L. Reese of Minnie

Downs; my colleague. Professor J. B. Cleland, who identified the various birds

seen during the expeditions; and Mr. T. Vogelsang who assisted me to identify

many of the Dieri names recorded by Gason.

The following abbreviations for tribal names have been used by us:

—

A, Arabana (Urabunna) ; An. Antikirinya (Andigerri. Yendakarangu, Yandai-

runga); B. Bitjara; Ba, Barkindji; Bi, Birria; D, Died; ja. Jadliaura; K,

Kuyani; Ka, Kara-nguru; Kd, Karendala (Kurnandaburi); Kg, Kungadutji;

Kit, Ku-ngkari; Kw, Karuwali; Ky, Karanya; Ma. Malja-ngapa; Mi, Milpulko

( ? part of Naualko tribe, Tindale, 1940, 1942); N. Ngameni; Nj. Ngadjuri;

Nu, Nukunu; P, Pilatapa; Pa, Pangkala ; Pp, Pittapitta; T. Tirari; Te, Tereila;

W, Wonkanguru; Wa, Wanjiwalku ; Wi, Wilyakali (Wilya) ; Wk. Wonkumara;

Wo, Wonkamala; Wp, Wailpi; Y, Yelyendi ; Ya, Yaurorka; Yu, Yantruwunta.

DK has been used to indicate information from Mrs. Duncan-Kemp's work unless

definitely localised.

The tribes included in our restricted area have a two-class social system with

descent in the female line. These two moieties are exogamous and inter-

marrying. The distribution of such a system is indicated by Howitt (1904;
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map, p.90). The two classes correspond to those of Eaglehawk and Crow of

Victoria (Mathew 1899). Amongst the Dicri and some neighbouring^ tribes the

terms Kararu and Matteri are employed. Each class was composed of individuals

belonging to a number of groups or murdus (also called mada, muddu), and

llowitt (1904, 91-98) has given lists of those which he found represented in the

various tribes. These murdus, according to the Dieri legend, were originally

animals or plants ordered by the great spirit (Mura) to assume human form when

he instituted the class divisions (Howitt 1885,; 1904, 96). These murdus, after

having become human, scattered in various directions, retaining their original

names, and thus these totem (or murdu) names have become irregularly dis-

tributed in the different tribes occupying the Eyrcan region (Howitt 1904, 782-

783). The present inhabitants regard themselves as descendants of the particular

murdu to which each belongs. The legendary actions and wanderings of the

ancestral muramuras play a very important part in the beliefs and ceremonial life

of the aborigines,

A perusal of the names given by Curr's correspondents (1886), and incor-

porated in this paper, will indicate a wide variety of spellings (and, to some

degree, of pronunciations also) for the same native term. There are, of course,

some minor changes in the name of a particular animal as one passes from one

district to another, while in other cases the change is so marked that entirely

different terms are applied to such animals. An attempt has been made to group

similar terms.
Frimates

We have considered the aborigines as part of the fauna and have accordingly

collected the various terms applied: (a) to them as a group., (b) to the individual

male, i.e., an aboriginal man, and (c) a native woman. We have also included the

terms applied to the invading white man by the aborigines.

Human hair is converted into string and used for waist girdles and head

bands (Schurmann 1879, 211, 233). The waist girdle of human hair or of

opossum fur was termed kakkallee Fa if made only from hair from the human

head, kakka — head, Schurmann 1844, 9 ; kundindi Fa, purlupu Pa, Schurmann

1844. 20, 61 ; murdie W, dampera W ,
yinka W, Home and Aiston 1924, 38, 45,

46, 68, 175; oolpooroo D, Sanger 1883; yinka D, Gason 1879 — D, Howitt 1904,

662. Head net or band, charpoo W, Home and Aiston; chanpoo D (charpoo,

p. 297),, Gason 1879, 289; tjarpu D„ Fry 1937, 201 ; munga Nj, jarpu D (charpoo

of other authors), Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 6. Hair, human or from other

sources, was utilized in making charms (llornc and Aiston 1924) to be worn as a

protection :—tharta W, against snakes and enemies, referred to later in this report

;

nalta W, now generally made from rabbit fur, to obtain through dreams informa-

tion or to awaken remembrance of things forgotten (p. 137) ;
tutta, composed

chiefly of tails erf marsupials tied together with sinews but containing some human
hair (p. 136).

Human hair string was attached to the pointing bone:—wirragaroo W, Home
and Aiston 149, 152, 176, fig. 86-87; badnu Nj, naria-moku D, Berndt and Vogel-

sang 1941, 8; mookoo D, Gason 1879; inuku, Howitt 1891, 90 (the small bone of

the human leg is used). The bone-pointing ceremony is termed mookooellie

duckana D, Gason 1879, 275; mukueli dukana D, Howitt 1891, 90, muku = bone,

dukana — to strike; mukujali dukana D, Fry 1937, 201. The phallocrypt worn

by men was wilpoo W, Home and Aiston, 3S, 47, 176, made of fibre and of fur

of rabbit and "white rat" {i.e., Thalacomys) ; wunari Nj, ngampu D, Berndt and

Vogelsang 1941, 8; malberinye, ngulta, Pa, Schurmann 1844, 25, 48 (tassels of

opossum "fur) ; thippa, unpa D, Gason 1879 (from fur of rats or wallaby);

tippa D, Howitt 1904, 646, 805) (from fur of "native rabbit")
;
purapura, wirupa

D, Fry 1937, 190, 201. The string attached to the bull-roarer (yuntha D;
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wetana Nj, junta D, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941) is made from human hair or

from native flax (Howitt 1904, 660).

Hair or fur:—putti, butti Pa, Schurmann 1844, 23; multa (fur) moodoo
(hair) Ka, Wells 1894; multje W, natta N, at Pandi. The method of converting

hair, fur or fibre into string was described and illustrated bv Spencer and Gillen

(1899, 613-614, fig. 123), and by Home and Aiston (1924, 67-68, fig. 53-55).

The Blacks (general term for aborigines as given by Curr's correspon-

dents) :—Tura Pa, J a, Green; thura K, Kingsmill ; tua A, Jacobs; ura Pa, Sawers

;

eura Wp, Phillipson — Wp, Wills ; doura Nu, Valentine ; ura Wk, Myles
;
yoora,

toora Pa, Le Souef and Holden. Kurnawara D, Gason ; kurna Yu, Howitt — Te,

Sullivan and Eglinton; kcrna Kw, Anon — Ya, Cornish •— Pp, Eglinton

;

karna D, W?, Jacobs. Yarlee Wa, Crozier; yalli Wa, Dewhurst; yarlye

Ma, Morton [this term appears in the tribal name Yelyendi, Y^ellyandi of

the local whites]. Yooroonguna Wp, Gason. Yoo-oo-oodla N, Cornish. Warno
Wk, Myles. Weembabitcha Wi r

Dix ; wimbiga Ma, Reid. Capo Kg, Heagney,
Marroopoo N, Paull. Nooga Te, Foott ; ngoorra B, Sullivan. Nulla A, Todd —
A, Warren and Hogarth. Kooroo Y

T
a, Salmon. Kurrana murtoo Ky, Machattic

;

mirti Bi, Curr. Carcoora Kg, Heagney; karkoora Ku, Heagney.

Blackfellow — Nulla A, Todd — A, Warren and Hogarth — A. Warren.
Ura Wk, Myles — Pa, Sawers — Pa, Beddome

;
yoora Wp, Gason; yoo-oo N,

Cornish; eura W7

p, Phillipson — Wp, Wills; orroroo Kw, Anon. Tura Pa, ja,

Green; thura K, Kingsmill. Yarlye-oora Ma, Morton. Kurna Wp, Phillipson —
D, Gason — Yu, Howitt — Te, Sullivan and Eglinton — Wa, Crozier; kurrana
Ky, Machattie; koornoo Ya, Salmon — Ya, Cornish ;kerna Pp. Eglinton —
N, Ya, Cornish; koonga Wk, Myles; kanna N, Paull; karna D, Jacobs. Kar-
machunara W ?, Jacobs. Tuachuju A, Jacobs. Thannga B, Sullivan. Nanga
Pa, Beddome. Mirti Bi, Curr. Wimbiga Ma, Reid. Karkoora Ku. Heagney.

Other references are—Meru, epa. juri [eura] Nj, wulka Wp, Berndt and
Vogelsang 1941, 7; Kurna D, Gason 1879, 293; kalka-aroo Ka, Wells 1894, 521;

wulka Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925; yura Pa, Schurmann 1844, 87; karana Ky,
Tindale 1940, 160—term occurs in the name of the Karanya tribe; meyu Nj.

Tindale 1940, 180 [same term, mevu. mayoo, applied in the Adelaide tribe, Wyatt,
Taplin] ; kana D, Howitt 1904, 299, 780; Gatti 1930, 121 ; Fry 1937, 197.

Blackwoman—Munkera A, Todd ; moncurra N, Cornish ; monkurra Ya,
Cornish. Boku A, Jacobs; bookoo A, Warren and Hogarth. Ikalla A. Warren.
Widla D, Gason — W ?, Jacobs; willa N, Paull; walka Te, Sullivan and Eglin-

ton; wullga Te, Foott. Artoo Wp, Phillipson — ja, Green; artunia Wp. Wills;

yooratoo W^p, Gason. Yewa Ya, Salmon. Noa Yu, Howitt; this term is used

for wife amongst some Eyrean tribes. W'ilthetha B, Sullivan; wethetha Wk,
Myles. Kumbuka Wa, Dewhurst; kambukka Ma, Morion; koombutcha Wi, Dix;
kumbuga Wa, Crozier. Wondthowery Kg, Heagney. Kurdrie K, Kingsmill.

Carroo Pa, Green. Nongo Ma v Reid. Punga Kw, Anon. Munchmali Bi, Curr.

Moitu Pp, Eglinton. Purraja Ky, Machattie. Balara Pa, Sawers; pallara Pa,

Le Souef and Holden.

Other references are—Atuni Nj, widla D, adni Wp. Berndt and Vogelsang
1941, 7; adni Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925; mankara D, voung woman, Gatti

1930, 122.

White man—Oodnya Wr

p, Phillipson; oogtna Wp, Wills ; oonyoo Wp, Gason
;

coodnoo K, Kingsmill; goodenue Pa, Green; koonyoo Nj, Le Brun ; all of these

terms are obviously akin. Koopa Pa, Le Souef and Holden ; coopa Pa, Beddome

;

koopia woonka A, Todd. Pirri-wirri Yu, Howitt; birrie Te, Sullivan and Eglin-

ton; birri-birri B, Sullivan; birre-birre Wa, Crozier; peri-peri Kw, Anon; boree

Ma, Reid (same word for ghost), Bingera Nu, Valentine. Purloo Ya, Salmon.
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Doona Wk, Mytes (same word for ghost). Thundukoa Wi, Dix. Too-too Ma,

Morton (same term for dead). Tita Pp, Eglinton, Wite pella D, Gason — Ky,

Machattie (obvious corruption of "white fellow" ).

Schurmann (1844) recorded lnundultu yura Pa (p. 33, 34) for a European

as distinct from mirrinve yura, a native (yura = man ; mirrinye = like or similar

to; mundultu = European, as an adjective, p. 34) (the term is quoted in his MS
additions as mandullu — kunyu — dead) ; and palkarra yura Pa (p. 50), as a

white man (pankarra = white). Perkannia meyu (Teichelmann and Schurmann

1840; 1933, 136) and pinde meyu (Williams 1839; 1933, 69) were applied by the

Kaurna of the Adelaide plains to a white man. Wiltfella Yu, Howitt 1901, 292.

It will be noted that many of the terms relate to "ghost" or "dead." Schur-

mann (1844) recorded that muntyo or kunyo was the term for dead (p. 36), and

that nara. wilya or wilya kunyo, amongst the Pangkala, meant ghost or departed

soul (p. 38, 72). Wyatt (1879) stated that koonyoo, amongst the Kaurna, was

an imaginary being (p. 171), and an object of terror (p. 168) which was said to

fly at night and make a noise in the trees, but was never seen; it could alight on a

sleeping man and press on his liver, causing excessive pain and sometimes death.

Wyatt suggested that the real cause of the pain was the excessive gorging to which

natives were prone. Woods (1879, p. xxix) said that kuingo was a fabulous personi-

fication of death (Kaurna tribe). Sawers reported that goodnee Pa (? error for

goodnu, i.e., koonyu) was a ghost. Teichelmann and Schurmann (1840; 1933,

107) reported that kuinyo was applied to a dead person and also to a monstrous

creature like that referred to bv Wy&t't The Murray natives, according to Moor-

house (1846* 1935, 29), called it nokunno. The Pangkala name of the fiend was

Marralye (Schurmann 1844, 28; 1879, 235; Wilhelmi 1861, 190), who could

assume the form of a bird which flew at night and pounced on his victims, injuring

or even killing them without leaving any marks. Marralye was distinct from the

nocturnal purkabidni who, though of gigantic human form, could be conquered

(Schurmann 1879, 236).

Pindi was stated by Teichelmann and Schurmann (1840; 1933, 123, 137)

to be a pit or grave or habitation of souls' before or after death; whites, when first

seen by the aborigines, were regarded as the souls of their own ancestors revisiting

their native country; these souls were considered to be retained in a large den

(pindi) until libera'ted. Hence the term pindi meyu for a white man, and pindi

mai for European food. Pindi came to be used by the Kaurna as meaning

European.

Howitt (1904, 442-446) discussed the belief that white men were ghosts of

members of the tribe, returned in the flesh from death, and gave an instance con-

cerning himself and the Dieri who called him pirri-wirri-kutchi (= wandering

ghost). Pirri-wirri is obviously the same term as birri-birri and peri-pen

recorded bv some of Curr's correspondents. Howitt also reported that kutchi

(= ghost, or spirit of the dead, p. 647) was applied by the Dieri to any of the

strange equipment of the whites, e.g., a dray and a team of bullocks. Wells

(1894 519) reported that koochoo was a demon who endeavoured to steal young

women (Karanguru tribe); Gason (1879, 283) translated kootchie D, as devil.

The term munkera (young woman or girl), or a variant of it, was used by

natives of the Eyrean basin to indicate some constellations. Orion's Belt was

munkawa (= the woman) according to Howitt (1891, 91). The Pleiades were

believed to be seven young women who in ancestral times escaped from a pursuing

muramura by leaping into the sky (pari wilpa D), taking their fires with them.

The constellation is pallari Pa (— women), Schurmann 1844, 51 ;
munkara walka-

wura (=the young women), Howitt 1891, 91; mankara wora of the Dieri, and

bulali of the Ngadjuri (Berndt and Vogelsang 1841, 8). The latter authors gave

mankarawara as the Dieri name for the Southern Triangle, as well as for the
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Pleiades. Stirling and Waite (1919, 124), when referring to toa 77, stated that

the Mankara-worana were the girls whose souls were believed to be the Pleiades.

Home and Aiston (1924, 141) mentioned the flight of seven girls into the sky

(pari-wilpanina = vast hole) each carrying a fire, to escape a moora woman, the

girls becoming stars, now known as Monkira. The latter is also the name of a

township on the lower Diamantina in Queensland. The legend concerning the

Pleiades is widespread and occurs in Victoria also (Howitt 1904, 439-440).

Teichelmann and Schiirmann (1840; 1933, 114-115) reported that the Kaurna
called the Pleiades mankamankarranna (mankarra = young girl), and Orion's

Belt tinni-inyaranna, a group of youths who hunted kangaroos, emus and other

game on the great celestial plain (womma) while the mankamankarranna dug roots

which were around them.

Howitt (1904, 787) described an Arabana legend referring to the ancestral

wanderings of a number of girls, mankara-waka-ya-pirna (= girls-little-and-big),

who according to another legend were transferred to the sky as stars, the former

being the Pleiades and the latter the stars in the belt of Orion. One of the male

muramuras (Madaputa-tupuru or Marukadlana) became Antares, the principal

star in Scorpio. Schurmann 1844, 33, reported that amongst the Pangkala,

Orion's Belt was minye and mirrarri (
— boys or men). Gason (1879, 300) stated

that moongaro (in Dieri) meant spirit or soul, while Mathew (1899, 213) called

it ghost. Worana D, was a fabled creature, half man, half beast, believed to live

on an island in Lake Eyre (Katitandra), according to Siebert (in M. Howitt

1902,412).
Carnivora

Canis dingo, Dingo. The same term is sometimes used for "wild dog" as

well as for "tame dog" (i.e., a camp dog or partly domesticated dingo) ; in other

cases the terms are quite distinct; and the same term may be given for a wild dog

in one of Curr's lists and for a tame dog in another. In view of the foregoing, the

terms will be listed together.

We received the following names at Pandi, the latter being the Yaurorka name
for dingo; territa, N; mudla, W. Curr's correspondents (1886) have supplied a

long list of names, as follows :—murdla A, Todd ; madia A, Jacobs ; mudla A,

Warren; mudlu A, Warren and Hogarth; mulla N, Cornish; munga Pp, Eglinton;

mullok Ky, Machattic. Pande Kw, Anon; pandi Ya, Salmon, Cornish. Kintala

Wp, Phillipson; kintalla Yu, Howitt; kentella D, Jacobs; kintalo D, Gason; kin-

thalla N, Paull. Tirrita W ?, Jacobs; thirita Wa, Crozier. Wilka Ma, Morton;

wilka Wp, Gason — Ja, Pa, Green — Pa, Sawers •— Wp, Phillipson, Wills;

wilki A, Warren and Hogarth ; wilker K, Kingsmill ; wilga Pa, Beddome, Le Souef

and Holden, Koonoo Ma, Morton; koonai Wa, Crozier; kunnuya Wa, Dewhurst

;

coonatha Kg. Heagney. Kaltha Ma, Reid; kalley Wi, Dix; kalli in some Darling

tribes. Mari Wk, Myles ; mirre B, Sullivan. Dethee Kg, Heagney; deethee Ku,
Heagney; thit-the Te, Sullivan and Eglinton; thithe Te, Foott. Coortnini Pa,

Sawers; kurdninni Pa, Le Souef and Holden. Quana Nu, Valentine. Coppa Pa,

Beddome. Beeurli Ky, Machattie. Poolkaga Ma, Reid. Puruina D, Jacobs,

Punamya Pp, Eglinton. Tuti Bi, Curr. Gardley Nu, Valentine [this term

resembles kadli, the name given to the dingo by the Adelaide tribe, Taplin 1879,

131. Kali, given above, is keli of the Narrinyerri, and kellu of the Moorundee
people of the lower Murray (Taplin 1879, 131) ].

Gason (1874; 1879, 298) mentioned kintalo as the Dieri name; Wells (1894,

520) gave teerita for the Andrawilla tribe {i.e., Karanguru), and stated that the

pups were eaten (p. 517).

Howitt (1885, 6) mentioned kintala as a Dieri totem (murdu) ; and in 1891

gave several tribal names for the dingo murdu:—kintala D (p. 38), mudla An
(p. 39), titi Kd (p, 39). In 1904 he repeated (p. 91-98) kintala D; madia W;
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tiria Yu, N ; dirangatha Yu ; madia An, A
;
pandi Ya

;
jitti Kd ; and kurli Wi ; and

mentioned Dulderana as the name of a mura-mura dog in an Arabana legend.

Other references were made by Eylmann (1908, 167), kintala D; Hale and Tin-

dale (1925, 57), wilka Wp ; Finlayson (1939, 115), mndla W, kinturra D; Spencer

and Gillen (1899, 60), matla A,; Eerndt and Vogelsang (1941, 5), wilka Nj,

wurdingi Nj, kintala-jampa D [jampa = wild], wilka Wp; Schiirmann (1844,

22), kurdninni Pa, wilga Pa (p. 72), the domesticated animal; kintala, pandi D,

Gatti 1930; kintala D, Fry 1937, 193; mudlayapa A* kintalla D, yappulu 13, Helms
1896, 316. Fry (1937) recorded Kantupanturana as a big dog-like legendary

animal (p. 195), and pandi-pandi (p. 273) as an animal like a wolf. Siebert (in

M. Howitt 1902, 413) reported pandi as the name of a legendary beast of which

the natives were much afraid.

Schiirmann (1846, 1879, 211, 218) mentioned that, amongst the Pangkala,

dingoes were eaten, that the tip of the tail was tied to the beard as an ornament,

and that the whole tail was sometimes tied round the head for a similar purpose

(and then termed wilgarti, 1844, MS). The same information was published by

Wilhelmi (1861; 1862). Home and Alston (1924) referred to the hunting of

these animals by the Wonkanguru (p. 57-58, 79),, who ate the pups; and stated

that the tribe did not use dingo skins as water-bags (nilpa).

Stirling and Waite (1919, in their account of the toas or direction signs

indicating localities and events associated with ancestral spirits (mura-mura),

mentioned names of dogs who accompanied some of these mura-muras in their

wanderings. These animals and the toas associated with them were :—67, spotted

dog, Wartjiyampana; 126, Ngurluwarila; 132, a bitch, Pantupayana; 170, Tjakula;

274, Pirrila; all of these being Dieri terms. Toa 284 (Ngameni) refers to making

water-bags from dingo skins.

Home and Aiston (1924, 128) gave an account of the Kuyani legend associat-

ing the wild dog with the famous red-ochre deposits near Parachilna in the

Northern Flinders Ranges. In ancestral (mura-mura) times, a big dog, Marindi,

fought a gecko, Adnoartina. The gecko tied hair-string round his tail to make
him fight better by preventing his courage from entering into his tail, and then

fought at night because his nocturnal vision was much better than that of the

dingo. He bit the dog's throat, and the escaping blood dyed the rocks on the banks

of the creek. The most valuable kind of pigment was "dog's blood ochre." A
brief account of the Dieri legend relating to this deposit was given by Fry 1937,

196-198, 273-274. The constriction now seen around the base of the tail of

geckoes (now small individuals when compared with their ancestors) Avas due to

the string used by the ancestral adno-artina,

Canis familiaris domestica—White-man's dog as distinct from the aboriginal's

dingo and its various hybrids with the former. Dogga. Gason (1874) gave dog-

doga as its name amongst the Dieri. Puppa Pa, Schurmann 1844, 53, puppy.

Papa is the Loritja name for dingo (Strehlow 1908, 62). Marra Pa, Schurmann

1844, 28, puppy or other young animal.

Vulpes vulpes Linn. Fox—Finlayson (1939, 115) noted that in the Pandi

area no native name was associated with the fox, feral cat, or rabbit. The intro-

duction of the fox has been referred to by Wood Jones (1925, 356). The Dieri,

when they first saw it, termed it kintala yampa, i.e., wild dog (T. Vogelsang).

Felts domestica. Cat (feral)—The introduced cat became feral soon after

white settlement of the various colonies. The Elder Expedition found feral cats

in Central Australia, far remote from any settled area. Putji, putji-putji, putji-

kata, kata, are all applied in Central Australia, as well as in the Eyrean region.

Marraitye idnya, which was sometimes abbreviated to idnya (marraitye = similar

to; idnya, native cat [Dasyurus viverrinus]), Pa, Schurmann 1844, 5, 29. Wilga,
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meaning strictly a tame dingo, was also applied to a domestic cat by the Pangkala,

Schiirmann, I.e., p. 72. The term "wild cat" should not be confused with "native

cat" (Dasyurus spp.
;
polyprotodont marsupials), as has been done by Miss Young

(Helminth parasites of Australia. Imp. Bur. Agric. Parasitol., 1939, 57, 101),

who attributed to Dasyurus sp, the record by Cobbold (Parasites, a treatise, etc.,

1879, 308) of Bothriocephalus decipiens (= Diphyllobothrium decipiens) from an

Australian cat (i.e., feral Fells domestica) , its actual locality being south-eastern

Queensland, though not indicated by Cobbold,

Arctocephalus cincreus and A. doriferus. Seals—Nangki Pa, Schiirmann

1844, 32.

ClUROPTIiRA

Bat (general name)—Miltyinye Pa, Schurmanu 1844, 32; pinchiepinchie-

dara D, Dason 1879, 285, eaten; pinchipinchinarra W, Finlayson 1939, 115. The
latter author reported that bats were uncommon at Pandi, the only species taken

by him being Nyctophilus geoffroyi pallesccns. An account of the latter was given

by Wood-Jones (1925, 435), who stated that this small long-eared bat appeared

to be the commonest and most widely distributed species in Australia, occurring

in scrub and mallee country as well as in the arid interior, the subspecies pallescens

being the dominant form in the northern part of South Australia. Waite (1917,

430) obtained few Chalhiolobus gouldii Gray and abundant Scotophilus greyi

during the South Australian Museum's expedition to the lower Cooper.

Howitt (1904) mentioned as names of a bat (and its totem)—tapaiuru D
(p. 91) ; tapayttru D (800) ; tapairu W (92); N (94) ;

tabaira, east and north-

east from Dieri territory, along the Cooper, Yu, (96) ; waparu (96) ;
karabana

(782) ; but the last-named is also given (91, 783) for a small marsupial and its

associated totem (D), so that it is probable that term may have been used by

Howitt for a bat in error for tapaiuru which is not given in his list on p. 782-783,

but is listed elsewhere as a totem animal amongst various Eyrean tribes (p. 91-96).

Eylmann 1908, 167, mentioned tabajura D, totem, as the flood-bird, Scythrops

novae-hoUandiac. Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 4) gave milka and pintji-pintjin-

dara as Ngadjuri and Dieri names respectively for bats. Spencer and Gillen

(l,g99, 447, 655) mentioned that the small bat Nyctophilus tinwriensis, and the

large white bat, Mcgaderma gigas, termed by the Aranda, unchipera (p. 447, 655)

and elkintera or erlkintera (p. 447, 648), respectively, were totem animals.

Strehlow (1908, 62) reported these two species to be ntjipera and irkentera,

respectively, while the common bat, not identified, was ulbulbana (Aranda). Aus-

tralian bats, formerly identified as N. tiuioriensis, are now assigned to N. geoffroyi

Leach, var. pallesccns being the Central Australian form. Mr. T. Vogelsang

informed me that pintji-pintji-dara was a common small bat which during the day

clung to trees; Nyctophilus geoffroyi is probably the species.

Ungulata

Aboriginals modify the European names of the introduced Ungulates, usually

(in the Eyrean region) by adding a terminal a; thus goat becomes go-ta or nannin-

gota; sheep, 1 jipi ; camel, kamela; donkey, donki ; ox, bullocka.

Horse—The horse is the only introduced animal which in the Eyrean region

is called by a native name. Nanto D, Howitt 1904, 199; A, Warren 1886, 112.

Mr. T. Vogelsang informed me that the term is still used by the natives of lower

Cooper's Creek. Curr (1886, 150) mentioned nanto as a kangaroo, Adelaide tribe

(Kaurna), his information having been derived from Wyatt. The latter (1879,

173) reported that the term was applied to a kangaroo, horse, bullock or other large

animal, an old hoary male kangaroo being termed nanto boorka (booroko — white-

haired,' hoary ; boorka — frost), while wouwe was applied to the female kangaroo

and also to sheep (p. 178). Williams (1839; 1933, 63) recorded nanta as a horse
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and nantuterka as a male kangaroo, Kaurna tribe (turka = kangaroo, p. 66).

Teichelmann and Schurmann (1840; 1933, 123) mentioned nanto as a male kan-

garoo and pindi nanto as a horse or pony (p. 137). The term pindi and its relation

to the white settlers has already been discussed in this paper (pindi meyu — white

man). Kiihn (1886) mentioned nantoo as the name for horse (jh 145) and kan-

garoo (p. 146) on Yorke's Peninsula (Narrang-ga tribe). Since explorers from
Adelaide and the settled districts of the State would take local natives along with

them when first visiting the Eyrean region, the term nanto (or pindi nanto) wrould

become introduced into the region as the name for the new animals (horses)

accompanying the expedition, the Eyrean aborigines having their own names for

the kangaroo (tjukuru) which belonged to a species (Macropiti rufus) different

from that of the grey animal of the Adelaide plains {M. major).

Pony became ponynge Pa, Schurmann 1844, 88; and we received boonee (i.e.

pony) as the name for horse amongst the natives at Ooldea. Moorhouse (1846;
1935. 25) recorded meinchun as the name for horse amongst the Power Murray
natives (Morgan to Mannum) ; Wyalt (1879, 172) stated that michan = to smell,

so that the native name may have some relation to the odours of horses. Howitt

(1901, 292) mentioned that, during his expedition in 1861, the term yarraman
was used by the Yautruwunta for a horse and that the name must have been trans-

mitted from tribe to tribe until it reached those wild blacks. Morris (Austral

English, 1898) referred to the earlier- usage by natives of the term as yerraman,

according to Sir Thomas Mitchell (1S48).

Donkey—Donki D, Gatti 1930, 99.

Ox, bullock Bulakoo D, Cason 1879, 290; bullocky Pa, Schurmann 1844,

48; 1879, 250. The application of the same term (nanto) to kangaroo and bullock

(Wyatt 1879) by the Kaurna has been mentioned above. Is it a coincidence that

that term buloker was applied to the kangaroo by the Kemandok ( Kureinja tribe,

Euston to Wcntworth, Tindale 1940. 191) according to Macfarlan (in Curr 1886,

282), and bv the Yit-tha tribe (Jita-jita, Tindale 1940, 196) inhabiting an area

near the lower Lachlan in New South Wales according to Macdonald (in Curr
1886, 288) or is it a transference of terms?

Wells (1894, 520) reported wirri-pa Ka as a calf, and amma-inilki Ka as a

cow. The latter word means milk-giver, a combination of the Karanguru annua
= milk or breast [or udder], and milki, a corruption of the English word. Ngama
= milk or breast. Nj, D, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7; auma D, Gason 1879,

294, breast. Moorhouse (1846; 1935, 29) recorded noulla [onomatopeiaj as the

term for a cow or bullock.

Taplin (in Woods 1879, 3) told of the reaction of the N'arrinyerri natives

when some stray bullocks from New South Wales first entered the district. The
aborigines concluded they were demons (brupar) and decamped in terror. They
called Ihem wunda-witjeri. which means creatures with spears (vvunda) on their

heads, and Taplin reported that that name was still retained for horned cattle.

Pig—Yupara Pa. Schurmaim 1844, 87; piki D, Gatti 1930, 99. The Kaurna
used the term piko, Teichclmann and Schurmann 1933, 173,

Camel (dromedary)—Kainecl, kamuli D, Gatti, 1930, 99. Howitt (1901,

293) reported that the Yantruwunta at first applied the term warugati (the name
for the emu) to the cameU probably because of its grey skin (warn = grey, gati

— skin). Kamela is applied in the Musgrave Ranges by the Pitjandjara and
Yankundjajara tribes.

Goat—Go-ta or nannygota D; same terms used in the Musgrave Ranges by

the two tribes just mentioned.

Sheep—Tjipi D. Tseepa or tjipa, Musgrave Ranges. Tjipi kuparu D, lamb,

Gatti 1930, 100 (kuparu = young, small). The Kaurna tribe applied wouwe to
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sheep as well as to the female kangaroo (Wyatt 1879,., 178), but Williams (1933,

70) stated that the term tipa was used for the former.

Cetacea
Porpoise—Kattappi Pa, Schumann 1844, 17. Delphimis delphis is the

commonest species in the South Australian gulfs.

Whale—Kangkarru, wata Pa, Schurmann 1844, 70. Berndt and Vogelsang

(1941, 10) mentioned ngakula Nj as a whale, but this is probably an error for

shark, since Moorhouse (1846; 1935, 28) reported nakudlo as the term used for

shark by the adjacent tribe along the Murray. The Ngadjuri was an inland tribe,

but its neighbours, the Nukunu, Kaurna and the Murray tribes had sea frontages.

The large Balaena australis used to be common in the South Australian gulfs and

in sheltered coves until the arrival of whalers exterminated it. Various small

Ziphiid whales (e.g., Mesoplodon spp.) and large Delphinidae (Globiocephala)

are from time to time found stranded on these coasts and were, no doubt, used by

the natives as food, as was Balaena. Ribs of the last-named whale were used,

when available, instead of small tree trunks and branches, to form the framework

of wurleys or huts. Amongst the Kaurna and Ramindgeri the animal was called

kondolc (Meyer 1879, 203 ; Taplin 1879, 59) ; kondolle (Wyatt 1879, 170 — whale,

also its blubber); kondolli (Teichelmann and Schurmann 1840; 1933> 106); or

kondarli (Taplin 1874, 2) ; and gave its name to the horde, Kondolinyeri, living on

the peninsula on the north-west side of the sea-mouth of the Murray (Taplin

1879, 2). Meyer (1846; 1879, 203) gave an account of a Narrinyerri (Ramind-

jcri) legend associated with kondolli (repeated by Taplin 1879, 59-60). Though
it relates to a region outside the limits set for this paper, I have ventured to

include it.

In ancestral times a corroboree was being held, but as the performers had no

fire, it was carried out during daytime. A large, powerful man, Kondole, was
invited through two messengers, Kuratje and Kanmari, to attend the feast because

he possessed fire. Kondole hid his fire and then came, but the tribesmen deter-

mined to obtain his fire by force and eventually wounded him in the neck with a

spear. This action caused great excitement, most of the performers becoming

transformed into various animals. Kondale ran into the sea and became a whale,

and, ever after, blew water out of the wound which he had received in his neck.

Kuratje and Kanmari became small fish, and since the former had only a mat of

seaweed to cover him, he became a dry fish without fat, while Kanmari, who was

dressed in a good kangaroo skin, became a fish with a great deal of oil under the

skin. Some of the performers became opossums; the young men whose heads

were ornamented with tufts of feathers became cockatoos, hence the crests of the

latter. Kondole's fire was taken and placed in a grass tree (Xanthorrhoca or

yacca), where it still remains and may be brought out by rubbing, this plant being

used for producing fire by the rotary method. Kanmari is the lake mullet,

Agonostomus jorsicri, and is indicated as conmuri by Waitc in his Handbook of

South Australian fishes (1923, 108). Wyatt (1879, 171) mentioned kooraiche as

the name of the mullet. There arc tour species of mullet to be found in the

vicinity of Encounter Kay and the mouth of the Murray; A. forsteri (— kon-

muri) , M ugil argentcus (= wankari ) , M. cephalas (sea mullet) and Alyxus
clongatus, Kuraitji probably applies to one of the two last-named, Myxus (sand

mullet) being much smaller than the other and more likely to be the species

referred to.

Rodentia

Oryctolagiis cimkulus Linn. Rabbit— Rabbita. Rabiti D, Fry 1937, 287.

Now widely distributed in the region and forming an important article of diet for

the aborigines. The effect of the introduction of the rabbit oil the local fauna has

been referred to by Wood Jones (1925, 286).
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Rabbit skins, because of the ease with which they can be obtained in the

Lower Cooper region, are tanned by using a particular acacia, yearda (considered

by Johnston and Cleland 1943 to be A. salicina), and then used for making water-

bags (nilpa), the method being described by Home and Alston (1924, 51, fig. 39).

Rats and mice—Gason (1879, 285) mentioned the following Dieri names:

—

miaroo, rat; poontha, mouse; cowirrie, a species of rat (this name is also that of

an important Dieri trading centre, Cowarie, on the Warburton)
;
pulyara, long-

snouted rat; koolchie,, a species of rat; koonappoo, a species of mouse; kulunda,
black and white rat, similar to the house rat ; all of these kinds were eaten. Wells
(1894, 517) stated that rats (miarroo) were eaten by the Kara-nguru.

Howitt (1891, 39) mentioned as Dieri murdus, punta (mouse), maiaru (rat),

karapana (a mouse), and kokula (a rat); but the last-named identification may
have been incorrect, since he stated later (p. 39) that kokola was a wallaby (An)
and a bandicoot (Kd). In 1904 Howitt gave a list of Eyrean murdus,, including
maiaru D, W, rat; punta D, Yu, shrew mouse; karabana D, small mouse; kuna-
mari Yu, rat (p. 91, 92); parina Kd, rat; korinya Kd. small burrowing rat

(p. 97). It may be mentioned regarding kunamari that Howitt and Sicbert (1903,
528) stated that mari D was a kind of wallaby.

Stirling and Waite (1919, 149) mentioned a toa, No. 275, concerning a kokula,

a species of rat which carried its young on its back. As indicated above, kokula
is a small marsupial, Howitt (1903, 97) calling it a small bandicoot. Berndt and
Vogelsang (1941, 7-8) mentioned punta as the name of the mouse and rat

(Dieri) ; mungu as that of the former and wada that of the latter amongst the

Ngadjuri tribe.

Gason (1874, 272) stated that, during the mindarie (or peace corroboree),
young men who were about to be initiated were decorated by each having, attached

to the head, a thippa made of tails of rats. He also stated (p. 289) that this bunch
of tassels was made from the tails of native rabbits {i.e., the rabbit bandicoot,

Thalacotnys spp.).

It is to the excellent accounts of the native fauna by Finlayson, who under-
took field work in the far north-eastern region of South Australia, that we now
know the Wonka-nguru names of the local rodents. Some species have now
become either rare or extinct in that region. Two species at times are represented

by migratory hordes (Finlayson 1939, 348, 354).

Rattus villosissimus Waite. Finlayson (1939, 88-94) stated that its name
was miaroo W, but that the term had an earlier usage and was applied (presum-
ably by whites) to many, if not all, kinds of rats. He, as well as Le Souef and
Furrell (1926, 107), reported that it was the migratory horde rat of Western
Queensland and the Northern Territory. It was first described by Gould in 1854
as Mus longipilis, nom. prueocc.

We received the name mai-aru N, W, for this edible rat which was dug out

from cracks in the mud of the flood plain of the Diamantina. This species, and
the succeeding one, were mentioned by Finlayson in his book, "The Red Centre"

(1936,99).

Pscitdomys minnie Troughtoti—Finlayson gave an account of this "river rat,"

which is also a migratory species (1939, 94-101 ; 1939, 348-354). It is the pallyoora

of the Wonga-nguru and ranges from Longreach, Queensland, to Lake Eyre and
Ooldea, being abundant at Goyder's Lagoon. We received the same name, W, N,
at Fandi. The species has a conspicuous white tail. Gason's pulyara is the Dieri

name. Howitt 1904 mentioned balyara (N) and baliyara (Ya) as a small pouched
mouse and as a totemic animal (p. 94, 95) ; and also referred to palyara (Ka, N)
as the long-snouted marsupial rat (p. 64-6). These references should probably be
to the rodent now under consideration,



Notomxs aistoni P>razenor—Finlayson (1939, 103) reported that this edible

jerboa mouse, called oorarrie by the Wonga-nguru, was easily captured in clay-

pans by children. The related A", fuscus was reported to us at Ooldea to be known
as darraka warra (darraka = bone, warra = long, i.e., long legs).

Notomys cervinus Waile (? Gould)—Finlayson (1939, 108) stated that this

species may be the wilkintie of the Wonka-nguru. He mentioned that if the

animal seen by Capt. Sturt were an oorarrie, then A', aistoni would be a synonym
of A', cervinus Gould, and the species described by Waite would be without a valid

name. Wood Jones (1925, 343) referred to the species as Ascopharxnx ccri'inus,

following Waite (1900).

Cowirrie—Gason (1879, 285) called it a rat (Dieri). Howitt (1904, 796)
reported that kauri was a small marsupial (Yu. Ya), a burrowcr. and at times

migratory. His remarks suggest that it was predatory. It was called a rat by
the local whites. Cowarie, a former trading centre on the Warburton, has the
same name. Mr. Vogelsang recognised cowarie of the Dieri as the pale sandy
jerboa mouse, identified by Wood Jones as A, cervinus Gould. Brazenor's
Ar

. aistoni is a synonym. Finlayson's term oorarrie is probably an error for

cowarie. The latter author referred to A', aistoni (1939, 358; 1940. 135) from
Ooldea and from the Eyrean region, probably from Cowarie. He also reported
that dargawarra was the native name for A\ alcxis cz'erardensis in the Everard
Ranges (1940, 125).

Leporillus conditor Gould, a house-building rat, now extinct, but known to
the Wonka-nguru as wopilkara (Finlayson 1939, 111-114). it has been re-

desenbed also by Wood Jones (1925) and Troughton (1923). .Perhaps Gason's
kulunda, "a black and white rat, similar to a house rat" (Dieri tribe) may be this

species or, more probably, L. apicalis Gould.

Mus musculus Emu.—Finlayson (1939, 115) stated that the common mouse
lived in the Eyrean region like indigenous murids, and that its Wonka-nguru name
was puntapunta, and that the species (because of its having a native name) was
probably present in the area for a much longer period than other introduced
mammals such as the fox, cat and rabbit, which had no native names. It seems
to me more likely that the name belonged originally to small native mice resembling
Pseudomys jorresti var., recorded from Mulka by Finlayson (1939, 101)., or
heruiannsburgensis Waite (menkie of the Aranda tribe) . The term punta
(poontha of Gason) is applied to mice by the Dieri, while the Ngadjuri called

them mung-u (Eerndt and Vogelsang 1941). Kiihii (1886, 145) recorded mantoo
as a mouse, Yorke's Peninsula.

Hydroiuys cJirysogaster Geoff.—Finlayson (1939, 114) reported the presence
of this large water rat in the Cooper and Diamantina regions, its name in the latter

being tinna appa (Wonka-nguru). Tinna or tidna means track or foot, and appa
or ngapa is_ water. Howitt (1904, 95) stated that a water rat, tundubulyeru, was
a totem animal in the Yaurorka tribe; bulyeru suggests palyura (= Pseitdoniys
minnic), but baliyara is mentioned as a different totem of the same tribe; it is

probable that Ilowitt's term applies to Hxdromxs.

Lmidentihed ? rodents—Schurmann (1844) mentioned a large number of
Pangkala names of kinds of mammals which he called rats, mice or burrowing
animals. Some of them may be small polyprotodonts, but he gave no indication
of their identity. They arc accordingly grouped together under the present head-
ing:—bunta, mouse sp. (p. 4) ; inyalla, burrower (7) ; italla, burrowing rat (8) ;

karnanyuru, "an animal building a nest of sticks to a great height" MS
\Leporilhts, probably conditor}; karpili, burrower (16), rat (p. 86) ; kauanna,
burrowing rat (17) ; madia parm yailba mirrinye, species of animal (24)—paru —
animal, game or meat, mirrinye = similar to, yailba is a burrowing species, hence
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an animal resembling the yailba ; mai erri, mouse sp. (24), mai — vegetable food,

e.g., roots; melokunyo, mouse sp. (30) ;
paltyarra, rat sp. (52) [the name suggests

palyara, applied to Pseudom\s further north]
;
pulku, mouse (59) ; wallumba,

common rat (67) [presumably the native Rattits greyi whieh Wood [ones (1923.

301) recorded from Eyre's Peninsula] ; walyari, rat or mouse sp. (67) ;
yailba,

burrowing sp. (77) ;
yartini (paltyarra mirinya, i.e., similar to paltyarra, a species

of rat), spotted bandicoot (82) [this species is referred to later in this paper when
dealing with bandicoots].

Marscpialja
Each species probably had its particular name in each tribe. All kinds, from

kangaroos to marsupial mice, were eaten. (Jason (1879, 278) stated that kan-

garoos did not occur in the Dieri country, but that they were known to that tribe

because they were seen in the country to the south [Kuyani
]
when men were visit-

ing the red ochre deposits [of the northern Flinders Ranges |. Howitt (1891, 89)
mentioned that the Dieri obtained skins of wallabies \Pcivogale xanthopus] and
kangaroos [probably Macropus robustus cntbcsceiis] from the Murdulla or hill

tribes [Wailpi| and used them as. coverings for corpses; but such skins were not

seen amongst the Yantruwunta and Vaurorka people.

The dress of the southern Pangkala consisted of one or two kangaroo skins,

or of those of several wallabies or opossums sewn together with sinews from a

kangaroo or wallaby tail, an awl of kangaroo bone being used as a needle ( Schiir-

mann 1846; 1879, 210; Wilhelmi 1861,' 166). The cloak was called palta, and if

many skins were used, it was then termed karpalla palta (karpalla = sewn or

stitched ) . The awl was ini Pa ( Schurmann, 1844, 167 ) or wonabun vie D,

whether obtained from the leg of a kangaroo or emu l Gason 1879, 303). The
kangaroo of the Pangkala must have been Macropus major, the opossum chiefly

Trichosurus vulpecula, and the wallaby may have been Petrogale lateralis or. more
probably, Thyhgalc eugenii (now extinct on the mainland). These people skinned

kangaroos before cooking, whereas the more northerly tribes did not. Skins were
not tanned.

Gason (1886. 119) stated that wallaby skin rugs were used by the Wailpi.

Morton (1886, 158) reported that the Malyanapa used rugs made of a single

kangaroo skin or of several opossum skins sewn together. A skin rug was termed
dala kati by the Dieri (kati — skin), and if made from kangaroo it was called

dalara ( Erv 1937, 197, 271). A kangaroo skin was used for covering a corpse

(Schurmann 1879, 248).

The tip of a wallaby's tail was tied to a native's beard as an ornament
(Schurmann 1846; 1879, 211; Wilhelmi 1861. 167; Pangkala tribe.)

Kangaroo sinews were also used tor attaching the peg to the end of the spear-

thrower (miclla), and the barb to the end of a hunting spear (Schurmann 1879,

213; Wilhelmi 1861, 169-170). A kangaroo tooth was utilised as a boring tool to

make a depression in the end of the spear, to receive the peg of the midla. Knap-
sacks or hags were made from kangaroo skins by the Pangkala. that carried by
men being termed nurti, while the larger one used by women was nudla (Wilhelmi
1861, 171). Bags made from skins of kangaroos and opossums, and used bv the

Arabana and Wonkanguru for carrying food, were referred to by M. Howitt 1902,

43. Skin bags rilled with feathers were termed mana-junga D ( = hand water-
bag), and were beaten as percussion instruments during a dancing ceremony ( Erv
1937, 270).

Certain marsupials were forbidden as food for Pangkala boys and girls; the

penalties for eating the wallaby, yurridni, or either of the two kinds of bandicoots.

yartiri and kurkulla, were the development of a brown (instead of black ) beard
and the premature arrival of the menses in the two sexes respectivelv (Schurmann
1879, 220; Wilhehni 1861, 176).
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Roth (1897, 102, fig. 237-238) described the method of making water-bags

(nilpa) from the skins of kangaroos, pademelons and opossums. Duncan-Kemp
( 1933, 56) r as well as Home and Aiston (1924, 51, fig. 39), referred to them., the

same term (nilpa) being used by the Wonkanguru and the tribes northward as far

as the territory of the Pittapitta. Bcrndt and Vogelsang (1941, 7) reported

wudli-jakuda and tjukuru-jakuda as the Ngadjuri and Dieri names respectively

for these water-bags (wudli, tjukuru — kangaroo; jakuta, yakuta — bag).

Morton (1886, 158) stated that opossum skins were utilised as water-bags by the

Malyanapa tribe. The use of sinews and hair string in addition to resins (from
Triodia or from Lcschcnaultia) for the fixing of an axe head (kalara) in its handle

was described by Home and Aiston (1924, ;
104-105, ^g. 75).

Cleland and Johnston (1939, 175) referred to the use amongst the WailpI of

broombush, Templetonia cgena, to cover traps or pits dug along wallaby pads to

catch rock wallabies, PeJrogalc xanthopus, and euros {Macropus robustns).

Bcrndt and Vogelsang (1941. 7) mentioned as general terms for kangaroo,

gudla Nj, and tjukuru D, but both of these are applied to the red kangaroo.

Duncan-Kemp 1933, 285, referred to the use of holas, pit traps and game traps

made of rough palisades for capturing kangaroos.

The aborigines believed in the existence of huge animals and trees in ancestral

times (mura of the Dieri and allied tribes; jelkura of tribes further north; and

altjira of the Aranda tribes to the north-west). A muramura killed an enormous

kangaroo and pegged out its skin, the place where this happened becoming Lake
Eyre (Stirling and Waite 1919, 109). Taplin (1879, 55) reported that the natives

of the lower Murrav believed that their chief ancestral beings hunted mighty

kangaroos and the places where the skins were pegged out became denuded of

grass and changed into salt lagoons.

The native names for kangaroo, given later, fall into a few groups, one of

which represented by thaldara or thaldra of the Cooper's Creek tribes becomes
thuldra amongst the tribes of the Wilson River (a tributary of Cooper's Creek in

south-western Queensland, near the New South Wales border), thurlda or tulta

amongst the Darling River tribes, and tulatyi amongst the Narrinyerri of the lower

Murrav (Curr 1888, 168-169). The last name is of interest as it is the only native

name for a kangaroo or large wallaby (except Cook's wallaby) which was taken

over and received wide usage amongst the whites. The original kanguru, i.e., the

species seen by Captain Cook at Endeavour River in North Queensland, is now
known to be a wallaby, Macropus (WaUabia) canguru. Tulatyi is obviously the

toolach (or more correctly toolachi or toolache) of the south-eastern part of South
Australia, a species {WaUabia greyi) whose last known surviving member died in

captivity a few years ago and is now preserved in the South Australian Museum.

Macropus rufus-—-The many names received from Curr's correspondents

( 1886) as applied to the kangaroo in our region must refer to this species, since

it is the red kangaroo which occurs there:—koongoora A, Todd; kungara A,

Jacobs; koongaroo A, Warren and Hogarth, Warren. Chookaroo D, Gason,

Jacobs; chookeroo N, Paull ; chookooroo N, Cornish — Ya, Salmon, Cornish;

chukeroo Wa, Crozier ; tchukuro Yu, Howitt
;
yschuckuru W ?, Jacobs. Kurdloo

Pa, Sawers; kudla Nu, Valentine; koodla Pa, Green; oodloo Wp, Wills; coordloo

Pa, Beddome ; oordloo Wp, Phillipson ; ktirloo Wi, Dix ; koola B, Sullivan; ooloo

W'p, Gason; koodla Ja. Pa, Green; kulla Wk, Myles ; coola Kg, Heagney; koora
Kw, Anon. Turlda Wa, Dewhurst; talda Ma, Morton; tharlta Ma, Reid ; thuldra

Te, Foott ; thaldara Te, Sullivan and Eglinton. Balcun Ku, Heagney; palgan Bi,

Curr. Koonabulla Ky, Machattie. Cutchira Kg, titagncy. Matumba Pp, Eglin-

ton. Yarnda K, Kingsmill.

Other references are as follows :—chookaroo D, Gason 1879, 285 ; tchukurti

D, Howitt 1885. 6; chookooroo Ka, Wells 1894, 521; kungarra A, Helms
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1896, 316; koongarra W, Finlayson 1936, 157; tjukuru D ?, Stirling and Waite

1919, 135, toa 156; wudlu (male) Nj, Wp, waulwi (female) Nj, Berndt and

Vogelsang 1941, 7; wudlu Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925; 57; koordloo Pa, Sawers

1886, 132 (Gawler Ranges); koolabila Dk, Duncan-Kemp 1933, 242; kupirri Pa,

Schurmann 1844, 21, white kangaroo, corrected in MS to red kangaroo. It is

known as okira amongst the Aranda ; and mal-lu at Ooldea. Schurmann (1844,

22) mentioned kurdlu as "an animal of the Marsupian species," but the same term

was reported by Sawers (kurdloo) and Beddome (coordloo) for the kangaroo in

the northernmost part of the Pangkala territory, where the species would be

M. rufus.

Howitt (1891) mentioned chukuru D, totem (p. 38); taldra Kd, totem

(p. 39). In his later book (1904) he gave many references to the kangaroo as a

totem animal amongst the tribes of our region:—chukuro N (p. 657), chukuru N
(p. 94), taldra Kd (p. 97), tirlta Wi (p. 98) ; turlta and thurlta of the Darling

and Paroo tribes (p. 98-99). Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 7) mentioned as

general terms for kangaroo, gudla Nj, and tjukuru D, but both of these are applied

to the red kangaroo.

The red kangaroo does not occur in the southern part of the Pangkala region,

where the dominant vegetation is the mallee which constitutes the home of

M. major. The reason for its absence is supplied in a local legend published by

Schurmann (1846; 1879, 239-240) and re-published by Wilhelmi (1861, 193;

1862). Cawthorne (1858) also wrote an account of it, and in his second edition

gave a metrical version. Schurmann suggested that a specimen of M. rufus must

have found its way south. The animal in the legend was called Kupirri (Kuperree

in Cawthorne, edit 2) and was stated to be of huge size and to have devoured all

who had attempted to spear it. The natives were stricken with terror when they

saw it and threw away the spear-thrower (midla) along with the spear, hence

their aiming was ineffective. Two hunters, Piha and Indya ( Idnya of Schurmann

1844, 5; Wilhelmi 1861, 193; Inda in Cawthorne, edit. 2), tracked the animal to

the north, and finding it asleep at once attacked it, but their spears became blunt

before they could kill it. This disappointment led to their quarrelling, Pilla

stabbing Indya several times with a blunt spear, but while doing so he received a

severe blow on the nose with a spear-thrower. After reconciliation they again

attacked Kupirri, killing it. On opening it they found the bodies of their devoured

tribesmen, who became restored to life and assisted in cooking and eating the

monster. The two heroes were metamorphosed into animals, still known by their

names; Pilla became the opossum and the scar on the injured nose is still indicated

by the longitudinal furrow which it bears, while Indya became the native cat whose

former spear wounds (caused by Pilla) are indicated by the white dots distributed

over the skin. The latter part of the legend relates, of course, to Trichosunts

vulpeciila and Dasyurus vivcrrinus.

Macropus major syn. M. gigantcus—The grey kangaroo from the southern

portion of the Pangkala territory was this species. Warru, Taplin (1879, 131

—

nante, Adelaide tribe), Schurmann 1844; warroo Pa, Sawers (1886, 132), Gawler

Ranges; bulka, warru Pa, Le Soeuf and Holden 1886, 8.

Schiirmann (1844) mentioned the following Pangkala terms :—warru

(p. S3); warruparu, kangaroo meat (p. 54), paru =z meat, game, animal; warru

puppa, joey—puppa (? European term, puppy) — young one, pup (p. 53);

ngudli, pouch of kangaroo or other marsupial (p. 47) ;
pulka or bulka (= old),

"old man" kangaroo (p. 59) ; wakkari, female kangaroo (p. 65) ; warrukatta,

kangaroo hunt (p. 70); wantyukko, young kangaroo; kadlukko, fully-grown

kangaroo (p. 9) ; kulyara, young male (p. 20) ; muuta, net-bag made of kangaroo

sinews (MS).
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Macrop us robust as (erubcsccns)—Manja Wp, Hale and Tindale (1925, 57) ;

juru Nj, manja Wp. Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 6). It will be noted that the
white man's name (euro) for this sturdy mountain kangaroo in South and Central
Australia is that given (juru) by the Wailpi of the northern blinders Ranges.
Wallaroo, also a native term, is its eastern Australian name and was mentioned
by Cunningham when writing in 1827 of New South Wales. Kunnulla is applied
to it at Ooldea.

Pctrogalc xanthopus, rock wallaby—Andu Wp. Hale and Tindale 1925. 57;
gandu Nj. andu Wp. Berndt and Vogelsang 1941. 10. Piulayson (1936, 158)
gave karndoo as the Dieri name for a wallaby-likc animal and suggested that it

might belong to Macropus robustus or Pclrogalc xanthopus; it is obviously the
same as gandu. It seems to me likely that gunda (Nj) of Berndt and Vogelsang
(1941, 10), a small wallaby, is the same; also karndo Pa, Green 1886. 126 (east

of Lake Torrens)
; and karndoo Pa. Beddome 1886, 133 (between Quorn and

Lake Torrens). The species occurs in the blinders Ranges.

Pctrogalc lateralis—Wood Jones (1924, 228) believed that the rock wallaby
from the hilly country west of Lake Torrens probably belonged to this species,

whose range extends to Central Australia. Kunoo Pa,'Sawers 1886, 126. Gawler
Ranges. Kunna Pa, Schiirmann 1844, 21, kangaroo sp., is almost certainly the
same species.

Wallaby—Yurridni Pa, Schurmanu 1846, 87; 1879. 220; Wilhelmi 1861. 176;
1862; ytiridni Pa, Schurmann 1844. 87; yumballa Pa. Schurmanu 1844. 86.

Relerence to the use of skins as clothing has already been made.

Schurmann's names and remarks suggest that there were at least two species

of wallabies in that part of Lyre's Peninsula. Thylogale eugenii, now extinct on
the mainland, was probably one kind, while the other may have been Lagorchestcs
or ())i\cJiogalc.

Ilowitt and Siebert (1903. 528) gave an account of a Dieri legend in which
reference was made of a kind of wallaby, mari. which was killed by a muramura
who converted its skin into a large water-bag. This same legend was repeated by
Howitt (1904. 804-806). The latter (1891,"39) mentioned as names of wallabies

and totems, kokola ( Yandairunga. i.e.. Antikirinya) and korinya, a small species

(Kurnandaburi. i.e., Karendala), but the former has been termed bv him (1904)
a bandicoot (p. 97) and a pouched mouse (p. 95); while korinya (p. 91) was
referred to as a small burrowing rat. Roth 1897, 34, recorded kokola Pp. as a

bandicoot.

Ilowitt (1904, 98) recorded bauanyal Wi, and bananya Mi. as names for the
pademelou [ ? Thylogale]

; and wongaru Wi, and muringa Mi, as the respective

tribal names for the local small wallaby from the north-western corner of New
South Wales. Roth (1897) reported ka-la-wari as the Pittapitta term.

Wallaby—Gason (1879, 285) gave kulkuna as the Dieri name for a "verv
swift" wallaby. I suspect that it was the hare wallaby, Lagorchestcs sp.
('? leporoides Gould), concerning whose speed Gould stated that for a short
distance it was more fleet than that of any others known to him. Wood [ones

(1924) considered that it was now extinct in South Australia. Le Souef and
Rurrell (1926, 214) mentioned as Lagorchestcs a small, very fast, hare wallabv
from Pake Frome ; the species was not noted, but appears to have been L. hirsutus.

Finlayson (1936, 158) stated that L. conspicilhitus occurred in the region further
north. its range extending from the east coast almost to the Simpson Desert but
was absent from the Eyrean basin. He went on to state that Sturt may have seen
Lagostrophus fasciatus in the plains of the interior. In 1927 he gave an account
of the "native hare," Lagorchestcs leporoides (1927. 370). Mrs. Duncan-Kemp
(1933, 286) stated that the hare wallaby was called a "grass rat."
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Scrub wallaby—Wadla Nj, Hcrndt and Vogelsang (1941, 6). Tins is tbe

same term (wudlu) as those authors mentioned (or the male red kangaroo.

Macropus rufits, which is certainly not a scrub wallaby. Perhaps the term is to

be regarded as a general one in the region for kangaroos and wallabies. The

scrubkangaroos of South Australia are M . major and its subspecies, mclanops.

Bush wallaby—Gason mentioned the presence of a bush wallaby known to

the Dieri as kaunoonka (1879, 285). Fiulayson (1936, 158. 160) referred to

kanunka as the Wonkanguru term for a marsupial ( Potoroinae, resembling

Caloprymnus) from the very arid regions from which that tribe migrated to the

Diamantina, and suggested that it was perhaps Bcttougia Icsitcurii. It is of interest

to note that Strehlow (1908, 62) reported that tnunke was the Aranda term for

the latter. Howitt (1891, 38) recorded kanunka as a bush wallaby and totem

(Dieri). In his book (1904) he mentioned kanunga as a kangaroo rat and as a

murdu (totem) amongst Eyrcan tribes, D (p. 91 ), Yu (92). Ya (95) ;
but he must

have been in error when he reported (783) that it was a rabbit bandicoot, Parogale

lag-oils (sic). Fry (1937, 287) recorded kanunka D, as a kangaroo rat.

Since Gason distinguished the local kangaroo rat as wurtarrie, it is possible

that kanunka may have been another ol the hare wallabies, Lagorchcslcs or

Laqostvophus. Howitt called watari (1904, 783) and kanta-wateri N (p. 94) each

a kangaroo rat (totem). Kararjili L\ Fry 1937, 190, rat wallaby.

Caloprymnus campcstrls Gould, plain rat-kangaroo—This animal, desenhed

in 1843, from the stony tablelands and open plains of northern South Australia,

was not heard of again until rediscovered by Pinlayson (1931, 162; 1932, 150),

who gave an excellent account of its habits and capture in the Diamantina region

and published a series of photographs of this interesting little animal in his book,

"The Keel Centre'" (1936, 96-104). He reported (1932) that it was known to the

Yelvendi and to the Wonkanguru (who adopted the Yelyendi name) as oolacunta,

to the Yaurorka as coorgee.. and to the Dieri as wirtiree. Tate's record of it from

the 1 lead of the Great Australian Bight,, where the name weelba was applied, was

considered to be an error, based probabtv on another rat-kangaroo, Bcttougia sp.

Brief mention was again made by him (1936, 159). Gason (1879, 285) referred

to wurtarrie as the Dieri term for a kangaroo rat, I lowrtt (1904 r 94, 783) calling

it wateri and watari. Goorgee sugges-s kurka D, W, reported by M. Howitt (1902,

408) as a kind of kangaroo rat ; and kulka Pa, Schurmaim.

Bciionqia ogilbxi Gould, closely allied to the eastern form, B< pcnklllata

Gould—This rat-kangaroo was formerly widely distributed and common in South

Australia, but Wood Jones (1924, 214) stated that it had become extremely rare

in this State in a very short time. Le Brun (1886, 142) gave bookurra as Uie

name of the kangaroo rat in Xgadjuri territory; and Browne (1897, 72-73.)

indicated the native method of using the leaves and stems of Xcrotcs

(— f.oiuandra) cfjitsa to smoke out these animals (bokra) in the "lower North."

presumably by the Ngadjuri tribe. Green (1886, 126) gaveihe term oolka and

boorachie as Pangkala names, the former being obviously kulka Pa (Schurmaim

1844, 19)
|

while' boorachie suggests poorakie, an Adelaide term (presumably

aboriginal ) for a rat-kangaroo. Poorakie may be the same term as purroilko, a

species of kangaroo, recorded by Moorhouse 1935, 37, for the adjacent Murray

River tribe.

Gawthorne. in his notes to his version (2nd edit.) of the Kupirri legend,

mentioned verke as a rat-kangaroo. Howitt reported pirrapirra (1904, 97) and

wirijura (1891 , 39) as names of rat kangaroos amongst the Kurnandaburi people

[Karendala tribe], and madura (1904, 789) amongst the Arahana. Schiirmann

(1844) recorded ngandalla (p. 44) and purrai (p. 61, a large species) as rat-

kangaroos. Pa.
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Phascolomys sp., wombat—Yalpu Wp (also totem), Hale and Tindale 1925,

57. Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 10) recorded yalpu Wp, and watu Nj. Warto
Pa, Schiirmann 1844, 70; wartundu yappa Pa, wombat hole, Schiirmann 1844, MS.
The kaurna also applied warto to the animal (Teichelmann and Schiirmann 1933,

152) , which is known as wardu to the Wirrung tribes along the Great Australian
Bight. It seems to me that all these references relate to a Lasiorhinus latifrons

Owen, judging from the known range of the two South Australian species as given
by Wood Jones (1924, 268).

Trichositrus vnlpccula, common opossum—Piidra, rare in Dieri country
(Gason 1879, 285). Reference has already been made to a Pangkala legend
regarding the red kangaroo (kupirri) and the opossum (pilla), as recorded by
Schiirmann and others.

The following names were supplied by Curr's contributors (1886):—piidra

D, Gason — D, Jacobs; pilta Wi. Dix — Ma. Morton — Wa v Dewhurst; pilla Pa,
Sawers -~ Le Souef and Holden

;
pikla A, Jacobs; peelda J a, Green; peedla Pa,

Green; pilka W ?,, Jacobs; pillpa Pa Sawers; bilcla K, Kiugsmill — Wp, Gason
—Nu, Valentine — Wp, Phillipson

; biita Wp, Wills. Wombla A. Warren and
Hogarth; womboola A, Todd; wampala X, Cornish. Marloo N, Paull ; murloo
Ya, Salmon; mullo Ya, Cornish; murlu Wa, Crozicr; burloo K\v, Anon — Kv,
Machattie. Warnunga Kg. Hcagney ; warnonga Ku, Heagney; woornanga Bh
Curr

;
yoranga Ma, Peid. Murrathurra Te, Sullivan and Eglinton — Te, Foott.

Koorakunnia B, Sullivan. Cothera Kg, Heagney. Tinaballi Pp, Eglinton.
Gurrigen Wk, Myles. Curr (1886, 168-169

)
pointed out that bilta was the

common term on the Darling River and pilta on Cooper's Creek.

Howitt (1904) recorded mirraltiera Kd (p. 97), yaranga Wi (98), and
yerilpari Mi (98), and muruthera Kd (1891, 39) as a totem animal. Wumbula A,
Helms 1896, 316; pilla Pa, Schiirmann 1844, 56. Finlayson (1936, 160) men-
tioned unta as its name along the Diamantina and Cooper, but the term does not
resemble any of those reported above, but it suggests antana, the Arauda name for
the species (Strehlow 1908. 62), and wainta which is applied by the Everard
tribes (Helms 1896, 317). Stirling and Waite (1919, 146), toa 248 W, referred
to the mortal combat between the muramuras, Piidra and Yikaura; the latter is the
native cat, Dasyiints gcoffroyi. Berndt and Vogelsang (1941. 7) recorded the
opossum as bilda Nj, and piidra D. It was known to the Adelaide tribes as pilta.

Opossums were eaten. Amongst some tribes their skins were sewn together
with kangaroo sinews to form rugs. The latter were called bilda-palda [palda —
cloak or rugj amongst the Ngadjuri, while a pad made from the skin was called
walka by the same people (Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7). Myles (1886, 36)
stated that opossum rugs were rare amongst the Wonkamarra; they were worn bv
the Malyangapa (Reid 1886, 178). Schiirmann (1846; 1879, 210) mentioned
that opossum skins were rarely used as clothing by the Pangkala, and described
the mode of preparing them; he also stated that string made from the fur of this

animal was worn round the head and neck of men and was woven into nets for
the head and for pubic tassels (p. 21 1. 230, 233).

Schiirmann (1844) reported the following Pangkala terms relating to pilla

(p. 56), the opossum:—pilla butti, pilla putti, opossum hair (p. 4, 5, 6) butti or
putti = hair or fur; kundindi, belt or girdle made from (spun) fur of this animal
(p. 20) ; malberiuye, phallocrypt (ngulta, p. 48) consisting of tassels made from
opossum fur (p. 25) ; manga, thread or yarn spun from the fur and woven around
men's heads (p. 26). this head baud being termed ngarkiri (p. 46); womballa,
female opossum (p. 75) ; and yarndi kuibo, the peculiar odour of opossums (p. 81).

F'sciidochiritshinig'niosus. King-tail opossum. Pipara Pa. Schiirmann 1844, 57,

Thalacomys lagotis (Pcragale lagotis ; Macrotis lagotis). Bilby, pinto, pinkie,,

native rabbit; the largest species of the genus which includes all the rabbit bandi-
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coots. Capietha [Kapi-ta] D, Gason 1879, 285, native rabbit. Roth (1897, 33)

used the term bilbi, but expressed doubt whether it was the local Pittapitta name.

Howitt (1904) gave many references to rabbit bandicoots as totem animals in the

Eyrean region, and associated the name Pcragale lagotis with them, though it is

quite possible that allied species (not then recognised scientifically) were included:

—pira-moku, kapita, D (p. 91), N (94) ; talka, W (92), A (94), nara-moku, Yu

(92) [moku = bone or hard structure], Ya (95) ; kapita, D (646) ; he also referred

(p. 794-797) to kapita in his account of the Anti-etya and Ngardu-etya legends

(anti or nganti — flesh ; ngardu = nardoo, sporocarps of Marsilea Drummondii;

etya = eaters—thus flesh and nardoo eaters) (p. 794-797). Eylmann (1908, 167)

recorded piramukku (Peramelcs lagotis) as a Dieri murdu (maddu).

Hale and Tindale (1925, 46, 57) mentioned the pinto (presumably following

Waite 1917, 433, in using this term) or rabbit bandicoot (which they did not

identify) as a totem animal called wara by the Wailpi of the northern Flinders

Ranges. I am not able to state which variety of T. lagotis occurred in that region;

probably it was T. sagitta. It might be mentioned that the Kaurna tribe used

pingke/for a small burrowing animal with a white tail (Teichelmann and Schur-

mann 1933, 137), obviously Thalacomys lagotis—-hence the corrupted term pinto.

Wood Jones (1924) gave an account of the South Australian species and

slated that the typical T. lagotis was now probably extinct in this State, its last

known habitat being near Lake Alexandrina. Troughton (1932) considered the

animal from the lower Murray as a distinct subspecies, T. lagotis var. grandis

Troughton. The Barcoo bilby was reported by Wood Jones as T. sagitta which

lived in the great drainage system of Lake Eyre and whose Dieri name was kapita,

urgata being applied to it [by the Aranda] at Charlotte Waters. He published a

key (p. 154) to the various species. Krefft in 1866 stated that the name for the

rabbit bandicoot amongst the natives of the lower Murray was wurrapur. This

term closely resembles wirrappo, reported by Moorhouse (1846) as that applied

to a "small mammiferous animal" by the aborigines of the Murray, between

Mannum and Morgan.

Einlayson (1930, 178) stated that Thomas' 7\ sagitta from Killalpauinna

was near f. lagotis, and in a later paper (1935, 233) recorded it as a variety of the

latter, mentioning that it was the kapita of the Dieri and thulka of the Won-
kanguru. Wood Jones (1924, 164) bad reported that thulka was its name amongst

the Kukata people and was commonly changed into talkie by the local whites.

Two of the Dieri toas (75, 169) described by Stirling and Waite (1919) relate to

kapita (T. lagotis).

Thalacomys lencurus—The Eyrean form was described by Einlayson (1932,

168) as T. minor var. misclia and was stated (1935, 227) to be known to the Won-
kanguru as yallara. It was more common than the kapita. lie believed that

T. lencurus Thomas was a synonym of T. minor Spencer. Troughton (1932, 231)

discussed T. minor and considered that the specimen from Mungeranie, identified

by Le Soucf as T. lencurus Thomas, belonged to Spencer's species (minor), whose

native [Aranda] name at Charlotte Wr

aters was urpila. Iredale and Troughton

(1943, 20) regarded T. minor (vars. minor and misclia) as distinct from

T. leuatra, but'in his recent work. Troughton (1941, 74) considered minor as a

dark phase of T. leitcurus, and misclia as representing the typical adult stage of

Thomas' species.

The tails of the various species are striking because of their whiteness and of

the black tip varying in length according to the species or variety. They are used

extensively for ornamental purposes by Central Australian natives, the term tippa

or thippa being used in the Eyrean region, but some authors have applied it also

to "rat tails." Apart from the water rat,, Hydromys, Pseudomys minnie and

Leporillus apicalis (from the lower Darling and Murray), 1 do not know of any
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native rodent in that area possessing a white tip to the tail. These tails, singly r
in bunches, are tied to the end of the beard or elsewhere. Gason (1879*289)
stated that the Dieri gave the name thippa to a bunch of tassels made from tails of
native rabbits, about fifty being needed to make an ordinary tippa to be used as a
phallocrypt. When the latter was made from fur of rats o"r wallaby it was called
unpa. Presumably "rat" in this latter case referred to a true rodent such as
Rattus 7'illosissiiutts or Psciahmys minnie, Paull (1886, 18) mentioning that the
Ngameni wore a pubic fringe spun from the fur of rats, while Sanger (1883)
stated that anpah [unpa of Gason 1879] was a phallocrypt of twine made from the
fur of animals. Howitt and Siebert (1903, 530) used" the term tipa for the pen-
dant made from tails of the rabbit bandicoot. Gason stated (p. 272) that thippa
were fastened to the prepared hair of the head of initiates at the mindarie (or
peace) ceremony in such a way that the ends of the tails (of rats) hung down over
the shoulders. Howitt (1891, 84; 1904, 662) gave similar information (based on
(Jason). Fry (1937, 201) reported the term as tipi D.

Howitt (1904, 646-650) referred to a Karanguru and Ngameni legend con-
cerning the muramura. Malku-malku-ulu, a Ngameni name whose Dieri equivalent
was Tippa-tippa-ulu, meaning "the two with the tippa," a pubic tassel made from
the tails of kapita. Pcragcle lagotis. This tippa was worn as a phallocrvpt onlv
by circumcised men (p. 647), but men of a pinya (revenge expedition)' wore it

fastened to the beard. There is also a reference (p. 805)" to another muramura
wearing a tippa. The ornament is called alpita bv the Aranda (Spencer and
Gillen, 1899, 646). Stirling and Waite (1919, 114) deferred to kararitji (toa 5)
as the string spun from the fur of the tails of the "white kapita, probably the
rabbit bandicoot, Thylacomys lagotis/' by a muramura (Tirari tribe).

Home and Alston (1924) mentioned telca W, as a white rat and stated (p. 9)
that there was a native legend that, before the arrival of the white man there had
been a very luxuriant season on the Diamantina and Warburton, but there followed
an immense lire which swept down almost to Lake Eyre,, many of the blacks being
burnt to death. Willoo, the plover (stone plover or curlew), being a cunning bird,
turned himself into a stone and watched the blaze, but Telca (the ancestral telca)
saved himself by burrowing deep in the earth until the flames had gone by. Two
mooras who were stated to have been the cause of this conflagration, decreed that,
ever afterwards when fire was being made, special precautions must be taken.
Telca is the rabbit bandicoot, T. lagotis sagitta.

Bandicoots—Wood Jones (1924, 140) stated that Isoodon obcsulus was
jormerly common all over South Australia but was now on the verge of extinc-
tion. Finlayson (1931, 161) also referred to this fact. Waite (1917, 433)
reported finding remains of the species in the pellets of an owl near Lake
Perigundi.

Finlayson (1935, 235) obtained from old natives in the Wonkangurti area an
account of two species of Peramelids, one of which was possibly a small Pcramclcs
and the other probably Chacropus casfauotis. The latter was recorded from
Cooper's Creek by Wood Jones (1924. 171 ), who stated that its Kukata name was
wilyalya. Burkuna was the bandicoot totem amongst the Wilya tribe (Howitt
1904, 98). Le Brim (1886, 142) mentioned mully as the Ngadjuri name for a
bandicoot; kurkullu Pa, Schurmann 1844, 23; kurkulla Pa, Schurmann 1879, 220;
Isoodon obcsulus is a probable identification.

Schurmann (1844. 82) mentioned yartini Pa, as a spotted bandicoot, an
animal similar to paltyarra, a species of rat. it was recorded later by him (1879,
220; Wilhelmi 1861, 176) as yartiri Pa, bandicoot. If for spotted we read parti-
coloured it may refer to Pcramclcs crciniana, described by Spencer from Central
Australia; but if we interpret spotted as indicating obvious variations in pelage
colour as well as the presence of marked dark or light barring, then P. myosura,
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a species known from the region of the Gulfs and extending- west to Western
Australia is a probable identification. What is the status of Gason's kooraltha,

a "spotted ferret"? It is suggested later in this paper that it may be Dasyurns
vivcrrimis, but it may perhaps be one of the bandicoots just mentioned. Accord-
ing to Troughton (1941, 67), P. myosura occurs from Ooldea to the Swan River,

but formerly ranged easterly to the head of Si. Vincent Gulf and the Murray.

Dasyurns geoffroyi Gould, northern native cat, Dasyurluus gcoffrovi, accord-

ing to Iredale and Troughton 1934. Tickawara [tjikawa-ra] D, Gason (1879,

285). eaten ; tikanara [ ? error for tikauara] 13, Howitt (1891 , 38), murdu.
Several toas (No. 70 T, 90, 107 W, 248 W) mentioned by Stirling and Waite
(1919), have relation to the muramura, Yikaura. Perndt and Y

r

ogelsang (1941,

5) gave aku-indji and jikaura as the Ngadjuri and Dicri names respectively. Roth

(1897, 33") recorded it as ik--oo-urra Pp.

Howitt (1904) mentioned the native cat as a totem animal in many tribes,

e.g., yikaura D (p. 91), N (94), Ya (95), yirauka (96, error for yikaura)
;
pira-

moku, tribes to the south-east of Lake Pando (782) ; yikaura. tribes to the south

of Pake Pando (783) ; but he also termed piramoku D, X, a rabbit bandicoot

(91, 94). It is a very important totemic animal, achilpa. tjilpa, of the Aranda.
Sawers (1886, 132} recorded gedna Pa, from the Gawler Ranges. Pangkala. Fin-

layson (1933, 202) stated that the Dieri referred to the presence on the Earcoo
of a spotted animal, yikaura. which had not been seen for many years, and that it

was probably Dasxurus sp. The disappearance of native cats from South Aus-
tralia and eastern Australian localities was referred to by Wood Jones (1923, 92,

94), who mentioned that, the allied species, Z). vk'errinus, used to occur along the

Murray River in South Australia.

Home and Aiston (1924, 57) mentioned a legend from Heltana (Kuyani)
relating to the native cat, which when first seen had a smooth black coat. The
natives speared the unknown animal, piercing it in many places, the injuries being

now represented by the white spots. This legend differs considerably from that

previously mentioned when dealing with the red kangaroo, opossum and native cat.

Gason (1879, 285) mentioned kooraltha as the Dieri name of the spotted

ferret. As far as 1 know, the only spotted marsupials in Australia (apart from
the cuscus, SpUocuscus nudicaudatus, from Gape York Peninsula) are species of

Dasyurns. Since Gason recorded tickawara as the Dieri name for the native eat,

it is probable that, unless these two terms referred to the same species (Gason
being unaware of it), two species of Dasyurns may have been known in the region.

Dasyurns znvcrr'mus (= D. quoll Zimm. according to Ircdale and Troughton's

check-list, 1934, 12). Native cat—Sehurmann 1844, reported the following

Pangkala terms: idnya (p. 5); idnya yappapaityapaitya (p. 79), yappa — hole.

hence perforated, spotted; paitya = angry, quarrelsome, thus the term means the

very quarrelsome spotted "cat." The term was reported as indya in the Kupirri

legend as reported by Sehurmann (1879, 239) and referred to earlier in the present

paper. The animal was called ngrui moch (—: many spots) by the Murray natives,

according to Wood Tones (1923. 92). Moorhouse (1846; 1935. 24) reported that

it was termed mabong by the Moorundie natives who lived along the Murray River
between Morgan and Mannum (according to

r

\ indale's preface to Moorhouse's
reprinted work, 1935), and belonged to the Ngaiawang tribe (Tindale 1940, 180).
Teichelmann and Schiirmann (1840; 1923,. Ill) stated that it was known as mabo
amongst the Kaurna tribe of the Adelaide plains. It is quite possible that Perndt
and Vogelsang's Ngadjuri term, aku-indji (1941, 5), may refer to D. vivcrrinus

(indya, idnya), rather than to D. gcoffroyi, the terms being similar.

Sminthopsis crassicaudata centralis Thomas—Pinlayson (1933. 197) recorded

this variety of fat-tailed pouched mouse from the Wdnkauguru region, where it
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was called nilee. Thomas, in 1902, had already reported it from Killalpaninna in

the Dieri area of Cooper's Creek. Its resemblance to the shrews of the Northern
Hemisphere was noted by Wood Jones (1923, 112). Waite (1917, 454) reported
finding it in the Cooper's Creek region where it is preyed on by white owls, Tyto
alba delicatula.

Sminthopsis larapinta Spencer was reported by Finlayson (1933, 199) from
the Wonkanguru region, where its name was melatjhanie.

Dasycercus cristicauda KrerTt—Finlayson (1933, 200) gave an account of this

small Dasyurid as Chaetocercus cristicauda hillieri Thomas from the lower
Diamantina, where its Wonkanguru name is mudagoora. Wood Jones (1923,
103) wrote of it as Chaetocercus cristicauda whose name at Ooldea was mulgara,
and at Charlotte Waters was amperta (Aranda), but later (1924, 132) pointed
out that the correct generic name was Dasycercus which took priority over
Amperta Cabrera (based on its Aranda name), Chaetocercus being already pre-
occupied. Iredale and Troughton (1934, 8) placed Phascogale hillieri, described
by Thomas in 1905 from Eyrean material, in the synonymy of Krcfft's species, as
also did Troughton (1941, 34).

Howitt (1904, 791) stated that madagura was a small marsupial (Arabana),
and he referred (p. 789) in the same legend to "madura, the kangaroo rat, whose
burrow (like that of any animal which threw the earth out behind it) was called

pul-yundu." Whether madura and madagura are the same animal I cannot say,

but it may be mentioned that Howitt often applied the same name to different

animals, as will be shown below. Finlayson's observations identified madagura as
Dasycercus.

Notoryctes typhlops Stirling, marsupial mole—Duncan-Kemp (1933, 66)
mentioned that this animal, kakoma of the tribes living amongst the sandhills west
of the territory occupied by the Pittapitta and related tribes, was eaten by the
natives and the skins were used for ceremonial purposes and for making loin

cloths. Roth (1897, 33) stated that kokoma Pp, was a rat. Finlayson (1935, 235)
mentioned that there was no scientific confirmation of the presence of the mole in

Queensland and that it was not recorded in Longman's list (1930) of the mammals
of that State. The region, however, lies in the great arid sandhill region whose
zoology has not yet been satisfactorily investigated, and the presence of the animal
there is likely. Spencer (1896), in the Horn Expedition Reports, recorded its

occurrence as far south as Charlotte Waters. I have obtained it from Ooldea,
from which locality Wood Jones (1923, 128) has already reported it; its name
there is aru-dharra-da.

Mammalian Names Not Identified

Maiaru—Finlayson (1936, 99) stated that all mammals smaller than a kan-
garoo were called rats by the local whites in the lower Diamantina area, though
the native name applied to Raftus villosissinius by the Wonkanguru was miaroo.
Gasoirs Dieri term miaroo probably belongs to the same species, since he men-
tioned other kinds of rats. Howitt (1904) used the term maiaru as the name of a
totem animal (a rat), amongst the Dieri (p. 91) and Wonkanguru (92), but he
termed it a marsupial rat (782) in the northern part of the Eyrean basin—- pro-
bably an error. In an earlier paper (1891) he used the term for a rat.

Punta—Gason said that poontha D was a mouse. Finlayson stated that
puntapunta W was Mus uiuscuhts. Mr. T. Vogelsang informed me that the dupli-
cation of a term in the name of a plant or animal might mean a young or small
form of the same kind, so that puntapunta might mean a small kind of mouse.
Howitt (1891. 38) called punta D a mouse; but later (1904) called it a shrew
mouse (p. 91), Dieri (91), Yantruwunta (92) and Yaurorka (95) ; but reported
it to be a small marsupial (783) amongst the south-eastern totems of the Evrean
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area ; he also stated that it was a small marsupial which was called a rat by the

local whites. Schurmann 1844, 61, reported that punta Pa was similar to marnta

and that the latter was a marsupial.

pajyura_Gason called pulyara D a long-snouted rat. Finlayson recorded

pallyoora W as Pseudomys minnie. Howitt (1904) mentioned amongst totem

animals a small pouched mouse, balyara N (p. 94), baliyara Wo (95) ;
palyara,

a long-snouted marsupial rat eaten by the Karanguru and Ngamcni (646) ;
and

palvara, a small marsupial (a totem animal in the northern part of the Eyrean

basin. Schurmann 1844, 52, recorded paltyarra Pa as a rat. Pseudomys spp. can

scarcely be called long-snouted rats ; hence the possibility of the term being applied

in the northern portions to a native mouse, Pseudomys spp. as indicated by Finlay-

son, and elsewhere in the area to some marsupial mouse like a Sminthopsis.

Eylmaim (1908, 167) reported paljara as a «ft (Dieri totem). The name tundu-

bulyeru was reported to be used for the water rat; bulyeru seems to be the same

term as palyaru, p and b being interchangeable in most native words.

Kokula—Howitt (1891, 39) called kokola Kd, a bandicoot. T^ter (1904)

he reported as a small marsupial kokula D (p. 91), W (92), A (94). N (94) ;

a pouched mouse, kokula Wo (95) ; a small bandicoot, kokula Kd (97) ;
mar-

supial rat, kokula (totemic in the south-eastern part of the Eyrean basin). Stirling

and Waite (1919, 149), in referring to toa 275, mentioned kokula as a species of

rat which carried its voung on its back. Roth (1897, 34) recorded kokola Pp as

a bandicoot. Troughton (1941, 35) mentioned that the young of Sminthopsis

and (p. 307) of some rats, including Comhtrus albipes, could cling to the fur of

the mother and thus be carried by the latter. The available evidence suggests that

kokula is probably a small Phascogaline marsupial, e.g., Sminthopsis sp.

Other "rats" and "mice"—Koolchie D, a rat; koonappoo D, a species of

mouse- kulunda D, a black and white rat; all reported by Gason (1879, 285).

Karapana D, a mouse (Howitt 1891, 38) ; karabana D, a small mouse (Howitt

1904, 91, 783) ; korinya Kd,, a small burrowing rat (Howitt 1904, 97), termed

a small wallaby in a previous paper (1891, 39) ;
kunamari Yu, rat (Howitt, 1904,

92) mari was stated by Howitt and Siebert (1903, 528) to be a kind of wallaby;

carina Kd, rat (Howitt 1904, 97); myara A [maiarul, rat, Warren 1886, 112.

Duncan-Kemp (1933, 14) mentioned "blue poorakies" and paely ooras (desert

rats and mice) as being collected in the sandhill country near Farrar Creek

[Karuwali tribe].

Other marsupials, probably Dasyuridae—Gason (1879, 285) mentioned three

Dieri names for "native ferrets":—thillamillarie ; arutchie; and a "spotted ferret,"

kooraltha. It has already been suggested that the last may be a species of

Dasyurus other than D. geoffroxi {e.g., D. vvvcrrinus) ; the other two were perhaps

Phascogalc and Dasyuroides. Padi-padi Yu, a pouched mouse (Howitt 1904, 92).

Nidla I), Ya, Yu (llowitt 1904, 796). a small marsupial called a rat by the whites;

is this Finlayson's nilec, Sminthopsis crasskaudatal Schurmann (1844) referred

to two Pangkala marsupials :—marnta (p. 28) and punta (p. 61), an animal similar

to marnla; these two terms probably belong to members of the Phascogalmae.

Punta has been applied to mice.

MONOTREMATA

Tachyglossus aculeatus Shaw—Echidna or native porcupine. Finlayson

(1936, 161) reported it as very rare in the lower Diamantma region, where its

Wonkanguru names were inappa and innuwallinga. Gillen (1896, 180) gave its

Aranda name as inaarlinga, while the ancestral echidna (p. 184) was Inapwerla;

Spencer and Gillen (1896, 650) using the terms inarlinga and inapwertwa respec-

tively. Roth (1897, 36) stated that the Pittapitta applied the terms munguni-pari

and narapari to the animal.
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Ornithorhynchus anatwus— Hale and Tindale ( 1925, 56) referred to

Basedow's opinion (1925. 304, pi. 41) that a design scratched on a rock by natives

of the Flinders Ranges was strongly suggestive of a platypus, that author in 1914
considering that there was reason for supposing that the animal had been observed
in Dalhousie Springs. Though on very rare occasions the species has been seen in

the lower Murray, it has not been reported further north in this State and the
absence of suitable streams there would seem to render its occurrence quite
unlikely. The native rock engraving is suggestive of an echidna or possibly a

tortoise.

Aves

General terms— Bird: pai-a is the common term throughout the region; piya
D, Gason 1879, 302; pi-a Pp, Roth 1897. 31, 37, pi = that\vhich travels or lives

in air; paia, Ilowitt 1904, 788; paija D, Fry 1937, 203; iria Pa, Schurmann 1844,
8; yuta Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 57; talli Pa, Schurmann 1844, 62, young bird.

Feathers: varri Pa, Schiirmanii 1844, 81 (wing or feather)
;
poomoo, kouaro Pp,

Roth 1897, 31, 35; kurl-ya Ka. Wells 1894, 520.

Egg, names supplied by Curr's correspondents (1886): papoo A, Todd;
pappu A, Jacobs; parpoo X, Cornish; bapoo A, Warren and Hogarth; pampu W?,
Jacobs; pompo K\v. Anon; pumpo Ky, Machattie

;
pampo Ya, Salmon; pompoo

Ya, Cornish; bembo Pp, Kgiinton. Pepe Wp, Wills; peipe K, Kingsmill
;
pie-pie

Wp, Gason; peepee Pa, Beddome — Ja, Green; peppi Pa, Sawers. Kaapee N,
Paull; capee YTt, ilowitt; kuppy Te, Koott ; kuppe Wk, Mylcs ; kuppie D, Gason;
kuppee Wp, Phillipson; kupinya Te, Sullivan and Eglinton ; kuppo P>, Sullivan;
kabbi D, Jacobs; kupi \\% Crozier; karpi Ma, Morton; kappi W&, Dewhurst.
Kookurry Ku, Heagney; coocurry Kg, Heagney; kokarri Bi, Curr. Mooka Nu.
Valentine, Pirty Ma, Reid; berry Wi, Dix

Other terms— Nest: wola (piyawola) D, Gason 1879, 301; pudni Pa, Schiir-
mann 1844, 59. Thaubulyoo D, Gason 1879, 303, rotten egg. Wardnu Pa, egg-
shell, Schurmann 1844, 69; niurka Pa. yolk (p. 36) ;

peli Pa, egg-white (p.' 55),
Paia-moku O, Howitt 1904, 788, applied to the Umbelliferous'" plant, JJidiscus
glaiicifalius; payamoku D, Stirling and Wr

aite 1919, toa 68, bird bone used for
piercing nasal septum. Wima paija D, Fry 1937. 203, dream bird, i.e., one asso-
ciated with sacred ceremonies (wima). MaJberinye Pa, Schurmann' 1844, 25,
phalloerypt made of feathers (or of tassels of opossum fur). Aumie D, Gason
1879, 296. rlock of birds (or mob of cattle). Kullari Pa, a fabulous bird said to
peck people's heads (Schurmann 1844, 20) ; it was apparently different from the
fiend, Marralye, which took the form of a bird and attacked," and at times killed,
natives (p. 28). Gason (1879, 278) referred to a Dieri ceremony to make wild
fowl lay eggs; such birds occur in great abundance after the floods come down
from Queensland highlands and fill the river-beds, lakes and watercourses. Reid
(1886. 179) reported that the Mulya-ugapa natives believed that after death they
became birds. The use of feathers by the Dieri for stuffing skin bags to convert
them into percussion instruments for use during dancing (Fry 1937, 270) has
already been noted. Many of the native names for birds are onomatopoeic.

Casuariiforates
Dromacus novac-hollandiac Path. Emu—Woroocathie D, Gason (1879 286)Currs contributors (1886) reported the following terms: warreewatte \barren; warrewotti A, Warren and Hogarth; warrawatty Yu, Ilowitt; warrachiela, Ja (.reeu; warraitya Pa, Le Souef and llolden; warretchie Wp, Gason-warrachie Wp, Wills

;
worrachie K, Kingsmill ; warrache Wp, Phillipson warradi

J a, Sawers; warrawudg. Kw, Anon; warrawidgee Ya, Salmon. Warrukotti AJacobs; woroocathie D, Gason; worrukatti D, Jacobs; warroogattv N, Paull •
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workatji W?, Jacobs; waraguita N. Cornish; waroogatee Wp, Phillipson; war-

gutchi Ky, Machattie. Koolpurri Tc, Foott; koolbcrri Wk, Myles; koolbaree,

Te, Sullivan and Eglinton; koolbarree B, Sullivan [= kool-par-i Roth 1897];
goolhurra Pp, Eglinton; coolperry Kg, Heagney; koolperry Ku, Heagney* Kathie

Ma. Reid ; kaltee Wi, Dix; kolcti Ma, Morton; kardc Nj, LeBrun; karrie Nil,

Valentine; karlye Pa, Beddome; kurithe Wa, Crozier; kurlitchi Wa, Dewhurst.
Ouarra Ya, Cornish. Erlea A, Todd. Kubana Bi, Curr.

Names reported by Howitt as totcmic were : warugati D ( 1891 , 38) ;

waranati An (39), and'kulbara Kd (39); warugatti (1901, 293). In his later

work (1904) he reported the following as totcmic: warogati 13 (p. 91), W (92),
A (94); warukati A (783); warkitji N (94); kewora Ya (95); pulkara Wo
(95) ; kulbara Kd (97), and kulthi Wi, Mi (98). Many of these terms will he
recognised as being essentially the same as others quoted above. Kewora is quorra

;

kulthi is kaltee or kathie {i.e., skin) ; kulbara is the same as koolpurri and its

variants, as well as koolpari of the Piitapitta referred to below. Erlea, mentioned
by Todd (1886) for the Arabana. is the same as crlia and ilia reported for the

Aranda by Spencer and Gillen (1899, 648) and Strehlow (1908, 64) respectively.

It is of interest to note that Howitt (1904, 97) recorded that warogatchi was
applied to the crow by the Kurnandabnri (— Karendala)

; this is probably an error

for wakaratchi (wakaretji) the term applied to the crow by other tribes in that

locality. Karlye suggests kalaia, the Loritja term for the emu, tbe latter term
being used also at Ooldca bv the Andigerri ; while Helms recorded kaleya from
the Everard Ranges (1896, 317).

Other records are warugati D, Howitt 1885, 6 — Gatti 1930, 107; warraitya
Pa, Schurmann 1844, 69; worrugatti A, Helms 1896, 316; warugatti Yu, Howitt
1901. 293; warra-katchie Ka. Wells 1894, 520; waridji Nj, warukati D, warichi
Wp, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 6; warichi Wp, totem. Hale and Tindale 1925,

46. 57; warukatti D, M. Howitt 1902, 407; warukati D, Eylmann 1908. 167 —
Pry 1937, 188. 197; warroo getti W, Home and Aiston 1924, 135; warraguti A,
Spencer and Gillen 1899, 60; waragutie A, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 114; wakaje,
Duncan-Kemp 1933, 235; warukatji, Stirling and Waite. 'toas 1, 3, 8, 82, 123, 143,

157, 236, 238, 242, 246. 296; warrukatji N, W, Johnston and Cleland 1943, 154.

Waru-kati — grey skin (Howitt 1904, 783)—and hence the emu is known as the
grey bird. Rolih (1897) reported several names used by the Pittapitta : wakaje,
kool-par-i (~ nodding head, i.e., the bird with the nodding head), multara maro
(i.e., the possessor of the multara, an emu-feather ornament), and pooroo-ro

(= the feathered one; its feathers, poorono, are used extensively for decoration).

Pappiti Pa, male emu; pitti Pa, emu eggs,, Schurmann 1844 MS.; kalbanna, emu
feathers (p. 10). The eating of emu eggs by young men was prohibited by the
Kungerri and Kungadutji tribes (Heagney 1886, 375) and by the Karanguru,
those disobeying were liable to become, grey-headed (Wells 1894, 517). Wona-
panyi D, is the polished sharpened "radius" of an emu and was used for piercing
the nasal septum (Sanger 1883) ; Gason. 1879, 303, called it wonahunyie. Sharp-
ened emu bones were pushed through the skin of the arm, thigh, and scrotum
during ceremonies for increasing wild fowl (Gason 1879, 278) ; and for rain-

making (Home and Aiston 1924, 44, 115, fig. 80). Tt was also forced down the

urethra of a youth immediately prior to being subincised with a small stone knife
(Home and Aiston, p, 161). Emu sinews were used for attaching the barb to

the light spear, kutchie (Home and Aiston. p. 79), and for tying feathers of

hawks, crows and eagles into bunches (kootcha) for decorative purposes (Gason
1879, 289). Emu feathers were used extensively in connection with ceremonial
decorations and dancing. Those bound into a bundle and stuck into the headband
were called kukamandra D, Ery 1937, 201 ; multara W, Home and Aiston 1924,
118; multarra Ka, Wells 1894, 520; maltara Stirling and Waite 1919, toa 8;
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maltarra Pa, Schurmann 1844, 26, attached to the waist belt, the ornament worn
in the hair being termed woppa (p. 75) ; mnltara Pp, Roth 1897, 36. a roll of such

feathers being worn over portion of the body wherever there is pain, also called

min-ta-ra and min-ma (p. 163) ; tilyari Pp, bunch worn over the buttocks. Roth
1897, 38; wurtawurta or wurdawurda D, worn in the headband or in the waist-

band (yinka or dampera), Gason 1879, 289 — Home and Aiston 1924, 47; aroo D,

Gason 1879, 289, large feathers from the tail, used as a fan. Home and Aiston
published illustrations showing feather ornaments (fig. 34, 35, 82). Ilowitt (1904,

330, 662, 663, fig. 15) recorded the following names for emu feather decorations:

kabuluru, kakabilla, maltara and ngaru. Gason (1879, 272) and Ilowitt (1891,

85) mentioned the use of emu feathers in the Dieri mindari ceremony; and the

latter author (p. 679) referred to the carrying of a very striking token (fig. 41)
of emu feathers by messengers calling people together for the wilyaru, as well as

the mindari, ceremonies. Emu feathers were sometimes woven into the hair-

string forming the waistbelt (Schurmann 1846; 1879, 211-212, 233; Wilhelmi
1861, 167-168). Emu feathers were stuffed into a net (munta W) worn on the

head; and they were also utilised to make kurdaitja shoes and the sheath in

which the stone knife (yutchawunta) was carried (Home and Aiston 1924, 138).

Basedow (1925) mentioned that the emu (dangorra) figured amongst the

aboriginal constellations (p. 315, 332-333, 349). but did not indicate the name or

locality of the tribe concerned.

AustraHtes were termed "emu eyes" : oooga, Duncan-Kemp 1933, 72, carried

as charms by old men of the Diamantina tribes, and credited with powers of night
vision; warukati milki-tandra D, emu eveball, regarded as representing a mura
(mindiri), Fry 1937, 201 ; warroo gctti milki W, Home and Aiston 1924, 60, 135.

According to the last-named authors these small, characteristically shaped, glassy

meteorites were supposed to be eyes lost by emus while walking about looking for

food. These articles were stored in a netbag containing abundance of emu feathers

(tig. 44). When an emu hunt was about to be undertaken, these "eyes" were
taken out by the "Kurdaitcha" men, while the remaining hunters were, armed with
boomerangs (kirra). The former threw "eyes" at the emus, and this was believed

to cause the birds to become blind and thus easily driven into water, when the

hunters would close in and kill them.

Sphenisciformes
Eudypinla minor Forst. Penguin—To-lai Pa, Schurmann 1844, 63.

Gall iformes
Lcipoa occllata G. Pheasant, malle fowl—Kalbanya Pa, Schurmann 1844,

10, pheasant; lmdni Nj, P>erndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7.

Quail—Mull iepirrpaoonga D. Gason 1879, 286; purrullu Pa, Schurmann
1844, 61. The species was probably Coturmx pectoralis G.

TUKNJCIFORMES
Button Bird—Moko irta Pa. Schurmann 1844, 33 ; moko = knot or button

or any rounded hard substance, irta = bird. A small species. Perhaps the button
quail or little quail, Tunux vclox G, was referred to, but the bald eoot. Porphyria
melanotu$

}
seems more likely.

COLUAIBIFORMES
Gcopelia placida G. Dove—Kurukuku Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 57. Wc

obtained the term kurukuku N, W, for this and the succeeding species at Pandi
—obviously an onomatopoeic name.

Gcopelia cuncata Lath. Diamond Dove—-White 1917 recorded G. cuncata to

be the widely distributed species in the Eyrcan region. Koorookookoo D, Gason
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1879, 286; kurukuku D, Fry 1937, 189. Teuton 1886, 212, recorded it as kor-

woothoo of the Barkindji tribe. Waparu I), Gatti 1930, recorded as a dove, is

the flock pigeon.

Histriophaps histrionica G. Flock pigeon—Woparoo D, Gason 1879, 286;

wapparoo Ka (pigeon), Wells 1894, 521. Duncan-Kemp (1933, 154) referred to

mok-wa-ri, pigeon traps in the form of straight narrow drives, 20 to 30 feet long,

through vegetation along lagoons and waterways. Roth (1897, 98; 1901) gave

additional information regarding the mokwari, the pigeon concerned being

recorded as Histriophagus (error for Histriophaps) histrionica whose name

amongst the Pittapitta and Karanya tribes was pa-rou-li (p. 50).

Ocvphaps lophotcs Temm. Top-knot, crested pigeon—Murambara Wp, Hale

and Tindale 1925, 57. Mulapara D, T, Vogelsang.

Phaps chalcoptcra Lath. Bronzewing—Murnpie D, Gason 1879, 286; murnpc

D, Gatti 1930; marnpi Pa, pigeon, Schurmann 1844, 28; murnbi Pa, pigeon,

Sawers 1886, 132. Wyatt (1879, 172) reported mernpe as a bronzewing pigeon,

Adelaide tribe.

Pigeon—Moodlubra D, Gason 1879, 286 [error for murlaparaj
;
murlapara A,

Stirling and Wake 1919, 147, toa 259; mulapara D, Fry 1937, 182. These terms

all apply to Ocyphaps lophotcs.

Strehlow (1908, 64) mentioned kokoku and manpi as names of two species

of doves amongst the Loritja peoples; these terms are obviously similar to those

for the two species of dove and for the bronzewing respectively amongst the

Eyrean tribes. The name of the township Murnpeowie suggests murnpi-owie,

i.e., bronzewing pigeon-water. The name of Stirling and Waite's mampi bird

(1919, 127, toa 99, D) suggests mernpie or manpi, but the figure on the toa repre-

sents a crested bird such as a top-knot pigeon.

Howitt (1904. 483) published a photograph of Pigeon Rocks, which are sup-

posed by the Arabana tribe to be full of pigeon spirit individuals (mai-aurli) left

behind by the ancestor of the pigeon totem group. The pigeon concerned is

probably the rock pigeon. Lophophaps pluniifcra G. (syn. Icucogasicr G.), whose

Aranda name is inturrita (Spencer and Gillcn 1899, 650).

RALLI FORMES

Waterhen—Gason (1879, 287) published Dieri names for three species which

we have identified. Spencer and Gillen 1899, 60, 114, recorded kutnichilli as an

Arabana totem. Wunadjildi Nj, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 10, waterhen. Both

terms perhaps belong to Tribonyx veniralis.

Gcdlinnla ienclrrosa G.—Wattawirrie D, Gason 1879, 287, a species of

waterhen.

Tribonyx ventralis G.—Kilkie D, Gason 1879, 287, waterhen.

Fulica atra L—Muroomuroo D, Gason 1879, 287, black waterhen (muru —
black). T. Vogelsang informed me that the species was commonly termed the

black diver because of its appearance and habk. Howitt (1904, 97) mentioned

muro-muro Kcl as the large black cormorant [Phalacrocorax carbo]. Gason

(1879, 287) reported doolpadoolparoo D, as a black diver, but this term belongs

to a grebe.

Porphyria mclanotus Temm.—Moko irta Pa, Schurmann 1844, 33, "button

bird," may be the bald coot whose head is provided with a prominent-coloured

horny plate (moko — button or hard substance, irta = bird).

Porzana fluniinca G. Spotted, crake—Tampatampana D, T. Vogelsang

(tampana refers to the jerky progressive movement commonly adopted by rails).

Thanpathanpa D, Gason 1879- 287, slate-coloured snipe.
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PODJCIPIFORMES

111 addition to references to divers, mentioned above, there, are others which
may belong to grebes. Weoopa Pa, Green 1886, 126; nimmilye Pa. Schurmann
1844, 39, waterbird (diver, MS). Woochoo-bukanni Ka, Weils 1894, 520, diver,

is a cormorant.

Podiccps poliocephahis Jard. Selby—Thookabie D, Gason 1879, 287, diver.

T. Vogelsang informed me that the correct name is tooka-tookabi.

Podkcps ruficollis novac-hollandlae Steph.-—Doolpadoolparoo D, Gason 1879,

287, black diver. Identihed by T. Vogelsang.

PrOCFLLARHFORMKS

Mutton bird, presumably Puffinus tcnuiroslris Temm. — Mannallara Pa,
Schurmann 1844, 26.

Pelecaniform fs

Pclccanus conspicillatus Temm. Pelican—From Curr's work (1886) the
following names have been collected : Tampanpara A., Jacobs ; tumpunara N,
Cornish; toompingaroo N, Paull ; thampara K, Kingsmill; tampangra Yu, llowitt;
thaurnpara D, Gason

; tampaugara D, Jacobs; thampano Ma, Reid; kaubungarra
Wk, Myles. Worandoo A. Warren and Hogarth; warrunio A, Todd; worrant-
juma W?, Jacobs. Turta K\v, Anon; thirta Kg, Ku, lleagney; tarta Bi, Curr.
Widli Pa, Le Souef and Holden ; weedley Pa, Green. Mamunou Nu, Valentine.
Dukkamirri Ya, Cornish; dookamerri Ya. Salmon. Karbonera Ma, Morton.
Malimurro P|j, Eglinton; murlimarroo Ky, Machattie. Kowbernuggera B,
Sullivan.

Other references are: widli Pa, Schurmann 1844, 71; thaurnpara I), Gason
1879, 287; tum-pungarra Ka, Wells 1894. 521, its pouch = waroora ; uranta A,
totem, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 60; urantha A, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 114;
tampangara T, D, Stirling and Waite 1919, 120, 125, toas 49, 80; inilli-murro DK,
Duncan-Kemp 19*33, 233. A pelican bone was worn through the nasal septum as
an ornament, Home and Alston 1924, 41, lig. 32; Sanger 1883 (= padla-
mookoo, D),

Cormorants—White ( 1919) recorded seeing Phalacrocorax carbo (novac-
hoUandle) and P. niclanoleucus on Cooper's Creek. We observed the former at

Pandi. Poorkoopiya D, Gason 1879, 287, long-beaked cormorant (boorka —
wade, piya, i.e., pai-a = bird) ; cormorants and darters are not wading birds; the

species is probably the blue heron, Noiophoyx novae-hollandiae, though the stilt,

PPun-antopus leucocepliahts, is a remote possibility. Ita Pa, Schurmann 1844, 8,

shag; since he recorded the black shag under a different term, it is possible that

ita belongs to the coastal pied cormorant P. fusccsccus (Icucogasfer) .

Phalacrocorax carbo L.—Malura D (T. Vogelsang). HoAvitt (1904) reported
two names for the cormorant totem: malura D (p. 91. 782, 788), Ya (95); and
tantani W (92, 788), A (93), An (93), N (94), and Wo (95). Other references
are: malura D, Eylmann 1908, 167; muloora D, Gason 1879, 287. Yaidu Pa,
Schurmann 1844, 78, black shag, belongs to P. carbo, which is the common black
cormorant of the South Australian coasts. The same term, yal-tow, was reported
by Fraser (1839. 114; 1840, 62) as applied by the Adelaide' tribe to P. carboides
(z^z P. carbo). Howitt (1904, 97) recorded taragoro and muromuro as terms for
the small and large species of black cormorants amongst the Kurnandaburi
[— Karendala] ; if correctly named, they must have been P. sulcirostris Brandt
and P. carbo, but it should be pointed out that the black diver, muru-muru, of the
Died is not a cormorant but a waterhen, Fidica alra. Plorne and Alston (1924,
123) mentioned tantani as a black cormorant. llowitt (1891) recorded malura D
{p. 38) and tantani An (39) as totems. Strehlow (1908, 64) reported tantana of
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the Aranda to be a black heron—probably an error for cormorant, there being no

Australian black heron. Green (1886) recorded tanthunnie Pa, as a black duck,

no doubt the result of having confused the latter with the cormorant.

Phalacrocorax mclanolcucns Vieill—Wutju bakanni 1), T. Vogelsang; woo-

choo-bukanni Ka, Wells 1894, 517, 520, diver, is the same species.

Larifoioies

Larus novac-hollandiac Steph. Silver gull—Kalliworra Pa, yao Pa, Schur-

mann, 1844, 11, 79; latter name (onomatopoeic) also given by the Adelaide tribe.

Kirrpiyirrka D, Gason 1879, 287. The latter name is almost the same as tirry-

girryka reported by Teulon 1886, 213, as the Barkindji name for a wagtail

like Rhipidura motaciila. The species would be A\ motacilloides = R. Icucopiirys.

Skua—Schurmann (I.e.) mentioned two Pangkala names for the "bozen bird,"

kangai (p. 3) and parndabinu (p. 53). The true boatswain birds {Phaeton) do not

occur in South Australia, but the term, is sometimes applied to the skuas, of which

two species, Richardson's or Arctic skua (Slcrcorarius parasiticus) and the

southern skua {Catkaracfa antarcficc) occur in our waters. Probably Schiir-

mann's names apply to these two species.

Ccochclidon nilotica Gmel. Gull-billed tern—Muti-muti D, Fry 1937, 195

(tern). This is the chief inland species of tern.

Cl&A.T*AnRITFORMES

Snipe—Gason (1879, 287) mentioned Dieri names for four species, all listed

as waders: chooiechooie, '\snipe" [probably the greenshank, Tringa ncbitlaria\

dickadickulyerra and mootoomootoo, "species of snipe"; and thanpathanpa, "slate-

coloured snipe." The last-named is a P.alhform bird, Porzana flitin'uica.

Dotterel—Home and Alston (1924) have confused two Wonkanguru names,

one for a dotterel and one for a swallow. Wee-er wce-erlerra is called swallow

(p. 119) and dotterel (p. 175) ; digidigeliera (which almost certainly belongs to the

swallow) is given as the name of the former on page 175, and of the latter on

page 119. The relation of these birds to the rain-making ceremonv is described.

The only dotterel observed during our visit to the Diamantina was Charadriits

mclanops.

Pcltohyas auslrdis Gould. Dotterel— Palpara I), T. Vogelsang; balpara

Stirling and Waite 1919. tea ?>6, unidentified. Palpara W, Home and Aiston

1924, 141, said to be a hawk, is the same name, but we received patara at Pandi

as the name of a kite. P. australis is the dotterel of the gibber plains and is called

locally the gibber bird, according to Morgan 1930, 267.

hurhinus maguirostris Lath. Curlew, stone plover—Willaroo I), Gason 1879,

286; wcc-lo and willaroo in Peach's "An Australian Bird Book," 1911, 51; willoo

W. Home and Aiston 1924, 9, 159; weeloo Pa, Green 1886, 126; wiloo Pa, Sawers
1886, 132; welu Pa, Schurmann 1844. 71 ; 1846; 1879, 241 — Wilhclmi 1862, 34;

wudlaru Nj, and wiliuru D, Perndt and Vogelsang, 1941, 5. Howitt (1904)

mentioned as names of tbe curlew totem : willangu Yu (p. 92), wilyuru N (p. 94).

wilangu Ya (p. 95), and wilyaru (p. 7KY) . Stirling and W'aite's wuluru D, toa

292, suggests wiliuru, but the figure on the toa is more like the head of

a bustard.

A legend with which was associated the willoo (Borne and Aiston 1924, 159)

has been referred to under Thalacomys (telca). Schurmann (1946; 1879, 241)

published a Pangkala legend: In ancestral times Welu was a tierce warrior and
an immoderate lover whose amours were foiled by the neighbouring Xauo tribe

whom he determined to exterminate, lie speared all the men except two, Kara-

tantya and Yangkunm who fled for shelter into the top of a tree. Welu climbed

after them to kill them, but the young men broke the branch which was supporting
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their enemy. Welu fell to the ground, where a native dog killed him. Welu
hecamc a bird, the curlew, while the names of the two young men were perpetuated

in those of two species of hawks. This legend was re-published by Wilhelmi

( 1861 184; 1862, 34), but he omitted mention of the hawks and stated that the two
young men became changed into two lizards, lbirri and Waka. which are men-
tioned later in the present report.

Eupodotis austral is Gray. Bustard, wild turkey—Curr's correspondents

(1886) supplied many names: kallatoora X, Paull ; kuiathoora D, Gason ; kurla-

tora Ma, Morton; kurlathura Wa, Crozier ; kaldura Wa, Oewhurst ; knrreturo Ky,
Machattie. Wala Wp, Gason; walla Pa, Beddome — Pa, Le Souef and Holden-
XT

u. Valentine; wirdla Pa, Green. Worka Ku, lleagney; wurkum Kw, Anon.
Thurlchcga Ma, Reid. Goonging Kg, lleagney.

Other references are: walla Pa, Sehurmann 1844, 67; kuiathoora 1), Gason
1879, 286; kalathurra A, totem, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 60; kalathnra A, totem,

Spencer and Gillen 1899, 114; kalatoora. kallatoora W, X, ]ohnstou and Cleland,

1943, 156; wal-la Wp. Hale and Tindale 1925, 57; wala Xf
j. kala-tura D, wal-la

Wp, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 5.

Johnston and Cleland (1943, 156) mentioned that in the lower Diamantina
region the plant, Goodcnia cycloptcra, was termed kalla-toora-milkie (= turkey

eye) by the X'gameni and Wonkanguru tribes, because of the appearance of the

flower.

Lobibyx novae-hoUandiac Steph., syn. Lobivanellus lobatus Lath., spurwing
plover—Darudaru D (T. Vogelsang) ; Fry 1937, 195, plover; Stirling and Waite
1919, toa 269, unidentified.

Plover—Pildari kintye Pa, pilderilderi Pa, Sehurmann 1844, 56. These terms

probably refer to two related species, one being Lobibyx novae-holland iae and the

other perhaps Zonifer tricolor. Kantya = porcupine grass (Triodia) or spear; if

this term is the same as kintye, the latter may refer to the prominent spur present

on the wing of the spurwing and so permit identification of Schiirmann's name.

Haemaiopus spp. Redbill—This term is often applied to the oyster catchers,

II. unicolor Forst. and H. ostralegus L., both of which occur on Eyre's Peninsula.

Bithu Pa. [onomatopoeic for the oyster catchers], kudnannaga Pa, Sehurmann
1844, 3, 19. Bithu was said to accompany the souls of the departed Pangkala on

their flight to the island (p. 3), mungaltanna, in Spencer's Gulf (p. 35), where
such souls (wilya) would become changed into white men (p. 75). Further

reference was also made by Sehurmann (1846; 1879, 235-236; Wilhelmi 1861,

189) to this bird, which was said to shriek at night.

Himantopus leiicoccphahis G.—Muta-muta D, T. Vogelsang. Mootoomootoo
1), Gason 1879, 287, a species of snipe, refers to the stilt.

M EGALORN IT 1 1 1 FORM ES

Mcgalornis rubicund us Perry (syn. Antigone australasiaua G.). Brolga,

native companion—Curr's correspondents (1886) supplied the following names:
Puralka A, Jacobs; puralku D, W?, Jacobs; pooralkoo X, Cornish; pooralko Ma,
Morton — Ya, Cornish; pooralco X", Paull; booralkoo D, Gason; puralko Wa,
Dewhurst ; bouralko Yu, Howitt; brolgar Ky, Machattie. W'ooroo A, Warren
and Hogarth. Koodri Ya, Salmon. Mulumpari Wa, Crozier. Mulvani Bi

t

Crozier. Koorltho Ma, Reid. Koonthurra B, Sullivan — Te, Sullivan and Eglin-

ton; goonthurra Te, Foott
;
goontherra Ku, Pleagney

;
goontheri Kg, Heagney;

golathurra Pp, Eglinton ; kuntharata Kw, Anon. Wrooroo is a heron and the term

was probably attributed wrongly by Warren and Hogarth to the brolga.

Other references: booralkoo D, Gason 1879, 287; buralko D, Howitt 1891,

58; poo-ral-koo (crane) Ka, Wells 1894, 520; kuntara Kd, totem, Howitt 1891,
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39. Amongst the tribes of the Georgina and Diamantina watersheds Curr's lists

indicate as names: booralgoo, borolga, boralga, bralgo, baralgar, booralga and

brolgar—hence the term brolga given by the white population. Mulumpiri Ya,

Stirling and Waite 1919, toa 140; the term is the same as that recorded above by

Crozier as the name for the brolga.

ArDEJFORMKS

Nycticorax caledonicus Gmel. Nankeen heron, night heron—Ooroo 1), Gason

1879, 287. Stirling and Waite's (1919) wuru bird D, toa 179, belongs to this

species. Mr. T. Vogelsang informed me that wuru was a night bird. Helms 1896.

316, recorded wurru A, as the blue heron.

Egrctta alba L. White heron—Moolpa 1), Gason 1879, 287. Stirling and

Waite's (1919) mulpu bird D, toa 160, belongs probably to the same species.

Notophoyx novac-hollandiae Laih. Blue heron—Kogunya Ka, Howitt 1891.

39, blue crane; wurru A, Helms 1896, 316. Wadna Pa, Schurmann 1844, 64,

crane, may belong to this species; wadna means a throwing stick or boomerang,

and the native name is probably related to the dark form and to the attitude of the

bird whilst watching for its prey.

Notophoyx pacifica Lath. White-necked heron—Guliemulyaudurie D, black

and white crane, Gason 1879, 287.

''Crane, black with white on wings.'' Howitt mentioned as a totem bird

malparu Yu (p. 92). X (94), Ya (95)^; malburu K, (96) ; malbaru (783). The
information does not permit ot" definite identification but the bird is almost cer-

tainly Notophoyx pacifica, though the jabiru or even the stilt, Himantopus leitco-

ccphalus G., is a possibility.

"Crane"—Murra-mil-le DK. Also a constellation which, together with

kibulyo (= duck) guards "the entrance to the ghostly wild-fowl swamps" where

the spirit-people dwell. Duncan- Kemp 1933, 123.

Anserieormes

Duck—General term. Pi-ya Ka, Wells 1894, 520; tharalkoo D, Gason 1879,

303 (same name given for the teal)
;
mari Nj, tau-urla D. Berndt and Vogelsang

1941, 5. Pai-a is the general tjrm used for a bird in the region. Taurla is the

pink-eared spoonbill duck.

Anas supcrciliosa Gmel. Black duck—Curr's correspondents (1886) reported

the following terms: pia N, Paull
;
peya Hi, Curr. Murrara Wp, Wills; murrarra

Pa, Le Souef and Holden; maru-maru D, Jacobs; marara Wp, Gason ; maurra Pa,

Sawers; mirry Nj, Le Brun ; novvirra Te, Foott. Willunga Te, Sullivan and

Eglinton — B, Sullivan. Mungowrie Ma, Morton; mingenarra Kw, Anon; min-

galla K, Kingsmill. Yella-moora Kg, Ku, tleagney. Durmni A, W?, Jacobs.

Oodla-oodla A, Todd. Mulchawarroo A, Warren and Hogarth. Dickeri Ya,

Salmon. Tarralko Yu, Howitt. Clnppala D, Gason. Urle Wk, Myles. Barndoo

Wp, Phillipson. Manou Ku, Valentine. Ngalta Ma, Reid. Kultappi Wa, Dew-
hurst. Tanthunnie Pa, Green. Pepulu Pp, Eglinton. Kurligoolpar Ky, Ma-
chattie. Ngoorrir Ja, Green. Pundrewmnga Wa, Crozier. Tanthunnie of Green

is probably attributed to fthe black duck in error for the black cormorant, taritank

Marrara Pa, wild duck, Schurmann 1844, 29, is probably Anas supcrciliosa, the

commonest Australian species.

Chcnonctta jubata Lath. Wood duck—Curr's correspondents (1886) men-
tioned the following names : barndo Wp, Wills ; burndoo }a, Green. Goonary Kg,

Heagney; goonery Ku, Ifeagney ; koonallee Wi, Dix; kunarli Ma, Morton; koor-

maly Ma, Reid; koonare B, Sullivan; goornabrinna Ya, Salmon; koodnapina D,

Gason; kooraburra Te, Foott. Bitta-bitta Wk, Myles. Ngowera Te. Sullivan and
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Eglinton; neirey Nu, Valentine; kowwar Ky, Machattie ; moondon-ngarie Pa,
Green. Chiberli Kw, Anon. Yarkalto A, Todd. Yangacaroota-poone K, Kings-
mill. Bompeparoo Pp, Eglinton.

Some of these terms (or obvious variants of them) are similar to those
recorded for the black cluck— tarralko (yarkalto) , chippala, nurry, ugowera.
Kala Pa, Schurmann 1S44 (MS). White (1917, 448) reported the occurrence of

C. jubala on the Cooper.

Dcndrocygna cytoni Eyton. Whistling duck—Tjipala D. Chipala D, Gason
1879, 287; this atl-thor gave the same term (1886, 106) as the Dieri name for the
black duck. The Pktapitta called it kibulyo (Roth 1897, 34). Duncan-Kemp
1933 123, mentioned kibulyo, duck, as a constellation. Morgan 1930, 268, identi-

fied the species on the lower Diamantina as ]). e\toni,

Casarca ladornoides lard, and Sell). Mountain duck— Koekadooroo D, Gason
1897, 287.

Querqiicdida gibberifrons Mull. Teal—Tharalkoo D, Gason 1879, 287

;

taralku D, Fry 1937. 276, duck; marrar Pa, Green 1886, 126; willungari Kd,
Hovvitt 1904, 97. White (1917, 448) reported that the species bred along the
Cooper.

MidacorhyncJius membranaccus Lath. Pink-eared spoon-bill duck—Tau-urla
J), Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 5, belongs to this species. Manataulawuluni .1).

Stirling and Waite 1919. 151, toa 291 (ni s= to or to the place of; wulu = two;
mana — momth

;
taula = taurla — pink-eared duck; hence the word means to ihe

place of (i.e., resembling) two duck bills). Thowla D. Gason 1879, 287.

Nyroca austrcdis Eyton. Brown duck with red beak—Koodnapina D, Gason
1879, 287 (koodna = excrement, pina = large, great). The same term was given
by Gason (1886, 106) for the wood duck (Dieri).

Unidentified ducks—Inyarrie A, totem, Spencer and Gilleu 1899, 60, 114;
wamgara A, totem,, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 657 [wonkara of the Aranda and
Loritja. Strehlow 1907, 64

|
; kultapa Wi, totem, uleburri Mi, totem Ilowitt 1904,

98. In a neighbouring tribe (Barkinji )on the Darling, the last-named two terms
appear to be replaced in the list of totem animals by kultuppa, the whistling duck
(Ilowitt 1904. 99), hence it is possible that the three names all refer to the same
species; but it should be noted that Dewhurst reported kultappi as the black duck,
and Teulon 1886. 213, mentioned koohapa as the teal, Barkindji tribe.

Chcnopis atrata Lath. Black swan—The following names are listed from
Currs correspondents (1886) : kooli A. Warren and Hogarth —- Pa, Sawers —
Pa. Be Sonet and H olden; kute A, Todd; kootee N, Paull ; koodie X, Cornish;
kootie D. Gason; kurti D, A, Jacobs; koodri Ya, Cornish; cootee Pa, fa, Green;
cootie K, Kingsmill

;
oortee Wp, Phillipson ; cotee Yu, Howitt

; kurti Ky,
Machattie; kuteru Ma, Morton; kntteroo Wa. Dewhurst; kootero Ku, "Heagney

;

kootooroo Te, Sullivan and Kgliiiton — B. Sullivan ; kuteruk Wa. Crozier

;

gootheroo Kg, ileagncy. Thurragoora Te, Poott. Youngooli Ma, Reid. Kurra-
watti Ya, Salmon.

Other references are: kootie D, Gason 1879, 287; guti A. totem, Spencer
and Gillen 1899, 60. 114; korti Pa, Schurmann 1844. 18; kuti A, Helms 1896. 316—

- D, Pry 1937, 275. Down of the swan and wild ducks was used for ceremonial
decoration in the Dieri mindarie corroboree (Gason 1879. 272; Ilowitt 1

8

C
) 1 85*

1904. 662).

In a Dieri legend associated with the Pleiades women, a mura woman named
Kuti who in her endeavours to obtain a fire-stick fought and killed a Xardu
woman, was then turned into a swan and flew away, carrying the fire-stick in her
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mouth—hence the name Kuti for the swan,, and hence also the red edging to the

inside of the beak indicating where the Mura burnt her mouth (Home and Alston

1924, 141-142). Another version of this legend was published by Fry 1937, 2/5.

Bl-.iu.ra lohata Shaw. Musk duck—Ngaimalli Ta, Schurmann 1844, 45
j
a

similar term, ngannelli, was mentioned as the name of a watcrbird
;
ku-ra-ru An,

Howitt 1891'., 39.

Cercopsis novachollandiac Lath. Cape Barren goose—Yarrendi Pa, Schiir-

mann 1844, 81, goose.

ACCTPITRJFOE-MKS

Uroactus audax Lath. Eagle—Gurrs contributors (1866) reported the fol-

lowing terms: Karravvurra N, Paull ; curawura D, Gasou
;
kurrawerra Ma,

Morton; kurrcra Wa, Crozier; corrowira Kg, Heagney ; corowera Ivu. Heagney.

Wikloo Wp, (Jason — Pa, Green; wiidou Nu, Valentine. Cooriadthilla Kg,

lieagney. Uillara Ma. Rcuh Kuntliullo kw, Anon. Wolye Pa, Rcddnme. Furti

H\ Bettttttbt Perrowalli Pp, Eglhiton. Yarnu Pa, Pe Soucf and H olden.

Other references are: Yarnu Pa, Schurmann 1844, 81; curawura D, Gason

1879 286; wildu Wp, Hale and Tindale 1825. 58 [wikla is applied in the Everard

Ranges, Helms 1896, 317 J :; wildu Nj, Wp, kara-wara I), Herndt and Vogelsang

194P 5; karawara D, totem. Eylmann 1908, 167 — Gatti 1930, 101
;
karawora I),

Stirling and Waite 1919. 145, "toa 234: karawora, Plorne and Aistou 1924, 123;

karaura 1) totem, Plowitt 1885, 6; 1891, 38; kurara An, totem. Howitt 1891, 39;

kooridala DK, Duncan-Kemp 1933. 114; Pp, Roth 1897, 35; Howitt referred

(1904) to the' following tolemic names: karawora D (p. 91 ), W (92), A (94),

N (94) ; kariwora Ya (95) ;
kuraru An (93) ; hilyara \Yi, Mi (98). and Parumji

(99), becoming billiara amongst the Harkindji of the Darling River.

Young people were forbidden to eat the flesh of the eagle, Kg, Ku (
lieagney

1886 375 J. Gillen (1896. 180) reported that if girls or young women before

their' breasts had fullv developed, ate ilcsh of the eagle (iritcha, irritcha. Aranda)

and certain other animals, it was believed that the result would be permanent

checking of mammary development as well as great leanness; but boys could eat

only the legs of the bird and so impart strength and improve the growth oi the

limbs. (See also Spencer and Gillen 1899, 472).

The eagle hgured in aboriginal stellar lore. Kurawurathidna {i.e., eagle

track or foot) was applied bv the Dieri to a cluster of stars representing the chuv

of the eaide and seen in the western hemisphere during the winter mouths ((..Jason

1879 295). Pasedow (1924, 349) reported that the Southern Gross was called

warrklajinna (= eagle's claws), but did not mention the name of the tribe.

Duncan-Kemp (1933, 122) seated that Ylars was Kooridala and that Sinus was a

hawk while another star was Wakerdi, the crow, according to the tribes border-

in^ on the Karanva. Green (1886, 126) reported that the morning star w;ls wikloo

kyleela Wp., i.e.,' the two eagles. Bevndl and Vogelsang (1941, 9) stated that the

Southern Gross was wildu Nj. and paia-tichia (bird's foot) D. Green (1886, 126)

reported that the Gross, according to the neighbouring Pangkala tribe, was Mam-

burdi whereas Schurmann (1844, 10) recorded it as Kadnakadna purdli. Amongst

the Kaurna, wilto was a star as well as an eagle (Teichelmann and Schurmann

1933, 155).

Eagle feathers are used extensively in the region by men for decorative and

ceremonial purposes. They are neatly tied into a bunch, originally with sinews of

emu or wallaby or hair string and worn in the front of the head band or at the

sides ot the waist band. This ornament was termed kootcha by the Dieri (Gason

1879 289), ilpilla by the Aranda (Spencer and Gillen 1899, 649), and pingkara

bv the Tittapitta (Roth 1897. 113; Duncan-Kemp 1933, 241). Salmon (1886,
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24) used kootya Ya as meaning feathers. The uses of eagle feathers during the
rain-making ceremony were mentioned by Home and Aiston (1924, 111-113) for
the Wonkanguru, and by Roth (1897, 168) for Diamantina tribes in Queensland.

Eagle down (as well as that from other birds such as swan and cluck) was
used for making the distinctive bands and patterns associated with particular
ceremonials (Home and Aiston, p. 42. fig. 32, 33, 34). In connection with the
Dieri tooth evulsion ceremony (chirrinchirrie), the teeth after removal were
smeared with fat, then wrapped in a bunch of emu feathers and kept for a period
of one year before being thrown away, under the belief that, if thrown away
earlier,, the eagle would cause to grow in their place larger teeth which would turn
up on the upper lip and cause death.

Spencer and Gillcn (1899, 641} mentioned that in the Arabana wilyaru cere-
mony the novice was painted to represent an eagle-hawk and the leader carried a
long spear, the end of which was decorated with eagle feathers. The numerous
diagonal cuts made on the back during the ceremony were indicated by Howitt
(1904. 659, fig. 39). Gason (1879, 270) described the wilyaru ceremony* the pur-
pose of which was to increase the supply of snakes and lizards.

Hambly (1936, 16-17) gave an account of an Arabana legend associated with
die wilyaru cuts. Long ago there were two hawks, Wantu and Irritja, each with
its brood occupying a tree. Since the former was the stronger he compelled the
latter to bring him food, which included blackfellows. Irritja was content to catch
and eat wallabies for himself. In sympathy with Irritja was a little hawk, Kutta,
who fought Wantu unsuccessfully and then fled to obtain the aid of the hell bird
who lit a fire at the base of Wantu's tree, killed Wantu and burned his brood. Out
of gratitude for this deliverance from Wantu, the Arabana gave themselves tribal
marks in imitation of the feathers on the back of the bell-bird. 1 cannot find anv
other reference to this legend. Two of the names, Irritcha and Kutta-kutta (eritja
and kutakuta in Strehlow 1908, 62-63, respectively) are Aranda terms for the
eagle {U. audax) and "little night hawk" respectively (Spencer and Gillen 1899,
657). Strehlow called the latter a "night bird." The night hawk or nightjar is

Jutrosfopodus luystacalis Temm. ( Caprimulgidae) . but the former term'is often
applied also to the owlet-nightjar, Acgolhdcs eristata (Podargidae). Strehlow
(1908) recorded Aranda and Loritja names for Aegotheles and I'odurgus, hence
Kuttakutta probably belongs to E. mystaealis. The only name found by us re-
sembling wantu is wontu, the Loritja name for the malice fowl, Lei'poa o eel'lata

(Strehlow 1908, 64). The bell-bird of the region is Oreoiea gut In rails, whose
Aranda name is kunbalunbala (Strehlow, I.e.. 63).

Eagles (unidentified)—Schurmann 1844 mentioned three Pangkala names
(in addition to varnu, eaglehawk) as those of species of eagles: w'lllu (p. 72),
wallulu (72, corrected to willulu in MS) and walburru (66) |

= strong]. The
first is suggestive of wildu (eaglehawk ), and the first and second may refer to
Hieraetus morphnoides and Haliastur sphenurus, while the third may be a sea
eagle {Paudion Icucoccphahts ) or Gypoietinia nielanosterna.

Hieraetus morphnoides G. Little eagle—Kunienundruna D, Gason 1879,
286. largest hawk except eagle. Mura Nj, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 5, red
eaglehawk, is probably this species.

Haliastur sphenurus Vieill. Whistling eagle—Kookoonga D, Gason 1879,
286, kite

;
the latter name is due to an error in identification according to T. Vogel-

sang. Kukunga A. Helms 1896, 316, hawk. The term resembles closelv kogunya
Kd, Howitt 1891. 39. stated to be the blue crane.

falco eenehroides—Thirrie-thirrie D, Gason 1879, 286. small speckled hawk.
Astnr novae-hollaudiae {albus). White hawk—Thoaroopathandrunie D,

Gason 1879, 286.
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Astur novae-hollandiac (cincrcus). Grey hawk—Milkieworie D, Gason 1879,

286, large grey hawk. In his book (1904) HowitH mentioned miltipalu Ya, a large

grey hawk and a totem (p. 95), but referred later (96) to milkiwaru (omitting

miltipalu) amongst the totems represented east and north-east of Lake Pando.

lie also mentioned milketyelparu D, totem (91), milketyelpara (96) and milkiyer-

para N, totem (94), but without any indication of identification; but these belong-

to the Kararu moiety, whereas milkiwaru (miltipalu) belongs to the Matteri. Mr.

Vogelsang believes milkiwari to be the fish hawk, Pandion leucoccphalus.

Falco bcrigora. Brown hawk—Pittiekilkadie D, Gason 1879, 286, speckled

hawk. Identified by T. Vogelsang.

Aslur fasciatus Vig. Horsf. Sparrow hawk—Kirrkie D, Gason 1879, 286.

whistling hawk, very swift. Ngamlka Nj ; kirki D, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 6,

sparrow hawk, Howitt (1891, 39) reported kirki An, as a totem, calling the bird

a night hawk, but this identification must have been an error.

Mih'us migrans Bodd. Black kite— Fat ara-patara N, W. This name was

obtained at Pandi, where it was termed the morning bird because it called at

daylight. Perhaps palpara, Plorne and Aiston 1924, 141, refers to the same species.

Hawks—Schurmann (1844) mentioned the Pangkala names of three species

of hawks: karkantya (p. 15), perudtt (56), and purrelli (MS), the last term

being also used for a fish and hence may refer to the fish-hawk, Pandion leuco-

ccphalus.

In the curlew (wil-lu) legend of the Pangkala, karatantya and yangkunu

were reported by Schurmann (1846; 1879, 241) to be the names of two hawks.

\n his vocabulary of that tribe (1844) he recorded karkantya as a species of hawk

(p. 15) and kattaintva as a goatsucker (p. 17), i.e., a nightjar (? Eurostopodiis

mystacalis); and yangkunnu as a white cockatoo (p. 79). Teichclmann and

Schurmann (1933, 103) recorded karkanya (Kaurna tribe) as a species of hawk

whose name was derived from the ominous sound of its voice which, when heard

at night, indicated that the souls of one or more aborigines would be taken away,

after which those natives would become ill. Fraser (1839, 113; 1840, 61) reported

that carcownya was the name applied by the natives of the Adelaide district to

Falco bcrigora.

Home and Aiston (1924 T 141) referred to a kind of hawk,Palpara D, asso-

ciated with the stealing of fire in muramura times. Mrs. Duncan-Kemp (p. 59)

mentioned pijerdo as a small broWn scavenging hawk; and Roth (1897, 49, 74)

referred to it as an ordinary small brown hawk ( Pittapitta ;
Karanya) ;

the species

may have been Falco ccnchroidcs.

Strigiformes

Tyfo alba Scop—Wurchiewurchic D, Gason 1879, 286. White (1917)

reported it to be fairlv common in the region. Wyatt (1879; 1933, 43), as well

as Teichelmann and Schurmann (1840; 1933, 156), recorded that the Adelaide

tribe called the white owl winta. Winta Pa, Schurmann 1844, 73, may have been

applied to this and/or the next species.

Tyto novac-hollandiac Steph. Grey owl—Windtha I), Gason 1879, 286; winda

Nj. winta D. Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7. large owl; wooroona DK, Duncan-

Kemp 1933, 195, grey owl. The species is T. novae-hollandiae according to

T. Vogelsang.

Ninox connivens Lath., and perbaps also N. strenua G. and N. boobook Lath.

—Killawoloowolloorka D, Gason 1879, 286, dark brown owl.

Ninox boobook Lath.—Kurko Pa, owl, Schurmann 1844, 73; kurkurruku A,

owl, Helms 1896, 316. I believe these terms refer to the boobook whose Loritja

name is kurkurr (Strehlow 1908, 63").
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Owls—Rerndt and Vogelsang 1941, 8, reported ngangi Nj and munjn D, as

names of a small owl, but these terms belong to the owlet nightjar, AcgotJielcs

cristate. Howitt (1904, 96) mentioned manpi, an owl, as a totem in the Kyrean
region. Stirling and Waite (1919, 127, toa 99 j referred to the mauipi bird, but

the figure on the toa does not represent an owl ; I consider that the term is really

murnpi (manpi), a pigeon, Ilowitt's manpi is probably an error for munyi, the

owlet nightjar.

White (1917) recorded observing Nmo.v boobook, N. connk'ens and Tyto
alba in the Dieri region. Feathers of the white owl are used in head decorations in

various corroborees (Roth 1897, 118, hg. 283); and in the mindarie or peace

ceremony of the Dieri (Gason 1879, 272; Howitt 1904, 662). Home and Aiston

(1924, 45) stated that the head plume of the Wonkanguru mindarie corroboree,

when composed only of feathers of the white owl, was called wumpigena.

PSITTACJ FORMES

White cockatoo—Currs correspondents (1886) reported the following terms:

kadaroonga A. Warren and Hogarth; kudaroonka N, Cornish; kudrungoo D,
Gason; koodruukoo Ya, Cornish; keirdrangu 1), Jacobs; karrong N, Faulk Nerra-
pinta Ya, Salmon; nardnanpn A, Jacobs. Thirindhella Te, Sullivan and Eglinton;

derringerri Wk, Mylcs ; thirindthela 1>, Sullivan. Warrandoo Wp, Phillipson

;

wetirando Wp, Wills; warrauthoo K, Kingsmill ; korkanda Ma, Reid. Younganna
Pa, Green; yomgona Pa, Sawyers. Ouodockee Nu, Valentine. WoolakI Ja, Green.

Kuta Ma, Morton. Kilumburra Wa, Dewhurst. Kugalurinva Wa. Crozier.

Murramute Kw, Anon; mooramerry Kg, Ku, Hcagney; murmari BL Curr.

Cacalua sanguinea G.—The term white cockatoo is commonlv applied to

Cacatua galcytta, the. sulphur-crested cockatoo, but in the Kyrean region the

common white bird is the corella, C. sauguinea- (syn. C. gyiiniopis) . Currs lerms
probably include the aboriginal names for both, though most of them no doubt
refer to the corella. The latter occurs in great flocks along the Diamantma and
the following terms belong to it: warandu Wp, Hale and Tindale 1941, 57; we
received the same name in the Northern Flinders Ranges; kadrangu D, gudaki Nj,
IHerndt and Vogelsang 1941, 5 ; kudrungoo 1). Gason 1879, 286; kundru-ungoo Ka,
Wells 1894, 521, termed "parrot." Roth (1897, 51) mentioned many names dis-

tributed amongst the many tribes further north along the Diamantina and its

tributaries ; amongst the Pittapitta, Karanya and some others it was kolloora or

kollora, but the Goa people called it koo-rella, whence the common Kuropcan name,
corella, was derived. Its feathers were, used largely for decoration either as a large

bunch fastened to the head or as single feathers worked into the headband (Howitt
1904. 330 ; Home and Aiston, p. 45).

Black cockatoos—Irallu and yaralta Pa, Schurmann 1844, 780, without indica-

tion as to which term belongs to the red-tailed species, Caiyptorliynchus ba-nksi

Lath., and which to the yellow-tailed C. funcrcus Shaw. These cockatoos do not
appear to be eaten by natives (Wells 1894, 517; Duncan-Kemp 1933, 46), but
their tail feathers are used for decorative purposes, especially in connection with
rain-making ceremonies (Home and Aiston 1924, 45, 158).

Cacatua leadbcatcri Yig.—Schurmann (1844, 79) gave yangkunnu as the

Pangkala name for the "white, cockatoo with a red crest." If has already been
mentioned in connection with the wi-lu legend, Schurmann (1840; 1879, 241)
reporting it as a hawk, Younganna Pa, Green 1886, and yomgona Pa, Sawers
(1886), arc similar terms and, no doubt, are intended to apply to the same bird
as yangkunnu. Kugalurinya Wa. white cockatoo. Crozier (1886), is obviously
the same term as kahgoolarinya Ba, which Teulon (1886, 212) reported to be the

name of PeadbeatePs cockatoo.
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Cacalua galcrita Lath. White cockatoo, sulphur-crested cockatoo—Some of

the terms mentioned under "white cockatoo" may refer to this species, as also may

kakki Pa Schurmann 1844, MS. Teuton 1886, 212, recorded it as kollybooka Ba,

and mentioned that the name was also applied to the pointers to the Southern

Cross, the latter being called Mirrabooka.

Cacatua rosekapilla Vieill. Galah—Very common in the vicinity of water

supplies. Kilhmkilla D, Gason 1879, 286; killan-killi Ka, Wells 1894, o20 We
received the name gillan-gilla, killati killa Wp. in the Northern 1-lmdcrs Ranges.

It was known as killumba by the Barkindji (Teuton 1886, 212). Perhaps tollum-

hurra Wa, Dewhurst 1886 should refer to this species instead ot the white

cockatoo.

Roth (1897, 50) mentioned many names for the galah amongst north-west-

central Queensland tribes, some of them being ga-la- ga-la (Walookera tribe),

ge-la-roTWoonamurra), boombabaro (Karanya), kelun-ji (Pittapitta). Our name

gal all is obviously derived from ga-la just mentioned.

/ cpfolophus hollandicHS Kerr (svn. Calopsittacus novae-hollandiac)
.

Cockatoo

parrot, cockatiek-Kooranyawillawilla I), Gason 1879, 286. Kurairya is the term

for the rainbow amongst some tribes, and the bird's name is probably related to

the colouration of its head. Wurebu Nj, grey parrot, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941,

8, probably belongs to this species.

Mclopsiltacus undulatus Shaw. Budgerigar- -Cathathara D Gason 18/9,

286; wuluri Nj, katatara D, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941 8 - Fry 19.V, 2/2 We
obtained the latter name, N. W, at Pandi. Llowitt (1904) mentioned it as a

totemic bird; pinyangu Yu (p. 92); katatara N (p. 94), D (/82), \u (/96) ;

since tillngaru, unidentified, Ya (p. 95) occupies the same position amongst che

Matteri murdus, it probably refers to this bird. Feathers ot the shell parrot were

sometimes woven into the long girdle (dampera W) made of fur or ha.r-stnng and

worn bv initiated men (Home and Aiston (p. 47). Kulyentye Pa. Schurmann

1844, 20, "a small speckled species of parrokeet," is probatoy this species.

TrkhmiloSS-m moluccauus Gmel. (T. novae-hollandiac). Blue Mountain lori-

keet—Tvirrera Pa, Schurmann 18-14, 64; walaja Nj, Berndt and Vogelsang

l^h &*
„. ft

Psephotus varlus Clark (syn. P. multicolor). Mulga parrot—V\ ardlaru Wp,

name obtained by us in the Northern Flinders Ranges. Gupilja Nj, Berndt and

Vogelsang 1941, 8.
r

'

Psephotus hacmatonouts G. — Bard-laru Wp, Hale and Tindale 192o, 5/;

Berndt and Vogelsang 1941. 8; same name as for the preceding species.

Barnardius zonarius Shaw. Port Lincoln parrot-Warta-li Wp, name

obtained by us in the Northern Flinders Ranges. Pudlaye Pa, Schurmann 1844,

59, parrot with black head.

Ncohhema ekgams G., or N. chrysostoma Kuhl. Grass parrot, green parra-

keet-Koltve Pa, Schurmann 1844, 18; mandelja Nj, Berndt and Vogelsang

1941
-
8 -

, t 1 t, t

"Scrub parrot," a little larger than the grass parrot and of a paler greet
i,

but

in other respects similar to that bird." Wayuridna Pa, Schurmann 1844, MS.

(? Ncophcma clin'sogastcr Lath.)

Psephotus hacmatoqastcr G.. syn xanthorrhous. Bluebonnet— Pulanku D,

Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 8. This is the same name as Gason s poolunka D,

(1879, 286). Wimpadmpalunga D, Fry 1937. 270, little bird, coloured red, green

and yellow. ,

Green tree parrot—Guli Nj, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 8. Probably juvenile

Platycercus adclaidae G.
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Parrot—Dgeeda Pa, Beddome 1886, 133; the term suggests tjita, a general

term for small birds amongst more westerly tribes. Perhaps the same as tyirrera

Pa = Trichoghssits mohtccanus.

CORACIIFORMES

Podagus strigoides Lath.—Munyi D. (T. Vogelsang). Moonyie D, Gason
1879, 286, mopawk; munka-noo Ka, Wells 1894, 521, mopoke.

AcgotheUs cristata Shaw. Owlet nightjar, night hawk—Munyi, monyi D
(T. Vogelsang) ; ngangi Nj, munju D, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 8, small owl.

Same name applied to Podargus. The possibility of kutta-kutta, associated with
an eagle legend, being the name for this species, has been referred to earlier in this

paper. Both Podargus and Acgothcles were recorded from the Lower Cooper by
White (1917). Spencer and Gillen (1899), 651) referred to kuttakutta as a little

night hawk.

Dacelo gigas Bodd. Kookooburra—Occurs only in the southern portions of
the region with which we are now concerned. Picky Nu, Valentine 1886, 138;
kookark Pa, Le Souef and Holdeu 1886, 8; ngungana of the Adelaide tribe;

takkooka, korrookahkahka Ba, Teulon 1886, 208, 213.

Halcyon pyrrhopygins G. Kingfisher—lulu Nj, Berndt and Vogelsang
1941, 7.

"

Eurostopodus mysticalis Tciiini. Nightjar—It has been stated in this paper
that kutta-kutta of the wilyaru legend of the Arabana people probably belongs to

this species to which the term night-hawk is sometimes applied. White (1917)
recorded its presence in the Eyrean region.

'"Goatsucker" (probably the preceding species)—Kattaintya Pa, Schurmann
1844, 17.

CUCULIKOKMES

Cuckoo — Wirrukku Pa, Schurmann 1844, 74. ? Ciicidus inornatus or
Cacomantis flabclUformh.

Scythrops novac-hollandiae Lath. Giant cuckoo, flood bird, channelbill,

Diamantina bird—Tabajura D, totem, Eylmann 1908, 167; Howitt (1904, 91-96)
reported tapaiuru, tapairu and tabaira, as a bat, a totemic animal for several Eyrean
tribes. Duncan-Kemp (1933, 267) recorded mukkundrie as the name of this bird
amongst Diamantina tribes and gave an account of the legend relating to it,

explaining why the bird was doomed to be a nestless harsh-voiced follower of

storms and flood-waters. Jn ancestral times Mukkundrie incited other birds to

mutiny, and in punishment its species was banished to become a wanderer till it

became extinct. I he demon spirit, Marmoo, to spite Nungeena, goddess of birds,

suggested to Mukkundrie that it should overcome the difficulty of propagating bv
laying its eggs in the nest of some oilier bird to be hatched. Marmoo was then
punished by being sent to earth as a crow, and it is the crow's nest which the flood

bird now commonly chooses for its own egg-laying after ejecting the crow's eggs.

The chick is stated to reach the flying stage before the imposture is detected. The
crows then attack the chick and chase it from tree to tree until it reaches a hollow
tree or is killed.

PASSERI FORMES
Cheramoeca leucosterna G. White-breasted swallow — Tlorne and Alston

1924, 119, referred to a white-breasted swallow as well as a dotterel associated
with a Wonkanguru rain-making ceremony, but reversed the two native names on
page 175. The terms are digidigellera and wce-er wee-crlerra; the former pro-
bably belongs to the swallow.

Peruana fluminca G. Spotted crake—Tampatampana D, T. Vogelsang
Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58; wirra-yuldu-ulidja, Wp, obtained by us in the
Northern Flinders Range.
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Hylochelidon arid G. Fairy martin—Tjuli-tjuli N, purda-muppa W; names

obtained at Pandi. Tjuli-tjuli D (T. Vogelsang).

Hirnndo neoxena G. Welcome swallow—Mulyamulyayapunie D, Gason

1879, 286, swallow ; mulya = mud, mourning cap; the name of the bird has refer-

ence 'to the characteristically-shaped mud nest.

Rhipidura leucophrys Lath. Wagtail—Inderinderi Wp, obtained by us in the

Northern Flinders Ranges; thindriethindric D, wagtail, Gason 1879, 286; pintie-

pintie W, Home and Ais'ton 1924, 124. Rhipidura tricolor, woman's bird; tmch-

tindi A, Howitt 1904. 789, probably a fly-catcher or wagtail; tmdn tmdn D,

wiltjililki Nj, Eerndt and Vogelsang 1941, 10; nginda-nginda at Ooldea.

Pctroica yoodcnovii Vig. Horsf. Red robin—Malitelita Wp, P. goodenovii,

Hale and Tindalc 1925, 57. Choonda D, red-breasted robin, Gason 1879, 286;

jupi Nj, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 8 (robin redbreast); ngarkundmye Pa,

Schurmann 1844, 46, redbreast.

Robin—Jimbaiumba, Howitt 1904, 96, Australian robin. Perhaps Pyrrholac-

miis brunneus G.

Colluricincla harmonica Lath. Shrike-thrush—Anda-anda Wp, Hale and

Tindale 1925, 57.

Orcoica gntturalis Vig. Horsf. (svn. 0. cristata Lewin). Bellbird. This bird

has already been referred to when mentioning the wilyaru ceremony (see under

"eagle"). Bakkubakku Pa, Schiirmann 1844, 1. It is kunbalunbala of the Aranda

and'banbanballala of the Loritja (Strehlow 1908, 63).

Sphcnostoma cristatum G. Crested wedge-bill—Koongkgarra (— nose

possessor) DK, Duncan-Kemp 1933, 117.

Coraciua novac-hollandiac Gniel.—Tcnatjeri N, pirri tjunka waliri \V, names

obtained at Pandi.

Shrike—Palkerrintyc Pa, Schiirmann 1844, 51.

Pomaiostomus supcrcitiosiis Vig. Horsf. Babbler—Inyula Wp, Hale and

Tindale 1925, 58; uuulunula Wp, (onomatopoeic) obtained by us m the Northern

Flinders Ranges.

Pomatostomus ruficcps Hartl. Babbler—Inyula Wp, Hale and Tindale

1925, 57.

Epthianura tricolor G. Crimson chat—Milyala kuppera W, obtained at Pandi.

The Aranda call it ninchi-lappa-lappa and consider that men who m ancestral times

were continually painting themselves red were changed into this ^arlet-fronted

chat (Spencer and Gillen 1899, 652). Strehlow's Aranda totem I\o. 81 (1908,

63), ninjalapallapalla is, no doubt, the same.

Ashbyia lovensis Ashbv. Desert chat—Wce-icka DK. Duncan-Kemp 1933,

57 (yellow and brown gibber bird or paper-bag bird resembling the orange desert

chat) Onomatopoeic name. Mrs. Duncan-Kemp told the local legend of the

Kalido-aworra and Dubbo Downs tribesmen [Mitlaka|. In ancestral times the

httCC dragon-lizards, Printhee [perenti of Central Australia, Varauus yiganteus\,

Kwoolcudee and Boolah-dee fought for possession of a woman, Wec-icka (white

flower) and fought so hard and dug the ground so much that the mountains fell

and covered the plain with stones (gibbers). White Rower died, so Prmthee

(presumably the victor) was without a wife. He lived m a cavern, from which

he emerged regularly to raid the tribes and capture the most desirable women for

wives and tore to pieces those refusing to wed. Wee-icka became transformed

into the little gibber bird or desert chat which has to make its nest m a hole scraped

out m the stony soil, and its penetrating call, "wee-icka W£ifejt* the tribes-

men that White Flower still lives amongst the gibbers. White (1917, 4-38) gave
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a brief account of the bird's habits. Jn the lower Eyrean region the term gibber
bird is applied to the dotterel, Peltohyas aitstralis (Morgan 1930, 267). Mr.
Vogelsang informed me that poothoopoothooka D, Gason 1879, 286, sparrow
[putuputuka] was the desert chat, and was termed locally a sparrow.

Lark (? Cinclorhamp litis cruralls and C. malhewsi, both reported by Morgan
1930, 272, to be common in flooded areas; ? Mirafra horsficldi). dere-lja Nj.
Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7; thiewillagie D, Gason 1879, 286. T. Vogelsang
informed me that the latter (tiwilitja D) was the diamond sparrow; it was so

recorded by Berndt and Vogelsang. Kutjikutjijiri D, Fry 1937, 206. a lark; kutji-

kutji IX Stirling and Waite 1919, toa 217, unidentified. Kulyunnu Pa, Schiir-

mann 1844, 20 (native lark).

Malunts assimilis North. Wren—Yuruyuruya Wp, Hale and Tindale
1925, 57. Kurji-kutji, kutjikutjijiri D (T. Vogelsang) ; recorded by Fry 1937,
206, as a lark.

Artamits personaiiis G. Woodswallow—Ralpula Wp, Hale and Tindale
1925, 57. Warraka Fa, Schiirmann 1844, 69, swallow; warra (warn) = grey,
hence the name suggests a greyish swallow, e.g., Arlanms pcrsonatits,

Myrjantlia fiavigula G. Honey-eater—Madlaci^tana Wp, Hale and Tindale
1925, 58. Schiirmann 1844, 64, reported "tyityapi Pa as the name of a "honey-
sucker" (tyi suggests tiwi — flower).

Wattle birds—Ngarkarko, ngarkabukko Pa, Schiirmann 1844, 45; apparently
the two species, Anthocliaera canine ulaict Shaw and A. chrysopiera Lath. Ngark-
ngarko is obviously onomatopoeic and resembles closely the call of the large wattle
bird, A. carunculata; presumably the other term applies to the smaller wattlebird.

Anthus australis Vieill, Pipit—Yaliworuna Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 57.

Tacniopygia castanotls G. Zebra finch— lthi Wp, Hale and Tindale 1825, 57.

Zonaeglnthits [Staganopleura] guttatns Shaw. Diamond sparrow—Iti Nj,
tiwilitja D, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941. Tiwiltya, unidentified totem in southern
Eyrean region, Ilowitt 1904, 96, is obviously the same.

I'asser domeslicus. Mr. Vogelsang stated that the sparrow was called bv the
Dieri, tiwilitja pirna (tiwi = flower

;
pirna ~ large; tiwilitja =s diamond sparrow).

i.e., a large kind of finch.

Corvus cccilac Math, and C, bennetti North, and in the southern part of the
region, C. coronoides Vig. Horsf. Currs correspondents (1886) supplied the fol-
lowing terms for crows: wokkoola A. Todd; wokkala A, Jacobs; wakilla A,
Warren and Hogarth; wackala N, Cornish; waucurla K, Kingsmill ; wawkala Wp,
Gason; woocalla Pa, Green; wawgala Bi, Curr; wakala Pp, Eglinton; worcala Ja!
Green; walkala Wp, Wilis; wawkcrlo Kg, Heagney; waukerlo Ku, Heagncy;
walkulla Nu, Valentine; wolko, koro wolko Wp, Phillipson. Wongara Pa!
Sawers; wornkarra Pa, Lc Souef and Holden ; wongala Pa, Beddome. Kowulka
Wa, Crozier; kaulka Wa, Uewhurst ; kowilka X. Paull ; kowulka Ya, Cornish
D, Gason; kaoolika Ya, Salmon; kawolka 1% Jacobs. Wathakur Wk, Mvles.
Worgaritchee Te, Sullivan and Eglinton

; wakaretche Te, Foott ; worga B. Sullivan *

wagoo Wi, Dix; wakoo Ma, Beid; wako and warko of various Darling River
tribes ; wokeri Kw, Anon ; wakeri Ky, Machattie.

Other references are: kowulka D, Gason 1879, 286; kookunta Ka Wells
1894, 520 (not eaten, p. 517) ; wukkalla A, Helms 1896, 316; wakla Wp, Hale
and Tindale 1925, 57; wakala Nj, wakla Wp, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 5;
wornkarra Pa, Schiirmann; wakerdi DK, Duncan-Kemp 1933, 114; kaualka D*
totem, Howitt 1885, 6; wakala A, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 60, 114; workerdi Ka|
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Roth 1897, 50; wakcrdi Pp, wakala Pp, Roth 1897, 39, 50; kawalka. kowulka D,

Fry 1937, 188, 278. We obtained the names kaua-ka N, and wakala W, at Pandi.

Howitt (1891) reported crow totems as follows: kauaika D (p. 38), wakalo An

(39) and wogarachi Ka (39) ; and in his book (1904) he recorded the following

totemic names: kauaika D (p. 91, 780, 783), N (94), Wo (95), wokula W (92),

wokalo An (93) wokala A (94), and warogatchi Kd (97). Several of the toas

(258, 395, 297 D, 197 Ya) have, reference to Kawolka (Stirling and Waite 1919).

Mention has been made earlier of Wakcrdi as a constellation (Duncan-Kemp

1933, 123) ; and of the legend relating to the crow and the flood bird, Scythrops.

Other crows—Karruwogona Kd, small crow, Howitt 1904, 97 \Gorvus

bcnuc(li\; mena-nalkara Nj, white-eyed crow, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 5

\Gorvus cecilae] ; kawalka D, Corvus coronoidcs, Pylmann 1908, 167.

Strcpcra fuliginosa G. Black bell-magpie—Piralla Pa, Schiirmann 1844, 57

(black magpie).

Gradient torquatus Lath. Grey butcher-bird—Audipi \Yp, Hale and Tindale

1925, 57.

Gyinnorhina tibiccn Path. Black-backed magpie—Wurukuli WT

p, Hale and

Tindale 1925, 57; koorabaukoola D, magpie, Gason 1879, 286.

Gymnorhina hypolcuca G. (syn. G. Icitconota). White-backed magpie—
Kurra'Pa, Schurmann 1844, 23 (magpie). Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7, men-

tioned bmdi-garu Nj as the small black-backed magpie ; the use of tiie term "small"

suggests that the bird was not GynmorJiina tibiccn, but may have been the "Mur~

ray ^ magpie/' Grallina cyanolcuca Lath. (syn. G. picata Lath.), or perhaps

Craticus torquatus Lath.

Grallina cyanolcuca Path. Peewit—Mati-mati D (very short a), T. Vogel-

sang. .
,'

"Unidentified birds—Ycllow-breastcd bird, arkn-ela 3ij
?
Berndt and Vogel-

sang 1941, 4 [1 Ptiloth pcniciilata]. Stirling and Wr
aite (1919) mentioned won-

patjara W, toa 320.

Unidentified birds whose Pangkala names were recorded by Schurmann 1844:

ircrinye, a species of sea bird (p. 8) : kulka ita (19) ;
knrdli ita (MS)

;
murrermyc

(36) '[this term resembles murrara., i.e., the black duck|
;
ngangkalla, any male

b[ rd (44) • ngannelli. water bird [term is almost the same as that for the mnsk

duck]; purperinye Pa (61), MS addition by Schnrmann is
u

? nightingale"

[perhaps the species may be Cinclorhauiphus rufescens {mathewsi) or

C. cruralis]
;
pnttipcriirye, pniti = hair (62) ;

tartatarta (63) ;
tutturru, a sea bird

(tuttu = song) (63) [? sea-curlew. Nitmcnhts cyanops]
;
yunyalla (87) ;

yandn-

tVnrn sea bird (79) ;
yupnnnu, kangaroo bird (87) \Rhipiditra Icucophrys (R.

tricolor) is suggested because of its common association with horses and cattle,

probably it wasVmilarly associated with larger herbivorous marsupials before the

arrival of white, men in Australia].

Rkptiles

Snakes and lizards are eaten and are not skinned before being roasted.

Pythons are especially appreciated, while venomous snakes may or may not M
eatem ''Phe wilyaru ceremony of the Dieri had for \ts

;

object the P^^f f*
o-ood supply of snakes and other reptiles (Uason 18/9, 2/0; Howitt 1904, /98,

minkani ceremony, Minkani being apparently one of the Kadimarkara—a woma—

whose fossil remains are to be found in the Eyrean deltas). \ oung people oi the

No-ameni were not permitted to ea: a fat snake (such being reserved Fur _tbctr

elders')- the penalty for disobedience was the turning of the hair grey (Stirung

and Waite 1919 toa 55). Amonyst the Pangkala, lizards were the proper food

for girls when puberty was to be accelerated, and snakes tor women to promote
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fecundity (Sclnirmann 1846; 1879, 220; Wilhehni 1861, 176). Thootchoo
[tjiitjuj D, Gason, 1879, 304, reptile or insect; tjuntju D, Fry 1937, 272. reptile.

Home and Alston (1924, 137) reported that a charm (tharLa, W) for protec-
tion against attack by a snake was worn at night around the forehead or waist.
It was made of hair smeared with ochre and grease mixed to form a stiff paste.
so that there were projecting knobs of ochre. This charm was supposed to give
warning by pricking the skin of the sleeper and thus awaken him it a snake or an
enemy should invade his camp. These authors also reported (p. 161) that
amongst the YVonkanguru. after subincision, the fat of a venomous snake Avas
rubbed on the wound.

Kadimarkara is a term frequently used in the region, especially in connec-
tion with local legends. These were supposed to be monsters resembling croco-
diles and the large fossil bones found in the area, as well as peculiarly formed
rocks, are regarded as being their remains. References to these are: Howitt and
Siebert 1903. 525, 532; Howitt 1904, 433, 800. 801; Stirling and Waite 1910
toas 3. 6. 64. 89.

Gason probably over-estimated considerably the lengths of various snakes
when recording their Dieri name, but Waite (1929, 183) pointed out the difficulty

m estimating the lengths of living reptiles, mentioning bis own experience when
he carefully estimated the length of a snake moving across his own room and
found that bis estimate of 4 feet 6 inches was based on a reptile 3 fecit 10 inches
long, or in other words, an authority in herpetology had over-estimated by at least
25%.. Gason might be expected to make a greater error, perhaps 33% to 100%.

In attempting to identify Gabon's species use has been made of the descrip-
tions by Lucas and Frost (T896), Kinghorn (1929) and Waite (1929,! ; and also
of identifications of specimens in the South Australian Museum by T. Vogelsang,
who was able to associate .Dieri names with some of them.

Opiiidja

Snake —Gun's correspondents (1886) recorded the following: wobma A,
Todd — Ja, Green — K, Kingsmill; wobna W'p, Wills; wabma A. Warren - Pa,
Te Souef and .Molden — Pa, Heddome; wabna Wp. Phillipson

; wahina A, Warren
and Hogarth; wapma Pa, Sa.wers

; wonia Wp, 1). Gason ; wooma Ya, Cornish
;

worma Nu, Valentine. Wincherta K. Kingsmill. Juno Pa, Heddome. Kirioba
Ky. Machattie. Thoolperoo. thiagara Kg. lleagney. Koorianurra Ku, Ileagney.
Titta A, Jacobs. Tippamakalu W ? Jacobs. Wonunguunie (carpet snake") N,
Cornish [apparently the same as warraguni A. W, referred to later

|
. Pardav Ya.

Salmon. Kadi Pi, Curr. Turn Ala, Morton; turroo \\ a, I Jewhurst ; Iburu
Wa. Crozier

;
thora Ma, Reid; tooroo. Darling tribes. Anon; thoro. Darl-

ing tribes. Haines. Toothoo Y, Paull; tutjo 1), Jacobs; tuehu Yu. Howitt
[tjutju]. Alinga kw, Anon. Goondarra Pp. Eglinton [koondani Pp. of .Roth
1897 1

.
Xgoothe Te. Sullivan and Eglinton. Yethe Wk. Mvles ; velchi P, Sullivan.

Moona Wk. Myles — Te, Pootr. Teulon (1886, 213) reported the names of
several kinds of unidentified snakes from the vicinity of Ponrke, Darling Piver,
mentioning that amongst the Parkindji mulkerry was another name for tooroo
(snake).

Most of these terms must apply to the large python or carpet snake of the
dry interior, where it is commonly called wonia or womma. Waite (1917, 436;
1929, 203) was able to identity it definitely as Jsp'tMie's ramsayi Macleav!
Stirling and Waite (1919) referred to many toas relating to the woma or tjutju
D, K - - toas 9. 11, 34, 85, 159, 207. Wabma Wp. Hale and Tindale 1925, 58
(woma, Aspidites ramsayi); wumma Ka, Wells 1894, 519; woma. Nome and
Alston 1924. 29. 116, fig. 81, highly prized as food by the Wonkanguru

; wabma
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Pa, Schunnann 1844, 64 (diamond snake); woma D, Gason 1879, 285; woma,
Duncan-Kemp {1933, 111); wonima Pp, koondara Pp (koo = curved, bent),

general term for snake, Roth 1897, 31, 34, 39) ; wama, woma D, Fry 1937, 284.

196; wumma A. I), Helms 1896, 316; woma D. M. Ilowitt 1902, 405," 408 (Won-
kammru legend of its origin'') ; bulu-bulu D, \Y i young" woma), M. Ilowitt 1902.

408; tjutju D. Galii 1930, 118.

The gigantic (lotemic) carpel snake of ancestral times was Cunmurra whose
activities were commemorated m a snake corroboree ( Duncan-Kemp 1933, 215-

216). kcth (1897, 3, 153, 160) recorded it as Kanmare ( Pittapilia ), a huge
supernatural water-snake which was responsible for causing death by drowning.
Tin's serpent migrated from one waterhole to another along a rainbow. It is

referred to briefly by Hambly 1936, 17. .Reference has just been made to Minkani,

the ancestral woma ( Kadimarkara) of the Arabana tribe, liowitt (1904), 801)
gave an account of the killing of the muramura. Woma, and its relation to certain

landmarks, including the mound springs of the region. EeriK.it and Vogelsang
(1941, 9 J reported that amongst the Xgadjuri the mythological snake was akuru,

and a small red snake associated with ii was habu-laru, Duncan-Kemp (1933,

279) reported Wun-yel-la as a mythical black snake.

Ilowitt (1891) mentioned as totemic, woma D (p. 38} and waraguni Kd
(p. 39). In liis later work (1904) he reported many names for the carpet snake
(lotemic) amongst Eyrean tribes and, since they occupy the same position in the

list of mtirdus of the Kararu (or corresponding) moiety, they relate to the same
species: woma D (p. 91. 873), X (94). Ya (95) ;

manga Yu (92) ;
chirka Wo

(95) ; wadnangani \Y (92) ; wadnangari A (94) ; warangttim ( ? error for waran-
guni) Kd (97); turn Wi (98); turru Mi (98). Spencer and Gillen (1899. 60,

114, 657) reported wabma as an Arabana totem (obma of the Aranda, I.e., p. 653) ;

and Evlmaun (1908, 167) recorded wonuua as a Dieri murdu.

Python spiloics varicgafits. Carpel; snake — Binaru \Yp, totem, Hale and
Tindale 1925, 46. 58. Mudlannu Pa, Sehurmann 1844, 34; warambini Pa, Sawers
1886, 132. Koorimara Pp, Roth 1897. 35 [may belong lo some other species of

python, r.(f., Lictsis
; the t^rm suggests koodianurra Ku, lleagney|.

Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 9, reported mudlu Xj, woma D, and binaru Wp.
as the carpet snake. It has already been mentioned that woma was applied to

Aspidics. Python varicgatits is largely arboreal and has not been recorded from
the arid region to the north of the Phnders Ranges. Mudlu and binaru are applied

to the latter species.

Aran! IwpJ'Js irntarcticus Shaw. Death adder— Yalliri Pa, Schunnann
1844, 78.

Pstwicehts porpliyriacus .Shaw. Black snake—Nurru Pa, Schunnann 1844,

41 ; womgo Pa, Sawers 1886. 132 (the name suggests wanku or wonkoo of other

aulhors). This identification is uncertain, at least, for womgo.

Noicchis scufatus Peters. Tiger snake—Arkubi Xj, Berndt and Vogelsang
1941, 9.

Wip-arm—Gason 1879, 286, reported that wipparoo D, was applied to a long

thin black snake, shaded with other dark colours, aboitt seven feet long, its bite

being followed by instant death. Helms (1896. 316) stated that wiparu A, D,
possessed a light grey-yellow belly. Sawers (1886, 132) recorded wiparoo Pa as

a yellow snake. Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 9) mentioned wipertt Xj, wiparu D,
as the whip snake, but they also (p. 4) reported wiparu 1), and apara K% as names
for the large adder. The latter name, if correctly applied, would refer to

Acanlhophis antarctic us, a short: thick broad-headed snake, about 30 inches long,

the other species, A. pyrrhas, being only 20 inches in maximum length. ITale and
Tindale (1925., 58) reported appara as a lizard {Hinutia). Gatti (1930, 99)
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considered that wiparu was a Dieri attempt to say vipera. The term viper is not

applied in Australia, as far as I know, to any Australian snake.

There are three species which may he indicated: Dcmansia tcxtihs (hrown
snake, mallee snake, mulga snake) ; D. psammophis (whip snake, saltbush snake)

;

and Pscud&chis australis (mulga snake), Gason's remarks regarding its highly

venomous character, if correct, would seem to exclude the second which is also

shorter than the other two, but he probably confused some of the characters

belonging to the three species. Mr. Vogelsang has recognised the species amongst
museum material; it is Dcmunsia psammophis Schlegel.

Wirrawirrala D, Gason 1879, 286, a large, very venomous snake, 6 to 10 feet

long, with yellow belly. The hrown snake, Dcmansia textilis, is the species, though
D. psammophis and P. australis may also have a yellowish ventral surface.

Mr. Vogelsang informed me that the Dieri called the Birdsvillc region AVirra-

wirra, la — from, the name of the snake implying that it came down from the

Diamantina.

Marrakilla D, Gason 1879, 286, a large brown snake, about seven feet long,

with a large head, very venomous and vicious. The snake is Pscudechis australis,

which Kinghorn (1929, 159) reported as venomous, vicious, and dangerous,

flattening its neck when angry. It closely resembles the brown snake in its

colouration, but is relatively thicker and is rather more greenish above and greyish-

yellow below.

Wonkoo D, Gason 1879, 286, a light brown and grey snake, four to seven

feet long, venomous and very vicious. Jierndt and Vogelsang 1941, 9, stated that

wanku I) was a small snake. Sawers' (1886, 132) womgo Pa, black snake, has a

similar name, as has also Schurmaun's warnko = wabma pulyo Pa (
— small

snake). 1844, 69. Mr. Vogelsang informed me that wonku D, was a general name
for a small venomous snake, including the younger stages of those referred to earlier.

.Stirling and Waite (1919) mentioned two toas 94 N and 185 D, wonktituruni
fwonkutukuni] ; ni ~ to, or in the direction of ; tuku = back (turn = lire)

; and
the translation given (p. 126, 138) is "to the snake's back," the snake thus being

wonku, a name referred to earlier in this section.

Unidentified snakes—Several reptiles regarded by Gason as snakes are almost

certain!)- legless lizards (Pygopodidae), though blind snakes. Typhlopidae, are a

possibility. I have listed most of them under Pygopodidae.

Thandandiewindiewindie D, Gason 1879, 286, a small black venomous snake,

5 feet 6 inches long, with a small mouth. Thoona 1), Gason 1879, 286 grey snake,

5 feet long, venomous; toona means greyish- white,, the colour of crudely burnt lime
( T. Vogelsang)

;
perhaps the name applies to a young Dcmansia psammophis.

Korimora Kd, totem, brown snake, Howitt 1891, 39; 1904. 97; if it is the brown
snake it is Dcmansia Icvtilis; if a brown Pygopodid, it probably would be
Lialis burtonii or Dclma froscri. Eyliuauu (1908, 167) reported tuku pirra pirra

1), totem, as a species of snake (tuku = back, pirra = flat and broad. T. Vogel-
sang) ; if a snake, then it may be Pscudccli'is australis. Muni .Pa, small black

snake, and nilteni Pa. a small species, Schurmann 1844. 35, 39. Mulkunkoora U,

Gason 1879, 286, black and green spotted venomous snake, 5 feet long, perhaps an
erroneous description of the harmless Pscudodclma impar or Lialis burlouii.

Wells (1894, 521) reported tippa Ka, coola Ka, as snakes, and tundri-prilla

Ka, as a venomous species ; he mentioned that wooti-inna and yarra-gun-inna were
names of women, named after snakes (p. 519). The latter were presumably wooti
and yarraguni. The latter name is obviously the same as warraguni, carpet snake.

Tippa is probably the same as Jacobs' titta A, and tippamakatu W ? (pythons).
Goola (kula) is probably Gason's koolielawirrawirra which seems to be a legless

lizard, Pscudodclma impar Fischer.
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Lacerttlta

Gasoii (1879, 260) gave an account of the Dieri story of the creation of human

beings. The Muramura first made a number of small black lizards, the same kind

still to be seen under dry bark, and promised them power over all other creeping

things, lie then altered' itheir feet into lingers and toes and by means of his fore-

finger made the face into human form and then placed one of the lizards in a

standing position which it could not retain until the tail was cut off—thus the

human "erect posture was attained. The sexes were then differentiated. Gason's

remark indicates that it was a gecko, perhaps Pcropus variegatus, moonkamoonka-

rilla of Gason (p. 285). Teicheimann and Sehurmann (1933, 148) reported that

amongst the Kaurna 'tribe tarro-tarro was the name of a species of lizard and also

of a fabulous person said to have made the male and female sexes. Sehurmann.

when dealing with the Pangkala tribe, reported (1879, 241) that a small kind of

lizard, the male of which was called ibirri and the female waka, was believed to

have divided the sexes in the human species and that male natives tried to destroy

the waka, while women vented their hatred on the ibirri. Sehurmann, in his earlier

work (1844, 5, 65), gave similar infonnation.

Geckonidae, frequently termed wood adders locally. Gymnodactylus miliusii

(milii) Bory St. Vine, aljen-nara Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58.

Pcropus variegatus D and E, mun-ka Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58; Waitc

1929, 85 (also reported as dtella) ; munka Nj, small wood adder, Bcrndt and

Vogelsang 1941, 4, must refer to the same species; moonkamoonkarilla D, small

black short-tailed lizard, generally found under bark, Gason 1879. 285, also belongs

probably to the same species. The species is also called pitji-la D (T. Vogelsang) ;

pitch! — bark, la == from. Pilta W, Howitt 1904, 784, a smah lizard living under

bark may be either Pcropus variegatus or Gymnodactylus tnilS,

Hctcronota bynoei Gray—Tjupa-ftjupa D (T. Vogelsang). Choopa D, Gason

1879, 285; tiuba-tiuba Ka, N, Howitt 1904, 648; and tiubha-tiubba, Howitt 1904.

717, belong to the same species, and probably, kupa Va, Salmon 1886. 24, also.

The Kuyanni legend of the gecko, adno-artina and the dingo in ancestral times

(Home ancf Aiston 1924, 128-129) has already been referred to earlier m this

paper. Gymnodactylus milii is a probable identification.

Mrs. Duncan-Kemp (1933, 274) referred to coora-bin DK, the frog (or

barking) lizard, a gecko, which was regarded "as a harbinger of evil, incarnating

the tarkee (disembodied spirits) who are jealous of human beings in the flesh and

wander the earth on evil intent"; the tarkee having a place in stellar mythology

and occupying the black pil visible just below the Southern Cross. Gymnodacty-

lus milii or perhaps Ncphrurus lacvis De Vis (illchiljera of the Aranda) are pos-

sible identifications.

Pygopodidae—Some of Gason's spotted "snakes" are undoubtedly legless

lizards, all of which are harmless.

Pygopus lepidopus Lacep—Wandaru D, T. Vogelsang. Wandaroo Jl, Gason

1879, 286, green and yellow snake, about 5 feet long, with very thick body, quite

harmless, with sleepy appearance. Its actual length is only 2 feet. Howitt (1904.

96) recorded wonduru as a large snake, totemic amongst the tribes of the lower

Diamantina and Warburton ; he has previously (1891, 39) reported wanbura An.

as a snake totem. Kopula Kd, totem, a speckled brown snake, Howitt 1891, 39;

1904, 97; is probably P. lepidopus.

Koolielawirrawirra D, Gasoii 1879, 286, a small harmless yellow and black

spotted snake, 3 feet long; probably a Pygopodid, Pscudodcla impar Fischer or

perhaps Lialis burtonii.

Kurawulieyackayackuna D, Gason 1879, 286, a fiat-headed venomous snake.
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4 feet long, with green back and with yellow spots of its body. IJalis burtonii is

a probable identification because of its colouration and its narrow, pointed, flat-

tened head. lYlulkunkoora may be Pscudodclma inipar or IJtdu burtonii.

Liahs burtonii—The species was recorded from the Eyrean region bv Zietz
in 1917, and by Lucas and Frost (1896, 125) from the Macdounell Ranges. The fol-

lowing references may belong to the species. Kadapa N, slow worm, totem, Howitt
1904. Milhindic D, Gason 1879, 286, white and yellow spotted snake., about 3 feet
long, harmless; mithindi Ya, 'totem, Howitt 1904, 95, slow worm, occupying the
same position as kadapa in the list of Kararu totems, also spelt mitindi (p. 96) ;

miltindi i), snake, Eylmanu 1908. 167; Teulou 1886, 213. reported meetindv Ba,
as a kind of snake.

Agamidae, jew lizards and allies; abundant in the region under consideration.

Amphibolurus barbatus Cuv. Frilled lizard—Kadni W'p, Hale and Tindale
1925, 58; kudnu Xj, ardnu, YVp, frilled lizard, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7
{ardnu is Trachysauras according to Hale and Tindale) ; kunnie 1), Cason 1879,
285, jew lizard; kadni Ka, Wells 1894, 521, lizard, — D, Fry 1937, 190, 194 —
A, Helms 1896, 316, A. barbatus; kadni T, D. Stirling and \Vaite 1919, toas 232,
307, lizard; kanni D, totem, Eylmann 1908, 167; kani D. Fry 1937, 284.

Howitt (1891, 39) recorded kadni An and kani Kd, frilled lizard, as toxemic.

in his hook (1904) he published many references to kani (which he identified as
a jew lizard, Amphibolurus barbatus, p. 783), a totemic lizard in the Matteri
moiety: kani Ya. iguana (p. 95). Yu. iguana (92), west and north-west from
Lake Eyre (96, 716) ; kanni Kd, frilled lizard (97)'; kartti Wi, Mi, frilled lizard

(98) ; kadni N, iguana (94). A ceremony associated with bartering was termed
kani-nura ( uura = tail) because the tail of the lizard was used as a token in con-
nection with taking of a very young boy (also termed a kani-nura} from his

mother's people to those of his father and with bis subsequent return (Howitt
1904. 716-717). Kadno Pa, a yellow striped lizard, Schurmann 1844, 9. nuiv be
Avaphibohirits barbatus or A. muricatus, probably the former; the name is so
similar to those just given, and the species has two definite longitudinal bands of
lighter colour than the rest of the back; but they are not yellow.

Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 7) reported kudnu Xj, and kadni D, \Yp, as
the jew lizard, recording other names for the frilled lizard; these authors seem
to have confused three species, since Hale and Tindale sitated that ardnu was the
W'ailpi name of Trachysauras.

Amphibolarus pictus Peters ----- Kadiwaru I.). T. Vogelsang, waru = grey;
ktuiieworoo Gason D, 1879, 285, red-backed lizard; kadiwaru I) Howitt 1904
717, — D, Fry 1937, 284 - Ya. M. Howitt 1902. 411; iti-iti Nj. kadiwaru li
Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7, small lizard.

Tympanocryptis ccphahts Cumber—Titjuri D, T. Vogelsang; llmthurie D,
(iason 1879, 285, small rough-skinned lizard, (thitti = ticklish, referring to the
prominent spines on the back of the species). Madakata kata D, T. Vogelsang;
manakata kata Ka, N. Howitt 1904, 648; Mr. Vogelsang informed me that
llowitt's name was incorrect; mada -— stone, maiia = mouth, kata = harsh noise,

its name referring to the sound it makes when moving under stones in the gibber
country.

Moloch horridus Gray—Xaiari I)K, Duncan-Kemp 1933, 63; same name
applied by the Murranudda clan to the little black ant on which it feeds (p. 64) ;

habits described , p. 64-66. Mrs. Duncan-Kemp (p. 271-272) referred to the
place of these "'sandhill devils" in aboriginal stellar mythology. In ancestral times
these lizards were virgin women who kept to their own territory and. when gather-
ing food, protected themselves with dogs against possible molestation by men.
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Wherever the naiaris rested they left babies behind them in the form of white

spirit stones, certain localities still being termed Naiari Waters. These offspring

were warned against speaking to men, since the latter would take them away if

they did. The leader of the ancestral men and a great hunter was Balleroo who
wanted these naiari women as his wives and endeavoured to hunt and trap them,

but the women fled to the sky. taking their own dogs with them. Balleroo followed

them there and can be seen at night with his white girdle (the Milky Way) chas-

ing the women (now the seven sisters of the Pleiades) but never catching them

as the latter reside in Karani, i.e., the women's country. Later the naiaris were

changed into the little lizards, which are still voiceless because their mothers in

ancestral times had not permitted them to speak. Xaiari ceremonies are performed

only by women.

Sciucidae

Ilinuiia fasciolafa Giinther, appara Wp. Male and Tindale 1925, 58.

Ablcpharus boutonii Desjard., ngarupuruna Wp, J lale and Tindale 1925, 58.

Traclixsaurus rugosits Gray, mudlu, arnu Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58;

alda Wp, sleepy lizard, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 7; kalla Pa. sleeping lizard,

Schurmann 1844, 11; ngura-wordu-punnuna D, Ilowitt 1904, 803 (nura = tail,

wordu = short); nurawordubunuua D, Stirling and Waite 1919, 109, 145, toas

75, 130, 132, 134. 148. 183. 235, 263. The last two terms are the names of a

Muramura who figured in a certain legend (toa 235) described by TTowitt 1904.

803-806, part of his wanderings being perpetuated in the serpentine course of a

portion of Cooper's Creek. lie was one of the Kadimarkaras. The legend was

also given by Hewitt and Siebert (1903, 528-531), the name being reported as

nurawordubunuua. The latter is the correct name since nura means a tail, while

ngura is a leg. Stirling and Waite, toa 235. tjutjunuraworduiii, translated the

term as "to the stumpv crocodile's 'rail /' but tjuLju means snake (or reptile) and

no crocodile possesses a stumpy tail (nura wordu). The regenerated tail of

Pvf/opus Icpidopus is sometimes shcrt and broad ( Waite 1929. 91. rig. 64).

TUiqua scincoides Shaw. Blue tongue— Karrcnye Pa, Schurmann 1844, 16,

"ratling lizard.'" It is presumed that "ratling" means ratlin, the transverse bars

forming steps of a rope ladder and, if so, then the species would be a markedly

barred lizard such as TUiqua spp-. or perhaps Egcmia cuiiwiujliaiiii or Ilinuiia

fasciolata. The bands are few and wide in TUiqua and least obvious in Ligentia.

Karreuyerenye means blue or purple (Schurmann 1844, 161 ) and the name of the

lizard no doubt refers to the blue tongue which Til/qua displays when on the

defensive.

Omolcpidota brancJiialc Gunth.—Womaloora 1) ( — shining, and has refer-

ence to the appearance of the skin), T.. Vogelsang-; Gason 1879, 285.

Hcmierqis pcroni Pitz.—Oolaumi D, T. Vogelsang; Gason 1879, 285, lizard

with transparent skin, spotted yellow and black'.

JxJwdoiia bipes Pischer— Kultjandarra D, T. Vogelsang ; kulchandarra D,

Gason 1879. 285, 'lives under the ground and only appears above after heavy rains.

The natives describe it as venomous and affirm (that) its bite is certain death,

wherefore they are very frightened of it, and even avoid killing it from fear of its

poisoning their weapons." It is. of course, a harmless sand-burrower. Waite

(1929. 165) recorded it from Cooper's Creek.

Varanidae, "iguana" of authors, goanna.

P
7
ara)!its giganteits Gray, popular name in Central Australia is perentie or

sjonba. Waite 1929, 125; printb.ee Duncan-Kemp 1933. 57. The latter author

mentioned the legend of the desert chat and the perenth termed karapara in her

district, parapara by the Pktapitta and paripara by the Karanya (Roth 18997, 37,
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50). This has already been referred to in the present paper. Perndt and Vogel-
sang 1941, 6, were in error when stating that the large goanna, Varaniis qouldi,

was pirinti 1). Mr. Vogelsang informed me that the term, when used by the Dieri,

belonged to V. giganlcus. The Aranda names for the latter are echunpa and
irrunpa (Spencer and Gillen 1899, 648, 651), though Lucas and Frost (1896, 134)
called it parcnthie.

M. IJowi'tt (1902, 412-413) published an Arabana legend which explained
the colour pattern and the habitat of the pirinti A, and of kapiri [V . gouldi), the

former now being restricted to the rocky or hilly region north of Oodnadatta, and
the latter to the more sandy country where kulva (~ kulva, native name for the

needle-bush. Hakca leucopicra) occurs.

Varaniis rarius Shaw—Patara-muru D, T, Vogelsang. Patharamooroo D,
Gason 1879, 285, black Iguana, reported as very rare in the Dieri region. Patara
— boxtree, Eucalyptus microfhcca, or timber; mnru = black; the attitude of this

very dark large species suggesting a small blackened branch of a tree.

Varanus gouldi Gray—This is the common "goanna" of the drier regions of

this vState and is widely distributed in Australia, especially in the more sandv, tree-

less portions. Kopirri J), Gasou 1879, 285, kaupirrie (p. 299). Howitt (1891)
reported as totems, kopiri D (p. 38), kopri An (39), tura-guru Kd (39) ; and in

his later work (1904) recorded kapiri (96. 798), kaperi (783), birnal Mi (98),
and turra-gurra Kd (97). Capirie A. totem, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 60; radna
Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58. Kapiri 1), A, W. M. Howitt 1902, 405, 406
(lace lizard), 408 (legend relating to its origin), 412-413 (Arabana legend explain-

ing distribution and colouration) ; kapiri, kaperi I), Pry 1937, 196, 284; karpirri A,
Helms 1896, 316 ( V. gouldii).

Perndt and Vogelsang 1941, 6, reported budna Nj, kapiri D, for "goanna";
and pirinti D, radna Wp for Varanus gouldii. Pirinti does not belong to

V. gouldii but probably all the remaining four terms do, though in the Plinders
Ranges V, varius may occur in addition to V , gouldi; the term budna may possibly

belong to it, since the colouration of V. varius resembles that of the parenti.

The special ceremonies (kaupirrie wima [wimma = song] of Gason 1879,

279; minkani of Howitt 1904, 798) associated with the increase in numbers of
woma and kapiri were referred to by 'these authors. (Jason also reported that this

animal was regarded as a conductor of lightning and that during a thunderstorm
it buried itself in the sand. If eaten by children, the latter, when they gfew up,
would become grev or develop much hair on the breast. Perndt and Vogelsang
(Trans. Roy. Soc.'S. Aust., 63, 1939, 171 ; Rec. S. Aust. Mas., 6, (4), 1941, 378)
referred to a Dieri rain-making ceremony involving the rubbing of goanna fat into
the body of a boy in the belief that the grease would cause vapour to rise from the

body and form into a cloud from which rain would fall.

Roth (1897, 50) reported lhai the smaller species of "iguana" was termed
karingara by the Pittapitta and Karanya tribes. Probably V . gouldi was the lizard

so indicated. Howitt (1904, 95) mentioned karingara as a Yauorka totem, but
gave no indication regarding its identity. It occupied a position amongst Matteri
murdus corresponding to mungalli Yu (p. 92. 446) and wompirka N (p. 94),
both termed lizards. Wells (1814. 521) recorded wump-pikka Ka as an "iguana."
We can accordingly add all these terms to the list of names for V. gouldi.

Unidentified lizards-— Sehurmann (1844) recorded the following Pangkala
names of lizards: katyeti (p. 17) ;

pardna (53)
;
yarrapalla, a small species (81)

(yarra ~ quick—perhaps Hinulia sp.) ; ibirri, "a small species of lizard said to

have separated the sexes; women call ic waka ; whenever one of these little animals
makes its appearance it is usually the cause of merriment and jokes" (p. 5, 65) ;

it has been suggested earlier in this paper that the species was one of the geckoes.
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perhaps Pcropus variajatus. In the wi-lu (curlew) legend, Schitrmann ( 1879)

made no mention of lizards, though he referred to them (ihirri and waka) m the

next legend as indicated ahove. Wilhelmi ( 1 861 , 194 ; 1862, 34 ) altered that legend

hv atfctine that the two youths became small lizards whose male was ihirri and

whose female was waka.

Gason (1879, 285) reported the Dieri name of a lizard which we have not

been able to identify: wakurrie, about three inches long, flat-headed [probably a

small gecko such as Diplodactyhis vitiatus; Teichelmann and Schurmann (1933.

150) recorded wakurri, Kauma tribe, as a lizard].

Amphibia

Frog—Gason (1879, 286) mentioned kulathirrie D and thidnamura 1) (thidna

— foot *mura — hand) as an edible, frog and toad respectively. Howitt slated

that amongst totem animals were tidnamara I) (1885., 6; 1891, 38), orikomatu Kd

(1891, 39) and kurdmuri An. bullfrog, (1891, 39). in his later work (1904) he

referred to the following; tidnama D [? tryof for tidnamara! a small frog

(p Ql) ;
tidnamara W (92), A (94). N (94), and tribes south-east from Pando.

i.e., Lake Hope; kaladiri D (91, 7^); taralyu N (94); kutyarku \i\ (92);

kuyarku Ya (95), apparently the same as kutyarku. since kuyaku Yu was men-

tioned as a bream (92) ; kelka A (94) ;
orekomatu Kd (97V Kalatm D, Galti

1939, 116. Tinamara D. Fry 1937, 272. Green (1886, 126) reported ngcrna VVp

[nga'rna of other recorders']. Since kaladiri, kutyarku, ycika and kuyarku all

occupy similar positions in the lists of murdns of Eyreau tribes, as published by

ITowitt (1904), thev all probably refer to the same species of frog; while iidna-

mara, a small species, occupies a different position, though both groups of totems

belong to the Kararu moiety. Hewitt was (thus apparently referring to two

different species, a larger represented by kaladiri (kulathirne of Gason), and a

smaller represented bv~ tidnamara (thidnamura of Gason). Orekomatu. a totem

of a tribe along the Cooper much further to the east, occupied almost the same

position as kaladiri and probably refers to the same species. Eylmann (1908. 16/ )

mentioned tidnamara as a Dieri maddu. Ilerndt and Vogelsang (1941, 6) reported

waka Nj kalatiri D, and ngar-na \Yp. The last-named had already been recorded

by Hale and Tindale (1925. 58) as the Wailpi name for the waterhole trog. while

the large species from the sandhill country was stated to be yalja; the latter

stored up water and thus permitted its aestivation, but it was dug up by " atl^cs

and its stored water utilized in an emergency (p\ 48). Spencer (1896a, 160-165)

gave an account of the habits and published figures of the adult and tadpoles of

Chirolcptcs pyocephalus in Central Australia. This water-holding frog, whose

habits Waite (1929. 246) described under Phractops plahrephalus, forms Us bur-

rows m the harder clavpans rather than in the beds of sandy creeks. The latter

situation is not firm enough for Chirolcptcs hnt is the favoured habitant ot the

rather large Limnodynast cs omatits Gray which burrows down into moist sand

about a foot below the surface of fefee creek bed (Spencer 1896, 18-19. 42-43), and

though becoming swollen with absorbed water, it does not become so distended ns

the former. Chirolcptcs is especially adapted for survival in a dry environment

by its ability to store abundance of water in its body cavity and elsewhere, and to

burrow some distance down into the clayey soil where it can survive for months.

Limnodxnastcs was stated to be not so abundant as Chirolcptcs or Hyla rubella.

Spencer pointed out that the fully-distended frog became nearly spherical and ]ust

filled the cavity at the end of its burrow, the walls of the cavity being moist but

not wet. These frogs apparently breed very soon after ram or flood and pass

through the tadpole stage very rapidly.

The third species of frog which occurs commonly in vcaterholes is the small,

variously coloured. Hyla rubella Giinther, a description of the adult and k— -arvae
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from Central Australia being given by Spencer (1896, 170-172) who stated that,

after rain, it was as common as. or commoner than, Chirolcptcs. It measures little

more than an inch in length whereas Chirolcptcs reaches 2-6 and L. omatus about

2 inches long. Ilclcioporus pictus Peters also occurs in Central Australia but is

much less common than the three mentioned. Its size is similar to that of

L. ornatus. Waite referred to these species in his handbook on South Australian

reptiles and amphibians (1929). Kaladiri (and the other names which we have

associated with it) and yalja are Cliirolcptcs platyccphalus, and tiduamara and
ngarna belong to Ilyla rubella. Schurmann (1844, 16) mentioned karranna as a

Pangkala term for a frog, and in his MS. additions he reported itine as a species

of frog, and kulbi as a tadpole. Karrana is really the same as ngar-na (onomat.)

and applies without doubt to local species of Ilyla.

Duncan-Kemp ( 1933, 45) referred to the presence in the Diamantina region

of two kinds of edible frogs, a large grey-green lethargic species found aestivating

deep in the mud of dry creeks, and a very small red-capped frog. The former

\\:^re stated to possess storage tanks in their abdomens and may be either

L. ornatus or (more probably) C. phii\ccphalits. Tadpoles were caught by hand
bv children and eaten alive (p. 288).

Roth (1897, 50) mentioned thai koo-yer-ko was the name of a frog amongst
the Karanya tribe; this is obviously the same as Howitt's kuyarku or kutyarku
(onomat.) of the Yaurorka and YaiKruwunta. Jle reported (p. 38, 94) that there

were three edible frogs in the Diamantina region inhabited bv the Pittapilta

:

taralko, a large ''bullfrog," 4§ to 5 inches long; koonpa, 3\ inches; and neuiaka

2-i- inches ; a general term for any small {rug was neng-o. In addition there were
large greenish frogs, ka-tidoa (p, 94), which were apparently not eaten, but were
dug up from their burrows in hard ground with yam sticks or from sandy soil.

Katiloa was probably either Cliirolcptcs or Limnodynastcs, or both. Xemaka mav
have been H\!a rubella and taralko may have been L. ornatus.

[jiunodynastes dorsalis Cray (presumably the same species as that identified

by Spencer 1896 as L. ornatus) was staled to be unchiehera (totem) of the

Aranda. Strehlow (1908. 66) identified injitjera (Aranda). ngangi (Loritja). as

Ilclcioporus pictus.

Duncan-Kemp (1933, 147) referred to "Wompoo, half bird, half frog, a

fantastic creature of swamp and brake," to whom offerings of pituri wrapped in

a coolibah leaf, were placed in the fork of a tree overhanging the water.

PlSCKS

There are few definite iden'.ihcations recorded. The chief general terms for

Jish are kuya and pant. Curr (1886. 3) state! that Ihilloo and Paroo. names of

two long rivers which flow south towards the Darling, both mean hsh, but apart

from a reference by Todd (1886, 10) relating to Arabaua territory, 1 cannot find

any other indication of bulloo as a name for fish. In the J.ulloo region, Curr's

lists give kuya and paru as the terms.

Tkucostki

Chit's correspondents (1886) reported the following terms for fish: bulloo
A. Todd. Paroo A? Warren and Hogarth, Todd, Warren — N, Paull — Ya.
Cornish — Yu Hewitt — Wp. Phillipson. Paroo, etc. (each sort has its par-
ticular name), D. Cason. Koopi Pp, Pglinton ; koppi Ky, Maehattie. Kammoo
Pi, Curr. Wongo Kw, Anon. Kooya Ya, Salmon — H. Sullivan — Pa, Sawers

;

kooa Te. Sullivan and Eglinton — Ma Morton; kooia Wa, Crozier ; kooyea |a,

Green ; kuya Pa. Le Souef and Eglinton — W'a, Dewhurst
;
queea Xu, Valentine;

gooya Kg, lleagney; gooia Te, Foott
;
guia Wk, Myles. Goombilla Ku. Kg

J [eagney. Worri A, Jacobs; warrie X, Cornish; morri [? error for worn"
|
D,
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Jacobs. Roth (1897, 31) listed ko-pe as a general term for fish amongst the

Pitiapitta; and koopa amongst the neighbouring tribes [hence koopi and koppi

in Curr's list] ; koo (as a root stem) = water. Paru D, Fry 1937, 279.

Wells (1894) gave the following names for different fish, multa-multa,

mndlacoopa, paroo and warrie Ka, Eleanor and iower Diamantina. lie mentioned

that fell fat was mixed with crushed seeds of nardoo [ngardu = sporocarps of

Marsilca i)nnnmondu\ and then baked in hot ashes (p. 517). The method of

using a large net made of native flax was mentioned (p. 518).

(Jason (1879, 287, 301) stated that fish were few and unimportant (as articles

of diet) in the Dieri country, being caught in the waterholes which could be

termed creeks Br rivers only after Hoods had arrived in that region. lie gave

names of four kinds, paroo (a small flat bony fish), multhoomulthoo (a fish weigh-

ing 3-3-h lbs.) ; moodiakoopa (a fish averaging 4 lbs.) ; and murkara (a large fish).

A net (mintie), usually 60 feet long by 3 feet wide, and made from rushes, was

used for fishing (p. 289). He mentioned kurdicmurkara (p. 299) : "a supposi-

tious large fish at the bottom of lakes and deep waters." This fabulous creature,

kadi-markara, regarded by others as some land of reptile, figured frequently in

the legends of the region (" Howitt 1904. 433, 789; Stirling and Waite 1919, toa 3)

and is commemorated in Curdimurka, a railway station west of Lake Eyre.

ilowitt (1891, 3S) mentioned as i)ieri murdus, kirapara (a bone-fish) and

markara (mullet). In his book (1904) he listed the following totem fish

;

markara 1) (p. 91), N (94) ; makara (783) — apparently the same as markara;

kuyaku Yu, bream (92) [kuyarku is termed a frog Va on page 95, where it is

probably a misprint for kutyarku, a frog] ; kirrhapara, kirhapara & (94, 96), not

identified but the term kirapara was used by him in 1891 for a "bone-fish"
;
nnulla-

kupa, no details (96); ngampuru Va (95) [name applied to a caterpillar Yu
(92)

J

; namba, bone-fish, \Yi, Mi (98). He mentioned (448) as terms for fish.

paru i); kuya Ya, 'Yu ; and stated (450) that kuyi-paua (paua = seed; fish seed)

was associated with the mortuary practices of some tribes, e.g., Tangara {j.c,

Antakirinya)

.

kylmann (1908, 167) stated ifiat the Dieri fish murdus (maddu) were

markara (a large species) and kirapara, a kind called "red fish" by the natives.

fie published an illustration of the mesh of a Dieri fish net.

Some of the toas mentioned by Stirling and Waite (1919) referred to fish

(paru D) — toa 145, 281. Glassy stones (gypsum) served as lisli charms (paru-

mania, mania = stone). Dried fish were pounded into a meal by the Dieri and

kept in that form for future use (p. 133). Markara A, D, a large species; mudla-

kupa A, 1), a small fish (? bream), Helms 1896, 316.

llorne and Aiston (1924) mentioned that paroo W was the black bream
[llicrapon sppA, and murakara was ihe perch or "yellow belly." They stated

that the fibre string net was called wooroomarroo and the rush-made net, pinegara

\V (p. 62). The method of net-fishing was described (p. 63-64).

Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 6) gave the terms guja Xj, paru D, for fish;

and witi-wala Nj for any kind of fish trap. At Pandi we obtained the terms

warri N, \\\ for perch {Thcrapon Iwrcoidcs and a smaller, paler species of the

same genus, ? T. unlcolor) and makara N, \V, for the "yellow belly," Plcctroptitcs

unibigitits (callop or tarki of the lower Murray River).

We can now attempt to identify the various fish. The largest species is

Plcctroplitcs a nib iyuns -- makara. Mudlakupa (niudla = nose; kupa — young,

small, same term for child) is its young stage, according to T. Vogelsang, its name
being given on account of the shape of the anterior part of the head.

Several species of Thcrapon (Tcrapo}i) occur in the Diamantina and Cooper,

and these "bream" can be expected to be carried into the Eyrean region as a result
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of floods. T. percoides and T. unicolor arc between 6 and 7 inches in length and
weigh about half a pound. T. wclchi and T. harcoo, from Cooper's Creek, are

8 and 5 V inches respectively (McCulloch and Waite 1917, 472, 475), The latter

is allied to T. hilli from Queensland streams, and the former to T, bidyana
(tchcri, bidyan) of the Murray basin. The Pandi natives did not distinguish

between the two kinds of Therapon, warri being applied to both. Multa-multa
is applied by the Dieri to Therapon spp. because these fish soon become soft

(multa) after death; they are the least favoured of all local fish (T. Vogelsang).

The 'bone fish" of Ilowitt (kirapara, ngamparu, namba) is the bony bream
which occurs sometimes very abundantly in streams and waterholes in Central

Australia. The species in the Finke and Fyrean regions is Chatoessus (= Ncma-
talosa) horni (interpitna of the Aranda, Spencer and Gillen 1899, 650), Mr.
Vogelsang informs me that tills species is the commonest in the Dieri region where
it is called paru, this term being also a general one for fish. Neinatalosa crchi

(tukari) is common in the Murray basin.

Roth (1897. 96) stated that in the Georgina and some other creeks, aborigines

groped carefully in the mud and caught a kind of catfish . This was probably
Ncosdurus Jiyrtlii, which has a wide distribution in Central Australia, but accord-
ing to T. Vogelsang is very rarely seen in the lower Cooper, even after floods.

Schiirmann (1844) recorded the Paugkala terms for a large number of fish

(kuya) probably marine from Soencer
r

s Gulf and in most cases not at present

identifiable. Those mentioned in his MS additions are indicated bv (MS)
Pityurnu, fish scale; winni, wind!, fish hook, same word for an angle. Kuva bidui

was the name for Sleaford Mere because of the prevalence of fish there (p. 24).
Unidentified fish are: kadlayiui (kadla — tail) ; kadlayini murra, a small

species; kakkaninye [kakka = head, hence presumably a large-headed hsh,

perhaps a flathead. Platyccphalus sop.] ;
kallalla; kanalla kuya, a freshwater fish

(MS) [there are very few creeks in the region; Galaxias attenuate is a possible

identification]; kandalguru; karpatye or murtunya. a small blue fish; kurai

[? mullet, cas., My.rits] ; kuralbo. a small fish; minggatta ; munyarra a small

species; murtunyu ; nemi or yalluyu ; welunnu ; wirrinni ; wornka
;
yalleki. veril-

yel i
;
yunnuyu.

The following names were also mentioned by Schurmann (1844), and an
attempt 15 now made to identify the fish: kalunu. whiting \SiUacjo bassensis or

pcrhaos Sillaghwdes punetaius)
; kumbarra. vabmarra. groper \Achocrodus

r/ouldi]
; marrenye. snapper \Paqrosoinus aurafas] ; murti, salmon \Am'pis fntffa] ;

ngaltai, barracouta \TJiysites almi]
;
pullamba. "a small erustaceous species of

fish," also "porcupine grass" [the hsh is probably Alloiuvctcrus jaculiferus, hut
may be Diodon holocanlhus

; the latter was reported by Waite to be rare in South
Australian waters, though its characteristic swim-bladder was often found on
beaches after rough weather]

;
purrelli, "hedgehog fish," "any crustaceous species

of fish" \Atopornyctenis nich!hcmcrits. globe fish] ; wallilli, cod hsh [the term cod
is applied to several species in South Australia; the Murray cod may be ruled out
as it is restricted to the Murray waters: a rock cod, Phvsiculus barbalus (belong-
ing to the Gadidae) occurs in our gulfs: the term rock cod is also used commonly
for some of the gurnards, more especially Scorpaena crucnta].

Fishing net—Jama D, Gatti 1903, 117; minda Nj, mindi Ni, jama D, Rerndt
and Vogelsang (1941, 7): pcerlv Ya. Salmon 1886, 24. Methods for catching
fish: Ri, Fraser 1886. 378: Schumann 1846: 1879, 218; Wilhclmi 1861, 175;
1862, 15; Duncan-Kemp 1933, 121-122. 148, 150. The last-named author (p. 147)
referred to the drying and pulverising of fish obtained from permanent waterholes,

this crude "fish flour" being ground up along with seed from a barley grass,

katoora, the latter being indicated bv Roth (1879, 91) as Sporobolus adinocladus.
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This fish-flour was used for ceremonial purposes. Roth also illustrated various

methods of using nets to catch hsh (fig. 220-225).

Elasmobranchu

Sharks—Schurniann (1844) reported the following Pangkala names of

sharks from Spencer Gulf: kadalyili (p. 9); konye (18)^_piri manka, dogfish

(57) (pin = enough, manka = dots or scars) ;
wolgarra (75). In a manuscript

addition to his vocabulary Schurniann mentioned kattalyilli (apparently the same

as kadalvili) as a dogfish. Hctcrodontus philippi (portus-jacksoui) is commonly

called dogfish in the two South Australian gulfs, and is marked with several

obvious coloured lines or blotches. There arc at least two other local sharks called

dogfish, and these are allied to the dogfish of European, waters—Squahis

fernandiniis and (less commonly) Scymiiorhinus licha, but these are not spotted

or striped. The term piri-manka suggests a shark with numerous spots, e.g., one

of the carpet sharks (Orcctolobus spp.) or one of the small cat-sharks, Parascyl-

lium spp. or Hahielurus spp. The last genus is regarded as a synonym of

ScyJiorhimts. Piri-manka is more likely to be Seyl. vineenti, while kadalyili may

he Squalus fenuvndinits.

Reference was made earlier in this paper to the probable error regarding

Perndt and Vogelsang's record of ngakula Nj as a whale, instead of a shark,

nakudlo being the term applied to the latter by the neighbouring tribe along the

Murray River.

Rays- Minna l
J
a, a kind of stirgray, Schurniann 1844, 32. In his MS addi-

tions he recorded karna as a stingray which attacked men with the spike on its

back [the species was Dasyatis brevicaudatus, a large form, armed with a long

caudal spine, and one which commonly enters shallow water. The latter is the

only true stingray likely to be met with by the aborigines who.e fishing was done

by 'standing in shallow" water, the other kiiO'Wn South Australian stingrays being

inhabitants" of deep water"]. Amongst the other rays likely to be encountered by

them were Rhlnodon philippi (shovel-nose ray), and the skate Raja austmlis.

Since the latter has spines along its micldorsal line, it may be Schurmamrs minna.

though it is not a stingray. The eagle ray, Myliobatis lenuicaudatvs, is prohably

not sufficiently common in shallow water for a native name to have been attached

to it by the Pangkala. Schurniann, m his MS additions, mentioned pidnu Pa as

the "fiddler fish" [i.e., Trygonorrhina faseiata].

ARTKROPODA
Crustacea

Freshwater crayfish or yabbie—The small smooth-bodied crayfish of Aus-

tralian rivers and waterhoies'were generally regarded as belonging to one widely

distributed species, Parachacraps bicarinatits Gray, while the larger spiny forms

from mainland streams were popularly called lobsters and identifiedjis Astacopsis

serratus (Hale, Crustaceans of South Australia, Adelaide, 1927, 72-77). Miss

E. Clark studied these crustaceans from numerous Australian localities and showed

that there were many species included under those terms (Mem. Nat. Mus.. Mel-

bourne, 10, 1936, 5-58; 12, 1941, 31-40). The yabbie from the arid regions was

determined as CJierax desiruelov Clark. These crustaceans are sought for as food

by the aborigines.

CurCs correspondents (1886) supplied the following names for lobster or

crayiish. but the two latter terms apply to only one kind (the yabbie) in the region

under review. Koonkideri A, Warren and Hogarth; koonkoodirri N, Paull

;

koonkooderie N, Cornish; kurnkudetri D, Jacobs; kurukudirri (? error for kimku-

dirri) A, Jacobs; kuniekundri D, Gason; kidneykooderi Ya, Cornish. Buggila
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Wk, Myles; boogali B, Sullivan; hoagalli Wa, Crozicr. Uncle K\v. Anon.
Muracuru Wa, Crozicr. Umpurra W'a, Dewhurst; thoomhur Ku. Heagney;
thornabun ( ? misspelt) Kg, Heagney. Thandoola Te, Sullivan and Kglinton.
Wolkoo Nu, Valentine. Narraminyah Ya. Salmon. Thinla Te, h'oott. Kutera
Ma, Morton. Trunagi Ky, Machattie.

Other references are koouiekoondie D, Gasou 1879. 287 (same term used for

scorpion) ; koonta Ka, Wells 1894, 520. We received the term kunku-derri N, W,
at Pandi and were informed that yabbies were always cooked before being eaten.
After cooking they were termed kunkuderri waina.

Spencer 1896, 60; 1896a, 229, 244, referred to the presence of Astacopsis
bicGTinains (illya-anma of the Aranda tribe = Chcrax destructor) in watcrholcs
along the Finke, Macnmba, etc.. which drain into Lake Eyre. It was much appre-
ciated as an article of food by the natives. Stirling (1896, S3 j referred to vhe
relative edibility of the crayfish and the local freshwater crab. The freshwater
crayfish (or crawfish ) was termed bv the Adelaide tribe konguia (Williams 1839;
1933. 60; Wya.tt 3879; 1933, 30) or kunggurla (Teichelmann and Schurmann
1840; 1933, 108). Schurmann (1844, 21) gave the same term, kunggullu, as the
Pangkala name for a crayfish and a marine crab.

PiiratliclpJiiisa transversa Martens. Freshwater crab—A small burrowing
species occurring in streams and waterholes in the arid parts of Australia, and
capable of surviving through periods of drought by living like the crayfish in a
burrow a Lew feel below the surface, it was figured by Male (Crustaceans of
S. Aust., 1, 1927, 154). Its use by the natives on the Finke was reported bv
Schulze. Spencer (1896, 60; 1896a. 229. 245) mentioned its presence in the rivers
and creeks west and north-west of Lake Eyre. It occurs in the lower Diamantina.
where it is eaten raw; we received the term koranti N. W, for it. Herndt and
Vogelsang 1941, 5, reported jilaki Nj and kung-kuliri I) as being a crab, hut the
latter term is the same as that listed above as belonging to the crawfish, llorne
and Alston's reference (1924, 50) to freshwater crabs, six inches across and
occupying burrows containing each a couple of gallons of water, must relate to
the crayfish, since the carapace of the crab is only an inch, and a half in lenelh.
Th-c term ''land era'.)" has been used in south-eastern Australia, according to
Morris (Austral English, 1898, 106), for the smallest kind of burrowing crayfish.

hpjjiWm fossor, which has habits similar to ParatJieVphusa and retains a small
quantity of water in the bottom of its burrow. The work of Smith and Schuster
( P./.SM912, 144-127) and Miss Ellen (.dark (Mem. Nat. Mns.. Melbourne, 10,

1936. 37-54; 12, 194L 37-40) has indicated that many species of this and related
genera occur in Australia. Airs. DitncaiwKeinp (1933, 92) referred to holes
formed by edible crabs and containing up to six quarts of clear waWw

ARAcaxinA
Scorpion—Kuniekoondie D, Gasou 1879. 287 ("same term used for eravfish

J ;

katninunti 1"). Gatti 1930, 118. The habit of the local scorpion along Strzelecki
Creek was referred to by Waite (in Lea 1917, 490). Mr. H. Womerslev informed
me tfeifc the ^Jtfrifes collected by Waite was Urodacus sp. Kattarna "Pa. Schur-
mann 1844. 17.

"Tarantula" spider—Murunkura. "O, Gasou 1879, 287; — D, Gatti 1903, 120.
Mr. Womersley informed me that the so-called tarantulas of the "Far North of
this Stale were Sparassidae, almost certainly species of Isopeda. Rainbow (1917,
485) recorded three, /. dolorosa, honii and gloriosa, collected bv Waite during the
Museum Expedition to the Coopers Creek. Hogg ('Horn Kxp.. Rep. 2, Zoo!.,
340-342) recorded several species of the genus as having been taken between
Oodnadatia and the Macdonnell Ranges, chiefly near the former locality. Mr.
Vogelsang iniormed me the Dieri term meant crawling, a crawling creature; mara
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— hand nkura — leg, referring lo the use of both by a child when crawling.

Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 9) reported that a trapdoor spider from the

X<>adjuri territory was arambura. and marankara D, was stated to be the black

spider, but T. Vogelsang informed me recently that the latter Dien name was

sometimes used as\i general term for spider but was more usually applied to the

trapdoor spider, i.e., Gason's "tarantula/
1 Schurmann (1844. 14) reported kara

Fa as a "tarantula" and kara yalga \% as a cobweb.

/ ntrotlcctus hasselti. Kiack spider ("red backed" )—Gason 1879, 287.

reported that the "black spider" was kooniekoonierilla, 1). Rainbow (1917, 485)

recorded it from Cooper's Creek, and Hogg (Horn Report, 2, 1896. 322. as

L scclw) from the Macdounell Ranges. Hcrndt and Vogelsang (1941.9) reported

that spider web was waku-ngungura and that the black spider was waku Nj, and

marankara 1); but the latter was applied by Gason to a trap-door spider. \\ e

received the name murra-ngura X. \\\ for Lalrodecfus at Pandi. where its bite

was slated to cause pain lasting all dav. Perhaps mutla-na Ka, Wells ( 1894.. 521 )

a spider, mav refer to the same species. Mrs. Duncan-Kemp (p. 270)_ reported

tlu?t the aborigines in her district applied a wanned poultice of mashed vine leaves

in cases of bites bv this spider. T. Vogelsang informed me that the red-backed

spider, kapara of the Dicri. also called kana-jeri. i.e., man-like, was connected with

some evil spirit. Children, especially the. younger ones, were warned not to

touch it or taisc it, otherwise the associated evil spirit might cause various forms

of itch and skin diseases or even death, and might poison edible plants and grubs,

or even the water, and thus bring about starvation of the natives as well as bird hie.

Other spiders— Pitclmla L). Gason 1879, 287; pirjila D, T. Vogelsang, so

named because it lives under bark; pkji == bark, la = Irom; the same term was

applied to a gecko. Mutta-na Ka, Weils 1894, 521. Koto DK, a rather Jarge.

grev-brown trapdoor spider with a pinkish tinge, a burrower m the sand-

hills where it was preved on bv goaunas ( karapara ) ,
Duncan-Kemp J93o.

62, T-Ins spider is probably the same as that recorded by Roth (1897, 35, 3 J
as

ko-po (A the Tittapitta, and kurra of the Karanya tribe.

Itch—Wittcha D. Gason 1879. 282-283. A papular eruption which was

extremely irritating and very contagious, and made its appearance each year, was

attributed bv Gason to the general want of cleanliness and the presence ot so many

mangy dogs'. There is no evidence to indicate whether it was an impetigo or was

due Vo scabies. The former is much more probable and may be accentuated by-

some seasonal dietary deficiency.

Myri-Woda

Centipede—Thinga-thinga Ya, Salmon 1886, 24. Thiitharie D, Gason 1879,

287, a species reaching seven inches in length. Mr. Womersley suggests that this

mav be Seolopendra subspinipes Leach, which is common in the drier parts of this

State. J laic and Tindale (1925, 58) reported that all centipedes were termed

wange jeri by the Wailpi.

Ik SECT

A

Ortjioi'thrv

Grasshoppers—General term: pindrie D, Gason 1879, 287; wichirika Wp,

Hale and Tindale 1925, 58; pitjidlki Nj, pindri D, wichirika Wp, Kerndt and

Vogelsang 1941, 6; nindabarrie Ka. Schurmann 1844 (MS). WaiteJ 1917, 418)

referred to two unusual locusts {BraehytettiA-, figured bv Lea 191/, pi. xxxiu,

fig. 1-3; and Ereiuobia) obtained in the Cooper's Creek region.

Thorodia melanoptcra. Mantis—Wulungara Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58.

Mantis (pindie, mootna DK) are. roasted on hot stones and eaten. Duncan-Kemp

1933, 61. Hewitt 1891, 39. reported wadnamara An, insect, as a totem; wadna ==

dio-oi'n"- "^ick, mara -— hand, so perhaps the insect may have been a mantis
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(because of its stick-like raptorial limbs) or a cricket because of its digging feet.

In 1904, 92, he recorded wonamara W, as a caterpillar.

Cockroach—Irebilye Pa, Schurmann 1844, 8.

Odonata

Dragonfly—General term, witu witu Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58; kuyur-

kuru Pa. same term for stick and hornet. Schurmann 1844, 24.

Anopluka and Mallopiiaga

Pcdicuhis humanus. Louse—Pir-di Ka, Wells 1894, 521 ; this seems to be

the same term as that (purdie) given by Gason for a grub. Kudlu Pa, Schiir-

mann 1844, 18; kooloo Pa, Bcddome 1886, 133; gudluXj, kata D. Berndt and
Vogelsang 1941, 7. Kata N, W (head and body lice)

;
this term was obtained by

us at Pandi. Strehlow 1908, 67, recorded kulu (Poritja) and ita, itja (Aranda)
as terms for louse. We obtained the names kulu (Yankundjajara) and chita

(Pitjandjara) in the Musgrave Ranges. Kata D, Fry 1937, 198. Kutta D, Jiee

or vermin, Gason 1879, 299. Kuttanylpa D, lice, or nits (presumably P. humanus
)

,

(Jason 1879. 299; nulkunya Pa, nits' or lice, Schiirmann 1844, 40.'

Phthirius pubis. Pubic louse—The terms witja X, and i-da (eeda) W, were
obtained by us at Pandi.

Mallopiiaga on birds—Paia witja X, W (paia = bird), was the name given

at Pandi. Kurra D. Gason 1879, 299, vermin on animals. Warukati kata D, emu
louse, Fry 1937, 198.

Itch, due to insects—Witja X", W, at Pandi; same word as (Jason's wittcha D.

Hkm jptkra

Cicada—Watdamburri Wp, .11 ale and Tindale 1925, 58; wutnimmera A,

Spencer and Gill en 1899., 60, 114 (totem).

Lerp (Psyllid) from Eucalyptus oleosa, edible, owaree (au-ari) Wp, Cleland

and Johnston 1939, 176; the species was probably Spondyliaspis eucalypti Dobson.

Schurmann (1844. 76) reported that worta paia was a "small obnoxious
insect" ( worta — stump or stem); in view of the scanty information, it is not

possible to suggest any identification, unless it be some kind of plant bug.

COLEOPTERA

Pan beetle—Howitt (1904, 91) called the species Hekieus pcrforatus. This
Tenebrionid was reported by Ilowitt (1904) as a totem animal, dokubirabira I)

(p. 91), Yu (92), X (94 J, Ya (95). and amongst tribes north-easterly, and
easterly from Pake Perigundi along the Cooper (96). Plelacus pcrforatus Pair,

is the type of the genus and was described from King George's Sound, Western
Australia, according to Masters ( P.L.S., N.S.W., 11, 1886^324). Macleay did

not mention it but stated that most known species occurred in Western, South and
Central Australia and were generallv inhabitants of the drv, barren plains of the

far interior (P.P.S.. X.S.W., 12, 'l 887, 514). Plackbu'ru (Trans. Roy. Soe.

S. Aust., 23, (1). 1899, 35-41) referred to the various species, including //. per-

foral us and H. interioris Macleay, the latter from Central Australia and from the

Darling River. Carter (P.P.S./X.S.W., 35, 1910, 90), whose material was col-

lected at Perth, mentioned the distinguishing characters of H. pcrforatus. Pea
(1917) referred to many species of the genus but mentioned only one,

H. interior-is (p. 579, pi. xxxvi, fig. 79), as having been collected i'n the area by
the South Australian Museum Expedition, bu't the locality was not stated. Black-
burn (Horn. Exp. Rep., 2, 1896, 275) mentioned two species from the Einke
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region, but neither of the two referred to above is included. It is almost certain

that Ilowitt's dokubirabira was Belarus interioris, Pullipullilbi Pa, beetle,

pulli = fat, Schurmann 1844,, 60.

Coleopterous larvae—Many of these, more especially those of longicorns and

the larger buprestids, arc eaten. The various references usually do not distinguish

between larvae of beetles and of Lepidoplera ; they have been collected into a later

part of this paper.

Lei.mdoptera

While butterfly, Delias aganippe; arlevilivili Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58.

Butterfly, kala-pinka-pinka N, W, term obtained at Panel
i ;

pilyilye Pa,

Schiirmann 1844, 56.

Pfawkmoth, Dcilephila livornica, wulga Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58.

Moth, mi-atta Ka, Wells 1894, 521.

Teara contraria. Bag moth— Caterpillar web, pang-a yakuta N, W, term

obtained at Pandi
;
yakuta N

;
,, W — bag. Yet-an-na Ka, Wells 1894, 519, = bag.

The common presence of the conspicuous webs or "bags" of this moth on the

twigs of Eucalyptus microtheca, Acacia spp, Cassia spp, but rarely on Eucalyptus

rostrata, was referred to by Spencer (Horn Exp. 1896, 44-46), who published an

illustration. We obtained the term wang-ga at Ooldea.

HymekOptf.ra

Native bee, stingless (? Trigona spp.), mitji-mitji Nj, muntju-runtju D, both

terms also applied to blowfly, muntju =: fly, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 4.

Teulon (in Curr 1886, 206) mentioned a method used by the Barkinkji

(Darling River tribe) for tracking native bees (tintee-noora). Having caught a

bee which had settled, a tiny piece of down was attached to its back by using the

milky juice of a plant (Euphorbiaccae), and thus the insect would have its flight

retarded and would also be more easily seen by the pursuing native in search

of honey.

"Hornet," kuyurkuru Pa, Schurmann 1844, 24; same word for dragonfly or

stick, kuyuruku — slender.

Iridomyrmex spp. Pissant, urine ant.—Wipa, ngari Wp, Hale and Tindale

1925, 58; kumburunye Pa, kumbu = urine, Schurmann 1844, 20; moonnee,

Teulon 1886, 193.

Myrmecia forficaia. Bulldog ant—Aldu Wp, Hale and Tindale 1925, 58;

ardu Nj, aldu Wp, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 4.

Black ant (? Camponolus spp.)—Wipa Nj, mirka D, wipa Wp, Berndt and

Vogelsang 1941, 4; wipa Pa, ant, Bed dome 1886, 133; wipa Pa, Schurmann 1844,

73; mirrka D, Gason 1879, 300; kadio Pa. a large black species, lion ant, Schur-

mann 1844, 9 [probably intended for "ant lion" ( ITeuroptera) ].

Other ants—Schurmann (1844, 16) reported the following terms: Karrul-

yuru Pa; mita Pa, a species whose grubs are eaten (33); riianva, mito pulyo

Pa, ant grub (27) ; bokalla, bokalla wipa Pa (3) ;
kuyanna, "mate grub" of the

mita anC which is not edible and is separated from the female, bidlyo, by winnow-

ing (pp. 2, 24)—this is probably the species of ant referred to in later paragraphs.

Berndt and Vogelsang (1941) mentioned the following: green ant \1 Chalco-

poncra sp.] , muni Nj ; winged ant, wipa Nj, katjiriri D ; winged ant-hole, wipa-junta

Nj, wipa-wadlju Nj, karjiriri-minka D (minka D, wadlju Nj es= hole). Stirling

and Waite 1919, 117, toa 22, W, indicated pijara as an ant-hill. Ant, paridan Wo;
ant path, paridi kadi Wo (kadi *m path or way), llowitt 1904, 792. Merri-ka Ka,

Wells 1894, 519 [same term as mirka]. Teeta, Duncan-Kemp 1933, 202; leaves



of a creeping plant (which Johnston and Clcland 1943, 171, suggested might be
Centipeda Cunnnghamii or a Chcnopodimn, 1941, 4) were placed around camps
to drive off these little black ants ; the term naiari was applied to these ants, as

well as to Moloch horridus which feeds on them (p. 64).

Mrs. Duncan-Kemp (p. 117) also mentioned that native women collected

seed-food (munta) from ant nests. We observed a similar method at Macdonald
Downs, Central Australia. Wheeler described a harvesting ant, Monomorhim
(Holcomvrmex) ivhitci from the Musgrave Ranges, and illustrated its 'nests"
(Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 39, 115, 807,'pl. Ixv). Schurmann (1846; 1879, 214)
reported that large white grubs found sparingly in ant hills about September along
with the very numerous small red insects were eaten by the Pangkala after having
been sorted out by placing the mass (containing earth and insects) on a large piece

of bark (yuta) about 4 feet long and 8 to 10 inches wide. The material was thrown
up repeatedly and caught in the yuta, which was held in such a way that the

heaviest portion became sorted out towards one end, the lightest towards the other,

and the grubs in the middle part. These living grubs were then wrapped in a clean
dry grass and chewed and sucked until all nutriment was abstracted.

Cudmorc (1894, 525) referred to a small horde which lived in the mallee
near Popiltah Lake, close to the border between South Australia and New South
Wales and just north of the Murray. This horde ate cats, presumably feral, and
black scrub kangaroos (Macropus melanops) but not rabbits. They also were
very fond of "white ants (or ants' eggs)," using a koolamon or sheet of bark about
2 feet long and 6 to 8 inches wide as a kind of sieve for shaking the ants out from
the earth ; the insects were then slightly roasted by placing the koolamon on the
hot ashes. Tindale (1941, 81) mentioned this small group of natives! as the Nanja
horde (Cudrnore had stated that its leader was Nonnia) of the Maraura tribe,

which he stated had become extinct.

The two accounts do not quite agree and there could be some doubt whether
the insects were termites or true ants. Mr. Womersley suggests that they are more
likely to be true ants, the white organisms being the puparia. Taken in conjunc-
tion with Schurmann's remarks (1844, 2, 24) earlier in this section, it is practi-

cally certain that they all relate to the same kind of ant.

Mclophorus inflatns. Honey ant—Honey used by natives in mulga country
and commonly called "sugar bag" and "wild honey" (not to be confused with that
from native bees, Trigona spp., though the same term, according to Mrs. Duncan-
Kemp 1933, 96, is applied to both). Eerumba teeta DK, Duncan-Kemp 1933, 259,
teeta ~ ant; nest described; habits p. 260; this name resembles the Aranda term,
yarumpa, mentioned by Spencer and Gillen 1899, 186, 657. Judging from a remark
by Mrs. Duncan-Kemp {I.e., p. 116) nooroo, the "blubber-fike parasitic ant" from
the sandhills is probably the same species. The same author (p. 76) mentioned
that natives mixed ant-honey with diluted nectar from bauhinias and permitted
the mixture to ferment for eight or ten days to produce a semi-intoxicant.
Froggatt (Horn Exp. Report, 2, 1896, 385-392) published an account of the
Central Australian specie? (under the old name, Camponotus)

, and Spencer
(1896, 87-88) referred to them. Roth (1897, 93) mentioned other methods of
finding honey by the Pittapitta, and stated that green ants were eaten bv the
Mittakoodi.

Dtptera
Mosquito—Cnrr's correspondents (1886) supplied the following terms:

Kunnutyullu Pa. Le Soucf and Holden ; ooinya A, Todd; ueni A, Warren and
Hogarth; kooinyee N, Paull

;
yoowinya N, Cornish. Koontee Ma, Morton; koonti

Wa, Crozier; kunthi Kw, Anon; kondie Ma, Reid ; koontie N, Paull — D, Gason;
kunti D, Jacobs — Ya, Cornish — Wa, Dewhurst ; koonti Ya, Salmon; gunte Ky,
Machattie; coontee Wp, Phillipson; oontee Wp, Wills; oondee Wp, Phillipson.
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Yoorie Wk, Mylcs ; curie Te, Sullivan and Eglinton. Coolie-coolie K, Kingsmill

;

gooley-gooley Pa, Green ;
gooleyrr Ja, Green; oolilie Wp, Gason. Oonawilli B,

Sullivan; noonarully Te, Foott. fcoioloro Pa, Bcddome. Teepa A, Warren,

Tudinna A, Jacobs. Pirtipupu W?, Jacobs. Mooroonga Pp, Eglinton. Noka Kg.

Ku, Heagney; naka Bi, Curr. Nowwine Nu, Valentine; yuwunu Pa, Le Souef

and H olden.

Otber references are koontie D, Gason 1879, 287; koonti Ka, Wells 1894,

521; kunnu-tyullu Pa, Schiinnann 1844, 21. We received the names, kunti N,

and winje W, at Pandi.

Home and Aiston (1924, 9-10) referred to the abundance of mosquitoes in

the vicinity of the lagoon at Mungeranie where, according to tradition, a moora,

wandering over the earth, came and camped there. The insects were so vicious

that he scratched his forehead (mung) until it was sore and to avoid further

attacks, sank into the ground—hence the name Mungeranie.

Teulon (1886, 190) mentioned that the Barkindji tribe protected themselves

by smoking hres and by daubing their bodies with fish grease.

Sand fly. ? Cidicoidcs sp.—Pittaboobaritchana D, Gason 1879, 287; kalalballa

Pa, Schiinnann 1844, 10. We were informed that it was called pitta-puparitji N,

W, at Pandi. Gason (p. 303) referred to punga 1), a small fly, hardly discernible,

but capable of inflicting a sting as painful as that of a wasp.

Blow fly, probably Ncopollcnui slygia and Calliphora augur. Yappo Wp,
Green 1886, 126; mitji-mitji Nj, muntju-runtju D, Berndt and Vogelsang 1941, 4

(same term as for a native bee, muntju = fly). We obtained the names koonka-

murra N, and murra-multa W, at Pandi. It was termed duboora on Yorke's

Peninsula (Kuhn 1886, 145).

}?l v—The following terms must relate especially to the very common trouble-

some small black bush-fly, Mitsca vetustisshna, though some closely allied, but less

common, species would be included. These flies invade the eyes, nose, ears and

mouth and readily attack human sores, faeces and food, and are almost certainly

responsible for transmission of various disease-producing organisms.

Curr's correspondents (1886) recorded the following names: Ooringoorie N,

Cornish; oringore A, Todd; gooingerri Ky, Machattie ; wingeroo Wi, Dix;

wingorlo Ma, Reid ; ngurrinhurri A, Jacobs. Moonchoo Ya, Cornish, D, Gason;

muncho Wp, Phillipson D, Jacobs ; moonchow N, Paul! ; moondyoo Ya, Salmon

;

moonthooan Kg, Heagney; moonan Ku, Heagney — Bi, Curr. Mokinga Te,

Foott ; mooginger Te, Sullivan and Eglinton ; mogundhoo Wk, Myles. Yoorgoori

A, Warren and Hogarth. Yapoo Wp, Gason; yappoo Wp, Phillipson [same term

recorded above for blow fly]
;
papou Nu, Valentine ; buppa Pa, Green. Dritji W?,

Jacobs. Girmun D, Jacobs. Thumpara K, Kingsmill
;
yoombara Pa, Sawers;

yumbera Pa, Beddonie ;
yumbarra Pa, Le Souef and Holden. Ulberu Wa,

Crozier — Ma, Morton; iiburroo Wa, Dewhurst. Mooki Pp, Eglinton. Mongi

Kw, Anon. Teulon (1886,213) mentioned wing-oroo and mokay as names for

the "eye-fly," Barkindji tribe; the insect is Mitsca vetustissima.

Other terms recorded for a fly are yapu Wp, Hale and Tindalc 1925, 58;

moonchoo Ka, Wells 1894. 520
—

" D, Gason 1879, 300; muntju D„ Berndt and

Vogelsang 1941, 4. We received the names muntju N, murri-murri W, for Musca
veiastissima at Pandi, and munku for it at Ooldea. Yumbarra Pa, "common fly"

Schurman 1844, 86, must refer to the latter also.

It is of interest to note that Spencer and Gillen (1899, 648) referred to

churinga amunga as a stone churinga (sacred engraved stone or piece of wood)

of the fly (amunga; manga of Strehlow 190$, 67, Aranda) totem,, used for curing

sore eyes. When we were in the Macdonnell Ranges in 1929 we received the term

amunga for Musca vetustissima, which infests the eyes of those suffering from

conjunctivitis.
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".Horsefly" (probably Tabanidae)—Kunti Pa; pinclapinda, a lai

Schurmann 1844, 21, 57, pinda — slow. Dumboola Kiihn 1886, 145. Yorke's

Peninsula.

Flesh-fly (? Sarcopliaga spp.)—Kadlarti Pa, flesh-fly, maggot, Schurmann,
1844, 9, kadla = tail. Perhaps the term applies to various blow flies possessing a

long ovipositor.

Flies, ? I iippoboscidac

—

Ornitliomyia sp. seen on a cockatoo were termed paia

pulka N, W (paia = bird).

SlPHONAPTERA

Flea (human, presumably Pulcx irritems )—Yclb\ Pa, Schurmann 1844, 83,

"natives declared that the fleas were an importation by the whites." Koonka-
murra N, W, the same term as that given for a blow fly, was received by us at

Pandi as the name applied to a flea whether from man or some other mammal.
Tcichelmann and Schurmann (1933, 106) reported that the Kaurna called the

[human |
flea pindi kudlo {i.e., European louse), the Adelaide natives maintaining

that the flea was introduced by the whites.

The Pitjandjara and Yankundajara natives in the Musgrave Panges gave us

til di as the term for flea; we observed Ctcno ccphalu s amis and Echidnophaga
uiynnecobii (a native species) on dogs and rabbits there, and the latter on an
aborigine.

Insect Larvae

Many grubs or caterpillars are eaten, especially those from the larger moths
and beetles. Certain galls are also edible, e.g., mulga "apples" (Howitt 1904, 791,

Wo) ; the gall (cobboboo D) found on the boxtree, Eucalyptus microtheca, (Gason
1879, 288).

The term witjeti or witchetty (Spencer and Gillcn 1899, 423) is used widely

amongst whites for edible grubs. The native seems to have a special name for

each kind, as was indicated by Strehlow (1908). Hale and Tindale (1925, 48)
stated that the Wailpi recognised three kinds of edible larvae—caterpillars of a

large moth, Xyleittcs, were obtained from the roots of the red gum (wera).

Eucalyptus -roslrata ; while larvae of different kinds of longicorn beetles were found
in the sapwood of the main trunk and upper branches. They mentioned the name
verti Wp, and stated the Wailpi called Mount Padawurta Verti warta and that

Padawurta was obviously a corruption of the term (p. 57). There is another

explanation, pa-di is a common term in the Fyrean region for grub and is the

same as ba-ti (given by P>crndt and Vogelsang 1941, 6, as the Ngadjuri word) or

bardee (ba-di) of the natives of the Adelaide plains (Teichelmann and Schur-
mann 1933, 95) ; wurta means root or base of a trunk, or the thick end (Gason
1879, 306), e.g., tidna wurta = thick end of a foot, i.e., the heel. Verti warta
and Padiwurta are thus two terms having the same meaning and apparently re-

ferring to the grub-like shape of the peak. This edible grub, wai-api Wp, from
the roots of the red <mm, was mentioned bv Clcland and lohnston 1939, 176, but

the same term (wyappi, yai-appi) was also obtained for seeds of trees (yappi =
fruit).

Other references are padi D, bulkara bati Ng, grubs from sandalwood, Berudt
and Vogelsang 1941, 6; mool-yi Ka, Wells 1894, 520; wakaree Ka, an edible grub
from trees, Wells 1894, 517; purdie

f
pa-di

|
G, Gason 1879, 287, 303; paddi D,

Eylmann 1908, 167;; padi D, totem, Howitt 1891, 138; jadna Nj, kali-bili-bili,

panga D, Rerndt and Vogelsang 1941, 5; kuyakinka D, grubs from gum trees,

M. Howitt 1902, 407; witchetty grubs,., Duncan-Kemp 1933, 261. Johnston and
Cleland (1943, 154) mentioned that a striped edible grub (padi D, W) occurred
in the roots of Cassia. Mrs. Duncan-Kemp stated that parootra boonti was a small

white edible grub from the wild broombush [probably also a Cass-ia = boonti].
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Howitt (1904) mentioned several names, all totemic: mtiluru (witchetty of

Spencer and Gillen) D (p. 91, 799), Ya (95) ;
padi T (800), Wo (95) ;

padinguru

Yu (92); paringoro Kd, small grubs from trees (97); wonamara W (92), A
(94) ; maruwali N (94) ;

miri-miri. a maggot, T (800) ; ngampuru Yu (92). The

lasL-named was called a fish, Ya totem (% 95) ; one of these must be an error.

Probably the latter is correct, since namba was called a bone-fish, Wilya tribe

(p. 98),' and paru = fish. Padi D, ¥ij 1937, 204, grub from grass, is dried and

crushed or ground to a powder, this "grub dour" being termed paditurara. Scbur-

mann (1844) reported the following Pangkala names: batta, a kind of grub

(p. 2) ; kullilli, edible grub, of which four kinds were named, kullilli minima,

kullilli patia, kullilli yako and kullilli yulko (p. 20) ;
manna, a ground grub (36) ;

parti, grub, caterpillar (54) [same term, barti, bari, padi, used by tribes to the cast

and north-east j

.

MOLLUSCA
Cephalopoda

Nautilus (so called)— Pirra Pa. Schurmann 1844, 57; same term for moon

and shell, probably because of the colour. The shell of the local paper nautilus.

Argonauta nodosa, is sometimes washed ashore on South Australian beaches, and

has been illustrated by Cotton, Handbook Mollusca S. Austr., 2, 1940, 464, fig. 450.

Cuttle fish—Yayardlu Pa, Schurmann 1844, 83. Cotton (Joe. cit.) has illus-

trated the. gladius of the various species of Sepia recorded as occurring in South

Australian waters.

Gastropoda

''Periwinkle" (from the Georgina, South of Bcdourie), accishan Ky, Duncan-

Kemp 1933, 45. Probably species of operculate gastropods, Bylhinclla {Noto-

pala) or perhaps Plot'wpsis, since the animals were stated to be snail-like, but with

a hard reddish flap over the front. Bithynia australis and Melania balouneusis

( = Plotiopsis ba!.), widelv distributed Australian species, were collected by the

Horn Expedition (Tate 1896).
Pelecypoda

CcntraUixria stuarti. Frcshwaler mussel—Usually termed Unio stitarti

;

widely distributed in Central Austra'ia; much appreciated as food by the abori-

gines.' Koorie D, Gason 1879, 287. 289; kuri D, Howitt 1904; koori Ka, AVells

1894, 521 ; kuri D, T, Stirling and Waite 1919, toa 38. 175, 201. Stones used_for

cracking shell food were called yerndoo DK (Duncan-Kemp 1933 48). Kuri D,

Fry 1937, 201, a flat piece of pearl shell [probably Mclo or Meleagriua].

The shell may he pierced and polished and attached by means of a string

(spun from human hair) to the end of the beard, or suspended from the neck

(Gason 1879, 289) as an ornament. A is also used to inaugurate the Dieri circum-

cision ceremony (Gason, I.e., 286; "Howitt 1891, 72; 1904. 656), when the shell is

suspended around the neck of the one to be operated on. Such a shell was termed

coorietoorooka or kuri-turuka by the Wonkanguru (Home and Aiston 1924, 47,

159). instead of the local mussel, prepared pieces of marine shell, e.g., from the

pearl shell. Meieagrina spp., or the large gastropod baler shell, Mclo spp.

(Cxmbhtm spp.), are sometimes used. Home and Alston's fig. 36 indicates part

of a baler shell. Spencer and Gillen (1899, 652) stated that such marine shells

were converted into magic articles, lonka-lonka of the Arancla. Howitt (1904,

714) mentioned seeing amongst the Yantruwunta, suspended from the neck, a

portion of a large univalve shell
f
? Melo] said to have come from the north. It

is of interest to note that the great aboriginal trade route from north-western and

west-central Queensland to the Flinders Ranges passed through the Eyrean region,

Kopperamanna and Cowarie being very important trading centres before, the white

occupation of the area. Along this route passed weapons, shields, stone axes, red

ochre, pitjuri and such shells as those of Mclo and Meieagrina. Berndt and Yogel-
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sang (1941, 8) stated that pearl shell [ornament] was termed makil-a Nj and
kaldrati D.

Roth mentioned that Unio [C. stuarti] was a very common article of diet and
recorded several names applied to it by the Western Queensland tribes, the Pitta-

pitta and Wonkajera calling it tooroolka and toorooka respectively. Sanger (1883)
mentioned the use of these mussels (Anodon) as articles of diet by the Dicri.

Fraser (in Curr. 1886, 378) stated that mussel shells, as well as flints, were
used (by the Biria tribe) as cutting implements. Machattie (1886, 367) reported
that these shells were utilised by the Karanya for scarring the arms and shoulders,

They were used by Eyrean tribes for scraping rushes [Cyperits spp.] to obtain

fibre for making rush string and nets (Home and Alston 1924, 62).

Gason (1879, 296) reported that the Dicri called the rainbow kooriekirra;

kurikirra D, Gatti 1930, 101 ; no doubt because of the similarity to the iridescence

of the inner surface of the mussel shell (kirra = boomerang or curved object).

Berndt and Vogelsang (1941, 8) used the same Dieri term, kuri-kir-a, the Ngaduri
equivalent being guring-i and the Wailpi, wuranyi.

Ostrea angasi. Oyster—Yallarta Pa, Schurmann 1844, 78. The name is

obviously the same as Yala'ta, the township at Powder's Bay. It was stated by me
that that name was the native term for a mollusc resembling an oyster and occurring
abundantly as a fossil near the original homestead of Yalata, and that the term
probably applied to the cockle. Area trapezia, which Tate recorded as a common
Tertiary fossil there (Johnston, Proc. Roy. Georgr. Soc. S. Aust, 42, 1941, 41).
Since Ostrea occurs also in the South Australian Tertiary, my earlier statement
must be corrected to apply to Ostrea,

Unidentified molluscs.—Schurmann (1844) mentioned the following Pang-
kala names: markalla, a shell (p. 28) ; metullu, "a species of shell fish"; metullu
pirra, a kind of shell [probably a white shell, pirra = moon or shell] (p. 31) ;

ngarnkidi, a kind of shell used for peeling roots (p. 46) ;
yultunna, shell

(p. 86) ; kundo birra, large shells, spoon (p. 20) [apparently a shell which
was used by whites as a ladle or spoon, e.g., a scallop or cockle]. Wilhelmi

( 1861 , 171 ) reported that the Pangkala carried in their kangaroo-skin bags
(nurti) a small shell which served as a drinking vessel.

ANNULATA
Leech (Hirudinea)—Mulu Pa, Schurmann 1844, 34. The species is probably

Lhnnobdella australis, which readily attacks human beings.

NEMATODA
Nematodes which were being collected from the stomachs of wallabies in the

Flinders Ranges were termed bodlilkalli by the Wailpi. The term probably applies

to worms generally.

PORIFERA
Sponges—Schurmann (1844, 59, 82) recorded pulballa and yarruru as Pang-

kala names for sponges (probably marine). He also stated that munu (p. 36)
was a venomous marine animal often found dead on the sea beach

;
perhaps the

Scyphozoon Coelenterate, Charybdea sp., may have been the organism, as it is

capable of inflicting severe stings if its tentacles should come in contact with people
bathing or swimming. It occurs at times in numbers in the two gulfs and has
been known to injure people there. Physalia is a possibility, but Charybdea is

more likely to be the culprit.
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THE AUSTRALIAN HOMOCLIME OF THE
ZONE OF NATURAL OCCURRENCE OF PARTHENIUM ARGENTATUM

By J. A. PRESCOTT, Waite Agricultural Research Institute

Summary

The desert plant guayule, Parthenium argentatum is a native of Mexico and of the "Big Bend"

country of Texas. From time to time it has become important as a source of rubber, and for some

years efforts have been made in the United States to grow the plant under cultivation, and

plantations have been established, particularly in California.
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THE AUSTRALIAN HOMOCLIME OF THE
ZONE OF NATURAL OCCURRENCE OF PARTHENIUM ARGENTATUM

By J. A. Prescott, Waite Agricultural Research Institute

[Presented 9 September 1943]

The desert plant guayule,, Parthcniitm argentat urn, is a native of Mexico and
of the "Big Bend" country of Texas. From time to time it has become important
as a source of rubber, and for some years efforts have been made in the United
States to grow the plant under cultivation, and plantations have been established,
particularly in California.

The plant is a perennial shrub, native of a semi-arid region with a rainfall
of the order of 15 inches. Its edaphic requirements are relatively restricted to
well-drained localities. In view of the fact that Australia probably possesses
climatic zones parallel to both the natural habitat and the localities of cultivation,
it has been thought of interest to attempt an assessment of the Australian regions
where climatic conditions similar to those of the natural habitat were likely to be
encountered. The main sources of information about the geographical distribu-
tion of guayule are to be found in Lloyd's account for the Carnegie Institution of
Washington (1911) and in the accounts of the Russian workers Bukasov (1930)
and Pissarev (1930). According to the Russian botanical expedition of 1925-
1926,, the plant is found in the northern part of the State of San Luis Potosi,
together with the adjacent districts of the States of Coahuila and Nuevo Leon
and the eastern part of Durango. Lloyd gives in some detail the periphery of the
area concerned, and Pissarev gives a map which agrees broadly with the informa-
tion supplied by Lloyd. Lloyd suggests that 10 per cent, only of the area outlined
may actually carry guayule. The plant occurs over an altitude range of from 3,000
to 6,000 feet and rarely up to 7,000 feet. The lower altitudes occur at the northern
extremity of the zone in Texas and the higher altitudes on the Tropic of Cancer.
This association of increasing altitude with approach to the equator results in a
relatively narrow temperature range. With respect to detailed climatic informa-
tion, only for the Texan stations at the northern limit of the habitat are details
available (U.S. Yearbook of Agriculture, 1941). For the Mexican habitat the
Harvard climatic maps of North America (1936) are the most suitable. Informa-
tion regarding the soils of Mexico by Rodriguez and Brambila (1937), affords
some guide to the environment in so far as the major soil groups mapped are
related to climatic conditions.

Additional information of some considerable value is that given by Lloyd on
the plant communities to which guayule belongs. Lloyd describes the associations
which are dominated by guayule, and certain species of prickly pear are mentioned.
In view of the climatic studies on the spread of prickly pear in Australia
by Johnston (1924), the association of Opuntia megalartlira, O. stenopetala.
O.microdasys and O. imbricata with Parthcniitm aryentatum may afford a useful
guide to the probable Australian homoclime of its natural habitat. Of these,
Opuntia microdasys is stated by Johnston to be rather common in parts of the
Pilliga district of New South Wales. Dodd (1940) reports that a small patch at
Cuttabri was destroyed some years ago. O. imbricata, which also occurs in Aus-
tralia, has a wider geographical range than O. microdasys, and is therefore rather
less useful as an indicator plant.

In discussing the climatic requirements of a given species of plant it is neces-
sary to take into account temperature as well as rainfall factors, and in the follow-
ing analysis use has been made of the periodic constants of the temperature:

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust.. 67, (2), 30 November 1943
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annual mean, phase and amplitude as recently outlined (Prescott, 1943). For the

main zone, values for two only of these—mean temperature and amplitude—were

available, but for at least one locality in Texas, Fort Stockton, a full analysis was

possible. The rainfall regime is one of summer maximum with a very dry winter.

It can be expected that guayule will grow in summer and be dormant in winter

in its native habitat.

100° w

Fig 1 Maps of the climatic conditions in the zone of 'natural occurrence of

Parthenium argentatum in the United States and Mexico. The vertical shading indicates

the area according to Lloyd, the horizontal shading according to Pissarev.

1 Annual rainfall, in inches.

2 July rainfall, in inches.

3 Mean annual temperature (°F).

4 Amplitude of temperature, calculated as half the range.

The data are taken from the Harvard Climatic Maps of North America.
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The essential data on which the present analysis is based are given in a group
of six maps presented in fig. 1 and 2.

A more detailed examination of the rainfall data, given by the Harvard maps
for alternate months, indicates that along the eastern margin rather more than
70 per cent, of the rain falls in the summer and autumn months of June to
November, with probably as much as 90 per cent, falling in this period along the
western margin. The total annual rainfall has a range of from 10 to 20 inches.

The ratios of rainfall to saturation deficit calculated for the mid-summer
month July indicate conditions of a semi-arid nature. In Australia a ratio of
5 marks the approximate limit of arid conditions for any given month (Preseott.
1936). The mean annual temperature of the zone varies from 61° F. to 70° ¥..
and the amplitude varies from 18° R in the north to 8° F. in the south.

The next step in the analysis was to superpose the two sets of lines represent-
ing mean ^temperature and amplitude on the map of the natural guayule zone as
given in % 1 (3) and (4). Each point of intersection gives a combination, of
mean and amplitude which could in nearly all cases be matched in Australia, and
the corresponding point was plotted on a map of Australia. The temperature zone
of the natural habitat can thus be paralleled with respect to at least two charac-
teristics, and this is illustrated in fig. 4. There remains the search for parallel
rainfall conditions. The limits sought were those of Australian seasonal rainfall
of between 10 inches and 15 inches falling in the months November to April. The
appropriate combinations of rainfall and temperature are to be found to the north-

Fig. 2 Maps of the July climate and soil zones in the area of occu
Parthcnium argeniatum in the United States and Mexico. The shading j n the
diagram is as in Fig". 1. In this diagram are given the lines of eqnal value for
of rainfall to saturation deficit for the month of July. The right-hand map is

from Mexican and United States sources and indicates the major soil zones of
The continuous line represents the boundary according to Lloyd and the br
according to Pissarev.

The soil zones are: (1) Black earths and rendzinas.

(2) Reddish-brown and chestnut soils.

(3) Grey, brown and red soils of arid regions.

(4) Shallow and stony soils.

The shallow and stony soils no doubt extend into zone (3) in Mexico.

rrence or

left-hand

the ratio

compiled
the area.

oken line
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west of the western slopes of New South Wales, extending into Queensland m the

general direction of Charleville and Blackall. In Table I are recorded the climatic

data for stations in this Australian region. The winter rainfall is higher than for

corresponding localities in Mexico and Texas and favourable conditions may

extend somewhat into the more arid regions.

Climatic Data for

of thjc Zone of N

Goondiwindi
Roma
St. George
Bollcm
Collarenebri
Coonamble
Gilgandra
Mungindi
Walgett ....

Moree
Narrabri
Gunnedah
Tamworth
Jerry's Plain

Dalkeith ....

Mudgee
Canowindra
Dubbo
Parkes
Wellington
Marsden

Table I

Stations in the suggested Australian Homoclivte

atural Occurrence of Parthexium arcentatum

Rainf;

November
to April

Ins,

14-9

14-7
12-3

11-1

10-9

10-8

12-2
12-1

10-2

13-4

14-6

13-1

14-9

14-8

13-2

12-8

10*6
11-5

10-4

11-5

10-0

Annual
ins.

24-8
23-4
20-1

18-1

18-5

19-2

22-7
19-9

18-0
22-9

25-7
23-4
26-6
25-2
23-7
25-3
22-0
22-0
21-1

22-7
20 -1

Temper
Mean
°F.

67-5
68-4

68-8
68-8
68-5

66-8
63-2
67-9
67-7

67
66

iturc
Amplitude

°F.

13-8

14

15

15

15*3

5
6

64-7
63-2
64-4
60-1

59-8

62-2
63*7
63-7
62-4
62-0

14-4

15*9

14*8
15*8
15-4

14

12

13

2
9

3

14-0

16-0

Ratio of

rainfall to

saturation
deficit

for January

6-S
6-5
4-8
4-1

3*4
3-8

4-7

3*8
5-0
4-8
4-4
6-0
6-5
7-3

10-4
4-4
6-1

4-5

4-3

4-3

Confirmatory evidence may be obtained by examining" the climatic records for

Texas. The data for Fort Stockton, Texas, may be regarded as of some

importance, as this station marks the northern limit of the zone. These are

"iven below

:

o
Table II

Climatic Data for Fort Stockton, Texas
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug.

Temp '¥ .46-5 50-5 57-9 64-7 73-5 79-9 81-2 79*8

Rainfall (ins.) 00*47 0H64 0-47 1-04 1*69 1-54 1*87 1-7:

Annual rainfall ....

Seasonal rainfall—May to October

Mean annual temperature

Temperature phase (lag behind solar radiation) ....

Temperature amplitude ....

Sept.

73-9

2*37

Oct,

64-9
1*36

14-66 inches

10-60 inches
64-4° F.

23-8 days
17-5° F.

Nov. Dec
54*1 46-4
0-76 0*69

We may now proceed to determine as nearly as possible an Australian homo-

clime for Fort Stockton. The highest temperature amplitude in Australia is just

over 16° F., so that an exact parallel is hardly to be found, but combinations of a

mean of 64 "V F. with amplitudes of 15' F. and over are available. In view of the

fact that Fort Stockton has a summer rainfall, it is only on the eastern side of

Australia that an appropriate combination of rainfall and temperature is likely to

be found.

On the map of New South Wales, illustrated in rig. 3, are projected the

isopleths for appropriate climatic constants. An intersection of the lines for the

appropriate mean temperature and phase with an amplitude of 15° F. occurs near
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Hillston, while there is a further series of approaches near Narrabri and Gunne-
dah. The intersection with the appropriate summer rainfall of 10*6 inches indi-
cates that the homoclime of Fort Stockton can be reasonably represented by an
area in the vicinity of Coonamble. The three last-named stations in New South
Wales

^ occur within the zone of parallel temperature and moisture conditions as
given, in fig. 4.

Finally, the evidence with respect to the recorded behaviour of prickly pear
in Australia was examined. A number of species of Opuntia appeared to" be of
possible significance. These are Opuntia lindhe'uneri, 0. strep tacantha, O. pachona,

_—_ ___ —
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Fig. 3 Map of New South Wales on which are projected isopleths for the follow
iny climatic characteristics approximating to those of Fort Stockton, Texas.

A Temperature phase: 23-8 days lag behind solar radiation.
R Temperature amplitude: 15° F.

C Mean annual temperature: 64-4° F.
D Warm season rainfall: 10-6 inches.
E Temperature amplitude: 16° F,

Australian localities sharing some of these characteristics are:

(1) Hillston, (2) Coonamble, (3) Narrabri, (4) Gunnedah.
The characteristics for the five stations concerned are:

Temperature Rainfall
Mean Ampli- Total Summe
annual tude Phase annual season
°F. °K. davs ins. ins.

Fort Stockton, Texas .. . 64-4 17-5 23-8 14-7 10-6
Coonamble, N.S.W. .

66-8 15-3 24-7 19-2 10-8
Narrabri, N.S.W. 66-6 15-8 24-4 25-7 14-6
Gunnedah, N.SAV.

.
64-7 15-4 26-6 23-4 13-1

Hillston, N.SAV. . 64-0 15-4 24-6 14-1 6-2
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O. tomcntosa, O. rufida, O. imbricata and O. iiiicrodasys. It has already been

indicated that 0. microdasys is a member of some of the plant communities

dominated by Pwthenium argentatwm and that this species of prickly pear has

established itself in the Pilliga country of New South Wales. This country lies

in the triangle between Coonamble,, Gunnedah and Narrabri, localities which have

already been noted as having climatic affinities with those of the Texan habitat of

HOMOCLIMeS OF NATURAL HABITAT
4 OF PARTHENIUM ARGENTATUM

PARALLEL £^3 PARALLEL
TEMPERATURE RAINFALL

Fig 4 Illustrating the general features of the Australian homoclimeH of the zone of

natural occurrence of Parthenium argentatum. The letters L, R, M, P, I and S* indicate

the localities of recorded occurrences of species of Opuntia of the same or adjacent Ameri-

can zones. L: O. Hndhcimcri; R: 0. rufida; S: 0. strcptacantha ; P: 0. fachmia;

I: 0. imbricata; and M: 0. microdasys.

guayulc. Johnston (1924) suggests that O. microdasys would probably continue

to thrive northwards from the Pilliga, invading the western portion of the Darling

Downs and adjacent plains. He further suggests that this species and O. imbricata

mentioned below are the two which would be most likely to spread in the region

having a rainfall between 10 and 20 inches, received very largely, but not entirely,

during summer. His conclusions are thus in keeping with the present conclusions

regarding guayttle. The publication of Brittan and Rose (1919) has been con-

sulted with respect to the other prickly pears of interest in this connection.

Of those which have become acclimatised in Australia, O. Hndhcimcri occurs

naturally in south-western Louisiana, south-eastern Texas and Tamaulipas,

Mexico, on the more humid lowlands to the east of the zone of guayule. Several

clumps of this species are reported to be growing near Parachilna, South Australia.

O. strcptacantha is very common on the Mexican tablelands, especially on the

deserts of San Luis Potosi. These deserts also form the southern-most range of
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the habitat of Parthcniitm argen tat win. 0. pachona is closely related to 0. strepta-

cantha and may be a race of that species, In Australia 0. streptacantha is restricted

to Central Queensland, from Rockhamptou west to Emerald and south towards

Camboon. It occurs in dense patches in the Dingo Blaekwater section and in the

Banana district. 0. pachona has been reported in the Moree district of New South
Wales, where a large plant was destroyed some years ago.

O. tomentosa is also a native of Central Mexico, but as it is a very widely

spread cultivated form, its original home is not recorded within narrow limits.

In Australia this species has become thoroughly acclimatised in an area 240 miles

wide between Rockhamptou and Emerald.

0. rufida occurs in Texas and northern Mexico. The type locality, Presidio

del Norte, is within the zone of Parthcniitm argentatum. Presidio has, however,

the low annual rainfall of 7*8 inches. (J, rufida is said to occur in patches near

Blinman, South Australia.

Opuntia imbricata occurs from Central Colorado to Texas, New Mexico and

central Mexico. The plant is hardy in south-western Kansas. It obviously has

a wider range than many of the other species of Opuntia introduced into Aus-
tralia. It is one of the species associated with guayule in its native habitat. Jn

Australia it occurs at Warwick, Queensland, in several districts (Sofala, Mur-
rurundi, Warialda, Scone) of New South Wales and in South Australia. These
stations are on the wetter side of the homoclime for guayule as given in fig. 4.

The information concerning the distribution of these species in Australia has been

entered on the map of hg. 4. The only reported occurrence which is difficult to

explain is that of 0. lindheinieri at Blinman in South Australia.

Summary
From an examination of the climatic data available for the Texan and

Mexican zones of occurrence of Parthcniitm argentatum (guayule), it is suggested

that the Australian homoclime, including temperature and seasonal rainfall condi-

tions, is to be found!' in an area extending from the. western slopes of New South

Wales in the general direction of Charlevillc and Blackall in Queensland. The
suggestion is supported by the recorded behaviour of certain species of Opuntia

which have become established in Australia.
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A NEW SPECIES OF LAGORCHESTES (MARSUPIALIA)

By H. H. FINLAYSON

Summary

Lagorchestes asomatus n. sp.

External characters unknown; size, judged by the skull of the aged type, considerably smaller than

in L. hirsulus, therefore the smallest of the genus.
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Lagorchestes asomatus n. sp.

External characters unknown; size, judged by the skull of the aged type,

considerably smaller than in L. hirsut'ts, and therefore the smallest of the genus.

The species, which is founded upon the cranial characters of a single aged

example of unknown sex, is sharply distinguished from other members of the

genus by its enormous auditory bullae, and the great reduction of the premaxilliary

region and the incisor dentition. It is nearest to the Central Australian formsof

I^hirsutits Gould, with winch species comparison is chiefly made in the ensuing-

description.

Cranial form typically lagorehestine in its shortness and great breadth, and in

the extreme height of the skull posteriorly, leading to a characteristic rapidly

tapering, wedge-shaped outline. The upper profile descends more abruptly from

the vertex to the nares and lambda, than in hirsutus.

Muzzle region shorter than in hirsutus and differing further in the

exaggerted lateral expansion of the proximal maxilliary portion, and the reduc-

tionhoth in width and depth of the distal premaxilliary segment. The nasals are

similar to those of hirsutus but are narrower anteriorly and more expanded

posteriorly, though the latter is by no means commensurate with the expansion of

the underlying muzzle. They terminate in a short, blunt point which over-

reaches the naso-premaxillary junction by only 2 mm. and coincides in dorsal view

with the gnathion below. The surface of the nasals is almost flat throughout and

their junction with the walls of the muzzle sharp and angular. In lateral view

also the muzzle is verv different from conspicillatus or hirsutus in its rapidly

tapering form, the depth at V' being scarcely half that at the anteorbital foramen.

The intranasal spur is almost absent from the premaxillae.

The interorbital region with its edges thin and sharp at the constriction and

tapering posteriorly mure rapidly than in hirsutus, almost as in conspicillatus. The

constriction narrower than in "the central race of hirsutus but equalled by the

insular dorrcac. The area is decidedly concave, but the hollow does not extend to

the posterior nasal region, as in the other species.

The zygomatic outline as seen from above is very broad, the ratio, greatest

breadth/basal length = 73 as in the widest skulls of couspiciilatus. The anterior

and posterior angles about as in hirsutus , but the maximum width still more pos-

terior and the terminal posterior width markedly greater than theanterior
;
and the

shape correspondingly different and nearer the average condition of Thylogalc.

The individual zygomata are stouter than in hirsutus, especially the squamosal

element; the infrazygomatic process is equally large and is contributed chiefly by

the maxilla. On the wall of the orbit, the lacrymal is narrower.

The braincase much as in hirsutus but its surface more rugose and pitted,

and the vault decidedly lower.

The occipital area is broad and low to a greater degree than in any of the

other species and resembles the Pctrogalc condition at its maximum. The para-

occipital process upright, not recurved terminally as in hirsutus, and almost corn-

Trans. Rov. Soc. S, Ami., 67, (2). 30 November 1943
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pletely merging with the bulla anteriorly. Tympanic annttlus very large and the
free margin of the mastoid curved forward parallel to its lower border/

In the palatal aspect rhe anterior foramina are longer than in hirsuius. The
palate is reduced anteriorly and is widest in its midlength. There are two large
reniform vacuities, each 11x5 mm. ea.. extending t within 3 mm. of the posterior
margin and the space behind them is a'most complete, not multi-perforate as in
liirsutus. Posterior and anterior nares both narrower and shallower.

The parapterygoid fossa very deep and well defined but reduced to a mere
crescentic slit by the encroachment of the bullae; the ectopterygoid ridge unusually
well developed and thrust outwards almost at a right angle to the basicranial axis.

The alisphenoid bullae enormously inflated, more so than in any other member of
the subfamily, and in absolute size exceeded in the Macropodidae onlv hv
B. Jesucuri in the Dotoroinae. The cubic capacities of the bulla in B, lesueuri, the
present species, and L. hirsutus, are in the approximate ratio 334:236:81, and if

allowance is made for the small size of the skull of the new species, the disparity
between the first two volumes is considerably decreased.

The mandible presents an extreme phase of the lagorchestine trends towards
shortened horizontal body of the ramus and lengthened ascending portion, the
vertical height of the coronoid margin considerably exceeding the length of the
body from the base of the coronoid to the incisor alveolus. Symphysis short and
inferior dental foramen very small as in Jiirsutus; masseteric foramen smaller;
condvle round and larger.

Dentition

Upper incisors remarkable for their very small size, the antero-posterior
length of the series 5

m

3 mm. as again.st 7-7-5 mm. in liirsutus of similar wear; the
teeth much worn but apparently similarly proportioned and disposed in the pre-
maxillae. Canine about 2 mm. long, rooted just posterior to the suture and lying
nearly prone upon the diastema! margin and probably lunetionless. l

u an
extremely large tooth, 6*3 mm. long as against 4-8-5T mm. in similarly worn
liirsutus; too worn for the finer details of structure to be made out. but clearly of
the same general type as in eonspieiUai us and liirsutus, e.g., parallel-sided, scarcely
wider posteriorly than distally. a well-marked talon and internal ledge running the
whole length of the tooth, a fossette on its posterior margin, a blade showing
vestiges of four shallow vertical grooves externally and a continuous trenchant
edge lying buccal to the midline of the tooth. The forward drift of the cheek teeth
with advancing age (unusually marked in LagorcJiestcs) reaches a maximum in

this species, P 1 occupying a position nearly 4 mm. anterior to its point of eruption;
the P 4-P diastema is thereby reduced to 7 mm., little more than the length of the
former tooth.

The molar rows are nearly as long as in the decidedly larger liirsutus skull,

and the individual teeth are somewhat heavier. The crown pattern, so far as it can
be made out, is similar, but the tooth rows are more arched and the anterior mem-
bers project laterally beyond the alveolar margin to a much greater extent and their

outer cusps are plainly visible, in dorsal view projecting beyond the walls of the
muzzle. Both the latter features are probably accentuated by the age of the skull

and the forward drift of the cheek teeth, above mentioned.
The lower incisors are much reduced (though relatively less so than the

upper) ; narrow, delicate and nearly parallel-sided in their mid-course. Lower
V

4
4*9 mm.; without talon or ledge but with four shallow grooves on both sur-

faces. Lower molars much narrower than upper; relatively more so than in
liirsutus.

Dimensions
Greatest length, 65*8; basal length. 58*7; zygomatic breadth. 42*9; nasals:

length, 27'6; nasals: greatest breadth, 9"9; nasals: least breadth, 4*3; nasals:
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Fig. A, B, C—Dorsal, palatal, lateral aspects of skull of Lagorchestes asomatus sp. now

(x 1-1 ca.).

Fig. D— Lateral aspect of same with mandible in situ (x 1-1 ca.).
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Fig. E, F—Anterior and posterior aspects of skull of Lagorchestes asomatus sp.

(x l-2ca.).

Fig. G, H—Lateral and posterior aspects of mandible of same (xl-2ca.).
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overhang 2-2; depth of muzzle/ 1
' 9*7; constriction, 9'6; palate: length, 36'/

palate ; Veadth inside M-, 11-2; anterior palatal foramen, 4*0; diastema, /'l

bulla 14*4 x 14-0; basicranial axis, 215 ; basifacial axis. 39-o; facial index, 183

mandible: greatest length, 45'0; mandible: greatest breadth, 41-9; mandible

greatest perpendicular height, 30-5; anteroposterior length of upper incisors

(worn), 5-3; ?\ 6-3 x 2*3; M sl -\ 13-2; M^\ 19-0; M J
,

5-7 x 5-2; lower l p

9-2 x 2-6.

Tv/>f—Aged skull of unknown sex. South Australian Museum Registered

Number M3710. Collected bv Michael Terry between Mount Farewell and Lake

Mackav in Central Australia, at longitude 129° 30' east and latitude 22° 15 south

approx". The animal was taken in the flesh, but only the skull preserved.

(') At anterior margin of P 4
.
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GENERAL INDEX
[Generic and specific names in italics indicate that the forms described

are new to science,]

Aboriginal Names and Utlization of the

Fauna m the Evrean Region, Tohus ton, T.

H., (2), 244

Acacia gonophvlla v. crassifolia, iteaphylla,

(1), 37
Acanthocephala. No. 4; Australian, Johnston,

t. H.. and Best, E. W., (2), 226
Aeanthocheilus quadridentatus, (1), 21

Accrvulina sp., ( 1), 40
Agrostis, (1 ), 51

Alabidncarpus. (1), 11

Amcrianna carinata, bouushenricus, (I), 147

Amcriclla boiiushenricus, (1). 147

Amphibleslnim sp., (1), 39, 41

Amphistegina sp., (I), 40

Ancylidae,' (1), 148

Andropogon, ( 1 ), 42, 43, inundatus, bomby-
cinus, Gryllus, (1), 43

Anomalina sp., (1), 40

Antcdon sp., (1), 39

Aristida, (1), 45; Muelleri, Browniana,
arenaria, latifolia v. minor, echinata, muri-
cata, calycina v. strigosa, echinata v.

nitidula, capillif olia, siriyosa, ( 1 ) , 45
;

nitidula, (1 ), 46

Ascarid Nematodes from Australian Marine
Fish; Some, lohnston.T. H., and Mawson,
P. M.. (1), 20

Assiminea tasmanica, (1), 148

Assimineidae, (1 ), 148

Atopumehnae, (I), 13

Auslrnlinia bassi, (1), 41

Austropeplea arunlalis, (1), 146

Austrochirus, (1), 11, 15; queenslandicus,

(1), 17

Austropy rgus nigra, ( 1 ) , 144

Axe Head; An exceptional Australian,

Cooper, H. M., (2), 224

Bolivinopsis sp., (1),40
Reddomcna. (1), 144

Best, K. \\\, rind Johnston, T. IT., Australian
Acanthocephala No. 4, (2), 226

Bithyniidae. (1), 144

Black, J. M., Additions to the Flora of South
Australia, No. 41, (1), 36

Blake, S. T., Critical Notes on the Gramineac
and Cyperaccac of South Australia, with
descriptions of new species, (1), 42

Bothriochloa, (1), 43; inundatus, Ewartiana,
intermedia, decipiens, ambigua, (1), 43

Braeh ; ar'a, pra.ctervisa, (1), 44

Bulbostvlis harbata, turhinata, capillaris, (1),

55

Bull in us brazieri, v. pallida, contortula, tenui-

striatus, (1), 146

Callauaitis cainozuica, (1). 41

Campylochirus chelopus, (1), 10

Capsularia marina, (1), 22

Carex chlorantha. fascicular!*-, Bichcnoviana,

pumiia, inversa, v. major, (1), 60

Carpenteria sp., (1), 40
Cellar ia sp., (1), 41

Ccntrapala lirata, (1), 143
Chapman. F., Notes on Fossiliferous Rocks

from Tertiary Outcrops to the South-west
of Coonalpyn, South Australia, (1), 39

Chirodiscoides, (1), 11

Chirodiscus amplexans, (1), 10

Chrysopogon Gryllus, fallax, (1), 43

Cibicides lobatulus. (1), 39, 40; ungerianus,

(1), 39, 41; haidingerii, (1), 39
Cladium capillaceum, (1), 54
Cladium proccrum, (1), 57; Mariscus, lepto-

stachyum, chinense, jamaicense, glomera-
tum rubiginosum, (1),58; globiceps, punta-
tum, Gunnii, nudus, Iaxiflorum, tcnax,

tetragonum, Huttonii, (1), 59; gracile,

(1), 60
Cleland, J. B„ and Johnston, T. H., Native

Names and Uses of Plants in the North-
eastern Corner of South Australia, (1),
149

Conispiculum, (2), 184

Conodonts from Waterhouse Range, Central
Australia, Crespin, I, (2), 231

Contracaccum (Thynnascaris) legendrei, (1),
20; incurvum, (1), 21

Cooper, H. M., An exceptional Australian
Axe Head, (2), 224

Cotton, B. C, Australian Shells of the Familv
Haliotidae, (2), 175

Cotton, B. C, More Australian Freshwater
Shells, (1), 143

Coxiella confusa, striata, filosa, striatula, (1),
45

Co'xiollidae, (1), 145

Crespin, L, Conodonts from
Range, Central Australia, (2).

Crisia scalaris, gracilis, (1), 41

Cucullanus hetcrodonti, (2), 187

Cvmbopogon, (1), 43; bombveinus,
(1), 43

Cyperaceae of South Australia with descrip-
tions of New Species; Critical Notes on
the G-raminae, and. Blake, S. T., (1), 42

Cypcrus brevifolus, v. stellulatus, exaltatus,

v. minor, -rotundus, victor tensis, bulbosus,
subulatus, vaginatusj gyrnnocaulos, v.

dcnsiflorus, (1), 52; vaginatus, v. pseudo-
textilis, flabelliformis, congestus, clarus,

rutilans, alterniflorus, rigidellus, enervis v.

laxus. laevigatus, distachyus, Fragrostis,
sanguinolcntus, v. pauperata, (1), 53

Danthonia, (1), 51

Dentalina ? obi iqua, (1), 39
Deyeux^'a, (1), 51

Dichanthium, fl), 43
Discorbis sp., (1), 40; pileolus, (1), 41
Dc-rothia sp., (1 ), 40
Dig:'tar;a. (1). 44

Waterhouse
. 231

obtectus,
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Eardley, C. M., An Ecological Study of the:

Vegetation of Eight Mile Creek Swamp.
A Natural South Australian Coastal Fen

Formation, (2), 200

Echinocephalus spinosissimus, (2), 188

Eleocharis nigrescens, acict*laris, pusilla, gra-

cilis, multicaulis, (1), 56

Eilphidium verriculatum, (1), 39, 40; chap-

mani, (1), 40
Enncapogou, (1), 48

Eponides repandus, (1), 39, 40; scabrieulus,

1), 39, 41

Eragrostis japonica, (1),48, 50; Llclandi, (.1),

49, sctifolia, infecunda, confertiflora, Ken-

nedyae, leptoearpa, parviflora, Basedciwii,

elongate, Iacunaria, Barrelieri, falcata,

Dielsii, cilianensis, laniflora, eriopoda,

xerophila, australiensis, speciosa, pilosa,

Brownii, diandra, trichophylla, Rankingii,

(1) 50; v. Pritzelii, major, megastachya,

(1), 51

Eriachne Benthamh, sclcranthoides, mucro-

nata, (1), 48, 49; v. elongata, v. villi*

culmis, ovata v. pedicellata, (1), 49

Eriochloa pscudoacroiricha, ramosa v. pseudo-

crotricha, annulata v. acrotricha, (1), 43;

australiensis, longiflora, (1), 44

Eurychiroides, (1), 19

Euryzonus, (1), 19

Evans, J. W., Two interesting Upper Premian

Homoptera from New South Wales, (1),

7

Evaporation and Temperature; A Relation-

ship between, Prescott, J. A., (1), 1

Exohaliotis cyclobates, excavata, (2), 176

Fimbristylis Neilsonii, ferruginea, diphylla,

dichotoma, (1), 55

Fen Formation; An Ecological Study of the

Vegetation of Eight Mile Creek Swamp.

A Natural South Australian Coastal,

Eardley, C. M, (2), 200

Fen; The Pedology of a South Australian,

Stephens, C. G., (2), 191

Finlayson, H. H., A New Species of I.agor-

chestes (Marsupiaha), {2), 319

Flora of South Australia, No. 41; Additions

to the, Black, J. M., (1), 36

Foleyella, (2), 184

Fossiliferous Rocks from Tertiary Outcrops

to the South-west of Coonalpyn. South

Australia; Notes on, Chapman, F., (1), 39

Gahbia centralia, iredalii, affinis, rclata, (1),

144

Gahnia sulcata. (1), 59; hyst-rix, (1), 60

Gahrliepia, (1), 136; rioi, rutila, (1), 138;

cetrata, ciliata, fletchcri, bengalensis, 136,

140

Glacidorl)is, (1), 148

Glacilimnea, (T), 146

Globorotalia truncatulinoides, (1), 40

Glyceria ramigera. Fordeana, (1), 51

Glyptamoda aliciae, (1), 14?

Glyptanisus atkinsoni, (1), 148

Gordiorhvnchtis hemcrofti, (2), 226; falconis,

(2), 229

Gramiucac and Cyperaccae of South Australia

with descriptions of New Species ; Critical

Notes on the, Blake, S. T., (1), 42

Granitic Rocks of South-eastern South Aus-

tralia; Some, Mawson, D., and Parkin,

L. W„ (2), 233

Grevillea biternata, (1), 36

Grundlachia, (1), 148

'

Gwitherana bipygalis, (1), 132

Guttulina. sp., (1), 40

Gypsina globula, (1), 40

Haliotidae; Australian Shells of the Family,

Cotton, B. C, (2), 175

Haptosoma, (1), 11

Hastospiculum,, (2) , 84

Heaslip, W. G., and Womersley, H., The
Trombiculinae (Acarina) or Itch-mites

of the Austro-Malayan and Oriental Re-

gions, (1), 68

Flelocharis, (1), 56; acicularis, halmaturina,

(D,56
Helopus acrotrichus, (1), 43

Hemarthria uucinata, (1), 42

Horneria sp., (1), 41

Hydrococcus graniformis, granum;, (1), 144

Hydrology of the Hundred of Belalie, County

Victoria, South Australia, and its Signifi-

cance in Soil Conservation and Flood Con-

trol ; The, Stevens, C G., (1), 62

Hymenolobus alatus, (1), 36

idmonea semispiralis, (1), 41

Isachne australis, globosa, (1), 43

Iseilema, (1), 43

Isidonella brazieri, (1), 146; newcombi, sub-

inflata, Ttibida, (1), 147

Ixalum iuerme, (1), 45

Johnston, T. IT., Aboriginal Names and Utili-

zation of the Fauna in the Evrean Region,

(2), 244

Johnston, T. H., and Best, E. W-, Australian

Acanthocephala. No. 4, (2), 226

Johnston, T. H., and Cleland, J. B., Native

Names and Uses of Plants in the North-

eastern corner of South Australia, ( 1),

149

Johnston, T. II., and Mawson. P. M., Re-

marks on spine Nematodes from. Austra-

lian Reptiles, (2), SH3

Johnston, T. H., and Mawson, P. M., Some
Ascarid Nematodes from Australian Ma-
rine Fish, (1), 20

Johnston, T. H., and Mawson, P. M.. Some
Nematodes from Australian Elasmo-

branchs, (2), 187

Kyllingia, intermedia, brevifolia, (1), 52

Labidocarpinae, (1), 17

Eabidocarpus, (1), 11, 17; rccitrvus, (1), 17

Lagorchestes asomatus, (2), 319

Eagorchestes (Marsupialia ) ; A New Species

of, Finlayson, H. H.,_(2), 319

Lampocarya tcnax, (1), 59

Lecuwenhoekia australiensis, (1), 141
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Lenamcria gibbosa, (1), 146; nitida, vandie-
menensis, georgiana, pyramidata, attenuata,
queenslandica, beddomei, (1), 147

Lcpidosperma concavum, congestum, laterals,

exaltatum, viscidum, tortuosum, semiteres,

canescens, firlifo-rme, (1), 56; maero-
phyllus, carphoides, (1), 57

Listrophoridae Canest. (Acarina) with Notes
on the New Genera ; Australian Species
of, Womersley, H„ (1), 10

Listrophorinae, (1), 18

Listrophoroides, (1), 11

Listrophorus, (1), 11, 18; gibbus, (1), 18

Lymnaea (Peplimnea ), tastnauica, lutosa,

peregra, (1), 146

Lymnaeidae, (1), 145

Macdonaldius, (2), 184
Marginulina glabra, (1), 40
Marinouris, (2), 175; mekulus, roei, etholo-

gus, hargravesi, brazieri, scabricostata,

scalaris, rubicundus, tricostalis, emmae,
(2), 179

Marquesania, (1), 11, 15; expansa, (1), 15;
var. queenslandica, (1), 15

Mawson, D., and Parkin, L. W., Some Grani-
tic Rocks of South-eastern South Austra-
lia, (2), 233

Mjawson, P. M., and Johnston, T. H., Re-
marks on some Nematodes from Austra-
lian Reptiles, (2), 183

Mawson, P. M., and Johnston, T. H., Some
Ascarid Nematodes from Australian Ma-
rine Fish, (1), 20

Mawson, P. M., and Johnston, T. If., Some
Nematodes from Australian Flasmo-
branchs, (2), 187

Melaleuca eleutherostachya, (1), 37
Membranipora marginata, (1), 41

Miliola. (Pentellina) sp., (1), 40
Monazite in South Australia ; A New Occur-

rence of, Wilson, A. F., (1), 38
Mounting of Acarina and other small Arthro-

pods ; A Modification of Rerlese's Medium
for the Microscopic, Womerslev, H, (2),
181

Myocoptes, (1), 11; musculinus, (1), 13

Myocoptinae, (1), 13

Myoimmbicitfa vespertitionis, (1), 99

Native Names and Uses of Plants in the

North-eastern Corner of South Australia,

Johnston, T. H., and Cleland, J. B., (1),
149

Notocrnamys consobrina, (1), 41

Notopalena essingtonensis, (1 ), 143

Nematodes from Australian Klasmobrauchs

;

Some, Johnston, T. H., and Mawson, P.

M., (2), 187

Nematodes from Australian Reptiles ; Re-
marks on some, Johnston, 'I", H., and
Mawson, P. M.. (2), 183

Neolabidocarpus, (1), 11

Neoschongastia innisfailensis, (1 ), 107, 108

;

womersleyi, (1). 107, 109; petrogalc, (1),

107. Ill; mclomys, (1). 107, 110; muta-
bilis, (T), 107, 111; foliata, queenslandica,

edwardsi, (1), 107, 12; antipodianum, coo-

rongense, globulare, (1), 107, 114, hastata,

malayensis, lacunosa, impar, (1), 107, 116;
schiiffneri, pseudoschuffne-ri, (1), 107, 117;
indiea, debilis, lorius, rtittus, (1), 108, 118
heaslipi, (1), 108, 120; peramelcs, westrali-

ensis, trichosuri, dasveerei, (1), 108, 122;

shielclsi, hirsti, (1). "l 08, 123; sitnilis, der-

ricks (1), 10S. 123; gunthcri. (1), 108,

126; smithi, phascogcM\ (1), 108, 127;
cainiscnsis, ( 1 ) , 108, 128 ; v. qatcri, ( 1 )

,

108, 129

Notohaliotis, (2), 175 ; ruber, (2), 178;
improbula, (2), 176, 177 ; coccoradiatum,
conicopora, granti, gigantia, cunninghami,

(2), 177; vixlirata, (2), 177

Notopala hanleyi, barretti. (1), 143

Oistodus tarapintinciisis, (2), 231
Opplctora jukesi, (1), 147

Oswaldofilaria chlamvdosauri, (2), 183

Ovinotis, (2), 179; dringi, (2), 180

Paltodus madigani, (2), 232
Paludestrinidae, (1), 143

Panicum, (1), 42, 44
Pappophorum, (1), 48
Paraleptus mtsfralis, (2), 188

Paranisakis auslralis, (2), 190

Paraschongastia dubia, backhousei, gal-

linarum, (1), 129, 130; yeomansi, retro-

cincta, (I), 130, 131

Parkin, L. W., and Mawson, D., Some Grani-
tic Rocks of South-eastern South Austra-
lia, (2), 233

Parthenium argentatum ; The Australian
Homocline of the Zone of Natural Occur-
rence of, Prescott, J. A., (2), 312

Paspalidium, (1), 44
Patellinella annectens, (1), 40
Permayva' distincta, (1), 7

Permian Homoptera
;
Two interesting Upper;

from New South Wales, Evans, J. \V.,

(1), 7

Pcrmoccphahts knighti, (1), 8

Pettancvlus austraiicus, (1), 148
Petterdiana, (1), 144

Pha-ryngodon kartana sp., (2), 186

Ph!vctainophora sp., (2), 190

Ph-ranntela, (1), 144

Physaloptera gallardi, (2), 186

Plananisus isingi, (1), 148

Planorbidae, (1), 48
Plectrachne Helmsii, bromoides, (1), 48
Plotiopsis, (1), 144; ccntraJia, tatei, australis,

(1), 145

Poa ciliauensis, ramigera, Fordeana, cae-

spitoca, 1 ), 51

Porina gracilis, (1 ), 39
Porrocaecum piscium, (1), 32
Potamopyrgus sp., petterdianus, legrandi, buc-

cinoid'es. (1). 144

Prescott, J. A., The Australian Homoclime of

the Zone of Natural Occurrence of Par-
theuium argentatum, (2), 312

Prescott, J. A., A Relationship between
Evaporation and Temperature, (1), 1

Problancylus beddomei, eremius, (1), 148

Proleptus trygonorrhinac, (2), 187
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Prosthorhynchus menurae, (2), 22o

Pseudopotamis, (1), 144; supraliraTa, (1), 145

Pupiphryx cocma, (1), 144

Pyguianisus fari'its, scottianus, f 1), 14S

( Juinqueloeulina sp.. ( 1 ) . 40 ;
seminulum,

f 1). 41

Retcpora sp., (1), 39

Rcvisessor tasmanicus, (1). 144

Ripakmia, (1), 144; tjucensIamHca, (1), 145

Rotalia ve-rriculata, (1), 40

Rottboellia eompressa, (1). 42

Rulingia eraurophylla, (1), 57

Sanhaliotis, (2), 178; alicna, howcnsis, hau-

ler i, crebrcsculpta, dissona, squamata,

ftmtbris, astricta, (2), 178; elegans, (2),

179

Saurositus, (2), 184

Schismotis excisa, (2), 175

Sehizocarpus, (1 ) , 11

Schoenus humilis, nanus, Carnci, monocarpus,

(1), 53; sculptus, latelamiuatus, Tepperi,

hrcviculmis, discifer, subaphylhis, aphyllus,

(1), 54; rubiginosus, (1). 58; nudus, (1),

s<>'

Schongastia oudemansi. (1), 102; vicla,

jamesei, blestowei, (1), 102, 103; kafmiis,

( 1 ) , 102, 104 ; blestowei v. megapodius.

(1), 102, 103. tavlori, vandcrsandci, (1),

102, 106

Seirpus sup-inns, laeustris, valulus. v. taber-

naeiuoutani, maritimns, flnviatil is, (1), 54;

nodosus, productus. fluitaus, v. terrestris,

lenticularis, ealoearpus, sctacous, platy-

earpus, pmgTUas, australiensis, cernuus,

harmilosus, aristatus, (1), 55

Segnitila victoriae, alphena, (1), 148

Sermylasma, (1), 144; carbonata. (1). 145

Shells; More Australian F-eshwater : Cotton,

R G, (1), 143

Sigmoidella .sp., (1), 40

Sigmoilina sp., (1 ), 40

Simlinmea brazicri, victoriae, subaquatilis,

ncglecta, gunni, (1), 146

Smittina latei, (1), 39

Sorghum, fl), 43

Spinifex. ( 1 ), 45 ;
hirsutus, inerme, para-

doxus, (1,), 45

Spiroloculina sp., (1), 40

Sporobolus Mrtchellii, virginicus, v. palHdus,

capensis, indicus, Caroli, Lindlcyi, ( 1 )

,

48

Slenomelania, ( 1) , 1-14
;

denisonensts, ( 1 )

,

145

Stenophyllus barhatus, capillaris, (1), 55

Stevens." C. G., The Hydrology of the Hun-
dred of Rclalie, County Victoria, South

Australia and its Significance in Soil Con-

servation and Flood Control, (1), 62

Stephens, C. G., The Pedology of a South

Australian Fen, (2), 191

Stipa, (1), 51

Stipa pubescens, scmibarbafca, (1), 36

Strongylus paronai, (2), 186

Sulherlandia eraurophylla, (1), 37

hstulosa,

(2), 185

145

r 1 ) , 45

Tasti'iadora sorcllntsis, aperta, ( 1), 147

Tasmaniila, (1). 144

Teinolis., (2), 175

Tctraria capillaris, (1), 54

Textularia sagittula, (1), 39; v.

(1), 41; sp. (1), 40
Thamugadia, (,2), 184; physignathi

Thiara, (1), 144; amaruloidea, (1)

Thiaridae, (I), 144

Tragus australianus, raccmosus,

Trichohius, (lj, 11

Trichoeeu.-,, (1), 11

TrilocuSina tricarinata, (1), 40

T-riodia. (1), 48

Triraplns, (1), 48
Trombicula, (1.), 71, 82, 73; keukenschrijveri,

(1), 73, 75; pallida, (1), 73, 75; munda,
fl). 73, 76; spicca, (1), 73, 78; acuscutcl-

kiris, (1), 73, 78; japonica, (1). 73, 79;

i

quadriense, (1), 73. 79; densipiliata. (1),

74,80; cliiroplrra, (I), 80 ; giiricolrns, (1),

|

74, 82; -wttichi, 1), 74, 83; issikii, (1), 74,

I 84, akamushi, (1). 74, 84; rohusta, (1), 74,

;

85; hodensis, (1), 74, 84; ficich.eri, (1),

74. 86; deliensis, (1), 74, i>7 ; vanderghin-

slei, fl), 74, 87; corvi, (1), 74, 88; Scutel-

laria (1), 74, 88; palpalis, (1), 74, 90;

! intermedia, (1), 74, 90; rara. (1), 74, 90;

t
rini, (1), 74, 91; wichmanni, (1), 75, 91;

'

hatorii, (1), 74, 82; pscudoakamushi, fl),
'

75. 92; minor, (1), 74. 92, 98; hirsti, (1),

74, 92; v. deliensis, (1), 75, 94; v. bulo-

loensis, fl), 75, 94; novae-hollandiae, (1),

75, 95. samhoni, 1), 75, 95, 98; macropus,

,

(1). 75, 99; eervulicola, (1), 97; signata,

(1 ),98; flegaiis, ( 1 ), 98; tindalei, (1)^99
Trombicidinae f Acarina) or Itch-mites of the

Aa-lrn-malayan and Oriental Regions

;

The, Womerslev, II. , and Fleaslip, W. G.,
:

^ (1), 68 ^
'froMihicuIoldcs gairri, ( 1 ) , 101

l
rrochloa. (1 ), 44

,

Yalvaiasma, fl), 144

:
Yellcia cvcno.pntamica, (1), 37

I

Vilfa Lindleyi, ( 1 ) , 48
'

\

\'iviparidae, (1), 143

\

Walcliia morobensis, lewthwaitei, cnoclis, (1).

134. 135; gla.brum, (1), 134; turmalis.

rustica, fl), 134, 136

|

Wilson, A. I
7

., A New Occurrence <»t Mona-
! zi'te in Soutli Australia, (1). 38
: W^omersley, II., Australian Species of Listro-

i>horidae Cancst. (Acarina) with Notes on
! the New Genera, (1), 10

Womerslev. H., A Modification of Perlcse's

I
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